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PREDESTINATION

PREDESTINATION
I.

1

The Terms

The words 'predestine/ 'predestinate,' 'predestination'
seem not to have been domiciled in English literary use until
the later period of Middle English (they are all three found in
Chaucer: "Troylous and Cryseyde," 966; "Orisoune to the
Holy Virgin," 69; translation of "Boethius," b. 1, pr. 6, 1.
3844; the Old English equivalent seems to have been 'forestihtian,' as in ^Elfric's

of

Rom.

i.

4,

viii.

"Homilies,"

30).

ii.

364, 366, in renderings

'Predestine,'

'predestination' were

doubtless taken over from the French, while 'predestinate'

probably owes its form directly to the Latin original of them
all. The noun has never had a place in the English Bible, but
the verb in the form 'predestinate' occurs in every one of its
issues from Tindale to the Authorized Version. Its history in
the English versions is a somewhat curious one. It goes back,
of course, ultimately to the Latin prcedestino' (a good classical but not pre-Augustan word; while the noun 'pradestinatW
seems to be of Patristic origin), which was adopted by the
Vulgate as its regular rendering of the Greek irpoopifa, and
occurs, with the sole exception of Acts iv. 28 (Vulgate decerno),
wherever the Latin translators found that verb in their text
(Rom. i. 4, viii. 29, 30, I Cor. ii. 7, Eph. i. 5, 11). But the Wyclifite versions did not carry 'predestinate' over into English
in a single instance, but rendered in every case by 'before
ordain' (Acts iv. 28 'deemed'). It was thus left to Tindale to
give the word a place in the English Bible. This he did, however, in only one passage, Eph. i. 11, doubtless under the influence of the Vulgate. His ordinary rendering of irpoopifa is
'ordain before' (Rom. viii. 29, Eph. i. 5; cf. I Cor. ii. 7, where
'

'

1

from A Dictionary of the Bible, ed. by James
Pub. N. Y. 1909, by Charles Scribner's Sons.

Article "Predestination,"

Hastings, v.

4,

pp. 47-63.

3
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omitted apparently only on account of the sucit may be thought, therefore,
to coalesce), varied in Rom. viii. 30 to 'appoint before'; while,
reverting to the Greek, he has 'determined before' at Acts iv.
28 and, following the better reading, has 'declared' at Rom.
i.
4. The succeeding English versions follow Tindale very
closely, though the Genevan omits 'before' in Acts iv. 28 and,
doubtless in order to assimilate it to the neighbouring Eph.
i. 11, reads 'did predestinate' in Eph. i. 5. The larger use of
the word was due to the Rhemish version, which naturally
reverts to the Vulgate and reproduces its prcedestino regularly
the 'before'

is

ceeding preposition into which

in 'predestinate'

(Rom.

i.

4, viii. 29, 30, I

11; but Acts iv. 28 'decreed').

Under

Cor.

ii.

7,

Eph. i. 5,
Author-

this influence the

ized Version adopted 'predestinate' as its ordinary rendering
of irpoopifa

(Rom.

viii.

29, 30,

Eph.

i.

5, 11),

while continuing

to follow Tindale at Acts iv. 28 'determined before,' I Cor.

7 'ordained,' as well as at Rom. i. 4 'declared,' in margin
'Greek determined.' Thus the word, tentatively introduced
into a single passage by Tindale, seemed to have intrenched
itself as the stated English representative of an important
Greek term. The Revised Version has, however, dismissed it
altogether from the English Bible and adopted in its stead the
hybrid compound 'foreordained' as its invariable representa-

ii.

tive of irpoopifa (Acts iv. 28,

Eph.

i.

5, 11),

—

Rom.

viii.

29, 30, I Cor.

ii.

7,

in this recurring substantially to the language

Wyclif and the preferred rendering of Tindale. None other
than a literary interest, however, can attach to the change
of

thus introduced: 'foreordain' and 'predestinate' are exact
synonyms, the choice between which can be determined only

by

taste.

The somewhat widespread notion that the seven-

teenth century theology distinguished between them, rests on

a misapprehension of the evidently carefully-adjusted usage
of them in the Westminster Confession, iii. 3 ff. This is not,

however, the result of the attribution to the one word of a
'stronger' or to the other of a 'harsher' sense than that borne
by its fellow, but a simple sequence of a current employment
of 'predestination' as the precise

synonym

of 'election,'

and
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a resultant hesitation to apply a term of such precious associations to the foreordination to death. Since then the tables

have been quite turned, and

it is

questionable whether in popu-

now

speech the word 'predestinate' does not

lar

bear an un-

pleasant suggestion.

That neither word occurs in the English Old Testament
due to the genius of the Hebrew language, which does not
admit of such compound terms. Their place is taken in the
Old Testament, therefore, by simple words expressive of pur-

is

posing, determining, ordaining, with

more or

less

contextual

indication of previousness of action. These represent a variety
of

Hebrew words, the most

explicit of

which

is

perhaps "fir (Ps.
by the side of

cxxxix. 16, Isa. xxii. 11, xxxvii. 26, xlvi. 11),

which must be placed, however, yw

(Isa. xiv. 24, 26, 27, xix.

12, xix. 17, xxiii. 9, Jer. xlix. 20,

45),

derivative

(Job xxxviii.

rrss

1.

whose substantival

2, xlii. 3, Jer. xxiii. 19,

Prov. xix. 21,

Ps. xxxiii. 11, cvii. 11, Isa. xiv. 26, xlvi. 10, 11, Ps. cvi. 13, Isa.
v. 19, xix. 17, Jer. xlix. 20,

1.

45, Mic. iv. 12) is doubtless the

most precise Hebrew term for the Divine plan or purpose, although there occurs along with it in much the same sense the
term na^ris (Jer. xviii. 11, xxix. 11, xlix. 30, 1. 45, Isa. lv. 8,
Jer.

li.

Mic.
1.

29, Mic. iv. 12, Ps. xcii. 6, a derivative of stfn (Gen.

Lam.

45,

20,

1.

3, Jer. xviii. 11, xxvi. 3, xxix. 11, xxxvi. 3, xlix. 50,

ii.

ii.

8).

In the Aramaic portion of Daniel

(iv.

14 (17),

21 (24) the common later Hebrew designation of the Divine
decree (used especially in an evil sense) mu occurs: and pn is

much

occasionally used with

Zeph.

ii.

words

of similar

Zee.

2,

Ps. cv. 10

6, viii.

i.

10)
xi.

;

pn

36)

27, II

;

li.
i.

the same meaning (Ps.

Chron. xvi.

import are
15) with

xxi. 1, Isa. lv. 11, Jon.
its

I

14,

Jer. xxiii. 20, xxx. 24,

with

=

17,

Job

d»t (Jer. iv. 28,
its

li.

12,

Lam.

substantive maw? (Job

ii.

7,

Other

xxiii. 14).

19,

ii.

xlii.

2,

11); pan (Ps. cxv. 3, exxxv. 6, Prov.

14,

Judg.

xiii.

23, Isa.

ii.

25, Isa.

liii.

10)

substantive pan (Isa. xlvi. 10, xliv. 28, xlviii. 14, liii.
(Job xiv. 5, Isa. x. 22, 23, xxviii. 22, Dan. ix. 26, 27,
"?|nn

(Dan.

Sam. vii.

29).

which we know as

ix.

24)

;

^Kin (I

Sam.

xii.

22, I Chron. xvii.

To express that special act of predestination
'election,' the Hebrews commonly utilized
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the word nna (of Israel, Deut.
xli. 8, 9, xliii. 10,

30, xliv.

1, 2,

Isa. xiv. 1, lxv. 9, 15, 22; of
of Jerusalem,

Deut.

xii.

iv. 37, vii. 6, 7, x. 15, xiv. 2, Isa.

Jer. xxxiii. 24;

and

Jehovah's servant,

of the future,

xlii.

1, xlix.

7;

14, 18, 26, xiv. 25, xv. 20, xvi. 7, 15, 16,

Kings viii. 44, 48, xi.
Kings xxi. 7, xxiii. 27) with its substantive
*vra (exclusively used of Jehovah's 'elect,' II Sam. xxi. 6, I
Chron. xvi. 13, Ps. lxxxix. 4, cv. 6, 43, cvi. 5, 23, Isa. xlii. 1, xliii.
20, xiv. 4, lxv. 9, 15, 22), and occasionally the word in; in a pregnant sense (Gen. xviii. 19, Amos. hi. 2, Hos. xiii. 5, cf. Ps. i. 6,
xvii. 8, 10, xviii. 6, xxxi. 11, Jos. ix. 27, 1

13, 32, 36, xiv. 21, II

xxxi. 8(7), xxxvii. 18, Isa.

lviii.

3); while it is rather the exe-

cution of this previous choice in an act of separation that

by

is

Kings viii. 53).
In the Greek of the New Testament the precise term
Trpooplfa (Acts iv. 28, 1 Cor. ii. 7, Rom. viii. 29, 30, Eph. i. 5,
11) is supplemented by a number of similar compounds, such
as irpoTaaao) (Acts xvii. 26); TpoTidrjfjLL (Eph. i. 9) with its
more frequently occurring substantive, irpbdeais (Rom. viii.
28, ix. 11, Eph. i. 11, hi. 11, II Tim. i. 9); TrpoerotMfa (Rom.
ix. 23, Eph. ii. 10) and perhaps irpopXeiro) in a similar sense of
providential pre-arrangement (Heb. xi. 40), with which may
be compared also irpoeidov (Acts ii. 31, Gal. iii. 8); irpoyiyvooctku (Rom. viii. 29, xi. 2, I Pet. i. 20) and its substantive
TTpoyvoxris (I Pet. i. 2, Acts ii. 23) irpoxei-pLfa (Acts xxii. 14,
iii. 20) and irpoxeiporoveo) (Acts iv. 41).
Something of the same
expressed

bryan (Lev. xx. 24, xx. 26, I

;

moreover, also occasionally expressed by the simple
(Luke xxii. 22, Acts xvii. 26, 31, ii. 23, Heb. iv. 7, Acts
x. 42), or through the medium of terms designating the will,
wish, or good-pleasure of God, such as (3ov\r] (Luke vii. 30,
Acts ii. 23, iv. 28, xiii. 36, xx. 27, Eph. i. 11, Heb. vi. 17, cf.
f3ov\r}p.a Rom. ix. 19 and (3ov\op,ai Heb. vi. 17, Jas. i. 18, II
Pet. iii. 9), OeXrjixa (e. g., Eph. i. 5, 9, 11, Heb. x. 7, cf. de\r)(TLs
Heb. ii. 4, 0e\w, e. g., Rom. ix. 18, 22), evdoda (Luke ii. 14,
Eph. i. 5, 9, Phil. ii. 13, cf eu5o/ceco Luke. xii. 32, Col. i. 19, Gal.
i. 15, I Cor. i. 21). The standing terms in the New Testament
for God's sovereign choice of His people are eKKeyeadcu, in
which both the composition and voice are significant (Eph. i. 4,
idea

is,

bp'^ca

.
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Mark xiii.

20,

of Israel,

Acts

Luke vi.

13,

John xv. 16 twice,
xiii.

John

19, 1 Cor.

17; of Christ,

vi. 70, xiii. 18,

Luke

Acts

ix.

7
i.

27 twice, Jas.

2; of others,

i.

ii.

5;

35; of the disciples,

Acts

i.

24,

xv. 7), €/cXe«r6s (Matt. [xx. 16] xxii. 14, xxvi. 22, 24, 31, Mark
xiii. 20, 22, 27, Luke xviii. 7, Rom. viii. 33, Col. hi. 12, II Tim.
ii.

10, Tit.

Rom.

i.

1, I

xvi. 13, II

18; of angels, I
xi. 5, 7, 28, 1

Pet.

i.

John
Tim.

Thes.

i.

i.

1, [ii.

9],

Rev.

13; of Christ,

xvii. 14; of individuals,

Luke xxiii.

v. 21), e/cXoyi? (Acts ix. 15,

4, II

Pet.

i.

10),

35,

John xiii.

Rom.

ix. 11.

— words which had been

prepared for this New Testament use by their employment in
the Septuagint
the two former to translate "ins and -ma.
In II Thes. ii. 13 alpkoiiai is used similarly.

—

II.

Predestination in the Old Testament

No survey of the terms used to express it, however, can
convey an adequate sense of the place occupied by the idea of
predestination in the religious system of the Bible. It is not
too much to say that it is fundamental to the whole religious
consciousness of the Biblical writers, and is so involved in all
their religious conceptions that to eradicate it would transform
the entire scriptural representation. This is as true of the Old
Testament as of the New Testament, as will become sufficiently
manifest by attending briefly to the nature and implications
of such formative elements in the Old Testament system as its
doctrines of God, Providence, Faith, and the Kingdom of God.
Whencesoever Israel obtained it, it is quite certain that
Israel entered upon its national existence with the most vivid
consciousness of an almighty personal Creator and Governor
of heaven and earth. Israel's own account of the clearness and
the firmness of its apprehension of this mighty Author and
Ruler of all that is, refers it to His own initiative: God chose
make Himself known to the fathers. At all events, throughout the whole of Old Testament literature, and for every period

to

it, the fundamental conception of God
remains the same, and the two most persistently emphasized
elements in it are just those of might and personality: before

of history recorded in
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everything

else,

the

God

of Israel is the

Omnipotent Person.

Possibly the keen sense of the exaltation and illimitable power
of
of

God which forms the very core of the Old Testament idea
God belongs rather to the general Semitic than to the specif-

element in its religion; certainly it was already
prominent in the patriarchal God-consciousness, as is sufficiently evinced by the names of God current from the beginning of the Old Testament revelation,
El, Eloah, Elohim,
El Shaddai,
and as is illustrated endlessly in the Biblical
narrative. But it is equally clear that God was never conceived
by the Old Testament saints as abstract power, but was ever
thought of concretely as the all-powerful Person, and that,
moreover, as clothed with all the attributes of moral personality,
pre-eminently with holiness, as the very summit of
His exaltation, but along with holiness, also with all the charically Israelitish

—

—

—

acteristics that belong to spiritual personality as it exhibits

familiarly in man. In a word, God is pictured in the Old
Testament, and that from the beginning, purely after the pattern of human personality,
as an intelligent, feeling, willing
Being, like the man who is created in His image in all in which
the life of a free spirit consists. The anthropomorphisms to
which this mode of conceiving God led were sometimes startling
enough, and might have become grossly misleading had not
itself

—

the corrective lain ever at hand in the accompanying sense of

the immeasurable exaltation of God, by which He was removed
above all the weaknesses of humanity. The result accordingly

was nothing other than a peculiarly pure form

of

Theism. The

grosser anthropomorphisms were fully understood to be figurative, and the residuary conception was that of an infinite Spirit,
not indeed expressed in abstract terms nor from the first fully
brought out in all its implications, but certainly in all ages of
the Old Testament development grasped in all its essential

elements. (Cf. the art. God).

Such a God could not be thought of otherwise than as the
comes to pass in the world which is
the product of His creative act and the doctrine of Providence
(r$j3ft) which is spread over the pages of the Old Testament

free determiner of all that

;

PREDESTINATION
fully bears out this expectation.

that

is is

9

The almighty Maker

of all

represented equally as the irresistible Ruler of

all

He

has made: Jehovah sits as King for ever (Ps. xxix. 10).
Even the common language of life was affected by this pervasive point of view, so that, for example, it is rare to meet
with such a phrase as 'it rains' (Amos iv. 7), and men by preference spoke of God sending rain (Ps. lxv. 9 f ., Job xxxvi. 27,
xxxviii. 26). The vivid sense of dependence on God thus witnessed extended throughout every relation of life. Accident or
chance was excluded. If we read here and there of a rnjsa it
is not thought of as happening apart from God's direction
that

(Ruth

ii.

I

3,

xxii. 34, II

Sam.

Chron.

vi.

9,

xx. 26, Eccl.

xviii. 33),

ii.

14,

cf.

and accordingly the

I

lot

Kings

was an

accepted means of obtaining the decision of God (Jos. vii. 16,
Sam. x. 19, Jon. i. 7), and is didactically recognized as under His control (Prov. xvi. 33). All things without
xiv. 2, xviii. 6, 1

exception, indeed, are disposed

ultimate account of

all

by Him, and His will is the
Heaven and earth and all

that occurs.

is in them are the instruments through which He works
His ends. Nature, nations, and the fortunes of the individual
alike present in all their changes the transcript of His purpose.
The winds are His messengers, the naming fire His servant:
every natural occurrence is His act prosperity is His gift, and
if calamity falls upon man it is the Lord that has done it (Amos

that

:

iii.

5, 6,

It is

He

Lam.

iii.

33-38, Isa.

xlvii. 7,

Eccl. vii. 14, Isa.

liv. 16).

that leads the feet of men, wit they whither or not;

He that

raises up and casts down; opens and hardens the heart;
and creates the very thoughts and intents of the soul. So poignant is the sense of His activity in all that occurs, that an appearance is sometimes created as if everything that comes to
pass were so ascribed to His immediate production as to ex-

clude the real activity of second causes. It
nevertheless, to suppose that

He

is

is

a grave mistake,

conceived as an unseen

power, throwing up, in a quasi-Pantheistic sense, all changes
on the face of the world and history. The virile sense of the
free personality of God which dominates all the thought of ,the

Old Testament would alone have precluded such a conception.
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Nor is there really any lack of recognition of 'second causes/
as we call them. They are certainly not conceived as independent of God they are rather the mere expression of His stated
will. But they are from the beginning fully recognized, both in
nature
with respect to which Jehovah has made covenant
:

—

1

(Gen.
cf.

its

viii.

21, 22, Jer. xxxi. 35, 36, xxxiii. 20, 25, Ps. cxlviii. 6,

Jer. v. 22, Ps. civ. 9,

laws

Prov.

Job

(nipn

viii.

Job

xxxviii. 10, 33, xiv. 5), establishing

xxviii. 25, 28, Isa. xl. 12,

Job

xxxviii. 8-11,

29, Jer. v. 22, Ps. civ. 9, xxxiii. 7, Isa. xl. 26)

equally in the higher sphere of free spirits,

who

— and

are ever con-

all their acts (hence God's provEx. xvi. 4, xx. 20, Deut. viii. 2, 16,
xiii. 3, Judg. iii. 1, 4, II Chron. xxxii. 31). There is no question
here of the substitution of Jehovah's operation for that of the
proximate causes of events. There is only the liveliest perception of the governing hand of God behind the proximate causes,
acting through them for the working out of His will in every
detail. Such a conception obviously looks upon the universe
teleologically an almighty moral Person cannot be supposed
to govern His universe, thus in every detail, either unconsciously or capriciously. In His government there is necessarily
implied a plan; in the all-pervasiveness and perfection of His

ceived as the true authors of

ing of man, Gen.

xxii. 1,

:

government is inevitably implied an all-inclusive and perfect
plan and this conception is not seldom explicitly developed.
It is abundantly clear on the face of it, of course, that this
whole mode of thought is the natural expression of the deep
religious consciousness of the Old Testament writers, though
:

not therefore to be set aside as 'merely' the religious
having no other rooting save in the imagination of rehgiously-minded men. In any event, however, it is
altogether natural that in the more distinctive sphere of the
surely

view

it is

of things, or as

religious life its informing principle of absolute

dependence on

God

should be found to repeat itself. This appears particularly
in the Old Testament doctrine of faith, in which there sounds
the keynote of Old Testament piety,
for the religion of the

—

Old Testament, so far from being, as Hegel, for example, would
affirm, the religion of fear, is rather by way of eminence the
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God, not merely as
Old Testament saints found no
ground of hope save in the free initiative of the Divine love.
At no period of the development of Old Testament religion was
it permitted to be imagined that blessings might be wrung
from the hands of an unwilling God, or gained in the strengths
of man's own arm. Rather it was ever inculcated that in this
sphere, too, it is God alone that lifts up and makes rich, He
alone that keeps the feet of His holy ones; while by strength,
it is affirmed, no man shall prevail (I Sam. ii. 9). 'I am not
worthy of the least of all thy mercies' is the constant refrain
of the Old Testament saints (Gen. xxxii. 10); and from the
very beginning, in narrative, precept and prophetic declaration
alike, it is in trust in the unmerited love of Jehovah alone that
religion of trust. Standing over against

creatures, but as sinners, the

the hearts of

ciency

is

men

are represented as finding peace. Self-suffi-

the characteristic

mark of the wicked, whose doom
mark of the righteous is that he

treads on his heels while the
;

by his faith (Hab. ii. 4). In the entire self-commitment to
God, humble dependence on Him for all blessings, which is the
very core of Old Testament religion, no element is more central
than the profound conviction embodied in it of the free sovereignty of God, the God of the spirits of all flesh, in the distribution of His mercies. The whole training of Israel was directed
to impressing upon it the great lesson enunciated to Zerubbabel, 'Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith
the Lord of hosts' (Zech. iv. 6)
that all that comes to man in
the spiritual sphere, too, is the free gift of Jehovah.
Nowhere is this lesson more persistently emphasized than
in the history of the establishment and development of the
kingdom of God, which may well be called the cardinal theme
of the Old Testament. For the kingdom of God is consistently
represented, not as the product of man's efforts in seeking after
God, but as the gracious creation of God Himself. Its inception
and development are the crowning manifestation of the free
grace of the Living God working in history in pursuance of His
loving purpose to recover fallen man to Himself. To this end
lives

•

He

—

preserves the race in existence after

its sin,

saves a seed
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from the destruction of the Flood, separates to Himself a
family in Abraham, sifts it in Isaac and Jacob, nurses and trains
it through the weakness of its infancy, and gradually moulds
it to be the vehicle of His revelation of redemption, and the
channel of Messianic blessings to the world. 'At every step it is
God, and God alone, to whom is ascribed the initiative; and
the most extreme care is taken to preserve the recipients of
the blessings consequent on His choice from fancying that these
blessings

come

done by
They were rather in
people of their own making,

as their due, or as reward for aught

themselves, or to be found in themselves.

every respect emphatically not a
but a people that God had formed that they might set forth
His praise (Isa. xliii. 21). The strongest language, the most astonishing figures, were employed to emphasize the pure sovereignty of the Divine action at every stage. It was not because
Israel was numerous, or strong, or righteous, that He chose it,
but only because it pleased Him to make of it a people for Himself. He was as the potter, it as the clay which the potter
moulds as he will; it was but as the helpless babe in its blood
cast out to die, abhorred of man, which Jehovah strangely
gathers to His bosom in unmerited love (Gen. xii. 1, 3, Deut.
vii. 6-8, ix. 4-6, x. 15, 16, I Sam. xii. 22, Isa. xli. 8, 9, xliii. 20,
xlviii. 9-11, Jer. xviii. If., xxxi. 3, Hos. ii. 20, Mai. i. 2, 3).
There was no element in the religious consciousness of Israel
more poignantly realized, as there was no element in the instruction they had received more insisted on, than that they
owed their separation from the peoples of the earth to be the
Lord's inheritance, and all the blessings they had as such received from Jehovah, not to any claim upon Him which they
could urge, but to His own gracious love faithfully persisted in
in spite of every conceivable obstacle.
In one word, the sovereignty of the Divine will as the principle of all that comes to pass, is a primary postulate of the
whole religious life, as well as of the entire world-view of the
Old Testament. It is implicated in its very idea of God, its
whole conception of the relation of God to the world and to
the changes which take place, whether in nature or history,
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the nations or in the life-fortunes of the individual; and

also in its entire

scheme

of religion,

whether national or per-

sonal. It lies at the basis of all the religious emotions,

and lays

the foundation of the specific type of religious character built

up

in Israel.

The

specific teaching of the

Old Testament as to predesti-

nation naturally revolves around the two foci of that idea which
may be designated general and special, or, more properly, cos-

mical and soteriological predestination;

or, in other words,
Divine Decree and the Divine
Election. The former, as was to be expected, is comparatively
seldom adverted to
for the Old Testament is fundamentally
a soteriological book, a revelation of the grace of God to sinners;
and it is only at a somewhat late period that it is made the

around the doctrines

of the

—

subject of speculative discussion.

God

But

as

it is

implied in the

Almighty Person, it is postulated
from the beginning and continually finds more or less clear expression. Throughout the Old Testament, behind the processes
of nature, the march of history and the fortunes of each individual life alike, there is steadily kept in view the governing
hand of God working out His preconceived plan
a plan
broad enough to embrace the whole universe of things, minute
enough to concern itself with the smallest details, and actualizing itself with inevitable certainty in every event that comes to
primordial idea of

as an

—

pass.

Naturally, there

is

in the narrative portions

but

little for-

mal enunciation of this pervasive and all-controlling Divine
teleology. But despite occasional anthropomorphisms of rather
startling character (as, e.g., that which ascribes repentance'
'

to God, Gen. vi. 6, Joel

ii.

13, Jon. iv. 2, Jer. xviii. 8,

10,

xxvi. 3, 13), or rather, let us say, just because of the strictly

anthropomorphic mould in which the Old Testament concepGod is run, according to which He is ever thought of as
a personal spirit, acting with purpose like other personal spirits,
but with a wisdom and in a sovereignty unlike that of others
because infinitely perfect, these narrative portions of the Old
Testament also bear continual witness to the universal Old
tion of

;
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Testament

teleology.

There

is

no

statement in the nar-

explicit

mighty Maker

rative of the creation, for example, that the

of

the world was in this process operating on a preconceived plan

but the teleology

of creation lies latent in the orderly

cedes

is

man

sequence

whose advent all that preobviously a preparation, and is all but expressed in the

of its parts, culminating in

for

Divine satisfaction at each of its stages, as a manifestation of
His perfections (cf. Ps. civ. 31). Similarly, the whole narrative
of the Book of Genesis is so orderedin the succession of
creation, fall, promise, and the several steps in the inauguration of the kingdom of God
as to throw into a very clear
light the teleology of the whole world-history, here written
from the Divine standpoint and made to centre around the
developing Kingdom. In the detailed accounts of the lives of
the patriarchs, in like manner, behind the external occurrences
recorded there always lies a Divine ordering which provides
the real plot of the story in its advance to the predetermined
issue. It was not accident, for example, that brought Rebecca

—

—

to the well to

welcome Abraham's servant (Gen. xxiv), or that
Egypt (Gen. xlv. 8, 1. 20; 'God meant [stfn] it

sent Joseph into

for good'), or guided Pharaoh's daughter to the ark

the flags (Ex.

ii),

among

or that, later, directed the millstone that

crushed Abimelech's head (Judg.

ix. 53),

or

winged the arrow

shot at a venture to smite the king in the joints of the harness
(I Kings xxii. 34). Every historical event is rather treated as]
an item in the orderly carrying out of an underlying Divine
purpose; and the historian is continually aware of the presence

in history of

strike the

Him who

gives even to the lightning a charge to

mark

(Job xxxvi. 32).
In the Psalmists and Prophets there emerges into view a

more abstract statement

of the government of all things according to the good-pleasure of God (Ps. xxxiii. 11, Jer. x. 12,
li. 15). All that He wills He does (Ps. cxv. 3, cxxxv. 6), and all

that comes to pass has pre-existed in His purpose from the indefinite past of eternity ('long ago' Isa. xxii. 11, 'of ancient

times' Isa. xxxvii. 26
it

=

II

Kings

so pre-existed in purpose that

xix. 25),
it

and

now comes

it is

only because

to pass (Isa. xiv.
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i. 6, Job xlii. 2, Jer. xxiii. 20, Jon. i. 14,
Every day has its ordained events (Job xiv. 5,
16). The plan of God is universal in its reach, and

24, 27, xlvi. 11, Zech.
Isa. xl. 10).

Ps. cxxxix.

—

the Old
orders all that takes place in the interests of Israel
Testament counterpart to the New Testament declaration that
all things work together for good to those that love God. Nor
is it merely for the national good of Israel that God's plan has
made provision; He exercises a special care over every one of
His people (Job v. 15 f., Ps. xci, cxxi, lxv. 3, xxxvii, xxvii. 10,
11, cxxxix. 16, Jon. iii. 5, Isa. iv. 3, Dan. xii. 1). Isaiah especially is never weary of emphasizing the universal teleology
of the Divine operations and the surety of the realization of
His eternal purpose, despite the opposition of every foe (xiv.
24-27, xxxi. 2, xl. 13, lviii. 8-11)
whence he has justly earned
the name of the prophet of the Divine sovereignty, and has
been spoken of as the Paul, the Augustine, the Calvin of the
Old Testament.
It is, however, especially in connexion with the Old Testament doctrine of the Wisdom (fiiasn) of God, the chief depository
of which is the so-called Hokhmah literature, that the idea
of the all-inclusive Divine purpose (nsty and rrntim) in which
lies predetermined the whole course of events
including
every particular in the life of the world (Amos iii. 7) and in

—

-

—

the

life

—

of every individual as well (Ps. cxxxix. 14-16, Judg.

speculatively wrought out. According to this developed conception, God, acting under the guidance of all His
ethical perfections, has, by virtue of His eternal wisdom, which
He 'possessed in the beginning of his way' (Prov. viii. 22),
framed 'from everlasting, from the beginning,' an all-inclusive
plan embracing all that is to come to pass; in accordance with
which plan He now governs His universe, down to the least
particular, so as to subserve His perfect and unchanging purpose. Everything that God has brought into being, therefore,
He has made for its specific end (Prov. xvi. 4, cf. iii. 19, 20,
Job xxviii. 23, xxxviii, xli, Isa. xl. 12 f., Jer. x. 12, 13); and
He so governs it that it shall attain its end,
no chance can
escape (Prov. xvi. 33), no might or subtlety defeat His direci.

2)

is

—
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tion (Prov. xxi. 30, 31, xix. 21, xvi. 9,

cf.

Isa. xiv.

24, 27,

which leads straight to the goal appointed by God
from the beginning and kept steadily in view by Him, but often
hidden from the actors themselves (Prov. xx. 24, cf hi. 6, xvi.
1-9, xix. 21, Job xxxviii. 2, xlii. 3, Jer. x. 23), who naturally
in their weakness cannot comprehend the sweep of the Divine
plan or understand the place within it of the details brought
to their observation
a fact in which the Old Testament
Jer. x. 23),

.

—

sages constantly find their theodicy.

No

different doctrine is

enunciated here from that which meets us in the Prophets and
Psalmists,

— only

it is

approached from a philosophical-reli-

gious rather than from a national-religious view-point.

—

To

prophet and sage alike the entire world
inanimate, animate,
moral
is embraced in a unitary teleological world-order (Ps.

—

Job ix. 4, xii. 13, xxxvii); and to
both alike the central place in this comprehensive world-order
is taken by God's redemptive purpose, of which Israel is at
once the object and the instrument, while the savour of its
saltness is the piety of the individual saint. The classical term
for this all-inclusive Divine purpose (nsty) is accordingly found
in the usage alike of prophet, psalmist, and sage,
now used
absolutely of the universal plan on which the whole world is
ordered (Job xxxviii. 2, xlii. 3, cf. Delitzsch and Budde, in loc),
now, with the addition of 'of Jehovah/ of the all-comprehending purpose, embracing all human actions (Prov. xix. 21 and
parallels; cf. Toy, in loc), now with explicit mention of Israel
as the centre around which its provisions revolve (Ps. xxxiii. 11,
xxxiii. 6, civ. 24, cxlviii. 8,

—

cvii. 11, cf. Delitzsch,

in loc; Isa. xiv. 26, xxv.

1, xlvi. 10, 11),

and anon with more immediate concern with some
tails (Ps. cvi. 13, Isa. v. 19, xix. 17, Jer. xlix. 20,

of the de1.

45,

Mic.

iv. 12).

There seems no reason why a Platonizing colouring should
be given to this simple attributing to the eternal God of an
eternal plan in which is predetermined every event that comes
to pass. This used to be done, e. g., by Delitzsch (see, e. g., on
Job xxviii. 25-28, Isa. xxii. 11; " Biblical Psychology," I. ii.),

who was wont

to attribute to the Biblical writers, especially of
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the latter portion of Isaiah, a doctrine of

the pre-existence of all things in an ideal world, conceived as
standing eternally before God at least as a pattern if not even

mould imposing their forms on all His
which smacked more of the Greek Academics than
of the Hebrew sages. As a matter of course, the Divine mind was
as a quasi-objective

creatures,

conceived by the
possibilities,

them

Hebrew

to think of its

and

sages as eternally contemplating

and we should not do them
'

all

injustice in supposing

ideas' as the causa exemplaris of all that

intellect as the principium dirigens
every Divine operation. But it is more to the point to note
that the conceptions of the Old Testament writers in regard
to the Divine decree run rather into the moulds of 'purpose'
than of ideas,' and that the roots of their teaching are planted
not in an abstract idea of the Godhead, but in the purity of
their concrete theism.^t is because they think of God as a person, like other persons purposeful in His acts, but unlike other
persons all-wise in His planning and all-powerful in His performing, that they think of Him as predetermining all that
shall come to pass in the universe, which is in all its elements
the product of His free activity, and which must in its form and
all its history, down to the least detail, correspond with His
purpose in making it. )It is easy, on the other hand, to attribute
too little 'philosophy' to the Biblical writers. The conception
of God in His relation to the world which they develop is beyond question anthropomorphic; but it is no unreflecting anthropomorphism that they give us. Apart from all question of
revelation, they were not children prattling on subjects on
which they had expended no thought; and the world-view they
commend to us certainly does not lack in profundity. The subtleties of language of a developed scholasticism were foreign to
their purposes and modes of composition, but they tell us as
clearly as, say, Spanheim himself ("Decad. Theol." vi. § 5), that
they are dealing with a purposing mind exalted so far above
ours that we can follow its movements only with halting steps,
whose thoughts are not as our thoughts, and whose ways
are not as our ways (Isa. lv. 8; cf. xl. 13, 28, xxviii. 29, Job xi.

occurs,

of

'

—

of the

Divine
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7f., Ps. xcii. 5, cxxxix. 14 f

in such a

theme

cxlvii. 5, Eccl.

iii.

11).

Least of

all

as this were they liable to forget that infinite

God which constituted the basis on which their
whole conception of God rested.
Nor may they be thought to have been indifferent to the
relations of the high doctrine of the Divine purpose they were
teaching. There is no scholastic determination here either; but
certainly they write without embarrassment as men who have
attained a firm grasp upon their fundamental thought and
have pursued it with clearness of thinking, no less in its relations than in itself nor need we go astray in apprehending the
outlines of their construction. It is quite plain, for example,
that they felt no confusion with respect to the relation of the
Divine purpose to the Divine foreknowledge. The notion that
the almighty and all-wise God, by whom all things were created,
and through whose irresistible control all that occurs fulfils the
appointment of His primal plan, could govern Himself according to a foreknowledge of things which
perhaps apart from
His original purpose of present guidance
might haply come
to pass, would have been quite contradictory to their most
fundamental conception of God as the almighty and all-sovereign Ruler of the universe, and, indeed, also of the whole Old
Testament idea of the Divine foreknowledge itself, which is
ever thought of in its due relation of dependence on the Divine
purpose. According to the Old Testament conception, God foreknows only because He has pre-determined, and it is therefore
also that He brings it to pass; His foreknowledge, in other
words, is at bottom a knowledge of His own will, and His
works of providence are merely the execution of His all-embracing plan. This is the truth that underlies the somewhat
incongruous form of statement of late becoming rather frequent, to the effect that God's foreknowledge is conceived in
the Old Testament as 'productive.' Dillmann, for example, says
exaltation of

;

-

("Handbuch der

—
—

alttestamentlichen TheolOgie," p. 251): 'His

foreknowledge of the future is a productive one; of an otiose
foreknowledge or of a prcescientia media
there is no suggestion.' In the thought of the Old Testament writers, however, it is
.

.

.

;:
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not God's foreknowledge that produces the events of the future;
His irresistible providential government of the world He
has created for Himself: and His foreknowledge of what is
yet to be rests on His pre-arranged plan of government. His
'productive foreknowledge' is but a transcript of His will,
which has already determined not only the general plan of the
world, but every particular that enters into the whole course
of its development (Amos iii. 7, Job xxviii. 26, 27), and every
it is

detail in the life of every individual that
i.

5,

Ps. cxxxix. 14-16,

Job

comes into being

(Jer.

xxiii. 13, 14).

That the acts of free agents are included in this productive
foreknowledge/ or rather in this all-inclusive plan of the life
of the universe, created for the Old Testament writers apparently not the least embarrassment. This is not because they
did not believe man to be free,
throughout the whole Old
Testament there is never the least doubt expressed of the freedom or moral responsibility of man,
but because they did
believe God to be free, whether in His works of creation or of
providence, and could not believe He was hampered or limited
in the attainment of His ends by the creatures of His own
hands. How God governs the acts of free agents in the pursuance of His plan there is little in the Old Testament to inform
us; but that He governs them in even their most intimate
thoughts and feelings and impulses is its unvarying assumption
He is not only the creator of the hearts of men in the first instance, and knows them altogether, but He fashions the hearts
of all in all the changing circumstances of life (Ps. xxxiii. 15)
forms the spirit of man within him in all its motions (Zech.
xii. 1); keeps the hearts of men in His hands, turning them
whithersoever He will (Prov. xxi. 1) so that it is even said that
man knows what is in his own mind only as the Lord reveals it
'

—

-

—

;

to

him (Amos iv.

13).

The

discussion of

any antinomy that may

be thought to arise from such a joint assertion
rule of

God

in the sphere of the spirit

of the absolute

and the freedom

of the

creaturely will, falls obviously under the topic of Providential

Government rather than under that
to be adverted to here only that

of the Decree: it requires

we may

clearly note the fact

—

:
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that the Old Testament teachers, as they did not hesitate to
affirm the absolute
of the

human

sway

God

of

heart, could feel

over the thoughts and intents

no embarrassment

in the inclu-

sion of the acts of free agents within the all-embracing plan of

God, the outworking

of

which His providential government

supplies.

Nor does the moral

quality of these acts present any ap-

parent difficulty to the Old Testament construction.

We

are

never permitted to imagine, to be sure, that God is the author
of sin, either in the world at large or in any individual soul
that He is in any way implicated in the sinfulness of the acts
performed by the perverse misuse of creaturely freedom. In all

He shows Himself pre-eminently the Holy One,
and prosecutes His holy will, His righteous way, His all-wise
plan: the blame for all sinful deeds rests exclusively on the
God's working

creaturely actors (Ex.

Sam. xxiv.
9 compared with

guilt (II
xi.

ix. 27, x. 16),

who

recognize their

own

and receive its punishment (Eccl.
But neither is God's relation to the

10, 17)
xi. 5).

His creatures ever represented as purely passive
the details of the doctrine of concursus were left, no doubt, to
later ages speculatively to work out, but its assumption underlies the entire Old Testament representation of the Divine
modes of working. That anything
occurs in
good or evil
God's universe finds its account,'; according to the Old Testament conception, in His positive ordering and active concurrence; while the moral quality of the deed, considered in itself,
is rooted in the moral character of the subordinate agent, acting in the circumstances and under the motives operative in
each instance. It is certainly going beyond the Old Testament
warrant to speak of the 'all-productivity of God,' as if He were
the only efficient cause in nature and the sphere of the free
spirit alike; it is the very delirium of misconception to say that
in the Old Testament God and Satan are insufficiently discriminated, and deeds appropriate to the latter are assigned to the
former. Nevertheless, it remains true that even the evil acts
of the creature are so far carried back to God that they too are
affirmed to be included in His all-embracing decree, and to be
sinful acts of

—

—
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brought about, bounded and utilized in His providential government. It is He that hardens the heart of the sinner that persists in his sin (Ex. iv. 21, vii. 3, x. 1, 27, xiv. 4, 8, Deut.
ii.

30, Jos. xi. 20, Isa.

spirits

I

lxiii.

17); it is

proceed that trouble sinners

Kings

xxii,

Job

rise in sinners'

xxiv. 1).

i.)

;

it is

of

Him

(I

from Him that the evil
Sam. xvi. 14, Judg. ix. 23,

that the evil impulses that

hearts take this or that specific form (II Sam.

The philosophy that

lies

behind such representations,

not the pantheism which looks upon God as the
immediate cause of all that comes to pass; much less the pandaimonism which admits no distinction between good and evil;
there is not even involved a conception of God entangled in an
undeveloped ethical discrimination. It is the philosophy that is
expressed in Isa. xlv. 5f., 'I am the Lord, and there is none
I am the Lord, and there
else; beside me there is no God.
is none else. I form the light and create darkness; I make
peace and create evil; I am the Lord that doeth all these
things'; it is the philosophy that is expressed in Prov. xvi. 4,
'The Lord hath made everything for its own end, yea, even the
wicked for the day of evil.' Because, over against all dualistic
conceptions, there is but one God, and He is indeed God; and
because, over against all cosmotheistic conceptions, this God

however,

is

.

is

a Person

who

.

.

acts purposefully; there

is

nothing that

is,

and nothing that comes to pass, that He has not first decreed
and then brought to pass by His creation or providence. Thus
all things find their unity in His eternal plan; and not their
unity merely, but their justification as well; even the

evil,

though retaining its quality as evil and hateful to the holy God,
and certain to be dealt with as hateful, yet does not occur
apart from His provision or against His will, but appears in the
world which He has made only as the instrument by means of
which He works the higher good.
This sublime philosophy of the decree is immanent in every
page of the Old Testament. Its metaphysics never come to explicit discussion, to be sure; but its elements are in a practical
way postulated consistently throughout. The ultimate end in
view in the Divine plan is ever represented as found in God
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alone:

all

that

He

has

made He has made

for Himself, to set

forth His praise; the heavens themselves with

all

their splendid

furniture exist but to illustrate His glory; the earth and

that

is

in

it,

and

all

that happens in

the whole course of history

is

it,

all

to declare His majesty;

but the theatre

of

His self-mani-

and the events of every individual life indicate His
nature and perfections. Men may be unable to understand the
place which the incidents, as they unroll themselves before
their eyes, take in the developing plot of the great drama: they
may, nay, must, therefore stand astonished and confounded
before this or that which befalls them or befalls the world.
the problem of the petty, the
Hence arise to them problems
problem of the inexplicable, the problem of suffering, the problem of sin (e. g., Eccl. xi. 5). But, in the infinite wisdom of the
Lord of all the earth, each event falls with exact precision into
festation,

—

its

proper place in the unfolding of His eternal plan; nothing,

however strange, occurs without His ordering,
its place in the working out
of His purpose; and the end of all shall be the manifestation
of His glory, and the accumulation of His praise. This is the
Old Testament philosophy of the universe
a world-view
which attains concrete unity in an absolute Divine teleology,
in the compactness of an eternal decree, or purpose, or plan, of
which all that comes to pass is the development in time.
however

small,

or without its peculiar fitness for

•

—

Special or Soteriological Predestination finds a natural place

Old Testament system as but a particular instance of
may be looked upon as only the
general Old Testament doctrine of predestination applied to
the specific case of the salvation of sinners. But as the Old
Testament is a distinctively religious book, or, more precisely,

in the

the more general fact, and

a distinctively soteriological book, that is to say, a record of
the gracious dealiDgs and purposes of God with sinners, soterio-

more prominent place
than the general doctrine itself, of which it is a particular
application. Indeed, God's saving work is thrown out into such
prominence, the Old Testament is so specially a record of the

logical predestination naturally takes a

in

it

establishment of the kingdom of

God

in the world, that

we
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that the core of God's

of salvation,

and that His whole

plan for the government of the universe is subordinated to His
purpose to recover sinful man to Himself. Of course there is

some

slight illusion of perspective here, the materials for cor-

recting which the Old

more or
of what

Testament

itself

less specific declarations of

befalls

man, whether the

provides, not only in

the relative unimportance

individual, or Israel, or the

race at large, in comparison with the attainment of the Divine

end; and of the wonder of the Divine grace concerning itself
with the fortunes of man at all (Job xxii. 3 f., xxxv. 6 f ., xxxviii,
4): but also in the general disposition of the entire
which places the complete history of sinful man, including alike his fall into sin and all the provisions for his

Ps.

viii.

record,

work

of

God, as but one incident in the greater whole, governed,

of

recovery, within the larger history of the creative
course, like all its other parts,
tively to the

by

its

general teleology. Rela-

Old Testament record, nevertheless, as indeed to

the Biblical record as a whole, which

is concerned directly only
with God's dealings with humanity, and that, especially, a sinful humanity (Gen. iii. 9, vi. 5, viii. 21, Lev. xviii. 24, Deut.
ix. 4, I Kings viii. 46, Ps. xiv. 1, li. 5, cxxx. 3, cxliii. 2, Prov.
xx. 9, Eccl. vii. 20, Isa. i. 4, Hos. iv. 1, Job xv. 14, xxv. 4, xiv.
4), soteriological predestination is the prime matter of impor-

tance; and the doctrine of election

is accordingly thrown into
and the general doctrine of the decree more incidentally
adverted to. It would be impossible, however, that the doctrine
of election taught in the Old Testament should follow other lines

relief,

—

or,
than those laid down in the general doctrine of the decree,
in other words, that God should be conceived as working in the
sphere of grace in a manner that would be out of accord with
the fundamental conception entertained by these writers of the
nature of God and His relations to the universe.
Accordingly, there is nothing concerning the Divine election more sharply or more steadily emphasized than its graciousness, in the highest sense of that word, or, in other terms,
its absolute sovereignty. This is plainly enough exhibited even
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in the course of the patriarchal history,

and that from the be-

ginning. In the very hour of man's first sin,

God

intervenes

sua sponte with a gratuitous promise of deliverance; and at
every stage afterwards the sovereign initiation of the grace of
is strongly
God
the Lord of the whole earth (Ex. xix. 5)
marked, as God's universal counsel of salvation is more and
more unfolded through the separation and training of a people
for Himself, in whom the whole world should be blessed (Gen.
for from the bexii. 3, xviii. 18, xxii. 18, xxvi. 4, xxviii. 14)
ginning it is plainly indicated that the whole history of the
world is ordered with reference to the establishment of the
kingdom of God (Deut. xxxii. 8, where the reference seems to

—

—

:

be to Gen.
(Gen.

xi).

iv. 25,

Already in the opposing

26) a discrimination

is

lines of

Seth and Cain

made; Noah

is

selected as

the head of a new race, and among his sons the preference is
given to Shem (Gen. ix. 25), from whose fine Abraham is taken.

Every fancy that Abraham owed his calling to his own desert
is carefully excluded,
he was 'known' of God only that in
him God might establish His kingdom (Gen. xviii. 19); and
the very acme of sovereignty is exhibited (as St. Paul points
out) in the subsequent choice of Isaac and Jacob, and exclusion
of Ishmael and Esau; while the whole Divine dealing with the
patriarchs
their separation from their kindred, removal into
a strange land, and the like
is evidently understood as intended to cast them back on the grace of God alone. Similarly,

—

—

the covenant

—

made with

Israel (Ex. xix-xxiv)

is

constantly

assigned to the sole initiative of Divine grace, and the fact of
is therefore appropriately set at the head of the Decalogue (Ex. xx. 2; cf. xxxiv. 6, 7); and Israel is repeatedly
warned that there was nothing in it which moved or could

election

move God

to favour it (e. g., Deut. iv. 37, vii. 7, viii. 17, ix. 4,
Ezk. xvi. If., Amos ix. 7). It has already been pointed
out by what energetic figures this fundamental lesson was impressed on the Israelitish consciousness, and it is only true to
say that no means are left unused to drive home the fact that
God's gracious election of Israel is an absolutely sovereign one,
founded solely in His unmerited love, and looking to nothing
x. 11,

—
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own holy and

loving

impulses, and the manifestation of His grace through the for-

mation

Himself out of the mass of sinful men,
His saving mercy should advance to the
xl, xlii, lx, Mic. iv. 1, Amos iv. 13, v. 8,

of a heritage for

by means

of

whole world

whom
(Isa.

Ezk. xvii. 22, xxxvi. 21, Joel ii. 28). The simple
terms that are employed to express this Divine selection'know' (in;), 'choose' (nrta)
are either used in a pregnant
sense, or acquire a pregnant sense by their use in this connexion.
The deeper meaning of the former term is apparently not
specifically Hebrew, but more widely Semitic (it occurs also

Jer. xxxi. 37,

•

—

see the Dictionaries of Delitzsch and MussArnolt sub. voc, and especially Haupt in "Beitrage zur Assyrioin Assyrian;

i. 14, 15), and it can create no surprise, therefore, when
meets us in such passages as Gen. xviii. 19 (cf Ps. xxxvii. 18
and also i. 6, xxxi. 8; cf. Baethgen and Delitzsch in loc), Hos.
xiii. 5 (cf. Wiinsche in loc.) in something of the sense expressed

logie,"
it

by the

.

scholastic phrase, nosse

Amos

cum

affectu et effectu; while in

Baur and Gunning in
'You only have I known away from all the peoples of the
earth/ what is thrown prominently forward is clearly the elec-

the great declaration of

iii.

2

(cf.

loc),

which has singled Israel out for special care. More
commonly, however, it is ira that is employed to express
tive love

God's sovereign election of Israel: the classical passage is, of
course, Deut. vii. 6, 7 (see Driver in loc, as also, of the love
underlying the 'choice,' at iv. 37, vii. 8), where it is carefully
explained that it is in contrast with the treatment accorded to
all the other peoples of the earth that Israel has been honoured
with the Divine choice, and that the choice rests solely on the
unmerited love of God, and finds no foundation in Israel itself.
These declarations are elsewhere constantly enforced (e. g., iv.
37, x. 15, xiv. 2), with the effect of throwing the strongest
possible emphasis on the complete sovereignty of God's choice
of His people, who owe their 'separation' unto Jehovah (Lev.
xx. 24, 26, I Kings viii. 33) wholly to the wonderful love of
God, in which He has from the beginning taken knowledge of
and chosen them.
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It is useless to seek to escape the profound meaning of this
fundamental Old Testament teaching by recalling the undeveloped state of the doctrine of a future life in Israel, and the

national scope of

which

is

its

election,

— as

•

if

the sovereign choice

so insisted on could thus be confined to the choice of

a people as a whole to certain purely earthly blessings, without
any reference whatever to the eternal destiny of the individuals
concerned. We are here treading very close to the abyss of confusing progress in the delivery of doctrine with the reality of

God's saving activities. The cardinal question, after all, does
not concern the extent of the knowledge possessed by the Old
Testament saints of the nature of the blessedness that belongs
to the people of God nor yet the relation borne by the election
within the election, by the real Israel forming the heart of the
;

Israel after the flesh, to the external Israel: it concerns the

existence of a real

kingdom

of

God

in the

Old Testament

dis-

by which God introduced man
into it. It is true enough that the theocracy was an earthly
kingdom, and that a prominent place was given to the promises
pensation, and the methods

of the life that

now

is

in the blessings assured to Israel;

and

it

engrossment with earthly happiness and the close
connexion of the friendship of God with the enjoyment of
worldly goods that the undeveloped state of the Old Testament doctrine of salvation is especially apparent. But it should
not be forgotten that the promise of earthly gain to the people
of God is not entirely alien to the New Testament idea of salvation (Matt. vi. 37, 1 Tim. iv. 8), and that it is in no sense true
that in the Old Testament teaching, in any of its stages, the
blessings of the kingdom were summed up in worldly happiness. The covenant blessing is rather declared to be life, incluis

in this

sive of all that that

comprehensive word

is fitted

to convey

(Deut. xxx. 15; cf. iv. 1, viii. 1, Prov. xii. 28, viii. 35); and it
found its best expression in the high conception of 'the favour
of

God' (Lev.

xxvi. 11, Ps. iv. 8, xvi. 2, 5, lxiii. 4); while it conwith earthly prosperity only as and so far as that
a pledge of the Divine favour. It is no false testimony to the

cerned
is

itself

Old Testament saints when they are described as looking for

—
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the city that has the foundations and as enduring as seeing the
Invisible One if their hearts were not absorbed in the contem:

plation of the eternal future, they were absorbed in the con-

templation of the Eternal Lord, which certainly is something
even better; and the representation that they found their supreme blessedness in outward things runs so grossly athwart
their own testimony that it fairly deserves Calvin's terrible invective, that thus the Israelitish people are thought of not
otherwise than as a 'sort of herd of swine which (so, forsooth,
it is pretended) the Lord was fattening in the pen of this world'
("Inst." ii. x. 1). And, on the other hand, though Israel as a
nation constituted the chosen people of God (I Chron. xvi. 13,
Ps. lxxxix. 4, cv. 6, 13, cvi. 5), yet we must not lose from sight
the fact that the nation as such was rather the symbolical than
the real people of God, and was His people at all, indeed, only so
far as it was, ideally or actually, identified with the inner body
of the really chosen
that people whom Jehovah formed for
Himself that they might set forth His praise (Isa. xliii. 20, lxv.
9, 15, 22), and who constituted the real people of His choice,
the 'remnant of Jacob' (Isa.,vi. 13, Amos ix. 8-10, Mai. iii. 10;
cf. I Kings xix. 18, Isa. viii. 18). Nor are we left in doubt as to
1

•

'

—

how this inner core of actual people of God was constituted;
we see the process in the call of Abraham, and the discrimination between Isaac
it is

no

false

and Ishmael, between Jacob and Esau, and
it was ever a 'remnant according

testimony that

God preserved to Himself as the
every aspect of it alike, it is the
sovereignty of the Divine choice that is emphasized,
whether
the reference be to the segregation of Israel as a nation to enjoy
the earthly favour of God as a symbol of the true entrance into
rest, or the choice of a remnant out of Israel to enter into that
real communion with Him which was the joy of His saints,
of Enoch who walked with God (Gen. v. 22), of Abraham who
found in Him his exceeding great reward (Gen. xv. 1), or of
David who saw no good beyond Him, and sought in Him alone
his inheritance and his cup. Later times may have enjoyed
fuller knowledge of what the grace of God had in store for His

to the election of grace
salt of

His people

'

that

Israel, (in

—

«
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— whether in this world or that which

saints

times

•

may have possessed

is

to come; later

a clearer apprehension of the distinc-

tion between the children of the flesh and the children of the
promise but no later teaching has a stronger emphasis for the
:

central fact that

it is

of the free grace of

God

alone that any

enter in any degree into the participation of His favour.

The

God, according to the Old Testament, in every
circle of its meaning, is above and before all else a stone cut
out of the mountain 'without hands' (Dan. ii. 34, 44, 45).

kingdom

of

III.

Predestination among the Jews

The profound

religious conception of the relation of

God

works of His hands that pervades the whole Old Testament was too deeply engraved on the Jewish consciousness to
be easily erased, even after growing legalism had measurably
corroded the religion of the people. As, however, the idea of
law more and more absorbed the whole sphere of religious
thought, and piety came to be conceived more and more as
right conduct before God instead of living communion with
God, men grew naturally to think of God more and more as
abstract unapproachableness, and to think of themselves more
and more as their own saviours. The post-canonical Jewish
writings, while retaining fervent expressions of dependence on
God as the Lord of all, by whose wise counsel all things exist
and work out their ends, and over against whom the whole
world, with every creature in it, is but the instrument of His
will of good to Israel, nevertheless threw an entirely new emphasis on the autocracy of the human will. This emphasis increases until in the later Judaism the extremity of heathen
self -sufficiency is reproduced, and the whole sphere of the moral
fife is expressly reserved from Divine determination. Meanwhile also heathen terminology was intruding into Jewish
speech. The Platonic Ttpovoia, wpovoelv, for example, coming in
doubtless through the medium of the Stoa, is found not only in
Philo (irepi irpovoLas), but also in the Apocryphal books (Wis.
vi. 7, xiv. 3, xvii. 2, III Mac. iv. 21, v. 30, IV Mac. ix. 24, xiii.
to the
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Dan. vi. 18, Septuagint
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19)

;

the perhaps even

(BJ n.
and indeed also in the Septuagint, though here doubtless in a weakened sense (II Mac. xii. 22, xv. 2, cf. Ill Mac.
ii. 21, as also Job xxxiv. 24, xxviii. 24, xxii. 12, cf. xxi. 16; also
Zech. ix. 1); while even the fatalistic term el^apiievQ is employed by Josephus (BJ n. viii. 14; Ant. xm. v. 9, xvm. i. 3)
more

precise as well as earlier ecf>opav occurs in Josephus

viii. 14),

With the terms there
came in, doubtless, more or less of the conceptions connoted
by them.
Whatever may have been the influences under which it was
wrought, however, the tendency of post-canonical Judaism was
to describe Jewish views of predestination.

towards setting aside the Biblical doctrine of predestination to
a greater or less extent, or in a larger or smaller sphere, in order
to make room for the autocracy of the human will, the rvrah, as
it was significantly called by the Rabbis (Bereshith Rabba, c.
22). This disintegrating process is little apparent perhaps in the

Book

of Wisdom, in which the sense of the almightiness of God
comes to very strong expression (xi. 22, xii. 8-12). Or even in
Philo, whose predestinarianism (de Legg. Allegor. i. 15, hi. 24,
27, 28) closely follows, while his assertion of human freedom
(Quod Deus sit immut. 10) does not pass beyond that of the
Bible: man is separated from the animals and assimilated to
God by the gift of 'the power of voluntary motion' and suitable emancipation from necessity, and is accordingly properly
praised or blamed for his intentional acts; but it is of the grace
of God only that anything exists, and the creature is not giver
but receiver in all things; especially does it belong to God alone
to plant and build up virtues, and it is impious for the mind,
therefore, to say 'I plant'; the call of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob
was of pure grace without any merit, and God exercises the

right to 'dispose excellently,' prior to all actual deeds.

But

already apparent in so early a book as Sirach.
The book at large is indeed distinctly predestinarian, and such
passages as xvi. 26-30, xxiii. 20, xxxiii. 11-13, xxxix. 20, 21
the process

is

echo the teachings of the canonical books on this subject. But,
is its general character, another element is also pres-

while this

.
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ent: an assertion of human autocracy, for example, which is
without parallel in the canonical books, is introduced at xv.
11-20, which culminates in the precise declaration that 'man
has been committed to the hand of his own counsel to choose
for himself life or death. The same phenomena meet us in the
'

Pharisaic Psalms of Solomon (b.c. 70-40). Here there
eral recognition of

36)

God

who has appointed

directs the

development

a gen(ii.

34,

the course of nature (xviiL 12) and
of history

(ii.

34, ix. 4, xvii. 4), ruling

over the whole and determining the lot of each

whom

is

and mighty King

as the great

alone, therefore, can the

hope

of Israel

(v. 6, 18),

be stayed

on

(vii. 3,

and to whom alone can the individual look for good.
But, alongside of this expression of general dependence on

xvii. 3),

God, there occurs the strongest assertion of the moral autochuman will: '0 God, our works are in our own
souls' election and control, to do righteousness or iniquity in
the works of our hand (ix. 7)
It is quite credible, therefore, when Josephus tells us that
the Jewish parties of his day were divided, as on other matters,
so on the question of the Divine predestination
the Essenes
racy of the

'

—

affirming that fate

Josephus' affected Grsecizing expression for predestination) is the mistress of all, and nothing
occurs to men which is not in accordance with its destination;
the Sadducees taking away 'fate' altogether, and considering
that there

is

(el/xapiievr),

no such

directed according to
so that

what

we

thing,
it,

but

and that human
all

are ourselves the causes of

is evil

from our own

folly;

affairs are

actions are in our

what

is

not

own power,

good, and receive

while the Pharisees, seeking a

middle ground, said that some actions, but not all, are the
work of 'fate,' and some are in our own power as to whether
they are done or not (Ant. xm. v. 9). The distribution of the
several views among the parties follows the general lines of
what might have been anticipated
the Essenic system being
pre-eminently supranaturalistic, and the Sadducean rational-

—

while there was retained among the Pharisees a deep
leaven of religious earnestness tempered, but not altogether

istic,

destroyed (except in the extremest

circles),

by

their ingrained
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The middle ground, moreover, which Josephus

as-

cribes to the Pharisees in their attempt to distribute the control
of human action between 'fate' and 'free will,' reflects not
badly the state of opinion presupposed in the documents we
have already quoted. In his remarks elsewhere (BJ n. viii. 14;
Ant. xviii. i. 3) he appears to ascribe to the Pharisees some
a tcpaeis between 'fate'
kind of a doctrine of concursus also
and the human will by which both co-operate in the effect but

—

:

his language is obscure,

and

is

coloured doubtless

by

reminis-

cences of Stoic teaching, with which philosophical sect he
compares the Pharisees as he compares the Essenes with the

Epicureans.

But whatever may have been the

traditional belief of the

Pharisees, vin proportion as the legalistic spirit which consti-

tuted the nerve of the

movement became prominent, the

sense

dependence on God, which is the vital breath of the doctrine
of predestination, gave wayi The Jews possessed the Old Testament Scriptures in which the Divine lordship is a cardinal doctrine, and the trials of persecution cast them continually back
upon God; they could not, therefore, wholly forget the Biblical
doctrine of the Divine decree, and throughout their whole history we meet with its echoes on their lips. The laws of nature,
the course of history, the varying fortunes of individuals, are
ever attributed to the Divine predestination. Nevertheless, itj
was ever more and more sharply disallowed that man's moral
actions fell under the same predetermination. Sometimes it
was said that while the decrees of God were sure, they applied
only so long as man remained in the condition in which he was
contemplated when they were formed; he could escape all predetermined evil by a change in his moral character. Hence such
sayings as, 'The righteous destroy what God decrees' (Tanchuma on onsn); 'Repentance, prayer, and charity ward off
every evil decree' (Rosh-hashana) In any event, the entire domain of the moral life was more and more withdrawn from the
intrusion of the decree; and Cicero's famous declaration, which
Harnack says might be inscribed as a motto over Pelagianism,
might with equal right be accepted as the working hypothesis
of

.

'
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of the later

Judaism: 'For gold, land, and

all

the blessings of

we have to return thanks to God; but no one ever returned
thanks to God for virtue' (de Nat. Deorum, hi. 36). We read
that the Holy One determines prior to birth all that every one
whether male or female, weak or strong, poor or
is to be
life

—

—

silly; but one thing He does not determine
whether he is to be righteous or unrighteous; according to
Deut. xxx. 15 this is committed to one's own hands. Accordingly, it is said that 'neither evil nor good comes from God;
both are the results of our deeds' (Midrash rab, on run, and
Jalkut there); and again, 'All is in the hands of God except
the fear of God (Megilla 25a) so that it is even somewhat
cynically said, Man is led in the way in which he wishes to go
(Maccoth 10); 'If you teach him right, his God will make him
know' (Isa. xxviii. 26; Jerusalem Challah i. 1). Thus the deep
sense of dependence on God for all goods, and especially the
goods of the soul, which forms the very core of the religious
consciousness of the writers of the Old Testament, gradually
vanished from the later Judaism, and was superseded by a
self-assertiveness which hung all good on the self-determination
of the human spirit, on which the purposes of God waited, or
to which they were subservient.

rich,

wise or

'

;

'

IV. Predestination in

the

New

Testament

The New Testament teaching starts from the plane of the
Old Testament revelation, and in its doctrines of God, Providence, Faith, and the Kingdom of God repeats or develops in
a right line the fundamental deliverances of the Old Testament,
while in its doctrines of the Decree and of Election only such
advance in statement is made as the progressive execution of
the plan of salvation required.

In the teaching

of our Lord, as recorded in the

Gospels, for example, though there

is

certainly a

Synoptic

new emphasis

thrown on the Fatherhood of God, this is by no means at the
expense of His infinite majesty and might, but provides only
a more profound revelation of the character of 'the great King'
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(Matt. v. 35), the 'Lord of heaven and earth' (Matt. xi. 25, Luke
according to whose good pleasure all that is comes to pass.
He is spoken of, therefore, specifically as the 'heavenly Father'
x. 21),

(Matt. v. 48,

vi. 14, 26, 32, xv. 13, xviii. 35, xxiii. 9, cf . v. 16, 45,

vi. 1, 9, vii. 11, 21, x. 32, 33, xii. 50, xvi. 17, xviii. 14, 19,

Luke xi.

whose throne

Mark

heavens (Matt. v.
34, xxiii. 22), while the earth is but the footstool under His feet.
There is no limitation admitted to the reach of His power,
whether on the score of difficulty in the task, or insignificance
in the object the category of the impossible has no existence to
xi. 25, 26,

13)

is

in the

:

Him
27,

'with

Luke

whom all things are possible'

xviii. 27,

Matt.

xxii. 29,

(Matt. xix. 26,

Mark

xii.

the minutest occurrences are as directly controlled
greatest (Matt. x. 29, 30,

Luke

xii. 7).

sunshine and rain come (Matt. v. 45)
beauty the flowers of the field (Matt.

;

Mark x.

and
by Him as the

24, xiv. 36),

from Him that the
He that clothes with

It is
it is

vi. 28),

and who feeds the

not a sparrow falls to the ground
without Him, and the very hairs of our heads are numbered,
and not one of them is forgotten by God (Matt. x. 29, Luke xii.
6). There is, of course, no denial, nor neglect, of the mechanism
of nature implied here; there is only clear perception of the
providence of God guiding nature in all its operations, and not
nature only, but the life of the free spirit as well (Matt. vi. 6,
birds of the air (Matt. vi. 26)

;

23). Much less, however, is the
mechanical and purposeless. It was
not simply of sparrows that out Lord was thinking when He
adverted to the care of the heavenly Father for them, as it was
not simply for oxen that God was caring when He forbade
themto be muzzled as they trod out the corn (I Cor. ix. 9) it
was that they who are of more value than sparrows might
learn with what confidence they might depend on the Father's
hand. Thus a hierarchy of providence is uncovered for us, circle rising above circle,
first the wide order of nature, next
the moral order of the world, lastly the order of salvation or of
viii. 13,

xxiv. 22, vii. 7,

care of

God thought

Mark xi.

of as

;

—

•

—

the kingdom of God,
a preformation of the dogmatic,
schema of procidentia generalis, specialis, and specialissima. All
these

work together

for the one

end

of

advancing the whole
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world-fabric to

its

goal; for the care of the heavenly Father

over the works of His hand

is not merely to prevent the world
has made from falling into pieces, and not merely to
preserve His servants from oppression by the evil of this world,
but to lead the whole world and all that is in it onwards to the
to that TaKLyyeveaia of
end which He has appointed for it,
heaven and earth to which, under His guiding hand, the whole

that

He

—

creation tends (Matt. xix. 28,

Luke

xx. 34).

In this divinely-led movement of this world towards the
world that is to come/ in which every element of the world's
life has part, the central place is naturally taken by the spiritual preparation, or, in other words, by the development of the
1

'

'

Kingdom

God which

reaches its consummation in the 'reKingdom, our Lord explains, is the heritage
those blessed ones for whom it has been prepared from the
of

generation.' This
of

foundations of the world (Matt. xxv. 34, cf. xx. 23). It is built
up on earth through a 'call' (Matt. ix. 13, Mark ii. 17, Luke v.
32), which,
xxii.

2-14,

however, as mere invitation

Luke

xiv. 16-23),

and

is

is

made

inoperative (Matt,

effective only

by the

exertion of a certain 'constraint' on God's part (Luke xiv. 23),
so that a distinction emerges between the merely called and

—

'

'

the really 'chosen' (Matt.

xxii. 14).

The author

of this 'choice'

xiii. 20), who has chosen His elect (Luke xviii.
Matt. xxiv. 22, 24, 31, Mark xiii. 20-22) before the world, in
accordance with His own pleasure, distributing as He will of
what is His own (Matt. x. 14, 15) so that the effect of the call is
already predetermined (Matt, xiii), all providence is ordered for

is

God (Mark

7,

;

the benefit of the elect (Matt. xxiv. 22), and they are guarded
falling away (Matt. xxiv. 24), and, at the last day, are
separated to their inheritance prepared for them from all eter-

from

nity (Matt. xxv. 34). That, in
is

at every point taken

all this

process, the initiative

by God, and no question can be

enter-

tained of precedent merit on the part of the recipients of the
blessings, results not less from the whole underlying conception
of

God

in

His relation to the course of providence than from

the details of the teaching
ever, to

enhance the sense

itself.

Every means

is utilized,

of the free sovereignty of

God

how-

in the
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lost' whom Jesus comes
whom He came to call

(Mark ii. 17) His truth is revealed only to 'babes' (Matt. xi. 25,
Luke x. 21), and He gives His teaching a special form just that
it may be veiled from them to whom it is not directed (Mark
;

iv. 11),

distributing His benefits, independently of merit (Matt,

xx. 1-16), to those
xiii.

who had been chosen by God therefor (Mark

20).

In the discourses recorded by St. John the same essential
Although, in accordance with the deeper theological apprehension of their reporter, the more metaphysical elespirit rules.

ments
it is

is

of Jesus' doctrine of

God come here

to fuller expression,

nevertheless fundamentally the same doctrine of

God

that

displayed. Despite the even stronger emphasis thrown here

on His Fatherhood, there is not the slightest obscuration of
His infinite exaltation Jesus lif ts His eyes up when He would
seek Him (xi. 41, xvii. 1) it is in heaven that His house is to be
found (xiv. 2) and thence proceeds all that comes from Him
:

;

;

(i. 51, iii. 13, vi. 31, 32, 33, 38, 41, 49, 50, 58); so that God and
heaven come to be almost equivalent terms. Nor is there any
obscuration of His ceaseless activity in governing the world

(v. 17), although the stress is naturally thrown, in accordance
with the whole character of this Gospel, on the moral and spiritual side of this government. But the very essence of the message of the Johannine Jesus is that the will (fleA^a) of the
Father (iv. 34, v. 30, vi. 38, 39, 40, vii. 17, ix. 31, cf. iii. 8, v. 21,

xvii. 24, xxi. 22, 23) is

the principle of

all

things;

and more

es-

pecially, of course, of the introduction of eternal life into this

world of darkness and death. The conception of the world as
lying in the evil one and therefore judged already (iii. 18), so
that upon those who are not removed from the evil of the world
the wrath of God is not so much to be poured out as simply
abides (iii. 36, cf. I John iii. 14), is fundamental to this whole
presentation. It is therefore, on the one hand, that Jesus represents Himself as having come not to condemn the world, but
to save the world (iii. 17, viii. 12, ix. 5, xii. 47, cf. iv. 42), and
all that He does as having for its end the introduction of life
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into the world (vi. 33, 51); the already condemned world
needed no further condemnation, it needed saving. And it is
for the same reason, on the other hand, that He represents the
wicked world as incapable of coming to Him that it might have
43, 21, xiv. 17, x. 33),

life (viii.

and as requiring

'drawing' from the Father to enable
so that only those hear or believe on
(viii.

47,

cf.

xv. 19, xvii. 14),

who

it

to

come

Him who

first of all
(vi.

are 'of

are 'of his sheep'

a

44, 65);

(x.

God'

26).

undoubtedly a strong emphasis thrown on the
He has been sent
into the world not merely to save some out of the world, but
to save the world itself (hi. 16, vi. 51, xii. 47, xvii. 21, cf i. 29,
I John iv. 14, ii. 2). But this universality of destination and
effect by which it is 'the world' that is saved, does not imply
the salvation of each and every individual in the world, even

There

is

universality of Christ's mission of salvation;

.

in the earlier stages of the developing salvation.
trary, the saving

work

is

a process

(xvii.

20)

;

the coming of the Son into the world introduces a

by which those who, because they

ing

sheep,' are in the world,

separated from those
father the devil

(viii.

31, xiv. 30, xvi. 11).

that

is

but not

On

the con-

and, meanwhile,
crisis,

a

sift-

are 'of God,' 'of his

of it (xv. 19, xvii. 14), are

who are of the world, that is, of their
44), who is the Prince of this world (xii.
Obviously, the difference between men

thus manifested

is

not thought of as inhering, after a
very natures as such,

dualistic or semi-Gnostic fashion, in their

or as instituted

by

ceived dispositions,
world, which

is

their

much

own
less

self-framed or accidentally re-

by

rather the result of

their

it,

own conduct

in the

— but, as already pointed

an act of God. All goes back to the will of
God, to accomplish which, the Son, as the Sent One, has come;
and therefore also to the consentient will of the Son, who gives
life, accordingly, to whom He will (v. 21). As no one can come
to Him out of the evil world, except it be given him of the
Father (vi. 65, cf. vi. 44), so all that the Father gives Him
(vi. 37, 39) and only such (vi. 65), come to Him, being drawn
thereunto by the Father (vi. 44). Thus the Son has 'his own in
the world' (xiii. 1), His 'chosen ones' (xiii. 18, xv. 16, 19),
out, as the effect of
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His choice He has taken out of the world (xv. 19,
and for these only is His high-priestly inter-

xvii. 6, 14, 16);

cession offered (xvii. 9), as to

cated

them only is

eternal

(x. 28, xvii. 2, also hi. 15, 36, v. 24, vi.

life

communi-

40, 54,

viii. 12).

Thus, what the dogmatists call gratia prceveniens is very strikingly taught and especial point is given to this teaching in the
great declarations as to the new birth recorded in John iii,
from which we learn that the recreating Spirit comes, like the
;

He lists (iii. 8), the mode of
by which the Father draws men being thus uncovered

wind, without observation, and as
action

'

'

Of course

drawing

not to be thought of as proceeding in a manner out of accord with man's nature as a
psychic being; it naturally comes to its manifestation in an act
of voluntary choice on man's own part, and in this sense it is
'psychological' and not 'physical'; accordingly, though it be
God that 'draws,' it is man that 'comes' (iii. 21, vi. 35, 41,
xiv. 6). There is no occasion for stumbling therefore in the
ascription of 'will' and 'responsibility' to man, or for puzzling
over the designation of 'faith,' in which the 'coming' takes
for us.

effect, as

this

a 'work' of man's

is

(vi. 29).

Man

is,

of course, con-

ceived as acting humanly, after the fashion of an intelligent

and voluntary agent; but behind

all his

action there

is

ever

postulated the all-determining hand of God, to whose sovereign
operation even the blindness of the unbelieving

by the

is

attributed

39 f.), while the receptivity to the light
of those who believe is repeatedly in the most emphatic way
ascribed by Jesus Himself to God alone. Although with little
use of the terminology in which we have been accustomed to
evangelist

(xii.

expect to see the doctrines of the decree and of election expressed, the substance of these doctrines

most impressive way.
From the two sets
St.

John,

it is

of

is

here set out in the

data provided by the Synoptists and

possible to attain quite a clear insight into the

conception of predestination as

it

lay in our Lord's teaching.

no place in this
teaching for a 'predestination' that is carefully adjusted to the
foreseen performances of the creature; and as little for a 'deIt is quite certain, for example, that there is
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which may be frustrated by creaturely action, or an elecwhich is given effect only by the creaturely choice: to our
Lord the Father is the omnipotent Lord of heaven and earth,
according to whose pleasure all things are ordered, and who
gives the Kingdom to whom He will (Luke xii. 32, Mark xi. 26,
Luke x. 21). Certainly it is the very heart of our Lord's teaching
cree

'

'

tion'

that the Father's good-pleasure
right,

the

and the

name

of

a good pleasure, ethically

is

issue of infinite love; the very

God by

preference on His lips

ception; but the very nerve of this teaching
will is all-embracing

and omnipotent.

name
is full

is,

Father as

of

of this con-

that the Father's

It is only therefore that

His children need be careful for nothing, that the little flock
need not fear, that His elect may be assured that none of them
shall be lost, but all that the Father has given Him shall be
raised up at the last day. And if thus the elective purpose of
the Father cannot fail of its end, neither is it possible to find
this end in anything less than salvation in the highest sense,
than entrance into that eternal life to communicate which to
dying men our Lord came into the world. There are elections
to other ends, to be sure, spoken of notably there is the election of the apostles to their office (Luke vi. 13, John vi. 70) and
Christ Himself is conceived as especially God's elect one, because no one has the service to render which He has (Luke ix.
35, xxiii. 35). But the elect, by way of eminence; 'the elect
whom God elected,' for whose sake He governs all history (Mark
'

'

:

;

xiii.

20)

;

the elect of

the Son, that of

all

but should raise

it

whom

the Son of

whom

that

up

He

it

was the

gave

at the last

Man

will of

Him He

Him who

sent

should lose nothing,

day (John vi. 39) the elect
day gather from the
;

shall at the last

four winds, from the uttermost parts of the earth to the utterof heaven (Mark xiii. 27) it would be inadequate to
suppose that these are elected merely to opportunities or the
means of grace, on their free cultivation of which shall depend
their undecided destiny; or merely to the service of their fellowmen, as agents in God's beneficent plan for the salvation of the
race. Of course this election is to privileges and means of grace;
and without these the great end of the election would not be

most part

:
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is given effect only by the 'call,'
only in faith and the holy life. Equally of
course the elect are 'the salt of the earth' and 'the light of the
world,' the few through whom the many are blessed; the eter-

attained: for the 'election'

and manifests

itself

to which they are elected does not consist in or with the
and coldness of death, but only in and with the intensest
activities of the conquering people of God. But the prime end
of their election does not lie in these things, and to place exclusive stress upon them is certainly to gather in the mint and
anise and cummin of the doctrine. That to which God's elect

nal

life

silence

are elected

is,

according to the teaching of Jesus,

Kingdom

all

that

is

God, in the idea of
eternal life, in the idea of fellowship with Christ, in the idea
of participation in the glory which the Father has given His
Son. Their choice, and the whole development of their history,
included in the idea of the

according to our Lord's teaching,

Father: and in His keeping also

is

is

of

the loving

work

of the

the consummation of their

Their segregation, of course, leaves others not elected, to
of their privileges are granted; from whom none of
their services are expected; with whom their glorious destiny
is not shared. This, too, is of God. But this side of the matter,
in accordance with Jesus' mission in the world as Saviour rather
than as Judge, is less dwelt upon. In the case of neither class,
that of the elect as little as that of those that are without, are
the purposes of God wrought out without the co-operation of the
bliss.

whom none

but in neither case is the decisive facbut is discoverable solely in the will of
God and the consonant will of the Son. The 'even so, Father;
for so it seemed good in thy sight' (Matt. xi. 26, Luke x. 21), is
to our Lord, at least, an all-sufficient theodicy in the face of
all God's diverse dealings with men.
The disciples of Jesus continue His teaching in all its elements. We are conscious, for example, of entering no new
atmosphere when we pass to the Epistle of James. St. James,
too, finds his starting-point in a profound apprehension of the
exaltation and perfection of God,
defining God's nature, indeed, with a phrase that merely repeats in other words the peneactivities of the subjects;

tor supplied

by

these,

—

•

;
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light' (I John i. 5), which,
sound the keynote of the beand particuloved disciple's thought of God (Jas. i. 17),
larly in a keen sense of dependence on God (iv. 15, v. 7), to
which it was an axiom that every good thing is a gift from Him
(i. 17). Accordingly, salvation, the pre-eminent good, comes
purely as His gift, and can be ascribed only to His will (i. 18)
and its exclusively Divine origin is indicated by the choice that
not the rich and prosperous,
is made of those who receive it
who have somewhat perhaps which might command consideration, but the poor and miserable (ii. 5). So little does this Divine
choice rest on even faith, that it is rather in order to faith (ii. 5),
and introduces its recipients into the Kingdom as firstfruits of
a great harvest to be reaped by God in the world (i. 18).
Similarly, in the Book of Acts, the whole stress in the matter
of salvation is laid on the grace of God (xi. 23, xiii. 43, xiv. 3,
26, xv. 40, xviii. 27) and to it, in the most pointed way, the

'God

trating declaration that

is

reflecting our Lord's teaching,

—

—

;

inception of faith

varied language

itself is

when the

the hand of the Lord

The

(xi.

assigned

(xviii.

increase in the

27)

.

It is only slightly

Church

21), or the direct act of

is

ascribed to

God

(xiv. 27,

47 presents, therefore,
nothing peculiar, and we are fully prepared for the philosophy
of the redemptive history expressed in xiii. 48, that only those
ordained to eternal life believed
the believing that comes
by the grace of God (xviii. 27), to whom it belongs to open the
heart to give heed to the gospel (xvi. 14), being thus referred
to the counsel of eternity, of which the events of time are only
the outworking.
The general philosophy of history thus suggested is implicit
in the very idea of a promissory system, and in the recognition
of a predictive element in prophecy, and is written large on
the pages of the historical books of the New Testament. It is
given expression in every declaration that this or that event
came to pass 'that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by
the prophets,'
a form of statement in which our Lord had
Himself betrayed His teleological view of history, not only as
respects details (John xv. 25, xvii. 12), but with the widest referxviii. 10).

explicit declaration of

'

—

•

'

—

ii.
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ence (Luke

xxi. 22),

and which was taken up cordially by His

followers, particularly
viii.

by Matthew

(i.

17, xii. 17, xiii. 35, xxi. 4, xxvi. 56,

xix. 24, 28, 36).

41

22,

15, 23, iv.

ii.

John

xii.

14,

38, xviii. 9,

Alongside of this phrase occurs the equally
Divine decree,' as it has been appropri-

significant 'del of the

ately called,

by which

is

suggested the necessity which rules

is used with a view now to Jesus'
redemption (by Jesus Himself, Luke ii. 49, iv. 43,
ix. 22, xiii. 33, xvii. 25, xxiv. 7, John iii. 14, x. 16, xii, 34; by the
evangelist, Matt. xvi. 21), now to the underlying plan of God
(by Jesus, Matt. xxiv. 6, Mark xiii. 7, 10, Luke xxi. 9; by the
writer, Matt. xvii. 10, Mark ix. 11, Acts iii. 21, ix. 16), anon
to the prophetic declaration as an indication of the underlying
plan (by Jesus, Matt. xxvi. 56, Luke xxii. 37, xxiv. 26, 44; by
the writer, John xx. 9, Acts i. 16, xvii. 3). This appeal, in either
form, served an important apologetic purpose in the first proclamation of the gospel; but its fundamental significance is rooted,
of course, in the conception of a Divine ordering of the whole

over historical sequences. It

own plan

of

course of history to the veriest detail.

Such a

dom

is

which the developing plan

vii.),

in

But

it is

Acts

ii.

KingStephen (Acts

teleological conception of the history of the

manifested strikingly in the speech of
of

God

is

St.

rapidly sketched.

in such declarations as those of St. Peter recorded in

23, iv.

28 that the wider philosophy of history comes

to its clearest expression. In

them everything that had

befallen

what
had stood beforehand prepared for in 'the determinate counsel
and foreknowledge of God,' so that nothing had been accomplished, by whatever agents, except what 'his hand and his
counsel has foreordained to come to pass.' It would not be easy
to frame language which should more explicitly proclaim the

Jesus

is

represented as merely the emerging into fact of

conception of an all-determining decree of

God

governing the

entire sequence of events in time. Elsewhere in the Petrine
discourses of Acts the speech is coloured by the same ideas we
note in the immediate context of these culminating passages
the high terms in which the exaltation of God is expressed (iv.
:

24 f.), the sharpness with which His sovereignty in the

'call'
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(irpoo-KaXeofiai) is declared

emergence

39),

(ii.

of the idea of the

and elsewhere the repeated

necessary correspondence of the

events of time with the predictions of Scripture (i. 16, ii. 24,
iii. 21). The same doctrine of predestination meets us in the

pages of

St. Peter's Epistles.

members

of the Christian

He

does, indeed, speak of the

community

as God's elect (I i. 1,
accordance with the apostolic habit of
assuming the reality implied in the manifestation; but this is
so far from importing that election hangs on the act of man
ii.

9, v. 13, II

i.

10), in

that St. Peter refers

God
i.

(I

10),

i.

2),

it

directly to the elective foreknowledge of

and seeks

its

confirmation in sanctification (II

— even as the stumbling of the disobedient, on the other

•

presented as a confirmation of their appointment to
ii. 8). The pregnant use of the terms 'foreknow'
(irpoytvuo-Kca) and 'foreknowledge' (irpoyvuais) by St. Peter

hand,

is

disbelief (I

brought to our attention in these passages (Acts ii. 23, I Pet.
i. 2, 20), where they certainly convey the sense of a loving,
distinguishing regard which assimilates them to the idea of
election, is worthy of note as another of the traits common to
him and St. Paul (Rom. viii. 29, xi. 2, only in the New Testament), The usage might be explained, indeed, as the development of a purely Greek sense of the words, but it is much more
probably rooted in a Semitic usage, which, as we have seen, is
not without example in the Old Testament. A simple comparison of the passages will exhibit the impossibility of reading
the terms of mere prevision
the

full

(cf.

Cremer sub voc, and especially
"Die Gottliche Zuvorerse-

discussion in K. Muller's

hung und Erwahlung," etc. pp. 38 f., 81 f.; also Gennrich,
"Theol. Studien und Kritiken," 1898, 382-395; Pfleiderer,
"Urchristenthum," 289, "Paulinismus," 268; and Lorenz,
"Lehrsystem,"

The

etc. 94).

teaching of St.

John

in

Gospel and Epistle

is

not dis-

tinguishable from that which he reports from his Master's

lips,

and need not here be reverted to afresh. The same fundamental
view-points meet us also in the Apocalypse. The emphasis
there placed on the omnipotence of God rises indeed to a climax.
There only in the New Testament (except II Cor. vi. 18), for

;;
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the epithet iravronpaTup ascribed to

is

Him

(i.

8,

iv. 8, xi. 17, xv. 3, xvi. 7, 14, xix. 6, 15, xxi. 22, cf. xv. 3, vi. 10)

and the whole purport

of the

book

is

the portrayal of the Di-

vine guidance of history, and the very essence of
that, despite all surface appearances,

that really directs

end

to the

of

all

occurrences,

and

it is

all

His determining. Salvation

its

message

God

the hand of

things are hastening
is

ascribed unvary-

work (xii. 10,
The elect people of God are His by the Divine choice
alone their names are from the foundation of the world written
in the Lamb's Book of Life (xiii. 8, xvii. 8, xx. 12-15, xxi. 27),
ingly to the grace of God, and declared to be His

xix. 1).
:

which
life

is

certainly a

symbol

of

Divine appointment to eternal

revealed in and realized through Christ; nor shall they ever

be blotted out of it (hi. 5). It is difficult to doubt that the destination here asserted is to a complete salvation (xix. 9), that
it is

individual,

and that

it is

but a single instance

of the

com-

pleteness of the Divine government to which the world

by the Lord
the earth and King
subject

is

and King of kings, the Ruler of
the nations, whose control of all the

of lords

of

occurrences of time in accordance with His holy purposes

it is

the supreme object of this book to portray.

Perhaps
the Epistle

Testament

about the purpose of God in
Hebrews than in any other portion of the New
equal length. The technical phraseology of the

less is directly said

to the

of

conspicuously absent. Nevertheless, the conception
of the Divine counsel and will underlying all that comes to

subject

pass

(ii.

is

10),

and

especially the entire course of the purchase

ii. 9) and application (xi. 39, 31, ix. 15) of
fundamental to the whole thought of the Epistle;
and echoes of the modes in which this conception is elsewhere
expressed meet us on every hand. Thus we read of God's
eternal counsel (/SouXi?, vi. 17) and of His precedent will
{de\r}ij,a,, x. 10) as underlying His redemptive acts; of the enrolment of the names of His children in heaven (xii. 23) of the
origin in the energy of God of all that is good in us (xiii. 21)
and, above all, of a 'heavenly call' as the source of the whole
renewed life of the Christian (iii. 1, cf. ix. 15).

(vi. 17, cf. x.

5-10,

salvation, is

;
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When
ii.

17,

(/caAeco, Matt. ix. 13, Mark
Matt. xxii. 3, 4, 8, 9, Luke
24; kKtjtos, Matt. xxii. 14 [xx. 16])

our Lord spoke of 'calling'

Luke

v. 32, and, parabolically,

xiv. 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17,

the term was used in the ordinary sense of 'invitation,' and remuch broader circle than the elect (Matt,

fers therefore to a

'

'

and this fundamental sense of 'bidding' may continue
to cling to the term in the hands of the evangelists (Matt. iv. 21,
Mark i. 20, cf Luke xiv. 7, John ii. 2), while the depth of meaning which might be attached to it, even in such a connotation,
may be revealed by such a passage as Rev. xix. 9 Blessed are
they which are bidden to the marriage supper of the Lamb.' On
the lips of the apostolic writers, however, the term in its application to the call of God to salvation took on deeper meanings,

xxii. 14)

;

.

'

doubtless out of consideration of the author of the call, who
has but to speak and it is done (cf. Rom. iv. 17). It occurs in
these writers, when it occurs at all, as the synonym no longer
of

'

but rather of election

invitation,'

'

'

itself ; or,

more precisely,
by

as expressive of the temporal act of the Divine efficiency

which
sense

given to the electing decree. In this profounder

effect is
it is

practically confined to the writings of St. Paul

and

Peter and the Epistle to the Hebrews, occurring elsewhere
only in Jude 1, Rev. xvii. 14, where the children of God are
St.

designated the 'called,' just as they are (in various collocations
of the term with the idea of election) in Rom. i. 6, 7, I Cor. i.
2,

Rom.

viii.

28, I Cor.

24

i.

(cf.

Rom.

i.

1,

1

Cor.

i.

1).

KXrjrds,

as used in these passages, does not occur in the Epistle

Hebrews, but in

1 k\t](jls

iii.

from that which
Eph. i. 18, iv. 1,

it

bears in St. Paul (Rom.

4, Phil.

iii.

to the

occurs in a sense indistinguishable
14, II

Thes.

i.

xi.

29, I Cor.

11, II

Tim.

i.

i.

9)

26,

and

i. 10); and in ix. 15 (cf. special applications
same general idea, v. 4, xi. 8), /caXeco bears the same deep
sense expressed by it in St. Paul (Rom. viii. 30 twice, ix. 11, 24,

St.

Peter (II Pet.

of the

I Cor.

i.

9, vii. 15, 17,

v. 8, 13,

Eph.

II Thes.

ii.

iii.

14, II

9, v. 10, II

of St.

18 twice, 20, 21, 22 twice, 24, Gal. i. 6, 15,
Col. iii. 15, I Thes. ii. 12, iv. 7, v. 24,

iv. 1, 4,

i.

Tim.

i.

9)

and

3, cf irpoa naXeo),

Luke, Acts

.

xiii. 2,

in St. Peter (I

Acts

xvi. 10).

and

i.

15,

ii.

9, 21,

language
The contrast into which the
ii.

39,

in the
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brought in this Epistle with the 'evangelwhich our
Saviour institutes between the 'elect' and 'called' (Matt. xxii.
14), exhibits the height of the meaning to which the idea of
the call has climbed. It no longer denotes the mere invitation,
but the actual
that notion is now given in 'evangelize,'
'called'

(iii.

1) are

ized' (iv. 2, 6), repeating in other terms the contrast

'

'

—

—

ushering into salvation of the heirs of the promise,

made

who

are

partakers of the heavenly calling, and are called to the

have been destined
and are enrolled in heaven as the

everlasting inheritance just because they

thereunto by

God

children given to the
It

was

14),

(i.

Son

of

God

(ii.

13).

reserved, however, to the Apostle Paul to give to the

New Testament presentation.
Paul exceeded his fellows in the
strength or clearness of his convictions, but because, in the
prosecution of the special task which was committed to him
fact of predestination its fullest

This was not because

in the general

work

St.

of establishing Christianity in the world,

the complete expression of the

common

doctrine of predesti-

way, and became a necessity of his argument.
With him, too, the roots of his doctrine of predestination were
set in his general doctrine of God, and it was fundamentally
because St. Paul was a theist of a clear and consistent type,
living and thinking under the influence of the profound consciousness of a personal God who is the author of all that is
and, as well, the upholder and powerful governor of all that He
has made, according to whose will, therefore, all that comes to
pass must be ordered, that he was a predestinarian; and more
particularly he too was a predestinarian because of his general
doctrine of salvation, in every step of which the initiative must
be taken by God's unmerited grace, just because man is a sinner, and, as a sinner, rests under the Divine condemnation,
with no right of so much as access to God, and without means
to seek, much less to secure, His favour. But although possessing no other sense of the infinite majesty of the almighty Person
in whose hands all things He, or of the issue of all saving acts
from His free grace, than his companion apostles, the course of
the special work in which St. Paul was engaged, and the exi-

nation

fell

in his

:
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gencies of the special controversies in which he

forced

him

to a fuller expression of all that

is

was involved,

implied in these

convictions. As he cleared the whole field of Christian faith
from the presence of any remaining confidence in human works;
as he laid beneath the hope of Christians a righteousness not
self -wrought but provided by God alone; as he consistently
offered this God-provided righteousness to sinners of all classes
without regard to anything in them by which they might fancy
he was ineviGod could be moved to accept their persons,
tably driven to an especially pervasive reference of salvation
in each of its elements to the free grace of God, and to an especially full exposition on the one hand of the course of Divine
grace in the several acts which enter into the saving work, and
on the other to the firm rooting of the whole process in the pure
will of the God of grace. From the beginning to the end of his
ministry, accordingly, St. Paul conceived himself, above everything else, as the bearer of a message of undeserved grace to
lost sinners, not even directing his own footsteps to carry the
glad tidings to whom he would (Rom. i. 10, 1 Cor. iv. 19, II Cor.
ii. 12), but rather led by God in triumphal procession through
the world, that through him might be made manifest the savour of the knowledge of Christ in every place
a savour
from life unto life in them that are saved, and from death unto
death in them that are lost (II Cor. ii. 15, 16). By the 'word of

—

—

the cross' proclaimed

by him the

essential character of his

hearers was thus brought into manifestation,

was

foolishness, to the saved the

not as
or

if

this essential character

was the product

choice at the

of their

moment

was only revealed; but

own

power

of

— to the

God

(I

Cor.

lost it
i.

18)

belonged to them by nature
activities, least of all of their

of the proclamation,

by which

rather

it

as finding an explanation only in an act

God, in accordance with the working of Him to whom all
among men are to be ascribed (I Cor. iv. 7)
for
God alone is the Lord of the harvest, and all the increase, however diligently man may plant and water, is to be accredited
of

—

differences

to

Him

alone

(I

Cor.

iii.

5

f.).

It is naturally the soteriological interest that

determines in
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the main St. Paul's allusions to the all-determining hand of
the letters that we have from him come from Paul the
God,
but it is not merely a soteriological conception
evangelist,

—

•

—

•

that he

is

expressing in them, but the most fundamental postu-

late of his religious consciousness;

and he

is

accordingly con-

stantly correlating his doctrine of election with his general

No man ever had an
the eternal (Rom. xvi.
God,
26) and incorruptible (i. 23) One, the only wise One (xvi. 27),
who does all things according to His good-pleasure (I Cor. xv.
38, xii. 18, Col. i. 19), and whose ways are past tracing out
(Rom. xi. 33) before whom men should therefore bow in the
humility of absolute dependence, recognizing in Him the one
moulding power as well in history as in the life of the individual (Rom. ix.). Of Him and through Him and unto Him, he
fervently exclaims, are all things (Rom. xi. 36, cf I Cor. viii.
6) He is over all and through all and in all (Eph. iv. 6, cf Col.
i. 16); He worketh all things according to the counsel of His
will (Eph. i. 11): all that is, in a word, owes its existence and
persistence and its action and issue to Him. The whole course
of history is, therefore, of His ordering (Acts xiv. 16, xvii. 26,
Rom. i. 18 f., iii. 25, ix-xi, Gal. iii. iv.), and every event that
befalls is under His control, and must be estimated from the
view-point of His purposes of good to His people (Rom. viii.
28, I Thes. v. 17, 18), for whose benefit the whole world is
governed (Eph. i. 22, I Cor. ii. 7, Col. i. 18). The figure that is
employed in Rom. ix. 22 with a somewhat narrower reference,
would fairly express St. Paul's world-view in its relation to the
Divine activity: God is the potter, and the whole world with
all its contents but as the plastic clay which He moulds to His
own ends; so that whatsoever comes into being, and whatsodoctrine of the decree or counsel of God.
intenser or

more

vital sense of

—

;

.

;

ever uses are served

.

by the

things that exist, are

all alike of

Him. In accordance with this world-view St. Paul's doctrine of
salvation must necessarily be interpreted; and, in very fact,
he gives it its accordant expression in every instance in which
he speaks of it.
There are especially

three chief passages in

which the apostle

—
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so fully expounds his fundamental teaching as to the relation
of salvation to the

may

purpose of God, that they

our primary attention.
(a)

The

first

— Rom.

of these-

viii.

29,

30

fairly claim

— emerges

as

part of the encouragement which the apostle offers to his
readers in the sad state in which they find themselves in this
world, afflicted with fears within and fightings without. He reminds them that they are not left to their weakness, but the
Spirit comes to their aid: 'and we know,' adds the apostle,
it is no matter of conjecture, but of assured knowledge,
'that with them that love God, God co-operates with respect

—

•

to

all

things for good, since they are indeed the called according

to [His] purpose.'

The appeal

is

obviously primarily to the uni-

government of God: nothing takes place save by His
direction, and even what seems to be grievous comes from the

versal

Father's hand. Secondarily, the appeal

is

to the assured posi-

God: they have
not come into this blessed relation with God accidentally or by
the force of their own choice; they have been 'called' into it
by Himself, and that by no thoughtless, inadvertent, meaningless, or changeable call; it was a call 'according to purpose,'
where the anarthrousness of the noun throws stress on the purposiveness of the call. What has been denominated the golden
chain of salvation that is attached to this declaration by the
particle 'because' can therefore have no other end than more
fully to develop and more firmly to ground the assurance thus
quickened in the hearts of the readers it accordingly enumertion of his readers within the fatherly care of

'

'

:

God, and
through the stages of appropriating
foreknowledge,
for 'foreknow' is undoubtedly used here in
that pregnant sense we have already seen it to bear in similar
connexions in the New Testament,
predestination to conformity with the image of God's Son, calling, justifying, glorifying; all of which are cast in the past tense of a purpose in
principle executed when formed, and are bound together as
mutually implicative, so that, where one is present, all are in
principle present with it. It accordingly follows that, in St.
ates the steps of the saving process in the purpose of

carries it thus successively

—

•

—
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Paul's conception, glorification rests on justification, which in

turn rests on vocation, while vocation comes only to those who
had previously been predestinated to conformity with God's
Son, and this predestination to character and destiny only to
those afore chosen by God's loving regard. It is obviously a

This conclusion
can be avoided only by assigning a sense to the 'foreknowing'
that lies at the root of the whole process, which is certainly out
of accord not merely with its ordinary import in similar connexions in the New Testament, nor merely with the context,
but with the very purpose for which the declaration is made,
namely, to enhearten the struggling saint by assuring him that
he is not committed to his own power, or rather weakness, but
strict doctrine of predestination that is taught.

Almighty Father. It would seem
hang on the merely contemplative foresight of God a declaration adduced to support the assertion
that the lovers of God are something deeper and finer than even
lovers of God, namely, 'the called according to 'purpose,' and
is

in the sure

hands

of the

little

short of absurd to

itself

educing the joyful cry,

'If

God

us? and grounding a confident claim
'

is

for us,

upon the

who

is

against

gift of all things

from His hands.
(6) The even more famous section, Rom. ix, x, xi, following closely upon this strong affirmation of the suspension of
the whole saving process on the predetermination of God,
offers, on the face of it, a yet sharper assertion of predestination, raising it, moreover, out of the circle of the merely individual salvation into the broader region of the historical

development of the kingdom of God. The problem which St.
Paul here faces grew so directly out of his fundamental doctrine
of justification

by

faith alone, with complete disregard of all

question of merit or vested privilege, that it must have often
forced itself upon his attention,
himself a Jew with a high
estimate of a Jew's privileges and a passionate love for his

—

people.

He

could not but have pondered

deeply, and least of

an Epistle

all

it

frequently and

could he have failed to give

it

treatment

which undertakes to provide a somewhat formal exposition of his whole doctrine of justification.

in

like this,
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Having shown the necessity of such a method of salvation as
he proclaimed, if sinful men were to be saved at all (i. 18-iii.
20) and then expounded its nature and evidence (iii. 21-v.
,

21)

,

and afterwards discussed

its

intensive effects

(vi.

1-viii.

—

he could not fail further to explain its extensive effects
especially when they appeared to be of so portentous a character as to imply a reversal of what was widely believed to
have been God's mode of working heretofore, the rejection of
His people whom He foreknew, and the substitution of the
alien in their place. St. Paul's solution of the problem is, briefly,
that the situation has been gravely misconceived by those who
so represent it; that nothing of the sort thus described has happened or will happen; that what has happened is merely that
in the constitution of that people whom He has chosen to Himself and is fashioning to His will, God has again exercised that
sovereignty which He had previously often exercised, and which
He had always expressly reserved to Himself and frequently
proclaimed as the principle of His dealings with the people
emphatically of His choice. In his exposition of this solution
St. Paul first defends the propriety of God's action (ix. 6-24),
then turns to stop the mouth of the objecting Jew by exposing
the manifested unfitness of the Jewish people for the kingdom
(ix. 30-x. 21), and finally expounds with great richness the
ameliorating circumstances in the whole transaction (xi. 1-36).
In the course of his defence of God's rejection of the mass of
contemporary Israel, he sets forth the sovereignty of God in
the whole matter of salvation
that the purpose of God according to election might stand, not of works, but of Him that
calleth
with a sharpness of assertion and a clearness of illustration which leave nothing to be added in order to throw it
39),

—

'

'

—

out in the

full

strength of

its

conception.

We are pointed

tratively to the sovereign acceptance of Isaac

illus-

and rejection of
Ishmael, and to the choice of Jacob and not of Esau before
their birth and therefore before either had done good or bad;
we are explicitly told that in the matter of salvation it is not
of him that wills, or of him that runs, but of God that shows
mercy, and that has mercy on whom He wills, and whom He
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we are pointedly directed to behold in God
who makes the vessels which proceed from His hand

hardens;

the potter

each for an end of His appointment, that He may work out His
upon them. It is safe to say that language cannot be chosen
better adapted to teach predestination at its height.
We are exhorted, indeed, not to read this language in isolation, but to remember that the ninth chapter must be interpreted in the light of the eleventh. Not to dwell on the equally
important consideration that the eleventh chapter must likewise be interpreted only in the light of the ninth, there seems
here to exhibit itself some forgetfulness of the inherent continuity of St. Paul's thought, and, indeed, some misconception
of the progress of the argument through the section, which is
a compact whole and must express a much pondered line of
thought, constantly present to the apostle's mind. We must
not permit to fall out of sight the fact that the whole extremity
of assertion of the ninth chapter is repeated in the eleventh
will

(xi.

4-10)

;

so that there

is

no change

of conception or lapse of

consecution observable as the argument develops, and we do
not escape from the doctrine of predestination of the ninth
chapter in fleeing to the eleventh. This is true even if we go at

once to the great closing declaration of xi. 32, to which we are
often directed as to the key of the whole section
which, indeed, it very much is: 'For God hath shut up all unto disobedience, that he might have mercy upon all.' On the face of
it there could not readily be framed a more explicit assertion
of the Divine control and the Divine initiative than this; it
is only another declaration that He has mercy on whom He
will have mercy, and after the manner and in the order that
He will. And it certainly is not possible to read it as a declaration of universal salvation, and thus reduce the whole preceding
exposition to a mere tracing of the varying pathways along
which the common Father leads each individual of the race
severally to the common goal. Needless to point out that thus
the whole argument would be stultified, and the apostle con-

—

victed of gross exaggeration in tone and language where other-

wise

we

find only impressive solemnity, rising at times into
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enough to observe that the verse cannot
Nothing is clearer than that its
purpose is not to minimise but to magnify the sense of absolute
dependence on the Divine mercy, and to quicken apprehension
of the mystery of God's righteously loving ways; and nothing
is clearer than that the reference of the double all is exhausted
so
by the two classes discussed in the immediate context,
that they are not to be taken individualistically but, so to
natural anguish. It

bear this sense in

is

context.

its

'

'

speak, racially.
istic

The

—

intrusion of the individualistic-universal-

sentiment, so dominant in the

modern

consciousness, into

throw the whole
Nothing could be further from the
nationalistic-universalistic point of view from which it was
written, and from which alone St. Paul can be understood when
he represents that in rejecting the mass of contemporary Jews
God has not cast off His people, but, acting only as He had
frequently done in former ages, is fulfilling His promise to the
kernel while shelling off the husk. Throughout the whole process of pruning and ingrafting which he traces in the dealings
of God with the olive-tree which He has once for all planted,
St. Paul sees God, in accordance with His promise, saving His
people. The continuity of its stream of life he perceives prethe interpretation of this section, indeed,

is

to

into inextricable confusion.

served throughout

all its

present experience of rejection

(xi.

1-10); the gracious purpose of the present confinement of its

channel, he traces with eager hand (xi. 11-15); he predicts
with confidence the attainment in the end of the full breadth
of the promise (xi. 15-32),
all to the praise of the glory of
God's grace (xi. 33-36). There is undoubtedly a universalism
of salvation proclaimed here; but it is an eschatological, not

—

an individualistic universalism. The day

when the whole world

— inclusive

is

certainly to

come

Jews and Gentiles
know and serve the

of all the

—

then dwelling on the globe
shall
Lord; and God in all His strange work of distributing salvation
is leading the course of events to that great goal; but meanwhile the principle of His action is free, sovereign grace, to
alike,

which alone it is to be attributed that any who are saved in
the meantime enter into their inheritance, and through which
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be attained. The

central thought of the whole discussion, in a word,
Israel does not

owe the promise

to the fact that

is

that

it is Israel,

—

but conversely owes the fact that it is Israel to the promise,
that 'it is not the children of the flesh that are the children of
God, but the children of the promise that are reckoned for a
seed' (ix. 8). In these words we hold the real key to the whole
section; and if we approach it with this key in hand we shall
have little difficulty in apprehending that, from its beginning
to its end, St. Paul has no higher object than to make clear
that the inclusion of any individual within the kingdom of
God finds its sole cause in the sovereign grace of the choosing
God, and cannot in any way or degree depend upon his own
merit, privilege, or act.

Neither, with this key in our hand, will

it be possible to
whether the election here expounded is to
eternal fife or not rather merely to prior privilege or higher
service. These too, no doubt, are included. But by what right

raise a question

is

this long section intruded here as a substantive part of this

Epistle, busied as a
of

God unto
and

whole with the exposition

of 'the

power

salvation to every one that believeth, to the

Jew

has no direct concern with
this salvation? By what chance has it attached itself to that
noble grounding of a Christian's hope and assurance with
which the eighth chapter closes? By what course of thought
does it reach its own culmination in that burst of praise to God,
on whom all things depend, with which it concludes? By what
accident is it itself filled with the most unequivocal references
to the saving grace of God 'which hath been poured out on
the vessels of his mercy which he afore prepared for glory, even
on us whom he also called, not from the Jews only, but also
from the Gentiles'? If such language has no reference to salvation, there is no language in the New Testament that need be
interpreted of final destiny. Beyond question this section does
explain to us some of the grounds of the mode of God's action
in gathering a people to Himself out of the world; and in doing
this, it does reveal to us some of the ways in which the distrifirst

also to the Greek,'

if it

54
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bution of His electing grace serves the purposes of His kingdom on earth; reading it, we certainly do learn that God has

many

ends to serve in His gracious dealings with the children
men, and that we, in our ignorance of His multifarious purposes, are not fitted to be His counsellors. But by all this, the
fact is in no wise obscured that it is primarily to salvation that
He calls His elect, and that whatever other ends their election
may subserve, this fundamental end will never fail; that in
this, too, the gifts and calling of God are not repented of, and
will surely lead on to their goal. The difficulty which is felt by
some in following the apostle's argument here, we may suspect,
has its roots in part in a shrinking from what appears to them
an arbitrary assignment of men to diverse destinies without
consideration of their desert. Certainly St. Paul as explicitly
of

affirms the sovereignty of reprobation as of election,

—

if

these

even in thought: if he represents God as sovereignly loving Jacob, he represents Him
equally as sovereignly hating Esau if he declares that He has
mercy on whom He will, he equally declares that He hardens
whom He will. Doubtless the difficulty often felt here is, in
part, an outgrowth of an insufficient realization of St. Paul's
twin ideas

are, indeed, separable

;

basal conception of the state of
sinners before an angry God. It

men

at large as

condemned

with a world of lost sinners
that he is representing God as dealing; and out of that world
building up a Kingdom of Grace. Were not all men sinners,
there might still be an election, as sovereign as now; and there
being an election, there would still be as sovereign a rejection:
but the rejection would not be a rejection to punishment, to
is

some other destiny consonant to the state in which those passed by should be left.
It is not indeed, then, because men are sinners that men are
left unelected; election is free, and its obverse of rejection must
be equally free: but it is solely because men are sinners that
what they are left to is destruction. And it is in this universalism of ruin rather than in a universalism of salvation that St.

destruction, to eternal death, but to

Paul really roots his theodicy. When
marvel of pure grace that any receive

all

deserve death

life;

and who

it is

a

shall gain-
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Him who
whom He will,

shows this miraculous mercy, to have
and whom He will to harden?
(c) In Eph. i. 1-12 there is, if possible, an even higher note
struck. Here, too, St. Paul is dealing primarily with the blessings bestowed on his readers, in Christ, all of which he ascribes
to the free grace of God but he so speaks of these blessings as
to correlate the gracious purpose of God in salvation, not
merely with the plan of operation which He prosecutes in establishing and perfecting His kingdom on earth, but also with
the all-embracing decree that underlies His total cosmical
activity. In opening this circular letter, addressed to no particular community whose special circumstances might suggest
the theme of the thanksgiving with which he customarily
begins his letters, St. Paul is thrown back on what is common
to Christians; and it is probably to this circumstance that we
owe the magnificent description of the salvation in Christ with
which the Epistle opens, and in which this salvation is traced
say the right of

mercy on

;

consecutively in
its

its

preparation (w.

publication (8-10), and

its

4, 5), its

execution

(6, 7),

application (11-14), both to

Jews (11, 12) and to Gentiles (13, 14). Thus, at all events, we
have brought before us the whole ideal history of salvation in
Christ from eternity to eternity
from the eternal purpose as
it lay in the loving heart of the Father, to the eternal consummation, when all things in heaven and earth shall be summed

—

up

in Christ.

Even the

incredible profusion of the blessings

which we receive in Christ, described with an accumulation
phrases that almost defies exposition,

is less

of

noticeable here

than the emphasis and reiteration with which the apostle carries back their bestowment on us to that primal purpose of
God in which all things are afore prepared ere they are set in
the way of accomplishment. All this accumulation of blessings,
he tells his readers, has come to them and him only in fulfilment
of an eternal purpose
only because they had been chosen by
God out of the mass of sinful men, in Christ, before the foundation of the world, to be holy and blameless before Him, and had
been lovingly predestinated unto adoption through Jesus
Christ to Him, in accordance with the good-pleasure of His

—

—
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is therefore, he
abundance of God's
grace there has been brought the knowledge of the salvation
in Christ, described here as the knowledge of the mystery of
the Divine will, according to His good-pleasure, which He pur-

will,

to the praise of the glory of His grace. It

further explains, that to

them

in the

posed in Himself with reference to the dispensation of the
ness of the times, to

sum up

all

— by which phrases the plan

of salvation is clearly exhibited

as but one element in the cosmical purpose of
it is,

ful-

things in the universe in Christ,

God. And thus

the apostle proceeds to explain, only in pursuance of this

all-embracing cosmical purpose that Christians, whether Jews
or Gentiles, have been called into participation of these bless-

—

and of the
God's grace,
former class, he pauses to assert anew that their call rests on
a predestination according to the purpose of Him that works
all things according to the counsel of His will. Throughout
this elevated passage, the resources of language are strained to
the utmost to give utterance to the depth and fervour of St.
Paul's conviction of the absoluteness of the dominion which
the God, whom he describes as Him that works all things acings, to the praise of the glory of

cording to the counsel of His

will, exercises

over the entire uni-

and of his sense of the all-inclusive perfection of the
plan on which He is exercising His world-wide government
into which world-wide government His administration of His
grace, in the salvation of Christ, works as one element. Thus

verse,

there

is

kept steadily before our eyes the wheel within wheel of

the all-comprehending decree of God: first of all, the inclusive
cosmical purpose in accordance with which the universe is

governed as it is led to its destined end; within this, the purpose relative to the kingdom of God, a substantive part, and,

some sort, the hinge of the world-purpose itself; and still
within this, the purpose of grace relative to the individual, by
in

virtue of which he
in its blessings

:

called into the Kingdom and made sharer
common element with them all being that

is

the

they are and come to pass only in accordance with the goodpleasure of His will, according to His purposed good-pleasure,

according to the purpose of

Him who

works

all

things in ac-
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cordance with the counsel of His will; and therefore all alike
solely to His praise.
In these outstanding passages, however, there are only expounded, though with special richness, ideas which govern the
Pauline literature, and which come now and again to clear ex-

redound

pression in each group of St. Paul's letters.

The whole

doctrine

of election, for instance, lies as truly in the declaration of II

Thes.

ii.

13 or that of II Tim.

as in the passages

we have

26-31) and Ephesians
iv. 3). It

may

(cf.

9

i.

(cf . II

Tim.

ii.

19, Tit.

considered from

Romans

Eph.

i.

ii.

10, Col.

27,

iii.

(cf . I

iii.

5)

Cor.

i.

12, 15, Phil,

be possible to trace minor distinctions through

the several groups of letters in forms of statement or modes of
relating the doctrine to other conceptions; but from the begin-

ning to the end of St. Paul's activity as a Christian teacher his
fundamental teaching as to the Christian calling and life is
fairly summed up in the declaration that those that are saved
are God's 'workmanship created in Christ Jesus unto good
works, which God afore prepared that they should walk in

them' (Eph. ii. 10).
The most striking impression made upon us by a survey of
the whole material is probably the intensity of St. Paul's practical interest in the doctrine
a matter fairly illustrated by
the passage just quoted (Eph. ii. 10). Nothing is more noticeable than his zeal in enforcing its two chief practical contents

—

— the

assurance

it

should bring to believers of their eternal
and the ethical energy it

safety in the faithful hands of God,

should arouse within them to live worthily of their vocation.
It is one of St. Paul's most persistent exhortations, that be-

remember that their salvation is not committed
to their own weak hands, but rests securely on the faithfulness
of the God who has called them according to His purpose (e. g.,
I Thes. v. 24, 1 Cor. i. 8 f., x. 13, Phil. i. 6). Though the approlievers should

priation of their salvation begins in an act of faith on their

own

which is consequent on the hearing of the gospel,
appointment to salvation itself does not depend on this
act of faith, nor on any fitness discoverable in them on the foresight of which God's choice of them might be supposed to be

their

part,

\

\

'
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based, but (as I Thes.

ii.

13 already indicates) both the preach-

ing of the gospel and the exercise of faith consistently appear
as steps in the carrying out of an election not conditioned on

but embracing them as means to the end set
purpose of God. The case is precisely the same with
all subsequent acts of the Christian life. So far is St. Paul from
supposing that election to life should operate to enervate moral
their occurrence,

by the

free

precisely from the fact that the willing and
on an energizing willing and doing of God,
which in turn rest on His eternal purpose, that the apostle derives his most powerful and most frequently urged motive for
ethical action. That tremendous 'therefore,' with which at the
opening of the twelfth chapter of Romans he passes from the
doctrinal to the ethical part of the Epistle,
from a doctrinal
exposition the very heart of which is salvation by pure grace
apart from all works, and which has just closed with the fullest
discussion of the effects of election to be found in all his writings, to the rich exhortations to high moral effort with which
the closing chapters of this Epistle are filled,
may justly be
taken as the normal illation of his whole ethical teaching. His
Epistles, in fact, are sown (as indeed is the whole New Testament) with particular instances of the same appeal (e. g., I

endeavour, that

doing of

man

it is

rest

—

—

Thes.

ii.

12, II

Thes.

ii.

13-15,

Tim.

Rom.

vi, II

Cor. v. 14, Col.

i.

10,

In Phil. ii. 12, 13 it attains,
perhaps, its sharpest expression: here the saint is exhorted to
work out his own salvation with fear and trembling, just because it is God who is working in him both the willing and the
doing because of His 'good-pleasure'
obviously but another
way of saying, If God is for us, who can be against us?
There is certainly presented in this a problem for those who
wish to operate in this matter with an irreconcilable 'either,
or,' and who can conceive of no freedom of man which is under
the control of God. St. Paul's theism was, however, of too pure
a quality to tolerate in the realm of creation any force beyond
the sway of Him who, as he says, is over all, and through all,
and in all (Eph. iv. 6), working all things according to the counsel of His will (Eph. i. 11). And it must be confessed that it is
Phil.

i.

21,

ii.

12, 13, II

ii.

19).

—

'
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more facile than satisfactory to set his theistic world-view summarily aside as a 'merely religious view,' which stands in conperhaps
flict with a truly ethical conception of the world
even with a repetition of Fritzsche's jibe that St. Paul would

—

have reasoned better on the high themes of 'fate, free-will, and
providence' had he sat at the feet of Aristotle rather than at
those of Gamaliel. Antiquity produced, however, no ethical
genius equal to St. Paul, and even as a teacher of the foundations of ethics Aristotle himself might well be content to sit
rather at his feet; and it does not at once appear why a socalled 'religious' conception may not have as valid a ground
in human nature, and as valid a right to determine human conviction, as a so-called 'ethical' one. It can serve no good purpose even to proclaim an insoluble antinomy here: such an
antinomy St. Paul assuredly did not feel, as he urged the predestination of God not more as a ground of assurance of salvation than as the highest motive of moral effort; and it does
not seem impossible for even us weaker thinkers to follow him
some little way at least in looking upon those twin bases of
religion and moralitythe ineradicable feelings of dependence and responsibility'
not as antagonistic sentiments of
a hopelessly divided heart, but as fundamentally the same profound conviction operating in a double sphere. At all events,
St. Paul's pure theistic view-point, which conceived God as in
His providential concursus working all things according to the
counsel of His will (Eph. i. 11) in entire consistency with the
action of second causes, necessary and free, the proximate producers of events, supplied him with a very real point of departure for his conception of the same God, in the operations of
His grace, working the willing and the doing of Christian men,

—
—

without the least infringement of the integrity of the free determination by which each grace is proximately attained. It
does not belong to our present task to expound the nature of
that Divine act by which St. Paul represents God as 'calling'
sinners 'into communion with his Son,' itself the first step in
the realization in their lives of that conformity to His image to
which they are predestinated in the counsels of eternity, and
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which the first manifestation is that faith in the Redeemer of
God's elect out of which the whole Christian life unfolds. Let
it only be observed in passing that he obviously conceives it
as an act of God's almighty power, removing old inabilities and
of

new

creating

abilities of living,

loving action. It

is

enough

for

our present purpose to perceive that even in this act St. Paul
did not conceive God as dehumanizing man, but rather as

man

energizing

in a

new

direction of his powers; while in all

his subsequent activities the analogy of the concursus of Provi-

dence

is

express. In his

own

view, his strenuous assertion of the

predetermination in God's purpose of
sinner alike in the matter of salvation,

nation of

men

into saved

counsel of God's

and

will, as little

all

the acts of saint and

by which the

lost is carried

free

involves violence to the ethical

spontaneity of their activities on the one
it

discrimi-

back to the

side, as

on the other

involves unrighteousness in God's dealings with His crea-

He does not speculatively discuss the methods of the
Divine providence; but the fact of its universalityover all
beings and actions alike
forms one of his most primary presuppositions and naturally he finds no difficulty in postulating
the inclusion in the prior intention of God of what is subsequently evolved in the course of His providential government.
tures.

—

—

;

V.

A

The Bible Doctrine of Predestination

survey of the whole material thus cursorily brought be-

fore us exhibits the existence of a consistent Bible doctrine of

predestination, which, because rooted
logical

outcome

of,

in,

and indeed only a

the fundamental Biblical theism,

in all its essential elements

from the beginning

is

taught

of the Biblical

and is only more fully unfolded in detail as the more
developed religious consciousness and the course of the history
of redemption required.

revelation,

Decree is uniformly conceived as God
His moral personality. It is not to chance, nor
to necessity, nor yet to an abstract or arbitrary will,
to God
The

subject of the

in the fulness of

•

acting inadvertently, inconsiderately, or

by any

—

necessity of

;
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specifically to the almighty, all-wise, all-holy,

all-righteous, faithful, loving

and Saviour Jesus

Christ, that

God, to the Father
is

of our

Lord

ascribed the predetermination

of the course of events. Naturally, the contemplation of the
plan in accordance with which all events come to pass calls out
primarily a sense of the unsearchable wisdom of Him who

framed it, and of the illimitable power of Him who executes it
and these attributes are accordingly much dwelt upon when
the Divine predestination is adverted to. But the moral attributes are no less emphasized, and the Biblical writers find their
comfort continually in the assurance that

God

it is

the righteous,

whose hands rests the determination of the sequence of events and all their issues. Just because
it is the determination of God, and represents Him in all His
holy, faithful, loving

in

fulness, the decree is ever set forth further as in its nature

eternal, absolute,

of these qualities

and immutable. And

when

it

is

it is

only an explication

further insisted upon, as

it is

throughout the Bible, that it is essentially one single composite
purpose, into which are worked all the details included in it,
each in its appropriate place that it is the pure determination

—

;

Divine will
that is, not to be confounded on the one
hand with an act of the Divine intellect on which it rests, nor
on the other with its execution by His power in the works of
of the

—

and providence; that it is free and unconditional
not the product of compulsion from without nor of
necessity of nature from within, nor based or conditioned on
any occurrence outside itself, foreseen or unforeseen; and that
creation

that

it is

is,

certainly efficacious, or rather constitutes the unchanging

norm according

to which He who is the King over all adminisHis government over the universe. Nor is it to pass beyond
the necessary implications of the fundamental idea when it is
further taught, as it is always taught throughout the Scriptures, that the object of the decree is the whole universe of things
and all their activities, so that nothing comes to pass, whether
in the sphere of necessary or free causation, whether good or
bad, save in accordance with the provisions of the primal plan,
or more precisely save as the outworking in fact of what had
ters
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Divine mind as purpose from all eternity, and is nowonly unfolded into actuality as the fulfilment of His all-determining will. Finally, it is equally unvaryingly represented that
the end which the decreeing God had in view in framing His
lain in the

purpose is to be sought not without but within Himself, and
may be shortly declared as His own praise, or, as we now commonly say, the glory of God. Since it antedates the existence

God and

of all things outside of

provides for their coming into

without exception must be ranked as means to
its end, which can be discovered only in the glory of the Divine
purposer Himself. The whole Bible doctrine of the decree revolves, in a word, around the simple idea of purpose. Since
God is a Person, the very mark of His being is purpose. Since
He is an infinite Person, His purpose is eternal and independent, all-inclusive and effective. Since He is a moral Person,
His purpose is the perfect exposition of all His infinite moral
being, they

all

perfections. Since

He

is

the personal creator of

all

that exists,

His purpose can find its final cause only in Himself.
Against this general doctrine of the decree, the Bible doctrine of Election is thrown out into special prominence, being, as it is, only a particular application of the general doctrine
of the decree to the matter of the dealings of God with a sinful
race. In its fundamental characteristics it therefore partakes
of all the elements of the general doctrine of the decree. It, too,
is necessarily an act of God in His completeness as an infinite
moral Person, and is therefore eternal, absolute, immutable

—

the independent, free, unconditional, effective determination
by the Divine will of the objects of His saving operations. In
the development of the idea, however, there are certain elements which receive a special stress. There is nothing that is
more constantly emphasized than the absolute sovereignty of

The very essence of the doctrine is made,
indeed, to consist in the fact that, in the whole administration
the elective choice.

of His grace, God is moved by no consideration derived from
the special recipients of His saving mercy, but the entire ac-

count of its distribution is to be found hidden in the free counsels of His own will. That it is not of him that runs, nor of him
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that the sinner obtains

the steadfast witness of the whole

body

of Scrip-

urged with such reiteration and in such varied connexions
as to exclude the possibility that there may lurk behind the

ture,

act of election considerations of foreseen characters or acts or

—

all of which appear rather as results of elecwrought out in fact by the providentia specialissima of
the electing God. It is with no less constancy of emphasis that
the roots of the Divine election are planted in His unsearchable
love, by which it appears as the supreme act of grace. Contemplation of the general plan of God, including in its provisions
every event which comes to pass in the whole universe of being
during all the ages, must redound in the first instance to the
praise of the infinite wisdom which has devised it all; or as our

circumstances
tion as

appreciation of

eousness
lar

its

provisions

by which it

is

deepened, of the glorious right-

informed. Contemplation of the particu-

is

element in His purpose which provides for the rescue of lost

from the destruction due to their guilt, and their restoraand to God, on the other hand draws our thoughts
at once to His inconceivable love, and must redound, as the
Scriptures delight to phrase it, to the praise of His glorious
sinners

tion to right

grace. It

is

ever, therefore, specifically to the love of

the Scriptures ascribe His elective decree,

God

that

and they are never

weary

of raising our eyes from the act itself to its source in the
Divine compassion. A similar emphasis is also everywhere cast
on the particularity of the Divine election. So little is it the
designation of a mere class to be filled up by undetermined in-

dividuals in the exercise of their

own determination;

or of

mere

conditions, or characters, or qualities, to be fulfilled or at-

tained

by the undetermined

activities of individuals, foreseen

or unforeseen; that the Biblical writers take special pains to

home to the heart of each individual believer the assurance that he himself has been from all eternity the particular
object of the Divine choice, and that he owes it to this Divine

carry

choice alone that he

that he

is

a

member

of the class of the

chosen ones,

the conditions of salvation, that he can
hope to attain the character on which alone God can look with
is

able to

fulfil
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complacency, that he can look forward to an eternity of bliss
as his own possession. It is the very nerve of the Biblical doctrine that each individual of that enormous multitude that
constitutes the great host of the people of God, and that is illustrating the character of Christ in the new life now lived in the
strength of the Son of God, has from all eternity been the particular object of the Divine regard, and is only now fulfilling
the high destiny designed for him from the foundation of the
world.

The

Biblical writers are as far as possible

from obscuring

the doctrine of election because of any seemingly unpleasant

from it. On the contrary, they expressly
draw the corollaries which have often been so designated, and
make them a part of their explicit teaching. Their doctrine of
corollaries that flow

election,

they are free to

tell us,

for example, does certainly in-

volve a corresponding doctrine of pretention. The very term
kichtyoixai,
adopted in the New Testament to express it
which, as Meyer justly says (Eph. i. 4), 'always has, and must

—

of logical necessity have, a reference to others to whom the chosen
would, without the enXoyr], still belong'
embodies a decla-

—

ration of the fact that in their election others are passed

by and

without the gift of salvation; the whole presentation of the
doctrine is such as either to imply or openly to assert, on its
every emergence, the removal of the elect by the pure grace of
God, not merely from a state of condemnation, but out of the
left

company
of

of the

God has no

hope

condemned

in their sins;

— a company on whom the grace

and who are therefore left without
and the positive just reprobation of the im-

saving

effect,

penitent for their sins

is

repeatedly explicitly taught in sharp

contrast with the gratuitous salvation of the elect despite their
sins. But, on the other hand, it is ever taught that, as the body
out of which believers are chosen by God's unsearchable grace
is the mass of justly condemned sinners, so the destruction to

which those that are passed by are left is the righteous recompense of their guilt. Thus the discrimination between men
in the matter of eternal destiny is distinctly set forth as taking
place in the interests of mercy and for the sake of salvation:
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God

is

represented as

end in
His inscrutable counsels of mercy to the praise of the glory of
His grace; while those that are left in their sins perish most deservedly, as the justice of God demands. And as the broader
lines of God's gracious dealings with the world lying in its
iniquity are more and more fully drawn for us, we are enabled
ultimately to perceive that the Father of spirits has not distributed His elective grace with niggard hand, but from the
beginning has had in view the restoration to Himself of the
whole world; and through whatever slow approaches (as men
count slowness) He has made thereto
first in the segregation of the Jews for the keeping of the service of God alive in
the midst of an evil world, and then in their rejection in order
that the fulness of the Gentiles migh tbe gathered in, and finally through them Israel in turn may all be saved
has ever
been conducting the world in His loving wisdom and His wise
in His infinite compassion rescuing those chosen to this

—

-

•

love to

its

shutting

destined goal of salvation,

up

this or that

might have mercy upon

it

all.

— now and again, indeed,

unto disobedience, but
but that in the end He
Thus the Biblical writers bid us

element of

never merely in order that

—

might

it

fall,

not only from the justly condemned lost, that
we may with deeper feeling contemplate the marvels of the
Divine love in the saving of sinners not better than they and
with no greater claims on the Divine mercy; but from the
relatively insignificant body of the lost, as but the prunings
gathered beneath the branches of the olive-tree planted by the
Lord's own hand, to fix them on the thrifty stock itself and the
raise our eyes,

crown of luxuriant leafage and ever more richly ripening fruit,
as under the loving pruning and grafting of the great Husbandman it grows and flourishes and puts forth its boughs until it
shall shade the whole earth. This, according to the Biblical
writers, is the end of election; and this is nothing other than
the salvation of the world. Though in the process of the ages
the goal is not attained without prunings and fires of burning,

— though

all

the wild-olive twigs are not throughout the cen-

turies grafted in,

— yet the goal

of a

saved world shall at the
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end be gloriously realized. Meanwhile, the hope of the world,
the hope of the Church, and the hope of the individual alike, is
cast solely on the mercy of a freely electing God, in whose
hands are all things, and not least the care of the advance of
His saving grace in the world. And it is undeniable that whenever, as the years have passed by, the currents of religious
feeling have run deep, and the higher ascents of religious thinking have been scaled, it has ever been on the free might of
Divine grace that Christians have been found to cast their
hopes for the salvation alike of the world, the Church, and the
individual; and whenever they have thus turned in trust to
the pure grace of God, they have spontaneously given expression to their faith in terms of the Divine election.

—

Literature.
The Biblical material can best be surveyed
with the help of the Lexicons on the terms employed (especially
Cremer), the commentaries on the passages, and the sections
in the several treatises on Biblical Theology dealing with this
and cognate themes; among these last, the works of Dillmann
on the Old Testament, and Holtzmann on the New Testament,
may be especially profitably consulted. The Pauline doctrine
has, in particular, been made the subject of almost endless
discussion, chiefly, it must be confessed, with the object of
softening its outlines or of explaining it more or less away.
Perhaps the following are the more important recent treatises:
Poelman, "de Jesu Apostolorumque, Pauli praesertim, doctrina de prsedestinatione divina et morali horn in is libertate,"
Gron. 1851; Weiss, " Predestinationslehre des Ap. Paul.," in
"Jahrbb. f. D. Theol." 1857, p. 54 f.; Lamping, "Pauli de
prsedestinatione decretorum enarratio," Leov. 1858; Goens,
"Le role de la liberte humaine dans la predestination Paulinienne," Lausanne, 1884; M6negoz, " La predestination dans
la theologie Paulinienne," Paris, 1885; Dalmer, "Zur Paulinischen Erwahlungslehre," in " Greif swalder Studien," Giitersloh,
1895. The publication of Karl Miiller's valuable treatise on
"Die Gottliche Zuvorersehung und Erwahlung," etc. (Halle,
1892), has called out a new literature on the section Rom. ix-xi,

—

•
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the most important items in which are probably the reprint

"Die Paulinische Theodicee"
and Dalmer, "Die Erwahlung

of Beyschlag's

lished in 1868),

(1896, first pubIsraels

nach der

(Gutersloh, 1894), and
Paulinischen Theodicee," in the " Theologische

Heilsverktindigung des Ap. Paul."
Kiihl,

"Zur

But of
Goens recognizes the double predestination; even
Miiller, whose treatise is otherwise of the first value, argues
against it, and so does Dalmer in his very interesting discusStudien," presented to B. Weiss (Gottingen, 1897).
these only

sions; the others are

still less

in accordance with their text (cf.

the valuable critical note on the recent literature in Holtz-

mann's "N. T. Theologie,"

ii.

171-174).

Discussions of the doctrine of post-Canonical Judaism

may

be found in Hamburger, "Real-Encyc." ii. 102 f., article "Bestimmung"; F. Weber, "Jiid. Theol." 148 ff., 205 ff.; Schurer,
HJP ii. ii. 14 f (cf. p. 2 f., where the passages from Josephus
are collected) Edersheim, "Life and Times of Jesus," i. 316 ff.,
article "Philo" in Smith and Wace, 383 a and "Speak. Com."
on Ecclesiasticus, pp. 14, 16; Ryle and James, "Psalms of
Solomon" on ix. 7 and Introd.; Montet, "Origines des partissaduceen et pharisien," 258 f.; Holtzmann, "N. T. Theologie,"
i. 32,
55; P. J. Muller, "De Godsleer der middeleeuwische
Joden," Groningen, 1898; further literature is given in
Schurer.
For post-Canonical Christian discussion, see the
literature at the end of article Election in the present work,
.

;

,

—

v.

i.

p. 681.
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II

THE FORESIGHT OF JESUS

THE FORESIGHT OF JESUS
The
of Jesus

1

and of the life
which forms their substance, in the topic of this

interest of the student of the Gospels,

Jesus

article, is two-fold.

is

represented in the Gospels as at

once the object and the subject of the most detailed foresight.
The work which He came to do was a work ordained in the
counsels of eternity, and in all its items prepared for beforehand with the most perfect prevision. In addressing Himself
to the accomplishment of this work Jesus proceeded from the
beginning in the fullest knowledge of the end, and with the
most absolute adjustment of every step to its attainment. It is
from this double view-point that each of the Evangelists depicts the course of our Lord's life on earth. They consentiently
represent Him as having come to perform a specific task, all
the elements of which were not only determined beforehand
in the plan of God, but adumbrated, if somewhat sporadically,
yet with sufficient fulness for the end in view, in the prophecies
of the Old Testament. And they represent Him as coming to
perform this task with a clear consciousness of its nature and
a competent control of all the means for its discharge, so that
His whole life was a conscientious fulfilment of a programme,
and moved straight to its mark. The conception of foresight
thus dominates the whole Evangelical narrative.
It is not necessary to dwell at length upon the Evangelists'
conception of our Lord's life and work as the fulfilment of a
plan Divinely predetermined for Him. It lies on the face of their
narratives that the authors of the Gospels had no reservation
with respect to the all-embracing predestination of God (cf.
Hastings' DB iv. 54-56); and least of all could they exclude
1

Article "Foresight"

James Hastings, D.D.,

v.

i,

from

A

Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, ed. by
Pub. N. Y. 1908, by Charles Scribner's

pp. 608-615.

Sons.
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from it this life and work which was to them the hinge upon
which all history turns. To them accordingly our Lord is by
way of eminence 'the man of destiny/ and His whole life
(Lk. ii. 49, iv. 43) was governed by 'the 8ei of the Divine
counsel.' Every step of His pathway was a 'necessity to Him,
in the fulfilment of the mission for which He had 'come forth'
(Mk. i. 38, cf. Swete), or as St. Luke (iv. 43) in quite Johan'

nine wise
presses

(v. 23, 24, 30, 36, 38, vi. 29, 38, 39,

'was sent'

it,

(cf.

Mt.

x. 40,

Mk.

40

et

ix. 37,

passim) ex-

Lk.

ix.

48, x.

Lk. xx. 13, cf. Swete on Mk.
ix. 37). Especially was all that concerned His departure, the
accomplishment of which (Lk. ix. 31, cf. v. 51) was His par16;

Mt. xv.

24, xxi. 37,

Mk.

xii. 6,

under the government of this 'Divine necessity'
(Mt. xvi. 21, xxvi. 54, Mk. viii. 31, Lk. ix. 22, xvii. 25, xxii. 22,
37, xxiv. 7, 44, Jn. hi. 14, xx. 9, cf Acts ii. 23, hi. 18, iv. 28, and
Westcott on Jn. xx. 9). His final journey to Jerusalem (Mt.
xvi. 21), His rejection by the rulers (Mk. viii. 31, Lk. ix. 22,
ticular task,

.

xvii. 25),

His betrayal (Lk. xxiv.

7),

arrest (Mt. xxvi. 54),

sufferings (Mt. xxvi. 54,

Mk.

viii.

Mk.

viii.

31, Lk. ix. 22)

death (Mt. xvi. 21,
xxiv.

7,

Jn.

day (Mt.

iii.

14),

His

Mk.

31, Lk. ix. 22, xvii. 25),

by

and

crucifixion (Lk.

rising again (Jn. xx. 9)

on the third

—

each
item alike is declared to have been 'a matter of necessity in
pursuance of the Divine purpose' (Meyer, Mt. xxiv. 6), 'a
necessary part of the destiny assigned our Lord (Meyer, Mt.
xxvi. 54). 'The death of our Lord' thus appears 'not as the
accidental work of hostile caprice, but (cf. Acts ii. 23, iii. 18)
the necessary result of the Divine predestination (Lk. xxii. 22)
to which Divine del (Lk. xxiv. 26) the personal free action of
man had to serve as an instrument (Meyer, Acts iv. 28)
How far the several events which entered into this life had
been prophetically announced is obviously, in this view of it,
a mere matter of detail. All of them lay open before the eyes
of God; and the only limit to pre-announcement was the extent to which God had chosen to reveal what was to come to
pass, through His servants the prophets. In some instances,
however, the prophetic announcement is particularly adduced
xvi. 21,

viii.

31, Lk. ix. 22, xxiv. 7, 46)

'

'
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Whatever stood written

of

or the Prophets or the Psalms (Lk. xxiv. 44)

Him

in the

must needs

be accomplished (Mt. xxvi. 54, Lk. xxii. 37, xxiv. 26, Jn.
Or, in another form of statement, particularly frequent in Mt. (i. 22, ii. 15, 23, iv. 14, viii. 17, xii. 17, xiii. 35,
(8ei)

xx. 9).

and Jn. (xii. 38, xiii. 18, xv. 25, xvii. 12, xix.
found also in the other Evangelists (Mk. xiv. 49,
Lk. iv. 21), the several occurrences of His life fell out as they
did, 'in order that what was spoken by the Lord' through the
prophets or in Scripture, 'might be fulfilled' (cf. Mt. ii. 17,
xxvi. 54, xxvii. 9, Lk. xxiv. 44; in Jn. xviii. 9, 32, Lk. xxiv. 44
xxi. 4, xxvi. 56)

24, 36), but

That

declarations of Jesus are treated precisely similarly).
to say, 'what

was done stood ...

is

connexion of the
by which prophecy was

in the

Divine necessity, as an actual fact,
fulfilled. The Divine decree expressed in the
came to
latter must be accomplished, and to that end this
pass, and that, according to the whole of its contents' (Meyer,
Mt. i. 22). The meaning is, not that there lies in the Old Testament Scriptures a complete predictive account of all the dedestined to be

.

.

.

Jesus, which those skilled in the interpretation
might read off from its pages at will. This programme in its detailed completeness lies only in the Divine
purpose; and in Scripture only so far forth as God has chosen
to place it there for the guidance or the assurance of His people.
The meaning is rather that all that stands written of Jesus in
the Old Testament Scriptures has its certain fulfilment in Him;
and that enough stands written of Him there to assure His followers that in the course of His life, and in its, to them, strange
and unexpected ending, He was not the prey of chance or the
victim of the hatred of men, to the marring of His work or perhaps even the defeat of His mission, but was following step
tails of

the

life of

of Scripture

by

step, straight to its goal, the predestined

out for

pathway marked

Him in the counsels of eternity, and sufficiently revealed

from of old in the Scriptures to enable all who were not 'foolish
and slow of heart to believe in all that the prophets have
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must needs have lived
and fulfilled just this destiny.
That the whole course of the life of Jesus, and especially
its culmination in the death which He died, was foreseen and
afore-prepared by God, enters, thus, into the very substance

spoken,' to perceive that the Christ
just this

life

of the Evangelical narrative. It enters equally into its

substance that

Himself in

this life

was from

full view of its drift

the

and

very

beginning lived out by Jesus
its issue.

The Evangelists

are as far from representing Jesus as driven blindly onwards

by a Divine destiny unknown to Himself, along courses not of
His own choosing, to an unanticipated end, as they are from

Him as thwarted in His purposes, or limited in
His achievement, or determined or modified in His aims or
methods, by the conditions which from time to time emerged
in His way. The very essence of their representation is that
Jesus came into the world with a definite mission to execute,
of the nature of which He was perfectly aware, and according
to which He ordered the whole course of His fife as it advanced
under His competent control unswervingly to its preconceived
mark. In their view His fife was lived out, not in ignorance of
representing

its issues, or in

least of all in a

the form of a series of
more or less unavailing

trials

and

effort to

corrections,

wring success

out of failure; but in complete knowledge of the counsels of

God

for Him, in perfect acquiescence in them, and in careful
and voluntary fulfilment of them. The 'Divine 5eV which

governed His life is represented as fully recognized by Himself (Mt. xvi. 21, Mk. viii. 31, Lk. iv. 43, ix. 22, xvii. 25, xxiv.
7, Jn. iii. 14, xii. 34), and the fulfilment of the intimations of
prophecy in His life as accepted by Him as a rule for His voluntary action (Mt. xxvi. 54, Lk. xxii. 37, xxiv. 26, 44, Jn. xx. 9,

Mk.

xiv. 49, Lk. iv. 21, Jn.

14, xv. 7, xxiv. 15, xxvi. 56,

xiii.

Mk.

18, xv. 25, xvii. 12; cf.
vii. 6).

Determining

Mt.

all

xiii.

things,

determined by none, the fife He actually lived, leading up to
the death He actually died, is in their view precisely the life
which from the beginning He intended to five, ending in precisely the death in which, from the beginning, He intended
this life to issue, undeflected

by

so

much

as a hair's-breadth
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He had from the start marked out for
Himself in the fullest prevision and provision of all the so-called
chances and changes which might befall Him. Not only were
there no surprises in life for Jesus and no compulsions; there
were not even 'influences,' as we speak of influences' in a
merely human career. The mark of tjtiis life, as the Evangelists depict it, is its calm and quiet superiority to all circumfrom the straight path

'

all the varied forces which sway
prime characteristics are voluntariness and independence. Neither His mother, nor His brethren, nor His
disciples, nor the people He came to serve, nor His enemies
bent upon His destruction, nor Satan himself with his temptations, could move Him one step from His chosen path. When
men seemed to prevail over Him they were but working His
will; the great 'No one has taken my life away from me; I
have power to lay it down, and I have power to take it again'
(Jn. x. 18), is but the enunciation for the supreme act, of the
principle that governs all His movements. His own chosen
pathway ever lay fully displayed before His feet; on it His
feet fell quietly, but they found the way always unblocked.
What He did, He came to do; and He carried out His programme with unwavering purpose and indefectible certitude.
So at least the Evangelists represent Him. (Cf. the first half
of a striking article on "Die Selbstandigkeit Jesu," by Trott,
in Luthardt's "Zeitschrift fur kirchl. Wissenschaft u. kirchl.
Leben," 1883, iv. 233-241; in its latter half the article falls
away from its idea, and ends by making Jesus absolutely dependent on Scripture for His knowledge of God and Divine
things: 'We have no right whatever to maintain that Jesus
received revelations from the Father otherwise than through
the medium of the sacred Scriptures; that is a part of His complete humanity' (p. 238).)
The signature of this supernatural life which the Evangel-

stance and condition, and to

other lives;

ists

its

depict Jesus as living,

by which

lies

thus in the perfection of the

was governed. Of the reality of this foresight they leave their readers in no doubt, nor yet of its completeness. They suggest it by the general picture they draw of
foresight

it

;
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the

self -directed life

which Jesus lived

in

view

of

His mission.

They record repeated instances in which He mentions beforehand events yet to occur, or foreshadows the end from the
beginning. They connect these manifestations of foresight with
the possession by Him of knowledge in general, in comprehension
It

and penetration

alike far

may perhaps be natural to

beyond what

surmise in the

is

native to man.

first

instance that

they intend to convey merely the conviction that in Jesus was
manifested a prophet of supreme greatness, in whom, as the
culminating example of prophecy (cf. Acts hi. 22, 23), resided
beyond precedent the gifts proper to prophets. There can be
no question that to the writers of the Gospels Jesus was 'the
incarnate ideal of the prophet, who, as such, forms a class by
Himself, and is more than a prophet (this is what Schwartzkopff thinks Him, "The Prophecies of Jesus Christ," p. 7).
They record with evident sympathy the impression made by
Him at the outset of His ministry, that God had at last in Him
visited His people (Mk. vi. 15, Lk. vii. 16, Jn. iv. 19, ix. 17)
they trace the ripening of this impression into a well-settled
belief in His prophetic character (Mt. xxi. 11, Lk. xxiv. 19,
Mt. xxi. 46, Lk. vii. 39, Jn. vii. 40) and they remark upon the
widespread suspicion which accompanied this belief, that He
was something more than a prophet
possibly one of the old
prophets returned, certainly a very special prophet charged
with a very special mission for the introduction of the Messianic times (Mt. xvi. 14, Mk. vi. 15, viii. 28, Lk. ix. 8, 19, Jn. vi.
14, vii. 40). They represent Jesus as not only calling out and accepting this estimate of Him, but frankly assuming a prophet's
place and title (Mt. xiii. 57, Mk. vi. 4, Lk. iv. 24, Jn. iv. 44,
Lk. xiii. 33), exercising a prophet's functions, and delivering
prophetic discourses, in which He unveils the future (Mt. xxiv.
21, Mk. xiii. 23, Jn. xiv. 29; cf. Mt. xxviii. 6, Lk. xxiv. 44, and
such passages as Mt. xxvi. 32, 34, Mk. xvi. 7). Nevertheless it
is very clear that in their allusions to the supernatural knowledge of Jesus, the Evangelists suppose themselves to be illustrating something very much greater than merely prophetic
inspiration. The specific difference between Jesus and a prophet,
'

;

—
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was that while a prophet's human knowledge is
by many things revealed to him by God (Amos. iii.

in their view,

increased

Jesus participated in all the fulness of the Divine knowledge
(Mt. xi. 27, Lk. x. 22, Jn. xvi. 15, xviii. 4, xvi. 30, xxi. 17),

7),

so that
10).

The

all

that

is

knowable lay open before

Him

(Jn. xvii.

Evangelists, in a word, obviously intend to attribute

Divine omniscience to Jesus, and in their adduction of instances of His supernatural knowledge, whether with respect
to hidden things or to those yet buried in the future, are illus-

trating His possession of this Divine omniscience

head,

"The Eschatology

correction of the

(cf.

Muir-

of Jesus," p. 119, where, in partial

more inadequate statement

of p. 48, there is

recognized in the Evangelists at least a 'tendency' to attribute

Lord 'Divine dignity' and 'literal omniscience').
That this is the case with St. John's Gospel is very commonly recognized (for a plain statement of the evidence see
Karl Miiller, "Gottliches Wissen und gottliche Macht des
to our

johann. Christus," 1882, § 4, pp. 29-47: "Zeugnisse des vierten
Evangeliums fur Jesu gottliches Wissen"). It is not too much

which the author
was to make clear to its

to say, indeed, that one of the chief objects
of that Gospel set before himself

readers the superhuman knowledge of Jesus, with especial reference, of course, to His

own

career. It therefore records direct

ascriptions of omniscience to Jesus,

and represents them as

favourably received by Him (Jn. xvi. 30, xxi. 17; cf. Liddon,
"The Divinity of our Lord," ed. 4, 1869, p. 466). It makes it
almost the business of its opening chapters to exhibit this
omniscience at work in the especially Divine form (Lk. xvi. 15,
Acts i. 24, Heb. iv. 12, Ps. cxxxviii (cxxxix). 2, Jer. xvii. 10.
cf. Swete on Mk. ii. 8) of immediate, universal, and
complete knowledge of the thoughts and intents of the human
heart (cf. Westcott on Jn. ii. 25), laying down the general
thesis in ii. 24, 25 (cf. vi. 64, 70, xxi. 17), and illustrating it in
detail in the cases of all with whom Jesus came into contact
in the opening days of His ministry (cf. Westcott on Jn. i. 47),
Peter (i. 42), Philip (i. 43), Nathanael (i. 47), Mary (ii. 4),
Nicodemus (hi.), the woman of Samaria (iv.). In the especially

xx. 12;

.
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Aposno ignorance of

striking case of the choice of Judas Iscariot as one of the
tles, it

expressly explains that this

was due

to

Judas' character or of his future action (vi. 64, 70, xiii. 11),
but was done as part of our Lord's voluntary execution of His

own

well-laid plans. It pictures Jesus with great explicitness as

prosecuting His whole work in
that were coming upon

Him

full

knowledge

of all the things

and

(Jn. xviii. 4, cf. Westcott),

with a view to subjecting them all to His governing hand, so
that His life from the beginning should run steadily onward on
the lines of a thoroughly wrought-out plan (Jn. i. 47, ii. 19, 24,
iii.

14, vi. 51, 64, 70, vii. 6, viii. 28, x. 15, 18, xii. 7, 23, xiii. 1,

11, 21, 38, xiv. 29, xvi. 5, 32, xviii. 4, 9).

however,

It is difficult to see,

be separated from
says frankly that
St.

its

it is

why

companions

St.

John's Gospel should
matter (Schenkel

in this

only because there

is

no such passage

in

Mk. xiii. 32, on which see below. Whatmust be said of W. Wrede's " Das Messiasgeheimnis,"

John's Gospel as

ever else

must be admitted that it has broke down this artibetween the Gospel of John and the Synoptics)
If they do not, like St. John (xvi. 30, xxi. 17), record direct
ascriptions of precise omniscience to Jesus by His followers,

etc.,

1901,

ficial

distinction

it

they do, like St. John, represent Him as Himself claiming
to be the depository and distributer of the Father's knowledge (Mt. xi. 21-30, Lk. x. 22-24). Nor do they lag behind
St.

John

in attributing to Jesus the Divine prerogative of read-

ing the heart (Mt.

ix. 4,

Meyer; Mk.

ii.

5, 8, viii. 17, xii. 15,

44,

Swete, p. lxxxviii; Lk. v. 22, vii. 39) or the manifestation, in
other forms, of God-like omniscience (Mt. xvii. 27, xxi. 2,

Mk.

xi. 2, xiv. 13, Lk. v. 4, xix. 30, xxii. 10; cf. O. Holtzmann,
''War Jesus Ekstatiker?" p. 14 and p. 15, note). Least of all
do they fall behind St. John in insisting upon the perfection
of the foresight of Jesus in all matters connected with His own
life and death (Mt. ix. 15, xii. 40, xvi. 21, xx. 18, 22, 28, xxvi.

2, 21, 34, 50,
8, 13, 18, 30,

Mk.

ii.

19, viii. 31, ix. 31, x. 33, 39, 45, xi. 2, xiv.

Lk. v. 34,

ix.

22, 44, 51, xii. 50,

xiii.

exceed the detailed precision of

35, xvii. 25,

Nothing could
a
these announcements,

xviii. 31, xix. 30, xxii. 10, 21, 34, 37, xxiv. 44).

—
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which has been turned,

credit as genuine utterances of Jesus
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of course, to their dis-

by

writers

who

find diffi-

culty with detailed prediction. 'The form and contents of these
texts,'

remarks Wrede

('Messiasgeheimnis,"

etc.

88),

p.

'speak a language which cannot be misunderstood. They are
"cast,
nothing but a short summary of the Passion history

—

of course, in the future tense."'

'"The

Passion-history,'" he

proceeds, quoting Eichhorn, '"could certainly not be

exactly related in few words."' In very fact,

it is

more

perfectly

— whether they did by placing upon His predicanHe never uttered and never could have uttered,
other question — that the Evangelists designed to represent

clear

lips

it

tions

is

Jesus as endowed with the absolute and unlimited foresight

consonant with His Divine nature (see Liddon, "The Divinity
of our Lord," ed. 4, p. 464 fL; and cf. A. J. Mason, "The conditions of our Lord's Life on Earth," pp. 155-194).
The force of this representation cannot be broken, of course,
by raising the question afresh whether the supernatural knowledge attributed by the Evangelists to our Lord may not, in
many of its items at least, if not in its whole extent, find its
analogues, after all, in human powers, or be explained as not
different in kind from that of the prophets (cf. e. g., Westcott,
"Additional Note on Jn. ii. 24"; A. J. Mason, "Conditions,"
etc. pp. 162-163). The question more immediately before us
does not concern our own view of the nature and origin of this
knowledge, but that of the Evangelists. If we will keep these
two questions separate we shall scarcely be able to doubt that
the Evangelists mean to present this knowledge as one of the
marks of our Lord's Divine dignity. In interpreting them we
are not entitled to parcel out the mass of the illustrations of
His supernormal knowledge which they record to differing
sources, as may fall in with our own conceptions of the inherent
possibilities of each case; finding indications in some instances
merely of His fine human instinct, in others of His prophetic
inspiration, while reserving others
if such others are left to
us in our analysis
as products of His Divine intuition. The
Evangelists suggest no such fines of cleavage in the mass; and

—

—
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they must be interpreted from their own standpoint. This finds
its

centre in their expressed conviction that in Jesus Christ

God (Mt. xi. 27, Lk.
To them His knowledge

dwelt the fulness of the knowledge of

x.

22, Jn. viii. 38, xvi. 15, xvii. 10).

of

God and

Divine things, of Himself in His Person and misHis life and the events which would befall Him in the prosecution of the work whereunto He had been
His followers and friends,
sent, of the men around Him,
down to the most hidden depths
the people and their rulers,
of

sion, of the course of

—

-

—

and the most intimate processes of their secret
all the things forming the environment in
which the drama He was enacting was cast, however widely
that environment be conceived, or however minutely it be contemplated,
was but the manifestation, in the ever-widening
circles of our human modes of conception, of the perfect apprehension and understanding that dwelt changelessly in His
it were
Divine intelligence. He who knew God perfectly,
little that He should know man and the world perfectly too;
all that affected His own work and career, of course, and with
it, equally of course, all that lay outside of this (cf. Mason,
of their natures

thoughts, and of

—

—

"Conditions," etc. p. 168): in a word, unlimitedly, all things.
if nothing but the Law of Parsimony stood in the way,

Even
it

might well be understood that the Evangelists would be de-

terred from seeking, in the case of such a Being, other sources

His Divine intelligence to account for
His far-reaching and varied knowledge. At all events, it is
clearly their conviction that all He knew
the scope of which
was unbounded and its depth unfathomed, though their record
suggests rather than fully illustrates it
found its explanation
in the dignity of His person as God manifest in the flesh.
Nor can the effect of their representation of Jesus as the
subject of this all-embracing Divine knowledge be destroyed
by the discovery in their narratives of another line of representation in which our Lord is set forth as living His life out
under the conditions which belong naturally to the humanity
He had assumed. These representations are certainly to be
neglected as little as those others in which His Divine omnis-

of information besides
all

—

—

;
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to our observation another side

complex personality that is depicted, which, if it cannot
be said to be as emphatically insisted upon by the Evangelists,
is nevertheless, perhaps, equally pervasively illustrated. This
is the true humanity of our Lord, within the scope of which He
willed to live out His life upon earth, that He might accomplish
the mission for which He had been sent. The suggestion that
He might break over the bounds of His mission, in order that
He might escape from the ruggedness of His chosen path, by
the exercise whether of His almighty power (Mt. iv. 3 f., Lk.
iv. 3 f.) or of His unerring foresight (Mt. xvi. 22 ||), He treated
first and last as a temptation of the Evil One
for 'how then
should the Scriptures be fulfilled that thus it must be' (Mt.
xxvi. 54 |D? It is very easy, to be sure, to exaggerate the indications in the Evangelists of the confinement of our Lord's
activities within the limits of human powers. It is an exaggeration, for example, to speak as if the Evangelists represent
Him as frequently surprised by the events which befell Him:
they never predicate surprise of Him, and it is only by a very
precarious inference from the events recorded that they can
ever be supposed even to suggest or allow place for such an
emotion in our Lord. It is an exaggeration again to adduce our
Lord's questions as attempts to elicit information for His own
guidance: His questions are often plainly dialectical or rhetorical, or, like some of His actions, solely for the benefit of
those 'that stood around.' It is once more an exaggeration to
adduce the employment in many cases of the term yLvaxTKQ),
when the Evangelists speak of our Lord's knowledge, as if it
were thereby implied that this knowledge was freshly born in
His mind: the assumed distinction, but faintly marked in
Greek literature, cannot be traced in the usage of the terms
yv&vcu and eldevca, in their application to our Lord's knowledge;
these terms even replace one another in parallel accounts of
the same instance (Mt. xxii. 18||Mk. xii. 15; [Mt. ix. 4]||Mk.
of the

—

Lk. v. 22; cf. Mt. xii. 25, Lk. vi. 8, ix. 47, xi. 17, Jn. vi. 61)
is used of the undoubted Divine knowledge of our Lord
([Mt. xi. 25] Lk. x. 22, Jn. x. 15, xvii. 25, Mt. vii. 23; cf. Jn.

ii.

8,

jv&vcll
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ii.

24, 25, v. 42, x. 14, 27)

Himself (Lk.

x. 22, xvi.

any event, there

is

;

and indeed

knowledge of God
[Mt. xi. 27]) and, in

of the

15, Jn. x. 15

:

a distinction which in such nice inquiries

should not be neglected, between saying that the occurrence
of an event, being perceived, was the occasion of an action,
and saying that knowledge of the event, perceived as occurring,
waited on its occurrence. Gravely vitiated by such exaggerations as most discussions of the subject are, enough remains,

however, after all exaggeration is pruned away, to assure us,
not indeed that our Lord's life on earth was, in the view of
the Evangelists, an exclusively human one; or that, apart from
the constant exercise of His will to make it such, it was controlled by the limitations of humanity; but certainly that it
was, in their view, lived out, so far as was consistent with the
fulfilment of the mission for which He came
and as an indispensable condition of the fulfilment of that mission
under
the limitations belonging to a purely human life. The classical
passages in this reference are those striking statements in the
second chapter of Luke (ii. 40, 52) in which is summed up our
Lord's growth from infancy to manhood, including, of course,
His intellectual development and His own remarkable declaration recorded in Mt. xxiv. 36, Mk. xiii. 32, in which He affirms
His ignorance of the day and hour of His return to earth. Supplemented by their general dramatization of His life within
the range of the purely human, these passages are enough to
assure us that in the view of the Evangelists there was in our
Lord a purely human soul, which bore its own proper part in
His life, and which, as human souls do, grew in knowledge as
it grew in wisdom and grace, and remained to the end, as
human souls must, ignorant of many things,
nay, which,
because human souls are finite, must ever be ignorant of much
embraced in the universal vision of the Divine Spirit. We may
wonder why the day and hour of His own return should remain among the things of which our Lord's human soul continued ignorant throughout His earthly life. But this is a matter
about which surely we need not much concern ourselves. We
can never do more than vaguely guess at the law which governs

—

—

'

'

—
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the inclusions and exclusions which characterize the knowledgecontents of any human mind, limited as human minds are not

only qualitatively but quantitatively; and least of all could we
hope to penetrate the principle of selection in the case of the
perfect human intelligence of our Lord; nor have the Evangelists hinted their view of the matter. We must just be content
to recognize that we are face to face here with the mystery of
the Two Natures, which, although they do not, of course, formally enunciate the doctrine in so many words, the Evangelists
yet effectively teach, since by it alone can consistency be induced between the two classes of facts which they present unhesitatingly in their narratives. Only, if we would do justice
to their presentation, we must take clear note of two of its
characteristics. They do not simply, in separated portions of
their narratives, adduce the facts which manifest our Lord's
Divine powers and His human characteristics, but interlace
them inextricably in the same sections of the narratives. And
they do not subject the Divine that is in Christ to the limitations of the human, but quite decisively present the Divine as
dominating all, and as giving play to the human only by a constant, voluntary withholding of its full manifestation in the

interests of the task undertaken. Observe the story, for example, in Jn. xi, which Dr. Mason (" Conditions," etc. p. 143)

weaving together of
above nature.' 'Jesus
learns from others that Lazarus is sick, but knows without any
further message that Lazarus is dead; He weeps and groans at
the sight of the sorrow which surrounds Him, yet calmly gives
thanks for the accomplishment of the miracle before it has
been accomplished.' This conjunction of the two elements is
typical of the whole Evangelical narrative. As portrayed in it
our Lord's life is distinctly duplex; and can be consistently conjustly speaks of as 'indeed a marvellous

that which

strued only

And

is

natural and that which

by the help

just as distinctly

is

of the conception of the

Two

Natures.

this life portrayed in these narratives

from the human, but from
what John undertakes to depict is what was
and done by the incarnated Word, no less what the Synop-

as receiving its determination not

the Divine side. If
said

is
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tics

essay

is

to present the Gospel (as

Christ the Son of God. It

He

is

Mark

puts

it)

distinctly a supernatural

of Jesus
life

that

and the human aspect
of it is treated by each alike as an incident in something more
exalted, by which it is permitted, rather than on which it imposes itself. Though passed as far as was befitting within the
limits of humanity, this life remains at all times the life of God
is

represented

manifest in the

by them

flesh,

all

as living;

by the Evangelists, never
by what was suitable to it

and, as depicted

escapes beyond the boundaries set
as such.

The actual instances of our Lord's foresight which are recorded by the Evangelists are not very numerous outside of
those which concern the establishment of the Kingdom of God,
with which alone, of course, their narratives are particularly
engaged. Even the few instances of specific exhibitions of foreof what we may call trivial events owe their record
some connexion with this great work. Examples are afforded

knowledge
to

by the foresight that the casting of the nets at the exact time
and place indicated by our Lord would secure a draught of
fishes (Lk. v. 4, cf. Jn. xxi. 6); that the first fish that Peter

would take when he threw his hook into the sea would be one
which had swallowed a stater (Mt. xvii. 27) that on entering
a given village the disciples should find an ass tied, and a colt
with it, whose owners would be obedient to our Lord's request
(Mt. xxi. 2 ||); and that on entering Jerusalem to make ready
for the final passover-feast they should meet a man bearing a
pitcher, prepared to serve the Master's needs (Mk. xiv. 13).
In instances like these the interlacing of prevision and provision is very intimate, and doubt arises whether they illustrate
most distinctly our Lord's Divine foresight or His control of
;

events. In other instances the element of foresight comes, per-

haps,

more purely forward: such

are possibly the predictions
(Mt. xxvi. 31 1|), the denial of
Peter (xxvi. 34||), and the treachery of Judas (xxvi. 21 1|).
There may be added the whole series of utterances in which
our Lord shows a comprehensive foresight of the career of those
whom He called to His service (Mt. iv. 19, x. 17, 21, xx. 22,
of the offence of the disciples
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f .,

Jn. xvi. 1

f .)
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and
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also that other series in

which

He

exhibits a like full foreknowledge of the entire history of the

Kingdom

of

God in

the world

Kingdom, and such passages

(cf . especially

as

Mt.

the parables of the

xvi. 18, xxiv. 5, 24, xxi. 43,

xxiv. 14, xxvi. 13, Lk. xix. 11, Jn. xiv. 18, 19). It

particularly with reference to His

Kingdom, and
is

own work

is,

however,

in establishing the

in regard to the nature of that work, that stress

particularly laid

upon the completeness

edge. His entire career, as

we have

of

His foreknowl-

seen, is represented

the Evangelists as lying plainly before

by

all

Him from the beginning,

with every detail clearly marked and provided for. It is especially, however, with reference to the three great events in which
His
His work in establishing His Kingdom is summed up
that the predictions bedeath, His resurrection, His return
come numerous, if we may not even say constant. Each of the
Evangelists represents Him, for example, as foreseeing His
death from the start (Jn. ii. 19, iii. 14, Mt. xii. 40, ix. 15, Mk.
ii. 19, Lk. xii. 49, v. 34; cf Meyer on Mt. ix. 15, xvi. 21
Weiss

—

—

;

.

on Mk.

Denney, "Death of Christ," p. 18; Wrede,
''Messiasgeheimnis," p. 19, etc.), and as so ordering His life as
to march steadfastly forward to it as its chosen climax (cf. e. g.,
Wrede, p. 84: 'It is accordingly the meaning of Mark that
Jesus journeys to Jerusalem because it is His will to die there').

He

viii.

31;

all that could lead up
ready for it, as setting
Himself steadfastly to bring it about as He would; as speaking
of it only guardedly at first, and afterwards, when the time was
ripe for it, as setting about assiduously to prepare His disciples
for it. Similarly with respect to His resurrection, He is reported
as having it in mind, indeed, from the earliest days of His
ministry (Jn. ii. 19, Mt. xii. 40, xvi. 21, Mk. viii. 31, Lk. ix.
22), but adverting to it with pedagogical care, so as to prepare
rather than confuse the minds of His disciples. The same in
substance may be said with reference to His return (Mt. x.
23, xvi. 27, Mk. viii. 38, ix. 1, Lk. ix. 26, 27).
A survey in chronological order of the passages in which

to

is

it

He

represented, therefore, as avoiding

for a time,

is

and then, when

He was

reported as speaking of these three great events of the

:
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on the mind

future, cannot fail to leave a distinct impression

not only of the large space they occupy in the Evangelical narrative, but of the great place they take as foreseen, according
to that narrative, in the life and work of our Lord. In the following list the passages in which He adverts to His death stand
in the order given them in Robinson's " Harmony of the
Gospels" Jn. ii. 19, hi. 14, Mt. xii. 40 (cf. xvi. 4, Lk. xi. 32), Lk.
:

Mt. ix. 15 (Mk. ii. 19, Lk. v. 34), Jn. vi. 51, vii. 6-8,
Mt. xvi. 21 (Mk. viii. 31, Lk. ix. 22), Lk. ix. 31, Mt. xvii. 17
(Mk. ix. 12), Mt. xvii. 22, 23 (Mk. ix. 31, Lk. ix. 44), Lk. ix.

xii.

49, 50,

51, Jn. vii. 34, viii. 21, 25, ix. 5, x. 11, 15, Lk.

xiii.

32, xvii. 25,

(Mk. x. 33, Lk. xviii. 31), Jn. xii. 28, Mt. xx. 22
38), Mt. xx. 28 (Mk. x. 45), Mt. xxi. 39 (Mk. xii. 8,
Lk. xx. 14), Jn. xii. 23, Mt. xxvi. 2, Jn. xiii. 1, 33, Mt. xxvi.
28 (Mk. xiv. 24, Lk. xxii. 20), Mt. xxvi. 31 (Mk. xiv. 27, Jn.
xiv. 28), Jn. xv. 13, xvi. 5, xvi. 16, xviii. 11, Mt. xxvi. 54 (Jn.

Mt. xx.
(Mk. x.

18, 19

Lk. xxiv. 26, 46.

xviii. 11),

The

same
Mt. xvi. 21 (Mk. viii. 31,
Lk. ix. 22), Mt. xvii. 9 (Mk. ix. 9), Mt. xvii. 23 (Mk. ix. 31),
Jn. x. 18 [xvi. 16], Mt. xx. 19 (Mk. x. 34, Lk. xviii. 33), Mt.
xxvi. 32 (Mk. xiv. 28) [Mt. xxviii. 6||Lk. xxiv. 8], Lk. xxiv. 46.
following allusions to His resurrection are in the

order: Jn.

The
Mt.

ii.

19,

Lk.

Lk. xxi.

xii.

40 (Lk.

xi. 30),

following are, in like order, the allusions to His return

x. 23, xvi.

x. 40,

Mt.

7),

27 (Mk.

xvii. 22,

Mt.

Mt.

xxiv. 34-37

44, xxv. 31, xxvi. 64

38, ix. 1, Lk. ix. 26, 27),

viii.

Mk.

(Mk. xiii. 4,
32), Mt. xxiv.

xix. 28, xxiii. 39, xxiv. 3

(Mk.

(Mk.

xiii.

30, Lk. xxi.

xiv. 62, Lk. xxii. 69).

The most cursory examination
and especially

of these series of passages

through the
Evangelical narrative, will evince the cardinal place which the
eschatological element takes in the life of the Lord as depicted

in their setting,

in the Gospels. In particular,

conviction that

it is

in their distribution

it

will

be impossible to escape the

distinctly the teaching of the Evangelists

came into the world specifically to die, and ordered
His whole life wittingly to that end. As Dr. Denney puts it
(expounding Jn. x. 17, on which see also Westcott's note),
Christ's death is not an incident of His life, it is the aim of it.

that Jesus

'
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The

laying

it is

His vocation;

of

His

it is

life is

not an accident in His career

that in which the Divine purpose of His

was a period

in His life during which
antecedent to that at which we
have any knowledge of Him' (" Death of Christ," pp. 259 and
18). Nothing could therefore be more at odds with the consenlife is

revealed.' 'If there

He had

other thoughts,

it is

and constant representations of the Evangelists than to
speak of the 'shadow of the cross' as only somewhat late in
His history beginning to fall athwart our Lord's pathway; of
the idea that His earthly career should close in gloom as distinctly emerging in the teaching of Jesus only at a comparatively late period,' and as therefore presumably not earlier
'clear in His mind': unless, indeed, it be the accompanying
more general judgment that 'there was nothing extraordinary
or supernatural in Jesus' foreknowledge of His death,' and that
His prophecy was but the expression of a mind which knew
that it could not cease to be obedient while His enemies would
not cease to be hostile' (A. M. Fairbairn, "The Expositor,"
1897, i.; vol. iv. [1896] 283, 285). It is not less unwarranted to
speak of Him as bowing to His fate only 'as the will of God,
to which He yielded Himself up to the very end only with
difficulty, and at best against His will' (Wernle, "Synopt.
Frage," 200).
Such expressions as these, however, advise us that a very
different conception from that presented by the Evangelists
has found widespread acceptance among a class of modern
scholars, whose efforts have been devoted to giving to our
Lord's life on earth a character more normally human than it
seems to possess as it lies on the pages of the Evangelists. The
negative principle of the new constructions offered of the course
and springs of our Lord's career being rejection of the account
given by the Evangelists, these scholars are thrown back for
guidance very much upon their own subjective estimate of
probabilities. The Gospels are, however, the sole sources of information for the events of our Lord's life, and it is impossible
to decline their aid altogether. Few, accordingly, have been
tient

*

'

able to discard entirely the general

framework

of the life of
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Christ they present (for those

who

are inclined to represent

Jesus as making no claim even to be the Messiah, see H. J.

Holtzmann, "Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen Theologie"
280, note; Meinhold as there referred to; and Wrede, "Das
Messiasgeheimnis," especially Appendix vii.). Most have derived enough from the Gospels to assume that a crisis of some
sort occurred at Csesarea Philippi, where the Evangelists represent our Lord as beginning formally and frankly to prepare His
disciples for His death (Mt. xvi. 21 1|).
Great differences arise at once, however, over what this
i.

was. Schenkel supposes that it was only at this point in
His ministry that Jesus began to think Himself the Messiah;
Strauss is willing to believe He suspected Himself to be the
Messiah earlier, and supposes that He now first began to proclaim Himself such; P. W. Schmidt and Lobstein imagine that
on this day He both put the Messianic crown upon His head
and faced death looming in His path; Weizsacker and Keim
allow that He thought and proclaimed Himself the Messiah
from the beginning, and suppose that what is new here is that
only now did He come to see with clearness that His ministry
would end in His death,
and as death for the Messiah means
return, they add that here He begins His proclamation of His
return in glory. To this Schenkel and Hase find difficulty in
crisis

—

assenting, feeling it impossible that the Founder of a spiritual
kingdom should look forward to its consummation in a physical one, and insisting, therefore, that though Jesus may well
have predicted the destruction of His enemies, He can scarcely
have foretold His own coming in glory. On the other hand,
Strauss and Baur judge that a prediction of the destruction of
Jerusalem too closely resembles what actually occurred not to
be post eventum, but see no reason why Jesus should not have
dreamed of coming back on the clouds of heaven. As to His

He began

death, Strauss thinks

to anticipate

it

only shortly

before His last journey to Jerusalem; while Holsten cannot believe that

He

realized

what was before

Him

until

He

actually

arrived at Jerusalem, and even then did not acquiesce in
Spitta).

That He went

it (so

to Jerusalem for the purpose of dying,
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H. Holtzmann, nor Schultzen will admit, though the two last named allow that He foresaw that the journey would end in His death; or at least that
it possibly would, adds Punjer, since, of course, a possibility
neither Weizsacker, nor Brandt, nor

of success lay

open to

Him

(cf.

H.

Holtzmann, "Lehrb. der

J.

neutestamentlichen Theologie," i, 285-286, note). As many
men, so many opinions. As the positive principle of construction in all these schemes of life for Jesus is desupernaturalization,

they

differ,

as reported

so far as the prophetic element in His teaching

by the Evangelists

measure in which they explain

is

it

to the Evangelists carrying their

concerned, chiefly in the

as

due more or

own

less entirely

ideas, or the ideas of the

community in which they lived, back into Jesus' mouth; or
allow it more or less fully to Jesus, indeed, but only in a form
which can be thought

above the natural progA few deny to Jesus the
entire series of predictions reported in the Gospels, and assign
them in mass to the thought of the later community (e. g., Eichhorn, Wrede). A few, on the other hand, allow the whole, or
nearly the whole, series to Jesus, and explain them all naturalistically. Most take an intermediate position, determined by the
principle that all which seems to each critic incapable of naturalistic explanation as utterances of Jesus shall be assigned to
nostications of a

man

of as not rising

in

His position.

later origin. Accordingly, the concrete details in the alleged

predictions are quite generally denied to Jesus, and represented
as easily explicable modifications, in accordance with the actual

course of events, of

what Jesus

really said.

resurrection on the third day, for example,

The
is

prediction of

held

by many

Schwartzkopff) to be too precise a determination, and is
therefore excluded from the prophecy, or explained as only a
(e. g.,

periphrasis for an indefinite short time, after the analogy of

Hos.

vi.

2 (so even B. Weiss).

To

others a prediction of a resur-

rection at all seems incredible (Strauss, Schenkel, Weizsacker,

Keim, Brandt), and

it is

transmuted

into, at most, a

premoni-

tion of future victory.

By

ticipation of death

doubted, and nothing of forecast

is

yet others (as Holsten) even the anis left

to Jesus except, possibly, a vague anticipation of difficulty

and
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suffering; while

with others even this gives way, and Jesus

represented as passing either the greater part of His
bairn), or the

unbroken

whole

of

life

is

(Fair-

more or less
however thickly the clouds gathinextinguishable hope in God and His

it,

in joyful expectation of

success, or at least,

ered over His head, in

interposition in His behalf

(cf.

the brief general sketch of

opinions in Wrede, "Messiasgeheimnis," p. 85).
Thus, over-against the 'dogmatic' view of
Christ, set forth in the Evangelists, according to

the

life

of

which Jesus

came into the world to die, and which is dominated, therefore,
by foresight, is set, in polar opposition to it, a new view, calling
itself 'historical/

the principle of which

is

the denial to Jesus

beyond the most limited human forecast. No pretence is ordinarily made that this new view is given
support by the Evangelical records; it is put forward on a
of

any

foresight whatever

priori or general grounds

—

as, for example, the only psychoview (e. g., Schwartzkopff, " Prophecies of
Christ," p. 28; cf. Denney, " Death of Christ," p. 11, and especially the just strictures of Wrede, "Messiasgeheimnis," pp.

logically possible

2, 3). It

professes to find

it

incredible that Jesus entered

upon

His ministry with any other expectation than success. Contact
with men, however, it allows, brought gradually the discovery
of the hopelessness of drawing them to His spiritual ideals; the
growing enmity of the rulers opened before Him the prospect
of disaster; and thus there came to Him the slow recognition,
first of the possibility, and then of the certainty, of failure; or,
at least, since failure

come

was impossible

to the ultimate success. So slowly

new
at

for the mission

He had

to perform, of the necessity of passing through suffering

was the readjustment

point of view made, that even at the end

Gethsemane shows

to this

— as the prayer

— there remained a lingering hope that

the extremity of death might be avoided. So far as a general
sketch can be made of a view presented by its several adherents

with great variety of

new view

detail, this is the essential fabric of the

the general statements of Kahler, "Zur Lehre
von der Versohnung," 159; Denney, " Death of Christ," 11;
(cf.

Wrede, "Messiasgeheimnis,"

86).

Only such parts

of the pre-
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dictive element of the teaching attributed to Jesus in the Gospels as are thought capable of naturalistic interpretation are

By

those who wish to
example, that our
Lord was too firmly persuaded of His Messianic appointment
and function, and was too clear that this function centred in

incorporated into this
bring in as

much

new

construction.

as possible,

it is

said, for

the establishment of the Kingdom, to accept death
failure.

When He

Him,

therefore, return;

glory

meant

and return to bring

in the Messianic
thought and spoke of
necessarily thought and spoke also of

resurrection.

death, therefore,

He

When He

resurrection and return; the three

and

if

He

anticipated the one,

Under

itself as

perceived death impending, that meant to

went inevitably together;

He must have

anticipated the

scheme all sorts of opinions are
held as to when, how, and under what impulses Jesus formed
and taught this eschatological programme. As notable a construction as any holds that He first became certain of His
Messiahship in an ecstatic vision which accompanied His baptism; that the Messiah must suffer was already borne in upon
His conviction in the course of His temptation; but it was not
others also.

this general

until the scene at Caesarea Philippi that

He

attained the

happy

assurance that the Messianic glory lay behind the dreadful

death impending over Him. This great conviction, attained
in principle in the ecstasy of that moment, was, nevertheless,
only gradually assimilated. When Jesus was labouring with
His disciples, He was labouring also with Himself. In this particular construction (it is O. Holtzmann's) an element of ecstasy' is introduced; more commonly the advances Jesus is
supposed to make in His anticipations are thought to rest on
processes of formal reasoning. In either case, He is pictured as
only slowly, under the stress of compelling circumstances,
reaching convictions of what awaited Him in the future; and
thus He is conceived distinctly as the victim rather than as the
Lord of His destiny. So far from entering the world to die, and
by His death to save the world, and in His own good time and
way accomplishing this great mission, He enters life set upon
living, and only yields step by step reluctantly to the hard
'
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fate
all

which inexorably

closes

upon Him. That He clings through
and adjusts His hope

to His conviction of His Messiahship,

His Messianic mission to the overmastering
is that not a pathetic trait of
nature? Do not all enthusiasts the like? Is it not pre-

of accomplishing

pressure of circumstances,

human

cisely the

express

it

mark

—

of their fanaticism?

The plain fact

in the brutal frankness of

view of Jesus' career

He

common

is, if

we may

speech, in this

miscalculated and failed; and then

Him) to save the
by inventing a new denouement for the career He had hoped for in vain, a new denouement which
has it failed too? Most of our modern

naturally sought (or His followers sought for
failure (or the

appearance of

failure)

—

theorizers are impelled to recognize that

it

too has failed.

When

Jesus so painfully adjusted Himself to the hard destiny which

more and more obtruded itself upon His recognition, He taught
that death was but an incident in His career, and after death
would come the victory. Can we believe that He foresaw that
thousands of years would intervene between what He represented as but an apparent catastrophe and the glorious reversal
to which He directed His own and His followers eyes? On the
contrary, He expected and He taught that He would come
back soon
certainly before the generation which had witnessed His apparent defeat had passed away; and that He
would then establish that Messianic Kingdom which from the
beginning of His ministry He had unvaryingly taught was at
hand. He did not do so. Is there any reason to believe that
'

—

He

ever will return?

failed so miserably

Can

the

'

foresight'

be trusted

still,

—

which has repeatedly

for

what we choose

to

separate out from the mass of His expectations as the core of

the matter?

On what grounds

shall

we

adjust the discredited

'foresight' to the course of events, obviously unforeseen

Him,

since His death?

Where

is

by

the end of these 'adjust-

ments'? Have we not already with 'adjustment' after 'adjustment' transformed beyond recognition the expectations
of Jesus, even the latest and fullest to which He attained, and
transmuted them into something fundamentally different,
passed, in a word, so far beyond Him, that we retain only an

—
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His real teaching, a con-

more than a word?
That in this modern construction we have the precise contradictory of the conception of Jesus and of the course of His
life on earth given us by the Evangelists, it needs no argument
little

to establish. In the Gospel presentation, foresight

is

made

the

modern view He is credited
whatever. At best, He was possessed by a

principle of our Lord's career. In the

with no foresight

His Messianic mission, whether gained in
0. Holtzmann) or acquired in deep
religious experiences (as, e. g., Schwartzkopff ) and He felt an
assurance, based on this ineradicable conviction, that in His
own good time and way God would work that mission out for
fixed conviction of
ecstatic vision (as,

e. g.,

;

Him; and

in this assurance

He went faithfully onward fulfilling

His daily task, bungling meanwhile egregiously in His reading
of the scroll of destiny which was unrolling for Him. It is an
intensely, even an exaggeratedly, human Christ which is here
offered us and He stands, therefore, in the strongest contrast
with the frankly Divine Christ which the Gospels present to
us. On what grounds can we be expected to substitute this for
that? Certainly not on grounds of historical record. We have
no historical record of the self-consciousness of Jesus except
that embodied in the Gospel dramatization of His life and the
Gospel report of His teaching; and that record expressly contradicts at every step this modern reconstruction of its contents
:

and development. The very principle
tion

is

of the

modern construc-

reversal of the Gospel delineation. Its peculiarity

though

it calls itself

the 'historical' view,

it

is

has behind

that,
it

no

single scrap of historical testimony; the entirety of historical

evidence contradicts

it flatly.

Are we to accept

it,

then, on the

general grounds of inherent probability and rational construction? It

is

historically impossible that the great religious

ment which we
derived

call Christianity

its inspiration

two thousand years
plain fact

is

— an

could have taken

inspiration far

— from such

that in these

moveand

its origin

from spent

after

The
modern reconstructions we have
a figure as this Jesus.

nothing but a sustained attempt to construct a naturalistic
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and their chief interest is that they bring before us with
unwonted clearness the kind of being the man must have been
who at that time and in those circumstances could have come
forward making the claims which Jesus made without supernatural nature, endowment, or aid to sustain Him. The value
of the speculation is that it makes superabundantly clear that
no such being could have occupied the place which the historical Jesus occupied; could have made the impression on His
followers which the historical Jesus made; could have become
the source of the stream of religious influence which we call
Jesus;

Christianity, as the historical Jesus became.

The

clear

formu-

lation of the naturalistic hypothesis, in the construction of a

back

naturalistic Jesus, in other words, throws us violently

upon the Divine Jesus
that

is

of the Evangelists as the

only Jesus

From this point of view, the lawho have with infinite pains built up this

historically possible.

bours of the scholars

construction of Jesus'

life

and development have not been

in

vain.

What, then,

is

and

to be said of the predictions of Jesus,

especially of the three great series of prophecies of His death,
resurrection,

and return, with respect to

fulfilment? This

their contents

and

not the place to discuss the eschatology of
Jesus. But a few general remarks seem not uncalled for. The
topic has received of late much renewed attention with very
is

varied results, the

number and

variety of constructions pro-

posed having been greatly increased above what the inherent
difficulty of the subject will account for, by the freedom with
which the Scripture data have been modified or set aside on socalled critical grounds by the several investigators. Nevertheless, most of the new interpretations also may be classified under
the old categories of futuristic, preteristic, and spiritualistic.

The

spiritualistic interpretation'

— whose method of

deal-

ing with our Lord's predictions readily falls in with a wide-

spread theory that it is contrary to the spirit and manner of
genuine prophecy to predict actual circumstances like a soothsayer' (Muirhead, " Eschatology of Jesus," p. 10; Schwartz'

kopff, " Prophecies of Jesus Christ," 78, 250, 258, 275, 312,
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— has received a new impulse through

entation

its
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attractive pres-

by Erich Haupt ("Eschatolog. Aussagen Jesu,"

etc.,

Haupt, is infinitely simple,
and all that He predicts is to be accomplished in a heavenly
way which passes our comprehension there is no soothsaying
in His utterances
'nowhere any predictions of external occurrences, everywhere only great moral religious laws which
must operate everywhere and always, while nothing is said of
the form in which they must act' (p. 157). A considerable stir
has been created also by the revival (Schleiermacher, Weisse)
by Weiffenbach (" Der Wiederkunftsgedanke Jesu," 1873, "Die
Frage der Wiederkunft Jesu," 1901) of the identification of the
return of Christ with His resurrection, although this view has
retained few adherents since its refutation by Schwartzkopff
("The Prophecies of Jesus Christ," 1895), whose own view is
its exact contradictory, viz., that by His resurrection Jesus
meant just His return. The general conception, however, that
'for Jesus the hope of resurrection and the thought of return
fell together,' so that 'when Jesus spoke "of His resurrection
He was thinking of His return, and vice versa' (O. Holtzmann,
"War Jesus Ekstatiker?" 67, note), is very widely held. The
1895). Christ's eschatology, says

;

—

subsidiary hypothesis

(first

suggested

by

Colani) of the inclu-

sion in the great eschatological discourse attributed

Evangelists to our Lord of a

by the

Apocalypse of Jewish or
Jewish Christian origin, by which Weiffenbach eased his task,
has in more or less modified form received the widest acceptance
(cf H. J. Holtzmann, " Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen Theologie," i. 327, note), but rests on no solid grounds (cf. Weiss,
Beyschlag, Haupt, Clemen). Most adherents of the modern
school are clear that Jesus expected and asserted that He would
return in Messianic glory for the consummation of the Kingdom; and most of them are equally clear that in this expectation and assertion, Jesus was mistaken (cf. H. J. Holtzmann,
"Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen Theologie," i. 312 f.). 'In
the expectation that the kingdom was soon to come,' says
Oscar Holtzmann in a passage typical enough of this whole
school of exposition ("War Jesus Ekstatiker?" p. 133), 'Jesus
.

'

little

'
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human way'; and in such passages as Mk. ix. V
Mt. x. 23 he considers that the error is obvious. He
adds, That such an error on the part of Jesus concerning not

erred in a
xiii.

30,
'

a side-issue but a fundamental point of His faith,

—

His first
with the TeTrXrjpoorou 6 /catpos /cat fjyyucev 17 /3actXeta rod deov,does not facilitate faith in Jesus is self-evident; but this error of Jesus is for
His Church a highly instructive and therefore highly valuable
warning to distinguish between the temporary and the permanent in the work of Jesus.' Not every one even of this school
can go, however, quite this length. Even Schwartzkopff, while
allowing that Jesus erred in this matter, wishes on that very
account to think of the mere definition of times and seasons
as belonging to the form rather than to the essence of His
teaching ("The Prophecies of Jesus Christ," 1895, Eng. tr.

proclamation began, according to

Mk.

i.

15,

—

1897, p. 319;

"Konnte Jesus irren?"

Baldensperger

is

in substantial

1896, p. 3);

and

in that

agreement with him ("Selbst-

bewusstsein Jesu 1 p. 148, ed. 2 p. 205). From the other side, E.
Haupt ("Eschatolog. Aussagen Jesu," 1895, p. 138 f.) urges
,

,

that Jesus must be supposed to have been able to avoid

all

even if they concern
nothing but the form; while Weiffenbach ("Die Frage," etc.
p. 9) thinks we should hesitate to suppose Jesus could have
erred in too close a definition of the time of His advent, when
He expressly confesses that He was ignorant of its time (cf.
Muirhead, "Eschat. of Jesus," 48-50, and especially 117).
Probably Fritz Barth ("Die Hauptprobleme des Lebens Jesu,"
1899, pp. 167-170) stands alone in cutting the knot by appealing to the conditionality of all prophecy. According to him,
Jesus did, indeed, predict His return as coincident with the
destruction of Jerusalem; but all genuine prophecy is conditioned upon the conduct of the human agents involved
'between prediction and fulfilment the conduct of man intrudes as a codetermining factor on which the fulfilment depends.' Thus this prediction has not failed, but its fulfilment
has only been postponed
in accordance, it must be confessed,
not with the will of God, but with that of man. It is difficult
errors, at least in the religious sphere,

—

—

'
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thus shielded from the imputation of de-

fective foresight; but at least

Barth

is

able on this view

still

to

look for a return of the Lord.
The difficulty which the passages in our Saviour's teaching

under discussion present to the reverent expositor is, of course,
not to be denied or minimized. But surely this difficulty would
need to be much more hopeless than it is before it could compel or justify the assumption of error 'in One who has never
been convicted of error in anything else (Sanday in Hastings
DB ii. 635 the whole passage should be read). The problem
that faces us in this matter, it is apparent, in the meantime, is
not one which can find its solution as a corollary to a speculative general view of our Lord's self-consciousness, its contents,
and development. It is distinctly -a problem of exegesis. We
should be very sure that we know fully and precisely all that
its what and how
our Lord has declared about His return
before we venture to suggest, even to our most inand when
timate thought, that He has committed so gross an error as to
its what and how and when as is so often assumed; especially as
He has in the most solemn manner declared concerning precisely the words under consideration that heaven and earth
shall pass away, but not His words. It would be sad if the passage of time has shown this declaration also to be mistaken.
Meanwhile, the perfect foresight of our Lord, asserted and illustrated by all the Evangelists, certainly cannot be set aside by
the facile assumption of an error on His part in a matter in
which it is so difficult to demonstrate an error, and in which
assumptions of all sorts are so little justified. For the detailed
discussion of our Lord's eschatology, including the determination of His meaning in these utterances, reference must, however, be made to works treating expressly of this subject.
'

—

•

—

—
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GOD IN THE OLD
TESTAMENT

SPIRIT OF

THE

GOD IN THE OLD
TESTAMENT

SPIRIT OF

1

M

The

doctrine of the Spirit of

God is an

exclusively Biblical

doctrine. Ruckert tells us that the idea connoted
is

entirely foreign to Hellenism,

and

first

came

by the term

into the world

through Christianity. 2 And Kleinert, in quoting this remark,
adds that what is peculiarly anti-heathenish in the conception
3
is already present in the Old Testament. It would seem, then,
fundamental
in
that what is most
the Biblical doctrine of the
Spirit of God is common to both Testaments.
The name meets us in the very opening verses of the Old
Testament, and it appears there as unannounced and unexplained as in the opening verses of the New Testament. It is
plain that it was no more a novelty in the mouth of the author
of Genesis than in the mouth of the author of Matthew. But
though it is common to both Testaments, it is not equally
common in all parts of the Bible. It does not occur as frequently
in the Old Testament as in the New. It is found as often in the
Epistles of Paul as in the whole Old Testament. It is not as
pervasive in the Old Testament as in the New. It fails in no
New Testament book, except the three brief personal letters
Philemon and II and III John. On the other hand, in only
some half of the thirty-nine Old Testament books is it clearly
mentioned, 4 while in as many as sixteen all definite allusion to
5
it seems to be lacking. The principle which governs the use
From The

Presbyterian and Reformed Review, v. vi, 1895, pp. 665-687.
" Korinthierbriefe " i, p. 80.
Article, " Zur altest. Lehre vom Geiste Gottes," in the " Jahrbb. fur
deutsch. Theologie " for 1867, i, p. 9.
1

2

3

4
These are Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Judges, I and II Samuel, I and II
Kings, II Chronicles, Nehemiah, Job, Psalms, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Joel, Micah,
Haggai, Zechariah. Deuteronomy and I Chronicles may be added, although they

do not contain the explicit phrase, "the Spirit of God" or "the Spirit of Jehovah."
5
These are Leviticus, Joshua, Ruth, Ezra, Esther, Ecclesiastes, Song of
Songs, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Hosea,Amos,Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk
and Zephaniah. Proverbs, Daniel and Malachi may, for one reason or another,
remain unclassified.
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or disuse of

it

does not

on the surface. Sometimes

lie

it

may,
But

perhaps, be partly due to the nature of the subject treated.
if

mention

of the Spirit of

God

fails in Leviticus, it is

made

in

Numbers; if it fails in Joshua and Ruth, it is made in Judges
and Samuel; if it fails in Ezra, it is made in Nehemiah; if it
fails in Jeremiah, it is made in Isaiah and Ezekiel; if it fails in
seven or eight of the minor prophets,

it is

made

in the remain-

Whether it occurs in an Old Testament book
seems to depend on a number of circumstances which have
little or no bearing on the history of the doctrine. We need only
ing four or

five.

note that the

name

" Spirit of

ing of revelation, and

it,

God" meets us

sporadically throughout the volume.
torical

at the very open-

or its equivalents, accompanies us

The Pentateuch and

books provide us with the outline

his-

of the doctrine; its

among the prophets are Isaiah and Ezekiel,
which alone probably the whole doctrine could be

richest depositories

from each

of

derived. 6

In passing from the Old Testament to the New, the reader
is

conscious of no violent discontinuity in the conception of the

two volumes. He may note the inname appears on the printed
page. But he would note this much the same in passing from
the earlier to the later chapters of the Epistle to the Romans.
He may note an increased definiteness and fulness in the conception itself. But something similar to this he would note in
passing from the Pentateuch to Isaiah, or from Matthew to
John or Paul. The late Professor Smeaton may have overstated
the matter in his interesting Cunningham Lectures on "The
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit." "We find," he says, "that the
doctrine of the Spirit taught by the Baptist, by Christ and by
Spirit

which he finds

in the

creased frequency with which the

6 "
There is one writer of the Old Testament, in whom all lines and rays of this
development come together, and who so stood in the matter of time and of inner
manner that they had to come together in this point of unity, if the Old Testament had otherwise found such. This is Ezekiel" (Kleinert, op. cit. p. 45).
"Isaiah has scattered throughout his prophecies allusions to the Spirit so manifold and various in express descriptions and in brief turns of phrase, that it might
not be difficult to put together from his words, the complete doctrine of the
Spirit" (Smeaton, "Doctrine of the Holy Spirit," p. 35).
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the Apostles, was in every respect the same as that with which
the Old Testament church was familiar. We nowhere find that
their Jewish hearers on any occasion took exception to it. The

teaching of our Lord and His Apostles never called forth a
a plain proof
question or an opposition from any quarter
-

—

was taught by them which came
into collision with the sentiments and opinions which up to that
time had been accepted, and still continued to be current among
that on this question nothing

Some such change in the conception of God doubtneeds to be recognized as that which Dr. Denney describes
men,
in the following words: "The Apostles were all Jews,
as it has been said, with monotheism as a passion in their
blood. 7 They did not cease to be monotheists when they became preachers of Christ, but they instinctively conceived God
in a way in which the old revelation had not taught them to
conceive him.
Distinctions were recognized in what had
the Jews."
less

—

.

,

.

once been the bare simplicity of the Divine nature. The distinction of Father and Son was the most obvious, and it was
enriched, on the basis of Christ's own teaching, and of the
actual experience of the Church, by the further distinction of
the Holy Spirit." 8 But if there be any fundamental difference
between the Old and the New Testament conceptions of the
Spirit of God, it escapes us in our ordinary reading of the Bible,
and we naturally and without conscious straining read our New
Testament conceptions into the Old Testament passages.
We are, indeed, bidden to do this by the New Testament
itself.

The New Testament writers identify their

" Holy Spirit"

with the " Spirit of God" of the older books. All that is attributed to the Spirit of God in the Old Testament, is attributed
by them to their personal Holy Ghost. It was their own Holy
Ghost who was Israel's guide and director and whom Israel rejected when they resisted the leading of God (Acts vii. 51). It
was in Him that Christ (doubtless in the person of Noah)
preached to the antediluvians (I Pet. iii. 18). It was He who
was the author of faith of old as well as now (II Cor. iv. 13).
Modern Theology,"

1

Fairbairn, "Christ in

8

James Denney, "Studies in Theology,"

p. 377.

p. 70.

•
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was He who
He who spoke

gave Israel its ritual service (Heb. ix. 8). It was
in and through David and Isaiah and all the
prophets (Matt. xxii. 43, Mark xii. 36, Acts i. 16, xxviii. 25,
Heb. iii. 7, x. 15). If Zechariah (vii. 12) or Nehemiah (ix. 20)
tells us that Jehovah of Hosts sent His word by His Spirit by
the hands of the prophets, Peter tells us that these men from
God were moved by the Holy Ghost to speak these words
(II Pet. i. 21), and even that it was specifically the Spirit of
Christ that was in the prophets (I Pet. i. 11). We are assured
that it was in Jesus upon whom the Holy Ghost had visibly
descended, that Isaiah's predictions were fulfilled that Jehovah
would put His Spirit upon his righteous servant (Isa. xlii. 1) and
that (Isa. lxi. 1) the Spirit of the Lord Jehovah should be upon
Him (Matt. xii. 18, Luke iv. 18, 19). And Peter bids us look
upon the descent of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost as the accomplished promise of Joel that God would pour out His Spirit
upon all flesh (Joel ii. 27, 28, Acts ii. 16). 9 There can be no
doubt that the New Testament writers identify the Holy
Ghost of the New Testament with the Spirit of God of the Old.
This fact, of course, abundantly justifies the instinctive
Christian identification. We are sure, with the surety of a divine
revelation, that the Spirit of God of the Old Testament is the
personal Holy Spirit of the New. But this assurance does not
forestall the inquiry whether this personal Spirit was so fully
revealed in the Old Testament that those who were dependent
on that revelation alone, without the inspired commentary of
the New, were able to know Him as He is known to us who
enjoy the fuller light. The principle of the progressive delivery
of doctrine in the age-long process of God's self -revelation, is
not only a reasonable one in itself and one which is justified
by the results of investigation, but it is one which is assumed
in the Scriptures themselves as God's method of revealing Himself, and which received the practical endorsement of our Saviour
in His manner of communicating His saving truth to men. The
question is still an open one, therefore, how much of the docIt

9

Cf. also the promise of Ezek. xxxvi. 27

tions in the

New

Testament,"

and I Thes. iv. 8
Luke i. 17.

p. 202). Cf. also

(see

Toy, "Quota-

THE
trine of the
of the

the

New

men

of
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Holy Spirit as it lies in its completeness in the pages
Testament had already been made the property of
the old dispensation in other words, what the Old
;

Testament doctrine
this inconsistent

of the Spirit of

with the

fuller

God

New

is.

We may

not find

Testament teaching, but

we may find it fall short of the whole truth revealed in the latter
days in God's Son.
The deep unity between the New and Old Testament conceptions lies, in one broad circumstance, so upon the surface
of the two Testaments that our attention is attracted to it at
the outset of any investigation of the material. In both Testaments the Spirit of God appears distinctly as the executive of
the Godhead. If in the New Testament God works all that He
does by the Spirit, so in the Old Testament the Spirit is the
name of God working. The Spirit of God is in the Old Testament the executive name of God
"the divine principle of
activity everywhere at work in the world." 10 In this common
conception lies doubtless the primary reason why we pass from
one Testament to the other without sense of discontinuity in
the doctrine of the Spirit. The further extent in which this unity
may be traced will depend on the nature of the activities which
are ascribed to the Spirit in both Testaments.
The Old Testament does not give us, of course, an exhaustive record of all God's activities. It is primarily an account of
God's redemptive work prior to the coming of the Messiah
of the progress, in a word, so far, of the new creation of grace
built upon the ruins of the first creation, a short account of
which is prefixed as background and basis. In the nature of the
case, we learn from the Old Testament of those activities of God
only which naturally emerge in these accounts; and accordingly

—

—

God as the divine principle of actaught in the Old Testament, is necessarily confined
to the course of divine activities in the first and the initial
the doctrine of the Spirit of
tivity, as

These words are C. F. Schmid's ("Biblical Theology of the New Testaii. § 24, p. 145, E. T.). Cf. Smeaton, op. cit. p. 36: "Events occurring
in the moral government of God, are (in the Old Testament) also ascribed to the
10

mant,' Div.

Spirit as the Executive of all the divine purposes."
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stages of the second creation. In other words, it is subsumable
under the two broad captions of God in the world, and God in
His people. It is from this that the circumstance arises which
has been frequently noted, that, after the entrance of sin into
the world, the work of the Spirit of God on men's spirits is always set forth in the Old Testament in the interests and in the
spirit of the kingdom of God. 11 The Old Testament is concerned
after the sin of man only with the recovery of man; it traces
the preparatory stages of the kingdom of God, as God laid
its foundations in a chosen nation in whom all the nations of
the earth were to be blessed. The segregation of Israel and the

establishment of the theocracy thus

new

and following

creation;

this

mark the

first

steps in the

course of divine working,

new creation as taught in the
Old Testament naturally concerns especially the activities of
God in the establishment and development of the theocracy and
the doctrine of the Spirit in the

in the preparation of a people to

enjoy

its blessings.

In other

under the two captions of His national, or rather
churchly, and of His individual work. Thus the Old Testament

words,

it falls

teaching concerning the Spirit, brings before us three spheres of

His activity, which will correspond broadly to the conceptions

God

in the world, God in the theocracy, and God in the soul.
Broadly speaking, these three spheres of the Spirit's activity appear successively in the pages of the Old Testament.
In these pages the Spirit of God is introduced to us primarily
in His cosmical, next in His theocratic, and lastly in His individual relations. 12 This is, of course, due chiefly to the natural

of

11

Kleinert, op.

an influence
of the

cit.,

p. 30:

of the Divine Spirit

Kingdom

of

is in Israel and is to come through Israel." HaverTestaments" p. 77: "Of a communication of the

God, which

nick, "Theologie des alten
Spirit in the

"The Old Testament everywhere knows only of
upon the human Spirit in the interest and sphere

narrower sense, after the entrance of sin, there can be question only
Theology of the Old Testament," § 65: "But

in the Theocracy." Oehler, "Biblical

r to express it more definitely !"IVT £"-p nil only acts
the Spirit as ni«f] W"
within the sphere of revelation. It rules within the Theocracy."
1

,

For example, in the Pentateuch His working is perhaps exclusively cosmiand theocratic-official, (Oehler, op. cit. § 65); while His ethical work in individuals, is throughout the Old Testament, more a matter of prophecy than of
present enjoyment (Dale, "Christian Doctrine," p. 317).
12

cal
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correspondence of the aspects of His activity which are preis not to be taken so
strictly as to imply that the revelations relative to each sphere
of His working occur exclusively in a single portion of the Old
sented with the course of history, and

Testament. It supplies

us,

however, not only with the broad

outlines of the historical development of the doctrine of the
Spirit in the

Old Testament, but

also

with a logical order of

presentation for the material. Perhaps
passing, that

it

we may

also say, in

suggests a course of development of the doc-

trine of the Spirit

which

is

at once

most natural and, indeed,

rationally inevitable, and, as Dr. Dale points out, 13 closely

correspondent with what have come to be spoken of as the
" traditional" dates attributed to the books of the Old Testament. These books, standing as they stand in this dating, are
in the most natural order for the development of this doctrine.

The Cosmical

Spirit

I. The Spirit of God is first brought before us in the Old
Testament, then, in His relations to the first creation, or in
what may be called his cosmical relations. In this connection

He is represented as the source of all order, life and light in the
He is the divine principle of all movement, of all life

universe.

thought in the world. The basis of this conception is
first passage in which the Spirit of
God is mentioned (Gen. i. 2). In the beginning, we are told, God
created the heavens and the earth. And then the process is detailed by which the created earth, at first waste and void, with
darkness resting upon the face of the deep, was transformed by
successive fiats into the ordered and populous world in which
we live. As the ground of the whole process, we are informed
that "the Spirit of God was brooding upon the face of the
waters," as much as to say that the obedience, and the precedent power of obedience, of the waste of waters to the successive creative words
as God said, Let there be light; Let

and

of all

already firmly laid in the

—

13

Dale, "Christian Doctrine," p. 318. A striking passage both for
its unwillingness to accept its implications.

entation of this fact and for

its

pres-
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there be a firmament; Let the waters be gathered together; Let

the waters and the earth bring forth

— depended

upon the

God was already brooding upon the formless void. To the voice of God in heaven saying, Let there be
light! the energy of the Spirit of God brooding upon the face
fact that the Spirit of

of the waters responded,

and

lo!

there

was

light.

Over against

the transcendent God, above creation, there seems to be pos-

God brooding upon

creation, and the suggestion
only by virtue of God brooding upon
creation that the created thing moves and acts and works out
the will of God. The Spirit of God, in a word, appears at the
very opening of the Bible as God immanent; and, as such, is

tulated here

seems to be that

set over against

it is

God

transcendent.

structive to observe that

God is

And

it is

certainly very in-

conceived as immanent already

what may be called the formless world-stuff which by His
immanence in it alone it constituted a stuff from which on the
divine command an ordered world may emerge. 14 The Spirit
of God thus appears from the outset of the Old Testament as
the principle of the very existence and persistence of all things,
and as the source and originating cause of all movement and
order and life. God's thought and will and word take effect in
the world, because God is not only over the world, thinking and
willing and commanding, but also in the world, as the principle
in

of all activity, executing: this
of the Biblical

seems the thought

of the

author

cosmogony. 15

14
Cf. Schultz, "Old Testament Theology," E. T. ii, 184: "Over the lifeless
and formless mass of the world-matter this Spirit broods like a bird on its nest,
and thus transmits to it the seeds of life, so that afterwards by the word of God

can produce whatever God wills."
15
Compare some very instructive words as to this account of creation, by
the Rev. John Robson, D.D. of Aberdeen {The Expository Times, July, 1894, vol.
v. No. 10, pp. 467, sq.): "The divine agents in creation are brought before us in
the opening of the Book of Genesis, and in the opening of the Gospel of John. The
object of John in his Gospel is to speak of Jesus Christ, the Word of God; and
so he refers only to His agency in the work of creation. The object of Moses in
Genesis is to tell the whole divine agency in that work; so in his narrative we
have the work of the Spirit recognized. But he does not ignore the Word of God;
he begins his account of each epoch or each day of creation with the words, 'And
God said.' We do not find in Genesis the theological fulness that we do in subsequent writers in the Bible; but we do find in it the elements of all that we subseit
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and carry
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forward. It
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themselves under

by the

Spirit of

God,

says Job, that the heavens are garnished (xxvi. 13). Isaiah compares the coming of the God of vengeance, repaying fury to

His adversaries and recompense to His enemies, to the bursting
Jehovah driveth"

forth "of a pent-in stream which the Spirit of
(lix.

19)

;

and represents the perishing

of flesh as like the wither-

ing of the grass and the fading of the flower

Jehovah bloweth upon it"

when "the

Spirit

In such passages the Spirit
appears as the principle of cosmical processes. He is also the
source of all life, and, as such, the executor of Him with whom,
as the Psalmist says, is the fountain of life (Ps. xxxvi. 10 [9]).
The Psalmist accordingly ascribes the being of all creatures to
Him: "Thou sendest forth thy Spirit, they are created" (Ps.
civ. 30). "The Spirit of God hath made me," declares Job,
"and the breath of the Almighty giveth me life" (xxxiii. 4).
of

Accordingly he represents
the Spirit of

(xl. 7).

life

God in his nostrils

to be due to the persistence of
(xxvii. 3),

and therefore

con-

its

tinuance to be dependent upon the continuance of the Spirit

with man: "If He set His heart upon man, if He gather unto
Himself His Spirit and His breath all flesh shall perish together,
and man shall turn again unto dust" (xxxiv. 14, 15, cf. xii. 10).
He is also the source of all intellectual life. Elihu tells us that
it is not greatness, nor years, but the Spirit of God that gives
understanding: "There is a Spirit in man, and the breath of
the Almighty giveth them understanding" (Job xxxii. 8)
a
thought which is probably only expressed in another way in
Prov. xx. 27, which declares that the spirit of man is "the lamp
of the Lord, searching all the innermost parts of the belly."
That the Spirit is the source also of all ethical life seems to
follow from the obscure passage, Genesis vi. 3: "And the Lord
said, My Spirit shall not strive with man for ever, for that he

—

quently learn or deduce regarding the divine agency in creation.
Two
agents are mentioned: 'The Spirit of God brooding on the surface of the waters,'
and at each new stage of creative development, the Word of God expressed in the
.

.

.

words God said.'
There is thus the Spirit of God present as a constant
energy, and there is the Word of God giving form to that energy, and at each new
epoch calling new forms into being."
'

.

.

.
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also is flesh." Apparently there is here either a direct threat
from Jehovah to withdraw that Spirit by virtue of which alone

He

morality could exist in the world, or else a threat that

will,

withdraw the Spirit whose presence
gives life so that men may no longer be upheld in their wicked
existence, but may sink back into nothingness. In either case
on account

of their sin,

ethical considerations

—

the occome forward prominently,
mankind is an ethical one, and the

casion of the destruction of
gift of life

ment

appears as for ethical ends. This, however,

in the conception of the Spirit's

is

an

ele-

work which comes

to

clear enunciation only in another connection.
It

would not be easy to overestimate the importance

early emergence of this doctrine of the
side

by

immanent

of the

Spirit of

side with the high doctrine of the transcendence of

God,

God

which pervades the Old Testament. Whatever tendency the
emphasis on the transcendence of God might engender towards
Deistic conceptions would be corrected at once by such teaching as to the immanent Spirit; while in turn any tendencies to
Pantheistic or Cosmotheistic conceptions which it might itself
arouse would be corrected not only by the prevailing stress
upon the divine transcendence, but also by the manner in
which the immanence of God is itself presented. For we cannot
sufficiently admire the perfection with which, in delivering the
doctrine of the

conceiving of
of

immanent

God

Spirit, all possibility is

as entangled in creation

God were merely

— as

excluded of
if

the Spirit

the physical world-spirit, the proper

ground rather than effecting cause of cosmical activities. In
the very phraseology of Genesis i. 2, for example, the moving
Spirit is kept separate from the matter to which He gives movement; He broods over rather than is merged in the waste of
waters; He acts upon them and cannot be confounded with
them as but another name for their own blind surging. So in the
104th Psalm (verses 29, 30) the creative Spirit is sent forth by
is not merely an alternative name for the unconscious

God, and

is given by God and
Though penetrating all things (Ps.
and the immanent source of all life-activities (Ps.

life-ground of nature. It
so produces
cxxxix. 7)

is

life (Isa. xlii. 5)

a thing which

.
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of physical,

psychical and ethical activities. It exercises choice. It

is not
merely the general ground of all such activities; it is the determiner as well of all the differences that exist among men. So,
for example, Elihu appeals to the Spirit of understanding that
is in him (Job xxxii. 8). It is not merely the ground of the presence of these powers it is also to it that their withdrawal is to
be ascribed (Isa. xl. 7, Gen. vi. 3). Nor are its manifestations
confined altogether to what may be called natural modes of
;

action;

room

is left

among them

supernatural activity (I Kgs.

for

what we may
Kgs.

xviii. 12, II

ii.

call truly

16, cf II
.

Kgs.

nature worship is further excluded by
the clearness of the identification of the Spirit of God with the
God over all. Thus the unity of God was not only preserved

xix. 7, Isa. xxxvii. 7). All

but emphasized, and men were taught to look upon the emergence of divine powers and effects in nature as the work of His
hands. "Whither shall I go," asks the Psalmist, "from thy
Spirit? or whither shall I flee from thy presence" (Ps. cxxxix.
7)?

Here the

of the

God

spiritual presence of

over

all in

His

Spirit.

God is

obviously the presence

"Who hath

.

.

.

meted out

heaven with a span?
Who hath meted out the Spirit
of Jehovah, or being his counsellor hath taught him?" asks
Isaiah (xl. 12, 13) in the same spirit. Obviously the Spirit of
God was not conceived as the impersonal ground of life and
understanding, but as the personal source of all that was of
being, life and light in the world, not as apart from but as one
with the great God Almighty in the heavens. And yet, as immanent in the world, He is set over against God transcendent in a
manner which prepares the way for His hypostatizing and so
.

.

.

for the Christian doctrine of the Trinity.
It requires little consideration to realize

how

greatly the

Old Testament conception of God is enriched by this teaching.
In particular, it behooves us to note how, side by side with the
emphasis that is laid upon God as the maker of all things, this
doctrine lays an equal emphasis on God as the upholder and
governor of all things. Side by side with the emphasis which is
laid on the unapproachable majesty of God as the transcendent
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Person,

lays an equal emphasis on

it

God

as the

immanent

world changes and all world movements. It thus
lays firmly the foundation of the Christian doctrine of Providence
God in the world and in history, leading all things
to their destined goal. If without God there was not anything
made that has been made, so without God's Spirit there has not
anything occurred that has occurred.
agent in

all

—

•

The Theocratic

Spirit

II. All this is still further emphasized in the second and
predominant aspect in which the Spirit of God is brought before us in the Old Testament, viz., in His relations to the

second creation.
1. Here, primarily, He is presented as the source of all the
supernatural powers and activities which are directed to the
foundation and preservation and development of the kingdom
of God in the midst of the wicked world. He is thus represented
as the theocratic Spirit as pointedly as He is represented as
the world-spirit.

We

are

moving here

in a distinctly super-

natural atmosphere and the activities which come under review

belong to an entirely supernatural order. There are a great
variety of these activities, but they have this in common they
are all endowments of the theocratic organs with the gifts requisite for the fulfilment of their functions. 16
:

There

are, for

example, the supernatural

gifts of strength,

which were awakened in
God's people. Thus we are

resolution, energy, courage in battle

chosen leaders for the service of
told that the Spirit of Jehovah came upon Othniel to fit him
for his work as judge of Israel (Judg. iii. 10), and clothed itself
"

"Old Testament Theology," § 65: "But the Spirit as nirr
more definitely nTfTJ t>*jp tyn only acts within the sphere of

Oehler,

to express

it

t

m, or
revela-

Hag. ii. 5, Neh. ix. 20) but not as
if all citizens of the Old Testament Theocracy as such participated in this Spirit,
which Moses expresses as a wish (Num. xi. 29), but which is reserved for the future
community of salvation (John iii. 1). In the Old Testament the Spirit's work in
the divine kingdom is rather that of endowing the organs of the theocracy with the
gifts required for their calling, and those gifts of office in the Old Testament are
similar to the gifts of grace in the New Testament, I Cor. xii. ff ."
tion. It rules

within the theocracy (Isa.

briii.

11,

.
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with Gideon (vi. 34), and came upon Jephthah (xi. 29), and,
most remarkably of all, came mightily upon and moved Samson, endowing him with superhuman strength (xiii. 25, xiv. 6,
19, xv. 14). Similarly the Spirit of God came mightily upon

Sam. xi. 6) and upon David (I Sam. xvi. 13), and
Amasai (I Chron. xii. 18). Then, there are the supernatural gifts of skill by which artificers were fitted to serve the
kingdom of God in preparing a worthy sanctuary for the
Saul

(I

clothed

worship of the King. There were, for instance, those whom Jehovah had filled with the spirit of wisdom and who were, therefore, wise-hearted to make Aaron's sacred garments (Ex.

And

we

Jehovah had filled
wisdom and in understanding, and in knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship, to
devise cunning works, to work in gold, and in silver, and in
xxviii. 3).

especially

are told that

Bezalel "with the Spirit of God, in

and in cutting of stones for setting, and in carving of wood,
work in all manner of workmanship" (Ex. xxxi. 3 f. cf.
xxxv. 31)
and that he should therefore preside over the
work of the wise-hearted, in whom the Lord had put wisdom,
for the making of the tabernacle and its furniture. Similarly
when the temple came to be built, the pattern of it, we are
told, was given of Jehovah "by his Spirit" to David (I Chron.
brass,

to

:

—

xxviii. 12).

Quite near to these

gifts,

but on a higher plane,

lies

wisdom for the administration of judgment and government. Moses was so endowed. And, therefore,
the seventy elders were also endowed with it, to fit them to
share his cares: "And I will take of the Spirit which is upon
thee," said Jehovah, "and will put it upon them; and they shall
bear the burden of the people with thee" (Num. xi. 17, 25) 17
the supernatural gift of

It is in this sense also, doubtless, that

been

wisdom (Num.

Joshua

is

said to

have

Deut. xxxiv.
18
In these aspects, the gift of the Spirit, appearing as it does
9).
as an endowment for office, is sometimes sacramentally con17

full of

the Spirit of

The idea

of communicating to others the Spirit already resting

again in II Kings
to Elisha.
18

ii.

9, 15, of

on one occurs

the communication of Elijah's Spirit (of Prophecy)

Cf. Oehler, " Biblical

Cf. the prayer

xxvii. 18,

Theology of the Old Testament,"
and endowment of Solomon, in I Kgs. iii.

§ 65.
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nected with symbols of conference in the case of Joshua with
the laying on of hands (Deut. xxxiv. 9), in the cases of Saul and
:

David with anointing

(I

Sam.

x.

1,

xvi.

13).

Possibly

its

symbolical connection in Samson's case with Nazaritic length

may be classed in the same general category.
Prominent above all other theocratic gifts of the Spirit,
however, are the gifts of supernatural knowledge and insight,
of hair

Prophecy. This greatest of gifts
God is sometimes very closely
connected with the other gifts which have been mentioned.
Thus the presence of the Spirit in the seventy elders in the
culminating in the great

in the service of the

wilderness,

gift of

Kingdom

of

endowing them to share the burden of judgment

with Moses, was manifested by prophetic utterance (Num. xi.
25). The descent of the Spirit upon Saul was likewise manifested by his prophesying (I Sam. x. 6, 10). Sometimes the
Spirit's presence in the prophet even manifests itself in the production in others of what may be called sympathetic prophecy
accompanied with ecstasy. Instances occur in the cases of the
messengers sent by Saul and of Saul himself, when they went
to apprehend David (I Sam. xix. 20, 23) and in these cases the
phenomenon served the ulterior purpose of a protection for the
prophets. 19 In the visions of Ezekiel the presence of the inspiring
Spirit is manifested in physical as well as in mental effects
;

(Ezek.
it is

In
of

12, 14, 24, viii. 3, xi. 1, 5, 24, xxxvii. 1).

iii.

that

all

these

all cases,

God

work one and the same

however, Prophecy

clear

the free

gift of

the Spirit

to special organs chosen for the purpose of the revela-

tion of His will. It

(Num.

is

Thus

Spirit.

is

so represented in the cases of

xxiv. 2), of Saul (I

Sam.

x. 6), of

David

(I

Balaam

Sam.

xvi.

Azariah the son of Oded (II Chron. xv. 1), of Jahaziel
the son of Zechariah (II Chron. xx. 14), of Zechariah the son
of Jehoiada (II Chron. xxiv. 20). To Hosea, "the man that
hath the Spirit" was a synonym for "prophet" (ix. 7). Isaiah
(xlviii. 16) in a somewhat puzzling sentence declares, "The
Lord God hath sent me and His Spirit," which seems to con13), of

19

in

Compare the

Num.

xi. 17, 25,

cases of the

communication

26 and II Kgs.

ii.

9,

15

of the Spirit, in a different

— already mentioned.

way,
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of the mission,

or else with the prophet as the bearer of the message; and, in
either case, refers the prophetic inspiration to the Spirit.

very

full insight into

A

the nature of the Spirit's work in prophetic

provided by the details which Ezekiel gives of
of dealing with him in communicating his
visions. While the richness of the prophetic endowment is indicated to us by Micah (iii. 8) " But I truly am full of power by
the Spirit of the Lord, and of judgment, and of might, to deinspiration

the Spirit's

is

mode

:

unto Jacob his transgression, and to Israel his sin." There
however, two passages that speak quite generally of the
whole body of prophets as Spirit-led men, which, in their brief
explicitness, deserve to be called the classical passages as to
prophetic inspiration. In one of these,
the great psalmprayer of the Levites recorded in the ninth chapter of Nehemiah,
God is first lauded for " giving His good Spirit to
clare
are,

—

•

—

by the mouth

Moses; and then further
many years and
"testifying against them by His Spirit through His prophets"
(Neh. ix. 20, 30). Here the prophets are conceived as a body of
official messengers, through whom the Spirit of God made
known His will to His people through all the ages. In exactly
similar wise, Zechariah testifies that the Lord of Hosts had sent
His words "by His Spirit by the hand of the former prophets"
(Zech. vii. 12). These are quite comprehensive statements.
They include the whole series of the prophets, and they represent them as the official mouthpieces of the Spirit of God,
serving the people of God as His organs. 20
It is sufficiently clear that an official character attaches to
all the manifestations of what we have called the theocratic
Spirit. The theocratic Spirit appears to be represented as the

instruct" His people,

of

praised for enduring this people through so

executive of the

Godhead within the sacred

nation, the divine

power working in the nation for the protection, governing, instruction and leading of the people to its destined goal. The
20 In such
passages as Gen. xli. 38, Dan. iv. 8, ix. 18 and v. 11, 14, we have
"the Spirit of the Gods" as the equivalent of "the Spirit of God" on the lips of

heathen.
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Levitic prayer in the ninth chapter of

Nehemiah

history of God's people with great fulness; and

traces the

through this
history represents God as not only looking down from heaven
upon His people, leading them, but, as it were, working within
them, inspiring organs for their government and instruction.
"clothing Himself with these" organs as the media of His
working, as the expressive Hebrew sometimes suggests (Judges
vi. 34, 1 Chron. xii. 18, II Chron. xxiv. 20). The aspect in which
the theocratic Spirit seems to be conceived is as God in His
people, manifesting Himself through inspired instruments in
supernatural leading and teaching. Very illuminating as to the
mode of His working are the instructions given to Zerubbabel
through the prophets Zechariah and Haggai. He
and, with
him, all the people of the land
is counseled to be strong and
all

—

—

—

of good courage, "for I am with you, saith the Lord of Hosts,
according to the word that I covenanted with you when you
came out of Egypt, and my Spirit abideth among you fear ye
not" (Hag. ii. 5). "This is the word of the Lord unto Zerub:

Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit,
of Hosts" (Zech. iv. 6). The mountains of oppobe reduced to a plain; but not by armed force.

babel, saying,
saith the

Lord

sition are to

The symbol

of the source of strength is the seven

lamps burn-

by virtue of perennial supplies from the living
olives growing by their side; thus, by a hidden, divine supply
of deathless life, the Church of God lives and prospers in the
world. Not indeed as if God so inhabited Israel, that all that
ing brightly

house
it be said,
are these his
Lord straitened?
words do good to him that walketh up-

the house of Israel does

is

of the Lord. "Shall

—

of Israel, Is the Spirit of the

doings?

Do

not

my

ii. 7). The gift of the Spirit is only for good.
very clearly brought before us here the fact and
the mode of God's official inspiration. The theocratic Spirit
represents, in a word, the presence of God with His people.
And in the Old Testament teaching concerning it, is firmly
laid the foundation of the Christian doctrine of God in the
Church, leading and guiding it, and supplying it with all needed

rightly?" (Micah

But there

is

instruction,

powers and graces for

its

preservation in the world.
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to observe that in this higher sphere of

the theocratic Spirit, the freedom and, so to speak, detachment

even more thoroughly guarded than
His cosmical relations. If in the lower sphere the
Spirit hovered over rather than was submerged in matter, so
here He acts upon His chosen organs in the same sense from
without, so that it is impossible to confound His official gifts
with their native powers, however exalted. The Spirit here, too,
is given by God (Num. xi. 29, Isa. xlii. 1). God puts it on men
or fills men with it (Num. xi. 25, Ex. xxviii. 3, xxxi. 3) or the
Spirit comes (Jud. hi. 10, xi. 29), comes mightily (xiv. 6, 19,
etc., I Sam. xi. 6) upon men, falls on them (Ezek. xi. 5), breaks
in upon them, seizes them violently, as it were, and puts them on
as a garment (Judg. vi. 34). And this is no less true of the prophets than of the other organs of the Spirit's theocratic work:
they are all the instruments of a mighty power, which, though
in one sense it is conceived as the endowment of the theocratic
people, in another sense is conceived as seizing upon its organs
from without and above. And "because it is thus fundamentally
a power seizing man powerfully, often violently," it is often replaced by the locution, "the hand of Jehovah," 21 which is, in
this usage, the equivalent of the Spirit of Jehovah (II Kgs. iii.
15, Ezek. i. 3, iii. 14, 22, xxxiii. 22, xxxvii. 1, xl. 1). The interof the informing Spirit is

in the case of

;

mittent character of the theocratic

gifts still further

empha-

working purposively. They
were not permanent possessions of the theocratic organs, to be
used according to their own will, but came and went according
sized their gift

by a personal

Spirit

22
gift.
The theocratic gifts of the Spirit are, in a
word, everywhere emphatically gifts from God as well as of
God and every tendency to conceive of them as formally the

to the divine

;

21

Cf. Orelli,

"The Old Testament Prophecy,"

etc.,

E. T. p. 11, and also

Oehler, "Biblical Theology of Old Testament," § 65 ad fin.
22
Cf. A. B. Davidson, {The Expositor, July, 1895, p. 1):

"The view

that pre-

the people — and
seems the view
the Old Testament writers
themselves — appears to have been
the prophet did not speak out
a general

vailed

among

of

it

of

this:

inspiration of Jehovah, bestowed

upon him once

for

all, as,

say, at his call; each

word that he spoke, whether a prediction or a practical counsel, was
due to a special inspiration, exerted on him for the occasion." The statement
might well have been stronger.
particular
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result of a general inspiration of the nation instead of a special

inspiration of the chosen organs

is

rebuked by every allusion

God working in and through man, by whatever variety
inspiration, works divinely and from above. He is no more

to them.
of

merged

in

His church than in the creation, but

in all

is,

His

operations alike, the free, transcendent Spirit, dividing to each

man

severally as

The

He

will.

concerning

representations

the

official

theocratic

Spirit culminate in Isaiah's prophetic descriptions of the Spirit-

endowed Messiah:

"And

there shall

come

forth a shoot out of the stock of Jesse,

and

a branch out of his roots shall bear fruit and the Spirit of the Lord
:

upon him, the Spirit of wisdom and understanding, the
and might, the Spirit of knowledge and of the fear
the Lord; and his delight shall be in the fear of the Lord: and he

shall rest

Spirit of counsel
of

shall

not judge after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the

hearing of his ears: but with righteousness shall he judge the poor,

and reprove with equity

for the

meek

of the earth

:

and he

shall smite

the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips
shall

And

he slay the wicked.

righteousness shall be the girdle of his

and faithfulness the girdle of his reins" (Isa. xi. 1 sq.).
"Behold my servant whom I uphold; my chosen in whom my soul
delighteth: I have put my Spirit upon him; he shall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles.
He shall bring forth judgment in truth.
He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgment in the
earth; and the isles shall wait for his law. Thus saith God the Lord,
he that created the heavens, and stretched them forth; he that spread
abroad the earth and that which cometh out of it; he that giveth
breath unto the people upon it and Spirit to them that walk therein
I the Lord have called thee in righteousness, and will hold thine hand
and will keep thee, and give thee for a covenant of the people, for a
light of the Gentiles to open the blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners
from the dungeon, and them that sit in darkness out of the prisonhouse. I am the Lord: that is my name: and my glory will I not give
to another, neither my praise unto graven images" (Isa. xlii. 1 sq.).
"The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me"
this is the response
of the Messiah to such gracious promises
"because the Lord hath
loins,

.

.

.

;

;

—

anointed

me to preach good-tidings unto

the

—

meek he hath
;

sent

me to
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bind up the broken hearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and
the opening of the prison to them that are bound; to proclaim the
acceptable year of the Lord, and the day of vengeance of our God; to
comfort all that mourn; to appoint unto them that mourn in Zion,
to give unto them a garland for ashes, the oil of gladness for mourning,
the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; that they might be
called trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that he might
be glorified"

(Isa. lxi. 1 sq.).

No one will fail to observe in

these beautiful descriptions of the

endowments of the Messiah, how all the theocratic endowments
which had been given separately to others unite upon Him; so
that

all

previous organs of the Spirit appear but as partial types

to whom as we are told in the New Testament, God
"giveth not the Spirit by measure" (John iii. 34). Here we
perceive the difference between the Messiah and other recipients of the Spirit. To them the Spirit had been "meted out"
(Isa. xl. 13), according to their place and function in the development of the kingdom of God; upon Him it was poured out
without measure. By Him, accordingly, the kingdom of God
is consummated. The descriptions of the spiritual endowments
of the Messiah are descriptions also, as will no doubt have been
of

Him

noted, of the
also

was not

of God. His endowment
kingdom; it, too, was offi-

consummated kingdom
for himself but for the

it was the source in Him of all personal graces
the opulence and perfection of which are fully described.
And thus He becomes the type not only of the theocratic work
of the Spirit, but also of His work upon the individual soul,

cial.

Nevertheless,

also,

perfecting

it

after the

image

of

God.

The Individual
2.

And

Spirit

this brings us naturally to the second aspect in

which the Spirit is presented to us in relation to the new creation
His relation to the individual soul, working inwardly
in the spirits of men, fitting the children of God for the kingdom
of God, even as, working in the nation as such, He, as theocratic
Spirit, was preparing God's kingdom for His people. In this

—

.
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He

appears specifically as the Spirit of grace. As He is
all cosmical life, and of all theocratic life, so is
He also the source of all spiritual life. He upholds the soul in
being and governs it as part of the great world He has created;
aspect

the source of

He makes

it

sharer in the theocratic blessings which

to His people; but

He

deals with

to its ideal. In a word, the Spirit of
is

not merely the immanent

life

and

all

Spirit,

He

brings

conforming it
God, in the Old Testament,

it,

too, within,

the source of

all

the world's

the world's movement; and not merely the inspiring

the source of His church's strength and safety and of its
development in accordance with its special mission; He is as
well the indwelhng Spirit of holiness in the hearts of God's
children. As Hermann Schultz puts it: "The mysterious impulses which enable a man to lead a life well-pleasing to God,
are not regarded as a development of human environment, but
are nothing else than 'the Spirit of God.' which is also called
as being the Spirit peculiarly God's
His Holy Spirit." 23
We have already had occasion to note that these personal
effects of the Spirit's work are sometimes very closely connected
with others of His operations. Already as the immanent Spirit
Spirit,

—

of life, indeed, as we saw, there did not lack a connection of
His activity with ethical considerations (Gen. vi. 3). We will
i.e., posremember, too, that Nehemiah recalls the goodness

—

sibly the graciousness

—

of the Spirit,

struct Israel in the person of

Moses

to in-

in the wilderness:

"Thou

them" (Neh.

20)

gavest also thy good Spirit to instruct

When

when He came
ix.

24

endowing him for his theocratic work, it is represented as having also a very far-reaching
personal effect upon him. "The Spirit of the Lord will come
mightly upon thee," says Samuel, "and thou shalt prophesy
with them, and shalt be turned into another man" (I Sam. x. 6).
"And it was so" adds the narrative, "that when he had turned
his back to go from Samuel, God gave him a new hearl," or,
23

to

the Spirit

Op.

some

cit. ii,

came upon

p. 203.

Thepassage

is

Saul,

cited for its

main idea: we demur, of

course,

of its implications.

In Num. xiv. 24 we are told that Caleb followed the Lord fully, "because
he had another spirit in him," from that which animated his rebellious fellows.
Possibly the Spirit of the Lord may be intended.
24
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Hebrew has

it,

" turned
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him a new heart." Possibly such

revolutionary ethical consequences ordinarily attended the
official gift of

the Spirit, so that the gloss

which makes II Peter
of

God" who spake
At

all

i.

may

be a true one

21 declare that they were "holy

as they were

moved by

men

the Holy Ghost. 25

events this conception of a thorough ethical change

characterises the Old
Spirit of Holiness, as

and Isaiah

(Ps.

li.

Testament idea of the inner work of the
first comes to be called in the Psalms

He

11; Isa.

lxiii.

26
10, 11 only).

passage in this connection is the Fifty-first

The

Psalm

classical

— David's

cry of penitence and prayer for mercy after Nathan's probing

with Bathsheba. He prays for the creation within
the renewal of a right spirit within him;
and he represents that all his hopes of continued power of new
life rest on the continuance of God's holy Spirit, or of the Spirit
of God's holiness, with him. Possibly the Spirit is here called
holy, primarily, because He is one who cannot dwell in a wicked
heart; but it seems also to be implicated that David looks upon
Him as the author within him of that holiness without which
he cannot hope to see the Lord. A like conception meets us in
another Psalm ascribed to David, the One Hundred and Fortythird " Teach me to do thy will for thou art my God thy Spirit
is good; lead me in the land of uprightness." The two concepof his sin

him

of a

new heart and

;

:

and holiness are also combined by
Israel had been, since the days of
Moses, dealing ungratefully with God, and, by their rebellion, grieving "the Holy Spirit whom He had graciously put in
tions of the divine grace

Isaiah in an account of

how

25
Exceptions are found, of course; such as the cases of Balaam, Samson, etc.
H. G. Mitchell, " Inspiration in the Old Testament," in Christian Thought
for December 1893, p. 190.
26
Cf. F. H. Woods, in The Expository Times, July, 1895, p. 462-463: "It may
be extremely difficult to say what was the precise meaning which prophet or psalmist attached to the phrases, 'the Spirit of God' and 'the Spirit of Holiness.' But
such language, at any rate, shows that they realised the divine character of that
inward power which makes for holiness and truth. Cast me not away from Thy
presence, and take not the Spirit of Thy holiness from me' (Ps. li. 11). 'And now
the Lord God hath sent me, and His Spirit' (Isa. xlviii. 16). 'Not by might, nor
by power, but by My Spirit, saith Jehovah of Hosts' (Zech. iv. 6). In such passages as these we can see the germ of the fuller Christian thought."

Cf.

'
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the midst of

them"

(Isa. lxiii. 10, ll). 27

The conception may

primarily be that the Spirit given to guide Israel was a Spirit

He could not brook sin in those
but the conception that He would guide

of holiness in the sense that

whom He

with

them

in

ways

dealt,

of holiness underlies that.

This aspect of the work of the Spirit of God is most richly
developed, however, in prophecies of the future. In the Messianic times, Isaiah tells us, the Spirit shall be poured out from
on high with the effect that judgment shall dwell in the wilderness and righteousness shall abide in the peaceful field (Isa.

such descriptions of the Messianic era as a
time of the reign of the Spirit in the hearts of the people, that
the opulence of His saving influences is developed. It is He
who shall gather the children of God into the kingdom, so that
no one shall be missing (Isa. xxxiv. 16). It is He who, as the
xxxii. 15). It is in

source of

all blessings, shall

result that

it

shall spring

be poured out on the seed with the
in the luxuriant growth and bear

up

such rich fruitage that one shall cry 'I am the Lord's,' and
another shall call himself by the name of Jacob, and another
shall write on his hand, 'Unto the Lord,' and shall surname
himself by the name of Israel (Isa. xliv. 3 sq.). It is His abiding
presence which constitutes the preeminent blessing of the new
covenant which Jehovah makes with His people in the day of
redemption: "And as for me, this is my covenant with them,
saith the Lord: my Spirit that is upon thee, and my words
which I have put in thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy
mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy seed, nor out of the mouth
of thy seed's seed, saith the Lord, from henceforth and for
ever" (Isa. lix. 21). The gift of the Spirit as an abiding presence
in the heart of the individual is the crowning Messianic bless-

To precisely the same effect is the teaching
The new heart and new spirit is one of the burdens
ing.

sage

(xi. 19, xviii.

gifts of

31, xxxvi. 26):

of his mesand these are the Messianic

God to His people through the Spirit. God's people are
He will open their graves and cause them to come up
their graves: "And I will put my Spirit in you, and ye

dead; but
out of

of Ezekiel.

27

Cf.

Psalm

cvi. 13.
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are in captivity; he will bring

my face any more
have poured out my Spirit upon the house of
Israel, saith the Lord God" (xxxix. 29). Like promises appear
in Zechariah: "And I will pour upon the house of David, and
upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the Spirit of grace and
supplication; and they shall look upon me whom they have
them out

of captivity: " Neither will I hide

from them:

pierced"

spoken

for I

(xii.

10). It is

the converting Spirit of

One thing only is

of.

left

clear declaration that, in these

God

to complete the picture,

that

is

— the

coming days of blessing, the
be poured out upon

Spirit hitherto given only to Israel shall

the whole world. This Joel gives us in that wonderful passage
which is applied by Peter to the out-pouring begun at Pentecost: "And it shall come to pass afterward," says the Lord
God through His prophet, "that I will pour out my Spirit upon
all flesh;
and also upon the servants and upon the handAnd it
maids in those days will I pour out my Spirit.
shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the name of
the Lord shall be delivered" (ii. 28-32).
.

.

.

.

.

.

In this series of passages, the indwelling Spirit of the

—

New

Testament is obviously brought before us
the indwelling
God, author of all holiness and of all salvation. Thus there are
firmly laid

by them the foundations

of Regeneration

ening

that

Sanctification,

•

of the Christian doctrine

— of God in the soul quick-

powers of spiritual life and developing it in holiness.
be a ground of wonder that this aspect of His work
frequently dwelt upon than His theocratic activities; nor

its

Nor can
is less

and

it

it is

chiefly in prophecies of the future that the richer

28
it occur.
This was the time of theocratic development; the old dispensation was a time of preparation for the
fulness of spiritual graces. It is rather a ground of wonder that
even in few and scattered hints and in prophecies of the times
of the Spirit yet to come, such a deep and thorough grasp upon
His individual work should be exhibited.

references to

By
28

its

presentation of this

work

of the Spirit in the heart,

See such wonder, nevertheless, expressed by Dr. Dale, in a striking passage
in his "Christian Doctrine," p. 317.
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the Old Testament completes

God

•

— the

its

conception of the Spirit of

great conception of the immanent, inspiring, in-

dwelling God. In it the three great ideas are thrown prominently forward, of God in the world, God in the Church, God
in the soul the God of Providence, the immanent source of all
:

that comes to pass, the director and governor of the world of

matter and

spirit alike;

the

God

source of

Church

and

of all

all

the Church

and the God

is

Church, the inspiring
gifts, through which
instructed, governed, preserved and extended;
life

of the

Church

of grace, the indwelling source of all holiness

and

emotions and activities. Attention
has already been called to the great enrichment which was
brought to the general conception of God by this doctrine of
of all religious aspirations,

the Spirit of

which
course

He
still

God

in its first aspect.

The

additional aspects in

presented in the pages of the Old Testament of
further enrich and elevate the conception. By throw-

is

stronger emphasis on the personality of the Spirit
they made even wider the great gulf that already yawned between all Pantheising notions and the Biblical doctrine of the
Personal God, the immanent source of all that comes to pass.
And they bring out with great force and clearness the conceptions of grace and holiness as inherent in the idea of God working, and thus operate to deepen the ethical conception of the
Divine Being. It is only as a personal, choosing, gracious and
holy God, who bears His people on His heart for good, and who
seeks to conform them in life and character to His own holiness
that we can conceive the God of the Old Testament, if we
will attend to its doctrine of the Spirit. Thus the fundamental
unity of the conception with that of the Holy Ghost of the New
Testament grows ever more obvious, the more attentively it
is considered. The Spirit of God of the Old Testament performs
all the functions which are ascribed to the Holy Ghost of the
New Testament, and bears all the same characteristics. They
are conceived alike both in their nature and in their operations.
We cannot help identifying them.
Such an identification need not involve, however, the assertion that the Spirit of God was conceived in the Old Testament

ing a

—

still

THE
as the
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Holy Ghost is in the New, as a distinct hypostasis in the
Whether this be so, or, if so in some measure,

divine nature.

how
The

far it

may be
God

Spirit of

true, is a

matter for separate investigation.

certainly acts as a person

and

is

presented

to us as a person, throughout the Old Testament. In no pas-

sage

is

He

conceived otherwise than personally

willing, intelligent being.

This

is,

however, in

— as

itself

a free,
only the

pervasive testimony of the Scriptures to the personality of God.

For

it is

equally true that the Spirit of

God

is

the Old Testament identified with God. This

everywhere in

is

only

its

per-

The question for examiGod was conceived of as

vasive testimony to the divine unity.

is, how far the one personal
embracing in His unity hypostatical distinctions. This question
is a very complicated one and needs very delicate treatment.
There are, indeed, three questions included in the general one,
which for the sake of clearness we ought to keep apart. We

nation

may

ask,

May

the Christian properly see in the Spirit of

God

Old Testament the personal Holy Spirit of the New?
This we may answer at once in the affirmative. We may ask
again, Are there any hints in the Old Testament anticipating
and adumbrating the revelation of the hypostatic Spirit of the
New? This also, it seems, we ought to answer in the affirmative.
We may ask again, Are these hints of such clearness as actually
to reveal this doctrine, apart from the revelation of the New
Testament? This should be doubtless answered in the negative.
There are hints, and they serve for points of attachment for
the fuller New Testament teaching. But they are only hints,
and, apart from the New Testament teaching, would be readily
of the

explained as personifications or ideal

objectivations of the

power of God. Undoubtedly, side by side with the stress put
upon the unity of God and the identity of the Spirit with the
God who gives it, there is a distinction recognized between
God and His Spirit
in the sense at least of a discrimination
between God over all and God in all, between the Giver and
the Given, between the Source and the Executor of the moral
law. This distinction already emerges in Genesis i. 2; and it
does not grow less observable as we advance through the Old

—
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Testament. It is prominent in the standing phrases by which,
on the one hand, God is spoken of as sending, putting, placing,
pouring, emptying His Spirit upon man, and on the other the
Spirit is spoken of as coming, resting, falling, springing upon
man. There is a sort of objectifying of the Spirit over against
God in both cases; in the former case, by sending Him from
Himself God, as it were, separates Him from Himself; in the
latter, He appears almost as a distinct person, acting sua
sponte. Schultz does not hesitate to speak of the Spirit even in
Genesis i. 2 as appearing "as very independent, just like a
hypostasis or person." 29 Kleinert finds in this passage at least
a tendency towards hypostatizing
though he thinks this
tendency was not subsequently worked out. 30 Perhaps we are
warranted in saying as much as this
that there is observable
in the Old Testament, not, indeed, an hypostatizing of the
Spirit of God, but a tendency towards it
that, in Hofmann's
cautious language, the Spirit appears in the Old Testament
"as somewhat distinct from the 'F of God which God makes

—
—

—

the principle of

life

in the world."

31

A

preparation, at least,

for the full revelation of the Trinity in the

observable;

32

points of connection with

it

New

Testament

is

are discoverable;

and so Christians are able to read the Old Testament without
and to find without confusion their own Holy Spirit
in its Spirit of God. 33
offence,

29
30
31
32

Op.
Op.

cit. ii.

sonality

5. He looks on Isa. xliii. 16 as implying perand reminds us that the Old Testament prepared the way for the ceco-

nomic Trinity
33

p. 184.

pp. 55-56.
" Schriftbeweis," i. p. 187.
Cf. Oehler, op. cit. § 65, note
cit.

Cf. Dr.

of the new. Cf. also Dale, "Christian Doctrine," p. 317.
Hodge's admirable summary statement: "Even in the first chapter

of Genesis, the Spirit of

and

God

is

represented as the source of

and

all intelligence,

order

Testament
He is represented as inspiring the prophets, giving wisdom, strength and goodness
to statesmen and warriors, and to the people of God. This Spirit is not an agency
but an agent, who teaches and selects; who can be sinned against and grieved;
and who in the New Testament is unmistakably revealed as a distinct person.
When John the Baptist appeared, we find him speaking of the Holy Spirit as of a
person with whom his countrymen were familiar, as an object of Divine worship
and the giver of saving blessings. Our divine Lord also takes this truth for granted,
life

in the created universe;

in the following books of the Old
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More than

this could scarcely

in the doctrine of

be looked

God which above

all

for.
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The elements

others needed emphasis

Old Testament times were naturally His unity and His perThe great thing to be taught the ancient people of
God was that the God of all the earth is one person. Over
against the varying idolatries about them, this was the truth
of truths for which Israel was primarily to stand; and not until
this great truth was inefTaceably stamped upon their souls could
the personal distinctions in the Triune-God be safely made
known to them. A premature revelation of the Spirit as a distinct hypostasis could have wrought nothing but harm to the
people of God. We shall all no doubt agree with Kleinert 34
that it is pragmatic in Isidore of Pelusium to say that Moses
knew the doctrine of the Trinity well enough, but concealed
it through fear that Polytheism would profit by it. But we may
in

sonality.

safely affirm this of

God

truth,

the Revealer, in the gradual delivery

He reveals the whole
but in divers portions and in divers manners: and it

of the truth concerning

Himself to men.

was incident

to the progressive delivery of doctrine that the
unity of the Godhead should first be made the firm possession
of

men, and the Trinity

in that unity should

be unveiled to

them only afterwards, when the times were ripe for it. What
we need wonder over is not that the hypostatical distinctness
of the Spirit is not more clearly revealed in the Old Testament
but that the approaches to it are laid so skillfully that the doctrine of the hypostatical Holy Spirit of the New Testament
finds so many and such striking points of attachment in the
Old Testament, and yet no Israelite had ever been disturbed
in repeating with hearty faith his great Sch'ma, "Hear O
Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord" (Deut. vi. 4). Not until
the whole doctrine of the Trinity was ready to be manifested in
and promised to send the Spirit as a Paraclete, to take his place, to instruct,
comfort and strengthen them; whom they were to receive and obey. Thus, without
any violent transition, the earliest revelations of this mystery were gradually
unfolded, until the triune God, Father, Son and Spirit, appears in the New Testament as the universally recognized God of all believers" (Charles Hodge, "Systematic Theology," i. p. 447).
f» Op. cit. p. 56.
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—

such visible form as at the baptism of Christ
God in heaven,
God on earth and God descending from heaven to earth

—

could any part of the mystery be safely uncovered.

There yet remains an important query which we cannot
We have seen the rich development of the
doctrine of the Spirit in the Old Testament. We have seen the
testimony the Old Testament bears to the activity of the Spirit
of God throughout the old dispensation. What then is meant

pass wholly by.

by

calling the

What

new

dispensation the dispensation of the Spirit?

39) mean by saying that the Spirit was
not yet given because Jesus was not yet glorified? What our
Lord Himself, when he promised the Comforter, by saying
that the Comforter would not come until He went away and
sent Him (John xvi. 7); and by breathing on His disciples,
saying, "Receive ye the Holy Spirit" (John xx. 22)? What did
the descent of the Spirit at Pentecost mean, when He came to
inaugurate the dispensation of the Spirit? It cannot be meant
that the Spirit was not active in the old dispensation. We have
already seen that the New Testament writers themselves rep-

does John

(vii.

Him to have been active in the old dispensation in all
the varieties of activity with which He is active in the new.

resent

Such passages seem to have diverse references. Some of them
refer to the specifically miraculous endowments which
characterized the apostles and the churches which they

may

founded. 35 Others refer to the world-wide mission of the Spirit,
promised, indeed, in the Old Testament, but only now to be
realized.

with

But there

still.

This

is

is

a

more fundamental idea

to be reckoned

the idea of the preparatory nature of the Old

Testament dispensation. The old dispensation was a preparatory one and must be strictly conceived as such. What spiritual
blessings came to it were by way of prelibation. 36 They were
«

Cf. Redford,

36

Smeaton

"Vox. Dei.,"

(Op.

cit.

p. 49)

p. 236.

comments on John

vii.

37

sq.

thus:

"But the

apostle adds that 'the Spirit was not yet' because Christ's glorification had not
yet arrived. He does not mean that the Spirit did not yet exist
for all Scripture

His eternal preexistence

unknown —
first

— nor that

—

His regenerative efficacy was still
for countless millions had been regenerated by His power since the
promise in Eden
but that these operations of the Spirit had been but an

attests

—
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many and

various.

The

Spirit

universally then than now.

worked

He abode

no
Church not

in Providence
in the
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less
less

really then than now. He wrought in the hearts of God's people
not less prevalently then than now. All the good that was in
the world was then as now due to Him. All the hope of God's
Church then as now depended on Him. Every grace of the
godly life then as now was a fruit of His working. But the ob-

whole dispensation was only to prepare for the outpouring of the Spirit upon all flesh. He kept the remnant safe
and pure; but it was primarily only in order that the seed
might be preserved. This was the fundamental end of His
activity, then. The dispensation of the Spirit, properly socalled, did not dawn until the period of preparation was over
and the day of outpouring had come. The mustard seed had
been preserved through all the ages only by the Spirit's broodject of the

Now it is planted, and it is by His operation that it
growing up into a great tree which shades the whole earth,
and to the branches of which all the fowls of heaven come for
shelter. It is not that His work is more real in the new dispensation than in the old. It is not merely that it is more universal.
ing care.

is

It

is

that

for the

it is

directed to a different end

mere preserving

of the seed

— that

it is

unto the day

no longer

of planting,

but for the perfecting of the fruitage and the gathering of the
The Church, to use a figure of Isaiah's, was then like
a pent-in stream; it is now like that pent-in stream with the
barriers broken down and the Spirit of the Lord driving it. It
was He who preserved it in being when it was pent in. It is
He who is now driving on its gathered floods till it shall cover
the earth as the waters cover the sea. In one word, that was a
day in which the Spirit restrained His power. Now the great
day of the Spirit is come.
harvest.

anticipation of the atoning gift of Christ rather than a giving.

comparatively, not absolutely."

Compare

with the quotation there from Goodwin.

The

apostle speaks

further the eloquent words on page 53

IV

THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE OF
THE TRINITY

THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY
The term

" Trinity"

using Biblical language
it

is

1

not a Biblical term, and we are not
define what is expressed by

when we

is one only and true God, but in
Godhead there are three coeternal and coequal
the same in substance but distinct in subsistence. A

as the doctrine that there

the unity of the
Persons,

doctrine so defined can be spoken of as a Biblical doctrine only

on the principle that the sense of Scripture is Scripture. And
the definition of a Biblical doctrine in such un-Biblical language
can be justified only on the principle that it is better to preserve
the truth of Scripture than the words of Scripture. The doctrine of the Trinity lies in Scripture in solution;

when

it is

from its solvent it does not cease to be Scriptural,
but only comes into clearer view. Or, to speak without figure,
crystallized

the doctrine of the Trinity is given to us in Scripture, not in
formulated definition, but in fragmentary allusions; when we
assembled the disjecta membra into their organic unity, we are
not passing from Scripture, but entering more thoroughly into
the meaning of Scripture. We may state the doctrine in technical terms, supplied

by philosophical

reflection;

but the doctrine

a genuinely Scriptural doctrine.
In point of fact, the doctrine of the Trinity is purely a revealed doctrine. That is to say, it embodies a truth which has
never been discovered, and is indiscoverable, by natural reason.
stated

With

is

all his

searching,

man

has not been able to find out for

himself the deepest things of God. Accordingly, ethnic thought

has never attained a Trinitarian conception of God, nor does
any ethnic religion present in its representations of the Divine
Being any analogy to the doctrine of the Trinity.
1

Article "Trinity"

James Orr, General

from The International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia,
Pub. Chicago, The Howard-

editor, v. v, pp. 3012-3022.

Severance Co. 1915.
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Triads of divinities, no doubt, occur in nearly all polyformed under very various influences. Some-

theistic religions,

times, as in the Egyptian triad of Osiris, Isis

the analogy of the

human

family with

and Horus, it is
mother and

its father,

Sometimes they are the effect of
worshipped in different localities
being brought together in the common worship of all. Sometimes, as in the Hindu triad of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, they
represent the cyclic movement of a pantheistic evolution, and
symbolize the three stages of Being, Becoming and Dissolution.
Sometimes they are the result apparently of nothing more than
an odd human tendency to think in threes, which has given the
number three widespread standing as a sacred number (so H.
Usener). It is no more than was to be anticipated, that one or
another of these triads should now and again be pointed to as
the replica (or even the original) of the Christian doctrine of
the Trinity. Gladstone found the Trinity in the Homeric mythology, the trident of Poseidon being its symbol. Hegel very
naturally found it in the Hindu Trimurti, which indeed is very
like his pantheizing notion of what the Trinity is. Others have
perceived it in the Buddhist Triratna (Soderblom) or (despite
their crass dualism) in some speculations of Parseeism; or,
more frequently, in the notional triad of Platonism (e. g.,
Knapp) while Jules Martin is quite sure that it is present in
son which lies at their
mere syncretism, three

basis.

deities

;

;

Philo's neo-Stoical doctrine of the "powers," especially

when

applied to the explanation of Abraham's three visitors. Of late

have been turned rather to Babylonia; and H. Zimmern finds a possible forerunner of the Trinity in a Father, Son,
and Intercessor, which he discovers in its mythology. It should
years, eyes

be needless to say that none of these triads has the slightest
resemblance to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. The Christian doctrine of the Trinity embodies much more than the
notion of "threeness," and beyond their "threeness" these
triads have nothing in common with it.

As the
so

it is

to

it

doctrine of the Trinity

is

indiscoverable

by

reason,

incapable of proof from reason. There are no analogies

in Nature, not

even in the spiritual nature

of

man, who

is
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God is unique and,

of

God. In His trinitarian mode
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of being,

nothing in the universe like Him
in this respect, so there is nothing which can help us to comprehend Him. Many attempts have, nevertheless, been made to
construct a rational proof of the Trinity of the Godhead.
;

as there

is

Among

these there are two which are particularly attractive,
and have therefore been put forward again and again by speculative thinkers through all the Christian ages. These are derived from the implications, in the one case, of self-consciousness; in the other, of love. Both self -consciousness and love, it
is said,

demand

which the

self

for their

very existence an object over against

If we conceive of God as selfwe cannot help conceiving of
His unity some form of plurality. From

stands as subject.

conscious and loving, therefore,

Him

as embracing in

both arguments have been elaborated,
however, by various thinkers in very varied forms.
The former of them, for example, is developed by a great
seventeenth century theologian
Bartholomew Keckermann
as follows: God is self-conscious thought: and God's
(1614)
thought must have a perfect object, existing eternally before
this general position

—

—

be perfect must be itself God; and as God is
is God must be the God that is one. It
is essentially the same argument which is popularized in a
famous paragraph (§ 73) of Lessing's " The Education of the
Human Race." Must not God have an absolutely perfect representation of Himself
that is, a representation in which
everything that is in Him is found? And would everything
that is in God be found in this representation if His necessary
reality were not found in it? If everything, everything without
exception, that is in God is to be found in this representation,
it cannot, therefore, remain a mere empty image, but must be
an actual duplication of God. It is obvious that arguments like
this prove too much. If God's representation of Himself, to be
perfect, must possess the same kind of reality that He Himself
possesses, it does not seem easy to deny that His representations of everything else must possess objective reality. And
this would be as much as to say that the eternal objective co-

it;

this object to

one, this object which

—
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God can conceive is given in the very idea
open pantheism. The logical flaw lies in including in the perfection of a representation qualities which
are not proper to representations, however perfect. A perfect
representation must, of course, have all the reality proper to
a representation; but objective reality is so little proper to a
representation that a representation acquiring it would cease
to be a representation. This fatal flaw is not transcended, but
only covered up, when the argument is compressed, as it is in
most of its modern presentations, in effect to the mere assertion
existence of
of

all

that

God; and that

is

that the condition of self-consciousness

is

a real distinction be-

tween the thinking subject and the thought object, which, in
God's case, would be between the subject ego and the object
ego. Why, however, we should deny to God the power of selfcontemplation enjoyed by every finite spirit, save at the cost
of the distinct hypostatizing of the contemplant and the contemplated self, it is hard to understand. Nor is it always clear
that what we get is a distinct hypostatization rather than a
distinct substantializing of the contemplant and contemplated
ego: not two persons in the Godhead so much as two Gods.

The discovery

of the third hypostasis

— the

Holy

Spirit

—

remains meanwhile, to all these attempts rationally to construct
a Trinity in the Divine Being, a standing puzzle which finds
only a very artificial solution.

The

case

is

much

the same with the argument derived from

the nature of love. Our sympathies go out to that old Valentinian writer
possibly it was Valentinus himself
who rea-

—
— perhaps he was the
•

soned

"but love

first

so to reason

—
— that "God

is

not love unless there be an object of
love." And they go out more richly still to Augustine, when,
seeking a basis, not for a theory of emanations, but for the
doctrine of the Trinity, he analyzes this love which God is into
the triple implication of "the lover," "the loved" and "the
all

love,"

is

love itself," and sees in this trinary of love an analogue of the

Triune God. It requires, however, only that the argument thus
broadly suggested should be developed into its details for its
artificiality to become apparent. Richard of St. Victor works it
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out as follows It belongs to the nature of amor that it should
turn to another as caritas. This other, in God's case, cannot be
the world; since such love of the world would be inordinate. It
can only be a person; and a person who is God's equal in eternity, power and wisdom. Since, however, there cannot be two
Divine substances, these two Divine persons must form one
:

and the same substance. The best love cannot, however, contwo persons; it must become condilectio by

fine itself to these

the desire that a third should be equally loved as they love one
another. Thus love, when perfectly conceived, leads necessarily
to the Trinity,

be

real.

ner,

and since God

Modern writers

is all

He can be,

this Trinity

must

(Sartorius, Schoberlein, J. Muller, Lieb-

most lately R. H. Gnitzmacher) do not seem to have esimproved upon such a statement as this. And after all

sentially
is

said, it

does not appear clear that God's

own

all-perfect

Be-

ing could not supply a satisfying object of His all-perfect love.
To say that in its very nature love is self-communicative, and
therefore implies an object other than

self,

seems an abuse

of

figurative language.

Perhaps the ontological proof of the Trinity is nowhere
attractively put than by Jonathan Edwards. The peculiarity of his presentation of it lies in an attempt to add plausi-

more

by a doctrine

of the nature of spiritual ideas or ideas
such as thought, love, fear, in general.
Ideas of such things, he urges, are just repetitions of them, so
that he who has an idea of any act of love, fear, anger or any
other act or motion of the mind, simply so far repeats the motion in question; and if the idea be perfect and complete, the
bility to it

of spiritual things,

original

motion

of the

mind is

presses this so far that he

is

absolutely reduplicated.

ready to contend that

if

a

Edwards

man could

have an absolutely perfect idea of all that was in his mind at
any past moment, he would really, to all intents and purposes,
be over again what he was at that moment. And if he could
perfectly contemplate all that is in his mind at any given
moment, as it is and at the same time that it is there in its first
and direct existence, he would really be two at that time, he
would be twice at once: "The idea he has of himself would be
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himself again." This

now

is

the case with the Divine Being.

"God's idea of Himself is absolutely perfect, and therefore is
an express and perfect image of Him, exactly like Him in every
respect.
But that which is the express, perfect image of
God and in every respect like Him is God, to all intents and
.

.

.

is nothing wanting: there is nothing
Deity that renders it the Deity but what has something
exactly answering to it in this image, which will therefore also
render that the Deity." The Second Person of the Trinity being thus attained, the argument advances. "The Godhead being thus begotten of God's loving [having?]] an idea of Himself
and showing forth in a distinct Subsistence or Person in that
idea, there proceeds a most pure act, and an infinitely holy and
sacred energy arises between the Father and the Son in mutually loving and delighting in each other.
The Deity
becomes all act, the Divine essence itself flows out and is as it
were breathed forth in love and joy. So that the Godhead therein
stands forth in yet another manner of Subsistence, and there
proceeds the Third Person in the Trinity, the Holy Spirit, viz.,
the Deity in act, for there is no other act but the act of the will."
The inconclusiveness of the reasoning lies on the surface. The
mind does not consist in its states, and the repetition of its

purposes, because there
in the

.

states

would

.

.

not, therefore, duplicate or triplicate

it.

If it did,

we

should have a plurality of Beings, not of Persons in one
Being. Neither God's perfect idea of Himself nor His perfect

He differs from His idea
and His love of Himself precisely by that which distinguishes
His Being from His acts. When it is said, then, that there is
nothing in the Deity which renders it the Deity but what has
something answering to it in its image of itself, it is enough to
respond
except the Deity itself. What is wanting to the
image to make it a second Deity is just objective reality.
love of Himself reproduces Himself.

—

Inconclusive as

all

such reasoning

is,

however, considered

as rational demonstration of the reality of the Trinity,

it is

very far from possessing no value. It carries home to us in a
very suggestive way the superiority of the Trinitarian conception of God to the conception of Him as an abstract monad,
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and thus brings important rational support to the doctrine of
when once that doctrine has been given us by

the Trinity,

revelation. If

it is

God

ceive of

not quite possible to say that

we cannot con-

and eternal love,
does seem quite neces-

as eternal self-consciousness

without conceiving
sary to say that

Him

as a Trinity,

it

when we conceive Him

as a Trinity,

ness, richness, force are given to our conception of

new

Him

ful-

as a

and therefore we conceive Him
monad, and no one who has ever

self-conscious, loving Being,

more adequately than

as a

once conceived Him as a Trinity can ever again satisfy himself
with a monadistic conception of God. Reason thus not only
performs the important negative service to faith in the Trinity,
of showing the self-consistency of the doctrine and its consistency with other known truth, but brings this positive rational
support to it of discovering in it the only adequate conception
of

God

fore, as

as self-conscious spirit

and

living love. Difficult, there-

the idea of the Trinity in

itself is, it

does not come to

us as an added burden upon our intelligence it brings us rather
the solution of the deepest and most persistent difficulties in
;

our conception of

God

enriches and elevates

as infinite moral Being,

all

and illuminates,

our thought of God. It has accordingly

become a commonplace to say that Christian theism is the
only stable theism. That is as much as to say that theism requires the enriching conception of the Trinity to give

manent hold upon the human mind

— the mind

to rest in the idea of an abstract unity for its

the

human

there

is

heart cries out for the living

that fulness of

life

for

God

finds

it

a per-

it difficult

God; and that
whose Being

in

which the conception

of the

Trinity alone provides.

So strongly

in wide circles that a Trinitarian conworthy idea of God, that there is abroad
a deep-seated unwillingness to allow that God could ever have
made Himself known otherwise than as a Trinity. From this
point of view it is inconceivable that the Old Testament revela-

ception

is

is it felt

essential to a

know nothing of the Trinity. Accordingly, I. A.
Dorner, for example, reasons thus: "If, however
and this is
the faith of universal Christendom
a living idea of God must
tion should

—

—
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be thought in some way after a Trinitarian fashion, it must be
antecedently probable that traces of the Trinity cannot be
lacking in the Old Testament, since its idea of God is a living
or historical one."

Whether there

really exist traces of the idea

Old Testament, however, is a nice question.
Certainly we cannot speak broadly of the revelation of the doctrine of the Trinity in the Old Testament. It is a plain matter
of fact that none who have depended on the revelation embodied in the Old Testament alone have ever attained to
the doctrine of the Trinity. It is another question, however,
whether there may not exist in the pages of the Old Testament
turns of expression or records of occurrences in which one already acquainted with the doctrine of the Trinity may fairly
see indications of an underlying implication of it. The older
writers discovered intimations of the Trinity in such phenomena as the plural form of the Divine name Eldhim, the occasional employment with reference to God of plural pronouns
("Let us make man in our image," Gen. i. 26; iii. 22; xi. 7;
of the Trinity in the

Isa. vi. 8), or of plural

verbs (Gen. xx. 13; xxxv.

7), certain

name of God which seem to distinguish between God and God (Ps. xlv. 6, 7; ex. 1; Hos. i. 7), threefold
liturgical formulas Num. vi. 24, 26; Isa. vi. 3), a certain tendency to hypostatize the conception of Wisdom (Prov. viii.),

repetitions of the

and especially the remarkable phenomena connected with the
appearances of the Angel of Jehovah (Gen. xvi. 2-13, xxii. 11.
16; xxxi. 11, 13; xlviii. 15, 16; Ex.

iii.

2, 4, 5; Jgs. xiii.

20-22).

to appeal, not so much
to specific texts of the Old Testament, as to the very " organism

The tendency

of

more recent authors

is

Old Testament in which there is perceived
an underlying suggestion "that all things owe their existence
and persistence to a threefold cause," both with reference to
the first creation, and, more plainly, with reference to the
of revelation" in the

second creation. Passages like Ps. xxxiii. 6; Isa. lxi. 1; lxiii.
9-12; Hag. ii. 5, 6, in which God and His Word and His Spirit
are brought together, co-causes of effects, are adduced. A tendency is pointed out to hypostatize the Word of God on the one
hand (e. g., Gen. i. 3; Ps. xxxiii. 6; cvii. 20; cxlvii. 15-18; Isa.
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Iv.

Spirit of

God, on the other

10; Ezek.

(e. g.,

and the later Prophets, the
Gen. i. 2; Isa. xlviii. 16; lxiii.

2; viii. 3; Zee. vii. 12). Suggestions

ii.

—
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— in

Isa. for

Messiah are appealed to. And if the occasional occurrence of plural verbs and
pronouns referring to God, and the plural form of the name
instance

(vii.

Mohlm,

are not insisted

14; ix. 6)

of the

upon

Deity

of the

as in themselves evidence of a

multiplicity in the Godhead, yet a certain weight

is

lent

them

God of revelation is no abstract unity,
God, who in the fulness of His life embraces

as witnesses that "the

but the

living, true

The upshot of it all is that it
very generally felt that, somehow, in the Old Testament
development of the idea of God there is a suggestion that the
Deity is not a simple monad, and that thus a preparation is
made for the revelation of the Trinity yet to come. It would
seem clear that we must recognize in the Old Testament doctrine of the relation of God to His revelation by the creative
Word and the Spirit, at least the germ of the distinctions in
the Godhead afterward fully made known in the Christian
revelation. And we can scarcely stop there. After all is said, in
the light of the later revelation, the Trinitarian interpretation
remains the most natural one of the phenomena which the older
the highest variety" (Bavinck).

is

writers frankly interpreted as intimations of the Trinity; es-

Angel
Jehovah no doubt, but also even of such a form of expression
as meets us in the "Let us make man in our image" of Gen. i.

pecially of those connected with the descriptions of the
of

—

for surely verse 27: "And God created man in his own
image," does not encourage us to take the preceding verse as
announcing that man was to be created in the image of the

26

angels. This

is

not an illegitimate reading of

New

ideas back into the text of the Old Testament;

it is

Testament
only read-

ing the text of the Old Testament under the illumination of

the

New

Testament revelation. The Old Testament

may

be

likened to a chamber richly furnished but dimly lighted; the

introduction of light brings into
before; but
it

it

it

nothing which was not in

brings out into clearer view

but was only dimly or even not at

all

much

of

what

perceived before.

is

it

in

The
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mystery of the Trinity is not revealed in the Old Testament;
but the mystery of the Trinity underlies the Old Testament
revelation, and here and there almost comes into view. Thus
the Old Testament revelation of God is not corrected by the
fuller revelation which follows it, but only perfected, extended

and enlarged.
It is an old saying that what becomes patent in the New
Testament was latent in the Old Testament. And it is impor-

tant that the continuity of the revelation of

God

contained in

the two Testaments should not be overlooked or obscured. If

we

find some difficulty in perceiving for ourselves, in the Old
Testament, definite points of attachment for the revelation of
the Trinity, we cannot help perceiving with great clearness in

the

New

Testament abundant evidence that

its

writers felt

no

incongruity whatever between their doctrine of the Trinity

and the Old Testament conception of God. The New Testawriters certainly were not conscious of being "setters

ment

To their own apprehension they worshipped and proclaimed just the God of Israel; and they laid
no less stress than the Old Testament itself upon His unity
forth of strange gods."

(Jn. xvii. 3; I Cor. viii. 4; I Tim. ii. 5). They do not, then, place
two new gods by the side of Jehovah as alike with Him to be
served and worshipped; they conceive Jehovah as Himself at
once Father, Son and Spirit. In presenting this one Jehovah as
Father, Son and Spirit, they do not even betray any lurking
feeling that they are making innovations. Without apparent
misgiving they take over Old Testament passages and apply
them to Father, Son and Spirit indifferently. Obviously they
understand themselves, and wish to be understood, as setting
forth in the Father, Son and Spirit just the one God that the
God of the Old Testament revelation is; and they are as far
as possible from recognizing any breach between themselves
and the Fathers in presenting their enlarged conception of
the Divine Being. This may not amount to saying that they
saw the doctrine of the Trinity everywhere taught in the Old
Testament. It certainly amounts to saying that they saw the
Triune God whom they worshipped in the God of the Old
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no incongruity
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in speaking of

the terms of the Old Testament revelation.

Old Testament was their God, and their God
and their sense of the identity of the two was
so complete that no question as to it was raised in their minds.
The simplicity and assurance with which the New Testa-

The God

was a

of the

Trinity,

ment writers speak of God

as a Trinity have, however, a further

no sense of novelty in so speakundoubtedly in part because it was no longer
a novelty so to speak of Him. It is clear, in other words, that,
as we read the New Testament, we are not witnessing the birth
of a new conception of God. What we meet with in its pages is
implication. If they betray

ing of

Him,

this is

a firmly established conception of

God

underlying and giving

tone to the whole fabric. It is not in a text here and there
that the New Testament bears its testimony to the doctrine

its

The whole book

of the Trinity.

is

Trinitarian to the core;

all

and its
allusions to the Trinity are frequent, cursory, easy and confident. It is with a view to the cursoriness of the allusions to it
in the New Testament that it has been remarked that "the
its

teaching

is

built

on the assumption

doctrine of the Trinity

is

not so

of the Trinity;

much heard

as overheard in

the statements of Scripture." It would be more exact to say
that

it is

not so

much

inculcated as presupposed.

of the Trinity does not appear in the

New

The

doctrine

Testament

in the

making, but as already made. It takes its place in its pages,
as Gunkel phrases it, with an air almost of complaint, already
"in full completeness" (vollig fertig), leaving no trace of its
growth. "There is nothing more wonderful in the history of
human thought," says Sanday, with his eye on the appearance
of the doctrine of the Trinity in the New Testament, "than the
silent and imperceptible way in which this doctrine, to us so
difficult, took its place without struggle
and without con-

— among

—

The explanahowever, simple. Our
New Testament is not a record of the development of the doctrine or of its assimilation. It everywhere presupposes the doctrine as the fixed possession of the Christian community; and
troversy

accepted Christian truths."

tion of this remarkable

phenomenon

is,
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the process by which

it

became the possession

of the Christian

behind the New Testament.
We cannot speak of the doctrine of the Trinity, therefore,
if we study exactness of speech, as revealed in the New Testament, any more than we can speak of it as revealed in the Old
Testament. The Old Testament was written before its revela-

community

lies

New Testament after it. The revelation itself was
made not in word but in deed. It was made in the incarnation
of God the Son, and the outpouring of God the Holy Spirit.
The relation of the two Testaments to this revelation is in the
tion; the

one case that of preparation for it, and in the other that of
product of it. The revelation itself is embodied just in Christ
and the Holy Spirit. This is as much as to say that the revelation of the Trinity
of,

was incidental

to,

and the inevitable

effect

the accomplishment of redemption. It was in the coming of

the Son of

God

in the likeness of sinful flesh to offer Himself

a sacrifice for sin

;

and

in the

coming

of the

vict the world of sin, of righteousness

and

Holy

Spirit to con-

judgment, that
the Trinity of Persons in the Unity of the Godhead was once
for all revealed to men. Those who knew God the Father, who
loved them and gave His own Son to die for them; and the Lord
Jesus Christ, who loved them and delivered Himself up an
offering and sacrifice for them; and the Spirit of Grace, who
loved them and dwelt within them a power not themselves,
making for righteousness, knew the Triune God and could not
think or speak of God otherwise than as triune. The doctrine of
the Trinity, in other words, is simply the modification wrought
in the conception of the one only God by His complete revelation of Himself in the redemptive process. It necessarily
waited, therefore, upon the completion of the redemptive process for its revelation,

and

its

of

revelation, as necessarily, lay

complete in the redemptive process.

From

this

central fact

we may understand more

fully

several circumstances connected with the revelation of the

Trinity to which allusion has been made.

We may

from

it

understand, for example, why the Trinity was not revealed in
the Old Testament. It may carry us a little way to remark, as
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has been customary to remark since the time of Gregory of
Nazianzus, that it was the task of the Old Testament revelation to fix firmly in the minds and hearts of the people of God

it

the great fundamental truth of the unity of the Godhead; and
it

would have been dangerous to speak to them

of the plurality

within this unity until this task had been fully accomplished.

The

real reason for the delay in the revelation of the Trinity,

however,

is

grounded in the secular development of the redempGod the times were not ripe for the revelation

tive purpose of

:

Godhead until the fulness
had come for God to send forth His Son unto redemption, and His Spirit unto sanctification. The revelation
in word must needs wait upon the revelation in fact, to which
it brings its necessary explanation, no doubt, but from which
also it derives its own entire significance and value. The revelation of a Trinity in the Divine unity as a mere abstract
truth without relation to manifested fact, and without significance to the development of the kingdom of God, would have
been foreign to the whole method of the Divine procedure as
it lies exposed to us in the pages of Scripture. Here the workingof the Trinity in the unity of the

of the time

out of the Divine purpose supplies the fundamental principle
to which all else, even the progressive stages of revelation itself,
subsidiary; and advances in revelation are ever closely connected with the advancing accomplishment of the redemptive
purpose. We may understand also, however, from the same
is

central fact,

why

it is

that the doctrine of the Trinity

lies

in

New

Testament rather in the form of allusions than in
express teaching, why it is rather everywhere presupposed,
coming only here and there into incidental expression, than
formally inculcated. It is because the revelation, having been
made in the actual occurrences of redemption, was already the
common property of all Christian hearts. In speaking and
the

writing to one another, Christians, therefore, rather spoke

out of their

common

Trinitarian consciousness, and reminded

one another of their common fund of belief, than instructed
one another in what was already the common property of all.
We are to look for, and we shall find, in the New Testament al-
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lusions to the Trinity, rather evidence of

of

by

how

the Trinity, be-

was conceived by the authoritative teachers
the church, than formal attempts, on their part, by authori-

lieved in

all,

tative declarations, to bring the church into the understanding

that

God

is

a Trinity.

The fundamental proof that God is a Trinity is supplied
thus by the fundamental revelation of the Trinity in fact: that

God the Son and the outpouring
In a word, Jesus Christ and the Holy
Spirit are the fundamental proof of the doctrine of the Trinity.
This is as much as to say that all the evidence of whatever
kind, and from whatever source derived, that Jesus Christ is
God manifested in the flesh, and that the Holy Spirit is a Divine Person, is just so much evidence for the doctrine of the
Trinity; and that when we go to the New Testament for
evidence of the Trinity we are to seek it, not merely in the
is

of

to say, in the incarnation of

God

the

Holy

Spirit.

numerous and inmass of
evidence which the New Testament provides of the Deity of
Christ and the Divine personality of the Holy Spirit. When
we have said this, we have said in effect that the whole mass
of the New Testament is evidence for the Trinity. For the
New Testament is saturated with evidence of the Deity of
Christ and the Divine personality of the Holy Spirit. Precisely
what the New Testament is, is the documentation of the religion of the incarnate Son and of the outpoured Spirit, that
is to say, of the religion of the Trinity, and what we mean by
scattered allusions to the Trinity as such,

structive as they are, but primarily in the whole

nothing but the formulation in
God presupposed in the
religion of the incarnate Son and outpoured Spirit. We may
analyze this conception and adduce proof for every constituent
element of it from the New Testament declarations. We may
show that the New Testament everywhere insists on the unity
of the Godhead; that it constantly recognizes the Father as
the doctrine of the Trinity

is

exact language of the conception of

God, the Son as God and the

Spirit as

God; and that

presents these three to us as distinct Persons. It
sary, however, to enlarge here

on

is

it

cursorily

not neces-

facts so obvious.

We may
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content ourselves with simply observing that to the New Testathere is but one only living and true God; but that to it

ment

Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit are each God in the fullest
sense of the term; and yet Father, Son and Spirit stand over
I, and Thou, and He. In this composite
Testament gives us the doctrine of the Trinity.
For the doctrine of the Trinity is but the statement in wellguarded language of this composite fact. Throughout the
whole course of the many efforts to formulate the doctrine
exactly, which have followed one another during the entire
history of the church, indeed, the principle which has ever determined the result has always been determination to do justice
in conceiving the relations of God the Father, God the Son
and God the Spirit, on the one hand to the unity of God, and,
on the other, to the true Deity of the Son and Spirit and their
distinct personalities. When we have said these three things,
then
that there is but one God, that the Father and the
Son and the Spirit is each God, that the Father and the Son
and the Spirit is each a distinct person
we have enunciated

against each other as

fact the

New

—

—

the doctrine of the Trinity in

That
its

its

completeness.

this doctrine underlies the

whole

New

Testament as

constant presupposition and determines everywhere

its

forms of expression is the primary fact to be noted. We must
not omit explicitly to note, however, that it now and again
its incidental enunciation, comes
more or less completeness of statement.
The passages in which the three Persons of the Trinity are
brought together are much more numerous than, perhaps, is

also, as

occasion arises for

itself to

expression in

generally supposed; but

mal

it

should be recognized that the for-

collocation of the elements of the doctrine naturally

is

which are occasional in their origin
and practical rather than doctrinal in their immediate purpose.
The three Persons already come into view as Divine Persons
in the annunciation of the birth of Our Lord: 'The Holy
Ghost shall come upon thee,' said the angel to Mary, 'and
the power of the Most High shall overshadow thee wherefore
also the holy thing which is to be born shall be called the Son
relatively rare in writings

:

:
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of

God; (Lk.

i.

35 m;

cf.

Mt.

i.

18

ff.).

Here the Holy Ghost

the active agent in the production of an effect which

is

is

also

ascribed to the power of the Most High, and the child thus
brought into the world is given the great designation of "Son
of God." The three Persons are just as clearly brought before
us in the account of Mt. (i. 18 ff.), though the allusions to them
are dispersed through a longer stretch of narrative, in the course
of which the Deity of the child is twice intimated (ver. 21
'It is He that shall save His people from their sins'; ver. 23:
'They shall call His name Immanuel; which is, being interpreted, God-with-us') In the baptismal scene which finds record by all the evangelists at the opening of Jesus' ministry
(Mt. hi. 16, 17; Mk. i. 10, 11; Lk. hi. 21, 22; Jn. i. 32-34), the
three Persons are thrown up to sight in a dramatic picture in
which the Deity of each is strongly emphasized. From the
open heavens the Spirit descends in visible form, and 'a voice
came out of the heavens, Thou art my Son, the Beloved, in
whom I am well pleased.' Thus care seems to have been taken
to make the advent of the Son of God into the world the revelation also of the Triune God, that the minds of men might as
smoothly as possible adjust themselves to the preconditions of
the Divine redemption which was in process of being wrought
.

out.

With

this as a starting-point, the teaching of Jesus is Trini-

He has much to say of God
His Father, from whom as His Son He is in some true sense
distinct, and with whom He is in some equally true sense one.
And He has much to say of the Spirit, who represents Him as
He represents the Father, and by whom He works as the Father
works by Him. It is not merely in the Gospel of John that
such representations occur in the teaching of Jesus. In the Synoptics, too, Jesus claims a Sonship to God which is unique (Mt.
xi. 27; xxiv. 36; Mk. xiii. 32; Lk. x. 22; in the following pastarianly conditioned throughout.

"Son of God" is attributed to Him and
Him: Mt. iv. 6; viii. 29; xiv. 33; xxvii. 40, 43,

sages the title of

ac-

cepted by

54;

Mk.

iii.

xi. 27),

11; xv. 39; Lk. iv. 41; xxii. 70;

cf.

Jn.

i.

34, 49; ix. 35;

and which involves an absolute community between
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the two in knowledge, say, and power: both Mt. (xi. 27) and
Lk. (x. 22) record His great declaration that He knows the
Father and the Father knows Him with perfect mutual knowledge: "No one knoweth the Son, save the Father; neither doth
any know the Father, save the Son." In the Synoptics, too,
Jesus speaks of employing the Spirit of God Himself for the

performance of His works, as if the activities of God were at
or as Luke has it,
His disposal: "I by the Spirit of God"
"by the finger of God"
"cast out demons" (Mt. xii. 28;
Lk. xi. 20; cf. the promise of the Spirit in Mk. xiii. 11; Lk.

—

xii.

—

12).

It

is

in the discourses recorded in John, however, that Jesus

most copiously refers to the unity of Himself, as the Son, with
the Father, and to the mission of the Spirit from Himself as
the dispenser of the Divine activities. Here He not only with
great directness declares that He and the Father are one (x.
30;

cf. xvii.

11, 21, 22, 25)

("The Father

is

in me,

and

with a unity of interpenetration
I in the Father," x. 38; cf. xvi. 10,

have seen Him was to have seen the Father
but He removes all doubt as to the essential
nature of His oneness with the Father by explicitly asserting
His eternity ("Before Abraham was born, I am," Jn. viii. 58),
His co-eternity with God ("had with thee before the world
was," xvii. 5; cf. xvii. 18; vi. 62), His eternal participation in
the Divine glory itself ("the glory which I had with thee,"
in fellowship, community with Thee "before the world was,"
xvii. 5). So clear is it that in speaking currently of Himself as
God's Son (v. 25; ix. 35; xi. 4; cf. x. 36), He meant, in accord11), so that to

(xiv. 9; cf. xv. 21)

;

ance with the underlying significance of the idea of sonship in
Semitic speech (founded on the natural implication that whatever the father is that the son is also; cf. xvi. 15; xvii. 10), to
make Himself, as the Jews with exact appreciation of His
meaning perceived, "equal with God" (v. 18), or, to put it
brusquely, just "God" (x. 33). How He, being thus equal or
rather identical with God, was in the world, He explains as
involving a coming forth (e£r}\dov, exelthori) on His part, not
merely from the presence of God (awo, apo, xvi. 30; cf. xiii. 3)
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or from fellowship with God (irapa, para,
from out of God Himself (4k, ek, viii. 42;

xvi. 27;xvii. 8),
xvi. 28).

And

but

in the

very act of thus asserting that His eternal home is in the depths
of the Divine Being, He throws up, into as strong an emphasis
as stressed pronouns can convey, His personal distinctness from
the Father. 'If God were your Father/ says He (viii. 42), 'ye
would love me: for I came forth and am come out of God; for
neither have I come of myself, but it was He that sent me.'
Again, He says (xvi. 26, 27) 'In that day ye shall ask in my
name and I say not unto you that I will make request of the
Father for you; for the Father Himself loveth you, because ye
have loved me, and have believed that it was from fellowship
with the Father that I came forth; I came from out of the Father,
and have come into the world.' Less pointedly, but still dis:

:

tinctly,

He

says again

(xvii. 8)

'
:

They know

of a truth that it

was from fellowship with Thee that I came forth, and they believed that it was Thou that didst send me.' It is not necessary
to illustrate more at large a form of expression so characteristic
of the discourses of Our Lord recorded by John that it meets us
on every page a form of expression which combines a clear implication of a unity of Father and Son which is identity of Being,
and an equally clear implication of a distinction of Person between them such as allows not merely for the play of emotions
between them, as, for instance, of love (xvii. 24; cf. xv. 9 [iii.
35]; xiv. 31), but also of an action and reaction upon one another which argues a high measure, if not of exteriority, yet
certainly of exteriorization. Thus, to instance only one of the
most outstanding facts of Our Lord's discourses (not indeed
confined to those in John's Gospel, but found also in His sayings recorded in the Synoptists, as e. g., Lk. iv. 43 [cf.
Mk. i.
:

||

38];

ix.

48; x. 16;

iv.

34; v. 32;

vii.

represents Himself as on the one

19;xix. 10),

hand sent by God, and

the other, having come forth from the Father
42; x. 36; xvii. 3; v. 23,
It

is

more important

et

He continually
(e. g.,

as,

Jn.

on

viii.

saepe).

to point out that these

interrelationship are not confined to the Father

phenomena of
and Son, but

are extended also to the Spirit. Thus, for example, in a context

:
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which Our Lord had emphasized in the strongest manner
His own essential unity and continued interpenetration with
the Father ("If ye had known me, ye would have known my
Father also"; "He that hath seen me hath seen the Father";
"I am in the Father, and the Father in me"; "The Father
abiding in me doeth his works," Jn. xiv. 7, 9, 10), we read as
follows (Jn. xiv. 16-26): 'And I will make request of the
in

Father,

and He

shall give

you another [thus sharply

distin-

guished from Our Lord as a distinct Person] Advocate, that
He may be with you forever, the Spirit of Truth ... He
abideth with you and shall be in you. I will not leave you orphans; I come unto you. ... In that day ye shall know
that I am in the Father. ... If a man love me, he will
keep my word; and my Father will love him and we [that is,
both Father and Son] will come unto him and make our abode
with him.
These things have I spoken unto you while
abiding with you. But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom
the Father will send in my name, He shall teach you all things,
and bring to your remembrance all that / said unto you.' It
would be impossible to speak more distinctly of three who were
yet one. The Father, Son and Spirit are constantly distinguished from one another
the Son makes request of the
Father, and the Father in response to this request gives an
Advocate, "another" than the Son, who is sent in the Son's
name. And yet the oneness of these three is so kept in sight
that the coming of this "another Advocate" is spoken of without embarrassment as the coming of the Son Himself (vs. 18,
19, 20, -21), and indeed as the coming of the Father and the
Son (ver. 23). There is a sense, then, in which, when Christ
goes away, the Spirit comes in His stead; there is also a sense
in which, when the Spirit comes, Christ comes in Him; and
with Christ's coming the Father comes too. There is a distinction between the Persons brought into view; and with it an
identity among them; for both of which allowance must be
made. The same phenomena meet us in other passages. Thus,
we read again (xv. 26) But when there is come the Advocate
whom / will send unto you from [fellowship with] the Father,
.

.

.

—

1
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the Spirit of Truth, which goeth forth from [fellowship with]
the Father,

He

In the compass of
intimated that the Spirit is personally

shall bear witness of me.'

this single verse, it is

yet, like Him, has His eternal home
with the Father, from whom He, like the Son,
comes forth for His saving work, being sent thereunto, however, not in this instance by the Father, but by the Son.
This last feature is even more strongly emphasized in yet
another passage in which the work of the Spirit in relation
to the Son is presented as closely parallel with the work of
the Son in relation to the Father (xvi. 5ff.). 'But now I go
unto Him that sent me.
Nevertheless I tell you the
truth: it is expedient for you that I go away; for, if I go not
away the Advocate will not come unto you; but if I go I will
send Him unto you. And He, after He is come, will convict
the world ... of righteousness because I go to the Father
and ye behold me no more. ... I have yet many things to
say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when
He, the Spirit of truth is come, He shall guide you into all the
truth; for He shall not speak from Himself; but what things
soever He shall hear, He shall speak, and He shall declare unto
you the things that are to come. He shall glorify me: for He
shall take of mine and shall show it unto you. All things whatsoever the Father hath are mine: therefore said I that He taketh
of mine, and shall declare it unto you.' Here the Spirit is sent
by the Son, and comes in order to complete and apply the Son's
work, receiving His whole commission from the Son
not,
however, in derogation of the Father, because when we speak
of the things of the Son, that is to speak of the things of the

distinct

from the Son, and

(in fellowship)

.

.

.

—

Father.
It is not to

be said, of course, that the doctrine of the
formulated in passages like these, with which the
whole mass of Our Lord's discourses in John are strewn; but
it certainly is presupposed in them, and that is, considered from
the point of view of their probative force, even better. As we
read we are kept in continual contact with three Persons who
act, each as a distinct person, and yet who are in a deep, underTrinity

is
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is

not only represents

is

God but

is

God, and

the Son has in turn sent unto the world

this

also

is

Himself God. Nothing could be clearer than that the Son and
Spirit are distinct Persons, unless indeed it be that the Son of

God

is

just

God

the Son and the Spirit of

God

just

God

the

Spirit.

Meanwhile, the nearest approach to a formal announceof the doctrine of the Trinity which is recorded from Our
Lord's lips, or, perhaps we may say, which is to be found in
the whole compass of the New Testament, has been preserved
for us, not by John, but by one of the synoptists. It too, however, is only incidentally introduced, and has for its main object something very different from formulating the doctrine
of the Trinity. It is embodied in the great commission which
the resurrected Lord gave His disciples to be their "marching orders" "even unto the end of the world": "Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them into
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit"
(Mt. xxviii. 19) In seeking to estimate the significance of this

ment

.

we must bear in mind the high solemnity
by which we are required to give its full value
to every word of it. Its phrasing is in any event, however, remarkable. It does not say, "In the names [plural] of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost"; nor yet (what
might be taken to be equivalent to that), "In the name of the
Father, and in the name of the Son, and in the name of the
Holy Ghost," as if we had to deal with three separate Beings.
great declaration,
of the utterance,

Nor, on the other hand, does it say, " In the name of the Father,
Son and Holy Ghost," as if "the Father, Son and Holy Ghost"
might be taken as merely three designations of a single person.
With stately impressiveness it asserts the unity of the three by
combining them all within the bounds of the single Name and
then throws up into emphasis the distinctness of each by introducing them in turn with the repeated article: "In the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost" (Au;
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thorized Version). These three, the Father, and the Son, and

the Holy Ghost, each stand in some clear sense over against the
others in distinct personality: these three, the Father, and

the Son, and the Holy Ghost,

some profound sense
to comprehend the implication of this mode of statement, we must
bear in mind, further, the significance of the term, "the name,"
and the associations laden with which it came to the recipients
of this commission. For the Hebrew did not think of the name,
as we are accustomed to do, as a mere external symbol; but
in the

common

unite in

all

Name. Fully

participation of the one

rather as the adequate expression of the innermost being of

the

Name

of

its

name the Being of God finds expression; and
"this glorious and fearful name, Jehovah
God

bearer. In His

—

—

God"

(Deut. xxviii. 58)
was accordingly a most sacred
thing, being indeed virtually equivalent to God Himself. It is

thy

no solecism,

name

therefore,

when we read

(Isa. xxx. 27),

"Behold,

Jehovah cometh"; and the parallelisms are most
instructive when we read (Isa. lix. 19)
So shall they fear the
Name of Jehovah from the west, and His glory from the rising
of the sun; for He shall come as a stream pent in which the
Spirit of Jehovah driveth.' So pregnant was the implication
of the Name, that it was possible for the term to stand absothe

of

'

:

lutely,

without adjunction of the name

thing to 'blaspheme the

Name'

as the sufficient

itself,

representative of the majesty of Jehovah:

it

was a

terrible

(Lev. xxiv. 11). All those

whom Jehovah's Name was called were His, His possession
whom He owed protection. It is for His Name's sake, there-

over
to

fore, that afflicted

Judah

cries to the

iour thereof in time of trouble

Hope

of Israel, the

Jehovah,

'
:

Thou

Sav-

art in the

and Thy Name is called upon us; leave us not'
and His people find the appropriate expression of
their deepest shame in the lament, We have become as they
over whom Thou never barest rule; as they upon whom Thy
Name was not called' (Isa. lxiii. 19); while the height of joy
is attained in the cry, 'Thy Name, Jehovah, God of Hosts,
is called upon me' (Jer. xv. 16; cf. II Chron. vii. 14; Dan. ix.
18, 19). When, therefore, Our Lord commanded His disciples
midst of

us,

(Jer. xiv. 9)

;

'
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they brought to His obedience "into

He was using language charged to them
with high meaning. He could not have been understood otherwise than as substituting for the Name of Jehovah this other
Name "of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost";
the

name

of

.

.

.

,"

have meant to His disciples anynow to be known to them by
the new Name, of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy
Ghost. The only alternative would have been that, for the
community which He was founding, Jesus was supplanting
Jehovah by a new God; and this alternative is no less than
monstrous. There is no alternative, therefore, to understanding Jesus here to be giving for His community a new Name to
Jehovah and that new Name to be the threefold Name of
"the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost." Nor is there
room for doubt that by "the Son" in this threefold Name, He
meant just Himself with all the implications of distinct personality which this carries with it; and, of course, that further
carries with it. the equally distinct personality of "the Father"
and "the Holy Ghost," with whom "the Son" is here associated, and from whom alike "the Son" is here distinguished.
This is a direct ascription to Jehovah the God of Israel, of a
threefold personality, and is therewith the direct enunciation

and

this could not possibly

thing else than that Jehovah was

of the doctrine of the Trinity.

We

are not witnessing here the

birth of the doctrine of the Trinity; that

we

are witnessing

Trinity as the

is

God

is

presupposed.

What

the authoritative announcement of the

of Christianity

by

its

Founder, in one of

the most solemn of His recorded declarations. Israel had wor-

shipped the one only true

God under

the

Name

of

Jehovah;

same one only and true God
"the Father, and the Son, and the Holy

Christians are to worship the

under the Name of
Ghost." This is the distinguishing characteristic of Christians;
and that is as much as to say that the doctrine of the Trinity
is, according to Our Lord's own apprehension of it, the distinctive mark of the religion which He founded.
A passage of such range of implication has, of course, not
escaped criticism and challenge. An attempt which cannot be
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characterized as other than frivolous has even been

made

to

Matthew's Gospel. Against this, the
whole body of external evidence cries out; and the internal
evidence is of itself not less decisive to the same effect. When
the "universalism,'' "ecclesiasticism," and "high theology"
dismiss

it

from the text

of

of the passage are pleaded against its genuineness, it

gotten that to the Jesus of

Matthew

is

for-

there are attributed not

only such parables as those of the Leaven and the Mustard
Seed, but such declarations as those contained in

viii. 11,

12;

Gospel alone is Jesus recorded
as speaking familiarly about His church (xvi. 18; xviii. 17);
and that, after the great declaration of xi. 27 ff., nothing remained in lofty attribution to be assigned to Him. When these
same objections are urged against recognizing the passage as
an authentic saying of Jesus own, it is quite obvious that the
Jesus of the evangelists cannot be in mind. The declaration
here recorded is quite in character with the Jesus of Matthew's
Gospel, as has just been intimated; and no less with the Jesus
of the whole New Testament transmission. It will scarcely do,
first to construct a priori a Jesus to our own liking, and then to
xxi. 43; xxiv. 14; that in this

'

discard as " unhistorical "

all

in the

New

Testament trans-

mission which would be unnatural to such a Jesus. It
these discarded passages but our a priori Jesus which

is
is

not
un-

In the present instance, moreover, the historicity of
is protected by an important historical relation in which it stands. It is not merely Jesus who speaks out
of a Trinitarian consciousness, but all the New Testament
writers as well. The universal possession by His followers of so
firm a hold on such a doctrine requires the assumption that
some such teaching as is here attributed to Him was actually
contained in Jesus' instructions to His followers. Even had it
not been attributed to Him in so many words by the record,
we should have had to assume that some such declaration had
been made by Him. In these circumstances, there can be no
good reason to doubt that it was made by Him, when it is
historical.

the assailed saying

Him by the record.
turn from the discourses of Jesus to the writings

expressly attributed to

When we
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view to observing how the assumption
whole fabric also,
we naturally go first of all to the letters of Paul. Their very
mass is impressive; and the definiteness with which their composition within a generation of the death of Jesus may be fixed
adds importance to them as historical witnesses. Certainly they
leave nothing to be desired in the richness of their testimony
to the Trinitarian conception of God which underlies them.
Throughout the whole series, from I Thess., which comes from
about 52 a.d., to II Tim., which was written about 68 a.d., the
redemption, which it is their one business to proclaim and commend, and all the blessings which enter into it or accompany
it are referred consistently to a threefold Divine causation.
Everywhere, throughout their pages, God the Father, the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit appear as the joint objects
of all religious adoration, and the conjunct source of all Divine
operations. In the freedom of the allusions which are made to
them, now and again one alone of the three is thrown up into
prominent view; but more often two of them are conjoined in
of His followers with a

of the doctrine of the Trinity underlies their

thanksgiving or prayer; and not infrequently all three are
brought together as the apostle strives to give some adequate
expression to his sense of indebtedness to the Divine source of
all good for blessings received, or to his longing on behalf of
himself or of his readers for further communion with the God
of grace. It is regular for him to begin his Epistles with a prayer
for " grace and peace" for his readers, "from God our Father,
and the Lord Jesus Christ," as the joint source of these Divine
blessings by way of eminence (Rom. i. 7 I Cor. i. 3 II Cor. i.
2 Gal. i. 3 Eph. i. 2 Phil. i. 2 II Thess. i. 2,1 Tim. i. 2 II Tim.
i. 2; Philem. ver. 3; cf. I Thess. i. 1). It is obviously no departure from this habit in the essence of the matter, but only in
relative fulness of expression, when in the opening words of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"and the Lord Jesus
we read merely: "Grace to you and

the Epistle to the Colossians the clause

Christ"

is

omitted, and

peace from God our Father." So also it would have been no
departure from it in the essence of the matter, but only in
relative fulness of expression,

if

in

any instance the name

of
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the Holy Spirit had chanced to be adjoined to the other two,
as in the single instance of II Cor.

xiii.

14

it is

adjoined to them

which Paul ends his letters,
and which ordinarily takes the simple form of, "the grace of
our Lord Jesus Christ be with you" (Rom. xvi. 20; I Cor. xvi.

in the closing prayer for grace with

23; Gal. vi. 18; Phil, iv, 23; I Thess. v. 28; II Thess. hi. 18;
Philem. ver. 25; more expanded form, Eph. vi. 23, 24; more
compressed, Col. iv. 18; I Tim. vi. 21; II Tim. iv. 22; Tit. hi.

Between these opening and closing passages the allusions
the Father, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit
are constant and most intricately interlaced. Paul's mono15).

to

God

theism

is

intense the
:

first

premise of

all his

thought on Divine

God (Rom. iii. 30; I Cor. viii. 4; Gal iii.
20; Eph. iv. 6; I Tim. ii. 5; cf. Rom. xvi. 22; I Tim. i. 17). Yet
to him God the Father is no more God than the Lord Jesus
Christ is God, or the Holy Spirit is God. The Spirit of God is
to him related to God as the spirit of man is to man (I Cor. ii.
11), and therefore if the Spirit of God dwells in us, that is God
dwelling in us (Rom. viii. 10 ff.), and we are by that fact constituted temples of God (I Cor. iii. 16). And no expression is
things

is

the unity of

too strong for

He

him

to use in order to assert the

Godhead

of

"our great God" (Tit. ii. 13); He is "God over
all" (Rom. ix. 5); and indeed it is expressly declared of Him
that the "fulness of the Godhead," that is, everything that
enters into Godhead and constitutes it Godhead, dwells in
Him. In the very act of asserting his monotheism Paul takes
Our Lord up into this unique Godhead. "There is no God but
one," he roundly asserts, and then illustrates and proves this
assertion by remarking that the heathen may have "gods
many, and lords many," but "to us there is one God, the
Father, of whom are all things, and we unto him; and one Lord,
Jesus Christ, through whom are all things, and we through
him" (I Cor. viii. 6). Obviously, this "one God, the Father,"
and "one Lord, Jesus Christ," are embraced together in the
one God who alone is. Paul's conception of the one God,
whom alone he worships, includes, in other words, a recogniChrist:

is

tion that within the unity of His Being, there exists such a
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distinction of Persons as is given us in the "one God, the
Father" and the "one Lord, Jesus Christ."
In numerous passages scattered through Paul's Epistles,
from the earliest of them (I Thess. i. 2-5; II Thess. ii. 13, 14)
to the latest (Tit. hi. 4-6; II Tim. i. 3, 13, 14), all three Persons,
God the Father, the Lord Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, are
brought together, in the most incidental manner, as co-sources
of all the saving blessings which come to believers in Christ.
A typical series of such passages may be found in Eph. ii. 18;
iii. 2-5, 14, 17; iv. 4-6; v. 18-20. But the most interesting instances are offered to us perhaps by the Epistles to the Corinthians. In I Cor. xii. 4-6 Paul presents the abounding spiritual
gifts with which the church was blessed in a threefold aspect,
and connects these aspects with the three Divine Persons.
"Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit. And
there are diversities of ministrations, and the same Lord. And
there are diversities of workings, but the same God, who worketh all things in all." It may be thought that there is a measure
of what might almost be called artificiality in assigning the
endowments of the church, as they are graces to the Spirit, as
they are services to Christ, and as they are energizings to God.

But thus there

is

only the more strikingly revealed the under-

lying Trinitarian conception as dominating the structure of

the clauses: Paul clearly so writes, not because "gifts," "workings," "operations" stand out in his thought as greatly diverse
things, but because God, the Lord, and the Spirit lie in the
back of his mind constantly suggesting a threefold causality
behind every manifestation of grace. The Trinity is alluded to
rather than asserted; but it is so alluded to as to show that it
constitutes the determining basis of all Paul's thought of the
God of redemption. Even more instructive is II Cor. xiii. 14,
which has passed into general liturgical use in the churches as
a benediction: "The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the
love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit, be with
you all." Here the three highest redemptive blessings are
brought together, and attached distributively to the three
Persons of the Triune God. There is again no formal teaching

;
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of the doctrine of the Trinity; there

is

only another instance of

natural speaking out of a Trinitarian consciousness. Paul

is

simply thinking of the Divine source of these great blessings;
but he habitually thinks of this Divine source of redemptive

He therefore does not say, as
he might just as well have said, "The grace and love and communion of God be with you all," but "The grace of the Lord
blessings after a trinal fashion.

Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the

Holy

Spirit,

sciously but

the

be with you

most

all."

Thus he

communion

of the

bears, almost uncon-

richly, witness to the trinal

composition of

Godhead as conceived by Him.
The phenomena of Paul's Epistles

are repeated in the other
Testament. In these other writings also it
is everywhere assumed that the redemptive activities of God
rest on a threefold source in God the Father, the Lord Jesus
Christ, and the Holy Spirit; and these three Persons repeatedly
come forward together in the expressions of Christian hope or
the aspirations of Christian devotion (e. g., Heb. ii. 3, 4; vi.
4-6; x. 29-31; I Pet. i. 2; ii. 3-12; iv. 13-19; I Jn. v. 4-8; Jude
vs. 20, 21; Rev. i. 4-6). Perhaps as typical instances as any are
supplied by the two following: "According to the foreknowledge of God the Father, in sanctification of the Spirit, unto
obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ" (I Pet.
i. 2); "Praying in the Holy Spirit, keep yourselves in the love
of God, looking for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto
eternal life" (Jude vs. 20, 21). To these may be added the
highly symbolical instance from the Apocalypse: Grace to
you and peace from Him which is and was and which is to come
and from the Seven Spirits which are before His throne; and

writings of the

New

1

from Jesus Christ, who is the faithful witness, the firstborn of
the dead, and the ruler of the kings of the earth' (Rev. i. 4, 5).
Clearly these writers, too, write out of a fixed Trinitarian consciousness and bear their testimony to the universal under-

standing current in apostolical

circles.

Everywhere and by

all

understood that the one God whom Christians
worshipped and from whom alone they expected redemption
and all that redemption brought with it, included within His

it

was

fully
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the Father, the Lord Jesus

whose

activities relatively to one
another are conceived as distinctly personal. This is the uniform and pervasive testimony of the New Testament, and it is
the more impressive that it is given with such unstudied natur-

Christ,

Spirit,

alness and simplicity, with no effort to distinguish between
what have come to be called the ontological and the economical aspects of the Trinitarian distinctions, and indeed without

apparent consciousness of the existence of such a distinction of
Whether God is thought of in Himself or in His operations, the underlying conception runs unaffectedly into trinal

aspects.

forms.
It will not have escaped observation that the Trinitarian
terminology of Paul and the other writers of the New Testament is not precisely identical with that of Our Lord as recorded

for us in His discourses. Paul, for

true of the other

example

New Testament writers

not speak, as Our Lord

is

— and the same
— does
is

(except John)

recorded as speaking, of the Father,

Holy Spirit, so much as of God, the Lord Jesus
and the Holy Spirit. This difference of terminology

the Son, and the
Christ,

measure in the different relations in
which the speakers stand to the Trinity. Our Lord could not
naturally speak of Himself, as one of the Trinitarian Persons,
by the designation of "the Lord," while the designation of
"the Son," expressing as it does His consciousness of close relation, and indeed of exact similarity, to God, came naturally to
His lips. But He was Paul's Lord; and Paul naturally thought
and spoke of Him as such. In point of fact, "Lord" is one of
Paul's favorite designations of Christ, and indeed has become
with him practically a proper name for Christ, and in point of
fact, his Divine Name for Christ. It is naturally, therefore, his
Trinitarian name for Christ. Because when he thinks of Christ
as Divine he calls Him "Lord," he naturally, when he thinks
of the three Persons together as the Triune God, sets Him as
"Lord" by the side of God
Paul's constant name for "the
Father"
and the Holy Spirit. Question may no doubt be
raised whether it would have been possible for Paul to have
finds its account in large

—

—
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done this, especially with the constancy with which he has
done it, if, in his conception of it, the very essence of the Trinity
were enshrined in the terms "Father" and "Son." Paul is
thinking of the Trinity, to be sure, from the point of view of a
worshipper, rather than from that of a systematizer. He designates the Persons of the Trinity therefore rather from his relations to them than from their relations to one another. He sees
in the Trinity his God, his Lord, and the Holy Spirit who
dwells in him; and naturally he so speaks currently of the three
Persons. It remains remarkable, nevertheless, if the very essence of the Trinity were thought of by him as resident in the
terms "Father," "Son," that in his numerous allusions to the
Trinity in the Godhead, he never betrays any sense of this. It
is

noticeable also that in their allusions to the Trinity, there

preserved, neither in Paul nor in the other writers of the

is

New

Testament, the order of the names as they stand in Our Lord's
great declaration (Mt. xxviii. 19). The reverse order occurs,
indeed, occasionally, as, for example, in I Cor. xii. 4-6 (cf.
Eph. iv. 4-6); and this may be understood as a climactic arrangement and so far a testimony to the order of Mt. xxviii.
19. But the order is very variable; and in the most formal enumeration of the three Persons, that of II Cor. xiii. 14, it stands
thus Lord, God, Spirit. The question naturally suggests itself
whether the order Father, Son, Spirit was especially significant
to Paul and his fellow-writers of the New Testament. If in their
conviction the very essence of the doctrine of the Trinity was
embodied in this order, should we not anticipate that there
should appear in their numerous allusions to the Trinity some
:

suggestion of this conviction?

have a bearing upon the testimony of
Testament to the interrelations of the Persons of the

Such
the

facts as these

New

Trinity.

To

the fact of the Trinity

in the unity of the
of

whom

tion

Godhead

— to the

fact, that

is,

that

there subsist three Persons, each

has his particular part in the working out of salva-

— the New Testament testimony

vasive and conclusive. There

is

is clear,

consistent, per-

included in this testimony

constant and decisive witness to the complete and undiminished
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Deity of each of these Persons; no language is too exalted to
apply to each of them in turn in the effort to give expression
to the writer's sense of His Deity: the name that is given to
each is fully understood to be "the name that is above every
name." When we attempt to press the inquiry behind the broad
fact, however, with a view to ascertaining exactly how the New
Testament writers conceive the three Persons to be related,
the one to the other, we meet with great difficulties. Nothing
could seem more natural, for example, than to assume that the
mutual relations of the Persons of the Trinity are revealed in
the designations, "the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit,"
which are given them by Our Lord in the solemn formula of
Mt. xxviii. 19. Our confidence in this assumption is somewhat
shaken, however, when we observe, as we have just observed,
that these designations are not carefully preserved in their allu-

by the writers of the New Testament at
but are characteristic only of Our Lord's allusions and
those of John, whose modes of speech in general very closely
resemble those of Our Lord. Our confidence is still further
shaken when we observe that the implications with respect to
the mutual relations of the Trinitarian Persons, which are ordinarily derived from these designations, do not so certainly
sions to the Trinity

large,

lie

in

them

It

may

as is commonly supposed.
be very natural to see in the designation "Son" an

intimation of subordination and derivation of Being, and

may not be difficult to ascribe

it

a similar connotation to the term

But

it is quite certain that this was not the denotaterm in the Semitic consciousness, which underlies the phraseology of Scripture; and it may even be thought
doubtful whether it was included even in their remoter sugges-

"Spirit."

tion of either

tions.

What

underlies the conception of sonship in Scriptural

speech

is

is also.

The emphatic

just "likeness";

whatever the father

application of the term

is

that the son

"Son"

to one of

the Trinitarian Persons, accordingly, asserts rather His equality

with the Father than His subordination to the Father; and if
there is any implication of derivation in it, it would appear to
be very distant. The adjunction of the adjective "only begot-
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ten"

(Jn.

14;

i.

iii.

16-18; I Jn.

iv. 9)

need add only the idea

of uniqueness, not of derivation (Ps. xxii. 20; xxv. 16; xxxv. 17;

Wisd. vii. 22 m.); and even such a phrase as "God only begotten" (Jn. i. 18 m.) may contain no implication of derivation,
but only of absolutely unique consubstantiality; as also such
a phrase as "the first-begotten of all creation" (Col. i. 15) may
convey no intimation of coming into being, but merely assert
priority of existence. In like manner, the designation "Spirit
of God" or "Spirit of Jehovah," which meets us frequently in
the Old Testament, certainly does not convey the idea there
either of derivation or of subordination, but is just the executive

name

of

God

— the designation of God from the point of
—

His activity
and imports accordingly identity with
God; and there is no reason to suppose that, in passing from
the Old Testament to the New Testament, the term has taken
on an essentially different meaning. It happens, oddly enough,
moreover, that we have in the New Testament itself what
amounts almost to formal definitions of the two terms "Son"
and "Spirit," and in both cases the stress is laid on the notion
of equality or sameness. In Jn. v. 18 we read: On this account,
therefore, the Jews sought the more to kill him, because, not
only did he break the Sabbath, but also called God his own
Father, making himself equal to God.' The point lies, of course,
in the adjective "own." Jesus was, rightly, understood to call
God "his own Father," that is, to use the terms "Father" and
"Son" not in a merely figurative sense, as when Israel was
called God's son, but in the real sense. And this was understood
to be claiming to be all that God is. To be the Son of God in any
sense was to be like God in that sense; to be God's own Son was
to be exactly like God, to be "equal with God." Similarly, we
read in I Cor. ii. 10, 11: 'For the Spirit searcheth all things,
yea, the deep things of God. For who of men knoweth the things
of a man, save the spirit of man which is in him? Even so the
things of God none knoweth, save the Spirit of God.' Here the
Spirit appears as the substrate of the Divine self-consciousness,
the principle of God's knowledge of Himself He is, in a word,
just God Himself in the innermost essence of His Being. As

view

of

'

:
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the spirit of man is the seat of human life, the very life of
man itself, so the Spirit of God is His very life-element. How
can He be supposed, then, to be subordinate to God, or to de-

Being from God? If, however, the subordination of the
Spirit to the Father in modes of subsistence and their
derivation from the Father are not implicates of their designation as Son and Spirit, it will be hard to find in the New
Testament compelling evidence of their subordination and
rive His

Son and

derivation.

There
tion," as

is,

it is

of course,

no question that in " modes

technically called

— that

is

of opera-

to say, in the functions

ascribed to the several Persons of the Trinity in the redemptive
process, and,

the world
pressed.
is

more broadly,

— the

principle

The Father

is first,

third, in the operations of

and very

in the entire dealing of
of

subordination

the Son

God

is

is

God with

clearly

ex-

second, and the Spirit

as revealed to us in general,

especially in those operations

by which redemption

accomplished. Whatever the Father does, He does through
the Son (Rom. ii. 16; hi. 22; v. 1, 11, 17, 21; Eph. i. 5; I Thess.

is

by the Spirit. The Son is sent by the Father
and does His Father's will (Jn. vi. 38) the Spirit is sent by the
Son and does not speak from Himself, but only takes of
Christ's and shows it unto His people (Jn. xvii. 7 ff.) and we
have Our Lord's own word for it that one that is sent is not
greater than he that sent him' (Jn. xiii. 16). In crisp decisiveness, Our Lord even declares, indeed: 'My Father is greater
than I (Jn. xiv. 28) and Paul tells us that Christ is God's,
even as we are Christ's (I Cor. hi. 23), and that as Christ is
"the head of every man," so God is "the head of Christ" (I
v. 9; Tit. hi. v)

;

;

'

'

Cor.

;

xi. 3).

But

it is

tion rules also in

not so clear that the principle of subordina-

"modes

of subsistence," as

it is

technically

phrased; that is to say, in the necessary relation of the Persons
of the Trinity to one another. The very richness and variety
of the expression of their subordination, the one to the other,
in

modes

of operation, create a difficulty in attaining certainty

whether they are represented as also subordinate the one to
the other in modes of subsistence. Question is raised in each

;
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modes

case of apparent intimation of subordination in
sistence,

whether

may

it

not, after

all,

of sub-

be explicable as only

another expression of subordination in modes of operation. It
be natural to assume that a subordination in modes of
operation rests on a subordination in modes of subsistence;

may

that the reason

why

it is

the Father that sends the Son and

the Son that sends the Spirit

is

that the Son

the Father, and the Spirit to the Son.
in

mind that

ation

may

But we

is

these relations of subordination in

just as well be

between the Persons

subordinate to

are

bound to bear
modes of oper-

due to a convention, an agreement,

of the Trinity

— by virtue

—a

"

Covenant"

as

it is

which a distinct function in
the work of redemption is voluntarily assumed by each. It is
eminently desirable, therefore, at the least, that some definite
evidence of subordination in modes of subsistence should be
technically called

discoverable before

it is

of

assumed. In the case of the relation of

the Son to the Father, there

is

the added difficulty of the in-

by the assumption of a creaturely
union with Himself, enters into new relations with

carnation, in which the Son,

nature into

the Father of a definitely subordinate character. Question has
even been raised whether the very designations of Father and
Son may not be expressive of these new relations, and therefore without significance with respect to the eternal relations
of the Persons so designated. This question must certainly be
answered in the negative. Although, no doubt, in many of the
instances in which the terms " Father" and "Son" occur, it
would be possible to take them of merely economical relations,
there ever remain some which are intractable to this treatment, and we may be sure that "Father" and "Son" are applied to their eternal

as

we have

seen,

and necessary

But these terms,
of first and
modes of subsistence

relations.

do not appear to imply relations

second, superiority and subordination, in

and the fact of the humiliation of the Son of God for His earthly
work does introduce a factor into the interpretation of the
passages which import His subordination to the Father, which

throws doubt upon the inference from them of an eternal relation of subordination in the Trinity itself. It must at least be
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New Testament doctrines
Redemption on the one hand, and of the
the Son of God for His work's sake and of the

said that in the presence of the great
of the

Covenant

Humiliation of

of

Two Natures in the constitution of His Person as incarnated,
on the other, the difficulty of interpreting subordinationist
passages of eternal relations between the Father and Son becomes extreme. The question continually obtrudes itself,
whether they do not rather find their full explanation in the
facts embodied in the doctrines of the Covenant, the Humiliation of Christ, and the Two Natures of His incarnated Person.
Certainly in such circumstances it were thoroughly illegitimate
to press such passages to suggest any subordination for the
Son or the Spirit which would in any manner impair that complete identity with the Father in Being and that complete
equality with the Father in powers which are constantly presupposed, and frequently emphatically, though only incidentally, asserted for them throughout the whole fabric of the New
Testament.
The Trinity of the Persons of the Godhead, shown in the
incarnation and the redemptive work of God the Son, and the
descent and saving work of God the Spirit, is thus everywhere
assumed in the New Testament, and comes to repeated fragmentary but none the less emphatic and illuminating expression in

its

pages.

As the

roots of

its

revelation are set in the

threefold Divine causality of the saving process,
finds

an echo

it

also in the consciousness of everyone

naturally

who has

experienced this salvation. Every redeemed soul, knowing himself reconciled with God through His Son, and quickened into
newness of life by His Spirit, turns alike to Father, Son and
Spirit with the exclamation of reverent gratitude upon his lips,
"My Lord and my God!" If he could not construct the doc-

trine of the Trinity out of his consciousness of salvation, yet

the elements of his consciousness of salvation are interpreted

him and reduced to order only by the doctrine of the Trinity
which he finds underlying and giving their significance and conto

sistency to the teaching of the Scriptures as to the processes
of salvation.

By means

of this doctrine

he

is

able to think
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and consequently of his threefold relation to the saving
God, experienced by Him as Fatherly love sending a Redeemer,
as redeeming love executing redemption, as saving love applying redemption all manifestations in distinct methods and by
distinct agencies of the one seeking and saving love of God.
Without the doctrine of the Trinity, his conscious Christian
life would be thrown into confusion and left in disorganization
if not, indeed, given an air of unreality; with the doctrine of
the Trinity, order, significance and reality are brought to every
element of it. Accordingly, the doctrine of the Trinity and the
clearly

:

doctrine of redemption, historically, stand or

Unitarian theology

is

commonly

fall

together.

A

associated with a Pelagian

anthropology and a Socinian soteriology. It is a striking testimony which is borne by F. E. Koenig (" Off enbarungsbegriff
des

AT,"

1882,

I,

125):

"I have learned that many cast

off

the whole history of redemption for no other reason than be-

cause they have not attained to a conception of the Triune

God."

between the doctrines
and redemption that the ultimate reason lies
why the Christian church could not rest until it had attained
a definite and well-compacted doctrine of the Trinity. Nothing
else could be accepted as an adequate foundation for the exIt

is

in this intimacy of relation

of the Trinity

perience of the Christian salvation. Neither the Sabellian nor
the Arian construction could meet and satisfy the data of the

consciousness of salvation, any

and

more than

either could

satisfy the data of the Scriptural revelation.

meet

The data

of

the Scriptural revelation might, to be sure, have been left unsatisfied

:

men might have found

a modus vivendi with neglected,

or even with perverted Scriptural teaching.

But perverted

or

neglected elements of Christian experience are more clamant
in their

demands

for attention

and

correction.

The

dissatisfied

Christian consciousness necessarily searched the Scriptures, on
the emergence of every

new attempt

to state the doctrine of

the nature and relations of God, to see whether these things

were true, and never reached contentment until the Scriptural
data were given their consistent formulation in a valid doctrine
of the Trinity. Here too the heart of man was restless until it
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the Triune God, the author, procurer and

applier of salvation.

The determining impulse

to the formulation of the doctrine

was the church's profound conon which as on a pivot
the whole Christian conception of God from the first origins
of the Trinity in the church

viction of the absolute Deity of Christ,

of Christianity turned.

The guiding principle in the formulation

was supplied by the Baptismal Formula announced by Jesus (Mt. xxviii. 19), from which was derived the
ground-plan of the baptismal confessions and " rules of faith"
which very soon began to be framed all over the church. It was
the true Deity of Christ
by these two fundamental principia
that all attempts to formulate
and the Baptismal Formula
the Christian doctrine of God were tested, and by their molding power that the church at length found itself in possession
of a form of statement which did full justice to the data of the
redemptive revelation as reflected in the New Testament and
the demands of the Christian heart under the experience of
of the doctrine

—

—

salvation.

In the nature of the case the formulated doctrine was of slow
attainment.

The

influence of inherited conceptions

rent philosophies inevitably showed

itself in

and

of cur-

the efforts to con-

strue to the intellect the immanent faith of Christians. In the
second century the dominant neo-Stoic and neo-Platonic ideas
deflected Christian thought into subordinationist channels, and
produced what is known as the Logos-Christology, which looks
upon the Son as a prolation of Deity reduced to such dimensions as comported with relations with a world of time and
space; meanwhile, to a great extent, the Spirit was neglected
altogether. A reaction which, under the name of Monarchianism, identified the Father, Son, and Spirit so completely that
they were thought of only as different aspects or different
moments in the life of the one Divine Person, called now
Father, now Son, now Spirit, as His several activities came
successively into view, almost succeeded in establishing itself
in the third century as the doctrine of the church at large. In
the conflict between these two opposite tendencies the church
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gradually found

its

way, under the guidance

of the

Baptismal

Formula elaborated into a "Rule of Faith," to a better and
more well-balanced conception, until a real doctrine of the
Trinity at length came to expression, particularly in the West,
through the brilliant dialectic of Tertullian. It was thus ready
at hand, when, in the early years of the fourth century, the

Logos-Christology, in opposition to dominant Sabellian tendis known as Arianism, to which the
though exalted above all other creatures
as their Creator and Lord; and the church was thus prepared
to assert its settled faith in a Triune God, one in being, but in
whose unity there subsisted three consubstantial Persons. Under the leadership of Athanasius this doctrine was proclaimed
as the faith of the church at the Council of Nice in 325 a.d.,
and by his strenuous labors and those of "the three great Cappadocians," the two Gregories and Basil, it gradually won its
way to the actual acceptance of the entire church. It was at
the hands of Augustine, however, a century later, that the doctrine thus become the church doctrine in fact as well as in
theory, received its most complete elaboration and most carefully grounded statement. In the form which he gave it, and
which is embodied in that "battle-hymn of the early church,"
the so-called Athanasian Creed, it has retained its place as the
fit expression of the faith of the church as to the nature of its
God until today. The language in which it is couched, even in
this final declaration, still retains elements of speech which owe
their origin to the modes of thought characteristic of the LogosChristology of the second century, fixed in the nomenclature
of the church by the Nicene Creed of 325 a.d., though carefully guarded there against the subordinationism inherent in
the Logos-Christology, and made the vehicle rather of the Nicene doctrines of the eternal generation of the Son and procession of the Spirit, with the consequent subordination of the
Son and Spirit to the Father in modes of subsistence as well as
of operation. In the Athanasian Creed, however, the principle
of the equalization of the three Persons, which was already the
dominant motive of the Nicene Creed
the homoousia
is so

encies,

ran to seed in what

Son was a

creature,

—

—
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strongly emphasized as practically to push out of sight,

if

not

quite out of existence, these remanent suggestions of deriva-

and subordination. It has been found necessary, neverthefrom time to time, vigorously to reassert the principle of
equalization, over against a tendency unduly to emphasize the
elements of subordinationism which still hold a place thus in
the traditional language in which the church states its doctrine
tion

less,

of the Trinity. In particular,

it fell

—
—

to Calvin, in the interests

Deity of Christ
the constant motive of the whole
body of Trinitarian thought
to reassert and make good the
of the true

attribute of self-existence (autotheotos) for the Son. Thus Calvin takes his place, alongside of Tertullian, Athanasius and
Augustine, as one of the chief contributors to the exact and
vital

statement of the Christian doctrine of the Triune God.
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THE PERSON OF CHRIST

THE PERSON OF CHRIST
It

is

the purpose of this article to

make

1

as clear as possible

the conception of the Person of Christ, in the technical sense

—

which lies on
or, if we prefer to say so, beneath
pages of the New Testament. Were it its purpose to
trace out the process by which this great mystery has been revealed to men, a beginning would need to be taken from the
intimations as to the nature of the person of the Messiah in
Old Testament prophecy, and an attempt would require to be
made to discriminate the exact contribution of each organ of
revelation to our knowledge. And were there added to this a
of that term,

— the

desire to ascertain the progress of the apprehension of this

mystery by men, there would be demanded a further inquiry
into the exact degree of understanding which was brought to
the truth revealed at each stage of its revelation. The magnitudes with which such investigations deal, however, are very
minute; and the profit to be derived from them is not, in a case
like the present, very great. It is, of course, of importance to
know how the person of the Messiah was represented in the
predictions of the Old Testament; and it is a matter at least of
interest to note, for example, the difficulty experienced

Lord's immediate disciples in comprehending

all

by Our

that was in-

volved in His manifestation. But, after all, the constitution of
Our Lord's person is a matter of revelation, not of human
thought; and it is pre-eminently a revelation of the New Testament, not of the Old Testament. And the New Testament is all the product of a single movement, at a single stage
of its development, and therefore presents in its fundamental
teaching a common character. The whole of the New Testa-

ment was written within the

limits of

about half a century;

or,

"Person of Christ" from The International Standard Bible EncyJames Orr, General editor, v. 4, pp. 2338-2348. Pub. Chicago, 1915,
by Howard-Severance Co.
1

Article

clopaedia,
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if

we except

the writings of John, within the narrow bounds of

a couple of decades and the entire body of writings which enter
into it are so much of a piece that it may be plausibly repre;

sented that they all bear the stamp of a single mind. In its
fundamental teaching, the New Testament lends itself, therefore, more readily to what is called dogmatic than to what is
called genetic treatment; and we shall penetrate most surely
into its essential meaning if we take our start from its clearest
and fullest statements, and permit their light to be thrown upon its more incidental allusions. This is peculiarly the case with
such a matter as the person of Christ, which is dealt with chiefly
incidentally, as a thing already understood by all, and needing
only to be alluded to rather than formally expounded. That we

may

interpret these allusions aright,

should recover from the
underlies

them

We

the

it

is

common

requisite that

we

conception which

all.

I.

ment

first

The Teaching of Paul

begin, then, with the

most didactic of the New Testaand with one of the passages in

writers, the apostle Paul,

which he most

fully intimates his conception of the person of

Even

Paul is not formally
Person of Christ he is only alluding to certain facts concerning His person and action perfectly well known to his readers, in order that he may give
point to an adduction of Christ's example. He is exhorting his
readers to unselfishness, such unselfishness as esteems others
better than ourselves, and looks not only on our own things
but also on those of others. Precisely this unselfishness, he declares, was exemplified by Our Lord. He did not look upon His
own things but the things of others; that is to say, He did not
stand upon His rights, but was willing to forego all that He
might justly have claimed for Himself for the good of others.
For, says Paul, though, as we all know, in His intrinsic nature
He was nothing other than God, yet He did not, as we all
know right well, look greedily on His condition of equality
his Lord, Phil.

ii.

5-9.

expounding the doctrine

here, however,

of the

;
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with God, but made no account of Himself, taking the form of
a servant, being made in the likeness of men; and, being found
in fashion as a man, humbled Himself, becoming obedient up
to death itself, and that, the death of the cross. The statement
is thrown into historical form; it tells the story of Christ's life
on earth. But it presents His life on earth as a life in all its
elements alien to His intrinsic nature, and assumed only in the
performance of an unselfish purpose. On earth He lived as a
man, and subjected Himself to the common lot of men. But He
was not by nature a man, nor was He in His own nature subject
to the fortunes of human life. By nature He was God; and He
would have naturally lived as became God
'on an equality
with God.' He became man by a voluntary act, 'taking no
account of Himself,' and, having become man, He voluntarily
lived out His human life under the conditions which the fulfilment of His unselfish purpose imposed on Him.
The terms in which these great affirmations are made deserve the most careful attention. The language in which Our
Lord's intrinsic Deity is expressed, for example, is probably as
strong as any that could be devised. Paul does not say simply,

—

"He was God." He says, "He was in the form of God," employing a turn of speech which throws emphasis upon Our
Lord's possession of the specific quality of God. "Form" is a
term which expresses the sum of those characterizing qualities
which make a thing the precise thing that it is. Thus, the
"form" of a sword (in this case mostly matters of external
configuration) is all that makes a given piece of metal specifically a sword, rather than, say, a spade. And "the form of
God" is the sum of the characteristics which make the being
we call "God," specifically God, rather than some other being
an angel, say, or a man. When Our Lord is said to be in "the
form of God," therefore, He is declared, in the most express
manner possible, to be all that God is, to possess the whole
fulness of attributes which make God God. Paul chooses this

—

manner

of expressing himself here instinctively, because, in

adducing Our Lord as our example of self-abnegation, his mind
is naturally resting, not on the bare fact that He is God, but

—
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on the richness and fulness of His being as God. He was
yet He did not look on His own things but on those

this,

all

of

others.
It

should be carefully observed also that in making this
Our Lord, Paul does not throw it

great affirmation concerning

distinctively into the past, as

if

he were describing a

mode

of

being formerly Our Lord's, indeed, but no longer His because

by which He became our example of unselfishness.
Our Lord, he says, " being," "existing," " subsisting" "in the
form of God"
as it is variously rendered. The rendering proposed by the Revised Version margin, "being originally," while
right in substance, is somewhat misleading. The verb employed
means "strictly 'to be beforehand/ 'to be already' so and so"
of the action

—

(Blass, "Grammar of NT Greek," English translation, 244),
"to be there and ready," and intimates the existing circumstances, disposition of mind, or, as here, mode of subsistence in
which the action to be described takes place. It contains no
intimation, however, of the cessation of these circumstances or

disposition, or

mode

of subsistence

and

;

that, the less in a case

which
no way suggests that the mode of subsistence intimated
came to an end in the action described by the succeeding verb

like the present,

where

it is

cast in a tense (the imperfect)

in

50; Acts ii. 30; iii. 2; II
not telling us here, then,
what Our Lord was once, but rather what He already was, or,
better, what in His intrinsic nature He is; he is not describing
a past mode of existence of Our Lord, before the action he is
adducing as an example took place
although the mode of
(cf.

the parallels, Lk. xvi. 14, 23;

Cor.

viii.

17;

16; Gal.

xii.

i.

14).

xxiii.

Paul

is

—

existence he describes

— so

was Our Lord's mode

much

of existence before

background upon
which the action adduced may be thrown up into prominence.
He is telling us who and what He is who did these things for
this action

as painting in the

we may

appreciate

here

important to observe that the whole of the

us, that

how

great the things

He

did for

us are.

And

it is

action adduced

not only

its

is

thrown up thus against

this

background
Our Lord

negative description to the effect that

,
:
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did not look greedily on His (conse-

quent) being on an equality with God; but
scription as well, introduced

by the "but

.

.

its
.

positive de-

and that

in

both of its elements, not merely that to the effect (ver. 7) that
he took no account of himself (rendered not badly by the Authorized Version, He "made himself of no reputation"; but
quite misleading by the Revised Version, He emptied himself " )
but equally that to the effect (ver. 8) that "he humbled himself." It is the whole of what Our Lord is described as doing in
vs. 6-8, that He is described as doing despite His "subsistence
in the form of God." So far is Paul from intimating, therefore,
that Our Lord laid aside His Deity in entering upon His life
on earth, that he rather asserts that He retained His Deity
throughout His life on earth, and in the whole course of His
humiliation, up to death itself, was consciously ever exercising
self-abnegation, living a life which did not by nature belong to
Him, which stood in fact in direct contradiction to the life
which was naturally His. It is this underlying implication which
determines the whole choice of the language in which Our
Lord's earthly life is described. It is because it is kept in mind
that He still was "in the form of God," that is, that He still
'

'

'

'

had in possession all that body of characterizing qualities by
which God is made God, for example, that He is said to have
been made, not man, but "in the likeness of man," to have
been found, not man, but "in fashion as a man"; and that the
wonder of His servanthood and obedience, the mark of servanthood, is thought of as so great. Though He was truly man, He
was much more than man; and Paul would not have his readers
imagine that He had become merely man. In other words, Paul
does not teach that Our Lord was once God but had become
instead man; he teaches that though He was God, He had become also man.
An impression that Paul means to imply, that in entering
upon His earthly life Our Lord had laid aside His Deity, may
be created by a very prevalent misinterpretation of the central
clause of his statement

—

a misinterpretation unfortunately
given currency by the rendering of the English Revised Version
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" counted

not a prize to be on an equality with God, but empimprovement in the American
Revised Version to: "counted not the being on an equality
with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself." The
former (negative) member of this clause means just: He did
it

tied himself," varied without

not look greedily upon His being on an equality with God did
not "set supreme store " by it (see Lightfoot on the clause) The
;

.

member of it, however, cannot mean in antitheHe therefore "emptied himself," divested HimHis being on an equality with God, much less that

latter (positive)
sis

to this, that

self of this,

He "emptied
of

God")

himself," divested Himself of His Deity ("form

itself, of

which His being on an equality with God

the manifested consequence.

is

The verb here rendered "emp-

is in constant use in a metaphorical sense (so only in the
Testament: Rom. iv. 14; I Cor. i. 17; ix. 15; II Cor. ix. 3)
and cannot here be taken literally. This is already apparent
from the definition of the manner in which the "emptying"
is said to have been accomplished, supplied by the modal clause
which is at once attached: by "taking the form of a servant."
You cannot "empty" by "taking"
adding. It is equally apparent, however, from the strength of the emphasis which, by
its position, is thrown upon the "himself." We may speak of
Our Lord as 11 emptying Himself" of something else, but
scarcely, with this strength of emphasis, of His "emptying
Himself" of something else. This emphatic "Himself," interposed between the preceding clause and the verb rendered
"emptied," builds a barrier over which we cannot climb backward in search of that of which Our Lord emptied Himself.
The whole thought is necessarily contained in the two words,
"emptied Himself," in which the word "emptied" must therefore be taken in a sense analogous to that which it bears in the
other passages in the New Testament where it occurs. Paul,
in a word, says here nothing more than that Our Lord, who did
not look with greedy eyes upon His estate of equality with
God, emptied Himself, if the language may be pardoned, of
Himself that is to say, in precise accordance with the exhortation for the enhancement of which His example is adduced,

tied"

New

—

;
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He did not look on His own things. He made no account
Himself/ we may fairly paraphrase the clause; and thus all
question of what He emptied Himself of falls away. What Our
Lord actually did, according to Paul, is expressed in the following clauses; those now before us express more the moral
character of His act. He took "the form of a servant," and so
was "made in the likeness of men." But His doing this showed
that He did not set overweening store by His state of equality
with God, and did not account Himself the sufficient object
of all the efforts. He was not self -regarding He had regard
for others. Thus He becomes our supreme example of self-abnegating conduct.
The language in which the act by which Our Lord showed
that He was self-abnegating is described, requires to be taken
in its complete meaning. He took "the form of a servant, being
1

that
of

:

made

men," says Paul. The term "form"
same full meaning as in the preceding
instance of its occurrence in the phrase "the form of God." It
imparts the specific quality, the whole body of characteristics,
by which a servant is made what we know as a servant. Our
Lord assumed, then, according to Paul, not the mere state or
condition or outward appearance of a servant, but the reality;
He became an actual "servant" in the world. The act by
which He did this is described as a "taking," or, as it has become customary from this description' of it to phrase it, as an
"assumption." What is meant is that Our Lord took up into
His personality a human nature and therefore it is immediately
explained that He took the form of a servant by "being made
in the likeness of men." That the apostle does not say, shortly,
that He assumed a human nature, is due to the engagement of
his mind with the contrast which he wishes to bring out forcibly
for the enhancement of his appeal to Our Lord's example, between what Our Lord is by nature and what He was willing to
become, not looking on His own things but also on the things
of others. This contrast is, no doubt, embodied in the simple
opposition of God and man; it is much more pungently expressed in the qualiflcative terms, "form of God" and "form
in the likeness of

here, of course, bears the

;
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of a servant."

world;

The Lord

He whose

right

of the
it

was

world became a servant in the
to rule took obedience as His

Naturally therefore Paul employs here a
than a word of mere nature; and then
defines his meaning in this word of quality by a further epexegetical clause. This further clause
"being made in the likelife-characteristic.

word

of quality rather

ness of

human

men"'

—

— does

not throw doubt on the reality of the
nature that was assumed, in contradiction to the em-

its reality in the phrase "the form of a servant." It,
along with the succeeding clause
"and being found in fashion as a man"
owes its peculiar form, as has already been

phasis on

-

—

—

pointed out, to the vividness of the apostle's consciousness,
that he is speaking of one who, though really man, possessing
all that makes a man a man, is yet, at the same time, infinitely
more than a man, no less than God Himself, in possession of
all that makes God God. Christ Jesus is in his view, therefore

(as in the

view

of his readers, for

he

is

not instructing his readers

here as to the nature of Christ's person, but reminding
certain elements in

it

them

for the purposes of his exhortation),

of

both

God and man, God who has "assumed" man into personal
union with Himself, and has in this His assumed manhood
lived out a human life on earth.
The elements of Paul's conception of the person of Christ
are brought before us in this suggestive passage with unwonted
fulness. But they all receive endless illustration from his occasional allusions to them, one or another, throughout his
Epistles. The leading motive of this passage, for example, reappears quite perfectly in II Cor. viii. 9, where we are exhorted
to imitate the graciousness of

came

Our Lord Jesus

for our sakes (emphatic) poor

Christ,

— He who was

who

be-

(again an

imperfect participle, and therefore without suggestion of the

—

that we might by
His (very emphatic) poverty be made rich. Here the change
in Our Lord's condition at a point of time perfectly understood
between the writer and his readers is adverted to and assigned
to its motive, but no further definition is given of the nature
of either condition referred to. We are brought closer to the
cessation of the condition described) rich

-
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by which the change was wrought by
such a passage as Gal. iv. 4. We read that "When the fulness
of the time came, God sent forth his Son, born of a woman,
born under the law, that he might redeem them that were
under the law." The whole transaction is referred to the Father
in fulfilment of His eternal plan of redemption, and it is described specifically as an incarnation the Son of God is born of
He who is in His own nature the Son of God, abida woman
ing with God, is sent forth from God in such a manner as to be
born a human being, subject to law. The primary implications
are that this was not the beginning of His being; but that before
this He was neither a man nor subject to law. But there is no
suggestion that on becoming man and subject to law, He ceased
to be the Son of God or lost anything intimated by that high
designation. The uniqueness of His relation to God as His Son
is emphasized in a kindred passage (Rom. viii. 3) by the heightening of the designation to that of God's "own Son," and His
distinction from other men is intimated in the same passage by
the declaration that God sent Him, not in sinful flesh, but only
"in the likeness of sinful flesh." The reality of Our Lord's flesh
is not thrown into doubt by this turn of speech, but His freedom
from the sin which is associated with flesh as it exists in lost
precise nature of the act

:

—

humanity

is

asserted

(cf.

II Cor. v. 21).

Rom.

Though

true

He

man,

not
without differences from other men; and these differences do
not concern merely the condition (as sinful) in which men presently find themselves but also their very origin they are from
below, He from above
the first man is from the earth,
earthy; the second man is from heaven' (I Cor. xv. 47). This
is His peculiarity: He was born of a woman like other men; yet
He descended from Heaven (cf. Eph. iv. 9; Jn. hi. 13). It is
not meant, of course, that already in heaven He was a man;
what is meant is that even though man He derives His origin
in an exceptional sense from heaven. Paul describes what He
was in heaven (but not alone in heaven)
that is to say before He was sent in the likeness of sinful flesh (though not
alone before this)
in the great terms of " God's Son," " God's
therefore (I Cor. xv. 21;

;

—

v. 21;

Acts

xvii. 31),

:

•

'

—

—

is
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own Son," "the form of God," or yet again in words whose
import cannot be mistaken, 'God over all' (Rom. ix. 5). In
the last cited passage, together with its parallel earlier in the
same epistle (Rom. i. 3), the two sides or elements of Our
Lord's person are brought into collocation after a fashion that
can leave no doubt of Paul's conception of His twofold nature.
In the earlier of these passages he tells us that Jesus Christ was
born, indeed, of the seed of
is,

so far as the

human

David according

side of His being

to the flesh, that

concerned, but was

is

God according to the
with respect to His higher nature,

powerfully marked out as the Son of
Spirit of Holiness, that

by the

is,

resurrection of the dead, which in a true sense began in

His own rising from the dead. In the later of them, he tells us
that Christ sprang indeed, as concerns the flesh, that is on the
human side of His being, from Israel, but that, despite this
earthly origin of His human nature, He yet is and abides (present participle) nothing less than the Supreme God, "God over
all [emphatic], blessed forever." Thus Paul teaches us that by
His coming forth from God to be born of woman, Our Lord,
assuming a human nature to Himself, has, while remaining the
Supreme God, become also true and perfect man. Accordingly,
in a context in which the resources of language are strained to
the utmost to make the exaltation of Our Lord's being clear
in which He is described as the image of the invisible God,
whose being antedates all that is created, in whom, through
whom and to whom all things have been created, and in whom
they all subsist
we are told not only that (naturally) in Him
all the fulness dwells (Col. i. 19), but, with complete explication,

—

—

that

'all

ii.

;

9)

the fulness of the

that

God God,

is

Godhead

dwells in

him

bodily' (Col.

which makes
permanent home in

to say, the very Deity of God, that

in all its completeness, has its

Our Lord, and that

in a "bodily fashion," that

clothed with a body.

He who

looks

is, it is

upon Jesus Christ

in

Him

sees,

no

doubt, a body and a man; but as he sees the man clothed with
the body, so he sees God Himself, in all the fulness of His
Deity, clothed with the humanity. Jesus Christ

God "manifested

in the flesh" (I

Tim.

iii.

16),

is

therefore

and His appear-
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is

an " epiphany"

(II

Tim.

i.
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10),

which

technical term for manifestations on earth of a God.
truly

man, He

II.

is

nevertheless also our " great

God"

is

the

Though

(Tit.

ii.

13).

Teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews

The conception

of the person of Christ

finds expression in the Epistle to the

able from that which governs

the Epistles of Paul.

To

all

which underlies and

Hebrews

is

indistinguish-

the allusions to

the author of this epistle

Our Lord in
Our Lord is

above all else the Son of God in the most eminent sense of that
word; and it is the Divine dignity and majesty belonging to
Him from His very nature which forms the fundamental feature of the image of Christ which stands before his mind. And
yet it is this author who, perhaps above all others of the New
Testament writers, emphasizes the truth of the humanity of
Christ, and dwells with most particularity upon the elements
of His human nature and experience.
The great Christological passage which fills chap, ii of the
Epistle to the

and

Hebrews

rivals in its richness

and

fulness of de-

breadth of implication, that of Phil. ii. It is thrown
up against the background of the remarkable exposition of the
Divine dignity of the Son which occupies chap, i (notice the
tail,

its

ii. 1). There the Son had been declared to be
"the effulgence of his (God's) glory, and the very image of his
substance, through whom the universe has been created and by
the word of whose power all things are held in being; and His
exaltation above the angels, by means of whom the Old Covenant had been inaugurated, is measured by the difference between the designations "ministering spirits" proper to the one,
and the Son of God, nay, God itself (i. 8, 9), proper to the other.
The purpose of the succeeding statement is to enhance in the
thought of the Jewish readers of the epistle the value of the
salvation wrought by this Divine Saviour, by removing from
their minds the offence they were in danger of taking at His
lowly life and shameful death on earth. This earthly humiliation
finds its abundant justification, we are told, in the greatness

" therefore" of
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of the end which it sought and attained. By it Our Lord has,
with His strong feet, broken out a pathway along which, in
Him, sinful man may at length climb up to the high destiny
which was promised him when it was declared he should have
dominion over all creation. Jesus Christ stooped only to conquer, and He stooped to conquer not for Himself (for He was
in His own person no less than God), but for us.
The language in which the humiliation of the Son of God
is

in the first instance described

The establishment

is

derived from the context.

His Divine majesty in chap, i had taken
the form of an exposition of His infinite exaltation above the
angels, the highest of all creatures. His humiliation is described
here therefore as being "made a little lower than the angels"
(ii. 9). What is meant is simply that He became man; the
phraseology is derived from Ps. viii., Authorized Version, from
which had just been cited the declaration that God has made
man (despite his insignificance) "but a little lower than the
angels," thus crowning him with glory and honor. The adoption of the language of the psalm to describe Our Lord's humiliation has the secondary effect, accordingly, of greatly enlarging the reader's sense of the immensity of the humiliation of
the Son of God in becoming man He descended an infinite distance to reach man's highest conceivable exaltation. As, however, the primary purpose of the adoption of the language is
merely to declare that the Son of God became man, so it is
shortly afterward explained (ii. 14) as an entering into participation in the blood and flesh which are common to men: "Since
then the children are sharers in flesh and blood, he also himself
in like manner partook of the same." The voluntariness, the
reality, the completeness of the assumption of humanity by
the Son of God, are all here emphasized.
The proximate end of Our Lord's assumption of humanity
is declared to be that He might die; He was "made a little
lower than the angels
because of the suffering of death"
(ii. 9)
He took part in blood and flesh in order "that through
." (ii. 14). The Son of God as such could not die;
death
to Him belongs by nature an "indissoluble life" (vii. 16 m.).
of

:

.

;

.

.

.

.
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If he was to die, therefore, He must take to Himself another
nature to which the experience of death were not impossible
(ii. 17). Of course it is not meant that death was desired by

Him for its own sake. The purpose of our passage is to save its
Jewish readers from the offence of the death of Christ. What
they are bidden to observe is, therefore, Jesus, who was made
a little lower than the angels because of the suffering of death,
'crowned with glory and honor, that by the grace of God the
bitterness of death which he tasted might redound to the benefit of every man' (ii. 9), and the argument is immediately
pressed home that it was eminently suitable for God Almighty,
in bringing

many

make the Captain of their
by means of suffering. The

sons into glory, to

salvation perfect (as a Saviour)

meaning is that it was only through suffering that these men,
being sinners, could be brought into glory. And therefore in
the plainer statement of verse 14 we read that Our Lord took
part in flesh and blood in order "that through death he might
bring to nought
devil;

were

him that has the power of death, that is, the
deliver all them who through fear of death

and might
all

their lifetime subject to

bondage"; and in the

still

plainer statement of verse 17 that the ultimate object of His

assimilation to

men was

that

for the sins of the people." It

He might "make
is

propitiation

for the salvation of sinners

Our Lord has come into the world; but, as that salvation
can be wrought only by suffering and death, the proximate end
of His assumption of humanity remains that He might die;
whatever is more than this gathers around this.
The completeness of Our Lord's assumption of humanity
and of His identification of Himself with it receives strong
emphasis in this passage. He took part in the flesh and blood
which is the common heritage of men, after the same fashion
that other men participate in it (ii. 14) and, having thus become a man among men, He shared with other men the ordinary circumstances and fortunes of life, "in all things" (ii.
17). The stress is laid on trials, sufferings, death; but this is
due to the actual course in which His life ran
and that it
might run in which He became man
and is not exclusive of
that

;

—

—
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other

human

truly a

lived a truly

experiences natural to a
in

which

He

What

experiences.

man, and

man

is

intended

human

is

life,

He became

that

subject to

all

the

in the particular circumstances

lived.

—

not implied, however, that during this human life
He had ceased to be God, or
"the days of his flesh" (v. 7)
to have at His disposal the attributes which belonged to Him
It

is

—

That is already excluded by the representations of
The glory of this dispensation consists precisely in the
bringing of its revelations directly by the Divine Son rather
than by mere prophets (i. 1), and it was as the effulgence of

as God.

chap.

i.

God's glory and the express image of His substance, upholding
the universe by the word of His power, that this Son made
purification of sins

(i.

3).

Indeed,

He

we

are expressly told that

still a Son (v. 8),
and that it was precisely in this that the wonder lay: that
though He was and remained (imperfect participle) a Son, He
yet learned the obedience He had set Himself to (cf Phil. ii. 8)
by the things which He suffered. Similarly, we are told not only
that, though an Israelite of the tribe of Judah, He possessed
"the power of an indissoluble life" (vii. 16 m.), but, describing
that higher nature which gave Him this power as an "eternal
Spirit" (cf. "spirit of holiness," Rom. i. 4), that it was through

even in the days

of the flesh,

continued

.

He could offer Himself without blemish
unto God, a real and sufficing sacrifice, in contrast with the
shadows of the Old Covenant (ix. 14). Though a man, therefore, and truly man, sprung out of Judah (vii. 14), touched
with the feeling of human infirmities (iv. 15), and tempted like
as we are, He was not altogether like other men. For one thing,
He was "without sin" (iv. 15; vii. 26), and, by this characteristic, He was, in every sense of the words, separated from sinners. Despite the completeness of His identification with men,
He remained, therefore, even in the days of His flesh different
from them and above them.
this eternal Spirit that
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Teaching of Other Epistles

only as we carry this conception of the person of Our
the conception of Him as at once our Supreme

Lord with us

—

whom

our adoration is due, and our fellow in the exthat unity is induced in the multiform allusions to Him throughout, whether the Epistles of
Paul or the Epistle to the Hebrews, or, indeed, the other epistolary literature of the New Testament. For in this matter
Lord, to

periences of a

human life

—

there is no difference between those and these. There are no
doubt a few passages in these other letters in which a plurality of the elements of the person of Christ are brought together and given detailed mention. In I Pet. iii. 18, for instance,
the two constitutive elements of His person are spoken of
in the contrast, familiar from Paul, of the " flesh" and the
" spirit." But ordinarily we meet only with references to this
or that element separately. Everywhere Our Lord is spoken of
as having lived out His life as a man; but everywhere also He
is spoken of with the supreme reverence which is due to God
alone, and the very name of God is not withheld from Him.
In I Pet. i. 11 His preexistence is taken for granted; in Jas.
ii. 1 He is identified with the Shekinah, the manifested Jehovah
'our Lord Jesus Christ, the Glory'; in Jude verse 4 He is
"our only Master [Despot] and Lord"; over and over again
He is the Divine Lord who is Jehovah (e. g., I Pet. ii. 3, 13; II
Pet. iii. 2, 18); in II Pet. i. 1, He is roundly called "our God
and Saviour." There is nowhere formal inculcation of the entire
doctrine of the person of Christ. But everywhere its elements,
now one and now another, are presupposed as the common
property of writer and readers. It is only in the Epistles of
John that this easy and unstudied presupposition of them gives
way to pointed insistence upon them.

—

IV.

Teaching of John

In the circumstances in which he wrote, John found

it

necessary to insist upon the elements of the person of Our

'
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—

Lord
His true Deity, His true humanity and the unity of
His person
in a manner which is more didactic in form than
anything we find in the other writings of the New Testament.
The great depository of his teaching on the subject is, of course,
the prologue to his Gospel. But it is not merely in this prologue,
nor in the Gospel to which it forms a fitting introduction, that
these didactic statements are found. The full emphasis of
John's witness to the twofold nature of the Lord is brought
out, indeed, only by combining what he says in the Gospel and
in the Epistles. "In the Gospel," remarks Westcott (on Jn. xx.
31), "the evangelist shows step by step that the historic Jesus
was the Christ, the Son of God (opposed to mere 'flesh'); in
the Epistle he re-affirms that the Christ, the Son of God, was
true man (opposed to mere 'spirit'; I Jn. iv. 2)." What John
is concerned to show throughout is that it was "the true God"

—

who was "made

flesh" (Jn. i. 14); and that this
Revised Version, margin "God only begotten") has truly come "in
flesh" (I Jn. iv. 2). In all
the universe there is no other being of whom it can be said that
(I

Jn. v. 20)

'only God' (Jn.

i.

18,

.

He

is

God come

in flesh

(cf.

.

.

He that "cometh in
And of all the marvels

II Jn. ver. 7,

the flesh," whose characteristic this

is).

which have ever occurred in the marvelous history of the uniis the greatest
that what was from the beginning
(I Jn. ii. 13, 14) has been heard and gazed upon, seen and
handled by men (I Jn. i. 1).
From the point of view from which we now approach it,
the prologue to the Gospel of John may be said to fall into three
parts. In the first of these, the nature of the Being who became
verse, this

incarnate in the person

—

1

we know

as Jesus Christ

in the second, the general nature of the act

we

call

is

described;

the incarna-

and in the third, the nature of the incarnated person.
John here calls the person who became incarnate by a name
peculiar to himself in the New Testament
the "Logos" or
"Word." According to the predicates which he here applies to
Him, he can mean by the "Word" nothing else but God Himself, "considered in His creative, operative, self -revealing, and
communicating character," the sum total of what is Divine
tion;

—
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(C. F. Schmid). In three crisp sentences he declares at the out-

His eternal subsistence, His eternal intercommunion with
God, His eternal identity with God In the beginning the Word
was; and the Word was with God; and the Word was God'
set

:

'

(Jn.

i.

1).

"In the beginning,"

at that point of time

when things

Word already "was." He antedates the beginning of all things. And He not merely antedates
them, but it is immediately added that He is Himself the crea-

first

began to be (Gen.

i.

1),

the

is: 'All things were made by him, and apart from
him was not made one thing that hath been made' (i. 3). Thus

tor of all that

He

taken out of the category of creatures altogether. Accordwhat is said of Him is not that He was the first of existences to come into being
that in the beginning He already
had come into being'
but that 'in the beginning, when
things began to come into being, He already was.' It is express
eternity of being that is asserted: "the imperfect tense of the
original suggests in this relation, as far as human language can
do so, the notion of absolute, supra-temporal existence" (Westcott). This, His eternal subsistence, was not, however, in isolation: "And the Word was with God." The language is pregnant. It is not merely coexistence with God that is asserted, as
of two beings standing side by side, united in a local relation, or
even in a common conception. What is suggested is an active
is

ingly,

—
—

relation of intercourse.

The

'

Word is
From all eternity the Word
He who in the very beginning

distinct personality of the

therefore not obscurely intimated.

has been with God as a fellow:
already "was," "was" also in communion with God. Though
He was thus in some sense a second along with God, He was
nevertheless not a separate being from God: "And the Word
was"
still the eternal "was"
"God." In some sense distinguishable from God, He was in an equally true sense identical with God. There is but one eternal God; this eternal God,

—

the
the

—

Word is; in whatever sense we may
God whom He is "with," He is yet

distinguish

Him

from

not another than this

God, but Himself is this God. The predicate "God" occupies
the position of emphasis in this great declaration, and is so
placed in the sentence as to be thrown up in sharp contrast
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with the phrase "with God," as
ferences as to the nature of the
tarily

the

if

to prevent inadequate in-

Word being drawn even momen-

from that phrase. John would have us

realize that

but the eternal God's

Now, John

tells

self.

us that

it

was

this

Word, eternal

subsistence, God's eternal fellow, the eternal God's

as

what

Word was in eternity was not merely God's coeternal fellow,

"come

in the flesh,"

Word became

was Jesus Christ

(I

in

self,

His

that,

"And

Jn. iv. 2).

he says. The terms he employs here are not terms of substance, but of personality. The
meaning is not that the substance of God was transmuted into
that substance which we call "flesh." "The Word" is a personal name of the eternal God; "flesh" is an appropriate designation of humanity in its entirety, with the implications of
dependence and weakness. The meaning, then, is simply that
He who had just been described as the eternal God became, by
a voluntary act in time, a man. The exact nature of the act by
which He "became" man lies outside the statement; it was
matter of common knowledge between the writer and the
reader. The language employed intimates merely that it was a
definite act, and that it involved a change in the life-history of
the eternal God, here designated "the Word." The whole emphasis falls on the nature of this change in His life-history. He
the

flesh" (Jn.

i.

14),

became flesh. That is to say, He entered upon a mode of existence in which the experiences that belong to human beings
would also be His. The dependence, the weakness, which constitute the very idea of flesh, in contrast with God, would now
enter into His personal experience. And it is precisely because
these are the connotations of the term "flesh" that John
chooses that term here, instead of the more simply denotative

term "man." What he means is merely that the eternal God
became man. But he elects to say this in the language which
throws best up to view what it is to become man. The contrast
between the Word as the eternal God andj^theliuman nature
which He assumed as flesh, is the hinge [offthe statement. Had
the evangelist said (as he does infl|Jn.|iv.|2) that the

'came

in flesh,'

it

Word

would have been the continuity throug

the
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change which would have been most emphasized.
rather that the

Word became

personal subject

is,

flesh,

When he says

while the continuity of the

of course, intimated,

it is

the reality and

the completeness of the humanity assumed which

is

made most

prominent.

That

He was

in

becoming

flesh the

before entering

upon

Word
this

did not cease to be

new sphere

what

of experiences,

the evangelist does not leave, however, to mere suggestion.
glory of the

Word was

His becoming

flesh,

The
by

so far from quenched, in his view,

that he gives us at once to understand that

was rather as " trailing clouds of glory" that He came. "And
the Word became flesh," he says, and immediately adds: "and

it

dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory, glory as of the only
begotten from the Father), full of grace and truth" (i. 14). The
language is colored by reminiscences from the Tabernacle, in

which the Glory of God, the Shekinah, dwelt. The flesh of Our
Lord became, on its assumption by the Word, the Temple of
God on earth (cf. Jn. ii. 19), and the glory of the Lord filled
the house of the Lord. John tells us expressly that this glory
was visible, that it was precisely what was appropriate to the
Son of God as such. "And we beheld his glory," he says; not
divined it, or inferred it, but perceived it. It was open to sight,
and the actual object of observation. Jesus Christ was obviously more than man; He was obviously God. His actually
observed glory, John tells us further, was a "glory as of the
only begotten from the Father." It was unique; nothing like
it was ever seen in another. And its uniqueness consisted precisely in its consonance with what the unique Son of God, sent
forth from the Father, would naturally have; men recognized
and could not but recognize in Jesus Christ the unique Son of
God. When this unique Son of God is further described as "full
of grace and truth," the elements of His manifested glory are
not to be supposed to be exhausted by this description (cf ii.
.

out for particular mention. The visible glory of the incarnated Word was such a glory
as the unique Son of God, sent forth from the Father, who was
full of grace and truth, would naturally manifest.
11). Certain items of it only are singled
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That nothing should be lacking
continuity of

new sphere

all

to the declaration of the

that belongs to the

of existence,

and

its full

Word

as such into this

manifestation through the

His flesh, John adds at the close of his exposition the
remarkable sentence: 'As for God, no one has even yet seen
him; God only begotten, who is in the bosom of the Father
He hath declared him' (i. 18 m.). It is the incarnate Word
which is here called 'only begotten God.' The absence of the
article with this designation is doubtless due to its parallelism
with the word "God" which stands at the head of the corresponding clause. The effect of its absence is to throw up into
emphasis the quality rather than the mere individuality of the
person so designated. The adjective "only begotten" conveys
the idea, not of derivation and subordination, but of uniqueveil of

—

and consubstantiality: Jesus is all that God is, and He
is this. Of this 'only begotten God' it is now declared
that He "is"
not "was," the state is not one which has been
left behind at the incarnation, but one which continues uninterrupted and unmodified'
"into"not merely "in"
"the bosom of the Father"
that is to say, He continues in
the most intimate and complete communion with the Father.
Though now incarnate, He is still "with God" in the full sense
ness

alone

—

-

—

—

—

—

i. 1. This being true, He
much more than seen God, and is fully able to "interpret"
God to men. Though no one has ever yet seen God, yet he who
has seen Jesus Christ, "God only begotten," has seen the

of the external relation intimated in

has

Father

(cf.

xiv. 9; xii. 45).

In this remarkable sentence there

most direct manner the full Deity of the
nate Word, and the continuity of His life as such in His
asserted in the

nate
to

life;

thus

He

is

fitted to

is

incarincar-

be the absolute revelation of

God

man.
This condensed statement of the whole doctrine of the inis only the prologue to a historical treatise. The his-

carnation

torical treatise

which

the point of view of

it

introduces, naturally,

is

written from

to present
Jesus Christ in His historical manifestation, as obviously the

Son

of

God

in flesh.

its

prologue. Its object

is

"These are written," the Gospel

testi-
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the Christ, the Son

who came as a man (i. 30) was
His human origin (vii. 27), confessed

(xx. 31); that Jesus

thoroughly known in
Himself man (viii. 40), and died as a man dies (xix. 5), was,
nevertheless, not only the Messiah, the Sent of God, the fulnller of all the Divine promises of redemption, but also the
very Son of God, that God only begotten, who, abiding in the
bosom of the Father, is His sole adequate interpreter. From
the beginning of the Gospel onward, this purpose is pursued:
Jesus is pictured as ever, while truly man, yet manifesting Himself as equally truly God, until the veil which covered the eyes
of His followers was wholly lifted, and He is greeted as both
Lord and God (xx. 28). But though it is the prime purpose of
this Gospel to exhibit the Divinity of the man Jesus, no obscuration of His manhood is involved. It is the Deity of the man
is insisted on, but the true manhood of Jesus is as
prominent in the representation as in any other portion of the
New Testament. Nor is any effacement of the humiliation of
His earthly life involved. For the Son of man to come from
heaven was a descent (iii. 13), and the mission which He came

Jesus which

to

fulfil

was a mission

of contest

and

conflict, of suffering

and

brought His glory with Him (i. 14), but the glory
that was His on earth (xvii. 22) was not all the glory which He
had had with the Father before the world was, and to which,
after His work was done, He should return (xvii. 5). Here too
the glory of the celestial is one and the glory of the terrestrial
is another. In any event, John has no difficulty in presenting
the life of Our Lord on earth as the life of God in flesh, and in
insisting at once on the glory that belongs to Him as God and
on the humiliation which is brought to Him by the flesh. It is
distinctly a duplex life which he ascribes to Christ, and he attributes to Him without embarrassment all the powers and
modes of activity appropriate on the one hand to Deity and
death.

He

on the other to

human

sinless (Jn. viii. 46; cf. xiv. 30; I Jn.

nature. In a true sense his portrait of

iii.

Our Lord

is

5)

a

dramatization of the God-man which he presents to our contemplation in his prologue.
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V. Teaching of the Synoptic Gospels

The same may be
dramatizations of the

said of the other Gospels.

God-man

They

are

all

set forth in thetical exposition

The Gospel of Luke, written
by a known companion of Paul, gives us in a living narrative
the same Jesus who is presupposed in all Paul's allusions to
Him. That of Mark, who was also a companion of Paul, as also
in the prologue to John's Gospel.

of Peter,

is,

as truly as the Gospel of

of facts in the life of Jesus

John

itself,

a presentation

with a view to making

it

plain that

no mere man, human as it was, but of the
Son of God Himself. Matthew's Gospel differs from its fellows
mainly in the greater richness of Jesus' own testimony to His
Deity which it records. What is characteristic of all three is the
inextricable interlacing in their narratives of the human and
Divine traits which alike marked the life they are depicting.
It is possible, by neglecting one series of their representations
and attending only to the other, to sift out from them at will
the portrait of either a purely Divine or a purely human Jesus.
It is impossible to derive from them the portrait of any other
than a Divine-human Jesus if we surrender ourselves to their
guidance and take off of their pages the portrait they have endeavored to draw. As in their narratives they cursorily suggest
now the fulness of His Deity and now the completeness of His
humanity and everywhere the unity of His person, they present as real and as forcible a testimony to the constitution of
Our Lord's person as uniting in one personal life a truly Divine
and a truly human nature, as if they announced this fact in
analytical statement. Only on the assumption of this conception of Our Lord's person as underlying and determining their
presentation, can unity be given to their representations; while,
on this supposition, all their representations fall into their
places as elements in one consistent whole. Within the limits
of their common presupposition, each Gospel has no doubt its
this

was the

own

peculiarities in the distribution of its emphasis.

life

of

dence of

Mark

lays

power of the man Jesus, as eviHis supernatural being; and on the irresistible impres-

particular stress on the Divine
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Son of God, a Divine being walking the earth
man, which He made upon all with whom He came into
contact. Luke places his Gospel by the side of the Epistle to
the Hebrews in the prominence it gives to the human development of the Divine being whose life on earth it is depicting and
to the range of temptation to which He was subjected. Matsion of a veritable
as a

thew's Gospel

is

self-consciousness
of

Him whom

the Son of

it

notable chiefly for the heights of the Divine

which

it

uncovers in

its

report of the words

represents as nevertheless the

Abraham; heights

of

Divine

Son

of

David,
which

self -consciousness

fall in nothing short of those attained in the great utterances
preserved for us by John. But amid whatever variety there

may

exist in the aspects

phasis,
us,

it is

on which each lays

the same Jesus Christ which

a Jesus Christ

who

is

at once

all

his particular

em-

three bring before

God and man and one

individ-

ual person. If that be not recognized, the whole narrative of

the Synoptic Gospels

is

thrown into confusion;

their portrait of

Christ becomes an insoluble puzzle; and the mass of details

which they present of His life-experiences
a mere set of crass contradictions.

is

transmuted into

VI. Teaching of Jesus
1.

The Johannine

— The Gospel narratives not only

Jesus.-

present us, however, with dramatizations of the God-man, ac-

cording to their authors' conception of His composite person.

They preserve

body of the utterances
and this enables us to observe the conception
of His person which underlay and found expression in Our
Lord's own teaching. The discourses of Our Lord which have
been selected for record by John have been chosen (among
for us also a considerable

of Jesus Himself,

other reasons) expressly for the reason that they bear witness
to His essential Deity.

They

are accordingly peculiarly rich in

material for forming a judgment of Our Lord's conception of
His higher nature. This conception, it is needless to say, is precisely that

which John, taught by

it,

has announced in the pro-

logue to his Gospel, and has illustrated

by

his

Gospel

itself,

:
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be necessary
be enough
to point to a few characteristic passages, in which Our Lord's
conception of His higher nature finds especially clear expression.
That He was of higher than earthly origin and nature, He
repeatedly asserts. "Ye are from beneath," he says to the
Jews (viii. 23), "I am from above: ye are of this world; I am
not of this world' (cf. xvii. 16). Therefore, He taught that He,
the Son of Man, had "descended out of heaven" (iii. 13), where
was His true abode. This carried with it, of course, an assertion

compacted

as

it is

of these discourses. It will not

to present the evidence for this in

its fulness. It will

7

of preexistence;

and

this preexistence

is

explicitly affirmed:

ye should behold the Son of man
ascending where he was before?" (vi. 62). It is not merely preexistence, however, but eternal preexistence which He claims
for Himself: "And now, Father," He prays (xvii. 5), "glorify
thou me with thine own self with the glory which I had with
thee before the world was" (cf. ver. 24); and again, as the
most impressive language possible, He declares (viii. 58 A.V.)
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was, I am,"
where He claims for Himself the timeless present of eternity
as His mode of existence. In the former of these two last-cited
passages, the character of His preexistent life is intimated; in
it He shared the Father's glory from all eternity ("before the
world was") He stood by the Father's side as a companion in
His glory. He came forth, when He descended to earth, therefore, not from heaven only, but from the very side of God
(viii. 42; xvii. 8). Even this, however, does not express the whole
truth; He came forth not only from the Father's side where He
had shared in the Father's glory; He came forth out of the
Father's very being
"I came out from the Father, and am
come into the world" (xvi. 28; cf. viii. 42). "The connection

"What

then,"

He

asks, "if

;

—

described

is

internal

and

essential,

and not that

of presence or

external fellowship" (Westcott). This prepares us for the great
assertion:

"I and the Father are one" (x. 30), from which it is
"He that hath seen me hath seen the

a mere corollary that

Father" (xiv. 9; cf. viii. 19; xii. 45).
In all these declarations the subject

of the affirmation

is

the

;:
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stood before

men

and spoke to them that Our Lord makes these immense assertions. Accordingly, when He majestically declared, "I and the
Father are" (plurality of persons) "one" (neuter singular, and
accordingly singleness of being), the Jews naturally understood
Him to be making Himself, the person then speaking to them,

God

(x.

person

33;

v. 18; xix. 7).

cf.

who has

been, from

all

The continued sameness of the
eternity down to this hour, one

with God, is therefore fully safeguarded. His earthly life is,
however, distinctly represented as a humiliation. Though even
on earth He is one with the Father, yet He " descended" to
earth; He had come out from the Father and out of God; a
glory had been left behind which was yet to be returned to,
and His sojourn on earth was therefore to that extent an obscuration of His proper glory. There was a sense, then, in which,
because He had " descended," He was no longer equal with the
Father. It was in order to justify an assertion of equality with
the Father in power (x. 25, 29) that He was led to declare: "I
and my Father are one" (x. 30). But He can also declare "The
Father is greater than I" (xiv. 28). Obviously this means that
there was a sense in which He had ceased to be equal with the
Father, because of the humiliation of His present condition,
and in so far as this humiliation involved entrance into a status
lower than that which belonged to Him by nature. Precisely in
what this humiliation consisted can be gathered only from the
general implication of many statements. In it He was a "man"
a man who hath told you the truth, which I have heard from
God' (viii. 40), where the contrast with "God" throws the assertion of humanity into emphasis (cf. x. 33). The truth of His
human nature is, however, everywhere assumed and endlessly
illustrated, rather than explicitly asserted. He possessed a human soul (xii. 27) and bodily parts (flesh and blood, vi. 53 ff
1

.

hands and

side, xx. 27);

affections (weariness, iv.

death),

and to

all

the

the love of compassion
of simple affection

and was subject
6, and thirst, xix.

alike to physical
28, suffering

common human emotions

and

— not merely

(xiii. 34; xiv. 21; xv. 8-13), but the love
which we pour out on "friends" (xi. 11; cf.
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xv. 14, 15), indignation (xi. 33, 38) and joy (xv. 11; xvii. 13).
He felt the perturbation produced by strong excitement (xi. 33;
xii.

27;

xiii.

21), the

sympathy with

in tears

(xi.

35), the thankfulness

(vi. 11,

23;

xi.

to

41.

suffering

which

Only one human

Him: He was without

sin:

fills

which shows

characteristic

"the prince

itself

the grateful heart

was

alien

of the world,"

He

"hath nothing in me" (xiv. 30; cf. viii. 46). Clearly
Our Lord, as reported by John, knew Himself to be true God
and true man in one indivisible person, the common subject of
the qualities which belong to each.
2. The Synoptic Jesus.'
(a) Mk. xiii. 32: The same is

declared,

—

true of His self-consciousness as revealed in His sayings re-

corded by the synoptists. Perhaps no more striking illustration
of this could be adduced than the remarkable declaration recorded in Mk. xiii. 32 (cf. Mt. xxiv. 36): 'But of that day or
that hour knoweth no one, not even the angels in heaven, nor
yet the Son, but the Father.' Here Jesus places Himself, in an
ascending scale of being, above "the angels in heaven," that is
to say, the highest of all creatures, significantly marked here
as supramundane. Accordingly, He presents Himself elsewhere

whose behests they obey: "The Son
send forth his angels, and they shall gather out of
his kingdom all things that cause stumbling, and them that do
iniquity" (Mt. xiii. 41), "Amd he shall send forth his angels
with a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather together his elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven
to the other" (Mt. xxiv. 31; cf. xiii. 49; xxv. 31; Mk. viii. 38).
Thus the "angels of God" (Lk. xii. 8, 9; xv. 10) Christ designates as His angels, the "kingdom of God" (Mt. xii. 28; xix.
24; xxi. 31, 43; Mk. and Lk. often) as His Kingdom, the "elect
of God" (Mk. xiii. 20; Lk. xviii. 7; cf. Rom. viii. 33; Col. iii. 12;
Tit. i. 1) as His elect. He is obviously speaking in Mk. xiii. 22
out of a Divine self-consciousness: "Only a Divine being can
be exalted above angels" (B. Weiss). He therefore designates
Himself by His Divine name, "the Son," that is to say, the
unique Son of God (ix. 7; i. 11), to claim to be whom would for
a man be blasphemy (Mk. xiv. 61, 64). But though He desigas the
of

Lord

man

shall

of the angels,

—
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by this Divine name, He is not speaking of what
once was, but of what at the moment of speaking He is:
the action of the verb is present, "knoweth." He is claiming, in
other words, the supreme designation of "the Son," with all
nates Himself

He

it, for His present self, as He moved among
not merely was, "the Son." Nevertheless, what He
affirms of Himself cannot be affirmed of Himself distinctively
as "the Son." For what He affirms of Himself is ignorance"not even the Son" knows it; and ignorance does not belong

that

is

involved in

men: He

is,

to the Divine nature which the term "the Son" connotes. An
extreme appearance of contradiction accordingly arises from
the use of this terminology, just as it arises when Paul says that
the Jews "crucified the Lord of glory" (I Cor. ii. 8), or exhorts
the Ephesian elders to "feed the church of God which he purchased with his own blood" (Acts xx. 28 m.); or John Keble
praises Our Lord for "the blood of souls by Thee redeemed."
It was not the Lord of Glory as such who was nailed to the
tree, nor have either "God" or "souls" blood to shed.
We know how this apparently contradictory mode of speech
has arisen in Keble's case. He is speaking of men who are com-

and bodies, and these men
from one element of their composite personalities, though what is affirmed by them belongs rather to
the other; we may speak, therefore, of the "blood of souls"
meaning that these "souls," while not having blood as such,
yet designate persons who have bodies and therefore blood. We
posite beings, consisting of souls

come

know

to be designated

equally

how

We know

to account for Paul's apparent contradic-

Our Lord as a composite
and a human nature. In
Paul's view, therefore, though God as such has no blood, yet
Jesus Christ who is God has blood because He is also man. He
can justly speak, therefore, when speaking of Jesus Christ, of
His blood as the blood of God. When precisely the same phenomenon meets us in Our Lord's speech of Himself, we must
presume that it is the outgrowth of precisely the same state of
things. When He speaks of "the Son" (who is God) as ignorant,
we must understand that He is designating Himself as "the
tions.

that he conceived of

person, uniting in Himself a Divine
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Son" because

of

His higher nature, and yet has in mind the

ignorance of His lower nature; what

He means

is

that the per-

son properly designated "the Son" is ignorant, that is to say
with respect to the human nature which is as intimate an

His Deity.
"the Son knows not," He
becomes as express a witness to the two natures which constitute His person as Paul is when he speaks of the blood of God,
or as Keble is a witness to the twofold constitution of a human
being when he speaks of souls shedding blood. In this short
sentence, thus, Our Lord bears witness to His Divine nature
with its supremacy above all creatures, to His human nature
with its creaturely limitations, and to the unity of the subject
element of His personality as

When Our Lord

is

says, then, that

possessed of these two natures.
(6) Other passages Son of Man and Son of God All these
elements of His personality find severally repeated assertions
:

:

Our Lord recorded in the Synoptics.
There is no need to insist here on the elevation of Himself
above the kings and prophets of the Old Covenant (Mt. xii.
41 ff.), above the temple itself (Mt. xii. 6), and the ordinances
of the Divine Law (Mt. xii. 8) or on His accent of authority
in both His teaching and action, His great "I say unto you"
(Mt. v. 21, 22), 'I will; be cleansed' (Mk. i. 41; ii. 5; Lk. vii.
14) or on His separation of Himself from men in His relation
to God, never including them with Himself in an " Our Father,"
but consistently speaking distinctively of "my Father" (e. g.,
Lk. xxiv. 49) and "your Father" (e. g., Mt. v. 16); or on His
intimation that He is not merely David's Son but David's
Lord, and that a Lord sitting on the right hand of God (Mt.
xxii. 44) or on His parabolic discrimination of Himself a Son
and Heir from all "servants" (Mt. xxi. 33 ff.) or even on His
ascription to Himself of the purely Divine functions of the forgiveness of sins (Mk. ii. 8) and judgment of the world (Mt. xxv.
31), or of the purely Divine powers of reading the heart (Mk.
ii. 8; Lk. ix. 47), omnipotence (Mt. xxiv. 30; Mk. xiv. 62) and
omnipresence (Mt. xviii. 20; xxviii. 10). These things illustrate
His constant assumption of the possession of Divine dignity
in other utterances of

;

;

;

;
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directly

made

in the

two

currently gave Himself, the Son

of God. The former of these is His favorite
Derived from Dan. vii. 13, 14, it intimates on

Son

every occasion of its employment Our Lord's consciousness of
being a supramundane being, who has entered into a sphere of
earthly life on a high mission, on the accomplishment of which
He is to return to His heavenly sphere, whence He shall in due
season come back to earth, now, however, in His proper maj-

up the fruits of His work and consummate all
a designation, thus, which implies at once a heavenly preexistence, a present humiliation, and a future glory;
and He proclaims Himself in this future glory no less than the
esty, to gather

things. It

is

universal King seated on the throne of judgment for quick and
dead (Mk. viii. 31; Mt. xxv. 31). The implication of Deity imbedded in the designation, Son of Man, is perhaps more plainly
spoken out in the companion designation, Son of God, which
Our Lord not only accepts at the hands of others, accepting
with it the implication of blasphemy in permitting its appli-

cation to Himself (Mt. xxvi. 63, 65; Mk. xiv. 61, 64; Lk. xxii.
29, 30), but persistently claims for Himself both, in His con-

stant designation of

and

God

as His Father in a distinctive sense,

in His less frequent

Himself

as,

by way

but more pregnant designation of
"the Son." That His con-

of eminence,

sciousness of the peculiar relation to

God

expressed

by

this

designation was not an attainment of His mature spiritual de-

velopment, but was part of His most intimate consciousness
from the beginning, is suggested by the sole glimpse which is
given us into His mind as a child (Lk. ii. 49) The high significance which the designation bore to Him is revealed to us in
two remarkable utterances preserved, the one by both Matthew (xi. 27 ff.) and Luke (x. 22 ff.), and the other by Matthew
.

(xxviii. 19).
(c) Mt. xi. 27; xxviii. 19: In the former of these utterances,
Our Lord, speaking in the most solemn manner, not only pre-

sents Himself, as the Son, as the sole source of knowledge of

God and

of blessedness for

men, but places Himself

in a posi-

—
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not of equality merely, but of absolute reciprocity and
"No one," He

tion,

interpenetration of knowledge with the Father.

"knoweth the Son, save the Father; neither doth any
the Father, save the Son ..." varied in Luke so as to
read: "No one knoweth who the Son is, save the Father; and
." as if the being of the
who the Father is, save the Son
Son were so immense that only God could know it thoroughly;
and the knowledge of the Son was so unlimited that He could
know God to perfection. The peculiarly pregnant employment
here of the terms "Son" and "Father" over against one ansays,

know

.

other
It

is

is

.

explained to us in the other utterance (Mt. xxviii. 19).

the resurrected Lord's commission to His disciples. Claim-

ing for Himself

all

— whieh
— and promising to be

authority in heaven and on earth

implies the possession of omnipotence

with His followers 'alway, even to the end of the world
which adds the implications of omnipresence and omniscience
'

— He commands them to baptize

their converts

'

in the

name

Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.' The precise form of the formula must be carefully observed. It does not
read
In the names (plural)
as if there were three beings
enumerated, each with its distinguishing name. Nor yet: 'In
the name of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost/ as if there were
one person, going by a threefold name. It reads In the name
[singular] of the Father, and of the [article repeated] Son, and
of the

—

'

'

:

'

:

Holy Ghost,' carefully distinguishing
them all under one name. The
name of God was to the Jews Jehovah, and to name the name
of Jehovah upon them was to make them His. What Jesus did
in this great injunction was to command His followers to name
the name of God upon their converts, and to announce the
name of God which is to be named on their converts in the
threefold enumeration of "the Father" and "the Son" and
"the Holy Ghost." As it is unquestionable that He intended
Himself by "the Son," He here places Himself by the side of
the Father and the Spirit, as together with them constituting
of the [article repeated]

three persons, though uniting

the one God. It

and that

is

as

is,

which He is describing;
He announces Himself as

of course, the Trinity

much

as to say that

.
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one of the persons of the Trinity. This is what Jesus, as reported
by the Synoptics, understood Himself to be.
In announcing Himself to be God, however, Jesus does not
deny that He is man also. If all His speech of Himself rests on
His consciousness of a Divine nature, no less does all His speech
manifest His consciousness of a human nature. He easily identifies Himself with men (Mt. iv. 4; Lk. iv. 4), and receives without protest the imputation of humanity (Mt. xi. 19 Lk. vii. 34)
He speaks familiarly of His body (Mt. xxvi. 12, 26; Mk. xiv. 8;
His feet and
xiv. 22; Lk. xxii. 19), and of His bodily parts
hands (Lk. xxiv. 39), His head and feet (Lk. vii. 44-46), His
;

—

•

39), His blood (Mt. xxvi. 28, Mk.
chance to be given indeed a very express affirmation on His part of the reality of His bodily nature;
when His disciples were terrified at His appearing before them
after His resurrection, supposing Him to be a spirit, He reassures them with the direct declaration: "See my hands and my
feet, that it is I myself handle me, and see for a spirit hath not
flesh and bones, as ye behold me having" (Lk. xxiv. 39). His
testimony to His human soul is just as express: "My soul,"
says He, "is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death" (Mt. xxvi.
38; Mk. xiv. 34). He speaks of the human dread with which
He looked forward to His approaching death (Lk. xii. 50), and
expresses in a poignant cry His sense of desolation on the cross
(Mt. xxvii. 46; Mk. xv. 34). He speaks also of His pity for the
weary and hungering people (Mt. xv. 32; Mk. viii. 2), and of
flesh

and bones (Lk. xxiv.

xiv. 24; Lk. xxii. 20).

We

;

:

human
human is

desire

that

alien to

is

perfection to Himself

He

He felt (Lk. xxii. 15). Nothing
Him except sin. He never ascribes im-

which

a strong

and never betrays consciousness of sin.
Him (Lk. xi. 13; Mt. vii.

recognizes the evil of those about

but never identifies Himself with it.
God with whom He feels kinship
(Mt. xii. 50), and He offers Himself to the morally sick as a
physician (Mt. ix. 12). He proposes Himself as an example of
the highest virtues (Mt. xi. 28 ff.) and pronounces him blessed
who shall find no occasion of stumbling in Him (Mt. xi. 6).
These manifestations of a human and Divine consciousness
11;

It

xii.

is

34, 39; Lk. xi. 29),

those

who do

the will of
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simply stand side by side in the records of Our Lord's self-exis suppressed or even qualified by the other.
If we attend only to the one class we might suppose Him to proclaim Himself wholly Divine; if only to the other we might
equally easily imagine Him to be representing Himself as

pression. Neither

wholly human. With both together before us we perceive Him
alternately speaking out of a Divine and out of a human consciousness; manifesting Himself as all that God is and as all
that man is; yet with the most marked unity of consciousness.
He, the one Jesus Christ, was to His own apprehension true

God and complete man
VII.

in a unitary personal

life.

The Two Natures Everywhere Presupposed
l

There underlies, thus, the entire literature of the New Testament a single, unvarying conception of the constitution of Our
Lord's person. From Matthew where He is presented as one of
the persons of the

Holy Trinity

(xxviii. 19)

— or

•

if

we

prefer

the chronological order of books, from the Epistle of James

where

He

is

spoken of as the Glory of God, the Shekinah

— to the Apocalypse where He
He

is

the Alpha and the

is

(ii.

1)

represented as declaring that

Omega, the

First

and the Last, the

Beginning and the End (i. 8, 17; xxii. 13), He is consistently
thought of as in His fundamental being just God. At the same
time from the Synoptic Gospels, in which He is dramatized as
a man walking among men, His human descent carefully recorded, and His sense of dependence on God so emphasized
that prayer becomes almost His most characteristic action, to
the Epistles of John in which it is made the note of a Christian
that He confesses that Jesus Christ has come in flesh (I Jn. iv.
2) and the Apocalypse in which His birth in the tribe of Judah
and the house of David (v. 5; xxii. 16), His exemplary life of
conflict and victory (iii. 21), His death on the cross (xi. 8) are
noted, He is equally consistently thought of as true man. Nevertheless, from the beginning to the end of the whole series of
books, while first one and then the other of His two natures
comes into repeated prominence, there is never a question of
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conflict between the two, never any confusion in their relations,
never any schism in His unitary personal action; but He is obviously considered and presented as one, composite indeed, but
undivided personality. In this state of the case not only may
evidence of the constitution of Our Lord's person properly be
drawn indifferently from every part of the New Testament, and
passage justly be cited to support and explain passage without
reference to the portion of the New Testament in which it is
found, but we should be without justification if we did not employ this common presupposition of the whole body of this
literature to illustrate and explain the varied representations
which meet us cursorily in its pages, representations which
might easily be made to appear mutually contradictory were
they not brought into harmony by their relation as natural

component parts of this one unitary conception which underlies and gives consistency to them all. There can scarcely be
imagined a better proof of the truth of a doctrine than its power
completely to harmonize a multitude of statements which without it would present to our view only a mass of confused
inconsistencies. A key which perfectly fits a lock of very complicated wards can scarcely fail to be the true key.

Formulation of the Doctrine

VIII.

Meanwhile the wards remain complicated. Even in the case
own composite structure, of soul and body, familiar as
we are with it from our daily experience, the mutual relations
of elements so disparate in a single personality remain an unplumbed mystery, and give rise to paradoxical modes of speech,
which would be misleading, were not their source in our duplex
of our

nature well understood. We may read, in careful writers, of
souls being left dead on battlefields, and of everybody's im-

The mysteries of the relations in which the constituent elements in the more complex personality of Our Lord
stand to one another are immeasurably greater than in our
mortality.

simpler case.
finite

We

God and

a

can never hope to comprehend how the inhumanity can be united in a single per-

finite
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son;

and

it is

very easy to go fatally astray in attempting to

explain the interactions in the unitary person of natures so diverse from one another. It

soon as serious

efforts

is

not surprising, therefore, that so

began to be made to give systematic ex-

planations of the Biblical facts as to

Our Lord's person, many

one-sided and incomplete statements were formulated which

required correction and complementing before at length a

mode

statement was devised which did full justice to the Biblical
data. It was accordingly only after more than a century of controversy, during which nearly every conceivable method of
construing and misconstruing the Biblical facts had been proposed and tested, that a formula was framed which successfully
guarded the essential data supplied by the Scriptures from destructive misconception. This formula, put together by the
Council of Chalcedon, 451 a.d., declares it to have always been
the doctrine of the church, derived from the Scriptures and
of

Our Lord Himself, that Our Lord Jesus Christ is " truly God
and truly man, of a reasonable soul and body; consubstantial
with the Father according to the Godhead, and consubstantial
with us according to the manhood; in all things like unto us,
without

sin; begotten before all ages of the Father according
Godhead, and in these latter days, for us and for our
salvation, born of the Virgin Mary, the Mother of God, according to the manhood; one and the same Christ, Son, Lord,
Only-begotten, to be acknowledged in two natures inconfus-

to the

edly, unchangeably, indivisibly, inseparably; the distinction of

natures being

by no means taken away by the

union, but rather

the property of each nature being preserved, and concurring in

one Person and one subsistence, not parted or divided into two
and the same Son, and Only-begotten, God,
the Word, the Lord Jesus Christ." There is nothing here but
a careful statement in systematic form of the pure teaching of
the Scriptures; and therefore this statement has stood ever
since as the norm of thought and teaching as to the person of
the Lord. As such, it has been incorporated, in one form or another, into the creeds of all the great branches of the church;
persons, but one

it

underlies

and gives

their

form to

all

the allusions to Christ
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mass of preaching and song which has accumulated
during the centuries; and it has supplied the background of the
devotions of the untold multitudes who through the Christian
in the great

ages have been worshippers of Christ.

—
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VI

GOD OUR FATHER AND THE
LORD JESUS CHRIST''

"GOD OUR FATHER AND THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST "

1

In the opening sentence of the very first of Paul's letters
and that is as much as to say,
which have come down to us
in the very first sentence which, so far as we know, he ever
wrote,
he makes use of a phrase in speaking of the Christians God, which at once attracts our interested attention.
According to the generous way he had of thinking and speaking
of his readers at the height of their professions, he describes
the church at Thessalonica as living and moving and having
its being in God. But, as it was a Christian church which he
was addressing, he does not content himself, in this description,
with the simple term "God." He uses the compound phrase,
"God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." The Thessalonians, he says, because they were Christians, lived and moved and
had their being "in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ."
It is quite clear that this compound phrase was not new on
Paul's lips, coined for this occasion. It bears on its face the evidence of a long and familiar use, by which it had been worn
down to its bare bones. All the articles have been rubbed off,
and with them all other accessories; and it stands out in its
baldest elements as just "God Father and Lord Jesus Christ."
Plainly we have here a mode of speaking of the Christians God
which was customary with Paul.

—

—

'

'

We are not surprised,

therefore, to find this phrase repeated

same connection in the opening verses of the
next letter which Paul wrote
II Thessalonians
with only
the slight variation that an "our" is inserted with "God the
Father,"
"in God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ."
The significance of this variation is, probably, that, although
it is a customary formula which is being employed, it has not
hardened into a mechanically repeated series of mere words.
in precisely the

—

—

—

1

From The

Princeton Theological Review, v. xv, 1917, pp. 1-20.
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It is used with lively consciousness of its full meaning, and with
such slight variations of wording from time to time as the circumstances of each case, or perhaps the mere emotional move-

ment

of the

moment, suggested.

This free handling of what is, nevertheless, clearly in essence
a fixed formula, is sharply illustrated by a third instance of its
occurrence. Paul uses it again in the opening sentence of the
third letter which he wrote,
that to the Galatians. Here it
is turned, however, end to end, while yet preserving all its essential elements; and is set in such a context as to throw its
fundamental meaning into very strong emphasis. Paul was
called upon to defend to the Galatians the validity of his apostleship, and he characteristically takes occasion to assert, in the
very first words which he wrote to them, that he received it
from no human source,
no, nor even through any human intermediation,
but directly from God. The way he does this
is to announce himself as "an apostle not from men, neither
through man, but through Jesus Christ and God the Father"
"who," he adds, "raised Him from the dead." The effect
of the addition of these last words is to throw the whole emphasis of the clause on "Jesus Christ"; even "God the Father" is
defined in relation to Him. Yet the whole purpose of the sen-

—

—

—

-

—

tence

is

to assert the divine origin of Paul's apostleship in strong

any possible human derivation of it. Clearly, the
God the Father" denotes something
purely Divine. It is in effect a Christian periphrasis for "God."
contrast with

phrase "Jesus Christ and

And

in this Christian periphrasis for

"God"

the

name

of Jesus

Christ takes no subordinate place.

conduce to our better apprehension of the nature and
"God" which
Paul employs in the opening words of each of the first three of
his epistles, if we will set side by side the actual words in which
it is phrased in these three instances.
It will

implications of this Christian periphrasis for

I Thess.

i.

II Thess.

Gal.

i.

1:

i.

1:

avrov

kv

deQ irarpi

1: kv

5t&
e/c

/cat Kupico 'Irjcrov

de& Trarpl

'Itjctov

veKpcov.

rj/jLcbv

XptoroD

Xptcrrw.

/cat Kvpic*) 'lriaov

/cat

Xptcrrw.

deov irarpos rod kyeipavros
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It

is

not, however, merely or chiefly in these three instances

that Paul uses this Christian periphrasis for God. It
apostle's

custom to bring the address which he

of his letters to a close in a formal prayer that the

Christian blessings of grace and peace

is

the

prefixes to each

(or, in

fundamental

the letters to

Timothy, grace, mercy and peace) may be granted to his
readers. In this prayer he regularly employs this periphrasis
to designate the Divine Being to whom the prayer is offered.
It fails to appear in this opening prayer in two only of his
thirteen letters; and its failure to appear in these two is useful
in fixing its meaning in the other eleven. It is quite clear that
Paul intends to say the same thing in all thirteen instances:
they differ only in the fulness with which he expresses his identical meaning. When he says in I Thess. i. 1 only " Grace to
you and peace," he is not expressing a mere wish; he is invoking
the Divine Being in prayer; and his mind is as fully on Him as
if he had formally named Him. And when he names this Divine
Being whom he is invoking in this prayer, in Col. i. 2, "God
"Grace to you and peace from God our
our Father,"Father"his meaning is precisely the same as when he
names Him in the companion letter, Eph. i. 2, " God our Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ"
"Grace to you and peace from
or in a similar
God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ"
prayer at the end of the same letter, Eph. vi. 23, "God the
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ"
"Peace to the brethren
and love along with faith from God the Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ." In every instance Paul is invoking the Divine
Being and only the Divine Being. Once he leaves that to be
understood from the nature of the case. Once he names this
Being simply "God the Father." In the other eleven instances
he gives Him the conjunct name, which ordinarily takes the
form of "God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ,"- obviously employing a formula which had become habitual with
him in such formal prayers.
That we may see at a glance how clear it is that Paul is
making use here of a fixed formula in his designation of the
Christians God, and may observe at the same time the amount

—

—

—

—

—

—

'
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of

freedom which he allows himself in repeating

formal prayers,

we

it

in these very

bring together the series of these opening

prayers, in the chronological order of the epistles in which they
occur.
I Thess.

x^pts vplv

1:

i.

II Thess.

2

x^pts
'Irjaov Xpiarov.

Gal.

i.

:

3: x^pts vjxiv

i.

'Irjcrov

I Cor.

/cat eiprjvrj

irarpbs

/cat

KvpLov

airb deov irarpbs rjji&v /cat Kvpiov

XptcrroO.

x^pts vjuv

3:

i.

/cat eiprjvrj.

i>fuv /cat eiprjvrj airb deov

eiprjvrj

/cat

airb deov

irarpbs

rjn&v

/cat

Qeov irarpbs

rjjji&v

/cat

Kvpiov 'Irjaov XptcrroO.

II Cor.

2

i.

x&Pts

:

vjjllv /cat eiprjvrj

oltto

Kvpiov 'Irjaov XptcrroO.

Rom.

7: xotpts vfuv

i.

/cat

eiprjvr}

airb deov

irarpbs

rjji&v

/cat

eiprjvr)

airb deov

irarpbs

rjn&v

/cat

Kvpiov 'Irjaov XptcrroO.

Eph.

i.

2:

x<*pts

vpXv

/cat

Kvpiov 'Irjaov Xptarov.

[Eph.

23:

vi.

eiprjvr]

deov irarpbs

Col.

x aP *
x a P^

2:

i.

l

Phile. 3:

/cat

rots adeX^ots /cat aya7r77 p.era iricrreus airb

Kvpiov

'Irjcrov

XptcrroO.]

biLiv /cat eiprjvrj airb deov

Ka 1

airb

dprjvrj

-

irarpbs

deov

rjjiwv.

irarpbs

r)p,&v

/cat

irarpbs

rj/icov

/cat

Kvpiov 'Irjaov XptcrroO.
Phil.

i.

2:

x^pts

v/jllv

/cat

eiprjvr]

airb deov

Kvpiov 'Irjaov XptcrroO.
I

Tim.

i.

2: xapis eheos

'Ir^croO

Tit.

i.

roO Kvpiov

4: x^pts

/cat eiprjvrj

rod accrrjpos
II Tim.

i.

eiprjvrj

airb deov

irarpbs

/cat

XptcrroO

rjji&v.

airb deov irarpbs /cat XptcrroO

'Irjaov

rjji&v.

2: x^pts eheos

eiprjvrj

airb deov irarpbs /cat

Xpiarov

'Irjaov rod nvpiov rjfidv.

Alfred Seeberg, seeking evidence of the survival of old Chris-

New

Testament, very
we have here
a combination of the names of God the Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ in prayer which Paul found already in use in the
Christian community when he attached himself to it 3 and which
tian formulas in the literature of the

naturally fixes on these passages, and argues that
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a hard saying when Ernst von Dobready to concede that Paul received
this combination of names from his predecessors, but sharply
denies that he received it as a " fixed formula." One would
have supposed it to lie on the face of Paul's use of it that he
was repeating a formula; while it might be disputed whether
it was a formula of his own making or he had adopted it from
others. It goes to show that it was not invented by Paul, that it
is found not only in other connections in Paul's writings, as we
have seen, but also in other New Testament books besides his.

he took over from

it.

It is

schiitz professes himself

Jas.

1:

i.

II Pet.

i.

deov

kclI

Kvpiov

'Ir)o~ov

Xpicrrov 8ov\os.

2: ev eTnyvcoaei rov deov kol

II Jno. 3: ecrrai

p.ed'

im&v x«pw

'Irjcrov

ekeos

elpy\vr\

rod Kvpiov

r/fxcov.

irapa deov irar-

pbs Kai irapa 'lycrov XpioToD rod vlov rov irarpos.

In the presence of these passages it is difficult to deny that we
have in the closely knit conjunction of these two Divine names
part of the established phraseology of primitive Christian religious speech.
It

would not be easy to exaggerate the closeness with which
The two per-

the two names are knit together in this formula.

sons brought together are not, to be sure, absolutely identified.
persons, to each of whom severally there
be ascribed activities in which the other does not share.
In Gal i. 1 we read of " Jesus Christ and God the Father who
raised Him from the dead." In Gal. i. 3, we read of "God the
Father and our Lord Jesus Christ who gave Himself for our
sins." The epithets by which they are described, moreover, are
distinctive,
the Father, our Father, the Lord, our Lord, our

They remain two

may

—

Saviour. There

is

no obscuration, then,

the personalities brought together.
absolute.

And

But

of the peculiarities of
their equalization

is

short of thoroughgoing identification of persons

by their conjunction seems to be complete.
complete this unity is may be illustrated by another
series of passages. J. B. Lightfoot has called attention to the
symmetrical structure of the two Epistles to the Thessalonians.
the unity expressed

How

Each

is

divided into two parts ("the

first

part being chiefly
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narrative and explanatory, and the second hortatory"), and
each of these parts closes with a prayer introduced by avrbs be
followed by the Divine name,
a construction not found elsewhere in these epistles. Clearly there is formal art at work here;
and it will repay us to bring together the opening words of the

—

four prayers, including the designations

voked

by which God

is

in-

in each.

I Thess.

iii.

im&v

11: avrbs be 6 debs

I Thess. v. 23:

II Thess.

/cat

warrip iux&v

/cat

6 Kvptos

'Irjaovs.

ii.

avrbs be b debs

16:

rrjs eiprjvrjs.

avrbs be b Kvpios

6 debs b irarrjp

fip.&i>

rjfjL&v

'Irjaovs

6 ayair^aas rijias

/cat

XpLcrrbs

/cat

bovs irapa-

KkrjaLV aioiviav /cat ekiriba ayadrjv ev \apiri.

II Thess.

iii.

16:

avrbs be 6 Kvpuos

rrjs eiprjvrjs.

how illuminating the mere conjunction of
Taking I Thess. iii. 11 in isolation, we might
wonder whether we ought to read it, "God Himself, even our
Father and our Lord Jesus," or " Our God and Father Himself,
and our Lord Jesus," or "Our God and Father and our Lord
Jesus, Himself." So, taking it in isolation, we might hesitate
whether we should construe II Thess. ii. 16, "Our Lord Jesus
Christ Himself, and God our Father," or "Our Lord Jesus
Christ and God our Father, Himself." The commentators acIt

is

remarkable

these passages

is.

cordingly divide themselves

among

these views, each urging

reasons which scarcely seem convincing for his choice.

But

so

soon as we bring the passages together it becomes clear that the
avrbs is to be construed with the whole subject following it in
every case, and thus a solid foundation is put beneath the opinion arrived at on other grounds by Martin Dibelius, Ernst von
Dobschutz and J. E. Frame, that in I Thess. iii. 11 and II
Thess. ii. 16, the avrbs binds together the two subjects, God
and the Lord, as the conjunct object of Paul's prayer.
The four prayers are in every sense of the word parallel.
The petition is substantially the same in all. It cannot be
imagined that the Being to whom the several prayers are addressed was consciously envisaged as different. Paul is in every
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case simply bringing his heart's desire for his converts before

God. Yet, in describing the God before whom he lays his
he fairly exhausts the possibilities of variety of designation which the case affords. As a result, God the Father and
the Lord Jesus Christ could not be more indissolubly knit together as essentially one. Both are mentioned in two of the addresses, but the order in which they are mentioned is reversed
from one to the other, and all the predicates in both instances
are cast in the singular number. In the other two addresses
only one is named, but it is a different one in each case, although
an identical epithet is attributed to them both. We learn thus
not only that Paul prays indifferently to God and to the Lord
in precisely the same way, for precisely the same things, and
with precisely the same attitude of mind and heart, expressed
in identical epithets,
but also that he prays thus indifferently to God or the Lord separately and to God and the Lord
together. And when he prays to the two together, he does all
that it is humanly possible to do to make it clear that he is
thinking of them not as two but as one. Interchanging the
names, so that they stand indifferently in the order "God and
the Lord," or "the Lord and God," he binds them together in
a single "self"; and then, proceeding with his prayer, he conhis

petition,

—

—

bound together in a single
both cases alike with a singular verb,
"Now our
Lord Jesus Christ and God our Father who loved us
Himself," he prays, "may He comfort your hearts and establish them in every good work and word." "Now our God and
Father and our Lord Jesus, Himself," he prays again, "may
He direct our way unto you": and then he proceeds immediately, continuing the prayer, but now with only one name,
though obviously with no change in the Being addressed,
"and may the Lord make you to increase and abound in love
toward one another and toward all men." If it was with any
difference of consciousness that Paul addressed God or the
Lord, or God and the Lord together, in his prayers, he certainly
has taken great pains to obscure that fact. If he had intended
to show plainly that to him God and the Lord were so one that
strues this double subject, thus
"self," in

—

.

.

.

—
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God and the Lord conjoined were still one to his consciousness,
he could scarcely have found more effective means of doing so.
There is probably no instance in all Paul's epistles where God
and the Lord are mentioned together, that they are construed
with a plural adjective or verb.
We should not pass without notice that it is in the passages
from II Thessalonians that 6 Kvpios is given relative prominence. In the two passages from I Thessalonians 6 debs comes
forward, while in those from II Thessalonians it is 6 Kvpios. That
is in accordance with the general character of II Thessalonians,
which

is

distinctively a nvpios epistle. Proportionately to the

lengths of the two epistles, while debs occurs about equally often
in each, Kvpios occurs about twice as often in the second as in

the

first.

We

do not pause to inquire into the causes of

this

superior prominence of Kvpios in II Thessalonians, although

it

may

be worth remarking in passing that in both epistles it is
relatively prominent in the hortatory portions. Whatever, however, may have been the particular causes which brought about
the result in this case, the result is in itself one which could not
have been brought about if debs and Kvpuos had not stood in the
consciousness of Paul in virtual equality as designations of

—

phenomenon amounts at its apex,
as we see
to the simple
more particularly before us
replacement of debs by Kvptos as the designation of Deity. And
that means at bottom that Paul knows no difference between
debs and Kvpios in point of rank; they are both to him designations of Deity and the discrimination by which the one is applied to the Father and the other to Christ is (so far) merely a
convention by which two that are God are supplied with differentiating appellations by means of which they may be intelligibly spoken of severally. With respect to the substance of the
Deity. For the

in the four passages

—

matter there seems no reason why the Father might not just
as well be called Kvpios and Christ debs.
Whether the convention by which the two appellations are
assigned respectively to the Father as debs and to Christ as
Kvpcos is ever broken by Paul, is a question of little intrinsic
importance, but nevertheless of some natural interest. It is
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probable that Paul never,

— not only in these epistles to the

Thessalonians, but throughout his epistles,
of the Father.

The term seems

— employs

icvpios

to appear uniformly in his writ-

ings, except in a few (not all) quotations from the Old Testament, as a designation of Christ. Thus the Old Testament
divine name Kvpuos (Jehovah) is appropriated exclusively to
Christ; and that in repeated instances even when the language
which Paul carries over
of the Old Testament is adduced,
to and applies to Christ as the Lord there spoken of. The question whether Paul ever applies the term debs to Christ is brought
sharply before us by the form in which the formula, the use of
which we are particularly investigating, occurs in II Thess. i.
12. There we read of Paul's constant prayer that "our God"
should count his readers worthy of their calling and fulfil with
reference to them every good pleasure of goodness and work of
faith with power, to the end that "the name of our Lord Jesus"
might be glorified in them, and they in Him, Kara ttjv xapw

—

rod deov

riix&v /cat Kvpiov 'Irjaov

XpioroD.

probably be allowed that in strictness of grammatical rule, rigidly applied, this should mean, "according to the
grace of our God and Lord Jesus Christ," or, if we choose so to
phrase it, "according to the grace of our God, even the Lord
Jesus Christ." All sorts of reasons are advanced, however, why
the strict grammatical rule should not be rigidly applied here.
Most of them are ineffective enough and testify only to the
reluctance of expositors to acknowledge that Paul can speak of
Christ as "God." This reluctance is ordinarily given expression
either in the simple empirical remark that it is not in accordance with the usage of Paul to call Christ God, or in the more
far-reaching assertion that it is contrary to Paul's doctrinal
system to represent Christ as God. Thus, for example, W. Bornemann comments briefly: "In themselves, these words might be
so taken as to call Jesus here both God and Lord. That is, however, improbable, according to the Pauline usage elsewhere."
This mild statement is particularly interesting as a recession
from the strong ground taken by G. Lunemann, whose commentary on the Thessalonian epistles in the Meyer series
It will

:
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Bornemann's superseded. Lunemann argues the question at
some length and one might almost say with some heat. "According to Hofmann and Riggenbach," he writes, "Christ is
here named both our God and our Lord,
an interpretation
which, indeed, grammatically is no less allowable than the in-

—

terpretation of the doxology 6 &v
rovs ai&vas,

Rom.

ix. 5,

equally inadmissible as

it

kiri

iravTUV debs evXoyrjros

eis

an apposition to XpLaros; but is
would contain an un-Pauline thought
as

on account of which also Hilgenfeld, " Zeitschr.f .d.

wiss. Theol.,"

Halle, 1862, p. 264, in the interest of the supposed spuriousness
of the Epistle, has forthwith appropriated to himself this dis-

covery of Hofmann." Ernst von Dobschutz, who has superseded Bornemann as Bornemann superseded Lunemann, is as
sure as Lunemann that it is un-Pauline to call Christ God but
as he is equally sure that this passage does call Christ God, he
though
has no alternative but to deny the passage to Paul,
he prefers to deny to him only this passage and not, like Hilgenfeld, the whole Epistle. "But an entirely un-Pauline trait meets
;

—

us here," he writes, "that to rod Beov thi&v there
Kal Kvpiov 'Irjaov XptcrroO-

is

added

Not that the combination, God our

Father and the Lord Jesus Christ, is not original-Pauline (see
on I Thess. i. 1), but that what stands here must be translated,
Of our God and Lord Jesus Christ as Hofmann and Wohlenberg rightly maintain. This, however, is in very fact in the
highest degree un-Pauline (Lunemann) in spite of Rom. ix. 5,
and has its parallel only in Tit. ii. 13, Of our Great God and
Saviour, Christ Jesus,' or II Pet. i. 1, 11, 'Of our God (Lord)
and Saviour, Jesus Christ.'" H. J. Holtzmann, as is his wont,
sums up the whole contention crisply: "In the entire compass
of the Pauline literature, only II Thess. i. 12 and Tit. ii. 13
supply two equally exegetically uncertain parallels" to Rom.
1

'

1

ix.

5 "while, in Eph.

iv. 6,

God

the Father

is

6

kiri

Tavra)v."

It is manifest that reasoning of this sort runs great risk of

merely begging the question. The precise point under discussion is whether Paul does ever, or could ever, speak of Christ
as God. This passage is offered in evidence that he both can
and does. It is admitted that there are other passages which
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may be adduced in the same sense. There is Rom. ix. 5 which
everybody allows to be Paul's own. There is Tit. ii. 13 which occurs in confessedly distinctively " Pauline literature." There
is Acts xx. 28, credibly attributed to Paul by one of his pupils.
There is II Pet. i. 1 to show that the usage was not unknown to
other of the New Testament letter-writers. It is scarcely satisfactory to say that all these passages are as " exegetically uncertain" as II Thess.

i.

12

itself.

This "exegetical uncertainty"

imposed upon the passage by reluctance to take
it in the sense which it most naturally bears, and which is exegetically immediately given. It is as exegetically certain, for
example, as any thing can be purely exegetically certain, that
in Rom. ix. 5 Paul calls Christ roundly "God over all." It is
scarcely to be doubted that this would be universally recognized if Romans could with any plausibility be denied to Paul,
or even could be assigned to a date subsequent to that of, say,
Colossians. The equivalent may be said of each of the other
is

in each case

passages mutatis mutandis.

The reasoning

is

distinctly circular

which denies to each of these passages in turn its natural meaning on the ground of lack of supporting usage, when this lack
of supporting usage is created by a similar denial on the same
ground of its natural meaning to each of the other passages.
The ground of the denial in each case is merely the denial in
the other cases. Meanwhile the usage is there, and is not thus
to be denied away. If it may be, any usage whatever may be
destroyed in the same manner.
In these circumstances there seems no reason why the ordinary laws of grammar should not determine our understanding of II Thess.

i.

12.

its parallels in Tit.

general phrasing even
II Thess.

We may set it down here,

ii.

13 and II Pet.

more

1 in

therefore, with
which the same

clearly carries this sense.

12: rrjv xkpiv rod deov

i.

i.

^/jlqjv

kclI

Kvpiov

'Iriaov

Xpiorou.
Tit.

ii.

13:

/cat

acarijpos

II Pet.

i.

1

'Itjaov

:

eTtifykveiw

rjp,u)v

iricTTiy

XpioTou

tt}s

ev duiaioo-vvy

XpioroO.

56^s tov ixey&Xov

deov

koX

'Irjaov.

tov Seov

rjfx&v

koX ao)Trjpos

—
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In these passages the conjunction, in which

God and Christ
we are in-

are brought together in the general formula which
vestigating, reaches its culmination in

an express

identification

them. We have seen that the two are not only united in this
formula on terms of complete equality, but are treated as in
some sense one. Grammatically at least, they constitute one
"self " (avros); and they are presented in nearly every phraseology possible as the common source of Christian blessing and
the unitary object of Christian prayer. Their formal identification would seem after this to be a matter of course, and we
may be a little surprised that the recognition of it should be
so strenuously resisted. The explanation is no doubt to be
sought in the consideration that so long as this formal identification is not acknowledged to be expressly made, those who
find difficulty in believing that Christ is included by Paul in
of

Godhead may feel the way more or less open to exaway by one expedient or another the identity of the two,

the actual
plain

manifoldly implied in the general representation indeed, but
not formally announced.

Expositor after expositor, at any rate,

may

be observed

in-

troducing into his reproduction of Paul's simple equalization,
or rather, unification, of God and the Lord, qualifying phrases

own which tend to adjust them to his personal way of
thinking of the relations subsisting between the two. C. J.
of his

found occasion to rebuke this practice in G.
Liinemann and A. Koch. The former explains that Paul con-

Ellicott already

joins Christ with

God

in his prayers, because, according to

— "see Usteri, "Lehrb."

ii. 2. 4, p. 315"
hand of God, has a part in the
government of the world. The latter, going further, asserts
that Paul brings the two together only because he regards
Christ "as the wisdom and power of God." Few expositors entirely escape the temptation to go thus beyond what is written.
It is most common, perhaps, to follow the path in which Liinemann walks, and to declare that Paul unites the two persons
because Christ by His exaltation has been made for the time

Paul's conception'

Christ, as sitting at the right

co-regnant with

God

over the universe, or perhaps only over
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the Church. Quite frequently, however,

it is

asserted,

more

like

Koch, that the unity instituted between them amounts merely
to a unity of will, or even only to a harmony of operation. At
the best it is explained that our Lord is placed by the side of
God only because it is through Him as intermediary that the
blessings which have their source in God are received or are to
be sought. An especially flagrant example of the substitution
of quite alien phraseology for Paul's, in a professed restatement
is afforded by David Somerville in his Cunningham Lectures on "St. Paul's Conception of Christ." He
tells us that Paul's " conjunction of God and Christ in his stated

of his conception,

greetings to the churches indicated his belief that a co-partner-

ship of Divine power and honor

was included

in the exaltation

be Lord." It obviously smacks, however, less of
Paul than of Socinus to speak of the relation of Christ to God
as a "co-partnership of Divine power and honor," and of this
co-partnership of Divine power and honor between them as
resulting from Christ becoming Lord by His exaltation.
Benjamin Jowett, with that fine condescension frequently
exhibited by the "emancipated," remarks on Chrysostom's
comment on Gal. i. 3: "This is the mind not of the Apostolic
but of the Nicene age." He does not stay to consider that the
mind of his own age and coterie may in such a matter be as
much further removed than that of the Nicene age from the
mind of the Apostolic age in substance as it is in time. Nevertheless it may be admitted that even the Nicene commentators
were prone to read their own conceptions of the relations of
of Christ to

Christ to

God

explanatorily into Paul's simple equalization of

them. Athanasius appeals,
do,

— as he was thoroughly entitled to

>

— to Paul's conjunction

Jesus Christ as the

common

of

God

the Father and the Lord

source of grace and the

common

object of prayer, against the Arian contention that the Father

and the Son are concordant, indeed,

in will but not one in being.
In the eleventh section of the third of his Orations against the
Arians he gives expression to this appeal thus: "Therefore also,

as

we

said just now,

the Son also gives

it,

when the Father

gives grace

and peace,

as Paul signifies in every epistle, writing,
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'Grace to you and peace, from

God

our Father and the Lord
is from the Father

Jesus Christ.' For one and the same grace
in the Son, as the light of the

and
and

as the sun's illumination
so,

sun and

of the radiance is one,

effective

through the radiance;
'

Now

the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ Himself,

may

when he prays

God even
He direct

is

our

for the Thessalonians, in saying,

way unto

you,' he has guarded the unity of the

Father and of the Son. For he has not said, 'May they direct,'
as of a double grace given from two, from This and That, but,
'May he direct,' to show that the Father gives it through the
Son." This is not to emphasize the unity of the Father and the
Son more strongly than Paul does: it is only to repeat Paul's
testimony to their unity. But Athanasius cannot repeat Paul's
testimony to their unity without interpolating his own conception of the manner in which this unity is to be conceived. One
and the same grace comes to us from the Father and the Son,
he gives us to understand, because the grace of the Father
comes to us in the Son; one and the same prayer is addressed
to the Father and the Son, because whatever the Father gives
He gives through the Son. This explanation is interpolated into
Paul's language. Paul places God and the Lord absolutely side
by side, as joint source of the blessings he seeks for his readers;
addresses his prayers for benefits he desires for his readers to
them in common; treats them, in a word, as one. Athanasius'
explanations are, of course, not as gross interpolations into the
text as Arius' but they are no less real interpolations. The outstanding fact governing Paul's collocation of God and the Lord,
is that he makes no discrimination between them whatever,
but treats them as a unity.
This is well brought out in the remarks of Chrysostom on
which Jowett had his eye when he accused him of intruding a
Nicene meaning on the text. These remarks are on the prepositions in Gal. i. 1 and Rom. i. 7. Had Paul written in the former
of these passages, says Chrysostom, either "through Jesus
Christ," or "through God the Father," alone, the Arians
would have had their explanation of his having done so, in the
interests of some essential distinction between the Father and
;
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But Paul " leaves no opening for such a cavil, by menSon and the Father, and making the

tioning at once both the

language apply to both." "This he does," he adds, "not as
referring the acts of the Son to the Father, but to show that the
expression implies no distinction of essence." On Rom. i. 7 he
remarks similarly on the use of "from" with both the Father

and the Son. "For he did not

unto you and

say, 'Grace be

God the Father, through the Lord Jesus Christ,'
but 'from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.'" There

peace, from

is

no imposing

of a

Nicene sense on Paul's language here. There

a simple reflection, as in a clear mirror, of the exact sense of
the texts in hand, with an emphasis on their underlying impli-

is

cation of oneness between

We
in

God and

our Lord.

are constantly pointed to I Cor.

some way supplying a warrant

to be sure, as
an unexpressed

viii. 6,

for supposing

subordinationism to be hidden beneath the surface of
Paul's equalizations of
Christ.

God

It is exceedingly difficult,

made

all of

the Father and the Lord Jesus

however, to see

how

this

open to
the sight of all, of course, that in it the one God the Father
and the one Lord Jesus Christ,
who are included in the one
are difonly God that, it is understood by all, alone exists,
ferentiated by the particular relations in which the first and

passage can be

to supply such a warrant. It

—

—

the second creations alike are said to stand to
All things are said to be "of "

God

lies

them

severally.

the Father and "through"

the Lord Jesus Christ; Christians are said to be

"unto" the

"by means of" the other. These characterizations are
course, not made at random; and it is right to seek diligently

one and
of

for their significance. It

would doubtless be easy, however, to

press such prepositional distinctions too far, as such passages
as Rom. xi. 36 and Col. i. 16 may advise us. Perhaps it would
not be wrong to say that they are to be taken rather eminently

than exclusively.

What it is at the moment especially important

that

we

God

the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ ad extra and say

observe, however,

is

that they concern the relations of

nothing whatever of their relations to one another. With rewhat the passage tells

spect to their relations to one another,

—
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us

is

that they are both embraced in that one

declared with great emphasis, alone exists.

God

We

which,

it is

must not

per-

is dominated by
no God but one" (verse
4, at the end) Of this assertion the words now particularly before us (verse 6b) are the positive side of an explication and

mit to

fall

out of sight that the whole passage

the clear-cut assertion that " there

is

.

proof (verse

5,

yap).

And

the thing for us distinctly to note

that Paul explicates the assertion that there

is

is

no God but one

by declaring, as if that was quite ad rem, that Christians know
but one God the Father and one Lord Jesus Christ. There
meets us here again, we perceive,
as underlying and giving
its force to this assertion,
the precise formula we have been
having under consideration. And it meets us after a fashion
which brings very strikingly to our attention once more that,
when Paul says "God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ,"
he has in mind not two Gods, much less two beings of unequal
dignity, a God and a Demi-god, or a God and a mere creature,
but just one God. Though Christians have one God the
Father and one Lord Jesus Christ, they know but one only
God.
The essential meaning of the passage is wholly unaffected
by the question whether in the words, " There is no God but
one" at the end of verse 4, we have Paul's own language or
that of his Corinthian correspondents repeated by him. We
may read the verse, if we choose,
perhaps we ought to,
" Concerning the meats offered to idols, then, we are perfectly
well aware that, as you say, there is no idol in the world, and
there is no God but one." Still, the assertion that there is no
God but one rules the succeeding verses, which, introduced as

—

—

—

—

become in effect a reiteration of it. "There is
no God but one, for
for, although there are indeed so-called
Gods, whether in heaven or on earth,
as there are Gods a-plenty and Lords a-plenty!
yet for us there is one God the
Father
and one Lord Jesus Christ. ..." Obviously
this can mean nothing else than that the "one God the Father
and one Lord Jesus Christ" of the Christians is just the one
only God which exists. To attempt to make it mean anything
its justification,

—

•

—

.

.

.

—
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else is to stultify the

only one

God

exists

whole argument.

You

cannot prove that

by pointing out that you

yourself have

two.

We

are referred,

it

is

true,

to the declaration that the

heathen have not only many Gods, but also many Lords, and
we are bidden to see in their one God the Father and one Lord
Jesus Christ a parallel among the Christians to this state of
affairs among the heathen. And then we are further instructed
that it is only fair to suppose that Paul felt some difference in
grade between the Gods and the Lords of the heathen and, in
paralleling the two objects of Christian worship with them respectively, intended to intimate a discrimination in rank between God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. On this
ground, we are then asked to conclude that Paul does not
range the Lord Jesus Christ here along with God the Father
within the Godhead, but adjoins Him to God the Father as an
additional

"Lord"

and

inferior object of reverence, placed distinctly

"God." This whole construchowever, is purely artificial and has no standing ground in
the world of realities. There is no evidence that the heathen
as

outside the category of

tion,

discriminated between the designations

"God" and "Lord"

in point of dignity to the disadvantage of the latter; this, at

the end of the day, has to be admitted by both Johannes Weiss
and W. Bousset, who yet urge that Paul must be supposed to

presuppose such a distinction here. Paul, however, intimates
in no way at all that he felt any such distinction on his part;
on the contrary he includes the "Gods many" and "Lords
many" of the heathen without question in their "so-called
Gods" on equal terms. Least of all is it possible to separate
off

"one God the Father" from

its

fellow

"one Lord Jesus

immediately by the simple "and," and
make the former alone refer back to the "There is no God but
one." Paul obviously includes both "God the Father" and "the
Lord Jesus Christ" within this one only God whom alone he
and his readers alike recognize as existing. It would void his
whole argument if Jesus Christ were conceived of as a second
and inferior object of worship outside the limits of the one only
Christ," linked to

it
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God. The thing which above all others the passage says plainly,
is that the acknowledgment by Christians of "one God the
Father and one Lord Jesus Christ" accords with the fundamental postulate that " there is no God but one." And that can
mean nothing else than that God the Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ together make but one God. So far from this passage throwing itself athwart the implications of the repeated

employment by Paul,

by

as

New

others of the writers of the

Testament, of the formula in which

God

the Father and the

Lord Jesus Christ are conjoined as the one object of Christian
prayer and source of Christian blessings, it brings a notable
support to them. It supplies what is in effect an explicit asseron which

formula implicitly proceeds. It
His
Being both "God the Father" and "the Lord Jesus Christ."
Christians acknowledge but one God; and these are the one
God which Christians acknowledge.
Something of the same thing that Paul expresses by this
conjunction of God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ,
John expresses in his own phraseology by the conjunction of
the Father and the Son,
as in I Jno. ii. 24: "If what you
heard from the beginning abide in you, you also shall abide in
the Son and the Father " or II Jno. 9, in the reverse order " He
that abideth in the teaching, the same hath the Father and the
Son"; as well as in II Jno. 3, already quoted: "Grace, mercy,
peace shall be with us, from God the Father, and from Jesus
Christ, the Son of the Father." It is true, but not adequate, to
say that John never thinks of Christ apart from God and never
thinks of God apart from Christ. With him, to have the Son
is to have the Father also, and to have the Father is to have
tion of the fact

declares that the one

this

God

of the Christians includes in

—

:

;

the Son also. The two are as inseparable in fact as in thought.
The terminology is different, but the idea is the same as that

which underlies Paul's unification
Lord Jesus Christ.

of

God

the Father and the

Clearly the suggestions of this formula carry us into the
midst not only of Paul's Christology but of his conception of
God
which obviously is not simple. Short of this, they bring

—
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us face to face with two matters of great preliminary importance to the correct apprehension of Paul's doctrines of Christ

and of God, which have been much discussed of late, not always very illuminatingly. We mean the matters of the significance of the title "Lord" which is so richly applied to Christ
in the New Testament writings, and of the meaning of the
adoration of Christ which
ings.

is

everywhere reflected in these writ-

We must deny ourselves the pleasure of following out these

suggestions here. It

must content us

for the

moment

to

have

pointed out a line of approach to the correct understanding of
these great matters which, surely, cannot be neglected in any
earnest attempt to reach the truth concerning them, and which,
if

not neglected, will certainly conduct us to very high conclu-

sions in regard to them.

VII

THE CHRIST THAT PAUL PREACHED

THE CHRIST THAT PAUL PREACHED
"The monumental
Romans"-

—

it is

1

Introduction of the Epistle to the
W. Bousset speaks of the seven

thus that

opening verses of the Epistle

—

is,

from the formal point

of

view, merely the Address of the Epistle. In primary purpose

and fundamental structure
of Paul's other Epistles.
tles

it

does not differ from the Addresses
in the Addresses of his Epis-

But even

Paul does not confine himself to the simple repetition

of a

formula. Here too he writes at his ease and shows himself very

much

the master of his form.

Paul's custom to expand one or another of the essenelements of the Address of his Epistles as circumstances
suggested, and thus to impart to it in each several instance a
It

is

tial

specific character.

The Address

of the Epistle to the

Romans

approaching
in it a church which he had not visited, and to which he apparently felt himself somewhat of a stranger. He naturally
begins with some words adapted to justify his writing to it,
especially as an authoritative teacher of Christian truth. In
doing this he is led to describe briefly the Gospel which had
been committed to him, and that particularly with regard to
is

its

the extreme example of this expansion. Paul

is

contents.

There

is

very strikingly illustrated here a peculiarity of

Paul's style, which has been called "going off at a word." His
particular purpose is to represent himself as one authoritatively
appointed to teach the Gospel of God. But he is more interested in the Gospel than he is in himself and he no sooner mentions the Gospel than off he goes on a tangent to describe it.
In describing it, he naturally tells us particularly what its contents are. Its contents, however, were for him summed up in
Christ. No sooner does he mention Christ than off he goes
;

1

From The

Expositor, 8th

ser., v.

235

xv, 1918, pp. 90-110.
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again on a tangent to describe Christ. Thus it comes about
that this passage, formally only the Address of the Epistle,

becomes actually a great Christological deliverance, one of
the chief sources of our knowledge of Paul's conception of
Christ. It presents itself to our view like one of those nests
of Chinese boxes; the outer encasement is the Address of the
Epistle; within that

Romans

fits

neatly Paul's justification of his ad-

an authoritative teacher of the Gospel;
within that a description of the Gospel committed to him; and
within that a great declaration of who and what Jesus Christ
dressing the

is,

as

as the contents of this Gospel.

The manner

in

which Paul approaches

tion concerning Christ lends

it

this great declara-

a very special interest.

What

but how
Paul preached Christ. It is the content of "the Gospel of God,"
the Gospel to which he as "a called apostle" had been " separated," which he outlines in these pregnant words. This is how
Paul preached Christ to the faith of men as he went up and
down the world "serving God in his spirit in the Gospel of His
Son." We have no abstract theologoumena here, categories of
speculative thought appropriate only to the closet. We have
the great facts about Jesus which made the Gospel that Paul
preached the power of God unto salvation to every one that
believed. Nowhere else do we get a more direct description of
specifically the Christ that Paul preached.
The direct description of the Christ that Paul preached is

we

are given

is

not merely

how Paul thought

of Christ,

given us, of course, in the third and fourth verses. But the
wider setting in which these verses are embedded cannot be
neglected in seeking to get at their significance. In this wider
setting the particular aspect in

that of "Lord." It

when he

is

as

which Christ

"Lord" that Paul

is

is

presented

is

thinking of Jesus

describes himself in the opening words of the Address

— in the very
item of his commendation of himself to the
Romans-— as "the slave of Christ Jesus." "Slave"
the corfirst

is

"Lord," and the relation must be taken at its height.
When Paul calls himself the slave of Christ Jesus, he is calling
Christ Jesus his Lord in the most complete sense which can be
relate of
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word

(cf.

Rom.

i.

1,

Col.

iii.

4).
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He is declaring

whom he
has no rights, whose property he is, body and soul, to be disposed of as He will. This is not because he abases himself. It is
because he exalts Christ. It is because Christ is thought of by
him as one whose right it is to rule, and to rule with no limit
that he recognises in Christ Jesus one over against

to His right.

How Paul thought of Christ as Lord comes out, however,
with most startling clearness in the closing words of the Address. There he couples "the Lord Jesus Christ" with "God
our Father" as the common source from which he seeks in
prayer the divine gifts of grace and peace for the Romans.
We must renounce enervating glossing here too. Paul is not
thinking of the Lord Jesus Christ as only the channel through
which grace and peace come from God our Father to men; nor
he thinking of the Lord Jesus Christ as only the channel
through which his prayer finds its way to God our Father. His
prayer for these blessings for the Romans is offered up to God
our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ together, as the conjoint
object addressed in his petition. So far as this Bousset's remark
is just "Prayer to God in Christ is for Pauline Christianity, too,
a false formula; adoration of the Kyrios stands in the Pauline
communities side by side with adoration of God in unreconis

:

ciled reality."

Only, we must go further. Paul couples God our Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ in his prayer on a complete equality.

They

are, for the

purposes of the prayer, for the purposes of

the bestowment of grace and peace, one to him. Christ

up

Him

is

so

through the
immense stretches which separate Him from the plane of human life, "the forms of God and Christ," as Bousset puts it,
"are brought to the eye of faith into close conjunction." He
should have said that they completely coalesce. It is only half
the truth
though it is half the truth
to say that, with Paul,
"the object of religious faith, as of religious worship, presents
itself in a singular, thoroughgoing dualism." The other half
of the truth is that this dualism resolves itself into a complete
highly exalted in his sight that, looking

—

—

to
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unity.

The

two,

God

our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ,

and are statedly spoken of by
"God" and "Lord." But
they are equally steadily envisaged as one, and are statedly
combined as the common object of every religious aspiration
and the common source of every spiritual blessing. It is no
accident that they are united in our present passage under the
"Grace to
government of the single preposition, "from,"
you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ."
This is normal with Paul. God our Father and the Lord Jesus
Christ are not to him two objects of worship, two sources of
blessing, but one object of worship, one source of blessing. Does
he not tell us plainly that we who have one God the Father and
one Lord Jesus Christ yet know perfectly well that there is no
God but one (I Cor. viii. 4, 6)?
Paul is writing the Address of his Epistle to the Romans,
then, with his mind fixed on the divine dignity of Christ. It is
this divine Christ who, he must be understood to be telling his
are steadily recognized as two,

the distinguishing designations of

—

readers, constitutes the substance of his Gospel-proclamation.

He

does not leave us, however, merely to infer

declares
cisely

The Gospel he

it.

"the Son of

God

.

.

this.

He

openly

preaches, he says, concerns pre.

Jesus Christ our Lord."

He

ex-

pressly says, then, that he presents Christ in his preaching as

"our Lord."

was the divine Christ that he preached, the Christ
who was
common with God in prayer, and was looked to

It

that the eye of faith could not distinguish from God,

addressed in

common with God as the source of all spiritual blessings.
Paul does not speak of Christ here, however, merely as "our
Lord." He gives Him the two designations: "the Son of God
Jesus Christ our Lord." The second designation obviously
is explanatory of the first. Not as if it were the more current
in

.

.

.

or the

more

intelligible designation. It

may, or

been both the one and the other; but that

The point here

is

that

ing designation. It
is

to us.

He

whom we

is

is

it is

is

may not, have

the more intimate, the more appeal-

the designation which

our Lord,

it

not the point here.

He

look for blessings,

tells

what Christ

whom we go in prayer, He to
He to whom all our religious emoto
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—

for this life and
our hopes are set
the Romans that this is the Christ
that he preaches, their and his Lord whom both they and he
reverence and worship and love and trust in. This is, of course,

tions turn,

on

all

Paul

for that to come.

tells

what he mainly wishes
all else

to say to

them; and

it is

up

to this that

that he says of the Christ that he preaches leads.

The other

—

—

which Paul
"the Son of God"
fundamental declaration concerning the

designation

prefixes to this in his

Christ that he preached, supplies the basis for this. It does not
tell

us what Christ

is

to us, but

what Christ

is

in Himself. In

He is the
our Lord. The
Lordship of Christ is rooted by Paul, in other words, not in
any adventitious circumstances connected with His historical
He is the Son of God; and it
God in Himself, that He can

only because

Himself

is

Son

be and

of

is

manifestation; not in any powers or dignities conferred on

Him

by Him; but fundamentally in His metaphysical
nature. The designation "Son of God" is a metaphysical designation and tells us what He is in His being of being. And what
or acquired

it tells

us that Christ

what God is.
does not deny

is

in His being of being

It is undeniable
it,

— and

— that, from the

•

is

that

He

is

just

Bousset, for example,

earliest

days of Christianity

"Son of God was equivalent simply
to equal with God" (Mark xiv. 61-63; John x. 31-39).
That Paul meant scarcely so much as this, Bousset to be sure

on, (in Bousset's words)

would fain have us believe. He does not dream, of course, of
supposing Paul to mean nothing more than that Jesus had
been elevated into the relation of Sonship to God because of
His moral uniqueness, or of His community of will with God.
He is compelled to allow that "the Son of God appears in Paul
as a supramundane Being standing in close metaphysical relation with God." But he would have us understand that, however close He stands to God, He is not, in Paul's view, quite
equal with God. Paul, he suggests, has seized on this term to
help him through the frightful problem of conceiving of this
second Divine Being consistently with his monotheism. Christ
is not quite God to him, but only the Son of God. Of such refinements, however, Paul

knows nothing. With him too the

—
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maxim

rules that whatever the father is, that the son is also:
every father begets his son in his own likeness. The Son of God
is necessarily to him just God, and he does not scruple to declare this

Son

of

God

all

that

God

is (Phil. ii.

even to give him the supreme name

of

"God

6; Col.

ii.

9)

and

over all" (Rom.

ix. 5).

This

is

fundamentally, then,

Son

God

how Paul preached

Christ

and therefore
our divine Lord on whom we absolutely depend and to whom
we owe absolute obedience. But this was not all that he was
accustomed to preach concerning Christ. Paul preached the
historical Jesus as well as the eternal Son of God. And between
these two designations
Son of God, our Lord Jesus Christ
he inserts two clauses which tell us how he preached the historical Jesus. All that he taught about Christ was thrown up
against the background of His deity: He is the Son of God, our
Lord. But who is this that is thus so fervently declared to be
the Son of God and our Lord? It is in the two clauses which
are now to occupy our attention that Paul tells us.
If we reduce what he tells us to its lowest terms it amounts
as the

of

in this supereminent sense,

—

•

just to this Paul preached the historical Christ as the promised
:

Messiah and as the very Son of God. But he declares Christ
to be the promised Messiah and the very Son of God in language so pregnant, so packed with implications, as to carry us
into the heart of the great problem of the two-natured person
of Christ. The exact terms in which he describes Christ as the
promised Messiah and the very Son of God are these: "Who
became of the seed of David according to the flesh, who was
marked out as the Son of God in power according to the Spirit

by the resurrection of the dead." This in brief is the
account which Paul gives of the historical Christ whom he
preached.
Of course there is a temporal succession suggested in the
declarations of the two clauses. They so far give us not only a
description of the historical Christ, but the life-history of the
Christ that Paul preached. Jesus Christ became of the seed of
David at His birth and by His birth. He was marked out as
of holiness
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power only at His resurrection and by His
was not to indicate this temporal succession
that Paul sets the two declarations side by side. It emerges
merely as the incidental, or we may say even the accidental,
result of their collocation. The relation in which Paul sets the
two declarations to one another is a logical rather than a temthe Son of

resurrection.

poral one:

it is

Jesus Christ.

And

in

But

it

the relation of climax. His purpose

He

is

to exalt

wishes to say the great things about Him.

Him in His
He became of the
He was marked out

the two greatest things he has to say about

historical manifestation are these

seed of David according to the
as the

Son

of

God

in

— that

flesh,

that

power according

to the Spirit of holiness

by the resurrection of the dead.
Both of these declarations, we

say, are made for the purpose
former just as truly as the latter. That
Christ came as the Messiah belongs to His glory: and the particular terms in which His Messiahship is intimated are chosen
in order to enhance His glory. The word "came," " became" is
correlated with the " promised afore" of the preceding verse.
This is He, Paul says, whom all the prophets did before signify,
and who at length came
even as they signified
of the seed
of David. There is doubtless an intimation of the preexistence
of Christ here also, as J. B. Lightfoot properly instructs us:
He who was always the Son of God now " became" of the seed
of David. But this lies somewhat apart from the main current
of extolling Christ: the

—

of thought.

The heart

—

of the declaration resides in the great

words, "Of the seed of David." For these are great words. In
declaring the Messiahship of Jesus Paul adduces His royal
dignity.

And he adduces it because he is thinking of the majesty

of the Messiahship.

We

must beware, then, of reading this
Paul were making a concession in it:

clause depreciatingly, as

if

"He

.

came, no doubt,
He came, indeed, ... of the seed
David, but ..." Paul never for an instant thought of the
Messiahship of Jesus as a thing to be apologised for. The relation of the second clause to the first is not that of opposition,
but of climax; and it contains only so much of contrast as is
intrinsic in a climax. The connection would be better expressed
of

.

.
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by an "and" than by a "but"; or, if by a "but," not by an
but." Even the
"indeed
but," but by a "not only
.

.

.

.

.

.

Messiahship, inexpressibly glorious as it is, does not exhaust
the glory of Christ. He had a glory greater than even this.

This was but the beginning of His glory. But it was the beginning of His glory. He came into the world as the promised
Messiah, and He went out of the world as the demonstrated
Son of God. In these two things is summed up the majesty of
His historical manifestation.
It is not intended to say that when He went out of the
world, He left His Messiahship behind Him. The relation of
the second clause to the first is not that of supersession but
that of superposition. Paul passes from one glory to another,
but he is as far as possible from suggesting that the one glory
extinguished the other. The resurrection of Christ had no tendency to abolish His Messiahship, and the exalted Christ remains "of the seed of David." There is no reason to doubt that
Paul would have exhorted his readers when he wrote these
words with all the fervour with which he did later to "remember Jesus Christ, risen from the dead, of the seed of David"
(II Tim. ii. 8). "According to my Gospel," he adds there, as an
intimation that it was as "of the seed of David" that he was
accustomed to preach Jesus Christ, whether as on earth as here,
or as in heaven as there. It is the exalted Jesus that proclaims
Himself in the Apocalypse "the root and the offspring of
David" (Rev. xxii. 16, v. 5), and in whose hands "the key of
David" is found (hi. 7).
And as it is not intimated that Christ ceased to be "of the
seed of David" when He rose from the dead, neither is it intimated that He then first became the Son of God. He was

God when and before He became of the seed
David: and He did not cease to be the Son of God on and
by becoming of the seed of David. It was rather just because
He was the Son of God that He became of the seed of David,
to become which, in the great sense of the prophetic announcements and of His own accomplishment, He was^qualified only
by being the Son of God. Therefore Paul does not say He was
already the Son of

of
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the Son of

God by

the resurrection of the dead.
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He

says

he was defined, marked out, as the Son of God by the resurrection of the dead. His resurrection from the dead was well adapted
to mark Him out as the Son of God scarcely to make Him
the Son of God. Consider but what the Son of God in Paul's
usage means; and precisely what the resurrection was and did.
It was a thing which was quite appropriate to happen to the
Son of God; and, happening, could bear strong witness to Him
as such but how could it make one the Son of God?
We might possibly say, no doubt, with a tolerable meaning,
that Christ was installed, even constituted, "Son of God in
power" by the resurrection of the dead
if we could see our
way to construe the words "in power" thus directly with "the
Son of God." That too would imply that He was already the
Son of God before He rose from the dead,
only then in weakness; what He had been all along in weakness He now was constituted in power. This construction, however, though not
impossible, is hardly natural. And it imposes a sense on the preceding clause of which it itself gives no suggestion, and which
:

:

—

—

it is

reluctant to receive.

to say weakness;

it is

To

say, "of the seed of

to say majesty. It

David"

is

not

quite certain, indeed,

is

that the assertion "who was made of the seed of David" cannot be read concessively, preparing the way for the celebration
of Christ's glory in the succeeding clause. It stands rather in
parallelism with the clause that follows

it,

asserting with

it

the

supreme glory of Christ.
In any case the two clauses do not express two essentially
different modes of being through which Christ successively
passed. We could think at most only of two successive stages
of manifestation of the Son of God. At most we could see in it
a declaration that He who always was and continues always to
be the Son of God was manifested to men first as the Son of
David, and then, after His resurrection, as also the exalted
Lord. He always was in the essence of His being the Son of
God; this Son of God became of the seed of David and was installed as
what He always was
the Son of God, though
now in His proper power, by the resurrection of the dead. It is

—

—
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assuredly wrong, however, to press even so far the idea of tem-

what it was in
mind to emphasize, and is not the ruling idea of his asserThe ruling idea of his assertion is the celebration of the

poral succession. Temporal succession was not
Paul's
tion.

glory of Christ.
of the

mention

We

think of temporal succession only because

of the resurrection, which, in point of fact, cuts

our Lord's life-manifestation into two sections. But Paul

is not
adducing the resurrection because it cuts our Lord's life-manifestation into two sections; but because of the demonstration
it brought of the dignity of His person. It is quite indifferent
to his declaration when the resurrection took place. He is not
adducing it as the producing cause of a change in our Lord's
mode of being. In point of fact it did not produce a change in
our Lord's mode of being, although it stood at the opening of
a new stage of His life-history. What it did, and what Paul adduces it here as doing, was that it brought out into plain view

who and what
I

preach

Christ really was. This, says Paul,

— He who came

marked out

of the seed of

David,

is

the Christ

He who was

God, by the resurrection of
His
Messiahship, His resurrection. But he is not particularly concerned here with the temporal relations of these two facts.
Paul does not, however, say of Christ merely that He became of the seed of David and was marked out as the Son of
God in power by the resurrection of the dead. He introduces a
qualifying phrase into each clause. He says that He became of
the seed of David "according to the flesh," and that He was
marked out as the Son of God in power " according to the Spirit
in

power

as the

Son

of

the dead. His thought of Christ runs in the two molds

of holiness"

by the

resurrection of the dead.

of the qualifications

made by

What is

—

the nature

these phrases?

obvious at once that they are not temporal qualificaPaul does not mean to say, in effect, that our Lord was
Messiah only during His earthly manifestation, and became
the Son of God only on and by means of His resurrection. It
has already appeared that Paul did not think of the Messiahship of our Lord only in connection with His earthly manifestation, or of His Sonship to God only in connection with His
It is

tions.

—
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the qualifying phrases them-

selves are ill-adapted to express this temporal distinction.
if

we could

twist the phrase " according to the flesh" into

ing " according to His

make

human

Even

mean-

manifestation" and violently

that do duty as a temporal definition, the parallel phrase

"according to the Spirit of holiness" utterly refuses to yield to
it mean, "according to His
heavenly manifestation." And nothing could be more mon-

any treatment which could make

strous than to represent precisely the resurrection as in the

— the source out of which
— a condition of existence which could be properly

case of Christ the producing cause of

proceeds

•

characterised as distinctively "spiritual." Exactly

was to bring

resurrection did

mode

it

what the

about that His subsequent

of existence should continue to be, like the precedent,

"fleshly"; to assimilate His post-resurrection to His pre-resur-

mode

matter of the constitution of
back on the ethical contrast of the
terms, that could only mean that Christ should be supposed to
be represented as imperfectly holy in His earthly stage of existence, and as only on His resurrection attaining to complete
holiness (cf I Cor. xv. 44, 46) It is very certain that Paul did
rection

His person.

of existence in the

And

we

if

fall

.

not

mean

.

that (II Cor. v. 21).

It is clear enough, then, that Paul cannot by any possibility
have intended to represent Christ as in His pre-resurrection
and His post-resurrection modes of being differing in any way
which can be naturally expressed by the contrasting terms
"flesh" and "spirit." Least of all can he be supposed to have

intended this distinction in the sense of the ethical contrast

between these terms. But a further word
to this.

That

it is

may

be pardoned as

precisely this ethical contrast that Paul in-

tends has been insisted on under cover of the adjunct "of
holiness" attached here to "spirit."

The

contrast,

it is said, is

not between " flesh" and "spirit," but between "flesh" and
"spirit of holiness " and what is intended is to represent Christ,
who on earth was merely "Christ according to the flesh"'
the "flesh of sin" of course, it is added, that is "the flesh which
was in the grasp of sin"
to have been, "after and in conse;

—
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quence of the resurrection," "set free from 'the likeness of
(weak and sinful) flesh."' Through the resurrection, in other
words, Christ has for the first time become the holy Son of
God, free from entanglement with sin-cursed flesh; and, having
thus saved Himself, is qualified, we suppose, now to save others,
by bringing them through the same experience of resurrection
to the same holiness. We have obviously wandered here sufficiently far from the declarations of the Apostle; and we have
landed in a reductio ad absurdum of this whole system of interpretation. Paul is not here distinguishing times and contrasting
two successive modes of our Lord's being. He is distinguishing
elements in the constitution of our Lord's person, by virtue of
which He is at one and the same time both the Messiah and
the Son of God. He became of the seed of David with respect
to the flesh, and by the resurrection of the dead was mightily
proven to be also the Son of God with respect to the Spirit of
holiness.
It

ought to go without saying that by these two elements

and the

in the constitution of our Lord's person, the flesh
of holiness,

by virtue

of

which

spirit

He is at once of the seed of David

and the Son of God, are not intended the two constituent elements, flesh and spirit, which go to make up common humanity.
It is impossible that Paul should have represented our Lord as
the Messiah only by virtue of His bodily nature and it is absurd to suppose him to suggest that His Sonship to God was
proved by His resurrection to reside in His mental nature or
;

even in His ethical purity
to assert that

Son

of

God, or

—

to say nothing

now

to His mental nature here described as holy.

rection

—

of

supposing

He was made by the resurrection into the
into "the Son of God in power" with respect

him

— which was in

•

of all things, could

itself just

be thought

How

the resur-

the resumption of the
of as constituting

body

our Lord's

mental nature the Son of God passes imagination; and if it be
conceivable that it might at least prove that He was the Son
of God, it remains hidden how it could be so emphatically
asserted that it was only with reference to His mental nature,
in sharp contrast with His bodily, thus recovered to Him, that

"
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Him precisely by His resurrection.
purpose here to guard men from supposing that
our Lord's bodily nature, though recovered to Him in this
great act, the resurrection, entered into His Sonship to God?
There is no reason discoverable in the context why this distinction between our Lord's bodily and mental natures should
be so strongly stressed here. It is clearly an artificial distinction
this

was proved concerning

Is Paul's real

imposed on the passage.
When Paul tells us of the Christ which he preached that
He was made of the seed of David " according to the flesh,"
he quite certainly has the whole of His humanity in mind. And
in introducing this limitation, " according to the flesh," into

was "made of the seed of David,"
he intimates not obscurely that there was another side
not
aspect but element
of His being besides His humanity, in
which He was not made of the seed of David, but was something other and higher. If he had said nothing more than just
these words: "He was made of the seed of David according
to the flesh," this intimation would still have been express;
though we might have been left to speculation to determine
what other element could have entered into His being, and what
He must have been according to that element. He has not left
us, however, to this speculation, but has plainly told us that
the Christ he preached was not merely made of the seed of
David according to the flesh, but was also marked out as the
Son of God, in power, according to the Spirit of holiness by the
resurrection of the dead. Since the "according to the flesh"
includes all His humanity, the "according to the Spirit of holiness" which is set in contrast with it, and according to which
He is declared to be the Son of God, must be sought outside of
His humanity. What the nature of this element of His being
in which He is superior to humanity is, is already clear from
the fact that according to it He is the Son of God. "Son of God
is, as we have already seen, a metaphysical designation asserting equality with God. It is a divine name. To say that Christ
is, according to the Spirit of holiness, the Son of God, is to say
that the Spirit of holiness is a designation of His divine nature.
his declaration that Christ

—

—
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Paul's whole assertion therefore amounts to saying that, in one

element of His being, the Christ that he preached was man, in
another God. Looked at from the point of view of His human
"of the seed of David." Looked
nature He was the Messiah
at from the point of view of His divine nature, He was the Son
of God. Looked at in His composite personality, He was both
the Messiah and the Son of God, because in Him were united
both He that came of the seed of David according to the flesh
and He who was marked out as the Son of God in power ac-

—

cording to the Spirit of holiness

by the

resurrection of the dead.

We may

be somewhat puzzled by the designation of the
divine nature of Christ as "the Spirit of holiness." But not
only is it plain from its relation to its contrast, "the flesh,"
and to its correlate, "the Son of God," that it is His divine
nature which is so designated, but this is made superabundantly
clear from the closely parallel passage, Rom. ix. 5. There, in
enumerating the glories of Israel, the Apostle comes to his
climax in this great declaration,
that from Israel Christ
came. But there, no more than here, will he allow that it was
the whole Christ who came
as said there from the stock of
Israel, as said here from the seed of David. He adds there too
at once the limitation, "as concerns the flesh,"
just as he
adds it here. Thus he intimates with emphasis that something
more is to be said, if we are to give a complete account of
Christ's being; there was something about Him in which He
did not come from Israel, and in which He is more than "flesh."
What this something is, Paul adds in the great words, "God
over all." He who was from Israel according to the flesh is, on
the other side of His being, in which He is not from Israel and
not "flesh,"- nothing other than "God over all." In our present

—

—

—

passage, the phrase, "Spirit of holiness" takes the place of

"God
thing

over all" in the other. Clearly Paul means the same

by them both.

This being very clear, what interests us most is the emphasis
which Paul throws on holiness in his designation of the divine
nature of Christ. The simple word "Spirit" might have been
ambiguous: when "the Spirit of holiness" is spoken of, the
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divine nature is expressly named. No doubt, Paul might have
used the adjective, "holy," instead of the genitive of the substantive, "of holiness"; and have said "the Holy Spirit." Had
he done so, he would have as expressly intimated deity as in his
actual phrase. But he would have left open the possibility of
being misunderstood as speaking of that distinct Holy Spirit

which this designation is commonly applied. The relation
which the divine nature which he attributes to Christ stands
to the Holy Spirit was in Paul's mind no doubt very close; as
close as the relation between "God" and "Lord" whom he
constantly treats as, though two, yet also one. Not only does
he identify the activities of the two (e. g., Rom. viii. 9 ff.) but
also, in some high sense, he identifies them themselves. He can
make use, for example, of such a startling expression as "the
Lord is the Spirit" (II Cor. iii. 17). Nevertheless it is perfectly
clear that "the Lord" and "the Spirit" are not one person to
Paul, and the distinguishing employment of the designations
"the Spirit," "the Holy Spirit" is spread broadcast over his
pages. Even in immediate connection with his declaration that
"the Lord is the Spirit," he can speak with the utmost naturalness not only of "the Spirit of the Lord," but also of "the Lord
of the Spirit" (II Cor. iii. 17 f.). What is of especial importance
to note in our present connection is that he is not speaking of
an endowment of Christ either from or with the Holy Spirit;
although he would be the last to doubt that He who was made
to

in

;

David according to the flesh was plenarily endowed both from and with the Spirit. He is speaking of that
divine Spirit which is the complement in the constitution of
of the seed of

nature according to which He
of which He was not merely
the Messiah, but also the very Son of God. This Spirit he
calls distinguishingly the Spirit of holiness, the Spirit the very
Christ's person of the

human

was the Messiah, and by virtue

characteristic of

which is

holiness.

He

is

speaking not of an ac-

quired holiness but of an intrinsic holiness; not, then, of a holiness which had been conferred at the time of or attained by

means of the resurrection from the dead; but of a holiness which
had always been the very quality of Christ's being. He is not
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representing Christ as having

first

been after a

fleshly fashion

David and afterwards becoming by or at the resurfrom the dead, after a spiritual fashion, the holy Son of

the son of
rection

Him

God.

He

tially

and therefore always and

is

representing

tion holy. Bousset

no reference

is

it is

mode of His manifestawhen he declares that there is

in every

quite right

in the phrase " Spirit of holiness" to the preserva-

tion of His holiness

that

as being in his very nature essen-

by Christ

in His earthly manifestation, but

a metaphysical designation describing according to

its intrinsic

quality an element in the constitution of Christ's

person from the beginning. This

is

the characteristic of the

Christ Paul preached; as truly His characteristic as that

was the Messiah. Evidently in Paul's thought
held a prominent place.

When

from

for

enough

spirit, it is

as divine, to define

which

istic of

is

it

that

It belongs to the

as Paul preached

human and

he wishes to distinguish Spirit

him that he may designate

Spirit

as that Spirit the fundamental characterit is

holy.

very essence of the conception of Christ

Him,

divine.

He

of deity holiness

He

therefore, that

He was

could not preach

Him

of

two natures,

at once as of the

David and as the Son of God without so preaching
Him. It never entered Paul's mind that the Son of God could
become a mere man, or that a mere man could become the Son
of God. We may say that the conception of the two natures is
unthinkable to us. That is our own concern. That a single
nature could be at once or successively God and man, man and
God, was what was unthinkable to Paul. In his view, when we
say God and man we say two natures when we put a hyphen
between them and say God-man, we do not merge them one
in the other but join the two together. That this was Paul's
seed of

;

mode

of thinking of Jesus, Bousset, for example,

dream

of denying.

does not
Bousset is unwilling to admit is that
the divine element in his two-natured Christ was conceived by
Paul as completely divine. Two metaphysical entities, he says,
combined themselves for Paul in the person of Christ: one of
these was a human, the other a divine nature and Paul, along
with the whole Christian co
unity of his day, worshipped

What

:

mm
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two-natured Christ, though he (not they) ranked Him in
thought of His higher nature below the God over all.
The trouble with this construction is that Paul himself
gives a different account of the matter. The point of Paul's
designation of Christ as the Son of God is, not to subordinate
Him to God, as Bousset affirms, but to equalize Him with God.
He knows no difference in dignity between his God and his
Lord; to both alike, or rather to both in common, he offers
his prayers; from both alike and both together he expects all
spiritual blessings (Rom. i. 7). He roundly calls Christ, by virtue of His higher nature, by the supreme name of "God over
this

his

These things cannot be obscured by pointing
which he ascribes to the Divine-human Christ
a relation of subordination to God in His saving work. Paul
does not fail to distinguish between what Christ is in the higher
element of His being, and what He became when, becoming
poor that we might be made rich, He assumed for His work's
sake the position of a servant in the world. Nor does he permit
the one set of facts to crowd the other out of his mind. It is
no accident that all that he says about the historical twonatured Christ in our present passage is inserted between His
two divine designations of the Son of God and Lord; that the
Christ that he preached he describes precisely as "the Son of
who was made of the seed of David according to the
God
flesh, who was marked out as the Son of God in power according to the Spirit of holiness by the resurrection of the dead
Jesus Christ our Lord." He who is denned as on the human side
of David, on the divine side the Son of God, this two-natured
person, is declared to be from the point of view of God, His
own Son, and
like Him in essential nature;
as all sons are
from the point of view of man, our supreme Lord, whose we
are and whom we obey. Ascription of proper deity could not
be made more complete; whether we look at Him from the
point of view of God or from the point of view of man, He is
God. But what Paul preached concerning this divine Being
belonged to His earthly manifestation; He was made of the
seed of David, He was marked out as God's Son. The concepall"

(Rom.

ix. 5).

to expressions in

—

—

—

—
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tion of the

two natures

is

attached to his Gospel.

He was

not with Paul a negligible speculation
preached Jesus. And he preached

He

But the Messiah that he
Messiah. He was the Son of
God who was made of the seed of David. And He was demonstrated to be what He really was by His resurrection from the
of Jesus that

the Messiah.

preached was no merely

human

dead.

This was the Jesus that Paul preached this and none other.
:

VIII

JESUS' MISSION,

ACCORDING TO HIS

OWN TESTIMONY

JESUS' MISSION,

ACCORDING TO HIS

OWN TESTIMONY

1

(Synoptics)

Under the

title of

111

1 came

1

:

the express self-testimony of

purpose of His sending and His coming," Adolf
Harnack has published a study of the sayings of Jesus reported

Jesus

to the

which are introduced by the words
"I was sent," or their equivalents. 2
These, says he, are "programmatic" sayings, and deserve as
such a separate and comprehensive study, such as has not heretofore been given to them. In his examination of them, he
in the Synoptic Gospels,

"I came"

or, exceptionally,

pursues the method of, first, gathering the relevant sayings together and subjecting them severally to a critical and exegetical

from the whole body of them
combination Jesus' own testimony to His mission.
It goes without saying that, in his critical scrutiny of the
passages, Harnack proceeds on the same presuppositions which
govern his dealing with the Synoptic tradition in general; that
is to say, on the presuppositions of the "Liberal" criticism,
which he applies, however, here as elsewhere, with a certain
independence. It goes without saying also, therefore, that the
passages emerge from his hands in a very mauled condition;
brought as far as it is possible to bring them, even with violence,
into line with the "Liberal" view of what the mission of Jesus
ought to have been. It is reassuring, however, to observe that,
even so, they cannot be despoiled of their central testimony.
That Jesus proclaimed Himself to have come
to have been
sent
on a mission of salvation, of salvation of the lost, Harnack is constrained to present as their primary content. By
the side of this, it is true, he places a second purpose
to fulscrutiny; and, then, drawing out
in

—

—

—

1

2

From The

Princeton Theological Review, v.
Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche, 1912,

255

1915, pp. 513-586.
xxii, pp. 1-30.
xiii,
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fil

the law, that

is,

to

fill it

says, Jesus' self-testimony

out, to complete
is

it.

Accordingly, he

to the effect that "the purpose

His coming, and therewith His significance, are given in
that He is at once Saviour and Lawgiver." Behind both

of

—

this

—
—

no doubt, love, as the propulsive cause
"I came to minisand yet Jesus is perfectly aware that His purpose is not
to be attained without turmoil and strife
"I came to cast fire
upon the land and to bring a sword." These sayings, he remarks
in conclusion, contain very few words and yet is not really everything said in them? Shall we call it an accident that " under the
lies,

ter "

—

•

;

manner of
seem to be really exhaustively stated, and even
the note of a bitter and plaintive longing is not lacking"?
It seems to be well worth while to follow Harnack's example
and to make this series of sayings in which our Lord's testimony
superscription 'I came,' the purpose, the task, the

Jesus work,
'

all

to the nature of His mission has been preserved for us in the

Synoptic record, the object of a somewhat careful examination.

Approaching them free from the "Liberal" presuppositions
which condition Harnack's dealing with them, we may hope to
obtain from them a more objective understanding than he has
been able to attain of how Jesus really thought of His mission.

I

Our differences with Harnack begin with even so simple a
matter as the collection of the passages. He discovers eight,
as follows: Mt. x. 34 ff. = Lk. xii. 51, 53; Mk. ii. 17 = Mt. ix.
13 = Lk. v. 32; Mk. x. 45 = Mt. xx. 28; Lk. xii. 49; Lk. xix.
10; Lk. ix. 56; Mt. v. 17, Mt. xv. 24. This list, however, seems
to us to require a certain
(1)

amount

of correction.

We are compelled to omit from it

the vigorous defence of

its

Lk.

ix. 56, as,

despite

genuineness by Theodor Zahn, 3

certainly spurious.
" Das Evangelium des Lucas " ausgelegt von Theodor Zahn, 1913, pp. 400 ff.,
The grounds on which the omission of the passage is justified are sufficiently stated by F. J. A. Hort, "The New Testament in the Original Greek."
8

765

[ii],

ff.

Appendix, 1881, pp. 59

ff.
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Harnack's argument in its favor suffers somewhat from a
it with some neighboring interpolations. Because
he supposes himself to discover certain Lucan characteristics
in these, he concludes that this too is Lucan in origin. Because
some of them appear to have stood in Marcion's Gospel he assumes that this also stood in that Gospel. It is a matter of complete indifference, meanwhile, whether it stood in Marcion's
Gospel or not. It may be urged, to be sure, that it is easier to
suppose that it was stricken out of Luke because of Marcion's
misuse of it, than that it was taken over into Luke from the
Gospel of that " first-born of Satan." Meanwhile, there is no
decisive evidence that it stood in Marcion's Gospel; 4 and, if it
had a place there, there is no reason to suppose that it was
taken over thence into Luke. It was, on the contrary, already
current in certain Lucan texts before Marcion. 5
The method of criticism which is employed by Harnack
here,
a method with which Hilgenfeld used to vex us and of
which Harnack and Bousset and Conybeare seem to have
served themselves especially heirs 6
is, let us say it frankly,
thoroughly vicious. Its one effort is at all costs to get behind
the total formal transmission, and in the attempt to do this it
is tempted to prefer to the direct evidence, however great in
mass and conclusive in effect, any small item of indirect evidence which may be unearthed, however weak in its probative
force or ambiguous in its bearing. The fundamental principle
of this method of criticism naturally does not commend itself
to those who have made the criticism of texts their business.
Even an Eduard Norden sounds a salutary warning against
confusion of

—

—

4
Cf. Zahn, as cited, p. 767: "On the other hand we do not as yet know
whether Marcion had this third questionable passage also (verse 56s 6 y&p vlds
oweu in his Gospel. Tertullian, however, had precisely this passage in his
:

.

.

.

..."
The character of its attestation implies as much. Accordingly Tischendorf
remarks ad loc: "It is unquestionable from the witnesses, especially the Latin
and Syriac, that the whole of this interpolation was current in MSS. already in
text.

6

the second century."
6

This vicious

critical

G. Kittel, TSK,

method

is

thetically asserted

by H.

J.

Holtzmann,

has been recently defended in principle by
1912, 85, pp. 367-373.

"Einleitung," §49, ed.

2, p. 49. It
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it,

7

and the professional

critics of

the

New

Testament text

re-

with instructive unanimity. 8 Nobody doubts that wrong
readings were current in the second century and it goes but a
little way towards showing that a reading is right to show that
it was current in the second century. Many of the most serious
corruptions which the text of the New Testament has suffered
ject it

had already entered

it

in the first half of that century.

The mat-

not to discover which of the various readings at any given passage chances to appear earliest, by a few
years, in the citations of that passage which have happened to
be preserved to us in extant writings. It is to determine which
of them is a genuine part of the text as it came from its author's
hands. For the determination of this question Harnack's
ter of

importance

method

is

advances us directly not a single step, and
is, the better ascertainment of the
history of the transmission of the text) but a little way.
of criticism

indirectly (through, that

When, now Harnack

deserts the textual question

and sug-

importance whether the passage be a
genuine portion of the Gospel of Luke or not, since in any event
it comes from an ancient source, he completely misses the state
of the case. This professed saying of Jesus has no independent
existence. It exists only as transmitted in Luke's Gospel. If it
is spurious there, we have no evidence whatever that it was
spoken by Jesus. It comes to us as a saying of Jesus' only on
the faith of its genuineness in Luke. Falling out of Luke it falls
out of existence. There is no reason to suppose that it owes its
origin to anything else than the brooding mind of some devout
scribe
or, if we take the whole series of interpolations in
verses 54-56 together, we may say to the brooding minds of a
series of scribes, supplementing the work one of another
gests that

it is

of little

—

—

7
"Agnostos Theos," 1913, p. 301: "The philologist knows from experience
that the manuscript transmission must be given a higher value than the indirect."
8
Cf C. R. Gregory, Prolegomena " to the eighth edition of Teschendorf 's New
'

.

'

Testament, "Pars Ultima," 1894, p. 1138; "Textkritik des Neuen Testaments," ii,
1902, p. 754; "Canon and Text of the New Testament," 1907, p. 422; E. Miller in
Scriverner's "Introduction," etc., ed. 4, ii, pp. 188-189; Hammond, "Outlines,"
etc., ed. 2, p. 66. On the general subject, see LI. J. M. Bebb, in the Oxford "Studia
Biblica,"

ii,

1890, p. 221.
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was

less

unconsciously

in process of copying.

complementary interBuchanan, for example, has culled many
and none
instructive examples from Latin manuscripts 9
could bear more clearly on its face the characteristic marks of
the class than those now before us. "And when His disciples
James and John saw, they said, Lord, wilt Thou that we bid
fire to come down from heaven and consume them [as [also]
Elias did]? But He turned and rebuked them and said, ye
know not what manner of spirit ye are of. [[For] the Son of
Man came not to destroy [men's] lives, but to save them]."
(2) As an offset to the omission of Lk. ix. 56 we should insert
into the list Mk. i. 38 = Lk. iv. 43.
This passage Harnack rejects on the ground that no reference is made to the mission of Jesus in Mark's "for to this end
came I out," His coming forth from Capernaum alone being
meant; while Luke's specific, "for therefore was I sent" is due
merely to a misunderstanding on Luke's part of Mark's statement. The major premiss of the conclusion thus reached is obvipolations,

— E.

are crowded with such

S.

—

ously a particular hypothesis of the composition of the Synoptic

Gospels and especially of the relation of Luke to Mark. On
Mark is the original "Narrative-Source," and

this hypothesis,

common to Luke and Mark is derived directly by
Luke from Mark. We cannot share this hypothesis the matter
presented by both Luke and Mark seems to us rather to be
derived by both alike from a common source (call it the "Primithe matter

:

9
In his "Sacred Latin Texts" (i, 1912; ii, 1914, iii, 1914) Buchanan is
accustomed to give lists of striking readings occurring in the manuscript he is
editing. Here are a few from the Irish codex, Harl., 1023: Lk. i. 57, And she brought
forth according to the word of God a son; viii. 12, Take heed how ye hear the word
of God; xi. 3, Give us today for bread, the word of God from heaven; xv. 29, But as
soon as this son of the devil came; Jno. vi. 44, No man can come unto me except
the Father which sent me and the Holy Spirit draw him; viii. 12, He that followeth
me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the eternal light of the life of God.
See also "The Records Unrolled/' 1911. The parallel is made more striking by
Buchanan's tendency to think such readings more original than those of the critical texts. The lengths he would go in this contention may be observed in his pamphlet: "The Search for the Original Words of the Gospel," 1914.
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Mark"

tive

— Urmarkus —

if

you

like)

underlying both. But

assuredly no hypothesis could be more infelicitous as an ex-

planation of the relation of Luke to

Luke

sage. If

Mark

in our present pas-

here drawing directly on Mark, he certainly

is

uses a very free hand. The same general sense could scarcely
be conveyed by two independent writers more diversely. This
is apparent even to the reader of the English version, for the
difference extends to the whole literary manner, the very con-

ception and presentation of the incident. It

is

much more

strik-

ing in the Greek, for the difference permeates so thoroughly

the language employed

by the two

writers as to approach the
which particularly concerns
true that except at most the two

limit of the possible. In the verse
us, for

example,

it is literally

words, translated diversely in the English version, in

"to

same

in

literary

10

Mark

word is the
the two accounts. If there is anything clear from the
standpoint, it is clear that Luke is not here drawing

this end," in

Luke

" therefore,"

no

single

upon Mark but

is giving an independent account. In that case,
Luke's report of what our Lord said cannot be summarily set
aside as a mere misunderstanding of Mark.

It

may

still

be

what Luke gives us is a
Mark. Something like this appears to

said, of course, that

deliberate alteration of

be the meaning of C. G. Montefiore, who writes: "Luke's

'I

by God) is a grandiose and inaccurate interpretation of Mark's 'I came forth' (from the city)." Alfred Loisy
traces at length what he conceives to be the transformation of
the simple record of facts given by Mark into the announcement of a principle by Luke. "The difference between the historical tradition and the theological point of view," he remarks,
was sent

'

(i. e.

"appears very clearly in the words of Christ; 'Let us go else... it is for this that I came ouV ; and It must needs be
that I proclaim to other towns the kingdom of God
I was
l

where

—

sent for that.'" It
lies

is

the same general conception that under-

H. A. W. Meyer's explanation that Mark's "expression is
but had already acquired in the tradition that Luke

original,
10

We

give to

right reading

eis

tovto the benefit of the

is kwi tovto.

doubt in Lk.

iv. 43.

Probably the
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here follows a doctrinal development with a higher meaning."

And

the step from this

is

not a long one to H.

J.

Holtzmann's

representation of Luke's "I was sent" as a transition-step to

the doctrinal language of John. Luke's language, however,

bears no appearance of being a correction, conscious or unconscious, either of Mark's or anybody else's statement: it looks
rather very

much

like

an independent account of a well-transAnd we are moving ever further from

mitted saying of Jesus'.

the actual state of the case, in proportion as we introduce into
our explanation the principle of a developing tradition with its
implication of lapse of time. There is no decisive reason for

supposing that Luke wrote later than Mark. And it is no less
unjustified to describe his point of view than his Gospel as
later than Mark's. The two Gospels were written near the
same time,
Mark's being probably, indeed, a few years the
younger. 11 They came out of the same circle, the missionary

—

And

reflect the same tradition in the same
we may speak of stages of development
regarding a tradition in which we can trace no growth whatever. If the element of time be eliminated, and we speak merely
of differing temperaments, there might be more propriety in
attributing a more theological tendency to the one than to the
circle of Paul.

they

stage of development,

other.

When

if

a matter of historical accuracy

is

involved, how-

not a historian who can be lightly set aside
in his statements of fact. His representation that Jesus spoke
here of His divine mission and not merely of His purpose in
ever,

Luke surely

is

makes on purely historical
grounds as strong a claim upon our credence as any contradictory representation which may be supposed to be found in
Mark, especially as it was confessedly no unwonted thing for
Jesus to speak of His divine mission.
In point of fact, however, there is no difference of repreleaving the city that morning,

11

A. Plummer's dating of

1914), between 65

and 70

Mark ("The Gospel According

to St.

Mark,"

probably nearer the latter than the former date
(we should say about a. d. 68), seems to us the only reasonable one: cf. Johannes
Weiss, "Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments," I 1 1906, p. 32 (cf. also p. 35):
"about the year 70, probably somewhat earlier." On the other hand Harnack's
later view of the date of Luke as prior to a. d. 63 seems to be not improbable.
a. d.,

,
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Luke and Mark. Mark too reports Jesus as
speaking of His divine mission. The possibility that he does so
is allowed by Harnack himself, when he writes: "The probability is altogether preponderant that in the words of Jesus
(Mark i. 38), 'Let us go elsewhere into the next towns that I
sentation between

may

preach there also; for to this end came I forth/ the 'came
(e^rjXdov) has no deeper sense, but takes up again the
'went out' (e^rjXdev) of verse 35: 'And in the morning, a great
while before day, He rose up and went out [from Capernaum]
I forth

'

and departed.'" Others, making the same general contention,
open the door to this possibility still wider. C. G. Montefiore
i. e., from the city. But the phrase
comments: "'I came out'
is odd. Does it mean 'from heaven'? In that case it would be
a late 'theological' reading." In similar doubt Johannes Weiss
writes: "It is not altogether clear whether He means 'For this
purpose I left the house so early,' or 'For this purpose I have
come out from God
come into the world (it is thus that
Luke understood the text)." Mark's meaning is, then, not so
clearly that Jesus referred merely to His coming out from
Capernaum, nor indeed is it quite so simple, as it is sometimes
assumed to be.
Harnack is scarcely right in any event in making the "I
came out" of verse 38 both refer to Jesus' leaving Capernaum
and resume the "He went out" of verse 35. It is not at all
likely that the "He went out" of verse 35 refers to His leaving
Capernaum. The statements as to Jesus' movements in verse

—

—

'

35 are remarkably circumstantial they tell us that Jesus, having got up 12 before dawn, went out and went forth to a desert
place. It is not the "went out" (e^rjXdev) but the "went forth"
(aTrjXdev) which refers to His departure from Capernaum: the
"went out" means that He "went out of doors," "out of the
house." This is very generally recognized. It is recognized, for
example by both Loisy and Montefiore, as well as by Holtzmann before them, all of whom understand the "going out"
of verse 38 of "leaving the town." It is recognized also by
:

"

Cf.

Holtzmann's note: " ivaaras is to be taken here
=
Cf. also G. Wohlenberg's note.

not merely as

literally, therefore
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Johannes Weiss, who saves the back reference to it of verse 38
by making the "I came out" of that verse too mean "from the
house." Surely, however, it would be too trivial to make Jesus
say: "It was for this reason that I left the house so early this
morning
that I might preach also in the neighboring towns."
Was He to visit all those towns that day, and therefore needed
to make an early start? Mark apparently means us to understand, on the contrary, that the reason of His leaving the house
so early was that He might find retirement for prayer. The
"coming out" of verse 38 is then, in any case, not a resumption
of that of verse 35, but a new "coming out" not previously
mentioned. What reason is there for referring it back to the
"going forth " {airrfkdev, " departed ") from Capernaum of verse
35? Would it be much less trivial to make Jesus say that He
came out from Capernaum so early that morning to preach
throughout Galilee than that He came out of the house for
that purpose? The solemn declaration, "For to this end came
I out" must have a deeper meaning than this. In point of fact

—

He

in this deeper meaning to preach; and He did
purpose and preached throughout Galilee as Mark
had just duly recorded (i. 14). Is it not much more natural
that He should have said this here, and that His biographer
should have recorded that He said it, than that He should have
said and been recorded as saying that He came out of Capernaum that morning early with this purpose in view? We cannot but think G. Wohlenberg right in pronouncing such an
understanding of the declaration "superficial." Jesus seems
clearly to be making here a solemn reference to His divine

did

"come"

fulfil this

mission. 13
(3) There is another passage with Harnack's dealing with
which we cannot agree. This is Luke xii. 49-53.
Harnack rends this closely knit paragraph into fragments;
discards two of its five constituent sentences altogether; and,
separating the other three into two independent sayings, identifies one of these (verses 51, 53) with Mt. x. 34 ff. and leaves
13
So J. A. Alexander,
Plummer, et al. Mayer ad

J. J.
loc.

Van

Oosterzee, E. Klostermann, H. B. Swete, A.

gives older names.

:

:
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the other (verses 49, 50) off to itself. This drastic treatment of
the passage seems to have been suggested to him by the com-

ment on

it

of Julius

Wellhausen. 14

This comment runs as

follows

The

three

first

verses do not square with one another.

which Jesus longs for

is

an abiding, universal

effect,

The

fire

the baptism of

death a passing personal experience, the prospect of which he dreads.
stands here is not: My death is the necessary precondition of
my great historical effect. Rather, the declarations of verse 49 and

What

verse 50 are presented as parallel, although they are not so. Just as

verse 50 homogeneous with verse 51. But neither do verses
49 and 51 agree together; the wished-for fire can have nothing to do
with the terrible division of families. The whole of verse 50 and the
second half of verse 49 are lacking in Marcion. In their absence, a
connection would no doubt be instituted; the fire would be the inward
little is

war, and Luke would be reduced to Matthew (x. 34, 35). I have,
however, no confidence whatever in this reading of Marcion's, but
rather believe that

Luke has brought together wholly disparate things

according to some sort of association of ideas.

This slashing criticism Harnack reproduces in

its

main features,

as follows

Luke would undoubtedly have these two verses [49 and 50] conbound together by 8e, are framed similarly, and close even with a rhyme. But their contents are so diverse
sidered as fellows: they are

as to interpose a veto on their conjunction. It has been in vain, more-

have tried to build a bridge between the two
wrecked on the consideration that the first
verse refers to the action of Jesus, the second to something which
threatens Him; for it is impossible to think in the second verse of
baptism in general (Jesus' own baptism of suffering is meant, see Mk.
x. 39), since the words, "How am I straitened, etc.," would then be
wholly unintelligible or would have to be explained in a very artificial
manner. The contention also that the eschatological idea connects
the two verses is wrong; for the futures which the two verses contemover, that the expositors

verses.

Every bridge

is

14

A. Loisy appears not unwilling also to make a discreet use of Wellhausen's
show how Luke concocted his narrative.
Montefiore after reporting Wellhausen's criticism, expresses doubt regarding it,
and then slips off into the lines of his favorite mentor, Loisy.
disintegrating criticism in his attempt to
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Add

that the "fire" of the

first

verse has nothing

to do with the "baptism with fire"; for Jesus could not say of that
fire that He came "to cast" it upon the earth. It is therefore to be

held that

Luke who often

follows external associations of ideas, has

been led to put the two verses transmitted to him together by the
similarity of their structure, and because some connection between
fire and baptism hovered before his mind. He has similarly again
made an arbitrary connection in the case of the next verse, when he
adjoins the saying about peace and sword of which we have already
spoken. This saying too can scarcely have been spoken in the same
breath with ours, precisely because

with

it

but

is

it

exhibits a certain relationship

differently oriented.

owes whattaken not
to go below the surface. So soon as we abstract ourselves from
the mere vocables and attend to the thought the logical unity
of the paragraph becomes even striking. Even in form of statement, however, the passage is clearly a unity. Harnack himself calls attention to the structure of verses 49 and 50 as a
plain intimation that they form a pair in their author's intention, and the bridge which he desiderates to connect them he
himself indicates in the "but" by which the author, before the
expositors busied themselves with the matter, expressly joins
them. When Jesus had given expression to the pleasure that
it would give Him to see the fire He had come to cast into the
world already kindled, it was altogether natural that He should
add an intimation of what it was that held this back
He
must die first. And nothing could be more natural than that
He should proceed then to speak further of the disturbance
which His coming should create. It would be difficult to find

The

superficiality of this criticism

ever plausibility

it

may

is

flagrant. It

possess to the care which

is

—

a series of five verses more inseparately knit together. That
such rents should exist between them as are asserted, and they
be invisible to H. J. Holtzmann, say, or Johannes Weiss, neither
of

whom

is

commonly

either unable or unwilling to see flaws

in the evangelical reports of Jesus

sayings is, to say the least,
very remarkable; and a unitary understanding of the passage
which commends itself in its general features alike to these ex'
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positors and, say,

Theodor Zahn, can scarcely be summarily

cast aside as impossible. It

is

quite instructive to observe that

harmony between

verses 49 and 50, which is the
hinge of the disintegrating criticism of the passage, is so little
obvious to, say, Johannes Weiss, that it is precisely to the com-

the lack of

bination of these two verses that he directs us to attend

if

we

wish really to understand Jesus' state of mind with reference
to His death. "The parallelism of the fire and baptism, preserved only by Luke," he urges, "is one of Jesus' most important sayings, because we can perceive from it how Jesus thought
of His end." "How Jesus really thought of His future," he says
in another place, "a declaration like Luke xii. 49 f., perhaps
shows." 15
Looking, thus, upon Lk. xii. 49-53 as a closely knit unit, it
would be difficult for us to accept Harnack's identification of
Lk. xii. 51, 53, torn from its context, with Mt. x. 34-36, also
removed from its context; and the assignment of the "saying,"
thus preserved by both Matthew and Luke, to the hypothetical "Discourse-Source," which it is now fashionable to cite by
the symbol "Q." Even apart from this difficulty, however, the
equation of the two passages would not commend itself to us.
The phraseology in which they are severally cast is distinctly
different. The decisive matter, however, is the difference in
the settings into which they are severally put by the two evangelists. Both of the sections in which they severally occur,
confessedly present difficulties to the harmonist, and the dispositions which harmonists have made of them in their arrangement of the evangelical material vary greatly. 16 It seems to be
reasonably clear, however, that in the tenth chapter of Mat16
"Die Schriften," etc. 1 i, pp. 438 and 138. Weiss even speaks of Mk. x. 38
"no doubt an echo of Lk. xii. 50" (p. 160), but it is not perfectly clear what he
means by this (it is retained in the second edition).
,

as

16

For example, Edward Robinson, having placed Mt.

x.

34

ff

.

in its natural

position in his § 62, preposits Lk. xii. 49 ff to his § 52. John H. Kerr, on the contrary, retaining the same natural position for Mt. x. 34 ff. (at his § 50), more
correctly places Lk. xii. 49 ff. at his § 90. C. W. Hodge, Sr., "Syllabus of Lectures
.

on the Gospel History," 1888,

p. 73,

very properly speaks of Robinson's "dislo-

cation" of the material of Luke as "the principal blot on his harmony": "he
breaks up the connection just where commentators find a striking unity."
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Luke we are dealing with two
by our Lord on separate occasions. We may be sorry to forego any advantage which
may be thought to accrue from the assignment of one of the
thew and the twelfth chapter

of

quite distinct masses of material, spoken

sayings of Jesus in which He speaks of His mission to the hypothetical " Discourse-Source." 17 But we cannot admit that there
is

involved any loss of authenticity for the two sayings in quesWe see no reason to suppose that the source or sources,

tion.

from which the two evangelists drew severally the sayings they
have reported to us, compared unfavorably, in point of trustworthiness as vehicles of the tradition of Jesus' sayings, with
the hypothetical " Discourse-Source," from which they both
sometimes draw in common. On the whole the certainty that
Jesus said what is here attributed to Him is increased by His
being credibly reported to have said it twice in very similar language and to entirely the same effect.
We therefore amend Harnack's list at this point also, and instead of listing the two sayings as Mt. x. 34-36 = Lk. xii. 51, 53,
and Lk. xii. 49, 50, give them as Mt. x. 34-36 and Lk. xii. 49-53.

As the

result of this survey of the material,

we

find our-

Harnack, with eight " sayings" at our disposal, although these eight are not precisely the same as those which
he lists. Arranged, as nearly as the chronological order can be
made out, in the order in which they were spoken, they are as
follows: Mk. i. 38 = Lk. iv. 43; Mt. v. 17; Mk. ii. 17 = Mt.
ix. 13 = Lk. v. 32; Mt. x. 34 f.; Mt. xv. 24; Lk. xii. 49 ff.; Mk.
x. 45 = Mt. xx. 28; Lk. xix. 10. 18 Five of these sayings are
selves, like

Willoughby C. Allen and A. Plummer deny that Mt. x. 34 ff. and Lk. xii.
come from Q. "Phraseology and context alike differ," says Allen. "The
two evangelists draw from different sources."
18
Along with these there are certain other sayings which come illustratively
into consideration. Primary among them is Mt. xi. 3 ff. = Lk. vii. 20 ff. which
Harnack (p. 23) is tempted to include in the list itself as a ninth saying. Others
are: Mk. xi. 9, 10 = Mt. xxi. 9 = Lk. xix. 38 = Jno. xii. 13; Mt. xxiii. 39;
Mt. xi. 18, 19 = Lk. vii. 33, 34. Cf. also Mt. x. 40; Mk. ix. 37 = Lk. ix. 48;
Lk.x. 16. There may be added [Mk. ix. 11 = Mt. xvii. 13; Mt. iii. 11 = Lk. iii.
16]. We have made some remarks on the general subject in "The Lord of Glory,"
17

51

ff.

pp. 39

f .,

76

f .,

126

f.,

190

f.
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found in Matthew; four in Luke; and three in Mark. As no one
of them is found only in Matthew and Luke we need not insist
that any of them is derived from the hypothetical DiscourseSource" (Q), to which are commonly assigned the portions of
the Synoptics found in Matthew and Luke but lacking in
Mark. As all of these sayings are found in either Matthew or
in Luke (and one in both) there seems to be no good reason,
however, why some (or all) of them may not possibly have had
a place in a document from which both Matthew and Luke
are supposed to draw. 19 One is found in all three Gospels, one
in Mark and Matthew, and one in Mark and Luke. These
three at least, two of them very confidently in the form in
which we have them, and the third (Mk. i. 38 = Lk. iv. 43)
very possibly in one of the forms in which it has come to us,
may be thought to have stood in the hypothetical " NarrativeSource" (Urmarkus). And it is possible that all the others may
have stood in it too, since all the Gospels draw from it. Three
are found in Matthew alone and two in Luke alone. These are
at no disadvantage in point of trustworthiness in comparison
with their companions which occur in more than one Gospel.
Apart from the fact that they may have stood in any source
from which their companions were drawn but did not chance
to be taken from it by more than one evangelist, the determination that some of the sources used by the evangelists were
drawn upon by more than one of them has no tendency to
depreciate the value of those which were drawn upon by only
one. No doubt the hypothetical "Narration-Source" which lies
behind all three of the Synoptics is a very old document and is
very highly commended to us by the confident dependence of
them all upon it. There is no sound reason for assigning any
of these Gospels to a date later than the sixties, and Luke and
Matthew may easily have come from a considerably earlier
date. A document underlying them all must have existed in

We may quote

Johannes Weiss, who says ("Die Schriften 1 ," i,
many another [passage] which is found
only in Matthew, or only in Luke." As we ourselves believe that Mark also knew
the "Discourse-Source," we might add also "or only in Mark."
19

here, say,

p. 33): "Possibly there belongs to it yet
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fifties and may be carried back almost to any date subsequent to the facts it records. But much the same may be said
of a document underlying any one of the Synoptics: a document drawn on by one of them only may be just as old and
just as authoritative as one drawn on by all of them. The matter
of primary importance does not concern the particular hypofrom which
thetical document
they are all hypothetical
it may be supposed that our Gospels have derived this saying
or that. The disentangling of the hypothetical sources from
which they may be supposed to have derived the several items
of their narratives is a mere literary matter. We know nothing
of these sources after we have disentangled them except that
they all are earlier than the Gospels which used them; and that
when the contents of each are gathered together and scrutinized, the contents of them all prove to be, from the historical
point of view, all of a piece. This is the fundamental fact concerning them which requires recognition. The tradition of Jesus'
sayings and doings, gathered out of earlier sources (written or
oral) and preserved by the Synoptic Gospels, is a homogeneous

the

—

tradition,

and the

—

Behind it there lies nothWhether written down in the fifties or the
the thirties: whether some short interval separates
original tradition.

ing but the facts.
forties or
its

—

writing from the facts

it records
say ten or twenty years
no trace whatever exists of any earlier
any kind behind it. It is for us at least the absolute

— or no interval at
tradition of

all;

beginning. In these circumstances

with confidence to
these Gospels. It
pels: it

is

that

all

not that

is

we can

nothing but what

is

Mk.

ii.

x. 45,

17,

Mt.

Mt.

v. 17,

xx. 28).

occur. Once, after
20

we cannot get behind these Gosthem and find behind them

in them. 20
in these passages to express the

normally the simple "I came" (rj\dov,
ix. 13, Mt. x. 34, Lk. xii. 49; cf. vkBev Mk.

is

,

But
it

are justified in holding

get behind

The term used by our Lord
fact of His mission

we

the sayings of Jesus transmitted to us in

term"
varied on

variations from this " technical

has been once employed,

it is

See the state of the case as presented in the Princeton Theological Review,
1913, xi, 2, pp. 195-269.
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more elegant" (as Harnack calls it) term
"I came forth" (TapeyevoiJ.r}v, Lk.
xii. 49, 51). Once, in a parallel, the tense is changed to "I have
come" (e\i)\vda, Lk. v. 32). Once the compound "I came out"
(e^rj\dov, Mk. i. 38) is used. And in two passages, "I was sent"
(Lk. iv. 43, Mt. xv. 24; cf. Mk. ix. 37 = Lk. ix. 48, Mt. x. 40,
Lk. x. 16) takes the place of "I came." In the majority of cases
our Lord speaks directly of Himself as the one whose mission
He is describing, in the first person: "I came," "I was sent,"
"I came out." In a few instances, however, He speaks of Himself in the third person under the designation of "the Son of
Man" "the Son of Man came" (Mk. x. 45 = Mt. xx. 28,
repetition to "the

for public manifestation,

—

Lk. xix. 10). There is a difference also in the nature and, so to
say, the profundity of the reference to His mission. Sometimes

He is speaking only of His personal ministry in "the days of
His flesh," and the manner of its performance (Mk. i. 38 =
Lk. iv. 43, Mt. xv. 24, cf. Lk. xix. 10). Sometimes His mind is
on the circumstantial effects of the execution of His mission
(Mt. x. 34 ff., Lk. xii. 49 ff.). Sometimes the horizon widens
and the ultimate ethical result of His work is indicated (Mt.
v. 17). Sometimes the declaration cuts to the bottom and the
fundamental purpose of His mission is announced with respect
both to the object sought and the means of its accomplishment
(Mk. ii. 17 = Mt. ix. 13 = Lk. v. 32; Lk. xix. 10; Mk. x. 45 =
Mt. xx. 28): "I came not to call the righteous but sinners";
"The Son of Man came to seek and to save that which was
lost"; "The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto but to
minister, and to give His life a ransom for many." It should
not pass without notice that it is in these last instances only
that our Lord deserts the simple form of statement with the
personal pronoun, "I came," and substitutes for it the solemn
declaration, "the Son of Man came."

II

is

In investigating the meaning of these sayings severally it
not necessary to follow carefully the chronological order of
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broad sense they increase in richness of
itself. It was not until late in His ministry, for example, that our Lord spoke insistently of His death and His allusions to His mission in His
their utterance. In a

contents as our Lord's ministry develops

later ministry reflect this change. Nevertheless these sayings

do not grow uniformly in richness as time goes on, and it will
be more convenient to arrange them arbitrarily in order of
relative richness of content than strictly to follow the chronological sequence. The order to be pursued has been suggested
at the close of the immediately preceding paragraph.
l

Mk.

i.

And He

38:

Lk. iv. 43: But He said unto
them, I must preach the good

saith unto

them, Let us go elsewhere into
the next towns, that I may
preach there also; for to this end

came

tidings of the

kingdom

of

God

to the other cities also; for to

I out.

this

end was

I sent.

As reported by Mark, in this saying Jesus declares His
mission in the briefest and simplest terms possible. It was just
"For

to preach.

preach."

21

to this

The context

end came

I out,"

intimates,

it is

He

says;

namely "to

true, that this preach-

ing was to be done in the

first instance in the immediately
neighboring towns: "Let us go elsewhere into the next towns
that I may preach there also." It lay in the nature of the case

that any preaching intended to extend over the land should
begin with the nearest towns, and that these therefore should
be particularly in mind in the announcement. But that the

preaching was not intended to be limited to these "next"

towns

22

is

clear

enough in

itself,

and

is

made

quite plain (so

far as the understanding of the reporter, at least,

by the next
filling
21

is

concerned)

which tells us what Jesus did by way of fulthe mission which He here announces: "And He went

Cf. G.

verse,

Wohlenberg in loc: "The

eis

rovro, verse 38,

means

just the Kt\pbootu>

in general, not especially the k&kcI n-qpbaaeiv."
22

In the

parallel,

Luke says

simply, "to the other cities," which suggests

no other limitation than what Th. Zahn
"the other Jewish cities of Palestine."

(p.

247) calls "the self-evident one" of
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into their synagogues throughout all Galilee, 23 preaching

and
boundaries even further. "And He was preaching in the synagogues of
Judaea," he says,
but without prefixing the emphatic "all."
By "Judaea" he means "Palestine as a whole," 24 but, as the
omission of the "all" already advises us, he does not intend to
assert that there was no part of Palestine to which Jesus did
not carry His Gospel, so much as that His mission was distinctively to Palestine. 25 In a word, Jesus announces His mission
here as a mission to the Jewish people He came out, was sent,
casting out devils."

Luke

in the parallel, extends the

—

:

to preach to the Jews.

The emphasis thus

laid

on preaching as the substance

of

Jesus mission does not, however, so set preaching in contrast,
'

any place

in His mission. It has

school of expositors to see in
lists

latter from
become fashionable in one
the accounts which the evange-

working of miracles as to exclude the

say, to the

give here a

more

or less complete misunderstanding of

Capernaum, although these are supposed nevertheless to shimmer through the narrative sufficiently to guide "the seeing eye." 26 When Jesus is represented
as moved by a desire to preach in other places, less than half
the truth, it is said, is told. What really determined His action
was a desire to get away from Capernaum. And the reason for
His desire to get away from Capernaum was that a thaumaturgical function had been thrust upon Him there. He fled
from this in the night (Mk. i. 35). What He really announced
in the words here misleadingly reported, was that His mission
23
Cf. Mt. iv. 23: "And He went about in all Galilee, teaching in their synaJesus' motives in leaving

gogues, and preaching the good tidings of the Kingdom, and healing

all manner
manner of sickness among the people." The emphasis in both
Mark and Matthew is on the completeness with which Galilee was covered by

of disease,

and

all

this itinerant preaching.
24

See especially Th. Zahn, p. 248, and pp. 61 f. Cf. A. Loisy, i, p. 462:
general term in order to signify that the mission of Jesus was
for the whole country, conformably to what was said in verse 43 (B. Weiss,
"Einleitung," pp. 307-308)." Also, B. Weiss, C. F. Keil, Johannes Weiss in loc.
Wellhausen: "Judaea (verse 44) includes Galilee in it: cf. i. 5; vi. 17; vii. 17, and
D. xxiii. 5." Godet rejects the reading "Judaea" as "absurd."
26
We are following Th. Zahn here (p. 248).
26
So, e. g., H. J. Holtzmann, A. Loisy, J. Weiss. C. G. Montefiore draws back.

"Luke has chosen a
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was to preach, not to work miracles. So far from permitting
this to shimmer through them however, the narratives of the
evangelists flatly contradict it. Mark, for example, tells us that
in leaving Capernaum Jesus did not leave His miracles behind
Him: "And He went into their synagogues throughout all
Galilee, preaching, and casting out devils." The parallel in
Matthew (iv. 23) enlarges on this: "And He went about in all
Galilee, teaching in their synagogues and preaching the Gospel
of the kingdom, and healing all manner of disease and all
manner of sickness among the people." It may be easy to say,
as Johannes Weiss for example does say, that such statements
do not correspond with what really happened, and that Luke
in his parallel account (iv. 44) has done well to omit them. But
it is not so easy thus lightly to erase, not a couple of remarks
merely, but the entire presentation of Jesus work by the evangelists. According to their account, not merely at Capernaum
in the beginning, but throughout His whole ministry, "mighty
works" were as characteristic a feature of Jesus' ministry as
His mighty word itself. 27 There is not the least justification in
the narratives themselves, moreover, for the attempted rereading of their implications. There is no suggestion in them
that Jesus was "betrayed into thaumaturgical works " at Capernaum. There is no hint that He was shocked or troubled by
His abounding miracles there, or that He looked upon them as
a scattering of His energies, or a diversion of Him from His
proper task or as making a draft upon His strength. They are
represented rather as His crown of glory. He is not represented
as fleeing from them and as endeavoring to confine Himself to
'

activities of

looking upon

a different nature.

them

He

is

represented rather as

and His inciteaccomplishment. "I must needs preach in the
other towns": "that I may preach there also." Not a contrast
with His work at Capernaum, but a repetition of it, is what
He hopes for elsewhere. The whole contrast lies between Capernaum and the rest of the land between a local and an itinerant

ment

to

as the seal of His mission

its full

:

27

x. 5-8,

Cf. the conjunction of the

and His reply

two

in Jesus' instructions to the Twelve,

to the Baptist's question,

Mt.

xi.

4-5.

Mt.
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ministry.

What He had done

in

Capernaum, He felt the divine
Him to do also in the other

necessity of His mission driving
cities.

out

And

therefore

"He went

Galilee preaching,

all

of Jesus' leaving

ognizes

it

Capernaum

The ground
Holtzmann rec-

devils."

lay, shortly, as

to be Luke's purpose to intimate, solely in

universality of His mission."

What

into their synagogues through-

and casting out

Jesus

came out

to preach in fulfilment of His mission

Mark's statement does not
out to preach." But this

"the

28

tell us. It

says simply, "I

came

not to leave it in doubt. It was too
well understood to require statement. Mark had just told his
readers summarily that "after John was delivered up, Jesus
came into Galilee, preaching the glad-tidings of God, and say-

The time

ing,

is fulfilled

is

and the kingdom

of

repent ye and believe in the glad- tidings "

When

he

tells

God
(cf.

is

Mt.

at hand:
iv.

17).

them now that Jesus announced His mission

to

be to preach, it is perfectly evident that it is just this preaching
which he has in mind. The parallel in Luke declares this in so

many

words. "I must needs," Jesus is there reported as saying,
"proclaim the glad-tidings of the kingdom of God, for to this
end was I sent." The accent of necessity is here sounded. It
were impossible that Jesus should do anything other than preach
just this Gospel of the kingdom of God. His mission to this end
lays a compulsion upon Him: He was sent to do precisely this,
and needs must do it. 29 Jesus' mission is to preach a Gospel,
the Gospel of the kingdom of God.
For Jesus so to describe His mission, clearly was to lay
claim to the Messianic function. Preaching the glad-tidings of
the kingdom of God is the Messianic proclamation. The accompanying miracles are the signs of the Messiah. Accordingly
when the Baptist sent to Jesus inquiring, "Art thou He that
Cometh or look we for another?" Jesus replied by pointing to
these things: "the blind receive their sight, and the lame walk,
the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, and the dead are
28

P. 333:

"The ground

of

His

flight,

verse 43 finds in the universality of

His mission."
29

On

the accent of "necessity" in Jesus'

life,

see Hastings' "Dictionary of

Christ and the Gospels," article "Foresight," at the beginning.
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and the poor have the glad-tidings preached to
that Cometh" is a Messianic title, and thereHarnack reminds us, those who heard Jesus say, "For

raised up,

them."
fore, as

I

30

"He

me henceforth, till ye shall say,
He that cometh in the name of the Lord," underHim to be speaking of the Messiah, and would have

say unto you, ye shall not see

Blessed

is

stood
understood that just the same if the words "in the name of
the Lord" had been wanting. 31 The question lies near at hand,
accordingly, whether Jesus merely by speaking of "coming,"
"being sent," does not lay claim to Messianic dignity. In that
case those terms would be used pregnantly. The Baptist
"came," neither eating nor drinking, as truly as Jesus "came"
eating and drinking (Mt. xi. 18; cf. xxi. 32). The prophet is
"sent" as truly as the Messiah (Lk. iv. 26; Mt. xiii. 37 = Lk.
xiii.

34; Jno.

i.

6, 8,

iii.

28).

What

the words openly declare

consciousness of divine mission; and the two

modes

is

a

of expres-

sion differ according as the emphasis falls on the divine source
of the mission ("I

was sent") or on

its

voluntary performance

("I came"). 32 Something more needs to be added, therefore,
to mark the mission which they assume, plainly as Messianic.

That something more

is added in the present passage by the
purpose which is declared to be subserved by the mission. That
purpose is the Messianic proclamation. He who came to preach

kingdom of God and who could point
Messiah accompanying His preaching, has

the glad-tidings of the
to the signs of the

come

as the Messiah.

"I came." He
and the preposition should not be neglected.
At the least it must refer to Jesus' coming publicly forward
30
Mt. xi. 3 ff. = Lk. vii. 20 ff Harnack (p. 23) says: "The question whether
Jesus, however, does not here say merely

says,

"I came

out,"

.

the miracles which are enumerated are to be understood spiritually is to be answered in the negative for Matthew and Luke, and probably also for Jesus Himself."

But that

places Harnack in a quandary:

here literally of raising the dead
31

P. 1: Mt.

xxiii.

39

=

Lk.

is

"But that Jesus should have spoken

nevertheless not easy to acknowledge."

xiii.

35.

32 Cf.
Th. Zahn's words "Das Evangelium des Matthaus 3 ," p. 610, distinguishing between "the execution of a commission laid on Him by God (Mt.

x. 40, b &iro<TTel\as ne, xv. 24; xxi.
life

comprehended by Himself

37)" and "the purpose and meaning of His

(fjXdev)."
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and entering upon the task of public teacher. J. J. van Oosterzee insists upon this sense: "The Saviour speaks simply of the
purpose for which He now appeared publicly as a teacher." 33
That, however, in this Messianic context, appears scarcely adequate. We seem to be compelled to see in this term a reference
to Jesus' manifestation as Messiah with whatever that may
carry with it. This is apparently what C. F. Keil and G. Wohl-

enberg have in mind. According to the former, the phrase "I
came out" is used here absolutely in the sense of coming into
publicity, coming into the world; and if, he adds, we wish to
supply anything we may add in thought irapa or curb rod deov

—

as

we may

find in Jno.

xiii.

3; xvi. 27, 30. Similarly the latter

upon His Mesand adds that it is not surprising if the expression
tempts us to find in it an allusion to the coming forth from the
Father such as John speaks of at xiii. 3; xvi. 27, 30; xvii. 8.
Even if we follow this path to its end and say simply, with J.
A. Alexander, F. Godet, A. Plummer, H. B. Swete and others,
that when He says, "I came out" Jesus means, "I came out
from God" or "from heaven" we are not going beyond the
considers the reference to be to Jesus' entrance
sianic calling,

Him-

implications of the Messianic reference. If Jesus thought
self

the Messiah there

is

no reason why He

may not be supposed

have thought of Himself as that transcendent Messiah
which was "in the air" in "the days of His flesh." That He
did think of Himself as the transcendent Messiah is indeed
already evident from His favorite self -designation of the Son
to

Man,
The Son

of

— as reported by Mark
Man

as

by the other

evangelists.

with it the idea of preexistence. When
then Mark records that He spoke of His mission as a "coming
out," the phrase may very well come before us as the vehicle
of Jesus' consciousness of His preexistence; and F. Godet is
speaking no less critically than theologically when he remarks
that "Mark's term appears to allude to the incarnation, Luke's
only refers to the mission of Jesus." 34
33
On Lk. iv. 43.
34

of

carries

It is less obvious that the simple

"I came" presupposes preexistence as

many commentators insist (e. g., A. Plummer, " Matthew," p. 156, note
A. M. McNeille on Mt. x. 40). But on this see below pp. 568, 581 ff.

2,

cf.

:
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We

Israel.

naturally revert

here, then, to Jesus' testimony that His mission

the Gospel of the
is

Kingdom

of

God

was to preach

to the cities of Judaea.

He

obviously speaking not of the utmost reach of His mission,

but of the limits of His personal ministry. His personal ministry,
however, He describes as distinctively to the Jews. He "came
out," He "was sent," to proclaim the glad- tidings of the imminence of that Kingdom to the people of God to whom the

Kingdom had been promised. This

was, in

its

external aspects,

His mission.
2

Mt.

xv. 24:

And He answered and

said, I

was not sent but unto

the lost sheep of the house of Israel.

What

in the former saying

is

given a perhaps somewhat

unarresting positive expression

is

in this saying asserted in a

strong, almost startling, negative form. Jesus declares that His

mission was not only to the Jews, but to them only. Denying
a request from His disciples that

He

should exercise His mi-

girl who was suffrom possession, He justifies the denial by explaining
that His mission was not to the heathen but solely to the Jews
"I was not sent but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel."
The language in which He clothes this explanation had been
employed by Him on a previous occasion. When He was sending His disciples on their first mission He laid, first of all, this
charge upon them: "Go not into any way of the Gentiles, and
enter not into any city of the Samaritans but go rather to the

raculous powers for the healing of a heathen
fering

;

lost

sheep of the house of Israel" (Mt.

x. 5-6).

The circum-

stantial negative clauses act as definitions of the language of

the positive clause. This language

is just as sharply definite in
our present saying. Jesus declares that He has no mission to
the heathen. His mission is distinctively to the Jews.
It may be possible to exaggerate, however, the exclusiveness of this declaration. After all, it has a context. And it
should not be overlooked that despite the emphasis of His as-

sertion that

He had no

mission to the heathen, Jesus healed
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this

heathen

by way

girl.

Nor can

it

quite be said that

He

healed her

by the touching
even, perhaps, instructed by her shrewd

of exception; overpersuaded, perhaps,

plea of her mother, or

common-sense

to a wider apprehension of the scope of His

before attained. When He threw Himself
back on His mission, He invoked in His justification the authority of God. 35 And therefore, in adducing His mission, He
employs the phrase "I was sent" rather than "I came." By
that phrase He appeals to Him with whose commission He was
charged, and transfers the responsibility for the terms of His
mission to Him. 36 After this it can scarcely be supposed that

mission than

He had

overstepped the terms of His mission, as He understood
them, in healing the heathen child. In other words, when He
declares, "I was not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house
of Israel," He is not to be understood as declaring that His mission was so exclusively to the Jews that the heathen had no
part in it whatever.
The whole drift of the incident as recorded whether by
Mark or by Matthew bears out this conclusion. The precise
point which is stressed in both accounts alike is, not that the

He

Jews have the exclusive right to the benefits of Jesus' mission,
but that the preference belongs to them. This is given open
expression in Jesus' words as reported by Mark, "Let the children first be fed; it is not meet to take the children's bread and
cast
35

it

to the dogs."

Montefiore

is

But

it is

equally the implication of

quite right in saying:

"The

explanation

is

that

Mat-

God had

ordered this limitation."
36
In only two of the sayings in which Jesus expounds His mission (Lk. iv.
43, Mt. xv. 24) is the form "I was sent" employed. It is perhaps not without
significance that in the only one of these which has a parallel (Lk. iv. 43), it is not
the simple "I came" which stands in this parallel (Mk. i. 38), but a form which
more pointedly refers to the source of the mission in God ("I came out"). The "I
was sent" is reflected in its active equivalent in the "Johannine" (Jno. xiii.
20) phrase of Mt. x. 40; Mk. ix. 37 = Lk. ix. 48; Lk. x. 16, in which the unity
of the sent and sender is suggested. Note the emphasis placed on Jesus' employment of "I was sent" in our present passage by F. L. Steinmeyer, "The Miracles
of Our Lord," pp. 140 ff., and J. Laidlaw, "The Miracles of Our Lord," p. 252.
Th. Zahn remarks that here for the first time in Matthew is Jesus presented as
the iirdffTo'Kos of God, and adds: "cf. xv. 24; xxi. 37 as correlate of the rj\dov of
v. 17; ix. 13; x. 34. Apart from John cf. Heb. iii. 1, Clem., I Cor. xl, 1."
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Jesus does not suggest that the dogs

have nothing; but that they

What
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38

shall

the portion of the dogs

is, is

not here indicated. It

intimated that they have a portion.
preference, of course: but there

shall

have only the dogs' portion.

is

The

is

only

children have the

something also for the dogs.
is certainly peda-

Jesus' whole conversation in this incident

He employed the application
Him in order to teach His disciples

gogically determined.

heathen

woman

to

scope of His mission. There
declaration to

is

of this

the real

no contradiction between His

them that He was

sent distinctively to Israel

heathen child. He heals the
child not in defiance of the terms of His mission, but because
it fell within its terms; and He commends the mother because
she had found the right way: "And He said unto her, For this
saying, go thy way: the devil is gone out of thy daughter."
A comment of Alfred Edersheim's sums up not badly the teaching of the incident: "when He breaks the bread to the children,
in the breaking of it the crumbs must fall all around." 39
Obviously what Jesus tells us here is very much what Paul
tells us, when, summing up his Gospel ringingly as the power
of God unto salvation to every one that believes, he adds, "To

and His subsequent healing

Jew

the

first

and

of the

also to the

Greek" (Rom.

i.

16, cf.

ii.

10).

Many

"Liberal" expositors therefore represent Mark as corrupting the record of Jesus' conversation when he puts on
Jesus' lips a sharp assertion of this principle: "Let the children
40
"If the Jews have only the first right," comfirst be filled."
ments Johannes Weiss, for example, "it follows that the hea37

This

38

It

is solidly shown by Th. Zahn.
has been often pointed out that the use of the diminutive here softens
the apparent harshness of the language. Shall we say "doglings"?
39 "Life
and Times of Jesus the Messiah1 ," ii, 1883, p. 41.
40
H. J. Holtzmann (p. 184): "Let first {irpGsTov = prius, maxim from Rom.
i.

16;

leaves

ii.

9, 10) the children (Israelites) be filled"; this explanation,

room

for the satisfaction of the mother, is simply lacking in

which still
Mt. xv. 26,

and therefore the conclusion is commonly drawn that in the narrative of Mark
we have a deliberate mitigation, a dependence upon the later, Pauline mission,
and therefore secondary work (so Hilgenfeld, last in ZWTh, 1889, p. 497; B. and J.
Weiss, Jiilicher, "Gleichnisreden," ii, p. 256 f., even Wittichen p. 188, and with
more reserve, Wernle, p. 133)."

;
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then too have a right. This

Romans,

16,

i.

— the Jew

an echo from the Epistle to the
then the Greek!" 41 It is not,

is

first,

however, merely in this sharp assertion of it that this principle
given expression in the narrative of the incident. It is present
as truly in the account of Matthew as in that of Mark. The whole
drift of both accounts alike
the climax of which is found not
in any word of Jesus' but in a marvellous word of His petiis

—

—

something left for the dogs after the
the dogs under the table eat of the
crumbs of the children"; "even the dogs eat of the crumbs
that fall from the table of their masters." Had there been no
provision for the Gentiles, indeed, Jesus could scarcely have
"
expected His disciples to recognize Him as that " One to Come
with whose mission there had from the beginning been connected blessings for the Gentiles also. The evangelists are not
drawing from Paul when they represent Jesus as teaching that
His mission was to Israel and yet extends in its beneficial effects
to the world (cf. especially Mt. viii. 11; xxviii. 19) 42 Paul on
tioner's

is

children are

that there

filled:

is

"Even

.

the contrary

is

reflecting the teaching of Jesus as reported

by

the evangelists when, as Jesus proclaimed Himself to have

been sent only to

Israel,

he declares

minister of the circumcision

43

Him

to have been

and when,

made a

as Jesus suggests

is in His mission a blessing for Gentiles
he declares that by His ministry to the circumcision not
only is the truth of God exalted and the promises unto the
fathers confirmed, but mercy is brought to the Gentiles also

that nevertheless there
also,

(Rom. xv. 8

ff.).

How

His mission could be distinctively for Israel and yet
contain in it a blessing for the Gentiles also Jesus does not here
explain to His disciples. He is content to fix the fact in their
41

"Schriften," etc. 1

,

i,

1906, p. 128.

42

Wellhausen represents Mark as free from such universalizing utterances.
Nowhere does it put such a statement as Mt. viii. 11 f. on Jesus' hps; and only in
the eschatological discourse, Mk. xiii. 10, do we find a prediction of the extension
of the preaching of the Gospel to the heathen attributed to Jesus. Montefiore adds

The

implication is, of course, that neither of these passages is authentic.
"Christ has become minister of the circumcised," comments H. A. W.
Meyer; "for to devote His activity to the welfare of the Jewish nation was, according to promise, the duty of His Messianic office, cf. Mt. xx. 28, xv. 24."
xiv. 9.
43
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minds by the awakening object-lesson of this memorable miracle
in which His saving power goes out of Himself and effects its
beneficent result across the borders of a strange land. 44
scarcely go astray, however,

Mark

= Lk.

if

we

We

can

distinguish here, as in the

between His personal ministry
His mission. When He says, "I was
not sent but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel," He has
His personal ministry in mind. It will hardly be doubted that
this was the understanding of the evangelist. C. G. Montefiore,
for example, paraphrases thus: "His disciples shall convert
the world; He Himself is sent only to Israel." "Jesus says that
He has been sent to the lost sheep of Israel only. This looks
like a 'narrow' tradition. But it is not. It is intended to explain
the undoubted but perplexing fact that Jesus the universal
Saviour and Mediator, did actually confine Himself to the Jews.
The explanation is that God had ordered this limitation. After
His resurrection, He will send His disciples to all the world." 45
Did Jesus Himself have no anticipation of this course of events,
or purpose with reference to it? It should go without saying
that, just because He conceived His mission as Messianic, He
necessarily conceived it both as immediately directed to Israel,
and as in its effects extending also to the Gentiles. That was
how the mission of the Messiah had been set forth in those
prophecies on which He fed. We cannot be surprised, then,
that it is customary to recognize that it is to His personal ministry alone that Jesus refers when He declares that He "was not
sent but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel." 46
The Messianic character of His mission is already implied

case of

i.

38

and the wider working

iv. 43,

of

44
"It has been remarked," says Wellhausen ("Das Ev. Marci," 1903, p. 60),
"that this is up to now the only example in Mark in which Jesus heals from a distance, by His mere word." "This is the second example of a miracle wrought from
a distance," says Loisy (i, p. 977). "The first was wrought on the centurion's
son." Then he cites Augustine's remarks in "Quaest. Ev.," i, 18.

«

Vol.

ii,

pp. 657, 658.

So from Augustine and Jerome down. H. A. W. Meyer expresses the
general opinion when he says: "It was not intended that Christ should come to
the Gentiles in the days of His flesh, but that He should do so at the subsequent
period (xxviii. 19) in the person of the Spirit acting through the medium of the
Apostolic preaching (Jno. x. 16, Eph. ii. 17)." Cf. Th. Zahn: "His personal and
48
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in the terms in

which

He

here describes

it.

When He

sheep of the house of Israel," His mind

speaks of

on the great
messianic passage, Ezek. xxxiii., xxxiv., in which Jehovah
promises that He Himself will feed His sheep, "and seek that
which was lost"; and that He will "set up one shepherd over
them, and he shall feed them, even my servant David; he shall
feed them and he shall be their shepherd." 47 When, with His
mind on this prophecy, Jesus spoke of His mission as to "the
lost sheep of the house of Israel" it may admit of question
whether the genitive is epexegetical or partitive,
whether
He conceives His mission to be directed to Israel as a whole,
conceived as having wandered from God, or to that portion
of Israel which had strayed 48
but it can admit of no question
that He conceived of those to whom His mission was directed
as "lost." He thought of His mission, therefore, as distinctively
a saving mission, and He might just as well have said, "I was
sent to save the lost sheep of the house of Israel." Harnack is
quite right, therefore, when, after calling attention to the adoption of the language of Ezek. xxxiv. 15, 16, he adds: "And the
mission to the lost sheep contains implicitly the Ho seek and
"the

lost

is

—

—

How He is to accomplish the saving of the lost sheep
house of Israel, Jesus does not in this utterance tell us.
He tells us only that He has come, as the promised Messiah,
with this mission entrusted to Him,
to save these lost sheep.
to save.' "
of the

—

immediate vocation." Also, R. C. Trench, "Notes on the Miracles of Our Lord,"
second American ed., 1852, p. 274; J. Laidlaw, "The Miracles of Our Lord,"
1890, p. 252; A. Edersheim, "Life and Times," etc. 1 1883, ii, p. 40.
47
Observe the address of the petitioner in our passage (Mt. xv. 22), "O
Lord, Son of David," which is not repelled by Jesus. "Spoken by a heathen,"
remarks Edersheim (ii, p. 39), "these words were an appeal, not to the Messiah
of Israel, but to an Israelitish Messiah." They supply the starting point for a
conversation, however, in which the Messiah of Israel brings relief to the heathen.
48
That in Mt. x. 6, "the lost sheep of the house of Israel," the genitive is
not partitive seems to be shown by the contrast of verse 5: the disciples are to go,
not to Gentiles or the Samaritans, but to Israel, described here as "lost sheep."
Cf. H. A. W. Meyer in he: "Such sheep (ix. 36) were all, seeing that they were
without faith in Him, the heaven-sent Shepherd." The same phrase in Mt. xv.
24, in a similar contrast (with the Canaanitish woman), might naturally be held
to be used in the same broad sense. Israel as a whole in that case would be the
,

"lost sheep."
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3

Mt. x. 34 ff.: Think not that I came to cast peace on the earth;
I came net to cast peace but a sword. For I came to set a man at
variance against his father, and the daughter against her mother, and
the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law and a man's foes shall
:

be they of his own household.

In

this context Jesus is preparing

secutions which awaited them.

His disciples for the per-

They must not think

their case

Teacher and Lord had Himself suffered before
them. Nor must they imagine that they are deserted the Father
has not forgotten them. And after all, such things belong in
their day's work. They have not been called to ease but to
struggle. Strife then is their immediate portion; but after the
strife comes the reward.
When Jesus introduces what He has to say with the words,
"Think not," He intimates that He is correcting a false impression, prevalent among His hearers (cf. v. 17) 49 His reference can only be to expectations of a kingdom of peace founded
on Old Testament prophecy. 50 Since these expectations are
focussed upon His own person He is obviously speaking out of
a Messianic consciousness; and is assuming for Himself the
r61e of the Messiah, come to introduce the promised kingdom. 51
Of course He does not mean to deny that the Messianic kingdom which He has come to introduce is the eternal kingdom of
peace promised in the prophets. He is only warning His followers that the Messianic peace must be conquered before it is
singular: their

:

,

49

Cf. B. Weiss (Meyer, 9, 1898)

and A. Plummer in

loc,

and A. Loisy,

i,

p. 891.
60

Goodspeed, "Israel's Messianic Hope," 1900, p. 123: "All the seers
forward out of their present, whether gloomy or bright, to a golden
age of peace." W. A. Brown, Hastings' "Dictionary of the Bible," iii, p. 733 a
"Among the blessings to which Israel looks forward in the Messianic times, none
is more emphasized than peace." Cf. A. Loisy, i, p. 891.
61
Neglecting this, Harnack speaks inadequately when he writes: "This
discourse is not Messianic in the literal sense
even John the Baptist could, it
would appear, have said it
but in the burden of the discourse and in the saying,
'I came for this purpose,' there lies a claim which soars above the prophets and
the Baptist. For Jesus implicitly demands here that the severest sacrifices be
made and the enmity of the nearest kindred be incurred, for the sake of His person "
G.

S.

of Israel look

:

—

—
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enjoyed.

As His mind

at the

moment

is

on the individual,

He

describes the strife which awaits His followers in terms of the
individual's experience.

The language

in

He

which

derived from an Old Testament passage (Micah

does this

vii. 6)

in

is

which

the terrible disintegration of natural relationships incident to

a time of deep moral corruption

which His followers

this.

is

described.

The

dissolution

have to face will be like
Let them gird themselves to meet the strain upon them

of social ties

shall

loyally. For, as the succeeding verses

question of personal loyalty that

is

show,

it is

distinctly a

at issue. 52

It should be observed that Jesus does not say merely,
" Think not that I came to send (or bring) peace upon the
it. He says, "Think not
upon the earth." The energy of the

earth," as our English versions have

that I

came

to cast peace

(cf. vii. 6). What Jesus
has come to fling peace suddenly and immediately upon the earth, 53 so that all the evils of life should at
once and perfectly give way to the unsullied blessedness of the
consummated kingdom. Such seems to have been the expecta-

expression should not be evaporated
denies

is

that

He

He undeceives them by
He came on the contrary to cast a

them

tion of His followers.

telling

plainly that

sword. Strife

and struggle lie immediately before them, and the peace to
which they look forward is postponed. The pathway upon
which they have adventured in attaching themselves to Him
leads indeed to peace, but it leads through strife.
When Jesus says that He came to cast a sword upon the
earth and to set men at variance with one another, the declaration of purpose must not be weakened into a mere prediction
of result. 54 He is speaking out of the fundamental presupposi62

Cf. the excellent remarks of Th. Zahn, p. 415.
So B. Weiss, "Das Matthaeusevangelium und seine Lucas-Parallelen,"
1876, p. 281, also in Meyer, 9th ed., 1898, and in "Die VierEvangelien,"etc, 1900,
in loc. So also H. J. Holtzmann, "Die Synoptiker 3 ," 1901, p. 235, who remarks:
"Thus Jesus strikes out of the picture of the Messianic age, at least for the immediately following transitional period, the joy and peace predicted in Micah.
iv. 3, v. iv, Zech. ix. 9, 10, and brings war into prospect in its stead, in reminiscence of Ex. xxxii. 27, Ezek. vi. 3, xiv. 17, xxi. 12."
64 It
is often so weakened. Thus e. g., A. Loisy: "The appearance of the Christ
has therefore, for consequence
not for end, but the Biblical language does not
63

—
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God, which had just found

expression in the assertion that not even a sparrow, or indeed
"
a hair of our heads, falls to the ground " apart from our Father
(verses 29-31). The essence of the declaration lies in the assurance that nothing is to befall His followers by chance or the
hard necessity of things, but all that comes to them comes
from Him. 55 Not merely the ultimate end, but all the means
in a linked chain of means and
which lead up to this end

—

— are

His appointment and belong to the arrangements which He has made for His people. They are to face the
strife which lies before them, therefore, as a part of the service
they owe to Him (verses 37 ff.), their Master and Lord (verses
24 f.). This strife is not indeed all that Jesus came to bring,
but this too He came to bring; and when He casts it upon the
earth, He is fulfilling so far His mission. He "came," "was
sent" (verse 40) to "cast a sword."
In this saying, too, we perceive, Jesus is dealing with what
we may without impropriety speak of as a subordinate element
of His mission. He does not mean that the sole or the chief
purpose of His coming was to stir up strife. He means that the
strife which His coming causes has its part to play in securing
the end for which He came. When He said in Mk. i. 38 = Lk.
iv. 43, "I came to preach," He was looking through the preaching, as means, to the end which it was to subserve. When He
said in Mt. xv. 24 that He was not sent but to the lost sheep of
the house of Israel, He did not forget the wider end of which
His ministry to Israel should be the means. So, when He says,
"I came to cast a sword upon the earth," He is thinking of the
strife which He thus takes up unto His plan not for itself but
as an instrument by which His ultimate purpose should be
reached. He tells us nothing of how long this strife is to last,
ends

•

make a sharp

of

distinction

between the two

Also, B. Weiss (Meyer, 9th ed., 1898):

— the division

"What

quence of His coming, Jesus announces as

Mt.

its

is

signified

by the sword."

the immediate, inevitable conse-

purpose." Cf. A. H. McNeille on

x. 34.

55
Cf. B. Weiss, "Das Matthaeusevangelium," etc., 1876, p. 281: "It does
not come like an unavoidable evil which is connected with the sought-for good,
but it is foreseen and intended by Him."
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what steps and stages it is to pass into the peace
which waits behind it. Is He speaking only of the turmoil
which must accompany the acceptance of Him as Messiah by
His own people, involving as it does adjustment to the revised
Messianic ideal which He brought? 56 Is He speaking in a
" springing sense" of the ineradicable conflict of His Gospel
with worldly ideals, through age after age, until at last "the
end shall come"? 57 Or is He speaking of the "growing pains"
which must accompany the steady upward evolution through
58
all the ages of the religion which He founded?
The passage
itself tells us nothing more than that Jesus came to cast a
sword upon the earth; that there were to result from His coming strife and strain; and that only through this strife and strain
is the full purpose for which He came attainable. For what is
more than this we must go elsewhere. Only let us bear well in
mind that the note of the saying is not discouragement but
confidence. There rings through it the "Fear not!" of verse 31.
or through

66

This appears to be A. Loisy's idea: "Because the proclamation of the kinghas as its immediate effect (had not the Saviour found this Himself in His

dom

own home?)

to cause discord in families

and

— one accepting the

faith,

another re-

and unbelievers at odds." See also
C. G. Montefiore: "The sword does not mean war between nations, but dissension between families, of which one member remains a Jew, while another becomes

jecting

it,

this discord placing believers

a Christian."
67 This appears
to be A. Plummer's meaning: "So long as men's wills are
opposed to the Gospel there can be no peace.
Once more Christ guards His
disciples against being under any illusions. They have entered the narrow way,
.

and

it

.

.

leads to tribulation, before leading to eternal life."

Something like this seems to be Johannes Weiss' meaning: "This saying
belongs to the most characteristic and the most authentic sayings of Jesus con68

on the earth but a sword.' Jesus must
what
men were accustomed to hear and wished to hear. And what He Himself in His
parental home seems to have experienced, that he foresees as a universal phenomenon which He portrays by means of words derived from Micah: a cleft is to
go through families; and indeed it is to be the young generation which shall oppose the old ('three against two and two against three' says Luke: the wife of
cerning Himself: 'I

have

felt

deeply

came not

how

to bring peace

utterly His proclamation stood in contradiction with

the son lives in the house of her parents-in-law). Jesus does not reprehend this,

no exhortation against loss of piety. He simply posits it as an inevitable
it has always been a thousand times over; and it may be to the elders
a warning and to the children a consolation, that even the Gospel of Jesus must

and

fact.

offers

Thus

create so painful a division."
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There underlies
in

heaven"

who

loses

it

the "I too will confess

of verse 32.

His

life

for

And

it
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him before

my Father

passes unobserved into the

my sake shall find it"

"He

and the
ones a cup

of verse 39,

shall give to drink to one of these little
water only in the name of a disciple, verily I say unto
you, he shall not lose his reward" of verse 42. Jesus warns His
followers of the stress and strain before them. But He does this
as one who buckles their armor on them and sends them forth

"whosoever

of cold

to victory.

The word on which

the discussion closes

is

"Re-

ward."
4

upon the earth; and how I wish
xii.
was already kindled! But I have a baptism to be baptized
with; and how am I straitened until it be accomplished! Think ye
that I am come to give peace in the earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather
division: for there shall be from henceforth five in one house divided,
three against two and two against three. They shall be divided,
father against son, and son against father; mother against daughter,
and daughter against her mother; mother-in-law against her daughterin-law, and daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.
49-53: 1 came to cast

Lk.

that

fire

it

To some

by Mt. x. 34 ff ., answers
Here too Jesus is protecting His followers against the false expectation which they had
been misled into forming, that He, the Messiah, would at once
of the questions started

are suggested

by the present

saying.

introduce the promised reign of peace. 59 In repelling this expectation, His

own

claim to the Messianic dignity and function

He corrects, not their estimate of
His person or vocation, but their conception of the nature of
the Messianic work. The language in which He makes this correction is very strong: "Ye think that it is peace that I am come
to give in the earth. Not at all, I tell you; nothing but division." 60 The emphasis which, by its position, falls on the
word "fire" in the first clause, corresponds with this strength
is

given express intimation.

69

Cf Hahn's note in loc.
A. Plummer: "I came not to send any other thing than division." Th.
Zahn: "Think ye that I am come to give peace on earth? No, I say to you, nothing else than division." Cf II Cor. i. 13.
.

60

.
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way for it: "It is fire that I came
upon the earth." 61 It is clear that the two sentences
belong together and constitute together but a single statement.
The "fire" of the one is, then, taken up and explained by the
of

language and prepares the

to cast

"division" of the other, just as the
is

repeated in the

"am come"

The

ration

is

one

(rjXdov) of the

the other, and

by the "give"

(dovvai) of the

the "cast" (fiakeiv) of the one
other.

"came"

{-wapeyevbix-qv) of

greater energy of the language in the former decla-

due to

its

own thought and

being the immediate expression of Jesus'

feeling:

the earth"; whereas in

"It

its

is fire

came

that I

repetition

it is

to cast

upon

the thought of His

which He gives expression: "Ye think that it is
peace that I am here 62 to give." What it is of chief importance
for us to observe is that by the "fire" which He has come to
cast upon the earth, Jesus means just the "division" 63 which
followers to

He describes in the subsequent clauses in much the same language in which He had spoken of it in Mt. x. 34 ff That is to
say, He has in mind, here as there, a great disarrangement of
social relationships which He speaks of as the proximate result
.

of the introduction of the

No more

Kingdom

of

God into
mean to

here than there does Jesus

discord which

He

declares

He came

the world.
represent this

to give in the earth, as the

proper purpose or the ultimate result of His coming. 64
61
Cf. Hummer's note.

The

"to come to the side of," is, says Harnack, a "more elegant"
and Luke has varied the rjXdov of verse 49 to the wapeyev6p.T)v
of verse 51 for the sake of better literary form. If Luke was really the author
of all the nice touches with which he is credited, he would need to be recognized
as one of the most "exquisite" writers of literary history. The variations of language between the parallel statements of verses 49 and 51 are grounded in the
nature of the case and reflect the truth of life. It is better to explain -rraptyevop-qv
as the natural phrase to express the disciples' thought of Jesus' "coming" relatively to themselves, than to give it with Thayer-Grimm the sense of "coming
forth," "making one's public appearance" (Mt. hi. 1, Heb. ix. 11).
63
Cf. Loisy, p. 892: "In view of the expressions chosen and of the progress
of the discourse, the fire is nothing else than the discord introduced into the world
by the preaching of the Gospel, or, better still perhaps the movement excited for
or against the religion of Jesus by the Apostolic preaching, from which the discord
62

TrapayLvofxai

word than

ipxop.au,

arose."
64

Cf. Zahn, p. 516:

"That the ultimate purpose

of

His

life

bring peace upon the earth, Jesus of course does not here deny"

and work
[cf. to

is

to

the con-
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strength of the language in which He declares it to be His purpose in coming to produce this dissension, shuts off, indeed, all
view beyond. When He says, "Ye think it is peace that I am
here to give on the earth. Not at all, I tell you: nothing but

He

division,"

is

thinking, of course, only of the immediate re-

and, absorbed in them, leaving

sults,

what

beyond

lies

for the

time out of sight. The absoluteness of the language is like the
absoluteness of the, "I was not sent but to the lost sheep of
the house of Israel." But something does lie beyond. This not
only belongs to the nature of the case, but is already intimated
in the last clause of the first sentence (verse 49) " It is fire that
I came to cast on the earth, and how I wish that it was already
:

kindled." Clearly Jesus did not long for the kindling of the
for the fire's
of the

own sake but for the
;

fire

sake of what would come out

fire.

What

this clause particularly teaches us,

however,

is

that

which Jesus came to cast on the earth was not yet
kindled. The clause is of recognized difficulty and has been
the

fire

variously rendered.

Most

of these renderings yield,

the same general sense; and
ing

is

it is

however,

reasonably clear that the mean-

represented with sufficient accuracy by,

"And how

I

was already kindled." 65 For even the fire which
He came to cast upon the world, Jesus thus points to the future.
Not even it has yet been kindled. The peace which His followers
were expecting lies yet beyond it. He was not to give peace in
the world but nothing but division: yet even the division was
not yet come
for even that His followers were to look for-

wish that

it

—

ward. He is, then, not accounting to His followers for the trials
they were enduring: He is warning them of trials yet to come.
He is saying to them in effect, "In the world ye shall have
trary, Acts x. 36, Lk.

i.

of His

—

birth did not proclaim.

Eph. ii. 14-17], "but only that the intended
coming and manifestation is a universal cona thing which even the angels on the night of His

79, Isa. ix. 6,

and immediate consequence
dition of peace upon earth,
.

.

."

De Wette, Bleek, Meyer, B. Weiss, Holtzmann,
Zahn. On this use of the rl see A. T. Robertson, "A Grammar of the Greek of the
New Testament," 1914, on Lk. xii. 49 as per Index, and Zahn in loc. p. 514, note
54. On the ei fjSr] to^n see Zahn in loc. and note 53.
66

So Kuinoel, Olshausen,
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is present, "But be of
have overcome the world." These things He was
speaking to them, therefore, that despite the impending tribulation, they might have the peace which they were expecting

tribulation"; but the subaudition also

good cheer;

I

—

at least in sure prospect.

From the strong wish which Jesus expresses that the fire
He came to cast upon the earth had already been kin-

which

dled, Harnack takes occasion to represent Him as a disappointed man. Harnack explains the fire which Jesus says He
came to cast upon the earth as "an inflammation and refining

agitation of spirits,"

and discovers an immense pathos
it had as yet been kindled.

in

Jesus' inability to see that

moved with pain, acknowledges that the fire does not yet
What Jesus wishes, yes, what He speaks of as the pur-

Jesus

burn

.

.

.

pose of His coming,

and

He

does not yet see

refining agitation of spirits in

new

is

kindled.

That "men

fulfilled

which the old

is

— the great trying
consumed and the

of violence" (jSaorat) are necessary that

God may be taken, He says at Mt. xi. 12. To become
man of violence (^aarijs) one must be kindled from the fire.
fire He fain would bring, He has brought; but it will not yet

the kingdom of

such a
This

burn; hence His pained exclamation. Elsewhere, only in the saying

about Jerusalem (Mt.
failure of results

come

xxiii.

37) does this pained complaint of the

to such sharp expression.

It is needless to point out that this

whole representation is in
Harnack has prepared

direct contradiction with the context.

the

way

for

it

by

cutting off the context and taking the single

sentence of verse 49 in complete isolation. In so doing, he has

rendered
ticular

it

impossible, however, confidently to assign

meaning to

any par-

that, in that case, perfectly insulated saying.

dozen hypothetical meanit is simply imposed
upon it from his own subjectivity: he merely ascribes to Jesus
the feelings which, from his general conception of His person
and work, he supposes He would naturally express in such an
It

is

ings.

in this state equally patient to a

The

sense which

Harnack puts upon

exclamation. Fortunately, the context interposes a decisive
negative to the ascription.

We

have here not the weak wail

of

disappointment, but a strong assertion of conscious control.

.
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That, indeed, is sufficiently clear from the declaration itself.
When Jesus asserts, "It is to cast fire upon the earth that I
came" it is anything but the consciousness of impotence that

And the note of power vibrating in the assernot abolished by the adjoined expression of a wish that
this fire was already kindled. No doubt there is an acknowledgment that the end for which He came was not yet fully accomis

suggested to us.

tion

is

plished:

But

He had

not finished His work which

He came

to do.

disappointment
at the slowness of its accomplishment, or fear that it may never
be accomplished. The very form of the acknowledgment suggests confidence in the accomplishment. When Jesus says,
"Would that it was already kindled"! He expresses no uncertainty that it will in due time be kindled. And even the time,
He does not put outside of His power. He even tells us why it
has not already been kindled. And the reason proves to lie in
the orderly prosecution of His task. "How I wish," He ex." He himself
claims, "that it was already kindled! But
is postponing the kindling: "But I have a baptism to be baptized with." The fire cannot be kindled until He has undergone
His baptism. 66 Its kindling is contingent upon that. No doubt
He looks forward to this baptism with apprehension: "And
how am I straitened till it be accomplished" But with no starting back. It is to be accomplished: and His face is set to its
accomplishment. The entire course of events lies clearly in His
view, and fully within His power. He has come to cast fire on
the earth; but one of the means through which this fire is to
be cast on the earth is a baptism with which He is to be baptized. This baptism is a dreadful experience which oppresses
His soul as He looks forward to it. He could wish it were all
well over. But He has no thought of doubting its accomplishment or of shrinking from His part in it. It is a veritable preGethsemane which is revealed to us here. 67 But as in the actual
Gethsemane, with the "Let this cup pass from me," there is
conjoined the, "Nevertheless not my will but thine be done."
this does not involve confession either of

.

.

!

66

So Holtzmann

67

Cf. "Princeton Biblical

(p. 374),

and Zahn (p. 515).
and Theological Studies," 1912, pp. 71

f
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That the baptism with which Jesus declares that He is to
be baptized (cf. Mk. x. 38) is His death is unquestionable and
is unquestioned. What we learn, then, is that the kindling of
the

fire

which

He came

to cast

upon the earth

is

in

some way-

consequent upon His death. 68 Of the manner of His death He
tells us nothing, save what we may infer from the oppression
of spirit which its prospect causes Him. Of the nature of its
connection with the kindling of the fire which He came to cast

upon the earth He

tells

us as

We may

little.

that the relation of the two events

is

be sure, indeed,

not a merely chronological

one of precedence and subsequence. The relation between such
events cannot be merely chronological; the order of time which

imperative in the development of Jesus' mission can never
be a purely arbitrary temporal order. We must assume that
the death of Jesus stands in some causal relation to the kindling
is

of the fire

tion

is

He

He came

to cast

death as needed to prepare
fire

on the earth. What

does not, however,

upon the earth?

Shall

tell

Him

us here.

this causal rela-

Can we think

of

His

to execute His task of casting

we think

of

His death giving impres-

and example and so creating in all
hearts that crisis which issues in the decision by which there
is produced the division with which the fire is identified? Or
are we to think of His death entering in some yet more intimate
manner into the production of this crisis, lying in some yet
more fundamental manner at the basis of His efficient activity
siveness to His teaching

is silent. He tells us only that His death
has a part to play in the kindling of the fire which He came to
cast upon the earth; and that before it
and that means with-

in the world? Jesus

—

The "from henceforth" of verse 52 introduces no difficulty; cf. H. A. W.
Meyer's comment: "Jesus already realizes His approaching death." "The lighting up of this fire," he remarks at an earlier point, "which by means of His teaching and work He had already prepared, was to be effected by His death (see
airb rov vvv verse 52) which became the subject of offense, as, on the other hand,
of His divine courage of faith and life (cf. ii. 35)." A. Loisy is altogether unreasonable when he writes (p. 893): "In making Jesus say that the divisions will
exist henceforth, 'from now,' the evangelist appears to forget that, according to
him, the fire of discord should be kindled only later, when the Saviour had been
baptized in death; but with him the time when Jesus spoke and that of His death
were almost confounded together."
68
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fire
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indispensable to His work; but
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tells

us that His death

does not explain

how

it is

indispensable.

Meanwhile we are advanced greatly in our understanding
what Jesus means by the "fire," the "sword," the "division"
which, according to His statement in Mt. x. 34 ff., Lk. xii. 49 ff.,
He came to cast on the earth. And our sense of His control
over the events by which His mission is accomplished is greatly
deepened. What He came to do, He will do; even though in
nay, just
order to do it, He must die: even though He die
because He dies
He will do it. He came to set the world on
fire. He came to die that He might set the world on fire. He
wishes that the conflagration was already kindled: He is oppressed by the prospect before Him as He walks the path to
death. But let no man mistake Him or His progress in the perof

—

—

His mission. His death, He will accomplish: the
Men may fancy that He is come to give
peace: not at all: nothing but division. That primarily. We
shall see the whole world turned up-side-down (Acts xvii. 6).
After that, no doubt, we shall see what we shall see. But the
implication is express that, in whatever we shall see, will be
included at least that peace which, after all said, lies at the

formance

of

fire

He

end

of the sequence.

will kindle.

5

Mt.

v. 17, 18:

Think not that

I

came

prophets: I came not to destroy, but to

to destroy the law or the

fulfil.

For, verily I say unto

you, Till heaven and earth pass away, one jot or one

no wise pass away from the law,

"Think not," says Jesus

till all

to His disciples, "that I

destroy the law or the prophets." That
that they were thinking
ing

it.
69

69

And

that

is

as

it,

tittle shall in

things be accomplished.

is

as

much

came

to

as to say

or at least were in danger of think-

much

as to say that

unreasonable for Johannes Weiss

He was

(pp. 19 f .)

:

but no refutation

is

246) to say:

recognized

"The

error that
(p.
Jesus came to destroy the law and the prophets was no doubt current in the time
of the evangelist in certain circles, but cannot be proved for the life-time of Jesus,
at least in the case of His disciples." Harnack refutes Weiss on his own ground
It is

needed beyond the words themselves.
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by them

as the Messiah,

and that He was speaking

to

them on

the presupposition of His Messiahship, and of His Messianic

On the basis of such a prophecy as that on the New
Covenant in Jer. xxxi. 31 ff. 70 it was not unnatural to think
of the Messiah as a new law-giver under whom "the old law
should be annulled and a new spiritual law given in its stead." 71
This point of view, we know, existed among the later Jews, 72
and could hardly fail to have its part to play in the Messianic
conceptions of Jesus' time. That Jesus needed to guard His
disciples against it was, thus, a matter of course, 73 and it was
most natural that He should take opportunity to do so after
the great words in which He greeted them as the salt of the
earth and the light of the world, and exhorted them to let their
light so shine before men that their good works should be seen
and their Father in heaven be glorified. In guarding them
mission.

it He declares, almost expressly following out the
thought of Jeremiah's prediction with respect to the writing
of the law on the heart (Jer. xxxi. 33), that He came not to
abrogate but to perfect. Thus, in the most striking way possible, Jesus lays claim to the Messianic dignity.
Richness and force is given to Jesus' declaration, "I came
not to destroy but to fulfil," by the absence of an expressed
object. The object naturally taken over from the preceding
70 Cf. F. Giesebrecht, "Com. on Jer.," 1894, in loc: "For Jeremiah, to whom

against

it

was a matter

of course that the old

covenant would not

last forever, there

can

new covenant, as with Isa. Iv. 3; lix. 21, lx. 20,
lxi. 8, and Ezek. xxxiv. 25, xxxvii, 26. The old covenant had proved its insufficiency by the people's not keeping it and not being able to keep it. And since
every good and perfect gift comes from above, God must for the future give the

therefore

lie

in the future only a

strength which the people lack for keeping the law, or else no stable, abiding
relation

between God and the people

is

ever possible.

The requirement

envisag-

now m external letters must become one with the mind and will
He has not yet attained to the conception of a 'new heart,' Ezek. xi.

ing the people
of

man.

19, xxx.

by

.

2

.

.

ff.;

Ps.

li.

12,

although he thinks of an inward influencing of the heart
it acquires a new attitude towards the content of the

divine power, so that

law."
71

1838,
72

These words are quoted from A. F. Gfrorer, "Das Jahrhundert des Heils,"
ii,

p. 341.

See Gfrorer as cited, and especially the citation

Siphra on Levit. xxvi.
73

(p.

342) from the book

9.

H. A. W. Meyer

states the matter excellently with respect to our passage.
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a double one, "the law or the prophets."

The developThe

in the subsequent verses deals only with the law.

statement itself stands in majestic generality. Jesus declares
that His mission was not a destroying but a fulfilling one. In
making this declaration, His mind was particularly engaged
with the law, as the course of the subsequent discussion suggests; or rather with the Scriptures of the Old Covenant as a
whole, thought of at the moment from the point of view of the
righteousness which they inculcate, as the collocation of the
"law" and the "prophets" in the preceding clause suggests.
But His mind is engaged with the law as an application 74 of
the general principle asserted, rather than as exhausting its
whole content. He presents Himself quite generally as not an
abrogator but a perfecter.

The commentators

are at odds with one another as to the

exact meaning which should be assigned to the

Some

insist that, in its application to

the law,

it

word "fulfil."
means nothing

but to do what the law commands Theodor Zahn, for example,
employing a lucid figure, describes the law
or more broadly
the written Word
as an empty vessel which is fulfilled when
it receives the content appropriate to it,
law in obedience,
prophecy in occurrence. 75 Others urge that "to fulfil the law"
means to fill the law out, to bring it to its full and perfect formulation: 76 Theophylact beautifully illustrates this idea by likening Jesus' action to that of a painter who does not abrogate
the sketch which he completes into a picture. The generality
:

—

—

•

—

most inand we do not see that Th. Keim can be far
wrong when he expounds "to fulfil" as "to teach the law, to
do it, and to impose it." It is clear enough from the subsequent
context that when Jesus applied to the law His broad declaration that He had come not as an abrogator but as a fulfiller,
He had in mind both the perfecting and the keeping of the law.
In point of fact, He presents Himself both as the legislator
of the expression surely requires us to assign to it its

clusive meaning,

developing the law into

its fullest

implications (verses 21
»

See Zahn's discussion here.
76

So H. A.

W. Meyer, and

A. H. McNeille.

P. 213

ff.),

f.
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and as the administrator, securing full obedience to the law
(verses 18-20). The two functions are fairly included in the
one act spoken of by Jeremiah'
whose prophecy we have
seen reason to suppose underlay Jesus' remark
as writing
the law on the heart. To write the law on the heart is at once
to perfect it
to give it its most inclusive and most searching
meaning
and to secure for it spontaneous and therefore perfect obedience. It is to obtain these two ends that Jesus declares

—

—

—

—

He

came, when He represents His mission to be that of
with reference to the law.
Harnack, nevertheless, lays all the stress on the single element of legislation. 77 Jesus, he supposes, presents Himself here
as lawgiver; and what He declares, he paraphrases thus: "I
came not to break, that is, to dissolve the law together with
the prophets I came not in general to dissolve but to consummate, that is, to make complete." He explains:
that

"fulfiller"

:

The exact opposite to naTakvaai is to "establish," to "ratify."
But Jesus intends to say something more than this. He is not satisfied,
as Wellhausen finely remarks, with the positive but chooses the superlative.

Not

to ratify, that

is

to say, to establish (see

Rom.

iii.

31), is

His intention, but to consummate. That could be done, with reference to the law, in a twofold manner, either by strengthening its
authority, or by completing its contents. Since, however, the former

—

—

cannot be thought of
because the law possesses divine authority
only the latter can be meant; and it is precisely this to which expression is given in verses 21-48. In this discourse the law is completed
thus
that what "was said to them of old time" remains indeed in
existence (ou KaraXuw) but is completed by deeper and stricter commands which go to the bottom and direct themselves to the disposition, through which moreover it comes about that many definitions
are supplanted by others. Those that are replaced do not appear, how-

—

ever, to be abrogated because the legislative intention of Jesus does

not look upon the previous legislation as false but as incomplete, and

completes

it.

What

said here

is

is

not without

present Himself as a lawgiver
77

its

come

importance. Jesus does
by un-

to perfect the law,

So also Wellhausen.

—
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its meaning, and thus extending its
He, thus, as legislator brings the law to
its perfection He shows in the specimen instances brought together in verses 21-48. But, saying this, we have said only half
of what must be said. What Jesus is primarily concerned for
here, is not the completer formulation of the law but its better
keeping. And what He proclaims His mission fundamentally
to be is less the perfecting of the law as a " doctrine" as Har"our verses [17-19] too are spoken by Him as
nack puts it
(although this
legislator, that is, they contain a doctrine"'
too enters into His mission) than the perfecting of His disciples
as righteous men (a thing which could not be done without the
perfecting of the law as a "doctrine"). The immediately succeeding context of His proclamation of His mission as not one
of destruction but of fulfilment, deals not with the formulation
of the law but with its observance (verses 18-20).
"I came not," says Jesus, "to destroy but to fulfil,' for
." And, then, with this "for," He immediately grounds
His assertion in the further one that the whole law in all its
details, down to its smallest minutiae, remains permanently
in force and shall be obeyed. "For, verily I say unto you, until
heaven and earth pass away, not one jot or one tittle shall
pass away from the law until all [of them] be accomplished."
This assertion is made with the utmost solemnity: "Verily, I
say unto you " and there are two elements in it neither of which
should be allowed to obscure the other. On the one hand it is
asserted with an emphasis which could not easily be made
stronger, that the law in its smallest details remains in undiminished authority so long as the world lasts. Jesus has not
on the contrary the law will never
come to abrogate the law
the
be abrogated, not even in the slightest of its particulars
dotting of an " i " or the crossing of a " t "
so long as the world
endured. But Jesus does not content Himself with this " canonizing of the letter" as H. J. Holtzmann calls it, certainly without
exaggeration. The law, remaining in all its details in undiminished authority, is, on the other hand, to be perfectly observed. Jesus declares that while the world lasts no jot or tittle

covering the depths of

manifest reach.

How

—

—

.

.

;

—

—

—
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law

away

—

until they all, all the law's merest
be accomplished. He means to say not
merely that they should be accomplished, but that they shall
be accomplished. The words are very emphatic. The "all,"
standing in correlation with the "one" of the "one jot" and
of the

and

jots

"one

shall pass

tittles, shall

tittle," declares

that

all

the jots and

all

the

tittles of

the

law shall be accomplished. Not one shall fail. The expression
itself is equivalent to a declaration that a time shall come when
in this detailed perfection, the law shall be observed. This
amounts to a promise that the day shall surely come for which
we pray when, in accordance with Jesus' instruction we ask,
"Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done as in heaven so on
earth." So far from coming to abrogate the law, He comes then
to get the law kept; not merely to republish it, in all its reach,
whether of the jots and tittles of its former publication, or of
its most deeply cutting and widely reaching interpretation, but
to reproduce it in actual lives, to write it on the hearts of men
and in their actual living. "Therefore," He proceeds to tell
His disciples (verses 19-20), the "breaking" 78 of one of the
least of these

— these jots and

<

the teaching of

men so, is no

tittles of

— commandments, and

small matter for them. Their place

kingdom of heaven depends on their faithfulness to the
them; and unless their righteousness far surpasses that
of the Scribes and Pharisees with all their, no doubt misplaced,
strictness, they shall have no place in that kingdom at all.

in the

least of

In a word, we do not understand the nature of the mission
which Jesus here ascribes to Himself until we clearly see that
it finds its end in the perfecting of men. His purpose in coming
is not accomplished in merely completing the law: it finds its
fulfilment in bringing men completely to keep the completed
law. If we speak of Him as legislator, then, we mean that He
claims plenary authority with respect to the law. The law is
His, and He uses it as an instrument in the accomplishment of
His great end, the making of men righteous. He knows what is
in the law, and He brings all its content out, with the most
78

That

Xforfl,

sufficiently shows.

verse 19,

is

"break," not "abrogate," the parallel

7toiij<tb
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this is but the beginning. He came to
nobly expounded, the actual law of human
lives. Abrogate it? Nothing could be further from His purpose.
He came rather to fulfil it, to work it out into its most widereaching applications, and to work it, thus worked-out, into
men's lives. Those who are His disciples will not be behind the
Scribes and Pharisees themselves in the perfection of their
obedience to its very jots and tittles. But their righteousness
will not be the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees. The
difference will be that their obedience will not be confined to
these jots and tittles. In their lives there will be " accomplished"
the whole law of God in its highest and profoundest meaning.
Their lives will be a perfect transcript in act of the law of God,

searching analysis.

make

But

this law, thus

God in life. It is
He "came." When this complete

a perfect reflection of the will of

for this that

Jesus says that

moralization

His disciples shall be accomplished; how, by what means, in
this perfect righteousness is to be made theirs;
He does not tell us here. He tells us merely that He "came"
to do this thing: so that His disciples shall be truly the salt of
the earth which has not lost its savor, the light of the world
which cannot be hid.
of

what stages

6

Mk.

ii.

17:

And

when Jesus heard

He

it,

saith unto them,

They that

Mat. ix. 12-13:
But when He heard

He

it,

said,

They

Lk.

v.

31:

And

Jesus answering said

unto

them,

They

are whole

that are whole have

that are whole have

have no need of a
physician, but they

no need of a physician, but they that

no need

that are sick: I came

are sick.

not to

and learn what

call

the right-

eous but sinners.

But go ye
this

meaneth, I desire
mercy and not sacrifice for I came not to

of a physibut they that
are sick. I am not

cian

come

to

call

the

righteous but sinners
to repentance.

:

call

the

righteous,

but sinners.

In the immediately preceding saying (Mt. v. 17), Jesus tells
He came to make men righteous. In this He tells us

us that
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of men they are whom He came to make rightThey are sinners. "I came not to call righteous but
sinners." The anarthrous terms throw the qualities of the opposing classes into strong relief. Of course Jesus means by these

what manner
eous.

terms the really righteous and really sinful. This Harnack perceives. "The righteous," he rightly remarks, "are really, apart

from

irony, the righteous; and the sinners are really the
and Jesus says that His life-calling is not to call the
one but the other." Here, says Harnack, is an immense paraall

sinners;

is one of the greatest milestones in the history of rehe declares; "for Jesus puts His call in contrast with
all that had hitherto been considered the presupposition of
religion." So Celsus, he adds, already saw; and that is the reason
of his passion when he writes: 79

dox. "It

ligion,"

Those who invite to the solemnization
proclamation as follows:

"He who

of other mysteries

make

has clean hands and an under-

"He who is pure from all fault,
and who is conscious in his soul of no sin, and who has led a noble
and righteous life, come hither." This is what is proclaimed by those
who promise expiation of sins! Let us hear, on the other hand, what
standing tongue, come hither," or

kind of people the Christians invite:
simpleton, in a word an unfortunate
receive.

By

the sinner they

mean

"Him who

— him

is

a sinner, a fool, a

will the

Kingdom

of

God

the unjust, the thief, the burglar,

the poisoner, the sacrilegious, the grave-robber. If one wished to recruit a robber band, it

would be such people that he would

The contrast here
But we can scarcely

is

collect.

very arresting and very instructive.

call it

paradoxical to invite sinners to

— as Origen did not

remind Celsus. Paradox
in his record, adds
the words, "to repentance." There is no paradox in calling not
righteous but sinners
to repentance. Harnack, no doubt,
asserts that this addition is "inappropriate." So little inappropriate is it, however, that it would necessarily be understood
even if it were not expressed, and it is understood in the records
of Matthew and Mark where it is not expressed. There can be
no doubt that Jesus came preaching precisely repentance (Mk.
salvation

is

already expressly excluded

fail to

when Luke,

—

79

Origen, "Contra Celsum,"

iii.

59.
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and when He says that He came to call not
it is clear that this was just because He

righteous but sinners,

was

calling to repentance. All paradox, moreover, is alreadyexcluded by the preceding " parable" of which this declaration
is the plain explanation: "They that are strong," says Jesus,

"have no need

of a physician,

but they that are sick:

to call righteous but sinners." If Jesus' mission

I

came not

that of
a physician and its end is healing, how could it be directed to
the strong? Just because He came to save, He came to call
only sinners. "But," says Harnack, "we have no certainty
is like

that this saying stood originally in this context (see Wellhausen
on the passage), nor that the saying of Jesus originally combined both clauses." And if it did (he contends),
it would
not yield the idea of calling to repentance. For in that case, sin
would be likened to sickness, and sickness requires healing, not
repentance. It is best, then, to take the simple words, "I came
not to call righteous but sinners" by themselves. They need
no presupposition to be supplied by the preceding "parable":
"they stand on their own feet with equal surety." This is
obviously special pleading. Harnack does not desire the qualifications provided by the context, and therefore will have no
context. Meanwhile, it is clear that Jesus who came preaching
the Gospel of God, and crying Repent! (Mk. i. 15, Mt. iv. 17)
to preach which Gospel He declares that He "was sent,"

—

—

—

(Lk. iv. 43)
very naturally represents that His mission is
not to righteous but sinners; and equally naturally likens His
to that of a physician who deals not with well people but
with the sick. He does not mean by this to say that sin is merely
a sickness and that sinners must therefore be dealt with in the
unmixed tenderness of a healer of diseases; but that the terms
of His mission like those of a physician cast His lot with the
derelicts of the world. He has come to call sinners, and where
would men expect to find Him except with sinners?
When Jesus declares, "I came not to call righteous but
sinners," then, He uses the words "righteous" and "sinners"

work

in all seriousness, in their literal senses.

does not

mean

the Pharisees; nor

By

"righteous,"

by "sinners" the

He

publicans,

:
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Nevertheless

it is

He so far takes His start from the
He accepts its estimate of His
sinners. He does not deny that those with

clear that

Pharisaic point of view that

table-companions as

whom He

ate were sinners. 80 His defence

is

not that they were

miscalled sinners, but that His place was with sinners, whom
He came to call. 81 Similarly His employment of the term " right-

eous"

may not be free from a slight

to the Pharisees, who,

by

infusion of ironic reference

their question, contrasted themselves

with the others and thus certainly ranked themselves with
those " which trusted in themselves that they were righteous
and set the rest at nought" (Lk. xviii. 9). His saying would at
least raise in their own minds the question where they came
in; and thus would act as a probe to enable them to "come to
themselves" and to form a juster estimate of themselves. That
such a probing of their consciences was within the intention
of Jesus, is made clear by a clause in His declaration, preserved
only by Matthew, interposed between the " parable" of the
physician and the plain statement of the nature of His mission
"But go and learn what this meaneth, I desire mercy and not
sacrifice" (Mt. ix. 13). 82 He is as far as possible from implying,
therefore, that the Pharisees were well and had no need of His
curative ministrations. He rather subtly suggests to them (and
perhaps with Hos. vi. 6 in mind we would better not say so
subtly either) that they deceived themselves if they fancied
that to be the case. In thus intimating that the Pharisees were
themselves sinners, He intimates that there were none righteous.
A. Julicher, it is true, vigorously asserts the contrary, 83 and in80 Cf. H. A.
W. Meyer on Mt. ix. 10: "Observe that Jesus Himself by no
means denies the irovqpbv elvcu in regard to those associated with Him at table,
ver. 12

f.

They were

truly diseased ones," sinners.

Cf. Johannes Weiss (p. 167): "The answer which He gives to the criticism
of the Scribes neither provides a complete analysis of His motives nor wholly
81

what He holds as to the publicans and sinners. He justifies His conduct
only by an immediately obvious reason against which there is nothing to adduce:
'The strong have no need of a physician, but the sick' ... He goes to those
who need help and where He can help."
82 Cf. H. A.
W. Meyer in loc: "Through that quotation from the Scriptures
... it is intended to make the Pharisees understand how much they too were

reveals

sinners."
83

"Die Gleichnisreden Jesu,"

ii,

pp. 175, 322.
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must be as actually existing a class
and A. Loisy follows him in this. Jesus,
looking out upon mankind, saw that some were righteous and
some sinners. With the righteous, He had nothing to do; they
needed no saving. It was to the sinners only that He had a
mission; and His mission to them was, as Luke is perfectly
right in adding, to call them to repentance. There were many
who needed no repentance (Lk. xv. 2), but no sinner can be
saved without repentance, and Luke's motive in adding "to
repentance" is to make this clear and thus to guard against
sists

of

that the "righteous"

men

as " sinners":

Jesus' call of sinners being taken in too broad, not to say too
loose, a sense. This,

however,

is

drift of the narrative. Jesus is

classes

quite inconsistent with the whole

not separating mankind into two

and declaring that His mission is confined to one of
He is contemplating men from two points of view

these classes.

and declaring that His mission presupposes the one point of
view rather than the other. Reprobation of Him had been expressed, because He associated with publicans and sinners. He
does not pursue the question of the justice of the concrete
contrast
though, as we have seen, not failing to drop hints
even of it. He responds simply, "That is natural, I came on a
mission not to righteous men but to sinners." The question
whether any righteous men actually existed is not raised. 84
The point is that His mission is to sinners, and that it ought
to occasion no surprise, therefore, that He is found with sin-

—

ners. 85

What Jesus
self as

to present

Him-

to call sinners;

He is

does in this saying, therefore,

the Saviour of sinners. 86

He came

is

So far rightly, H. H. Wendt, "The Teaching of Jesus," E. T., vol. ii,
p. 51: "In these words He left quite untouched the question whether any were
truly righteous in His sense."
86 Cf.
J. A. Alexander: "The distinction which He draws is not between two
classes of men, but between two characters or conditions of the whole race."
86
J. Weiss will not allow that Jesus spoke more than the "parable" of the
physician; but he recognizes that the Evangelist, by the main saying he puts into
84

Jesus'

mouth

reflects the belief of the

in the retrospect of

Cf. Lk. xix. 10."

community that Jesus

is

the Saviour of

community, felt themselves saved sinners, and
the whole work of Jesus, He appears as the savior of sinners.

sinners: "All those called into the
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the physician

us

how He

who

brings healing to sick souls.

saves sinners.

He

He

does not

tell

speaks only of "calling them," of

them "to repentance." From this we may learn that an
awakened sense of wrong-doing, and a "change of heart,"
issuing in a changed life, enter into the effects of their "calling,"
that, in a word, it issues in a transformed mind and
life. But nothing is told us of the forces brought to bear on
sinners to bring about these results. Meanwhile Jesus declares
explicitly that His mission in the world was to "call sinners."
That was no doubt implicit in all the definitions of this mission
which have heretofore come before us. It is here openly proclaimed. Harnack says this saying is not Messianic, "because,"
he explains, "it has nothing to do with the Judgment or the
Kingdom." When He who came to announce the Kingdom of
God, calling on men to repent, called sinners to repentance,
had that nothing to do with the Kingdom? A "call to repentance"
has that not the Judgment in view? Who in any case
calling

—

«

—

—

if not the Messiah? And who but the
Messiah could proclaim with majestic brevity, "I came not to
call righteous but sinners"?

is

the Saviour of Sinners

7

Lk. xix. 10:
which was lost.

— For the Son of Man came to seek and to save that

This saying is very much a repetition of the immediately
preceding one in more searching language. Harnack himself
points out the closeness of their relation. "This saying," says
he, "in the best way completes that one, with which it is intimately connected; the 'sinners' are the 'lost/ but in being
'called' they are 'saved.'" The expressive language of the present saying is derived from the great Messianic prophecy of
Ezek. xxxiv. 11 ff., which Jesus has taken up and applies to
Himself and His mission. Harnack is thoroughly justified,
therefore, in saying: "What is most important about this saying, along with its contents, is that Jesus claims for Himself
the work which God proclaimed through the prophets as His
own future work." The whole figurative background of the
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language as well, are taken from
Lord Jehovah," we read there: " Behold I myself, even I, will search for my sheep, and will seek
them out. As a shepherd seeketh out his flock in the day that
he is among his sheep that are scattered abroad, so will I seek
out my sheep and I will deliver them ... I will seek that
which was lost, and will bring again that which was driven
away, and will bind up all that which was broken, and will
strengthen that which was sick. ..." Jesus obviously means
saying,

and

Ezekiel.

its peculiarities of

"Thus

saith the

He came
Him to

to say that

task laid upon
the statement

is

like this

shepherd, with the particular

seek and to save what was

introduced as the reason,

lost.

Because

we might almost

His saving that "sinful man," Zac87
is put prominently forward,
with the
effect of declaring with great emphasis that it was the very
purpose of Jesus' "coming" "to seek and to save that which
is lost." Here too Harnack's observations are just:
say the

justification, of

chaeus, the

word "came"

'H\0ez> is

made very

given the

first

24; Lk. xv. 6, 9, 32)

is

Thus it is
Mt. x. 6, xv.

place here with emphasis.

clear that the salvation of

what

is

lost (see

the main purpose of Jesus' coming.

pears often in the parables and in separate sayings,

is

What

ap-

here collected

into a general declaration, which elevates the saving activity of Jesus

above

all

that

is

accidental.

He

Himself

testifies

that

it is

His proper

work.

The term "lost"
It

is

here

is

a neuter singular, used collectively. 88

simply taken over in this form from Ezek. xxxiv.

Jehovah declares: "I

will seek that

which was

plaining His saving of Zacchaeus, Jesus assigns

lost."

him

16,

where

89

In ex-

to the class

and save which He declares to be His particular mission.
Precisely what He meant by speaking of the objects of His
saving actively as "lost" has been made the subject of some
to seek

87

Cf.

88

Cf. the similar use of the collective neuter in Jno. vi. 37, xvii. 2, 24.

H. A. W. Meyer:

"rj\9e:

emphatically placed

first."

89

Harnack therefore remarks that Wellhausen rightly supplies "sheep,"
"For the Son of man came to seek and save das verlorene Schaf."
the employment of the singular, "Schaf," here accurate? Wellhausen can

translating:
Is

scarcely intend

it

to apply to Zacchaeus as the

example

of

a

class.
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discussion.

Hermann Cremer,

mind that

for example, wishes us to bear

may

always be found again; that
they exist, so to speak for the purpose of being found. And A.
B. Bruce, taking up this notion, even reduces the idea of "the
lost" to that of "the neglected," and invites us to think of
in

"lost sheep"

Jesus' mission as directed to "the neglected classes."

90

Such

minimizing interpretations are not only wholly without support
in the usage of the terms, and in the demands of tne passages
in which they occur. They are derogatory to the mission which
Jesus declares that He came to execute. He speaks of His
mission in tones of great impressiveness, as involving supremely
great accomplishments. Obviously "the lost" which He declares that He came to seek and to save were not merely neglected people but veritably lost people, lost beyond retrieval
save only as He not merely sought them but in some great
sense saved them. The solemnity with which Jesus speaks of
having come as the Saviour of "the lost" will not permit us
to think lightly of their condition, which necessarily carries
with it thinking lightly also of His mission and achievement.
The solemnity of this declaration is much enhanced by
Jesus' designation of Himself in it by the great title of "the
Son of Man." He does not say here simply, as in the sayings
we have heretofore had before us, "I came," or "I was sent,"
but, speaking of Himself in the third person, "The Son of Man
came." By thus designating Himself He does far more than
explicitly declare Himself the Messiah and His mission the
Messianic mission, thus justifying His adoption of Ezekiel's
language to describe it. He declares Himself the transcendent
Messiah, and in so doing declares His mission, to put it shortly,
a divine work, not merely in the sense that it was prosecuted
under the divine appointment, but in the further sense that it
90
"The Kingdom of God," p. 136. Bruce allows that the middle voice of the
verb biroWv/ii sometimes imports "irretrievable perdition," but he will allow
no such connotation to "the neuter participle to airoXw'kos ." The neuter participle to d7roXaA6s is found in the absolute sense of the "the lost," however, only
in Lk. xix. 10. The participle occurs, however, as a qualifier of substantives in

Lk. xv. 4, 6, 24, 32, Mt. x. 6, xv. 24. These are all the passages which Bruce has
to go on: they obviously do not sustain his contention.
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was executed by a divine agent. Great pregnancy is at once imparted to the simple verb "came" by giving it the transcendent
Son of Man for its subject. To say "I came" may mean nothing more than a claim to divine appointment. But to say, "the

Son

of

Man came"

transports the

mind back

into the pre-

temporal, heavenly existence of the Son of

Man

the idea of His voluntary descent to earth.

We

and conveys

recall here the

language of Mk. i. 38, and see that intimation that Jesus
thought of His work on earth as a mission of a visitant from a
higher sphere, raised into the position of an explicit assertion.

We

employing a high solemnity of utword of His declaration its deepest significance. The terms "lost," "saved"
must be read in their most pregnant sense. Jesus represents
those whom He came to seek and save as "lost"; but He declares that the Son of Man who came from heaven for the purpose has power to "save" them. The stress lies on the greatness
of the agent, which carries with it the greatness of the achievement, and that in turn carries with it the hopelessness, apart
from this achievement by this agent, of the condition of the
"lost." It is with the fullest meaning that Jesus represents
Himself here as the Saviour of the lost.
If Jesus represents Himself here as the Saviour of the lost,
however, does He not represent Himself as the Saviour of the
lost of Israel only? We have heard Him in a previous saying,
with the same passage from Ezekiel lying in the background,
declaring, "I was not sent but to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel" (Mt. xv. 24). Is not salvation here similarly declared
to have been brought by Him to Zacchaeus' house only because Zacchaeus too was a son of Abraham? 91 Jesus is speaking,
primarily, of course, of His own personal ministry, which was
strictly confined to Israel. 92 It was in the prosecution of His
perceive that Jesus

is

terance which necessarily imparts to every

Cf. the language of Lk. xiii. 16. We cannot take the words in a spiritual
even with the modification suggested by Holtzmann and Plummer who
combine the two senses.
92
Cf. Zahn p. 623, note 73: "According to the whole evangelical tradition,
Jesus repeatedly indeed visited localities with a preponderant heathen population,
and even worked some healings there (cf. Lk. viii. 27-39, Mt. xv. 26-28, xv.
91

sense,
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He came

personal ministry to Israel that
bringing salvation.

When He

justifies

to Zacchaeus

'

house,

doing this by appealing

to the terms of His mission as the Saviour of the lost,

He

naturally has primary reference to the salvation of Zacchaeus,

that Son of Abraham, and

may

be said by the "lost" to mean,
Must we understand Him as

in the first instance, such as he.

having the lost specifically of Israel therefore exclusively in
view? The evangelist who has recorded these words for us certainly did not so understand them. They are in themselves
quite general. The Gentiles too are sinners, and are comprehended too under the word "lost." However they may have
lain outside the scope of Jesus' personal ministry, they did not
93
lie beyond the horizon of His saving purpose.
If we cannot
quite say that He tells us here that His mission of salvation
extends to them also, we need not contend that He tells us that
it does not. The declaration has, in point of fact, nothing to
say of the extension of His mission. It absorbs itself in the
definition of its intensive nature. It
It

is

plicit

is

a mission to the "lost." Jesus in

a mission of salvation.
declares that the ex-

it

purpose of His coming was to save the

lost.

This

is

the

as the

Son

great message which this saying brings us.
8

Mk.

45 For verily the Son
of Man came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister, and to give
His life a ransom for many.
x.

Mt.

:

of

xx. 28:

Even

Man came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister, and to give

His

life

Although Harnack too includes

a ransom for many.

this saying

among

Jesus'

testimonies to the purpose of His ''coming," he nevertheless,
expresses grave doubt of
29-39, and see

its

authenticity; and this doubt passes,

"Commentary on Matthew 3 ,"

pp. 531

ff.),

to the heathen or even once entered a heathen's house

and

see

Cf. in Luke,

iii.

35, xix, 20-32,
93

"Commentary on John
5, 6; iv.

See above in Mt. xv. 24.
of the Bible," vol.

iii,

On

24

ff.; xiii.

," pp. 391 f. 511, 518)."
18-21, 29; xiv. 22 f.; xx. 16; xxiv. 47.

the universalism of Luke,

pp. 172

f.

On

but He never preached
Lk. vii. 2-10, Jno. vii.

(cf.

3

cf.

Hastings' "Dictionary

the universalism of Jesus,

"Jesus und die Heidenmission," 1909, and the
"Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels."

article

cf.

F.

Spitta,

"Missions" in Hastings'
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with respect to the latter member of it, into decisive rejection.
The grounds on which he bases this doubt and rejection are
three. 94 The saying is not recorded in Lk. xxii. 24-34, a passage
which Harnack chooses to consider another and older form of
the tradition reproduced in Mt. xx. 20-28 = Mk. x. 35-45.
The transition from " ministering " to "giving the life as a
ransom," Harnack represents as, although not unendurable,
yet unexpected and hard: "ministry"

is

the act of a servant

and no servant is in a position to ransom others. Nowhere else,
except in the words spoken at the Last Supper, is there preserved in the oldest tradition an announcement by Jesus that
He was to give His life instead of others. 95 As these reasons bear
chiefly upon the latter portion of the saying, Harnack contents
himself with rejecting it, and allows to Jesus the former half,
which commends itself to him, moreover, by its paradoxical
form and the pithiness of its contents. The statement of these
grounds of doubt is their sufficient refutation. There is no reason
to suppose that the incident recorded in Lk. xxii. 24-36

same

as that recorded in

differences are decisive. 96
of one's life as a

ransom

is

the

20-28 = Mk. x. 35-45. The
Jesus does not represent the giving

Mt.

xx.

for others as a servant's function, or

In these criticisms Harnack pretty closely follows Wellhausen, "Das
1903, p. 91: "The airoXvTpoxns through the death of
Jesus intrudes into the Gospel only here: immediately before, He did not die for
others and in their stead, but He died before them that they might die afterwards.
The words nal howai kt\. are lacking in Lk. xxii. 27. They do not in fact fit in
with diaicovrjarou, for that means 'wait at table' as the third and fourth evangelists
94

Evangelium Marci,"

The passage from serving to giving life as a ransom is a fieraexplained by the service at the Lord's Supper, where
Jesus administers His flesh and blood with bread and wine." Wellhausen is an
rightly understand.

/3oo-ts eis

d\X6

yevos. It is

adept at this sort of carping, surface verbal criticism.
95
Johannes Weiss, "Die Schriften," etc. 1 ,!. p. 161,

tells us that the grounds
on which recent criticism denies the saying to Jesus are these three
which may
be compared with Harnack's: "First, the entire life-activity of the Lord is here
reviewed ('He came'); secondly, the term 'ransom' and the whole series of conceptions opened up by it, do not occur elsewhere in Jesus' preaching; and thirdly,
the parallel declaration from the Discourse-Source, Lk. xxii. 27, contains nothing
of the redemptive death." That is to say, in brief, Jesus cannot have said what He
is here reported to have said, because He is not reported to have said it often.
96
Cf. G. Hollmann, "Die Bedeutung des Todes Jesu" and Runze as there

quoted.

—

:

:
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even ascribe the act to a servant.
one's

life

as a

ransom

He

for others as a

represents the giving of

supreme act

one, not Himself a servant, to render
to service to the uttermost.

one other saying, at

least,

of service for

when He gave Himself

Harnack himself allows that

in

Jesus does represent His death as

offered for others, and, indeed, in a subsequent passage, him-

extracts

self

all

the probative force from this objection, by-

pointing out that no presumption can

lie

ing Himself concerning His death as

doing

(p.

life

as a

;

is

here reported as

expressly included in the service which

performed, the giving of His

leave an open question but the matter
as

is

26)

Whether Jesus Himself

He

against Jesus' express-

He

commonly supposed.

If

is

ransom

His eye was always fixed upon His death

(and the zealous effort to throw this into doubt
situation in which

He

many, we must
much importance

for

not of so

is,

considering the

ordinarily stood, simply whimsical)

and knew

Himself as the good shepherd, John has only said the most natural
thing in the world when he puts on Jesus' lips the declaration that
the good shepherd gives his

life

for the sheep.

Whether Jesus

really

whether He, in another turn of phrase, represented His life
as a thing of value for the ransoming of others, is not to be certainly
determined; but if He designated His life in general as "service"
then His death is properly included in it, for the highest service is
so it has been and so it will remain
the giving of the life. 97
said

it,

—

—

The

case being so; it is surely unreasonable to deny to Jesus
words credibly reported from His lips in which He declares
that His ministry culminated in the giving of His life for others,
97

Somewhat

similarly,

Johannes Weiss, who denies Mk.

x. 45,

to Jesus but allows to Him Lk. xxii. 27, writes ("Die Schriften 1 ," vol.

Mk.

xx. 28,

pp. 161-162)
however, of course not inconceivable that Jesus should have included also
i,

"It is,
His approaching death in this work of service and love. It is even probable that
He was of the conviction that His death would somehow accrue to the advantage
of the men for whom He had labored in word and deed. But whether He thought
directly of a sacrificial death, or of a vicarious punishment, such as is described
by Isaiah in the Fifty-third chapter,
that must remain doubtful, cf xiv. 24."

Why — when He
is

—

certainly

knew

Isaiah

.

liii,

certainly applied

it

to Himself,

and

credibly reported to have spoken of His death as a sacrificial offering (Mk. xiv.

24) and as a vicarious punishment (Mk. x. 45)? The discussion by H.
mann, "Synopt 3 .," p. 160 is notable from the same point of view.

J.

Holtz-
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not reported as having frequently

made

98
this great declaration.

There

is

the less reason for doubting that

we have

before

us here an authentic saying of Jesus', because it was eminently
natural and to be expected that Jesus, at this stage of His

when describing the nature of His mission, should
not pause until He had intimated the place of His death in it.
According to the representation of all the evangelists, it was
characteristic of this period of His ministry that He spoke
much and very insistently of the death which He should accomplish at Jerusalem, and of the indispensableness of this
death for the fulfilment of His task. "From that time," says
Matthew, marking the beginning of a period, " began Jesus to
show unto His disciples, how that He must go unto Jerusalem
and be killed." 99 His insistence upon this teaching during
this period is marked by all the evangelists again and again, 100
and it was immediately after the third of these insistences
which have been recorded for us that the incident is introduced
by Matthew and Mark which occasioned the declaration before us. Jesus' preoccupation with His death is strikingly betrayed by His allusion to it even in His response to the ambitious request of James and John, and that in such a manner as
to show that it held, in His view, an indispensable place in
His work. 101 It would have been unnatural, if when, in the
sequel to this incident, He came to reveal to His disciples the
innermost nature of His mission as one of self-sacrificing devotion, He had made no allusion whatever to the death in which
it culminated, and the indispensableness of which to its accomplishment He was at the time earnestly engaged in impressing
upon them.
ministry,

.

.

.

98

Harnack to add in a note: "If the declaration,"
"comes from Jesus, we have at least no guaranty
that it was spoken in connection with the SiaKovelv and was introduced by
rikdov." There is no justification in any legitimate method of criticism for thus
rending unitary sayings into fragments and dealing with each clause as a separate
entity.
Mt. xvi. 21; cf. Mk. viii. 31; Lk. ix. 22.
Mt. xvii. 22 f., Mk. ix. 30 f., Lk. ix. 43 ff.: Mt. xx. 17 ff., Mk. x. 32 ff.,
m* Mt. xx. 22, Mk. x. 38.
Lk. xviii., 31 ff.
It is purely arbitrary for

as to giving His

m

life

as a ransom,
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The naturalness, not to say inevitableness, of an allusion to
His death in this saying has not prevented some expositors, it
is true, from attempting violently to explain away the open
allusion which is made to it. 102 Thus, for example, Ernest D.
Burton 103 wishes us to believe that "to give His life" means
not "to die" but "to live,""to devote His life-energies"
and that Jesus here without direct reference to His death
is only exhorting His followers to devote their lives without
reserve to the service of their fellows. In support of this desperate contention, he urges that he has not been able to find
elsewhere the exact phrase, "to give life," used as a synonym
of "to die." 104 It does not seem very difficult to find; 105 but
in any event Burton might have remembered that this phrase
is not so much used here as the synonym of "to die," as the
wider phrase "to give His life a ransom for" is used as a synonym for "to die instead of." 106 In other words, the employment of the term "to give" is determined here by the idea of
which is a thing given, whether it be money or
a ransom

—

—

—

Not Harnack, whose phrase: "The announcement that Jesus gave His
is to say, was to die for all"
indicates his

102

life

as a \hrpov for others, that

.

.

.

conception of the meaning of the words.
103

"Biblical Ideas of Atonement," 1909, pp. 114 ff.
finds the phrase "give your lives" in the exhortations of Mattathias

He

104

Mace. ii. 50 f.; but he supposes it to mean there, "to devote your
energies," an interpretation which did not suggest itself to Josephus, " Antt."
to his sons, I

6. 3,

Niese

iii.

pp. 120f.

Hermas, "Sim.,"

ix.

(cf.

life
xii.

Sirach xxix. 15, and, with irapaMSuini, Acts xv. 26,

28.2; Just. "Apol."

i,

50 from

Isa. 53, 12).

106

See preceding note, and also cf. Ex. xxi. 23: 8uaei \l/vxyv avH ^vxys. A.
Seeberg, "Der Tod Christi," etc., 1895, p. 350, says: "The words Bowai ryv xpvxnv
refer in any case to death, for this formula which corresponds to the Hebrew
JPT3 occurs frequently in the sense of the surrender of the life in death." In
a note he cites Ex. xxi. 23, I Mace. ii. 55, Sr. xxix. 15, with other less close
parallels. There can be no doubt that "to give His life" means to Clement of
Alexandria, for instance, "Paed." I, ix, somewhat past the middle, simply to die.
108

"The

No

Cf. Th. Zahn,

d.

Matthaeus1 ," 1903,

p. 604, ed. 3, 1910, p. 611:

by Him only in the gift of His life.
not said clearly by dodvai rty ^vx-nv avrov by itself; dovvat rather
necessary supplement only in the object-predicate \brpov avrl iroXXuv.

doubt

finds its

But

"Das Ev.

greatest service, however, will be done
this

is

just this action described so figuratively, can take place only in a voluntary
endurance of death; for no one can give a purchase-price for another without in
doing so depriving himself of it."
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— and

not by the idea of dying. 107 Its employment
carries with it, indeed, the implication that Jesus' death was
He gave it; but the thought is not completed
a voluntary act
blood

—

until the purpose for
it

which

He

gave

it is

declared

— He gave

as a ransom.

In this context, the saying occurs as an enforcement of
Jesus' exhortation to His disciples to seek their greatness in

He

adduces His own example. "For even the Son of
"came not to be ministered unto but to minister, and to give His life a ransom for many." To enhance His
example He designates Himself by the transcendent title, "The
Son of Man." 108 If any, the Son of Man might expect "to be
ministered unto" in His sojourn on earth. In His sojourn on
earth
for, when we say "Son of Man" we intimate that His
earthly life is a sojourn. The eye fixes itself at once on a heavenly origin and a heavenly issue; and we necessarily think of
pomp and glory. If even the Son of Man "came" not to be
ministered unto but to minister, what shall we say of the proper
life-ideal for others? Jesus is not speaking of the manner of His
daily life on earth when He speaks here of "coming" to serve.
The manner of His daily life on earth was not that of a servant.
He lived among His followers as their Master and Lord, claiming their obedience and receiving their reverence. 109 He did
not scruple to accept from others or to apply to Himself titles
of the highest, even of superhuman, dignity. In this very saying
He speaks of Himself by a title which assigns to Him a transcendent being. It was not the manner of His earthly life but
service.

Man," He

says,

—

H. A. W. Meyer, on Mt. xx. 28 (E. T., ii, p. 51): " Sovvat is made
because the ^ux4 (the soul, as the principle of the life of the body) is
conceived of as a \brpov (a ransom)." Note Josephus, "Antt." xiv. 7.1: \brpov &ptI
iravTuv ttoicev, and cf.
Ex. xxi. 30, xxx. 12.
108
Cf. Harnack (p. 10): "That Jesus says here, not 'I' but 'the Son of
Man' is explained from the contents of the saying, which acquires force from
Jesus' laying claim at the same time to the (future) Messianic dignity." This is
saying too little and its says it with a wrong implication, but it allows the main
matter. Jesus' use of "the Son of Man" here plays the same part that Paul's
phrase "being in the form of God" plays in Phil. ii. 6.
107

choice

Cf.

of,

LXX

109

p. 603.

Cf. the striking presentation of the facts here

by Zahn, "Matthew1 ,"

—
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life for Him, which He speaks of
That He was on earth at all; that He, the
demeaned Himself to a life in the world; this was

the mere fact of this earthly
as a servile mission.

heavenly one,

what required explanation. And the explanation was, service.
This was not news to His followers. He is not informing
them of something hitherto unimagined by them. He is reminding them of a great fact concerning Himself which, He
intimates, it were well for them to bear in mind. He "came,"
not to exercise the lordship which belongs naturally to a great
one like Himself, but to perform a service. What the service
which He came to perform was, and how He performs it He

by mentioning a

but that single item one
whole story.
"To minister and to give His life a ransom" are not presented
as two separate things. They are one thing presented in general
and in particular. The "and" is not merely copulative; it is
intensive, 110 and may almost be read epexegetically: "The Son
of Man came to minister, namely to give His life a ransom. 111
It is in "to give His life a ransom" that the declaration culminates; on it that it rests; through it that it conveys its real
meaning. For this is the wonderful thing of which Jesus reminds His followers, to compose their ambitious rivalriesthat He, the Son of Man, came unto the world to die. Dying
was the service by way of eminence which He came to perform.
Dying in the stead of others who themselves deserved to die 112
that they need not die. We do not catch the drift of this
great saying until we perceive that all its emphasis gathers
itself up upon the declaration that Jesus came into the world
just to die as a ransom.
The mode in which the service which Jesus came to render
tells

us

lying so

much

single item,

at the center that

it is

in effect the

—

110

Cf.

H. A. W. Meyer: "intensive: adding on the

highest act, the culminat-

ing point in the SiaKovijaai."
111

His

became man,

Cf. Seeberg, p. 348: "Jesus

life

in death, for of course the

words

in order as Messiah, to give

dovvat riiv tyvxnv give the

content of

SiaKovrjaat."
112

Whoever the "many"

He "came

are,

whom
whom "He
He came to

they certainly include the "sinners"

(Mk. ii. 17, Mt. ix. 13, Lk. v. 32) and "the lost"
came to seek and save" (Lk. xix. 10). For these "sinners" and "lost"
give His life a ransom. This is the way He saves them.
to call"
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is performed is described here, then, in the phrase,
"to give His life a ransom for many." It would be difficult to

to others

make

the language more precise. Jesus declares that

He came

to die; to die voluntarily; to die voluntarily in order that His

may

death

He

serve a particular purpose. This particular purpose

describes as a " ransom";

by adding

explicated

His given

life,

and the idea

of a " ransom"

that, in thus giving His

His death,

is

life

is

as a ransom,

set over against others in a relation

and serves their need and so
them. 113
It is always possible to assign to each word in turn in a
statement like this the least definite or the most attenuated
meaning which is ever attached to it in its varied literary applications, and thus to reduce the statement as a whole literally
of equivalence, takes their place

releases

to insignificance.

He came

Thus

Jesus' strong

and

precise assertion that

life as a ransomhas been transmuted into the
expression of a dawning recognition by Him that His death
had became inevitable and of a more or less strong hope, or
expectation, that it might not be quite a fatal blow to His
wish to be of use, but might in some way or to some extent
prove of advantage to His followers. 114 According to H. H.

into the world in order to give His

price for the deliverance of

113

which
be set

Cf.
is

many

H. A. W. Meyer on Mt.

free in consideration thereof."

defined

xx. 28:

given as a ransom takes the place

by

Xbrpov

(is

"<W

denotes substitution. That

given instead) of those

The "meaning

is strictly

and

who

are to

specifically

according to which &vri can only be understood in the
is presented as an equivalent

sense of substitution, the act of which the ransom

to secure the deliverance of those on whose behalf it is paid." In the koiv/i, &vH
seems to be going out of use. Instead of it iirkp is employed (L. Rademacher,
"N. T. Grammatik," 1911, pp. 115-116). It must therefore be held to be fully

intended
114

when

used.

Cf. C. G. Montefiore, vol.

i,

p. 260:

"Moreover Jesus may just conceivably

have realized that His death would be to the advantage of many; that many
would enter the Kingdom as the effect of His death. Menzies takes this view. He
thinks 'Jesus became reconciled to the prospect of death when He saw that He
was to die for the benefit of others.' This is a possible view, though I think it an
unlikely one. It is rebutted by Pfleiderer, "Urchristentum," i, p. 372. Holtzmann
thinks that Xbrpov here is a translation of an Aramaic word which may merely

mean 'deliverance.' Jesus
"Holtzmann" at the end

."
by causing them to repent
"Hollmann": see G.
Hollmann, "Die Bedeutung des Todes Jesu," 1901, pp. 124 f.: "The following is

'delivered' people

of this extract is a misprint for

.

.
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Wendt, 115 for example, Jesus makes no reference whatever here
to the " ransoming" of individual souls from the guilt and
punishment of sin: "it is more correct to say that Jesus meant
the bringing about of the salvation of the Messianic end-time
in a wholly general sense."
-

Because

He now,

as death threatened

Him

His works' sake,

for

was determined rather to give His life up than be untrue to the vocation imposed on Him by God (Jno. x. 11-18) and because in strong
trust in God, He was assured that His death would work out not for
;

the destruction but for the furthering of His work;

nate His yielding up of His

life

ing about the Messianic "liberation" for

themselves to be led by

Him

all

He

could desig-

is

a means for bring-

those

who would permit

a "ransom," that

to the Messianic salvation.

According to Friedrich Niebergall, 116 on the other hand, there
is no objective reference in the allusion to a ransom: "the figure
is doubtless here only an expression for the religious impression
that by Christ's death we are liberated from evil Powers." In
a similar vein Johannes Weiss says: 117

When Mark wrote

this declaration it was immediately intelligible
For their religious life was governed by the fundamental feeling that they were liberated from the dominion of the
devil and the demons (cf. I Cor. xii. 2, Gal. iv. 8) and therewith delivered from the terrible destruction which impended over the kingdom of sin at the end of the ages.

to

all his

readers.

Questions, such as have been raised

by the dogmaticians,

as to

the meaning of the saying "will no longer occupy us," says
Weiss, "if

we keep

the

main idea

in mind, that the

immediate

then to be summarily derived from our passage: (1) that Jesus' death stands on
the same plane with Jesus' life-work; (2) (negatively) that it prevents many souls
from falling into destruction; (3) (positively) that it brings many hitherto unbelieving to salvation. There can be added as most probable that (4) their salvation
h'es

in the operation of neravoia."
115
116
117

"System der Christl. Lehre," pp. 308 ff., 323.
Lietzmann's "Handbuch zum N. T.," v, 1909, pp. 102 f.
"Die Schriften," etc 1 v. i, p. 161. He speaks of the statement as Mark's,
,

not Jesus'.
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of demonic tyrants which was
by the ancient Christians was a mark of the ministering love of the Christ who gave His life for them."
Comments like these merely lead away from the simple,

liberation

from the dominion

felt directly

penetrating declaration of Jesus, the meaning of which
fectly clear in itself, 118

and

is

further fixed

per-

is

by the testimony

of

His followers. For Jesus' declaration did not fall fruitless to the
ground: it finds an echo in the teaching of His followers, and
in this echo we can hear His own tones sounding. 119 It marks
the very extremity of perverseness, when an attempt is made
to reverse the relation of this key-declaration and its echoes in
the apostolical writings, explaining it as rather an echo of them.
How this is managed may be read briefly in, say, H. J. Holtz-

mann's comment on Mk.
The thought

x. 45.

of the Discourse-Source, Lk. xxii. 27, is so expressed

here in Paulinizing form

(cf.

Rom.

xv. 3) that Jesus also

sented as having found His vocation only in sendee (Phil.
ix. 19),
.

.

.

and as having yielded up His

life

ii.

repre-

is

7, 1

in that service (Phil.

While, however, the disciple can only "lose" his

life

Cor.

ii.

8).

in the serv-

35 = Mt. x. 39, xvi. 25 = Lk. ix. 24, xvii.
Lord to give it voluntarily, according to Gal.
i. 4, ii. 20. Especially, however, the "give His life a ransom for many"
corresponds to the "who gave Himself a ransom for all" of I Tim. ii.
6 and the "He gave Himself for us that He might ransom us" of Titus

ice of his

Lord (Mk.

viii.

33), it is the part of the

ii.

14, that

is,

the idea of Jesus

is

glossed

by a reminiscence

of the

Pauline doctrine of redemption.

Perverse as this

is,

it

The attempt

at least fixes the sense of Jesus' decla-

it as a reminiscence of the
Pauline doctrine of redemption shows at any rate that it is

ration.

to represent

identical with the Pauline doctrine of redemption.
It lies in the nature of the case that a brief saying, consisting
of only
118

two short

clauses,

made, moreover, not

for itself

but in

We

content ourselves with referring here to the excellent remarks of
James Denney, "The Death of Christ3 ," 1903, pp. 36 ff., cap. pp. 42 ff.
119
Cf. Zahn, p. 605, note 90: "The conception of the redemption (redempwrought by Jesus and especially by His death, would not recur everywhere in
the New Testament, if it did not go back to Jesus Himself." Zahn then cites the

tio)

details.
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order to enforce an exhortation to conduct becoming in
lowers of Jesus, should not
of the great

Many

matter which

tell
it

us

all

we should

like to

fol-

know

thus allusively brings before us.

questions arise for guidance on which

we must look

else-

where. Fortunately answers to some of them are supplied by
the sayings which have already engaged our attention.

We

can

scarcely refuse to correlate Jesus' testimony in them, for ex-

ample, that

He came "to

call sinners,"

the lost" with His testimony here that

—

that He came "to save
He came to do many a

above all, this service, by His death to ransom them.
Undoubtedly the giving of His life as a ransom is the manner
in which He saves the lost. And undoubtedly by the "lost"
are meant just "sinners," and by "sinners" in turn are meant
service,

those who are not "righteous," that is to say the guilt-laden. 120
What we have here, then, is a declaration by Jesus that He

came to save lost sinners by giving His
The effect, called in a former saying

life

a ransom for them.

"salvation,"

is

clearly

from the penalties due to their sin:
He purchases lost sinners out of the obligations which they
have incurred by their sin, by giving His life a ransom for them.
That is as far perhaps as our particular saying will carry us.
Others of the sayings which have come before us, however,
in the first instance relief

carry us further.

They

tell

us that Jesus secures for lost sinners

— and

perhaps something
also, for it too has
to do with conduct. His disciples are exhorted to follow Jesus'
example, and it is implied that His example is a perfect one.
The ransom-paying certainly lies at the bottom of all and of
that alone is there explicit mention. But there is a call to perfection of life too: and not a call to it merely, but a provision
for it. In a word there is a complete "salvation" hinted at here:
relief from sin both in its curse and its power. Say that it is in
this its completeness only hinted at. That is to say that it is
hinted at.
also perfected righteousness of
like that is after all

120

more

Cf.

Harnack

(p.

life

suggested in this saying

"The 'lost' and the 'sinners' are, however, still
by the contrast 'not the righteous,'
they are really
who must perish without Him."

24):

closely characterized

the dying and guilt-laden,

—

:
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III

We

shall only in the briefest possible

manner sum up the

results of this survey of the eight sayings in which, according

to the report of the Synoptics, Jesus declared the purpose of

His mission. In doing so we may take our start from the remarks with which Harnack opens the summary of the results
of his survey of practically the same series of sayings. "The
eight sayings from the Synoptics which we have collected and
studied," says he, " contain very few words, but

On

said in them!

how much

is

investigation they compose a unity which

is

equally important for the characterization of Jesus, and for
the compass and range of His work."
word each on both of these matters.

We

shall

wish to say a

First of all, we note, then, that these sayings are not without their teaching as to Jesus' person. The simple phrases, "I
came," "I was sent," naturally, do not of themselves testify

to

more than

Jesus' consciousness of a divine mission. It

quite clear, however, that this divine mission of which

is

He

thus expresses consciousness, stands in His mind as that of the

Messiah.

He

speaks in

all

these sayings out of the Messianic

consciousness and assumes in

them

all

Messianic functions.

Even

that, however, does not exhaust their implications. 121

There

is

a certain pregnancy of speech in them, a certain maj-

esty of tone, a certain presupposition of voluntariness in the

—

by the "I came,"- of active acquiescence
"I was sent"- which have constantly led
expositors to feel in them a claim greater than that to the Messianic dignity itself. Harnack will not admit that even the specifically Messianic consciousness speaks through them, and yet
action expressed

—

lying behind the

is

constrained to exclaim

Who, then
there

lies in

121

is

(p.

28)

"I" that here "came".

this

that "I came," no matter

A. Seeberg,

"Der Tod

who

is

.

.

Undoubtedly

meant, something

Christi," etc., 1895, p. 348, is quite right when he
coming of Jesus into the world is spoken of

says: "All the passages in which a

(Mk.

ii.

17,

Mt.

v. 17, ix. 13,

Lk. v. 32,

xii.

49, xix. 10) fix their eyes

or more distant purpose of His Messianic vocation."

upon a nearer
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authoritative

and

mission, as indeed

There lies in it the consciousness of a divine
interchanged with the expression " I was sent."

final.
it is

The finality, however, is given by the definitions of purpose. He who
came to perfect the law, He who was sent to recover the lost sheep,
that is, to fulfil the prediction of the coming of God Himself, He who
He comes as the final and ultimate one.
came with fire and sword

—

To

even this seems inadequate; and they are right.
be done by it to the impression which the reader
receives from these sayings of the majesty of the speaker;
scarcely to the impression which they equally make on him of
the speaker's sense of complete control over all the circumstances of His mission, including the mission itself. It is this
strong impression which expresses itself in the constant tendency
of expositors to see in the "I came," "I was sent" a testimony
by Jesus not merely to His divine mission but to His heavenly
origin. "In the coming of Jesus," expounds A. Seeberg, for
example, 122 "it is not some kind of an appearance (Auftreteri)
of Jesus in the world that is spoken of, but His entrance (Eintritt) into the world, such as is unmistakably spoken of in Jno.
xvi. 28, where the coming into the world corresponds to the
others,

Justice

going

may

away

to the Father."

Unquestionably in some

of these sayings Jesus speaks

of a consciousness of preexistence.

That

is

out

not merely suggested

by the appearance in one of them, instead of the simple "I
came" of a more significant "I came out" (Mk. i. 38), which
is scarcely completely satisfied by any other supplement than
"from heaven" or "from the Father." It is clearly presupposed
in two of them by the employment, instead of the personal
pronoun, of the descriptive periphrasis, "the Son of Man," the
particular Messianic designation which especially emphasizes

preexistence (Lk. xix. 10, Mk. x. 45 = Mt. xx. 28). The declaration of Mk. x. 45 = Mt. xx. 28 runs most strikingly on the

same

lines

with Phil.

ii.

5

ff.,

and bears

similar testimony to

the preexistent glory of the great exemplar of humility,

both passages hold up to view. The whole force
presented turns on the immense incongruity of
122

As

cited.

whom

example
the Son of Man
of the
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appearing in the r61e of a servant; this force would be much
decreased, if not destroyed, if the Son of Man had never been
anything but a servant, was in His own nature a servant, and

was

fitted

only for a servant's

role.

That three out

of eight of

and take
from this implication, perhaps sufficiently acthe tendency of commentators to read the whole of

these sayings thus imply the preexistence of Jesus,
their coloring

counts for

them from

this point of sight.

We know

at least that

He who

says in them, "I came," "I was sent," was conscious of having

come from heaven

to perform the mission

which

He

ascribes

to Himself.

In this implication of a preexistence in glory, distinct in
of these sayings, possibly to be assumed in them all, they
range themselves by the side of the more numerous similar
sayings of Jesus recorded in the Gospel of John. 123 "The not
infrequent addition, 'into the world,'" remarks Harnack, in
commenting on these, " shows a new horizon, alien to Jesus
Himself." Not so. The difference in this as in other things, between the Synoptic and the Johannine record, is rather quantitative than qualitative. This Johannine feature too is found in
the Synoptic record; but in fewer instances.
It is not, however, of the person of Jesus, but, as was to
be expected
for do they not speak of His mission?
of His
work, that we learn most from these sayings. According to
their teaching Jesus' work may be fairly summed up in the one
word, "salvation." He came to call "sinners"; He came to
seek and save "the lost"; He came to give His life a "ransom"
for many. Everything else which Jesus testifies that He came
to do takes a place subordinate and subsidiary to "salvation."
Even the "fulfilling" of the law. Harnack is wrong in attempting to coordinate the two functions of Saviour and Lawgiver
in Jesus' testimony to His mission. "According to His self
testimony, the purpose of His coming and thus His significance
is given in this
that He is at once Saviour and Lawgiver.

some

—

—

•

—

22.

123
The Johannine passages are adverted to by Harnack twice, pp. 2 and
For a synoptical view of them see B. F. Westcott in the "additional note"

on Jno.

xx. 21.
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r
.

.

.

Redeemer and Lawgiver:

cance of His coming

all

that constitutes the signifi-

exhausted in that collocation
Programmatic in the strict sense are only these two sayings: 'I
came to save' and 'I came to fulfil the law.'" 124 Jesus does
is

.

.

.

by this He means
and perfect it, so that it shall
be a faultless transcript of the will of God, the Righteous One.
But not this only, or even mainly. He means more fundamentally that He came to get the law observed, so that it shall be
perfectly expressed in righteous lives. His mind is more on the
transforming of law-breakers into law-keepers, than on the
perfecting of the codex itself. That is to say, He is thinking of
salvation; of salvation in its ultimate effects. And what could
be more poignant than to declare side by side, "I came not to
call righteous but sinners," "I came to make human lives the
declare that

also

"to

He came

fill it

to

fulfil

the law, and

out," to complete

perfect reflection of the law of

God"?

Those whom Jesus came to call, He describes as sinners
and as lost, that is to say as lost sinners; as those who can lay
claim to no righteousness of their own and who have no power
to obtain any, that is to say as helpless dependents on Him
the Saviour. To them He comes to preach the Gospel of the
Kingdom; He calls them to repentance; He seeks them out and
saves them; He gives His life a ransom for them; He writes

God upon their hearts. This is the process of His
own energies are enlisted: He preaches the
Gospel of the Kingdom to them and calls them to repentance.
Their hearts are changed He writes the law of God upon their
the law of

"salvation." Their

:

them spontaneously

to fulfil it. But beneath all
something deeper still which attracts to itself
especially His greatest word: "I came to save." He gives His
life a ransom for them. And it is only as He thus ransoms them
by the gift of Himself that they cease to be "lost"; and having
thus ceased to lie under the curse, can cease also to lie under

hearts and sets
this,

there

lies

the power of sin.

my

Harnack pushes this greatest declaration, "I came to give
life a ransom for many" into the background. It makes
124

Pp. 25-26.

—
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he hints, whether Jesus ever said it or not.
And if all His work in the world was comprehended
in the category
as He witnesses that it was
of ministry, then of course His death was included in this ministry. We may even say it was the culmination of His ministry,
since the gift of one's life is the highest ministry which he can
render. But the main matter is that Jesus declares that He
came into the world to minister
whether by living or dying.
"What it has meant in history that Jesus expressly said that
He did not come to be ministered unto but to minister
that cannot be expressed in words! All the advance in ethics,
in these nineteen centuries which have flowed by, has had its
most powerful lever in this." 125
Imitatio Christi! It certainly is the most powerful lever to
move men to endeavor which has ever entered the world; it
has revolutionized all conceptions of values; it has transformed
the whole spirit of conduct and changed the entire aspect of
life. But it has one indispensable precondition. Only living
things can imitate anything. Dead things must be brought to
life. Lost things must be found. Sinners must be saved. Even
the heathen knew that he may see the good and yet pursue
the bad. The awakened soul cries out,
wretched man that I
am who shall deliver me out of this body of death? Jesus has
done for us something far greater than set us a good example,
and summon us to its imitation something without which there
could have been no imitation of His example; no transformed
ethics; no transfigured lives. He has undoubtedly set before
our eyes in living example the perfect law of love. But He has
done more than that. He has written it on our hearts. He has
given us new ideals. And He has given us something even above
that. He has given us the power to realize these ideals. In one
word, He has brought to us newness of life. And He has obtained
for us this newness of life by His own blood.
little difference,

Jesus certainly died.

—

—

—

'

'

:

It

is

this that Jesus declares

when He

my life

says,

"I came to give

a ransom for many." And therefore this is the greatest
declaration of all. In it He shows us not how He has become our
125

P. 26.
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He has become our Saviour.
has set us a perfect example. He has given us a new ideal.
But He has also given us His life. And in giving us His life,
He has given us life. For "He gave His life a ransom instead of
supreme example merely, but how

He

many."

"

IX

THE NEW TESTAMENT TERMINOLOGY
OF "REDEMPTION

THE NEW TESTAMENT TERMINOLOGY
OF " REDEMPTION "
1

but not the exclusive, 2 vehicle in the Greek
of the New Testament of the idea which we commonly express
in our current speech by the term " redeem" and its derivatives,
is provided by a group of words built up upon the Greek term
\vrpop, "ransom." 3 The exact implications of this group of
words as employed by the writers of the New Testament have
been brought into dispute. 4 It seems desirable therefore to look
afresh into their origin and usage sufficiently to become clear
as to the matter, and the inquiry may perhaps be thought to
possess enough intrinsic interest to justify going a little farther
afield in it, and entering somewhat more into details, than
would be necessary for the immediate purpose in hand.

The most

1,

1

From The

2

Compare

Rev.
3

Tit.

xi.

Mt.

14, I Pet.

Rom.

28,

Princeton Theological Review, v. xv, 1917, pp. 201-249.

for example, the use of iyopafa I Cor. vi. 20, vii. 23, II Pet.

v. 9, xiv. 3, 4; e£ayopa£oj Gal.

\brpov

ii.

direct,

iii.

24,

xx. 28,
i.

18;

viii.

Mk x. 45;

vii.

i.

i.

30,

ii.

Acts xx. 28.
\vTpovodai Lk. xxiv. 21,
12; iiroMrpaats Lk. xxi.

13, iv. 5; irepiwoikopai

6.vtL\vtpov I

Urpwis Lk.

23, 1 Cor.

35; [Xurpwrfa] Acts

iii.

68,

ii.

Eph.

Tim. ii. 6;
Heb. ix.

38,

1, 7,

14, iv. 30, Col.

i.

14,

Heb.

ix. 15,

35.

what Johannes Weiss says in his comment on I Cor. i. 30b (Meyer
"Whereas heretofore the notion of airoXbrpuais has been carefully investigated with reference to its shade of meaning (whether it is to be taken simply
4

Cf.

series):

generally as

=

'Deliverance,' or

— because

of the Xvrp

— as = 'Ransoming')

(Who was the
former owner? What is the ransom price? Who pays it? Why is it of so great
value?), the tendency of the day is to push all these questions aside as wrongly
put: Paul uses here a common terminus technicus, as a piece of current coin, with
regard to which he reckons on a ready understanding; it is approximately =
auTTipla; accordingly it is translated simply 'Deliverance,' and no questions are
asked with respect to a more exact explanation. This is generally right. ..."
Weiss himself conceives the term to be used primarily of the eschatological
salvation, but to have received (like others of the kind) a certain predating and
not to have lost entirely the idea of ransoming, though laying the stress on the
effects rather than the means.
and

also with reference to the particular relations of the notion

327
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I

To

begin at the beginning, at any rate, the ultimate base

group of words goes back seems to be represented
meaning of "to cut," or
"to clip"; hence it is inferred that the earliest implication of
the general Indo-European root lu was to set free by cutting
a bond. The Greek primitive of this base, \vetv, has the general
meaning of "to loose," which is applied and extended in a great
variety of ways. When applied to men, its common meaning is
"'to loose, release, set free/ especially from bonds or prison,
and so, generally, from difficulty, or danger." It developed a
particular usage with reference to prisoners, 5 which is of interest
to us. In this usage, it means, in the active voice, "to release
on receipt of ransom," "to hold to ransom"; and in the middle
voice, "to secure release by payment of ransom," "to ransom"
in the common sense of that word, 6 passing on to a broader
to

which

by the

6
6

this

Sanscrit lu, which bears the

See Liddell and Scott, Sub voc. I. 2. c.
This distinctive usage of the active and middle

may be excellently observed

and Twenty Fourth Books of the "Iliad." In the opening lines of
Book I we are told that Chryses came to the ships of the Achaeans to ransom
(XvaS/xevos, line 13) his daughter, bearing a boundless ransom (airoiua) and that
accordingly he supplicated the Achaeans to ransom (X0<rcu [Xwrare], line 20) her
to him and accept the ransom (d-n-oiva). Agamemnon, however, declared roundly
that he would not ransom (Xixrw, line 29) her, and this was brought home to him
in the subsequent council by Chalcas who charged him with not having ransomed
(&irk\v<re) her and accepted the ransom (airoiva)
and required him now (lines
95 ff.) no longer to look for ransom but to give (Sofievai) the maiden to her father
unbought (turpiarriv) and unransomed (avawoivov). Similarly, early in Book xxiv
we read that Here despatched Thetis to Achilles (lines 115-116) to chide him for
holding Hector's body and not ransoming (&irk\v<rej>) it, and to see to it, that, respecting her, he now ransomed (\v<ry) it; and added that she will send Iris to Priam
bidding him go and ransom (Xvo-avdai) his son bearing gifts to Achilles. Accordingly
Thetis goes and chides Achilles (line 135) for holding Hector's body and not
ransoming (birehvaas) it, and bids him ransom (X0<reu) it, accepting the ransom
(airoti/a) offered for the corpse: while Iris goes to Troy and urges Priam to go
(line 144) to the ships and ransom {Xvo-aadaC) his son, carrying gifts to Achilles.
Stephanus, "Thesaurus," sub voc. observes that the French word Delivrer has the
same two senses; "for Delivrer un prisonnier is said both concerning him who redeems him and concerning him who releases him to a redeemer." The same is
true of the English word, "to deliver" and also, indeed, of the English word "to
in the First

;

,

ransom."

—
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usage of simply "to redeem" (in which it is applied not merely
to prisoners but to animals and landed property 7 ) and even
"to buy." 8 It also acquired the sense of paying debts, and,
when used with reference to wrong-doings, a sense of "undoing"
or "making up for," which is not
making atonement for, them. 9

far

Naturally, the usual derivatives and

from

\veiv.

Xvctls, is

Among

removed from that

compounds

of

are formed

the former the abstract active substantive,

especially interesting to us because

among

its

various

both of the usages of its primitive to which we
have just called attention. It is used of a release, deliverance,
effected by the payment of a ransom
a "ransoming." 10 And
it is used of a cleansing from guilt by means of an expiation
an "atonement." 11 Little less interesting, however, are the
nouns of agent, of which several are formed, bearing the general
senses

it reflects

—

sense of " deliverer "

—

Xucrios (Xucetos), \vrrjp (Xureipa),

Xurwp.

was used in the Dionysiac myth as an epithet of Diony12
and in the Orphics a great part was played by the 6eol
sus,
13
\v<tlol.
In the Second Book of the "Republic," 14 Plato makes
Avctlos

Adeimantos, performing the office of advocatus diaboli, urge in
favor of being wicked and reaping its gains, that the penalties
and Scott adduce Iwkov Xen. "An." 7. 8. 6; rb xwiop Dem. 1215.20.
and Scott adduce "to buy from a pimp," Ar. " Vesp." 1353.
9
Cf. the usages classified by Liddell and Scott under IV, V = e.g. "to atone
for, make up for, like Latin luere, rependere," as "to atone for sins," "to pay
wages in full, to quit oneself of them," in the sense of "loosing" an obligation.
According to the Greek conception wrong-doing was inevitably followed by punishment. "On the other hand, the punishment itself was sometimes regarded as
an expiation of the guilt. So the death of Laius' murderer was to 'loose' i.e., undo,
7

Liddell

8

Liddell

the effect of the original deed (Sophocles, " Oed. Tyr." 100 f .) so the chorus pray
that Orestes' deed, a just manslaughter, may 'loose' the blood of long past mur;

ders (Msch.

Hastings'
10

E.

"Choeph." 803

ERE,
g.,

f.; cf.

Eurip. "Her. Fur." 40) "

— Arthur Fairbanks,

v, p. 653a.

Homer,

"II." xxiv. 655:

"And there might

be delay in the ransoming

of the corpse (iva^Xrjais Xforios veKpoio)."
11

iiarwv

E.

g.,

Plato,

"Rep." 364 E. where it

— "expiations and atonements

is

said that

for sin" (Jowett)

Afo-eis nal

naBapnoi

— are made by the Orphics

both for the living and the dead. Cf. E. Rohde, "Psyche 2 ," 1898, ii, p. 127 f.
12
See E. Rohde, as cited, p. 50, note 2; and Roscher, "Ausfuhrlices Lexikon
der Griechischen und Romischen Mythologie," vol. ii, col. 2212.
18
" P. 366. AB: Jowett, ii, p. 187.
Cf. Rohde, as cited, p. 124.
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of

may

wickedness

very easily be escaped: the gods can be

and so we can sin and pray, and then sin and pray
some more,
and if you talk of a dread hereafter, why, are
there not mysteries and Xfrrtoi deoL to whom we can look for
deliverance? The form \vttjp obtained sufficient currency to
render it possible for the Christian poet Nonnus, the paraphrast
of John, to employ it as a designation of our Lord, whom he
calls "the Deliverer of the whole human race (6X775 Avrijpa
yevedXris)." 15 But Nonnus was somewhat precious in his choice
propitiated,

—

of words.

compounds are numerous and appear to
wide use to express the many modifications which
the general notion of "loosing" was capable of receiving from
them. 16 We are naturally most interested in those of them which
are employed of releasing men from chains or bondage, or
broadly from other evils. Among these the special implication
of avaXveLv is that the release effected is a restoration. In kickbew
the exact etymological equivalent of the German Auslosung
(or its doublet Erlosung, which has become the standing Gerthe emphasis
man designation of the Christian Redemption)
falls on the deliverance which is wrought by the release in
question, and this form tends to be employed when the idea
in itself
of relief is prominent. It is, however, with airoKveiv

The

prepositional

have been

in

—

—

—

a close

synonym of e/cXueii/

— that we are most nearly concerned.

employed alternatively with the simple Xvetv, and like that
term developed a discriminating use of the active and middle
voices to express respectively releasing on the receipt or releasing
by the payment of a ransom. Thus, like \veuv, it came to mean
not merely releasing but distinctively ransoming, and is used
in that sense of the action of both of the parties involved. 17
It is

u On Jno.

xvii. 21:

Migne,

xliii, col.

888.

the end of the fourth or the beginning of the
16

Nonnus
fifth

ordinarily assigned to

is

century.

AvaXveLV, bvaXvcris, 6.va.XvTf)p, avaXvrrjs; awoXveiv, kiroXvais; SiaXveiv, SiaXvan,

dt,aXvTTjs,

eiriXveiv,

SiaXvros,
kiriXvais,

diaXvriKos;
'enrtXvrkov,

piov, Ka.TaXvT7)s, /caraXur^s,

enXvtLV,

kiriXvTLKos;

ZkXvctis,

e/cXuri^ptos,

KaraXveLV,

to

Kar&Xi/cus,

zkXvttipiov,
KardXi/jua,

e/cAvros;

Ka.Ta.XvTf)-

KaraXvainos, KaraXvr&s, KaraXurtKos; irapaXveiv, TrapaXvais,

irapaXirreov, irapaXvTtKos; irpoXieiv, -rrpoXvTai.; viroXveiv, inrdXvo-ts.
17

See Liddell and Scott, sub voc, II. "In 'Iliad' always = &.itoXvtp6u) [to
go free on receipt of ransom, ... 24, 115, al.: Med. to set free

set at liberty], to let
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with which we are at the

— \vrpov — belongs to that

class

of as " instrumental,"

which denote the instrument or means by which the action of the verb
of derivatives usually

is

accomplished. 18

The

spoken

particular actions expressed

by the verb

which Xvrpov denotes the instrument are those to which we have called especial attention above,
ransoming and atoning
the former regularly and the latter
by way of exception. It commonly means just a ransom; infrequently, however, it means an expiation; 19 and very rarely
20 "
Kvrpov
it passes over into the general sense of a recompense.
'means of deliverance' (Losemittel)
says Franz Steinleitner 21
quite accurately, "is employed by the old writers almost uni\veiv for the performance of

—

—

versally (mostly in the plural) in the sense of the

ransom

(Lose-

paid or to be paid for prisoners, in accordance with the
use of \veiv for the liberation (Auslosung) of prisoners, especially by ransoming (Loskauf)." It is only a special applicageld)

when the word is found in use in
and papyri as the technical term for the manu-

tion of this general sense
inscriptions

by payment of ransom,
price of

.

.

.,

'II.'

to

ransom, redeem, xaXxoO re xpwov

22.50; so too in 'Att.,' kirokbeadai iroXX&v

t'

&iro\v<r6fie9'

xpv^uv Xen.

at a

'Hell.'

Th. Zahn ("Romerbrief," p. 179, note 50) has a note illustrating this
double usage of airoXveiv active and middle. Cf. above note 5.
18
Cf. W. E. Jelf, "A Grammar of the Greek Language4 ," 1866, vol. i, p. 338
" Instrumental: (signifying the instrument or means by which a certain
(§ 335, e)
end is obtained) in rpov and rpa (contracted from rrjpiov, rripia), as aeiarpov, a
rattle, SLSatcrpov, schooling-money, \ovrpov, bathing-water, bath." Cf. G. Hollmann, "Die Bedeutung des Todes Jesu," 1901, p. 104, note 2: "That \irpov is derived from \{jo> is certain. From \brpov is \vrp6a then formed like nerpia) from
ukrpov. Compare further x£«, xvrpa, la.op.ai, iarpbs etc., Brugmann, "Griech.
Gramm." 1900, p. 192 f. Numerous examples are given in Kuhner-Blass, "Ausfuhrl. Gramm. der griech. Sprache," 1892, iv. p. 271."
4.8, 21."

:

19

H. Cremer, "Biblisch-theologisches Worterbuch3 ,". 1883 (cf. E. T., p.
"Meanwhile it should be taken into consideration that \brpov in
profane Greek denotes also the means of expiation with reference to the intended
result as in iEsch. "Choeph." 48, \brpov aip-aros, following \veu>, in the sense of
Cf.

408), sub voc:

expiatory acts."
20

Pind.

Liddell
I.

8

and

Scott, sub voc: "3. generally, a recompense, \iirpov Ka^&ruv

(7). 1."

"Die Beicht in Zusammenhange mit der sakralen Rechtspflege, in der
Antike," 1913, p. 37.
21
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mission-price of slaves. 22 Its occurrence on

two late inscriptions
found near Kones in Lydia, on the other
hand, illustrates its less common use of a means, an instrument,
of expiation. 23 Both of these are, however, only special applications serving rather to illustrate than to qualify the essential
meaning of the term as just the price paid as a ransom in order
of a piacular character

to secure release. 24

The formation of \vrpov was not due to any serious need of
a term of its significance. It has synonyms enough. 25 Its forma22

"The same word,"

in three

documents

slaves are emancipated;

is employed
from Oxyrhynchus, in which

continues Steinleitner, "in the plural,

of the first century after Christ,

and stands

in the

same sense

in the singular as well as

in the plural in the Thessalian stone-records of slave-manumissions." He refers
for the papyri to the " Oxyrhynchus Papyri," Part I, ed. by Grenfell-Hunt (Lon-

don 1898)

p. 105, no.

XLVIII, ...

722, fine 24 f ., line 29/30

.

.

.

no.

XLIX; Part IV (London

line 39/40;

and also

1904) p. 199, no.

to L. Mitteis, "Papyri aus

Oxy-

rhynchos," in "Hermes," vol. xxxiv (1899) p. 103 f. For the inscriptions he refers
to Gualterus Rensch, "De Manumissionum titulis apud Thessalos," Dissert."Inaugural. Philologica," Halis Sax., 1908. Cf. also A. Deissmann, "Light from
the Ancient East," (1910) pp. 324 ff., especially 331 ff.: he gives the literature.
23

They

are described

and expounded by

inscriptions reads: " "Etovs

Steinleitner, as cited.

The

longer

Artemidorus, the son of Diodotus and
Amia, together with his six kinsmen, witting and unwitting, \vtpov according to
the command of Mem Tyrannos and Zeus Ogmenos and the Gods with him."
Steinleitner explains: "They liberate Artemidorus and his kindred from the God
of the

to

two

<tk£.

whom they have become indebted through a transgression, which had occurred

and partly unwittingly, by means of a \vrpov to which the God
had himself given the injunction through a dream-image or the mouth of the
priest. This \brpov consists in this case certainly not of money, but of the confession
of guilt (Schuld) and the erection of the public expiatory monument." It is quite
partly wittingly

unnecessary, however, to labor to derive this expiatory usage of \vrpov from

its

use

The expiatory use was current from the
Pindar and Aeschylus. What these inscriptions show is that \vrpov was

as the price of the manumission of slaves.

days of

in use not only of the

emancipation price of slaves but also of the expiatory

offer-

ing for guilt, until after the Christian era. Cf. also Deissmann, op.cit., p. 332,

note

2.
24

Stephanus' definition very fairly describes its fundamental significance:
"Redemptorium, Redemptionis Pretium, Pretium redempti, sine adjectione,
quod Bud. ex Livio affert; Quod pro redemptione dependitur, Pretium quo
captivi redimuntur; ab ea sc. verbi \vea0ai signif. qua ponitur pro Redimo."
25

is

aWayp-a,

avraWayp-a,

Tip.ii,

toivt},

airotva,

regularly used in the "Iliad" in the sense of

of f«a7pia; the verb airoivau

the fine from the murderer,

ransom.

faaypia,

Xiirpov,

&VTL\pvxot>.

"AiroLva

\irpa; perhaps also in that

formed from it and used in the active of demanding
is in the middle the synonym of Xvrpovv to hold to
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to the natural influence of its primitive,

dominating the mind when the idea of ransoming occupied
it, and leading to the framing from it of derived vocables expressive of that idea. It "came natural" to a Greek, in other
words, when he wished to say ransom, to say \vrpov, because
when he thought of ransoming he thought in terms of \veiv.
This is an indication of the strength of the association of the
idea of ransoming with \veiv; but, after all, the idea of ransoming was connected with \veiv only by association. It was not
the intrinsic sense of that verb but only a signification which
however firmly
been attached to it by usage. Achad
cordingly the process of word-formation which began with
\vrpov did not stop with it. It went on and built upon it a new
verb with the distinctive meaning of just ransoming,
Xurwhich meant and could mean nothing but to
povv, \vTpov<r6ai,
release for or by a ransom. 26 If \veuv, by a convention of speech,
had come to express the idea of ransoming, this remained a
mere convention of speech the word intrinsically meant nothing more than to loose, to release, and was used in this wider
sense side by side with its employment in the sense of ransoming. But \vrpovv meant intrinsically just to ransom and nothing else, and could lose, not the suggestion merely, but the
open assertion of specifically ransoming as the mode of deliverance of which it spoke, only by suffering such a decay of its
native sense as to lose its very heart. He who said \vrpovv,
XvTpovadoLL said \vrpov, and he who said \vrpov not merely
intimated but asserted ransom. The only reason for the existence of this verb was to set by the side of the ambiguous
XveLv (aTrokveLv) an unambiguous term which would convey with
surety, and without aid from the context or from the general
understanding ruling its use, the express sense of ransoming.
We are not surprised to observe therefore that throughout the
whole history of profane Greek literature \vrpovv, \vTpovadai

\{j€iv,

—

—

—

—

:

26

" Grammar," as cited, vol.

:" Verbs in
(§ 330, c)

6« mostly from
a factitive meaning,
making to be that which the primitive expresses, as irvpou, I set on fire from
TrOp; xpwoio, I gild, from xpwos; 5tjX6co, / make known from SrjXos."
Jelf,

i,

p.
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substantives and adjectives of the II. decl.;

.

.

.

have

all

.
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maintained

raDsom";

this sense

unbrokenly. Its one meaning

is

just

in the active voice in the sense of to release

on

"to
re-

and in the middle voice in the sense of to
release by the payment of a ransom. We could ask no better
proof of this than that neither H. Oltramare 27 nor Th. Zahn, 28
both of whom have sought diligently, has been able to discover
an instance to the contrary.
Of course the derivatives and compounds of Xvrpovv,
XvTpovadai continue to convey the idea of ransoming. Impulse
for forming them could arise only from a feeling out for unambiguous terms to express this idea. For the wider notion of
deliverance the derivatives and compounds of the primitive,
Xveiv, \veadai lay at hand. Not many derivatives and compounds of \vTpovv, \vTpovadcu seem, it is true, to have been
formed, and those that were formed appear to occur only
sparsely in profane Greek literature. Of the derivatives 29 we
ceipt of a ransom,

27

"Commentaire sur

28

"Romerbrief1 "
,

active Xvrpovv, &itoXvtpovv

aux Romains," 1881, i, p. 308.
Zahn remarks that the regular meaning of the
dimittere, and of the middle Xvrpovo-Oai, airoXvrpovadaL

l'Epitre
179.

p.
is

is his view, however, that
be neglected and the verb
come to mean merely "to deliver." When he comes to give vouchers, however,
(p. 181, note 52), he fails to find any in profane Greek for this loose sense. He
cites indeed only three passages from profane Greek Plato, " Theat " 1 65 E Poly b
18 (al. 17), 16, 1; Plutarch, "CimGn," 9; all of which expressly intimate a ransomprice as paid. Plato,"Theat." 165. E (Jowettiii, p. 368) "He will have got you into
his net, out of which you will not escape, until you have come to an understanding
about the sum which is to be paid for your release." Polybius, 18 (al. 17), 16, 1
(Shuckburgh ii. 216): "King Attalus had for some time past been held in extraordinary honor by the Sicyonians, ever since the time that he ransomed the
sacred land of Apollo for them at the cost of a large sum of money." Plutarch,
" Cimon," 9 (Perrin ii. 432-433) "But a little time after the friends and kinsmen of
the captives came home from Phrygia and Lydia and ransomed every one of them
at a great price, so that Cimon had four months' pay and rations for his fleet, and
besides that, much gold from the ransom (Xvrpov) left over for the city."
29
The Lexicons record no other uncompounded derivative as occurring in
profane Greek except XvrpuTkov, Aristot. " Eth. Nic," 9.2.4 (see next note). Other
derivatives, for which no vouchers from profane Greek are given, include: Xvrpuna,
from a Christian hymn
"the precious redemption of our Jesus"; Xvrpuo-inos,
Photius and Suidas, "redemmable"; Xvtpwttiplos, "Chron. Pasch.," "redeeming";
\vTpuT7js, LXX. and Acts, "redeemer"; Xvtputikos, Theodorus Prodromus, "of
or for ransoming."
is

redimere, the Xvrpov being supposed in both cases. It

in the middle sense, "to ransom," the Xbrpov

may

,

:

.

.

:

:

—

;
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need concern ourselves only with Aurpoxrts; of the compounds 30
only with airokvTpovv, diroXvTpovad at and its derivative, airoXvrpoxTLs.

AvTpuaLs is so rare in profane Greek that it appears to have
"
turned up heretofore only in a single passage, Plutarch, "Aratus
XI. There we read of Aratus that " having a present of five and

twenty talents sent him from the king, he took them, it is
but gave them all to his fellow-citizens who wanted money,
among other purposes for the ransoming of those who had been
taken prisoners (el's re raXXa /cat XvTpccaiv aix^o-^roov)."

true,

occurs

'AiroXvTpovv (active voice)

somewhat more

fre-

quently, but airoXvTpovedcu (middle voice) and airoXvTpoMTLs are

How

again very rare.

the active, airo\vTpovj>

is

employed,

may

The Lexicons record such compound derivatives as the following: 'AvnNic," 9.2.4: "But perhaps this is not always the case: for
instance, must a person who has been ransomed (XvrpuidkvTi) from robbers, ransom in return (&ptiXvtpcot«w) him who ransomed (Xva&p,evov) him, whoever he may
be? Or should he repay him who has not been taken prisoner, but demands payment as a debt? Or should he ransom (Xvrpwrkov) his father rather than the other?
30

\vTpurkov Aristot. "Eth.

For

it

would seem that he ought to ransom

self." AiaXfa-pcoo-is,

Polyb. 6.58.11:

his father

"But they

even in preference to him-

frustrated the calculations of Hanni-

had formed of the ransoming of the men" (there is no sug"exchange of prisoners" we should say: on the
the Romans were to pay three
contrary, it is a distinctly one-sided transaction,
minae for each man); 27.11.2 (al. 14): "Just about the time when Perseus retired
for the winter from the Roman war, Antenor arrived at Rhodes from him to
negotiate for the ransom of Diophanes and those who were on board with him.
Thereupon there arose a great dispute among the statesmen as to what course
they ought to take. Philophenax, Theatetus and their party were against entering
into such an arrangement upon any terms, Deinon and Polyaratus were for doing
so. Finally they did enter upon an arrangement for their redemption." 'EkXvtpovadai, Scholium on Homer. " Odyss.," IV. 33: When princely Telemachus and the
proud son of Nestor arrived at Menelaus palace, Eteoneus asks whether they are
to be received or sent about their business. Menelaus replies that of course they
are to be received: they had themselves often had to depend on the courtesy of
strangers, "and we must look to Zeus henceforth to keep us safe from harm."
The Scholium explains this as meaning that they would have to hope, "that after
these things he (Zeus) may deliver (kXwrpcoo-jjToi) us from the impending distress." There is no obvious implication of ransoming here, but Liddell and Scott
quite naturally define the word, with this sole voucher, "to redeem by payment

bal and the hopes he

gestion of mutual ransoming

—

—

'

of

ransom."

'EvtXvrpos, set at liberty for

kwlXvrpa irovovvTai
p. 368, as the

f>q.8lws.

name

of

ransom, Strabo, ii, p. 496: "A S'&v X&Pwatv
by Athenaeus Grammaticus,

UapaXvrpobiievos is given

a comedy by Sotades.
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be seen from the following examples, which are all that the
lexicographers adduce. Plato, "Laws," XI, § 919 A (Jowett, iv,
p. 430): He "treats them as enemies and captives who are at
his mercy, and will not release (aToXvTp&crri) them until they
have paid the highest, most exorbitant and base price." The
Epistle of Philip to the Athenians in Demosthenes 159, 15:
" He put Amphilochus to ransom (airoXvTpoxre) for nine talents."
Polybius 2.6.6: "They made a truce with the inhabitants to
deliver up all freemen and the city of Phoenice for a fixed
ransom (aTroXvTpaxravTes)." Polybius 22.21.8: "On a large sum
of gold being agreed to be paid for the woman, he led her off
to put her to ransom (aToXvTpuaav)." Stephanus adds that
Lucian somewhere says of Achilles that "he ransomed (dxoXvrpoxras) the body of Hector for a small sum."
For the middle, airokvTpovad ai, only late passages are cited.
Th. Zahn, however, remarks very properly, 31 that while "the
middle aTokvTpovadai, is very rare, and is not to be found in
the Bible,"

it

nevertheless "lies in essentially the

same sense

as

the middle XvTpovadai, at the basis of the use of the passive in
Zeph. iii. 1 (hi. 3), 32 and in Plutarch, 'Pompey/ 24." In this

passage of Plutarch
captive

by

pirates

33
we read that Helo who had been taken
"was ransomed (aireKvTpcodrj) with a great

sum." In these passages aTroXvTpovadcu
middle, not of the active, sense.

The

passages in which the middle

is

Macedonian rhetorician

is

the passive of the

lexicographers cite only two

actually found. Polyaenus, a

of the time of

Marcus Aurelius and

Lucius Verus, relates how Aristocrates the Athenian, entering a
Spartan port in a ship disguised as peaceful, was able by this

some and to abduct others as prisoners, which last,
he adds, "Aristocles ransomed with a great sum (ovs toW&v
XPwbTuv 'ApLGTOKkrjs aTro\vTp6i(TOLTo)" 34 That is the manuscript
ruse to slay

31

"Romerbrief i:2 ,"

32

The

LXX

p. 181,

here reads, «

note 52.
17

kiri<j>av^s

Kal &.iroKe\vTpo>nkvr) -wokis

—

"Alas, the

and ransomed city." Oltramare (on Rom. 3.24) wishes to render, "relicentious." Morison supports Zahn quite properly in insisting on the sense

glorious
laxed,
of

ransomed.
34
"Strategemata,"

33

Reiske, p. 775.

Ed. Mursinna, Berlin, 1756, p. 326. In a note it is
said: "Read, Apwtokp&ttjs. For 6.iro\vTpu<raro is not redemit, but pro redemptione
'

v. 40:

:
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reading. Nevertheless the

modern

editors,

adopting an emenda-

tion of Casaubon's, print KpiaTOKparris for ApLaroKXrjs.
'
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'

By this

meaning of aTroXvTp&aaTo is transformed, and we
are made to read it, "Extorted a great sum for their ransom"
correction the

is to say, the middle is given the active sense. This result
unacceptable in view of the regular middle sense preserved

that
is

in \veadai, aToXveadcu, XvTpovadcu implied for aTo\vTpovad ai
in the passive use noted above, and actually appearing in the
middle airoXvTpovad ai elsewhere. It must be held questionable,
therefore, whether the text of the passage has been rightly
settled by the editors: we need a different subject or else a different voice for the verb. There can be no question that in the
only remaining passage in which it is cited, the Emperor Julian
uses airoXvTpovo-daL in its expected middle sense, and as the
general equivalent of \vrpovadai. "Whom, then," he says, 35
"are we to regard as a slave? Shall it be him whom we buy for
so many silver drachmas, for two minae, or for ten staters
of gold? Probably you will say that such a man is truly a slave.
And why? Is it because we have paid down money for him to

war whom we ranwould be slaves. And yet the law on the one
hand grants these their freedom when they have come safe
home, and we on the other hand ransom (aTo\vTpovp.eda) them
not that they may become slaves, but that they may be
free. Do you see then that in order to make a ransomed man
(XvTpudevTa) a slave it is not enough to pay down a sum of
the seller?

som

But

in that case the prisoners of

(\vTpovp,e6a)

money

.

.

.?"

36

Casaubon." Accordingly the Teubner Ed. 1877, edited by Melber, p. 270,
"
prints ApLffTOKparris in the text with the note,
ApiaroKparris Casaubon; 'AptaroKXrjs
F." "F" is the archetype from which all extant MSS. are descended. It reads
Api<TTok\fjs which Casaubon in the editio princeps (Lugdunum Batavorum 1589)
already suggested should be changed to 'ApiaroKpaTrjs on the ground reported
above. Whatever may be the true reading, the reason assigned for the proposed
emendation is a bad one. For not only does the middle &irohvrpov<r9at but the middle of the simple Xvrpovadat and the middles Xieadai and iiroXvetrdcu before them,
all mean distinctly not put to ransom but ransom.
35
"Sixth Oration, to the Uneducated Cynics": "Works," ed. by W. C.
Wright, 1913, vol. li. p. 44; ed. Teubner, 1875. vol. i. p. 253.
36
Stephanus cites also the late Christian writer Nicetas, " Paraphrasis [carm.
arcan.] S. Gregorii Naz," ed. Dronk, pp. 26. 221; i.e., Migne, "Patr. Graec." 38.
exegit.

'

'

'
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The noun

airokbTpuxns might express the action of either the

from which it is formed. 37
"For the corresponding use of clttoXvtpoxtls "

active or the middle of the verb

Zahn remarks:

— that

38

is to say for the use of it in a sense corresponding to the
middle sense of the verb, "to secure release by paying ransom"
"it seems that undoubted examples are lacking. Poly-

—

and most

bius, 6.58.11; 27.11.3, uses SiaXurpcocris in its stead,

writers content themselves with Aurpcocus." This

is

already to

say that the use of &7ro\uTpco<ns in this sense has the support of
its cognates; and certainly there is nothing in its own very rare

usage to object. The lexicons give,
stance of the word's occurrence'

— and in

true, only a single in-

"Pompey," 24

39

this instance it expresses the action of the active voice

of the verb. 40
all

it is

— Plutarch,

"Music," we read, "and dancing and banquets

along the shore, and seizings of officers and ransomings of

captured cities (/cat iroXe&v aixp-oXwrwv airo\vr pcoo'eis) were a reproach to the Roman supremacy." 41 Another instance, however, has turned up in an inscription from Kos of the first or
second Christian century, in which the word expresses the action
705. Nicetas simply speaks of
atiTaC)

what Christ did that he might redeem

(airoXvrpu'

men.

37

Zahn, "Romerbrief ," pp. 179-181 says: "We must bear in mind that acwe take our start from the regular sense of the active \vrpodv, kirokvrpovv
1

cording as

(dimittere) or

from that

of the middle, XyrpovadaL, awoXyrpova-d at (redimere), the

derived substantive will designate either the action of him
leases

that

is

who

discharges or re-

ransom") "him
him who by means of the payment of
without such a payment" (there is no justification in profane

from duress" (there should be added: "on receipt

of a

in duress to him, or the action of

a ransom, or else
Greek for this last clause) "secures the release of one in duress to another, be it
39
38
person or thing."
Reiske, p. 754.
P. 181. Note 52.
40
So it is rightly taken both by Zahn (p. 181, note 52) and Oltramare (i.
310).
41

and Scott

463 [Mangey], that is to say to
judged a violent death preferable to
the life that was before him, and despairing of ransoming (&iro\vrpcoaiv) he cheerfully slew himself." Here &iroXurpo>o-ts expresses distinctly the action of the middle
voice of the verb. In the account given by Aristeas in the earlier portion of his
letter to Philocrates (,cf., also Josephus, " Antt." XII. ii. 2 ff.) of the liberation of the
Jews by Ptolemy Philadelphus, the changes are rung on iiroXvew, diroXwus,
Liddell

"Quod Omn.

refer also to Philo, 2.

Prob. Libsi,"

§ 17.

med.:

"He

,

airoKurpovv (20), a toXvtp ucris (12, 33) in the sense of securing release

by payment

ransom. The transaction was not a mere liberation, but involved the payment
of a ransom
twenty drachmas for each (20 and 22),
the whole sum amount-

of a

—

—
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of the middle voice. The inscription is speaking of that form of
manumission of slaves, very widely current after the period
of the Diadochi and illustrated by a great number of inscriptions at Delphi, in which the slave really purchased his own
liberty, but did so through the intermediation of priests so as

ostensibly to be purchased

by a god. The purchase money

posited in the temple for the purpose

is

de-

called the \vrpov or

who perform the
"not to make formal record of the
aTokvTpuaLs until the priests have reported that the necessary
42
Both Deissmann and Zahn apparsacrifice has been made."
\vTpa. In the inscription in question, those
aire\evdepa)(ns are instructed

ently suppose that the paralleling of a7roAurp<ocris here with
aweXevdepoxjis empties

it

of its specific

meaning. This is obviously

was a manumission (aireXevdepuaLs)
which took place by means of a payment (kvrpov, \vrpa) and
was therefore, more exactly described, a ransoming (airoXvrunjustified: the transaction

poxris).

We are

clearly to interpret: those

who make

the

manu-

mission are not to record the sale until the whole transaction
is

actually completed;

and the two terms are respectively

in

their right places. 43

"More than 400 talents ttjs airoXvrpwaecos"
money," says Josephus (Niese III. 77, line 11). Cf.
§ 27 with Josephus XII. ii. 2 ad fin.
42
A. Deissmann, "Light from the Ancient East," p. 331, note 4; cf., Th.
Zahn, "Romerbrief 1 ," p. 180, note 51. Both Deissmann and Zahn give the fundamental references.
43
Naturally the details of the transactions in which slaves purchased their
freedom varied endlessly. There are instances on record in which the money is
paid down, but the manumission is to take effect only at some future time, say
at the master's death. There are others in which the manumission is so far only
ing to

more than 400

that

to say "of redemption

is

talents (20):

partial that the slave remains

hand there are instances

bound

to certain specified services.

On

the other

which the manumission is accomplished on credit,
that is to say, it is enjoyed on sufferance until the price is paid in. This class of
freedmen appears to have been known as irdXot kXevdepoi. "To such a suspended
in

freedom," writes L. Mitteis ("Reichsrecht und Volksrecht," etc., 1891, p. 388),
"must be reckoned the remission of the purchase money (Losegeld) in the will of
the master, as in the testament of Lyko (" Diog. Laert.," v. 61-64), where we read:
Arj/irfTpUfi ntv kXevdkpq irdXcu ovtl a(f>Lr)p.i ra Xvrpa [to Demetrius who is a 7rdXat
OkeWepos I remit the purchase-money]; E. Curtius has already correctly recognized
that a 7rdXot iXeidepos who is still in debt for his purchase money, is certainly no
real freeman, but only a statu liber (" Anecdot.," p. 11)."

;
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Throughout the whole history
derivatives of Xvrpov,

we

of the profane usage of the

perceive, the intrinsic significance of

\vrpov continuously determines their meaning. 44 This was to
be expected. The case is not similar to that of such a word as,
say, " dilapidated " in English which readily loses in figurative
its underlying reference to stones; or
such a word as "redeem" itself in English, which
easily rubs off its edges and comes to mean merely to buy out
and even simply to release. The bases of these words are foreign
to English speech and do not inevitably obtrude themselves on
the consciousness of every one who employs them. Avrpov was
a distinctively Greek word, formed from a Greek primitive
in everyday use, according to instinctively working Greek
methods of word-formation, carrying with them regular modifications of sense. No Greek lips could frame it, no Greek ear
could hear it, in any of its derivatives, without consciousness
of its intrinsic meaning. This is, of course, not to say that the
word could not conceivably lose its distinctive sense. But in
words of this kind the processes of such decay are difficult, and
illustrations of it are comparatively rare; especially when as
in this instance, the terms in question stand out on a background of a far more widely current use of their primitive in
the broader sense. A Greek might well be tempted to use \veiv
and its derivatives in the sense of \vrpovv and its derivatives
and in point of fact he did so use them copiously. But it would
not be natural for him to reverse the process and use \vrpovv
and its derivatives in the sense of \veiv. It may be natural for
us, standing at a sales-counter, to say "I will take that," meaning to "buy"; but it would never be natural for us to say, "I
will buy that," meaning merely to "take." In the group of
words built up around \vTpov the Greek language offered to the

usages

all

suggestion of

even to that

New

of

Testament a

terms which distinctly said "ranwe think of the writers of the
New Testament as using Greek naturally we must think of them
as feeling the intrinsic significance of these words as they used

som"; and

in

series of

just in proportion as

44
The only apparent exception which we have noted is the use of
a scholium on Homer, "Odyss.," IV. 35; see above, note 30.

kK\vrpov<rdat
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them, and as using them only when they intended to give exis safe to say that
no Greek, to the manner born, could write down any word, the
center of which was Xvrpov, without consciousness of ransoming
as the mode of deliverance of which he was speaking.
The fact is not to be obscured, of course, that the writers
of the New Testament were not in the strict sense Greeks. At
the most Luke enjoys that unique distinction; and even he may
have been in the wide sense a Hellenist rather than in the strict
sense a Hellene. The rest were Jews: even Paul, coming out
of the Diaspora, yet was able to speak in Aramaic; and apart
from him and the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, they
were all of immediate Palestinian origin and traditions. Moreover they all had in their hands the Septuagint version of the
Old Testament and may be thought to have derived their
Greek religious terminology from it. We must, therefore, ascertain, we are told, how the group of words built up on Xvrpov
are employed in the Septuagint before we can venture to pass
upon the sense in which they are used in the New Testament.
And in turning to the Septuagint, it must be confessed, a surprising thing confronts us. Words of this group are certainly
employed in the Septuagint without clear intimation of ransoming. This remarkable phenomenon is worthy of our careful
pression to this their intrinsic significance. It

and discriminating attention.

II

A

considerable

Septuagint
p(jiT7]s,

number

— \vrpov,

words of

this

group occur in the

XvrpcoTos, clttoXvt povv cltoKvtpco(tls, e/cXur pcocis

these, however, occur
is

of

\JlvtCKvtpov~\, \vTpova6ai, Aurpoxns, Xur',

.

Some

of

very seldom, and only one, \vrpovadaL,

copiously employed.
'

kvrikvTpov was printed in some of the early editions at Ps.
but has been eliminated in the modern critical

xlviii. (xlix.) 9,

texts.

Avrpov occurs nineteen times and always, of course, in the
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good account of its usage. 45 " Avrpov, usually in the plural
Xurpa, (= nas, jvno, rbxi) 46 designates an indemnification, a
pecuniary compensation, given in exchange for a cessation of
rights over a person or even a thing, ransom. It is used for the
the life of an
money given to redeem a field, Lev. xxv. 24
one's own life in arrest of
ox about to be killed, Ex. xxi. 30

—

—

judicial proceedings,
vi. 35,

Num.

xxxv. 31, 32, or of vengeance, Prov.

— the first-born over whom God had claims, Num.

46, 48, 51, Lev. xviii. 15, etc. It

is

ordinarily used of the

iii.

ransom

given for redemption from captivity or slavery, Lev. xix. 20,
Isa. xlv. 13, etc."

The

adjective \vtput6s occurs only twice, in a single con-

nection (Lev. xxv. 31, 32), in which we are told that the houses
in unwalled villages and in the Levitical cities were alike at all

times redeemable

(XvrpuTai biairavrbs eaovrai: representing

vbxs).

The compound
time (Num.

iii.

active noun, e/cXurpaxm, occurs only a single

"And

49):

five shekels apiece

.

.

.

for ret

Xurpa

and thou

.

.

thou shalt take

.

shalt give the

money

to

supernumerary among
them;
and Moses took the money, ra Xurpa of the superand Moses
numerary, for the eKXvTpaxns of the Levites
gave rd Xurpa of the supernumeraries to Aaron and his sons."

Aaron and
.

.

to his sons as Xurpa of the

.

.

The compound

.

verb, airoXvrpovv occurs twice, once in the

active voice (Ex. xxi. 8

47

for the Hiphil of

45

"Comm.

46

"1S3 six times: Ex. xxi. 30, xxx. 12,

sur L'Epitre

JYHB seven times:

.

Num.

iii.

aux Romains," 1881,

Num.

i.

ma) and once

xxxv. 31, 32, Prov.

46, 48, 51; Ex. xxi. 30;

in

p. 308.

Num.

iii.

vi. 35, xiii. 8;

49, Lev. xix. 20,

Lev. xxv. 24, 26, 51, 52; xxvii. 31; also TWa once,
G. Hollmann, "Die Bedeutung des Todes Jesu," 1901, p. 102.
Hollmann notes that Xvrpa occurs in the same sentence as the rendering both of
1B3 and JVIB in Ex. xxi. 30, "If there be laid on him a "1B3 he shall give for the
JTHB of his life whatever is laid on him."
47
A. Seeberg, "Der Tod Christi," p. 218 says that in this passage "the
master to whom the Israelitish maiden bought by him does not prove to be pleasing, is required mam, which the LXX translate &7roXurpcberei avrrtv, and that of
course cannot mean, 'he shall buy her free' but only 'he shall free her.'" But
verse 11 opposes her going out for nothing, "without money," to the disposal of
her required in verse 8,
which therefore must be for money. Undoubtedly the
E. V. renders rightly: "Then shall he let her be redeemed," in accordance with

Num.

xviii. 15; !"DKJ five times,

Isa. xlv. 13. Cf.

—
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iii. 1 (3) for the Niphal of b*i). In
both instances the idea of ransoming is express; and, as Th.
Zahn points out, the sense in which the passive is used in Zeph.

the passive voice (Zeph.

iii.

1 (3)

presupposes the middle, airokuTpovGdai, in the sense of

"to deliver by the payment of a ransom." Thus this verb bears
the distinctive active and middle senses in the Septuagint
which it and its congeners bear in profane Greek.
So far the Septuagint usage shows no modification of that
of profane Greek. No modification can be assumed even with
reference to airokvTpoxns, the active substantive derived from
airokvTpovv, aTroKvTpovadaL. This term occurs only in Dan. iv.
32 (29 or 30) LXX in a context which at first sight might mislead us into giving

it

"And

the undifferentiated signification of just

end of the seven years," we read,
"the time of my a7ro\uTpcbcrecos came, and my sins and my ignorance were fulfilled in the sight of the God of heaven." The "deliverance" here spoken of, however, must be held to be defined
by the preceding context as resting on a "ransoming." There is a
manifest reference back from this verse to iv. 24 where the king
is exhorted to pray God concerning his sins and "to redeem
48
No doubt the
(Xurpcoo-at) all his iniquities with almsgiving."
emphasis is thrown on the result of the ransoming, on the deliverance in which it has at last issued. This is doubtless the
reason why the compound term is used here
a7roAuTpco<ris,
the &7r6 in which, signifying "away from," shifting the emphasis from the process to the effects. The two terms, XvrpovadaL,
"deliverance."

at the

—

—

verse 24,

and

airoKvTpcoaLs, verse 32, are respectively in their

right places.

When we

turn to the verb \vrpodo-daL

itself

and

its

two sub-

—

the proper sense of the active voice of the verb
"to release for a ransom."
Joseph Wirtz, "Die Lehre von der Apolytrosis," 1906, p. 2 and p. 3, note 2 has
the right interpretation.
48 Cf. Dan. iv.
24, Theod.: "Therefore,

O

King,

let

my

counsel be acceptable

and Xvrpuaai thy sins with almsgivings and thine iniquities with mercies
to the poor." The Aramaic word rendered by Xbrpuacu here is p'rak
to take
away: Xurpaxrai accordingly represents a term which does not specifically express
a ransoming (cf S. R. Driver in loc.) cf note 56. Nevertheless the purchase price
is expressed and therefore Xvrpaaai is appropriate.

to thee

—

.

;

.

"
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we

find ourselves

AvTpcodLS occurs eight times, 49 representing the

Hebrew bases

stantival derivatives, Xurpcocts

and

Xurpcor^s,

in deeper water.

and ma, each four times. In four of its occurrences, it is
employed in the simple literal sense of ransoming or redeeming (Lev. xxv. 29, 29, 48; Num. xviii. 16); and in yet another

hx:

—

" the price of the redemption of his soul
used equally of ransoming by a price, although now in the
higher, spiritual sphere. In the remaining three instances an
implication of a ransom-price is less clear: Ps. ex. (cxi), 9, "He
sent redemption to His people; He commanded His covenant
forever"; Ps. exxix (exxx), 7, "For with the Lord is mercy, and
with Him is plenteous redemption"; Isa. lxiii. 4, "For the day
of recompense (avTairodbaecos) is upon them, and the year of
redemption is at hand." Passages like these will naturally re(Ps. xlviii. (xlix.) 8)

—

•

,

it is

ceive their precise interpretation

from the implication

of the

usage of their more copiously employed primitive, XvTpovad'at.
Similarly the

noun

of agent, Aurpcorifc,

which occurs only

twice (Ps. xviii (xix), 14; lxxvii (lxxviii), 35, representing btti)
in both instances as an epithet of God, "our Redeemer"

—

—

will necessarily receive its exact

general usage of

its

shade of

meaning from the

primitive, \vrpov<jdai.

This verb, \vTpovadai,, occurs some hundred and five times.
(about forty-two times)
or ma (about forty times), 50 and rarely pis (five times). SomeIt usually has at its base either

no Hebrew base (Sir. xlviii. 20, xlix.
15; I Mace. iv. 11). It is employed in
more than one shade of meaning.
First, it is used quite literally to express the redeeming of a
thing by the payment for it of a ransom price. Thus, for example: Ex. xiii. 13, "Every one of an ass that openeth the
womb, thou shalt exchange for a sheep; but if thou wilt not
exchange, thou shalt redeem it; every firstborn of a man of thy
sons, thou shalt redeem"; Levit. xix. 20, "If any one lie carnally
times, of course, there
10,

1.

24,

li.

2, 3;

Zech.

is

iii.

49

We do

60

For the Hebrew synonyms i"HB and

p. 431.

not concern ourselves with Judges
bttt,

i.

15.

see R.

D. Wilson,

PTR July

1919,
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with a woman, and she is a house-slave, kept for a man, and
she has not been redeemed with a ransom (Xurpots) and freedom
they shall not be put to death,
has not been given to her,
because she was not set free"; Num. xviii. 15-17, "And everything which openeth the womb of all flesh, whatsoever they
offer unto the Lord, from man unto beast, shall be thine;
nevertheless the firstborn of men shall be redeemed with a ransom (kvrpoLs), and the firstborn of unclean beasts thou shalt
redeem. And its redemption (Aurpcoo-ts) is from a month old; the
valuation (crvprii*ri<ns) is five sheckels, according to the sacred
there are twenty obols." In this simple literal usage
sheckel
the word occurs about twenty-seven times; but it seems to be
.

.

.

—

confined to Exodus (six times), Leviticus (eighteen times) and

Numbers

(three times). 51

Sharply differentiated from this literal usage is a parallel
one in which XvrpodadaL is applied to the deliverance from
Egypt. Here there is at least no emphasis placed on the deliverance being in mode a ransoming. The stress is thrown rather

on the power exerted

in

it

and the mind

mightiness of the transaction. This

Westcott

is

led

\vTpovadai and

by
its

it

is

so

is

focussed on the

marked that B. F.

to declare, 52 too broadly, of the use of

derivatives in the Septuagint, that "the idea

a mighty force, the idea that the 'redemption'
everywhere present." It is at least clear that the
idea that the redemption from Egypt was the effect of a great
of the exertion of

costs

much,

is

expenditure of the divine power and in that sense cost much,
is prominent in the allusions to it, and seems to constitute the
central idea sought to be conveyed. The earliest passage in
which this usage occurs is typical of the whole series Ex. vi. 6,
"Go, speak to the sons of Israel, saying, I am the Lord, and I will
lead you forth from the tyranny of the Egyptians, and deliver
(pvaofxai) you from your bondage and redeem (Aurpcoo-Ojucu) you
with a high hand and a great judgment; and I will take you to
myself for my people, and I will be to you a God and ye shall
:

61

Ex.

xiii.

13 bis, 15, xxxiv. 20 bis; Lev. xix. 20, xxv. 25, 30, 33, 48, 49 bis, 54,
20 bis, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33; Num. xviii. 15 bis, 17. Cf. Dan. iv. 24.

xxvii. 13, 15, 19,

« "Hebrews 3 ,"

p. 298,

med.
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am

God which bringeth you out
Egyptians." Other examples are:
Deut. ix. 26, "And I prayed to God and said,
Lord, king of
the Gods, destroy not thy people and thy portion which thou
didst redeem, and didst lead forth out of Egypt by thy great
might and by thy strong hand and by thy high hand"; Neh. i.
know

that I

the Lord your

from the oppression

"And

10,

of the

whom

these are thy children and thy people,

didst redeem

by thy

great power and

thou

by thy strong hand";

"Thou art the God that doest wonders,
thou didst make known among the peoples thy power, thou
didst redeem with thine arm thy people, the sons of Jacob and
Joseph." This usage of the deliverance out of Egypt in might
lies in the Pentateuch side by side with the former, occurring
Ps. lxxvi (lxxvii) 15, 16,

in

Exodus

(three times),

and Deuteronomy

(six times),

and

occurs on occasion in the later books. 53

employment to express the fundamental
Egypt in the divine might, \vTpov<rdai
is used of other great national deliverances in which the power
of Jehovah was manifested. In "the praise of famous men and
Similarly to

its

national deliverance from

which begat us," that fills the later chapters of
is employed repeatedly in this sense: (xlviii.
20), "But they called upon the Lord which is merciful and
stretched out their hands towards him; and immediately the
Holy One heard them out of heaven, and delivered them by the
ministry of Esay"; (xlix. 10), "And of the twelve prophets let
the memorial be blessed, and let their bones flourish again out
of their place; for they comforted Jacob, and delivered them by
assured hope"; (1. 22, 24), "Now, then bless ye the God of all,
which only doeth wondrous things everywhere.
That he
would confirm his mercy with us and deliver us at his time."
The general point of view finds clear expression in I Mace. iv.
10, 11, "Now, therefore, let us cry unto heaven, if peradventure
the Lord will have mercy upon us, and remember the covenant
of our fathers

Sirach, the

word

.

a Ex.
II

Sam.

vi. 6,

xv. 13, 16; Deut.

23

Chron.

vii.

bis; I

xvii.

vii. 8, ix.

21

(lxxvii.) 15, cv. (cvi.) 10, cvi. (cvii.)
lxiii.

9?).

bis,

.

.

26, xiii. 5 (6), xv. 15, xxi. 8, xxiv. 18;

Neh.

i.

10,

Esther

iv. 16, (9); Ps. lxxvi.

2 bis; exxxv. (exxxvi.) 24; Mic.

vi.

4

(Isa.
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this host before our face this

may know

that there

is

day:
one that de-

(aoi^eiv) Israel."

these great deliverances wrought for Israel, the

chief place is taken, of course,

emancipation

by

its

second great cardinal

— that from the Babylonian captivity. The em-

ployment

of XvTpovadcu to express this deliverance is naturally
comparatively frequent, and as naturally it shades insensibly
into the expression of the Messianic deliverance of which this

liberation (along with that

ing type.

We may

from Egypt)

is

treated as the stand-

find the key-note struck, perhaps, in Jer.

"Thus

have been
they that
have taken them captive, together oppress them because they
refuse to let them go. And their redeemer is strong, the Lord
Almighty is his name; he shall judge judgment with his adversary, that he may destroy the land and disquiet the inhabitants of Babylon. A sword is upon the Chaldeans and upon the
inhabitants of Babylon! ..." How close the eschatological
application lies may be illustrated by Isa. li. 11-13 (9-11):
" Awake, awake Jerusalem and put on the strength of thine
arm; awake as in the beginning of day, as the generation of
eternity. Art thou not she that dried the sea, the deep waters
of the abyss? that madest the depths of the sea a way for the
delivered (pvoiievois) and the redeemed to pass through? For by
the Lord shall they return, and shall come into Zion with joy
and eternal exultation." And we seem fairly on eschatological
ground in Isa. xxxv. 9-10: "And there shall be no lion there,
neither shall any of the evil beasts go up upon it, nor be found
there, but the redeemed and the gathered on account of the
Lord shall walk in it, and they shall return and come into
Zion with joy and everlasting joy shall be over their heads." 54

xxvii.

(1.)

33, 34:

saith the Lord, Oppressed

the children of Israel and the children of Judah

Not
64

essentially different

In this general class there

the

is

may

13, xiii. 14,
xliii.

Mic.

iv. 10,

Zeph.

(iii.

1)

iii.

all

of the

be counted such passages as

xliii.14, xliv. 22, 23, 24, brii. 12, lxiii. 9, Jer.

22,

employment

:

word

to

Isa. xli. 14,

xv. 21, xxxviii. (xxxi.) 11, Hos. vii.

15, Zech. x.

(xliv.) 26, lxxiii. (lxiv.) 2, cxxix. (cxxx.) 8.

8 and perhaps Ps. xxiv. (xxv.)

;
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express the intervention of

God

an

for the deliverance of

in-

dividual either from some great specific evil or from evil in
general

— the term

rising in the latter case fully into the spirit-

A

couple of very instructive instances occur in the
Septuagint: Daniel hi. 88, " Bless ye the Lord, Ananias, Adzaual region.

and Misael, hymn and exalt him forever; because he

rias

liber-

ated (e^etXaro) us from hades, and saved (eacaaev) us from the
bonds of death, and delivered (eppvaaro) us from the midst of
the burning flame, and redeemed (eXvTpuaaTo) us from the

fire

"

and serve him all my days, for
the idols made with hands cannot save (owcu) as the God of
Daniel redeemed Daniel." Quite similarly we read in II Sam. iv.
9 (and I Kings i. 29) "And David answered Rechab and Baaand said unto them, As the Lord liveth,
nah his brother,
who hath redeemed my soul out of all adversity"; and in Ps.
cxliii. (cxliv.) 9-10: "0 God, I will sing a new song to thee,
who giveth salvation unto kings, who redeemeth David
his servant from the hurtful sword" (cf. vii. 2-3). "I will
Lord King," says the son of Sirach in his conthank thee,
vi. 27,

"I, Darius, will worship

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

cluding prayer

(li.

Iff.),

"and

I will praise thee,

O God my

Savior (crcor^pa), I give thanks to thy name, because thou hast

become my defender and helper, and hast redeemed my body
from destruction, and from the snare of the slanderous tongue,
from the lips that forge a falsehood, and hast become my helper
against my adversaries and hast redeemed me, according to the
multitude of thy mercies and name, from the teeth of them
that were ready to devour me, from the hand of those that seek
." 55
my life, from the manifold afflictions which I had.
The Psalms afford a number of examples in which this individual redemption in the region of the spirit is spoken of. The
note that sounds through them is struck in Ps. xxxiii. (xxxiv.),
23: "The Lord will redeem the souls of his servants, and none
of them that hope in him shall go wrong." 56
.

65

Cf. Ps.

66

Cf. Ps. xxv. (xxvi.) 11, xxx. (xxxi.) 5, xxxi. (xxxii.) 7, xlviii. (xlix.) 15, liv.

lviii. (lix.) 1, lxviii.

(box.) 18, cxviii. (cxix.) 134.

(lv.) 18, lxx. (lxxi.) 23, lxxi. (lxxii.) 14, cii. (ciii.) 4, cxviii. (cxix.)

58.

.

154;

cf.

Lam.

iii.

:
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in all this range of applications of

uniformly conceived as divine. It is to God, the
Almighty, alone that redemption is ascribed, whether

XvTpovadcu

is

Lord God
be the redemption of Israel or of the individual, or whether
it be physical or spiritual. God and God alone is the Redeemer
alike of Israel and of the individual, in every case of deliverance of whatever order. We hear in Sirach, it is true, of the Holy
One redeeming Israel by the hand of Isaiah (xlviii. 20) and indeed, in a somewhat confused sentence, of the twelve prophets,
or of their bones, redeeming Jacob (xlix. 10)
or are we to
assume that God is understood as the nominative of the verbs
and read: "But God comforted Israel and redeemed them by
the faith of hope"? There are besides two negative statements
which may seem to imply the possibility of a human redeemer.
The one is found in Ps. vii. 2-3, and the other,
a very instructive passage
in Lam. v. 8. 57 In Ps. vii. 2-3 David prays
"0 Lord, my God, in thee do I put my hope, save {aCxrov) me
from all that persecute me, and deliver (pvcrau) me; let him not
seize my soul, like a lion, while there is none to redeem (Xurit

;

—

—

—

or to save {(t6)$ovtos)" In Lam. v. 8 we read: "Slaves,
have ruled over us: there is none to redeem (kvTpovnevos) out
of their hand." In neither instance is it intimated, however,
that a human redeemer could be found: despair is rather expressed, and the cry is for the only Redeemer that can suffice.
It is only in Dan. iv. 24 that we find a clear reference to a human
redeemer. "Entreat him concerning thy sins and redeem thine
iniquities with alms" (LXX); "redeem thy sins with alms"
(Theod.). Here the king is exhorted to ransom his own soul by
his good works. This conception, however, cuts athwart the
whole current of the usage of \vTpovadcu in the Septuagint elsewhere when it is a matter of spiritual redemption. How little
such a point of view accords with that elsewhere connected
with \vTpowdai may be learned from Ps. xlviii. (xlix.) 8-10:
povfjievov)

67

In both cases the

Hebrew word rendered by

also in Ps. cxxxv (cxxxvi), 24;

Driver's note on

it).

On

this

note of Baethgen on Ps.

Brown-Driver in

loc.

see Giesebrecht,

vii. 3. It is literally

48.

Xvrpovtrdat is p")S, as it is

the corresponding Aramaic in Dan.

word

Cf note
.

cf.

ZATW,

iv.

1881, p. 285

24 (and
and the

"to snatch away," "to rescue";

cf.
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"A

brother redeemeth (Xvtpovtcll) not: shall a

(Xurpcoo-ercK)?

He shall not give to God an

man redeem

expiation (e^LXaaiia)

redemption {tt)v ri\xy\v rr\s \vrp6ithough he labor forever and live to the end,

for himself or the price of the
aeois) of his soul

so that he should not see corruption."
in Prov. xxiii. 10-11

:

"Remove

The sense of

6 Xvrpovfxevos

not the ancient landmarks and

enter not into the possession of orphans, for he that redeemeth

them

is a powerful Lord, and judge th thy judgment with thee,"
be open to some question. It is probably the intention of
the Septuagint translators to intimate that the poor are under

may

the especial protection of the God who
way of eminence of the needy.
The emphasis put upon the power

is

by

the " redeemer"

of God manifested in
redemption which accompanies the entire usage of XvTpovadai
except in its literal sense, may tempt us to suppose that the
notion of ransoming has been altogether lost in this usage.
This is in point of fact widely taken for granted. B. F. Westcott, for example, writes: 58 "It will be obvious from the usage

of the LXX. that the idea of a ransom received by the power
from which the captive is delivered is practically lost in
XvTpovadaL &c." Such a statement is in any case fatally defective. It takes no account of the large use of XvrpovadaL in the
Pentateuch in the purely literal sense (cf. Dan. iv. 24). It is
doubtful, however, whether it can be fully sustained even with

respect to the use of XvTpovadai of the divine deliverance.

No

doubt, as has already been pointed out, the sense of the power
of

God

exerted in the deliverances wrought

by Him comes

so

forcibly forward as to obscure the implication of ransoming.

pushed so far into the background as to pass out of
and not infrequently it seems to be pushed not only out
of sight but out of existence. In a passage like Dan. hi. 88 LXX,
for example, there seems no place left for ransom-paying; and
the same may appear to be true of such passages as Dan. vi.
27 LXX, Lam. v. 8, Ps. vii. 2. Nor does the synonymy in which
the word sometimes stands encourage seeking for it such an
This

is

sight;

underlying idea: Ex.

vi.
68

6, pvao/jLau,

"Hebrews 3 ,"

XvTpuaofxat; Ps.

p. 298.

vii.

2-3,
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lviii. (lix.)
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2-3, e£e\oO,

Ps. cv. (cvi.) 10, eauaev, eKvTpoxraTo; Hos.

xiii.

Dan. iii. 88 LXX, e^etXero, tvwatv,
eXvTpQxraTo; Dan. vi. 27 LXX, owcu, e\urpw<7aro; I

14, pxxjoixai, XvTpaxTo/jLaL;
ipfrv&CLTO,

Mace.

iv. 10, 11, \vrpovp.evos,

akfav.

Nevertheless, as Westcott himself perceives, there

is

an

abiding implication that the redemption has cost something:

"the idea that the redemption costs much," says he, "is everywhere present." Perhaps we may say that, in this underlying
suggestion, the conception of price-paying intrinsic in XvTpovadai

and in this the reason may be found why it appears
employed only when the mind is filled with the feeling
that the redemption wrought has entailed the expenditure of
is

preserved,

to be

almighty power.
It is going too far, in any case, however, to say that the
idea of ransoming "is practically lost in \vTpovaOai, &c." in
their Septuagint usage
as, to be sure the insertion of the
word "practically" may show that Westcott himself felt.
Whatever may be the implications of \vTpovadai when used to
designate the intervention of God in His almighty power for
the deliverance of His people, there is evidence enough to show
that the feeling of ransoming as the underlying sense of the
word remained ever alive in the minds of the writers. That
could not in any event fail to be the fact, because of the parallel
use of \vTpovadaL in its literal sense; we must not permit to fall
out of memory that Xvrpodadai is employed in its literal sense
in more than a fourth of all its occurrences in the Septuagint.
Every now and then moreover the consciousness of the underlying sense of ransoming is thrown up to observation. This
may be the case in a passage like Ps. lxxiii. (lxxiv.) 2: "Remember thy synagogue which thou didst acquire (eKTrjau = purchase) of old; thou didst redeem (eAurpaxrco) the rod of thine
inheritance." It is more clearly the case in a passage like Isa.
Iii. 3: "Ye were sold for nought (dupeav) and ye shall not be
redeemed (kurpcadriveade) with money." There is an intimation
here that no ransom price (in the sense intended) is to be paid
for Israel; its redemption is to be wrought by the might of

—
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Jehovah. But it is equally intimated that a redemption without a price paid is as anomalous a transaction as a sale without
money passing. That is to say, here is an unexceptionable
testimony that the term Xvrpovcrdai in itself was felt to imply a
ransom price. Another passage in point is provided by Ps.
xlviii. (xlix.) 8: "A brother redeemeth (kvrpovT at) not: shall a
man redeem (Xurpwcerat) ? He shall not give to God an expiation (e^tXao-pa) for himself, and the price of the redemption
{rr}v ti\xt\v rrjs Xvrpooaeus) of his soul, though he labor forever."
To redeem is distinctly set forth here as the giving of a price

which operates as an expiation: and the inability of a man to
redeem a man out of the hand of God turns precisely on his inability to pay the price. Perhaps the most instructive passage,
however, will be found in Isa. xliii. 1 ff. "Fear not," Jehovah
here says to His people, " because I have redeemed (eXurpcoI have made Egypt thy price (aXXctYpa) and
(rdfjL7]v) thee.
Ethiopia and Soene in thy stead (virep gov) .... And I will
give men for thee (virep gov) and rulers for thy head." Such
passages as these, it surely does not require to be said, could
not have been written by and to men in whose minds the underlying implication of ransoming had faded out of the terms em:

.

ployed.

.

.

They bear

witness to a living consciousness of this

and testify that, though XvTpovadat and its derivatives may be employed to describe a redemption wrought in
the almighty power of God, that was not in forgetfulness that
redemption was properly a transaction which implies paying a

implication,

price.

Ill

The broader use of XvrpovadaL (Xurpwcns, XuTpconfc) by the
Septuagint of God's deliverance of His people, may not unfairly be said to throw the emphasis so strongly on the almightiness of the power manifested as to obscure, if not to
obliterate, intimation of its mode as a ransoming. The assumption

the

is

frequently

New

of this

made

that this usage

is

simply projected into

Testament and determines the sense of all the terms
group which are found in the New Testament.
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initial difficulty

not even formally a
continuation of that of the Septuagint. The usage of the Septuagint in question is distinctly a usage of XvrpovadaL, and affects
only it and, to a limited extent, its two immediate derivatives,
that the usage of the

is

\vTpoHTLS (Ps. ex. (cxi.) 9, exxix. (exxx.) 7, Isa.

4) and
which could
any extended
lxiii.

\vTpo)T7]s (Ps. xviii. (xix.) 15, lxxvii. (lxxviii.) 35),

not fail to be drawn somewhat into the current of
usage of XvTpovadai. The more proper usage of other members
of the group, and indeed even of these members of it in a large
section of their employment, remains untouched. On the other

hand, the usage of the New Testament is characteristically a
usage of &7roAuTpco<ns, an otherwise rare form, which appears
never to occur
itself or its primitive, a.TrokvTpovv, airokvTpovadai,
whether in profane Greek, 59 or in the Septuagint, 60
or in writers directly dependent on the Septuagint, 61 in any
other than its intrinsic sense of ransoming. It would be plausible to suggest that the Septuagint usage in question is continued in the XvrpuaLS of Luke i. 68, ii. 38 and Xvrpodadcu, of
Luke xxiv. 21 where redemption is spoken of on the plane of

—

—

Old Testament expectation. But the suggestion loses all plausibility when extended beyond this. It would be more plausible
to argue that the form cltoKvtpoxjls was selected by the New
Testament writers in part purposely to avoid the ambiguities
which might arise from the Septuagint associations clinging to
\vTpovadai.

The simple fact, however,

is

that the characteristic

terminology in the two sets of writings is different.
This formal difference in the usages of the two sets of writers
is immensely reinforced by a material difference in the presuppositions underlying

what they

have been the nature

ment

saints cherished as to the

89

Plato,

61

Philo,

severally wrote.

of the expectations

mode

Whatever may

which the Old Testa-

of the divine deliverance

"Laws," 919. A; Demosthenes

159, 15; Polybius 2.6.6, 22.21.8;
Lucian; Plutarch, "Pompey," 24; Polyaenus, "Strat.," V. 40; Julian Imp., "Orat.,
vi," Teubner I. 253; Inscription from Kos. The passages are given above.
60
Ex. xxi. 8, Zeph. iii. 1 (3), Dan. LXX. iv. 24.

Mangey,

4.12; 7.19; 12.8.

ii.

463; Josephus, Niese, III. 77. 11; Aristeas, Wendland,
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to

which they looked forward, the

wrote of

it,

revolutionary experience of

Son

of

God.

It

possibility for

it

Testament writers

them

which in

as the expiatory death of the

it

would have been unnatural to the verge
to speak of

circumstance, especially
to

New

as a fact lying in the past, under the impression of a

when

its intrinsic

it

of

im-

colorlessly as to this central

using phraseology with respect

connotation emphasized precisely

We must not obscure the fact that something
had happened between the writing of the Old Testament and
the New, something which radically affected the whole conception of the mode of the divine deliverance, and which set
the development of Jewish and Christian ideas and expressions
concerning it moving thenceforward on widely divergent pathways. It may sound specious when the Jewish eschatological
conceptions are represented as supplying an analogy, according
to which the New Testament phraseology may be understood.
We may be momentarily impressed when it is explained that,
as the Jews have set the Messiah as the great Deliverer (bxu)
by the side of Moses, the first Deliverer (jmmnjyusa), and
expect him, as Moses led Israel out of Egypt, to achieve the
final Deliverance (rbva) and bring Israel home, without any
interruption by an expiatory suffering and death, and merely
by the power of his own personal righteousness, 62
so we
must understand the New Testament writers, borrowing their
language from the Jewish eschatology, to ascribe to Christ
merely the Messianic deliverance, without any implication that
it is wrought by an act of ransoming. But we can be only momentarily impressed by such representations. Between the Jewish
and the New Testament conceptions of the Messianic deliverance there is less an analogy than a fundamental contradiction.
There had taken place, first of all, on the part of the Christians
what it is fashionable to speak of as a "predating" of the Mesthis circumstance.

—

sianic expectations: the

redemption

of

God's people does not

wait, with them, for the end-time, but has already been in
principle
62

wrought and awaits only

Cf. F.

Schriften 2 ,"

its full

realization in all its

Weber, " Judische Theologie auf Grund des Talmud und verwandter
1897, p. 359 f. (§ 79.2); also p. 361.
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the end-time. And precisely what has already been
wrought, contributing the very hinge on which the whole conception of the Messianic deliverance turns, is just that act of
expiation which is wholly absent from the Jewish representation.
If, in other words, the Jews looked only for a Deliverance,
wrought by sheer power, the Christians put their trust precisely
in a Redemption wrought in the blood of Christ. Of course so
fundamental a difference could not fail to reflect itself in the
language employed to give expression to the divergent concepeffects, in

tions.

And

that, again,

may

be, in part, the account to give of

by the New Testament writers of the rare form
aToXvTpoMTLs instead of the more current XvTpovadcu colored by

the adoption

Septuagint conceptions, to describe the redemption in Christ.

That they conceived this redemption in terms of ransoming is
made clear in any event by repeated contextual intimations to
that effect. 63
Even Johannes Weiss is constrained to allow that it is probable that the
was felt in the New Testament usage, as appears from his very
instructive comment on I Cor. i. 30: "The aurripia, the far/, is the benefit which is
obtained for us by the &iro\vrpuais. How far the conception of ransom is still felt
in this is not to be debated here. Paul thinks in our passage more of the effect than
of the means of the deliverance. But it is very probable (from passages like Gal.
63

idea of ransoming

iii.

13, I Pet. 1. 18) that this

shade

is still felt."

How impossible it is to

eliminate

the idea of purchase from the conceptions of the New Testament writers is illustrated by the admission by writers who argue for the wider notion of &iro\i)Tputris
that

it lies

done

also

by the

expressed in other language

liverance expressed

by

&iro\{irpcaais.

by H. Oltramare

(on

This

Rom.

side of the general notion of de-

done, for example,

24):

iii.

tural," he says, "is incontestable; but

equivalent of these expressions?"

is

"That the idea

who proves

— that

is

by A.
of

Ritschl. It is

ransom

is

to say, such as are found in

Scripis

the

Mt.

xx.

to us that iiroXvTpwo-is

Tim. ii. 6, I Pet. i. 18, I Cor. vi. 20, Gal. iii. 13. Similarly B. F. Westcott
("Hebrews 3 " pp. 298-299), after arguing that the idea of ransom has faded from
" \vTpovo6ai etc." in the LXX and its place has been taken by that of power, is disinclined to confine the expenditure which God makes in the New Testament conception to that of might alone. Love or self-sacrifice, he suggests, may be the
thing expended. He therefore remarks that in "the spiritual order" the idea of
deliverance must be supplemented by that of purchase; and he adduces the passages in which that is expressed. He concludes with the dictum: "The Christian,
it appears, is bought at the price of Christ's Blood for God." Like Ritschl he is
only concerned to show that the idea is not intrinsic in the term \vrpova6ai
(diroXurpwffis) it is a fact that we are bought to God by the blood of Christ, but

28, I

,

:

this fact is not expressed

by

this term.

position (see especially Ritschl here)

The ingenuity

is its sufficient

required to validate this

refutation.
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The attempts which have been made to construe the terms
by the writers of the New
Testament 64 of the deliverance wrought by Christ, as inexderived from ^vrpovadat, employed

pressive of their intrinsic implication that the deliverance inti-

mated was

in the

mode

of a

ransoming, were foreordained to

failure in the presence of general considerations like this.

H.

Rom.

iii.

Oltramare's extended discussion in his comments on

24

is

often referred to as a typical instance of these attempts. 65

This, however,
is

vitiated

is

rather unfair to them. Oltramare's argument

from the beginning by

failure to discriminate be-

tween the differing usages of the active and middle voices of
the whole series of verbs, Xvew, axokveLv, \vrpovv, a.iro\vTpovv
by which the active means "to put to ransom" and the middle
"to ransom." It loses itself speedily accordingly in mere paradoxes. Of course he cites no passages from the Greek authors
in which any of these terms is employed without intimation of
a ransom-paying: to all appearance such passages do not exist.
He is compelled to rely entirely therefore on the Septuagint
usage of \vrpovcrdai mechanically treated. He allows, of course,
that XvTpovadaL (with which he confounds also \vrpovv) "signifies

properly and etymologically to release, to liberate an ob-

ject

by

giving to

in return for

its

holder or to one

which he

desists

his rights, to ransom, to redeem."
it

it

who has

from

He

rights in

it,

his possession, or

a

sum

from

very strangely, because

thus signifies "to secure a release by paying a ransom," sets
in contrast with airo\vTpovv which he represents as meaning

"to put to ransom," without observing that he has thus

set the

purely middle use of the one over against the purely active use

Thus he parcels out between the two verbs the
We remind ourselves that these include a somewhat rare use of \vTpova9ai

of the other.
64

(Luke xxiv. 21; Tit. ii. 14, I Pet. i. 18) and its derivative Xurpaxrw (Luke i.
38, Heb. ix. 12), with a relatively large use of airoKbrpuais (Luke xxi. 28;
Rom. iii. 24, viii. 23, 1 Cor. i. 30; Eph. i. 7, 14; Col. i. 14, Heb. ix. 15, xi. 35) Avrpwrfc
occurs Acts vii. 35, but of Moses, not of Christ. Avrpov occurs at Mt. xx. 28,
Mark x. 45, and avrlkvrpov at I Tim. ii. 6.
65
E.g. by Sanday-Headlam, on Rom. iii. 24, whose own conclusion is that
"the idea of the \hrpov retains its full force, that it is identical with the Tip.ii, and
that both are ways of describing the Death of Christ. The emphasis is on the cost
of man's redemption."
itself

68,

ii.

.
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distinctive usages which obtain between the active and middle of
each of them. " 'Atto\vtp6u," he says, "does not have the sense
of the simple verb, 'to ransom' = redimere: we do not know a
single

example

of

it.

The

prefix curb (as in airokvo),

acfrLrjfjLL)

so

emphasizes the idea of liberating, delivering, that in profane
authors, airo\vTpovv signifies properly to release for a ransom,
to hold to ransom." Even this is not all. For he now proceeds
to conclude that " airoXvTpuais designates therefore the action

demanded ransom." "Its meaning is such,"
if we absolutely insist on giving to
sense of 'deliverance for ransom/ the expres-

of releasing for a

he continues gravely, "that
airokvTpaxTis the

sion

8lcl rrjs

release,

that

is

airoXvTpGoaeus

rr\s

h XptcrrcS

the ransom-taking which

is

to say that Jesus delivers us

'Irjaov signifies 'by the
found in Jesus Christ
'

by demanding a ransom

—
of

from by paying it for us." He sees but one way of escape from this conclusion. "Very happily," he concludes,

us, far

" awoXvTpoxjLS is also used in the sense of deliverance, liberation,
without any accessory idea of ransoming. All that it seems to
have preserved of the radical is that it speaks principally of
releasing from that which binds, confines, impedes, or shuts
up." He has no evidence to present for this cardinal assertion,
however, except the fact that Schleusner cites from the Old Tes-

tament the passage "xpovos tt}s aTroXvTpoxreois rfkde." As we
know, this passage comes from Dan. iv. 32 LXX, where the
context suggests that the deliverance had been purchased by
almsgiving. To it Oltramare can add only certain New Testament passages in which he finds no accessory idea of ransoming notified. This

is all quite incompetent.
Th. Zahn's discussion, distributed through his notes on the
same passage, is free, of course, from such eccentricities, and
constitutes in its several parts a careful presentation of all the
evidence which can possibly be brought together for taking
aTroXvTpcoais in Rom. iii. 24 in the undifferentiated sense of deliverance. No evidence, of course, for this sense of the term is
adduced from the usage of any derivative of \vrpov by a profane author: and no decisive instance is adduced from any
quarter of the use of the term itself in this undifferentiated

.
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sense. 66

The

dependent wholly on the
terms \i>tpovadai,, Xurpcocrts, airo\vr povv
airo\vT piocns successively. In
these discussions the more utilizable passages from the Septuagint are skilfully marshalled; certain New Testament passages in
which there is no express intimation in the context that the
deliverance in question is a ransoming (as if the form of the
word itself and its appropriate usage elsewhere counted for
nothing!) are added; and a few Patristic passages are subjoined.
Despite the thoroughness of the research and the exhaustive
adduction of the material, the whole discussion remains unconvincing. The reader rises from it with the conviction that
an unnatural meaning is being thrust upon the term on insufficient grounds, and that, after all is said, "redemption" concumulative

force of the

argument

is

effect of the discussion of the several
,

tinues to

mean redemption.

Much more
argument

is

formidable than either Oltramare's or Zahn's

that which

hensiveness and vigor

is

developed with his usual compreRitschl in the second volume

by Albrecht

work on "Justification and Reconciliation." 67 Ritschl
its derivatives by
the Septuagint to render the Hebrew stems bx: and ma. These
stems, he remarks, had originally, like the Greek terms, the
sense of delivering specifically by means of purchase. This imof his great

begins by speaking of the use of \vrpoivv and

cited (pp. 179-180, note 51) are Rom. viii. 23, Eph. i.
and Clem. Alex. " Strom." VII. 56, to which Dan. iv. 30 Theod: 6 xpovos
TTjs &iro\vrpuaeo}s is added p. 179, note 49. Clement, "Strom." VII. 10 (56) looksforward to a time when we shall live "with gods according to the will of God," "after
we shall have been redeemed (airo\v9evTuv) from all chastisement and punishment
which we shall have had to endure as salutary chastening in consequence of our
sins." "After which redemption (cnroXvTpoxrLv)," he continues, "the rewards and
honors are assigned to those who have become perfect, when they have got done
with purification, and ceased from all service, though it be holy service, and among
saints." They enter into eternal contemplation and receive the name of Gods and
live with other Gods who have before been elevated to this condition by the
Savior. Here the &7roXuTpco<7is is conceived as a release from punishment and the
moment of thought is fixed on the final removal of the soul to its rest. It is an
instance of the so-called " eschatological sense" of the term, and "deliverance"
would convey the main thought. But it does not follow that the idea of ransoming
is eliminated, or that the term kwo\\jrpw<ns is not employed because this "deliverance" is felt to rest at bottom on a ransoming.
66

The only vouchers

14, iv. 30,

67

Edition

3,

1899, pp. 222

ff
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lost,
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however, in usage. Their

etymological implication was similarly lost, of course, by the
Greek terms which were employed to render them, through an

Hebrew terms which they rendered. These
Greek terms came to the New Testament writers, therefore,
with this broadened sense; and the New Testament writers
naturally continued to employ them in it. If they are sometimes used by the New Testament writers in connections in
which the original sense of purchasing might seem to be intimated, it is nevertheless not to be assumed that their original
sense has reasserted itself. It is more natural to read them in
these passages too in the broadened sense in which they have
been inherited from the Septuagint. Paul, for example, must
be supposed to have had the Hebrew in mind when he cited
from the Septuagint, and to have taken from it his religious
phraseology. This would hold him, when he used the Greek
words, to the sense which they have as renderings of the broadened Hebrew terms. Of course, it may be argued that the Apostolic use of these words is rather controlled by our Lord's
assimilation to the

declaration that He came into the world to give His life as a
ransom for many (Mark x. 45) But there is really no proof that
this saying was known to Paul, to say nothing of its having
determined the sense in which he employed terms only remotely
related to the word used. The impression is left on the mind,
rather, that Paul has chosen the compound term a7roAurpa>0-is
.

instead of the simple Xurpcocris of the Septuagint, because

emphasis: he wishes, in

by

it

thrown into great
a word, to say not ransoming but

the idea of separation from, or liberation,

is

deliverance.

The

argument are the successive assertions
bta and ma had lost their original
connotation of purchase; (2) The Greek words used to translate them must as a consequence have lost theirs; (3) The
Septuagint usage of these Greek words must have extended
itself into the New Testament; (4) The ordinary usage of these
terms in the New Testament is in point of fact of this undifferentiated sort; (5) The instances of their use which do not
that: (1)

steps in this

The Hebrew words
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of this sort must be nevertheless interpreted in harmony
with this usage.
No one of these propositions is, however, unqualifiedly true.

seem

(1)

Though

ma — to redeem
— are sometimes submerged in their figura-

the original senses of bva and

and to ransom

68

tive use, they are so far from being wholly obliterated that the
words are copiously employed quite literally, and it is repeatedly made clear that even in the most extreme extension of
their figurative use their etymological significance does not
wholly cease to be felt. (2) The Greek terms fitted to these
Hebrew terms seem to have been selected to render them because they were their closest Greek representatives in their
literal sense. The use of these Greek terms to render the Hebrew is evidence therefore that they retained their fundamental
meaning of redemption, ransoming; and though they naturally
acquired from the Hebrew terms their figurative meanings
when they were used to express them, there is no evidence that
they ever really lost their native implications. It is misleading
to speak of "the Septuagint usage" of these Greek terms, as if
this "extended" usage were the only usage they have in the
Septuagint. KvTpovcrBai, the most important of the Septuagint

used in twenty-seven out of the one hundred and five
it occurs in its literal sense of ransoming,
redeeming; \vrpo3cns is used in five out of its eight occurrences
in the sense of redemption, ransoming; all the compounds derived from \vrpovv are used solely in this sense. (3) In point of
fact, the New Testament usage is not a "projection" of the
Septuagint usage. The terminology of the New Testament is

terms,

is

instances in which

different from that of the Septuagint, and therefore the terminology of the New Testament was very certainly not derived
from that of the Septuagint. Are we to suppose that the New
Testament writers carried over the senses of the Septuagint
terms without carrying over the terms which were the vehicles
of those senses? The fundamental assumption, moreover, that
the New Testament writers derived their whole phraseology
from the Septuagint
Ritschl even speaks of Paul's "Greek

—

68

Cf. Driver,

on Deut.

vii. 8.
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The Greek speech of

the
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— cannot

be

justified.

New Testament writers is the common

speech of their day and generation and their terminology more
naturally reflects a popular usage of the time. (4) It is not the
fact that the ordinary usage of the derivatives of \vrpov in the

New Testament is without modal implications. The

contextual

show ordinarily that the modal implications
are present. (5) There is not only no reason why a broadened
sense should be made normative for these derivatives and imposed upon them in defiance of their natural implication to
implications rather

the contrary, but in several instances they are so recalcitrant
to

it

that

it

cannot be imposed upon them without intolerable

violence.

A

New

Testament passages seems to be
two of these remarks. 69
Despite Ritschl's protest we must take our starting-point
from our Lord's own description of His mission on earth as to
give His life a ransom for many (Mt. xx. 28, Mark x. 45). This
could not fail to determine for His followers their whole conception of the nature of His redemptive work. 70 We cannot be surprised, therefore, to find one of them, echoing His very words,
describing His work as a giving of Himself as a ransom (clvtl\vTpov) for all (I Tim. ii. 6). Nor can we profess to be doubtful
of his meaning when the same writer, writing at nearly the
same time, but using now the verbal form, tells us that "our
great God and Savior gave Himself for us that He might redeem (XvTpovadai,) us from all iniquity and purify unto Himself
a people for His own possession, zealous of good works" (Tit.
i. 14)
or when another of the New Testament writers, closely
affiliated with this one, and writing at about the same time,
reminds the Christians that they "were redeemed (kvTpovadau),
not with corruptible things, with silver or gold, from their vain
manner of life handed down from their fathers, but with precious blood, as of a lamb without blemish and without spot,
survey of the

brief

desirable in order to justify the last

;

89

For a

fuller discussion of

see the Article,
70

Cf. A.

"Redemption"

the implications of the

New

Testament usage,

in Hastings' "Dictionary of the Apostolic Church."

Deissmann, "Light from the Ancient East,"

p.

331 and note

6.
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even the blood of Christ" (I Pet. i. 18). There is in these passages an express intimation that the deliverance described by the
verb \vTpodadaL as wrought by our Lord, was wrought in the
mode of a ransoming. He gave Himself in working it. He gave
His blood, as a lamb's blood is given at the altar. We cannot
fail to hear here the echoes of His own declaration, that He came
to give His life a ransom for many, or to perceive that the verb
\vTpovadai is employed in its native etymological sense of a deliverance by means of a price paid. It is not less clear that the
noun \vTpu>(Tis is used in the same natural sense in Heb. ix. 12,
where, as in I Pet. i. 18, the blood of Jesus is compared with
here with the blood of goats and calves
less precious things
and He is asserted, by means of this His own blood, to have
"procured eternal redemption." No subtlety of interpretation
can rid such passages of their implication of ransoming.
The specialty of the New Testament usage lies, however,
not in these simple forms, but in the large use made of the rare
compound substantive, awoXvTpcoa is. This unusual form occurs
seven times in the Epistles of Paul, twice in the Epistle to the
Hebrews and once in the Gospel of Luke. 71 The preposition euro
("away from") with which it is compounded, no doubt, calls
especial attention to the deliverance wrought by the ransoming
intimated; and we are prepared, therefore, to see this form used
when the mind is directed rather to the effects than to the process of the ransoming. 72 That does not justify us, however, in
supposing the term to declare the effects alone, with a total
neglect of the process, namely ransoming, by which they are

—

—

71

"This rare word," exclaims Deissmann

(p.

331, note 2)

"occurs seven

times in St. Paul!"
72

says:

This

is

what Chrysostom means,

"And he

in his

comment on Rom.

iii.

24,

when he

said not simply, \vTpuo-is (ransoming) but airoXvTpua-is (ransoming

away), so that we come not again into the same bondage." Our ransoming removed us from the bondage under which we had suffered so that we were in no
danger of falling back into it. Cf., R. C. Trench, "Synonymsof the N. T 7 .," 1871, p.
273; A. Deissmann, "Light from the Ancient East," p. 331, note 3. This is probably also all that Theophylact means when he defines airoKbrpuo is as "recall
(eirav&KXriTLs) from captivity," not intending to deny that a ransoming is intimated (as Trench and Deissmann suppose) but emphasizing the reference to the
effects of the transaction.
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attained. In point of fact, in a number of instances the deliverance declared is in one way or another distinctly defined by the
context as having been obtained by the payment of a price.
Thus, in Heb. ix. 15, we are told that this deliverance was
wrought by a death; in Eph. i. 7 by the blood of Christ; in
Rom. iii. 24 by His being offered as a propitiatory sacrifice.
The implications of the term being fixed by its usage in
such passages, it is necessarily interpreted in accordance with

them on the other occasions where

it

occurs.

Some

of these are

so closely connected with these normative passages, indeed, as
to be inevitably carried on with them in the same sense. Thus
Eph. i. 14 must be read in connection with Eph. i. 7; and Col.
i. 14 but repeats Eph. i. 14 and cannot bear a different meaning.

From these passages, however, we learn that the effects of the
ransoming intimated by aTroXvrpoxns stretch into the far future
and are not all reaped until the end itself. Thus the key is
given us for the understanding of it in its "eschatological"
application, as it occurs in Luke xxi. 28, Rom. viii. 33, Eph. iv.
30. 73 In such passages the ultimate effects of the ransoming
wrought by Jesus in His death are spoken of, not some new
and different deliverance, unconnected with that ransoming or
with any ransoming, and most certainly not some ransoming
distinct from that. The mind of the writer is on the death of
Christ as the procuring cause of the deliverance which he is
representing by his employment of this term as obtained only
at such a cost.
No doubt there are a couple of passages in which there is
73

Cf. J. B. Lightfoot's

two-fold: (1)

it

comment on Eph.

may be initial and immediate,

1. 7:

— "The

AToXbrpucrts

may

be

the liberation from the consequences

and the inauguration of a new and independent life, as here: so Rom.
i. 30, Col. i. 14, Heb. ix. 15; or (2) future and final, the ultimate
emancipation from the power of evil in all its forms, as in Luke xxi. 28.
Rom. viii. 23; comp. Heb. xi. 35. In the latter sense it is used below, ver. 14, and
." The point to be emphasized is that the only difference between
iv. 30.
these two classes of passages concerns the particular effects of the one "ransoming" by the blood of Christ which are for the moment engaging the mind of
the writer as he^ thinks of what Christ has ransomed us away from. There is no
specifically "eschatological sense" of biroXiTpuais; there is only an eschatological
application of the ransoming which has been wrought by Christ's gift of Himself.
of past sin

iii.

24, I Cor.

.

.

.

.

.

—
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less to go upon. There is nothing in I Cor. i. 30, for example, 74
which would independently fix the sense of the term as there

But it is unnecessary that there should be, in the presence of so firmly established a significance for it. We must, of
used.

course, read

it

here in accordance with

cations supported

by

its

etymological impli-

usage elsewhere: particularly in a
writer like Paul whose whole thought of "redemption" is
coloured through and through with the blood of Christ. 75 And
there is certainly no reason why we should not conceive the
its

xi. 35 as one to be purchased by
which the victims were unwilling to pay. That is
indeed implied in the declaration that they would not accept
deliverance, because they were looking for a better resurrection. Does it not mean that they would not accept deliverance,
on the terms, say, apostasy, on which alone it could be had?
It is quite clear in sum that airokbrpwcns in the New Testament
is conceived, in accordance with its native connotation, and its
usage elsewhere, distinctly as a ransoming; and that that implication must be read in it on every occasion of its occurrence.
There remain, to be sure, three or four instances of the occurrence of the simple forms
\vrpovadai Luke xxiv. 21,

deliverance spoken of in Heb.

some

price

in writings
Luke 68, 38, Xurpwhs Acts
35 —
— which have the peculiarity of standing on the plane

\i)Tpoi(ns

of

Luke

of the

•

i.

vii.

ii.

Old Testament dispensation, and

unaffected in their suggestions

had come

of being consequently

by the new

ransoming death

all

revelation which

When

Zacharias
promise to
him of a son, He had "visited and brought redemption for His
people" (Luke i. 68); when Anna spoke of God "to all those
that were looking for the redemption of Jerusalem" (Luke ii.
38); when the two disciples, on their journey to Emmaus, bewailed to one another the death of Jesus, because they had
in the

blessed the Lord, the

74

Cf. Johannes Weiss'

God

of Christ.

of Israel, because in the

comment on

this passage.

G. P. Wetter, "Charis," 1913, p. 21, says strikingly: "Something great,
something not to be understood, has happened to all men. And this great thing is
an act of God, an &iro\vTpuais, a ransoming, of course out of the earlier condition
of wrath and condemnation, and that means with Paul that it happened on the
75

cross."
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—

it is clear
hoped that "it was He that should redeem Israel"
enough that we are still on Old Testament ground. The redemptive " death which Jesus was to accomplish at Jerusalem" is
not in sight to illuminate and give precision to the ideas which

inform the language. In these passages, belonging to the dawn
of the new dispensation, the usage of the Septuagint may not
unnaturally be thought to prolong itself. And this point of
view may, no doubt, not unnaturally be extended to such a passage as Acts vii. 35, where Moses, thought of as a type of Christ,
is called a " redeemer." Even this is not to say, however, that
\vTpovadai, \vTpucns, Xvtpwttjs stand in these passages wholly
without implication of ransoming. As they were written down
by Luke, they doubtless were written down with Calvary read
into their heart. As they were originally spoken they were doubtless informed with longings which though surer of the deliverance promised than instructed in the precise manner in which it
should be wrought, were not without some premonitions, vague
and unformed, perhaps, that it would be costly. Those who
spoke these words were not mere Jews (as we might say) they
were the " quiet in the land" whose hearts were instructed
above their fellows. After all, the main fact is that in the Old
Testament, and in these few echoes of the Old Testament usage
"in the beginnings of the Gospel," before the light of the cross
had shined upon the world, the great deliverance which was
longed for from God, was spoken of, not in the use of terms
;

—

which expressed merely deliverance
of which plenty to
choose from lay at hand
but in the use of terms which

—

enshrined in their heart the conception of ransoming.

Whatever we may think, however, of these few phrases
preserved by Luke from the speech of men still only looking
forward to the Gospel, they obviously stand apart from the
general New Testament usage. That usage, whether of Xvrpova-dai (Tit.

ii.

hirokbTpoxris

14, I Pet.

(Luke

xxi.

i.

18), Xurpcoo-ts

Rom.

iii.

Heb.

(Heb.

ix.

24, viii. 23, I Cor.

12), or of
i.

30,

Eph.

very distinctly
a usage in which the native sense of this group of words
the
express sense of ransoming
is clearly preserved. We shall
i.

7, 14, iv. 30,

Col.

i.

14,

—

ix. 15, xi. 35), is

—
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not do justice to the New Testament use of these terms unless
we read them in every instance of their occurrence as intimating that the deliverance which they assert has been accomplished, in accordance with the native sense of the

which

it is

expressed,

by means

of a

words in

ransom-paying.

IV
but it is not without an ingroup of terms is used in
the earliest Patristic literature. Three currents of inheritance
unite here, and the effect is naturally to impart to the resultant
usage a certain lack of consistency and sureness. There was
the general Greek tradition, which gave to all the members of
the group the uniform connotation of ransoming. There was the
Septuagint modification of the simple terms, which wrought
the more powerfully because the Septuagint supplied a rich
body of quotable passages that were everywhere employed as
It is not of large importance,

terest of its

own

to observe

how

this

and hope. And there was the New
which the deliverance wrought by Christ
is distinctly presented as a ransoming, but in which also a certain tendency is manifested to throw the emphasis on the
effects of this ransoming and especially on its ultimate effect
in delivering us from the wrath of God at the end-time. We
vehicles of Christian faith

Testament usage

in

can observe the influence of all these currents at work.
In the first age, to be sure, there is no very copious use
made of this group of terms. Only \vrpov, \vTpovadat and \vtpoMns occur, for example, in the Apostolic Fathers; and they
only sparingly.
Avrpov occurs twice and in both instances, of course, in its
natural sense of " ransom." " Thou shalt work with thy hands,"
says Barnabas

(xix.

10),

commanding

diligence in business,

"for a ransom for thy sins." And in the Epistle to Diognetus,
the greatness and power of God in our salvation is beautifully
praised because "in pity

Himself parted with His

He

took upon Himself our sins and
as a ransom for us, the holy

own Son

for the lawless, the guiltless for the evil, the just for the unjust,
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the incorruptible for the corruptible, the immortal for the

mortal."
it

Kvrpovadai occurs nine times. In some of these occurrences,
has reference to human rather than divine acts. One of these

Clem. lv. "Many among ourselves have delivered thembondage that they might ransom others." The native
notion of ransoming intrinsic to the verb is here expressed very
purely. This note is less clearly struck in Hermas, " Mand.," viii.
10. Hermas is giving a catalogue of Christian duties. "Hear
now what follow upon these," he says: "To minister to widows,
to visit the orphans and the needy, to ransom the servants of
God from their afflictions, to be hospitable." And the note of
ransoming appears to have sunk into silence in another passage of Hermas ("Vis.," iv. 1, 7). Pursued by a dreadful beast,
he says, "And I began to cry and to beseech the Lord that He
would deliver me from him." Dependence appears to be put
on the might of God.
In none of these instances is there reference to the great
normal deliverance which the redemption of God is. This is
spoken of, however, in Ignatius' Christ-like prayer for the peris I

selves to

secutors of his friends (Phil.

ii.

1):

"May

those

who

them with dishonor be redeemed through the grace
Christ."
(xix. 2):

And it
"Thou

is

treated
of Jesus

spoken of also in Barnabas' exhortation
Him that redeemed thee from

shalt glorify

death." Neither passage gives clear intimation of

how

the re-

supposed to be wrought. Nor indeed
does the earlier passage in Barnabas (xiv. 4-8) in which, within the space of a few lines, he uses Aut povad'at of the saving work
of our Lord no less than four times. We quote Lightfoot's version with its odd variations in the rendering of the term: "Even
the Lord Jesus, who was prepared beforehand hereunto, that,
appearing in person, He might redeem out of darkness our
hearts which had already been paid over unto death.
For
it is written how the Father chargeth Him to deliver us from

demption spoken

of is

.

.

.

We perceive, then, whence we are ransomed.
Again the prophet saith,
'Thus saith the Lord that
ransomed thee, even God.' " The citation at the end is from Isa.
darkness.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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where the Septuagint has 6 pvaa/xevos. Why Barnabas
is a matter of conjecture. Possibly
it was inadvertent. Possibly it was due to his having already
written \vTpovaB cu three times, and he adjusts his text to the
language of the passage into which he brings it. Possibly he
substitutes a term which more exactly describes what Christ
Christianizes Isaiah's language, in a word. In
actually did
the only remaining passage in which XvTpovadcu occurs in the
Apostolic Fathers, II Clem. xvii. 4, it is used in the so-called
" eschatological sense," illustrated in the New Testament by
Luke xxi. 28, Rom. viii. 23, Eph. i. 14, iv. 30, Col. i. 14: "The
Lord said, I will come to gather together all the peoples, tribes
and tongues.' And He means by this the day of His epiphany,
when, coming, He shall redeem us, each according to his works."
The only other form which occurs in the Apostolic Fathers
is \vTpo)<TLs and it occurs only twice (I Clem. xii. 7, Did. iv. 6,
cf. Barn. xix. 10 as v.r. for \vrpov). In Did. iv. 6, the Christians
are being exhorted to almsgiving, and quite after the Jewish
fashion (cf. Dan. iv. 24 Theod.) the exhortation takes the
form: "If thou hast aught passing through thy hands, thou
shalt give a ransom for thy sins." Almsgiving is a means of
xlix.

6

ff.

substitutes 6 \vrpw(rap.evos

—

'

securing deliverance it is the purchase-price paid for immunity
from deserved punishment. In I Clem. xii. 7, the scarlet thread
which Rahab hung out of the window is declared to have showed
beforehand that "through the blood of the Lord there shall be
redemption unto all them that believe and hope in God." Here
also the sense is distinctly that of ransoming, and the price
paid for redemption is noted as Christ's blood.
This is rather a meagre showing for the currency of the
language of redemption in the first age of the Church. The
:

Apostolic Fathers are notable, however, for poverty of doctrinal content

:

perhaps

it is

only natural that this doctrine too
We receive no impression

finds only occasional allusion in them.

that \vrpova6ai and

its

derivatives are

employed

as technical

They appear to be cursorily used in the several senses and applications
in which they would naturally suggest themselves to writers
terms, as established vehicles of a definite doctrine.
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The term

New Testament

Paul's airo\vTpai<ns
does not occur here at all. And the
terms that do occur are dealt with freely and librate in their
suggestion between the two extremes of a strict ransoming and
with the balance falling, as
an undifferentiated deliverance

—

was natural,

in the direction of the stricter signification.

—

When we

advance to the next age
the age of the Apolomeet with similar phenomena, though for a different reason. Apologies are no more natural receptacles of
doctrinal terms than practical letters. No single term of our
group of words occurs in a single Apology of this epoch. The
whole period would be barren of these terms were it not that
the Dialogue between Justin and Trypho happens to have been
gists

— we

written in

and

it.

It this Dialogue, \vTpovadaL

XvrpaxTLS, Aurpcorifc

be observed,

first

and

appears seven times,

airoXvTpoxTis each once.

in Christian literature,

" Redeemer" (Xurpcor 17s).

And here

first in

is

Here

it will

our Lord called

uninspired Christian

—

and it does not
appear here of Christ's redemption of His people to which usage Paul had consecrated it, but only of the redemption of
Israel through Moses.
It is clear that the mind of this writer is not on these terms
as technical terms for the Christian salvation, described in its
mode. Of the ten passages in which they occur six are citations
from the Old Testament: xix. 6 (Ez. xx. 12, 20), "That ye may

literature does Paul's diro\vTpoi(ns reappear

that I am God who redeemed you" (LXX: "who sanctiyou"); xxvi. 3 (Isa. lxii. 12), "And he shall call it a holy
nation, redeemed by the Lord"; xxxiv. 5 (Ps. lxxii. 14); "He
shall redeem their souls from usury and injustice"; cxix. 3 (Isa.
lxii. 12), "And they shall call them the holy people, redeemed
of the Lord"; xxvi. 4 (Isa. lxiii. 4), "For the day of retribution
has come upon them, and the year of redemption (Kvtpcouls) is
present"; xxx. 3 (Ps. xviii. (xix.) 15), "For we call him Helper
and Redeemer (Xurpcor 17s)." In two more of them the allusion
is not to the Christian redemption but to the Deliverance of
Israel from Egypt: cxxxi. 3, "Ye who were redeemed from

know
fieth
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Egypt with a high hand and a visitation of great glory, when
the sea was parted for you"; lxxxvi. 1, " Moses was sent with
a rod to effect the redemption (airoXvTpoxris) of the people and
;

with this in his hands at the head of the people he divided the
sea."

Only two passages remain

in

which Justin uses \vrpovadai

own instance of the Christian redemption.
The first of these is lxxxiii. 3. Here Justin is commenting on
the Jewish attempt to interpret Ps. ex. 1 ff. of Hezekiah: "The
Lord saith to my Lord, Sit at my right hand, till I make thine
at his

enemies

my

footstool.

Jerusalem, and

it

He

shall

send forth a rod of power over
midst of thine enemies. In

shall rule in the

the splendor of the saints before the morning star have I be-

The Lord hath sworn and will not repent, Thou art
a priest forever after the order of Melchizedek." He asks scornfully, "Who does not admit then, that Hezekiah is no priest
after the order of Melchizedek? And who does not know that
he is not the redeemer (KvTpovfxevos) of Jerusalem? And who does
not know that he neither sent a rod of power over Jerusalem,
nor ruled in the midst of her enemies; but that it was God who
averted from him the enemies after he mourned and was
." The reference to Jesus here is
afflicted? But our Jesus.
only indirect and the exact nature of the redemption spoken
of is not clear.
gotten thee.

.

.

The other passage, lxxxvi. 6, is clearer. It runs: "Our Christ
by being crucified on the tree, and by purifying us with water,
has redeemed us, though plunged in the direst offences which
us a house of prayer and
adoration." Here it is from sin that we are said to have been

we have committed, and has made

its guilt and from its pollution. The redeeming act is seen in the crucifixion; while the cleansing by
baptism is associated with that as co-cause of the effect. The
whole process of salvation is thus included in what is called
redemption; the impetration and application of salvation alike.
There is a price paid; and there is a work wrought. So broadly

redeemed, both from

does Justin conceive of the scope of Xvrpovo-daL.
We need not pursue the matter further. With Justin

we

are
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already a hundred years later than the New Testament usage.
perceive that, under the varied influences moulding its

We

usage, the idea of redemption in the early fathers is at once
very deep and very broad. It has not lost the implication of
ransoming with which it began,but it embraces the whole process of salvation, which, beginning with our ransoming by the
precious blood of Jesus, proceeds with our purification from sin,
to end only with our deliverance from the final destruction and
our ushering into the eternal glory. The breadth of the reference
is interestingly illustrated in the opening words of the beautiful
letter of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne in Gaul. It is the
New Testament word awoXvTpojais which is used here. "The
servants of Christ residing at Vienne and Lyons in Gaul," the
letter begins, "to the brethren throughout Asia and Phrygia
who hold with us the same faith and hope of redemption, peace
and grace and glory from God the Father and Christ Jesus our
Lord." 76 "Who have the same faith and hope in the redemption that

we have"

—

oi avrriv rrjs d7roXurpdj<rea)s

rmtv

tt'kttlv

nai k\wi8a exovres.

Adolf Harnack

77

warns us against supposing that the terms
and the like refer always
or regularly
to deliverance from sin. "In the superscription of the Epistle
from Lyons, for example," he says, "it is manifestly the future
redemption that is to be understood by &7roXi>rpco<ns." Harnack's
fault lies in introducing an illicit alternative. It is not a matter
of either the redemption from sin or the future deliverance
from wrath. Both are embraced. The writers of the letter speak
not only of the common hope of redemption, but before that
of the common faith in redemption: "to all that have the same
faith and hope in redemption that we have." It is a redemption
that has taken place in the past and that extends in its effects
into the farthest future, of which they speak.
It was just this comprehensiveness of redemption, meeting
all our needs here and hereafter, that filled the hearts of the
fathers with adoring gratitude. They did not think of eliminat<ro)T7]pia,

—

—

airoXvTpooaLs

78

Eusebius, H. E., V.

77

"History of Dogma," E. T.,

1. 3.
i.

p.

202 note (German

ed.,

i.

p.

145 note).
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ing the fundamental ransoming in which

one

side,

because their outlook on

it

its effects

consisted on the

extended on the

other to the final deliverance from the wrath of God. There

is

marked tendency among the fathers to speak of
work as double, past and future. Christ came, says Ori-

therefore a
Christ's

gen, 78 "in order that \vTpwd&iiev

/cat

pvad&fxev

from the enemy"

— not for the one or the other, but for both. "Christ endured
death for our sakes," says Eusebius, 79 "giving Himself as a
\vrpov nai avriypvxov for those who are to be saved by Him." He
died as a ransom certainly: but the salvation purchased by
this ransom-price works itself out steadily in its successive
stages unto the very end. This is the key to the "broad" use
of XvrpovadaL and its derivatives of the redemption that is in
Christ Jesus. 80
78

"Horn.

XIV

on Jer.," Ed. Klostermann,

III. 116.1.

Fragment on "The Theophany," Migne, xxiv. 633 B.
We have no concern here with the Patristic doctrine of the ransoming
from Satan; see J. Wirtz, "Die Lehre von der Apolytrosis," 1906, on the early
79
80

history of that.

•

X
"REDEEMER" AND "REDEMPTION"

"REDEEMER" AND "REDEMPTION"
There is no one of the titles of Christ
to Christian hearts than " Redeemer."

1

which is more precious
There are others, it is

true, which are more often on the lips of Christians. The acknowledgment of our submission to Christ as our Lord, the
recognition of what we owe to Him as our Saviour,
these
things, naturally, are most frequently expressed in the names
we call Him by. " Redeemer," however, is a title of more intimate revelation than either "Lord" or "Saviour." It gives
expression not merely to our sense that we have received salvation from Him, but also to our appreciation of what it cost

—

Him

to procure this salvation for us. It

is

the

name

specifically

Whenever we pronounce it, the cross
is placarded before our eyes and our hearts are filled with loving remembrance not only that Christ has given us salvation,
of the Christ of the cross.

but that He paid a mighty price for it.
It is a name, therefore, which is charged with deep emotion,
and is to be found particularly in the language of devotion.
Christian song is vocal with it. How it appears in Christian
song, we may see at once from old William Dunbar's invocation,
"My King, my Lord, and my Redeemer sweit." Or even from
Shakespeare's description of a lost loved-one as

"The

precious

image of our dear Redeemer." Or from Christina Rossetti's,

"Up Thy
Thou

Hill of Sorrows
all

alone,

man's Redeemer,
Climbing to a Throne."

Jesus,

Best of
scribes
1

all

perhaps from Henry Vaughan's ode which he in-

"To my most

From The Princeton

merciful,

my

most

loving,

and dearly-

Theological Review, vol. xiv, 1916, pp. 177-201.

Opening

Address, delivered in Miller Chapel, Princeton Theological Seminary, September
17, 1915.

Some

references

and explanatory notes have been added.
375

;
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Redeemek;

loved

the ever blessed, the only

Holy and Just

One, Jesus Christ, The Son of the living God, and
Virgin Mary," and in which he sings to

"My dear Redeemer,
And

life

too,

and

the

Sacred

the world's light,

my

heart's delight."

Terms of affection gather to it. Look into your hymns. Fully
and twenty of those in our own "Hymnal" celebrate our
Lord under the name of "Redeemer." 2

eight

Let our whole soul an offering be
To our Redeemer's Name;
While we pray for pardoning grace,
Through our Redeemer's Name;
Almighty Son, Incarnate Word,
Our Prophet, Priest, Redeemer, Lord;
To that dear Redeemer's praise
Who the covenant sealed with blood;
for a thousand tongues to sing
My dear Redeemer's praise;
To our Redeemer's glorious Name

Awake

the sacred song;

Intercessor, Friend of sinners,

Earth's Redeemer, plead for me;
All hail, Redeemer, hail,

For Thou hast died

for

me;

Let us learn the wondrous story
Of our great Redeemer's birth;
Guide where our infant Redeemer is laid;
dear Redeemer and my Lord
All glory, laud and honor
To Thee Redeemer, King;
Your Redeemer's conflict see;

My

2

The references

are (by

Hymns and

Verses)

:

52. 3; 54. 2; 59. 2; 73. 3; 147. 1;

148. 1; 150. 3; 162. 4; 172. 6; 190. 1,5; 197.1; 216. 1; 218. 1; 239. 3; 276. 1; 293. 3:
300. 1; 311.2; 331. 3; 401. 4; 445. 3; 454. 3; 476. 5; 555. 1; 569. 3; 593. 2; 649. 2:

651.

1.
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Maker and Redeemer,
Life

Our

and Health of all;
Redeemer, ere He breathed

blest

His tender,

last farewell;

Here the Redeemer's welcome voice
Spreads heavenly peace around;

The church our blest Redeemer saved
With His own precious blood;
The slain, the risen Son,
Redeemer, Lord alone;

The path our dear Redeemer trod

May

we, rejoicing, tread;

Till o'er

our ransomed nature

The Lamb

for sinners slain,

Redeemer, King, Creator,
In bliss returns to reign;
the sweet wonders of that cross
Where my Redeemer loved and died;
Once, the world's Redeemer, dying,
Bore our sins upon the Tree;
Redeemer, come I open wide
:

My heart to
1

know

that

thee;

my Redeemer

lives;

For, every good

In the Redeemer came;

A heart

resigned, submissive, meek,

My great Redeemer's throne;
Jesus, merciful

Redeemer;

Father, and Redeemer, hear.

From our earliest childhood the preciousness of this title
has been impressed upon us. In "The Shorter Catechism," as
the most precise and significant designation of Christ, from the
point of view of what He has done for us, it takes the place of the
more usual "Saviour," which never occurs in that document.
Thus there is permanently imprinted on the hearts of us all,
the great fact that "the only Redeemer of God's elect is the

:
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Lord Jesus Christ"; through whom, in the execution of His
a Prophet, of a Priest, and of a King, God delivers us
out of the estate of sin and misery and brings us into an estate
of salvation. 3 The same service is performed for our sister, Episoffices of

copalian, communion by its "Book of Common Prayer." The
" Redeemer " is applied in it to Christ about a dozen times 4

title

O God

the Son, Redeemer of the world;
Our blessed Saviour and Redeemer;

Joyfully receive

Him

for our

Redeemer;

Jesus Christ, our Mediator and Redeemer;

The merits

of our Saviour

and Redeemer;

Lord, our Saviour and Redeemer;
Jesus Christ, our only Saviour and Redeemer;

Our Redeemer and the author of everlasting
Our Redeemer and the author of everlasting
O Lord our strength and our Redeemer;
Only Mediator and Redeemer.

life;

life;

title "Redeemer" to exwhat we owe to Christ, has prevailed in the
a millennium and a half. It comes with a little

This constant pregnant use of the
press our sense of

Church

for, say,

shock of surprise to learn that it has not always prevailed. In
the first age of the Church, however, the usage had not become
so characteristic of Christians as to
literary remains.

epithet

So

stamp

itself

upon

their

far as appears, the first occurrence of the

"Redeemer"

as applied to Christ in extant Christian

"Dialogue with Trypho the
Jew," which was written about the middle of the second century. 5 And it does not seem to occur frequently for a couple of
centuries more. This is not to say that it was not in use among
literature

1

is

in Justin Martyr's

Questions, 20

and

21.

According to the concordance of the (American) "Book of Common Prayer,"
published by the Rev. J. Courtney Jones, 1898. The actual number, as will be
*

seen, is eleven.
6

"For we call Him Helper {BoyBbv) and Redeemer (Avrpwrriv),
name even the Demons do fear"; cf. 83.3 Justin is applying
language of Ps. xviii. 14 (LXX: E. V. xix. 14). AvTpwrrjs occurs in

"Dial.," 30. 3:

the power of whose
to Christ the

the

LXX only at Ps.

xviii.

14 and Ps. Ixxvii.

(lxxviii) 35.

"REDEEMER" AND "REDEMPTION"
Christians during this early period.

Book

When

379

Eusebius opens the

"Church History" with the words, "Thanks
for all things be given unto God the omnipotent Ruler and King
of the universe, and the greatest thanks to Jesus Christ, the
Saviour and Redeemer of our souls," it is quite clear that he is
not describing Christ by an unwonted name. Even more clear
is it that Justin is not inventing a new name for Christ when he
tells Trypho that Christians depend upon Jesus Christ to preserve them from the demons which they had served in the time
of their heathenism, "for we call Him Helper and Redeemer,
the power of whose name even the demons do fear." Indeed, he
explicitly tells us that the Christians were accustomed to employ this name of Christ: "we call Him Redeemer" he says.
tenth

of his

Nevertheless

it

seems hardly likely that so

use of this designation would have been

little

left in

trace of the

the extant litera-

ture of the day, if it had occupied then quite the place it has
occupied in later ages. This applies also to the New Testament.

New Testament of the idea
redemption wrought by Christ, the designation "Redeemer"
is not once applied to Christ in the New Testament. The word
"Redeemer" occurs, indeed, only a single time in the New
Testament, and then as a title of Moses, not of Christ,
although it is applied to Moses only as a type of Christ and presupposes its employment of Christ. 6
The comparative rarity of the use of this title of Christ in
the first age of the Church is probably due, in part at least, to
the intense concreteness of the Greek term (Avrpwr^s) which
our "Redeemer" represents, and the definiteness with which
it imputes a particular function to our Lord, as Saviour. This
gave it a sharply analytical character, which, perhaps, militated
against its adoption into wide devotional use until the analytical edges had been softened a little by habit. A parallel may
perhaps be found in the prevalence in the New Testament of
the locution, "He died in our behalf" over the more analytiFor, despite the prominence in the
of

—

8
Acts vii. 35; cf. H. A. W. Meyer and J. A. Alexander in loc. Christ is called
"Deliverer" only once in the New Testament (Rom. xi. 26) and then by an
adaptation of an Old Testament passage.
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cally exact,

"He

died in our stead."

frequently enough to show that
in the

minds

of the

New

it

The

latter occurs; occurs

expresses the fact as

Testament

writers.

But these

it

lay

writers

expressed themselves instinctively rather in the former

mode

was a more direct expression of the sense of benefit
received, which was the overpowering sentiment which filled
their hearts. That Christ died instead of them was the exact
truth, analytically stated; that He died for their sake was the
broad fact which suffused their hearts with loving emotion.
The word "Redeemer" is of course of Latin origin, and we
owe it, together with its cognates "redemption," "redeem,"
"redeemed," to the nomenclature of Latin theology, and ultimately to the Latin Bible. These Latin words, however, do
not, at their best, exactly reproduce the group of Greek words
which they represent in the New Testament, although they
are underlaid by the same fundamental idea of purchase. Etymologically, redimo, redeem/ means to buy back, while the
Greek term which it renders in the New Testament (XvTpovadai)
means rather to buy out, or, to employ its exact equivalent, to
ransom. Our English word "ransom" is, of course, philologically
because

it

1

speaking, only a doublet of "redemption." But, in losing the
significant

form

of that

word,

it

has more completely than

that word lost also the suggestion that the purchase which

it

a re-purchase. It might have been better, therefore, if, instead of "redemption," "to redeem," "redeemed,"
"redeemer," we had employed as the representatives of the
Greek terms (kvTpovadcu, Xurpcocrts, &7roAurpco(ns, Xurpcor^s)
"ransom," "to ransom," "ransomed," "ransomer."
intimates

Of

is

these, only the noun,

the English

New

"ransom" has

Testament,

—

our Lord Himself declares that

actually a place in

in the great passage in

which

He "came,

not to be ministered
unto but to minister, and to give His life a ransom for many"
(Mt. xx. 28 = Mk. x. 45), and in its echo in the scarcely less
great declaration of Paul that the one mediator between God
and men, Himself man, Christ Jesus, "gave Himself a ransom
for all" (I Tim. ii. 6). Nevertheless these terms, emphatically
defining, like the

Greek terms which they represent, the work

"
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of Christ in

made
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a place for them-

selves in the language of Christian devotion only a little inferior to that of those

which somewhat

less exactly define it in

terms of redeeming. The noun of agent, "Ransomer," is used,
it is true, comparatively rarely; although its use, as a designation of Christ, seems actually to have preceded in English
literature that of " Redeemer," or even of its forerunner, the
now obsolete "Redemptor." The earliest citation for " Re-

deemer" given by the " Oxford Dictionary," at all events,
of "Recomes from the middle of the fifteenth century 7
while "Ransomer" is
demptor" from the late fourteenth 8
cited from the "Cursor Mundi," some half a century earlier:
." "Ransomer" is found
"Christ and king and ransconer
side by side with "Redeemer" in William Dunbar's verses at
the opening of the sixteenth century: "Thy Ransonner with
woundis fyve"; and is placed literally by its side by John Foxe
in the "Book of Martyrs" in the middle of that century, apparently as more closely defining the nature of the saving act
of Him whom Foxe calls "the onlie sauior, redeemer and raunsomer of them which were lost in Adam our forefather."
The other forms have, however, been more widely used in

—

'

—

.

all

ages of English literature.

The

.

character of their earlier use

may

be illustrated again from William Dunbar who tells us
that "the heaven's king is clad in our nature, Us from the death
with ransom to redress"; or from a couple of very similar instances from even earlier verses. In one, Christ is described as
Him "that deyid up on the rood, To raunsoun synfull creature." 9 In the other He is made Himself to say

"Vpon

a crosse nayled I was for the,
pay the rawnison." 10

Soffred deth to

Milton, our theological poet

speaks of Christ

by way

as, in rising, raising

of eminence, not only
with Himself, "His breth-

Higden (Rolls) viii, 201: 'A man
havynge woundes
woundes of Criste, seyenge that he was redemer of man.'
8
"1377, Langland: 'And after his resurrecioun Redemptor was his name.'"
9
"Oxford Dictionary," sub voc: "1414, Brampton, Penit. Ps. (Percy
10
Society), 28."
"Political Poems," etc. (ed. Furnivale), p. ills
7

in his

"1432-1450,

body lyke

tr.

to the

.

.

.

;

:
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ren,

:

ransom'd with His own dear

describes

Him

as

"man's

life,"

but discriminatingly

friend, his mediator, his design'd

both ransom and redeemer voluntarie." "We learn with wonder," says Cowper, almost in Milton's manner, "how this world
began, who made, who marr'd, and who has ransom'd man."
Or, coming at once to our own days Tennyson can put upon the
lips of a penitent sinner, the desire to minister (as he expresses
it) "to poor sick people, richer in His eyes who ransom'd us,
and haler too, than I." Let us appeal, however, again to our
hymns.
Surprisingly few instances appear, in the hymns gathered in
our own "Hymnal" at least, of the use of the noun "ransom,"
for which direct warrant is given in the text of our English
New Testament. Only, it appears, these three 11
Father of heaven, whose love profound
A ransom for our souls hath found;
I'd sing the precious blood He spilt

My ransom from the
Of

Jesus, all

All

Thy

Father's will obeyed,

Hear

But

dreadful guilt

and wrath divine
our ransom paid,

sin

us,

Holy

Jesus.

as over against the dozen times that the
12

word "redeemed"

"Hymnal" we have counted no

fewer than
twenty-two times in which the word "ransomed" occurs. In a
couple of these instances, the two words stand together 13
occurs

in this

He crowns thy life with love,
When ransomed from the grave;
He that redeemed my soul from hell,
Hath
11

sovereign power to save.

59. 1; 159. 2; 227. vi, 1.

The verb "ransom,"

141. 6); see below, note 14, for the

of course, also occurs

(e.

g.

form "ransomed."

" Redeemed, 55. 5; 88. 2; 130. 4; 150. 4; 172. 3; 236. 4; 336. 1; 383. 5; 396. 2;
453. 5; 546. 1; 642. 1. Consult, however, the following also: Redeeming, 81.1;
179. 3; 223. 5; 332. 2; 402. 2; 441. 4; 470. 2 ; 609. 1; Redemption, 141. 4; 152. 2;
258. 4; 259. 1; 264. 1; 265. 4; 394. 1; 395. 1; 406. 2; 435. 4.

"

130. 4; 453. 5.
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And when, redeemed from
With

The

all

sin

and

383

hell,

the ransomed throng I dwell.

others run as follows: 14

Then be His love in Christ proclaimed
With all our ransomed powers;
Ransomed, healed,

Who

restored, forgiven,

me

His praise should sing;
Sing on your heavenly way,
like

Ye ransomed sinners, sing;
Ye ransomed from the fall,
Hail Him who saves you by His

grace;

Bring our ransomed souls at last
Where they need no star to guide;
One, the light of God's own presence
O'er His ransomed people shed;
A wretched sinner, lost to God,
But ransomed by Emanuel's blood;

Thy ransomed

host in glory;

My ransomed soul shall be
Through

all

eternity

Offered to thee;

Our ransomed

spirits rise to

Thee;

whom He hath ransomed fail
When we, a ransomed nation,

Let none

Thy

to greet

Him;

scepter shall obey;

Till o'er o^ir

The Lamb

ransomed nature
for sinners slain,

Redeemer, King, Creator,
In

bliss returns to reign;

Till all the

Fall

ransomed number

down

before the throne;

Blessed are the sons of God,

They
They
"

are bought with Christ's
are

own

blood,

ransomed from the grave;

132. 4; 134. 1; 154. 4; 157. 4; 189. 4; 303. 2; 325. 2; 354. 4; 375. 4; 390. 4;

395. 5; 399. 2; 401. 4; 420. 3; 421. 1; 441. 3; 444. 1; 512. 2; 636. 4.

;

384

;
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ransomed church of God
to sin no more
Lord, was shed
Thy blood,
That I might ransomed be

Till all the

Be saved

Where streams

of living

My ransomed soul

water flow

He

leadeth;

His laud and benediction

Thy ransomed

people raise.

It does not appear, then, that Christian emotion would
have found any more difficulty in gathering about the term
" ransom" and its derivatives, and consecrating them as the
channel of its expression, than it has found in gathering around
and consecrating " redeem" and its derivatives. Had these
terms taken their proper place in our English New Testament
as the exact renderings of the Greek terms now less precisely
rendered by " redeem" and its derivatives, and had they from
the English New Testament entered into our familiar Christian
"
speech, there is no reason to doubt that " Christ our Ransomer
would now be as precious to the Christian heart as " Christ
our Redeemer" is. There is certainly no one who will not judge
with old John Brown that "a Ransomer," especially one who
has ransomed us "at such a rate," "will be most tender" of
His ransomed ones; 15 and His ransomed ones, realizing what
His ransoming of them involved, may be trusted
if we may
take the language of our hymns as indications
to speak of
Him with the deepest gratitude and love. Nor should we consider it a small gain that then the sense «f the New Testament
representations would have been conveyed to us more precisely
and with their shades of meaning and stresses of emphasis
more clearly and sharply presented. After all is said, the New
Testament does not set forth the saving work of Christ as a
redemption, but as a ransoming; and does not present Him to
us therefore so much as our Redeemer as our Ransomer; and

—

•

—

16

John Brown, "Life

of Faith in

(ed. 1726, p. 161; ed. 1824, p. 129):

many

Time

"And

and Affliction," etc., 1678
Ransomer who hath purchased
be most tender of them, and will

of Trial

sure a

persons to himself, at such a Rate, will
not take it well, that any wrong them."
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a pity that we have been diverted by the channels through
which we have historically received our religious phraseology
from the adoption and use in our familiar speech of the more
it is

exact terminology.

One of the gains which would have accrued to us had this
more exact terminology become our current mode of speech
concerning our Lord's saving action, is that we should then
have been measurably preserved from a danger which has accompanied the use of " redeem" and its derivatives to describe
of
it
a danger which has nowadays become very acute
dissipating in our thought of it all that is distinctive in our
•

—

—

Lord's saving action.

We

are not saying, of course, that " ran-

som," any more than other terms, is immune from that disease
of language by which, in the widening application of terms,
they suffer a progressive loss of their distinctive meaning. But
" ransom" has, in point of fact, retained with very great conits intrinsic connotation of purchase. It may possibly
be that, in an extreme extension of its application, it is occasionally employed in the loose sense of merely "to rescue." The
" Standard Dictionary" gives that as one of its definitions,
marking it as "archaic"; though the "Oxford Dictionary"
supplies no citations supporting it. At all events, the word

stancy

does not readily lend

itself to

evacuating extensions of applica-

and when we say "to ransom" our minds naturally fix
themselves on a price paid as the means of the deliverance intimated. The word is essentially a modal word; it emphasizes
the means by which the effect it intimates is accomplished, and
tion;

itself merely in declaring the effect. The same,
be said in principle of "redeem." But this word
has suffered far more from attrition of meaning than "ransom,"
and indeed had already lost the power inevitably to suggest
purchase before it was adopted into specifically Christian use.
We shall not forget, of course, what we have just noted, that
"ransom" and "redeem" are at bottom one word; that they
are merely two English forms of the Latin redimo. It is, no
doubt, inexact, therefore, to speak of the usage of the Latin
redimo and its derivatives as if it belonged to the early history

does not exhaust
of course,

may
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of
is

"redeem" more than

"ransom." Nevertheless it
so, when we have
the two words in Christian de-

to that of

convenient and not really misleading to do

mind the use of
"To redeem" has come into our English New
Testament and our English religious usage in direct and conparticularly in

votional speech.

tinuous descent from

its

previous usage

in Latin religious

speech and the Latin Bible; while "to ransom" has come in
from without, bringing with it its own set of implications, fixed

through a separate history. And what needs to be said is that
"to ransom" has quite firmly retained its fixed sense of securing a release by the payment of a price, while "to redeem"

when it was first applied in
Testament to render Greek terms, the very
soul of which was this intimation of the payment of a price,
and needed to reacquire this emphasis through the influence
of these terms shining through it; and that it moreover continues to be employed in general usage today in very wide and
undistinctive senses which naturally react more or less injuriously upon the particular meaning which it is employed in
had already
the Latin

largely lost this sense

New

Christian usage to convey. 16

The Latin verb redimo already in its classical usage was
employed not only, in accordance with its composition, in the
sense of "to buy back," and not merely more broadly in the
sense of "to buy,"
whether to "buy off" or "to buy up";
but, also in more extended applications still, in the senses
simply of "to release" or "rescue," "to acquire" or "obtain,"
or even "to obviate" or "avert." It had acquired, indeed, a
special sense of "to undertake," "to contract," "to hire" or
"to farm." In accordance with this special sense, its derivative,
redemptor, in all periods of the language, was used, as the syno-

—

nym

of the less

common

purveyor, farmer,

— as

conductor, of a contractor, undertaker,

when Cicero speaks

of the redemptor

who had

contracted to build a certain column, or Pliny of the
redemptor who farmed the tolls of a bridge. When Christ was
16
When R. C. Trench, "The Study of Words," ed. 15, 1874, p. 312, counsels
the school-teacher to insist both on the idea of purchase, and on that of purchasing

Redemption, he is indulging in an etymological purism which
the general use of the word will not sustain.
back, in all usages of
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was some danger that the

notion conveyed to Latin ears might be nearer that which

is

conveyed to us by a Sponsor or a Surety (the seventeenth
century divines spoke freely of Christ as our " Undertaker")
than that of a Ransomer; and this danger was obviated only
by the implication of the Greek terms which this and its companion Latin terms represented and by which, and the contexts
natural to them, they were held to their more native significance, not, indeed, of buying back, but of buying off. The persistence of the secular use of these terms, parallel with the
religious, but with a more or less complete neglect of their origithrough the whole period of their
nal implication of purchase
use in Latin, and later of the use of their descendants in English
has constituted a perpetual danger that they would, by
assimilation, lose their specific implication of purchase in their
religious usage also. Obviously in these circumstances they cannot throw up an effective barrier against the elimination from
them of the idea of purchase even in their religious applications,
on the setting in of any strong current of thought and feeling in
that direction. Men who have ceased to think of the work of
Christ in terms of purchasing, and to whom the whole conception of His giving His life for us as a ransom, or of His pouring
out His blood as a price paid for our sins, has become abhorrent,
feel little difficulty, therefore, in still speaking of Him as our
Redeemer, and of His work as a Redemption, and of the Christianity which He founded as a Redemptive Religion. The ideas
connected with purchase are not so inseparably attached to
these terms in their instinctive thought that the linguistic feeling is intolerably shocked by the employment of them with no
implication of this set of ideas. Such an evacuation of these
great words, the vehicles thus far of the fundamental Christian
confession, of their whole content as such, is now actually going
on about us. And the time may be looked forward to in the
near future when the words "Redeemer" " redemption" " redeem" shall have ceased altogether to convey the ideas which
it has been thus far their whole function in our religious terminology to convey.

—

—
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What has thus been going on among us has been going on
much more rapid pace in Germany, and the process has
reached a much more advanced stage there than here. German
speech was much less strongly fortified against it than ours. It
at a

has been the misfortune of the religious terminology of Ger-

many, that the words employed by it to represent the great
ransoming language of the New Testament are wholly without
native implication of purchase. Redeem, redemption, Redeemer, at least in their fundamental etymological suggestion,
say purchase as emphatically as the Greek terms, built up
around the notion of ransom, which they represent; and they
preserve this implication in a large section of their usage.

German

The

on the contrary, contain
no native suggestion of purchase whatever; and are without
any large secular usage in which such an implication is diserlosen, Erlosung, Erloser,

tinctly conveyed. 17

They mean

in themselves just deliver, de-

and they are employed nowhere, apart
from their religious application, with any constant involvement of the mode in which the deliverance is effected. One of
their characteristic usages, we are told by Jacob Grimm, is as
the standing expression in the Mdrchen for the act of disenliverance, Deliverer,

chanting (equivalent to entzaubern); in such phrases, for example, as "the princess is now erlost," "the serpent can be
erlost

you

by a

will

"at twelve o'clock they were all erlost" 1 * If
turn over the pages of the brother Grimm's "Kinderkiss,"

17

Kluge, in his etymological dictionary of the German language, under
it is the new-high-German equivalent of the old-high-German
"ir-," "ar-," "ur-," and refers us to the emphasized "ur-" for information.
Under that form, he tells us that "er-" is the unemphasized form of the prefix,
and adds: "The prefix means aus, ursprunglich, anfdnglich." Thus it appears that
erlosen is a weaker way of saying ausldsen; and the usage bears that out, ausldsen
tending to suggest "extirpation," erlosen, "deliverance." By this feeling, appar"er-," tells us

Hollmann, "Die Bedeutung des Todes Jesu," 1901, pp. 108-109, is
led to parallel Ausldsung with Loskaufung as strong terms in contrast with
ently, G.

Erlosung paralleled with Befreiung. The Greek equivalents of erlosen and ausldsen
are diroXbeiv and hih-beiv, both of which are found in the New Testament, but elsewhere in senses more significant for our purposes. In the Iliad airoXveiv (like the
simple \beiv) bears even the acquired sense of "to ransom." It is interesting to
note that in Job xix. 25, for "my Redeemer"
the LXX reads 6 knXveiv ne.
18

"Deutsches Worterbuch,"

iii,

1862, sub voc.

—
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und Haus-Marchen," you will come about the middle of the
book upon the tale of "The King of the Golden Mountain,"
and may read in it of how a young merchant's son comes one day
to a magnificent castle and finds in it nothing but a serpent.
"The serpent, however," we read on, "was a bewitched maiden,
who rejoiced when she saw him and said to him, 'Art thou

my Erloser?

come,

I

have already waited twelve years

for thee,

kingdom is bewitched and thou must erlosen it.'" A still
more instructive passage may be met with a few pages earlier, in
this

the tale of
self in

som

"The Lark."

There,

when

(loskaufen) himself with a great

himself but the lion himself,
;

prince,

the traveller found him-

the clutches of a lion, he begged to be permitted to ran-

was

who

sum, and so to save

(retteri)

was, of course, an enchanted

— at the proper time and by the proper means —

neither ransomed nor saved, but simply erlost. Erlosen, Erlosung, Erloser of themselves

awaken

in the consciousness of

the hearer no other idea than that of deliverance and although,
;

in religious language, they

purchase by association

may have

— through

acquired suggestions of

their

employment as the
and the con-

representatives of the Greek terms of ransoming

which they have thus been brought,
them intrinsically and fall away at
once when external supports are removed.
We cannot feel surprise accordingly, when we meet in recent German theological discussion
as we repeatedly do
an express distinction drawn between Loskaufung, "ransoming," as a narrow term intimating the manner in which a given
deliverance is effected, and Erlosung, "deliverance," as a broad
term, declaring merely the fact of deliverance, with no intimation whatever of the mode by which it is effected. Thus, for
example, Paul Ewald commenting on Eph. i. 7, remarks 19
that there is no reason why a-KoKvrpoiais should be taken there
as meaning, "ransoming" {Loskaufung), rather than "in the
texts of thought into

•

these do not belong to

—

•

more general sense
19

of Erlosung," that is to say, of "deliver-

"Kommentar zum N.

T. herausgegeben von T. Zahn," x, 1905, p. 7 note.
"
So also Zahn himself in vol. vi 2 p. 181, note 52 (cf. also p. 179, note 50) "Accordingly, Xdrpwo-ts, Loskaufung, Lev. xxv. 48, Plut. "Aratus," 11; in the wider sense,
'deliverance,' Erlosung, Ps. ex. (cxi.) 9, Lk. i. 68, ii. 38, Heb. ix. 12; I Clem. xii. 7."
1

,

:
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ance." Similarly A. Seeberg speaks

20

of a-n-vXyrpcccns as

having

New

Testament its etymological significance, and
come to mean, as he says, "nothing more than Erlosung," that
21
that the
is, " deliverance." And again G. Hollmann declares
Hebrew verb ma while meaning literally "to ransom" (loskauferi), yet, in the majority of the passages in which it occurs,
means simply "to liberate," "to deliver" (befreien, erlosen) that
is to say, "to free," "to liberate," and not "to ransom," are in
his mind synonymous with erlosen. We are not concerned for
lost in the

;

the

moment with

opinions expressed

the Tightness,

by

or the wrongness,

these writers with respect to the

of

the

meaning

which they are discussing. What concerns
fix their meaning, these
writers expressly discriminate the term erlosen from loskaufen,
and expressly assign to it the wide meaning "to deliver," and
thus bring it into exact synonymy with such other non-modal
words as "to free," "to liberate." We may speculate as to what
might have been the effect on the course of German religious
thought if, from the beginning, some exact reproductions of
the Greek words built up around the idea of ransom
such
as say loskaufen, Loskaufung, Loskaufer,
had been adopted
of the Biblical terms

us

now

is

only that, in endeavoring to

—

—

as their representatives in the pages of the German New Testament, and, consequent upon that, in the natural expression of
the religious thought and feeling of German Christians. But
we can scarcely doubt that it has been gravely injurious to it,
that, in point of fact, a loose terminology, importing merely
deliverance, has taken the place of the more exact Greek terms,
in the expression of religious thought and feeling; and thus
German Christians have been habituated to express their conceptions of Christ's saving act in language which left wholly
unnoted the central fact that it was an act of purchase.
The way to the reversion which has thus taken place of late
in German religious speech, from the narrower significance
which had long been attached in Christian usage to the word
Erlosung, "ransoming," to its wider, native sense, "deliver20
21

"Der Tod Christi," etc., 1905, p. 218.
"Die Bedeutung des Todes Jesu," etc.,

1901, pp. 102, 108-109.
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—

like the way to so many other things which
ance," was led
have acted disintegratingly upon Christian conceptions
by
Schleiermacher. So, at least, Julius Kaftan tells us. "Schleiermacher," says he, 22 " explained the peculiar nature of Chris-

—

•

tianity

by means

religion in

of the notion of Erlosung. Christianity

which every thing

is

is

the

related to the Erlosung accom-

by Jesus of Nazareth. It dates from this that the word
employed by us in a comprehensive sense. We say of the Lord
that He is our Erloser. We sum up what He has brought us in
this word, Erlosung." Kaftan himself is of the opinion that
justice is scarcely done to the definition of Christianity when
plished
is

it is

thus identified with Erlosung, deliverance, taken in the

wide, undifferentiated sense given it by Schleiermacher, and
after him by the so-called " Liberal theology."
closer defini-

A

he thinks,

needed. But

very significant that he
seeks this closer definition by emphasizing not the mode in
which the deliverance is wrought, but rather the thing from
which the deliverance is effected. "The word Erlosung" he
says, "is of & formal nature. That it may have its full sense,
there must be added that from which we are erlost." This he
tion,

declares

is,

is

it is

in the Christian, the

And

New

Testament conception,

he goes on to assert with great emphasis,
"The fundamental idea of Christianity is Erlosung from the

the world.

so,

world."

We

are not concerned here with the justice of the opinion

We are not even concerned for the moment
with the assimilation which results from this opinion of Christianity with certain other religions, the fundamental idea of
which is deliverance from the world. We pause only in passing
to note that Kaftan explicitly admits that it was "the history
thus expressed.

of religion

which opened

his eyes to the fact that in Christi-

anity as in other religions of deliverance (Erlosungsreligionen)

Erlosung from the world
tion."

What we

is

are for the

the chief and fundamental concep-

moment

interested in

ness with which Kaftan ascribes to the

is

the clear-

word Erlosung the wide

sense of "deliverance," with no implication whatever of "ranM Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche, 1908, 18, p. 238.
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soming." Christianity,
grade,

is

it is said,

an Erlosungsreligion, a

high

like other religions of

religion of deliverance.

"We

have today," we read, 23 " attained a wider survey of the religious life of humanity, a wider one, I mean, than that of the
older teachers. We have learned that even outside of Christianity, whether really or supposedly, there is something like
Erlosung (deliverance.) From this the arrangement has resulted,
in the classification of religions, that

stage of the religious

life,

that of the Erlosungsreligionen

That

is

to say, there

is

we

designate the highest

that of the spiritual religions, also
(religions

of

deliverance)."

— no doubt, emreligions, — which may

a class of religions,

braces only the highest, the spiritual,

it

justly be called Erlosungsreligionen, religions of deliverance,

and Christianity belongs to

this class.

losung with reference to Christianity,

When we speak of Erwe mean the same kind

which we mean when we speak of it with reference
As one of the Erlosungsreligionen (re-

of a thing

to these other religions.

ligions of deliverance) Christianity like the rest offers

man

de-

which Christianity
offers, according to Kaftan, is just a subjective change of mind
and heart; he can write currently such a phrase as "Erlosung
oder WiedergeourV (deliverance or regeneration. 24 ) Erlosung
liverance. In point of fact, the deliverance

(deliverance) in other words, as applied to describe the benefits

conferred

by

Christianity, has

better ethical

The

life

come

classification of religions of

self in this

to

mean

for

him

just the

of Christians.

discussion

is

which Kaftan avails him-

derived ultimately from

Hermann

Sie-

beck, whose " Hand-book of the Philosophy of Religion" enjoys

among Germans of Ritschlian tendency. This
has not, however, commended itself universally.
Many, like C. P. Tiele for example, strongly object to the disgreat vogue

classification

tinguishing of a class of Erlosungsreligionen (religions of deliverance),

In

reality,

which

is placed at the apex of the series of religions.
they say, all religions are Erlosungsreligionen (re-

what religion is, always and
a means of deliverance from some evil or other,

ligions of deliverance). Precisely

everywhere,
23

P. 239.

is

« "Dogmata 3 "4 ,"

p. 459.

REDEEMER" AND "REDEMPTION"
felt as

of

Does not the proverb

such.

need

is

the mother of

all

say, not lehrt beten

religion?

25

The
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— a sense

designation Er-

losungsreligionen (religions of deliverance) has, however, evi-

dently come to stay, whether

it

be taken discriminatingly as

the designation of a particular class of religions, or merely descriptively as a declaration of the essential nature of all religions.

And

it is

rapidly becoming the accepted

Christianity to call
liverance,

it

— whether

way

—a

an Erlosungsreligion

of speaking of

religion of de-

meant thereby to assign it to a class
nature. The point to be noted is that

it is

or merely to indicate its
Erlosung is employed in these phrases in its looser native sense
of deliverance, not in its narrower, acquired sense of ransoming.
When Christianity is declared to be an Erlosungsreligion all
that is meant is that it offers like all other religions, or very
eminently like some other religions, a deliverance of some
kind or other to men.
What gives this importance for us, is that these phrases
have passed over from German into English, partly through
the translation into English of the German books which employ them, partly by the adoption of the phrases themselves
by native English writers for use in their own discussions. And
in passing over into English, these phrases have not been exactly rendered with a care to reproducing their precise sense
26

According to Rudolf Eucken, "Christianity and the

New Idealism,"

E. T.,

1909, p. 115, "That which drives men to religion is the break with the world of
their experience, the failure to find satisfaction in what this world offers or is
is probably something like this that Henry Osborn Taylor,
"Deliverance," 1915, p. 5, means, when he says: "Evidently every 'religion'
is a means of adjustment or deliverance." According to this all religions represent

able to offer." It

men to adjust themselves "to the fears and hopes of their natures,"
thus attaining peace or even "freedom of action in which they accomplish their
lives." This "adjustment," Taylor speaks of as a "deliverance," that is to say,
efforts of

no doubt, deliverance from the discomfort of non-adjustment with its clogging
effects on life. In this view religion is deliverance from conscious maladjustment
of

life.

The

implication

of being out of joint, in

which they

live,

is,

apparently, that

one

way

and struggle

all

men

are to this extent conscious

or another, with themselves or the universe in

after adjustment.

Thus

religion arises, or rather

much both in the maladjustments they feel
them. And there are even modes of adjustment

the various religions, since they differ

and their methods of correcting
which have been tried that cannot be called "religions."
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unambiguous English, but have been mechanically transwhat are supposed to be the corresponding conventional English equivalents for the terms used. 26 Thus we have
learned in these last days to speak very freely of "redemptive
religions" or "religions of redemption," and it has become the
fashion to describe Christianity as a "redemptive religion" or
while yet the conception which
a "religion of redemption,"
in

ferred into

—

lies in

the

mind

is

not that of redemption in the precise sense,

but that of deliverance in its broadest connotation. This loose
German usage has thus infected our own, and is cooperating
with the native influences at work in the same direction, to
break down the proper implications of our English redemptive
terminology. 27

You see, that what we are doing today as we look out upon
our current religious modes of speech, is assisting at the death
bed of a word. It is sad to witness the death of any worthy

—

even of a worthy word. And worthy words do die,
any other worthy thing
if we do not take good care of
them. How many worthy words have already died under our
thing,

—

like

28

Thus, for example, Paul Wernle writes, "Die Anfange unserer Religion 1 ,''
view of Christianity: "Es war ihm ganz Erlosungsreligion "',
"Jesus Erloser, nicht Gesetzgeber, das war seine Parole." W. M. Macgregor,
"Christian Freedom," 1914, p. 85, knowing what he is about, rightly translates'"To Paul Christianity was altogether a religion of deliverance." But the English
translation of Wernle's book ("The Beginnings of Christianity," 1903, i, p. 176)
renders: "Christianity was entirely a religion of redemption for him": "Jesus
the Redeemer, not the lawgiver, was his watchword." This is, of course, a truer
description of Paul's actual point of view; but it is not what Wernle means to
say of him. Similarly Rudolf Eucken constantly speaks of Christianity as an
"ethical" or "moral" "Erlosungsreligion" and of the particular "Erlosungstat"
to which, as such, it points us (e. g. "Hauptprobleme der Religionsphilosophie der
"
Gegenwart 4 5 ," 1912, pp.124, 126, 129). His translators ("Christianity and the New
Idealism," 1909, pp. 114, 117, 119, 120) render as constantly "the religion of
moral redemption," "act of redemption," although Eucken has no proper "redemption" whatever in mind,
as indeed the adjective "ethical," "moral"
shows sufficiently clearly. An ethical revolution may be a deliverance but it is
not properly a "redemption."
87
For example, on the basis of this note: "Beyschlag ('N. T. Theol.' II. 157)
p. 106, of Paul's

—

i. 4), &yopa^eiv as synonymous,"
Macgregor, "Christian Freedom," 1914, p. 276. He retires into the background of all of them, all other notion than that of "Emancipation," that is, the
notion of the weakest and least modal of them all.

frankly takes &tto\vtpovv, iXevdtpodv, Qaipelv (Gal.

W. M.
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very eyes, because we did not take care of them! Tennyson
calls our attention to one of them. "The grand old name of
gentleman," he sings, "defamed by every charlatan, and soil'd
with all ignoble use." If you persist in calling people who are
not gentlemen by the name of gentleman, you do not make
them gentlemen by so calling them, but you end by making
the word gentleman mean that kind of people. The religious
terrain is full of the graves of good words which have died from
lack of care
they stand as close in it as do the graves today
in the flats of Flanders or among the hills of northern France.
And these good words are still dying all around us. There is
that good word "Evangelical." It is certainly moribund, if not
already dead. Nobody any longer seems to know what it
means. Even our Dictionaries no longer know. Certainly there
never was a more blundering, floundering attempt ever made to
define a word than "The Standard Dictionary's" attempt to
define this word; and the "Century Dictionary" does little
better. Adolf Harnack begins one of his essays with some paragraphs animadverting on the varied and confused senses in
which the word "Evangelical" is used in Germany. 28 But he
betrays no understanding whatever of the real source of a great

—

part of this confusion. It
estant

Church

is

that the

in a large part of

name of the Prot"The Evangelical
acquired by that church

official

Germany

is

Church." When this name was first
had a perfectly defined meaning, and described the church
as that kind of a church. But having been once identified with
that church, it has drifted with it into the bog. The habit of
calling "Evangelical" everything which was from time to time
characteristic of that church or which any strong party in that
church wished to make characteristic of it
has ended in
robbing the term of all meaning. Along a somewhat different
pathway we have arrived at the same state of affairs in America.
Does anybody in the world know what "Evangelical" means,
in our current religious speech? The other day, a professedly
evangelical pastor, serving a church which is certainly committed by its formularies to an evangelical confession, having
it

—

28

"Aus Wissenschaft und Leben,"

1911,

ii,

pp. 213

ff.
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occasion to report in one of our newspapers on a religious meeting composed practically entirely of Unitarians and Jews, remarked with enthusiasm upon the deeply evangelical character
of its spirit and utterances.
But we need not stop with " Evangelical." Take an even
greater word. Does the word " Christianity" any longer bear
a definite meaning? Men are debating on all sides of us what
Christianity really is. Auguste Sabatier makes it out to be just
altruism; Josiah Royce identifies it with the sentiment of
loyalty; D. C. Macintosh explains it as nothing but morality.

We

hear of Christianity without dogma, Christianity without

miracle, Christianity without Christ. Since, however, Christi-

anity is a historical religion, an undogmatic Christianity would
be an absurdity; since it is through and through a supernatural
religion, a non-miraculous Christianity would be a contradiction; since

—

Christianity, a Christless Christianity

it is

would

well, let us say lamely (but with a lameness which has
be
perhaps its own emphasis), a misnomer. People set upon calling
unchristian things Christian are simply washing all meaning
out of the name. If everything that is called Christianity in
these days is Christianity, then there is no such thing as Christi-

anity.

A name

applied indiscriminately to everything, desig-

nates nothing.

The words " Redeem," " Redemption," "Redeemer" are
going the same way. When we use these terms in so comprethat

—

—

we are following Kaftan's phraseology
we understand by " Redemption" whatever benefit we

hensive a sense

—

no matter
suppose ourselves to receive through Christ,
what we happen to think that benefit is
and call Him "Redeemer" merely in order to express the fact that we somehow
or other relate this benefit to Him
no matter how loosely or
unessentially'
we have simply evacuated the terms of all
meaning, and would do better to wipe them out of our vocabulary. Yet this is precisely how modern Liberalism uses these
terms. Sabatier, who reduces Christianity to mere altruism,
Royce who explains it in terms of loyalty, Macintosh who sees
in it only morality
all still speak of it as a "Redemptive

—

•

—

—

—
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Religion," and all are perfectly willing to call Jesus still by the
although some of them at least are
of " Redeemer, "•

—

title

He seems to them quite unessential to
and Christianity would remain all that it is, and
as truly a " Redemptive Religion," even though He had

quite free to allow that
Christianity,
just

never existed.
I think you will agree with

words
that,

like these die like this.

God

me that it is a sad thing to see
And I hope you will determine

them die thus, if any
and vigor. But the
not the saddest thing which we see here.

helping you, you will not let

care on your part can preserve

dying of the words

The saddest thing

is
is

them

in

life

the dying out of the hearts of

men

of the

As ministers of Christ it will
keep the things alive. If you can do that,

things for which the words stand.

be your function to
the words which express the things will take care of themselves.
Either they will abide in vigor; or other good words and true
will press in to take the place left vacant by them. The real
thing for you to settle in your minds, therefore, is whether
Christ is truly a Redeemer to you, and whether you find an
actual Redemption in Him,
or are you ready to deny the
Master that bought you, and to count His blood an unholy
thing? Do you realize that Christ is your Ransomer and has
actually shed His blood for you as your ransom? Do you realize
that your salvation has been bought, bought at a tremendous
price, at the price of nothing less precious than blood, and that
the blood of Christ, the Holy One of God? Or, go a step further:
do you realize that this Christ who has thus shed His blood for
you is Himself your God? So the Scriptures teach: 29

—

of God outpoured upon the tree!
So reads the Book.
mind, receive the thought,

The blood

Acts xx. 28, " Feed the church of God which He hath purchased with His
The reading "God" is, as F. J. A. Hort says, "assuredly genuine,"
and the emphasis upon the blood being His own is very strong. There is no justi29

own

blood."

fication for correcting the text conjecturally, as Hort does, to avoid this. If the
reading " Lord " were genuine, the meaning would be precisely the same: " Lord "
is not a lower title than "God." in such connections. I Cor. ii. 8, "They would

not have crucified the Lord of Glory,"

is

an exact

parallel.

—

:
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Nor

helpless

murmur thou

Thought-room within thee

hast vainly sought

for such mystery.

Thou

foolish mindling! Do'st thou hope to see
Undazed, untottering, all that God hath wrought?
Before His mighty "shall," thy little "ought"
Be shamed to silence and humility!
Come mindling, I will show thee what 'twere meet
That thou shouldst shrink from marvelling, and flee

—

nay, wonderingly,
As unbelievable,
With dazed, but still with faithful praises,

greet

Draw near and listen to this sweetest sweet,
Thy God, O mindling, shed His blood for thee!

XI

CHRIST OUR SACRIFICE

CHRIST OUR SACRIFICE

1

" According to the New Testament, primitive Christianity,
when it used the words 'Jesus redeems us by His blood,' was
thinking of the ritual sacrifice, and this conception

New

is

diffused

a fundamental
idea, universal in primitive Christianity, with respect to the
significance of Jesus' death." So remarks Paul Fiebig; 2 and

throughout the whole

W.

Testament;

it is

P. Paterson, summarizing Albrecht Ritschl, 3 emphasizes

the assertion.
fice,"

"The

interpretation of Christ's death as a sacri-

New

says he, 4 "is imbedded in every important type of

Testament teaching." By the limitation implied in the words,
"every important type," he means only to allow for the failure
of allusions to this interpretation in the two brief letters, James
and Jude, the silence of which, he rightly explains, "raises no
presumption against the idea being part of the common stock
of Apostolic doctrine." It was already given expression by Jesus
Himself (Mt. xxvi. 28, Mk. xiv. 24, I Cor. xi. 25, Mt. xx. 28,
Mk. x. 45) 5 and it is elaborated by the Apostles in a great
,

variety of obviously spontaneous allusions.

They not only

ex-

was offered as a sacrifice. 6 They work
out the correspondence between His death and the different
forms of Old Testament sacrifice. 7 They show that the differpressly state that Christ

1

2
3

From The

Princeton Theological Review, v. xv, 1917, pp. 385-422.
" Jesu Blut ein Geheimnis?" 1906, p. 27.

"Die

Christliche Lehre der Rechtfertigung

und Versohnung3 ," 1889,

v.

ii,

mind

of

pp. 161 ff.
4

Hastings' "Dictionary of the Bible," v.

6

Fiebig, as cited, p. 19, remarks

iv,

1902, p. 343 b.

on the connection

—

in the Jewish

the idea of purchasing, ransoming, with sacrifice,
referring to F. Weber,
" Jiidische Theologie," etc 2 1897,
.,
pp. 313, 324.
6
E. g., irpooQopa, Eph. v. 2, Heb. x. 10, 14 (for the meaning of irpo<r<t>opa see

Heb.

x. 18), dvaia,

Eph.

v. 2,

Heb.

ix.

26;

cf.

Rom.

iii.

25, iXaorifaiop;

viii.

3,

irepl afxaprias.
7

Paterson (from

whom we

the Sin-offering (Rom.

viii. 3,

are taking this summary), as cited, notes: "esp.

Heb.

xiii.

11, 1 Pet.

401

iii.

18), the Covenant-sacrifice
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ent acts of the Old Testament sacrificial ritual were repeated

They ascribe the specific effects of sacriThey dwell particularly, in truly sacrificial

in Christ's experience. 8
fice to his

death. 9

wise, on the saving efficacy of His out-poured blood. 10 William
Warburton did not speak a bit too strongly when he wrote,
more than a hundred and fifty years ago: "One could hardly
have thought it possible that any man who had read the Gos-

pels with their best interpreters, the authors of the Epistles,

should ever have entertained a doubt whether the death of
Christ was a real sacrifice."

11

Day

of Atonement (Heb. ii. 17, ix. 12 ff.),
Sanday-Headlam, "Romans 1 ," p. 92.
8
Paterson enumerates: "the slaying of the immaculate victim (Rev. v. 6,
xiii. 8), the sprinkling of the blood both in the sanctuary as in the Sin-offering
(Heb. ix. 13 ff.), and on the people as in the Covenant-sacrifice (I Pet. i. 2), and

(Heb.

and

ix.

15-22), the sacrifices of the

of the Passover (I Cor. v. 7)." Cf.

the destruction of the victim, as in the Sin-offering, without the gate (Heb.

— referring to Bitschl

xiii.

and Sanday-Headlam, "Romans," p. 91.
9
E. g.: "Expiation, or pardon of sin," says Paterson. Sanday-Headl m mention as examples of passages in which the death of Christ is directly connected
with forgiveness of sin: Mt. xxvi. 28; Acts v. 30 f., apparently; I Cor. xv. 3; II
Cor. v. 21; Eph. i. 7; Col. i. 14 and 20; Tit. ii. 14; Heb. i. 3, ix. 28, x. 12, al.; I
Pet. ii. 24, hi. 18; I John ii. 2, iv. 10; Rev. i. 5.
13)"

10

ii.

157

ff.;

"A saving efficacy is ascribed to

the blood of the cross of Christ,
thought clearly points to the forms of the altar (Rom. iii.
25, v. 9, I Cor. x. 16, Eph. i. 7, ii. 13, Col. i. 20, Heb. ix. 12, 14; I Pet. i. 2, 19;
I John i. 7, v. 6, 8; Rev. i. 5)." Cf. Sanday-Headlam, "Romans," p. 91 f. The
matter is very interestingly presented by Fiebig, as cited, pp. 11-27 under the
title: "What, according to the New Testament, did primitive Christianity think
in connection with the words, 'Jesus has redeemed us by His blood'?" He takes
his start, for the survey of a conception which he says is diffused throughout the
whole New Testament, from I Pet. i. 17-19, the only key to which he declares to
be "sacrifice, and indeed sacrifice as it was known to every Jew (and in a corresponding way to every heathen) from his daily life and from the festivals and duties
of his religion, that is ritual sacrifice." From this passage he then proceeds through
the New Testament and shows that the blood of Christ is used throughout the
volume in a sacrificial sense, so that whenever we meet with an allusion to the
blood of Jesus we meet with a reference to His death as a sacrifice.
11
"The Divine Legation of Moses," Book ix, chapter ii, quoted in a note at
the end of his excellent chapter on " The New Testament Description of the Atoning Work of Christ as Sacrificial," by Alfred Cave, "The Scriptural Doctrine of

and

Paterson:

in these cases the

and Atonement 2 ," 1890, pp. 274-289. Cave himself says (p. 289): "Not
only portions but the whole New Testament
not only the New Testament
teaching but any type of that teaching
must be cast aside unless the work of
Christ be in some sense or other regarded as a sacrifice."
Sacrifice

—

—
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It

would be strange

in these circumstances

403
if,

in

attempting

to determine the Biblical conception of the nature of the

work

were not made to the sacrificial system; and
were not argued that the nature of Christ's work is exhibited

of Christ, appeal
it

in the nature of the sacrificial act.

Whatever a

sacrifice

is,

that

be obvious, however, that we are liable
to fall into a certain confusion here. Jesus Himself and the
Apostles speak of Christ's work as sacrificial, and it is clear (as
Paterson duly points out 12 ) that this is on their lips no figure
of speech or mere illustration, but is intended to declare the
simple fact. It is quite plain, then, that His work was conceived
by them to be of precisely that nature which a sacrifice was
understood by them to be. But it is by no means so plain that
they conceived His work to be of the nature which we may understand a sacrifice to be. Failure to regard this very simple
distinction has brought untold confusion into the discussion.
If we would comprehend the teaching of the writers of the New
Testament when they call Christ a sacrifice, we must, of course,
not assume out of hand that their idea of a sacrifice and ours
Christ's

12

As

work

cited:

is.

"Nor

It will

for the apostolic age

was the description

as a sacrifice of the nature of a mere illustration.

The

of Christ's death

apostles held

it

to be a

most literal sense of the word." Paterson goes on to assign reasons.
Moore, "Encyclopaedia Biblica," v. iv. 1903, col. 4232 f. interposes a

sacrifice in the

George F.
caveat:

"To

begin with,

it is

necessary to say that in describing the death of

New

Testament writers are using figurative language.
Some modern theologians, indeed, still affirm that 'the apostles held it to be a
sacrifice in the most literal sense of the word'; but such writers do not expect us
to take their 'literal' literally. The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, for exChrist as a sacrifice the

ample, regarded the death of Christ as the true sacrifice, because by it was really
effected what the Old Testament sacrifices only prefigured; but he was too good

an Alexandrian to identify 'true' with 'literal.'" What Moore maintains is that
the death of Christ was not believed to be expiatory because it was known to be
a sacrifice, but that it was spoken of as a sacrifice because it was recognized to be
expiatory. He does not doubt that the death of Christ was believed actually to
have wrought the expiation which the sacrifices were understood to figure. " The
association of expiation with sacrifice in the law and in the common ideas of the
time leads to the employment of sacrificial figures and terms in speaking of the
work of Christ; and even in Hebrews, where the idea of the death of Christ as a
sacrifice is most elaborately developed, it is plain that the premise of the whole
is that Christ by His death made a real expiation for the sins of men, by which
they are redeemed." We take it that it is just this that Paterson means by speaking
of Christ's death as a "literal" sacrifice.
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are identical. The investigation of the previous question of the
notion they attached to a sacrifice must form our starting-point.
So little is this mode of procedure always adopted, however,

that

it is

even customary for writers on the subject to go so

far afield at this point as to introduce a discussion not of the

idea of sacrifice held

by the founders

of the Christian religion,

or even current in the Judaism of their day, or even

embodied

in the Levitical system; but of the idea of sacrifice in general,

conceived as a world-wide mode of worship. The several theories
fundamental conception which underlies sacrificial wor-

of the

ship in the general sense are set forth; a choice

is

made among

them; and this theory is announced as ruling the usage of the
term when applied to Christ. Christ is undoubtedly our sacrifice, it is said: but a sacrifice is a rite by which communion
with God is established and maintained, or by which a complete
surrender to God is symbolized, or by which recognition is
made of the homage we owe to Him as our God, or by which
God's suffering love is manifested. As if the question of importance were what we mean by a sacrifice, and not what the New
Testament writers mean by it.
It

is

manifestly of the highest importance, therefore, that

we should keep

separate three very distinct questions, to each
which a great deal of interest attaches, although they have
very different bearings on the determination of the nature of
Christ's work. These three questions are (1) What is the fundamental idea which underlies sacrificial worship as a worldof

:

phenomenon?

(2)

What

is

in the Levitical system? (3)

which lay

in the

minds

the essential implication of sacrifice

What

is

the conception of sacrifice

of the writers of the

New

Testament,

when they represented Jesus as a sacrifice and ascribed to His
work a sacrificial character, in its mode, its nature and its
effects? The distinctness of these questions is strikingly illustrated by the circumstance that not infrequently a different
response is given to each of them by the same investigator. It

may

be said in general that few doubt that the conception of
dominant among the Jews of Christ's time
was distinctly piacular: and, although it is more frequently
sacrifice at least

:
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New

Testament were
undoubted
them were, and generally admitted that all were.

questioned whether

the writers of the

all

in agreement with this conception,

that some of

405

The majority of

it is

practically

scholars agree also that the piacular conception

worship in the Levitical system. On the other
as yet found no common ground with
respect to the fundamental conception which is supposed to
underlie sacrificial worship in general, and in this field hypothesis still jostles with hypothesis in what seems an endless coninforms

sacrificial

hand speculation has

troversy.

Question may even very legitimately be raised whether the
assumption can be justified which is commonly (but of course
not universally) made that a single fundamental idea underlies
all sacrificial worship the world over. There seems no reason in
the nature of things why a similar mode of worship may not
have grown up in various races of men, living in very different
circumstances, to express differing conceptions and
;

it

certainly

cannot be doubted that very diverse conceptions, in the long
practice of the rite

by

these various races in their constantly

changing circumstances, attached themselves, from time to
time and from place to place, to the sacrificial mode of worship

common

to

all.

The

Biblical narrative

may

lead us to suppose,

began very early in the history of the human race it may seem to be carried back, indeed,
to the very dawn of history, and to be definitely assigned in its
origin to no later period than the second generation of men.
But at the same time we seem to be advertized that at the very
inception of sacrificial worship different conceptions were emto be sure, that sacrificial worship
:

by its several practitioners. It is difficult to believe
we are expected to understand that the whole
difference in the acceptability to Jehovah of the two offerings
of Cain and Abel hung on the different characters of the two
offerers 13 we are told that Jehovah had respect not merely
bodied in

it

at least that

13
This nevertheless is the common view. Driver supposes that the different
treatment of the sacrifices can hardly have had its ground in " anything except
the different spirit and temper actuating the two brothers": but he recognizes
(without comment) that there is "another view," namely, "that there underlies
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unto Abel and not unto Cain, but also to Abel's offering and not
to Cain's.

The

different characters of the

two men seem rather

to be represented as expressing themselves in differing concep-

man's actual relation to God and of the conditions
Him and the proper means of seeking His favor.
can scarcely be reading too much between the lines to

tions of

approval by

of

It

suppose that the narrative in the fourth chapter of Genesis is
intended on the one hand to describe the origin of sacrificial
worship, and on the other to distinguish between two conceptions of sacrifice

and to indicate the preference

of

Jehovah

for

the one rather than the other. These two conceptions are briefly
those which have

come

to be

known respectively

as the piacular

theory and the symbolical, or perhaps we should rather call
it the gift, theory. In this view we are not to suppose that Cain

and Abel simply brought each a gift to the Lord from the increase which had been granted him, to acknowledge thereby
the overlordship of Jehovah and to express subjection and
obedience to Him and that it is merely an accident that Cain's
offering, as that of a husbandman, was of the fruit of the
ground, while Abel's, as that of a shepherd, was of the firstlings
of the flock. There is no reason apparent why Jehovah should
prefer a lamb to a sheaf of wheat. 14 The difference surely goes
deeper, for it was "by faith" that Abel offered under God a
which seems to suggest
more excellent sacrifice than Cain
that the supreme excellence of his sacrifice is to be sought not
in the mere nature of the thing offered, but in the attitude of
:

—

the story some early struggle between two theories of

sacrifice,

the triumph of the theory that the right offering to be

made

which ended by

consisted in the

life

an animal." Dillmann says: "The reason must therefore He in the dispositions
presupposed in the offerings"; but quotes Hofmann, " Schriftbeweis 2 ," i, p. 585
for the view that " Abel had in mind the expiation of sin, while Cain had not"
"of which," says Dillmann, "there is no indication whatever." Similar ground
of

—

is

taken, for example,

W.

by

P. Paterson (Articles
14

Kalisch, Keil, Delitzsch ("

"Abel" and "Cain"

Gunkel thinks there

is:

Jehovah

is

the

New Commentary "),

Lange,

in Hastings' B.D.).

God

of

nomads. The old narrator,

he says, would be surprised that anyone should wonder why Jahve had respect
to Abel's offering and not to Cain's: he means just that Jahve loved the shepherd
and flesh-offerings but would have nothing to do with the cultivator and fruitofferings. Similarly Tuch: the story comes from nomads.
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the offerer. 15

was an act

of

to be implied
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that Cain's offering

mere homage; Abel's embodied a sense

of sin,

an

act of contrition, a cry for succor, a plea for pardon. In a word,

Cain came to the Lord with an offering in his hand and the
theory of sacrifice in his mind: Abel with an offering
in his hand and the Piacular theory of sacrifice in his heart.
And it was therefore, that Jehovah had respect to Abel's offering and not to Cain's. If so, while we may say that sacrifice
was invented by man, we must also say that by this act piacular
sacrifice was instituted by God. 16 In other modes of conceiving
it, sacrifice may represent the reaching out of man towards

Homage

God in its piacular conception it represents the stooping down
God to man. The fundamental difference is that in the one
:

of

case sacrifice rests

The

15

allusion in

upon consciousness

Heb.

xii.

24

is

of sin

and has

its refer-

taken by some commentators as a reference

to Abel's offering rather than to his death. Bleek (p. 954) says: "It may be mentioned merely in a historical interest that with the Erasmian reading (r<J "A/3eX),

by Hammond,

and Snabel (Amoenitatt

theologiae emblematicae et
understood of the blood of the sacrificial
animal offered by him; and that the first, with the received reading {t6v "A/3eA),
wishes to refer the top to the favTurp6v in order to obtain the same sense."
This interpretation has had great vogue in America, owing to its advocacy by
the popular commentaries of Albert Barnes, 1843, F. S. Sampson, 1856, George
Junkin 1873. Its significance for the matter of the nature of Abel's sacrifice may
be perceived from the comment of Joseph B. McCaul, 1871, p. 317 f., who combines the two views: "Abel, being dead, can speak only figuratively. He does so
by his faith, manifested by his bringing a vicarious sacrifice according to the
Divine will. He therefore speaks, not only by the blood of his martyrdom, but
also by the blood of his sacrifice, which latter obtained testimony from God that
it was acceptable and accepted. It was then that God openly expressed his Divine
selection of blood, to the exclusion of all other means of ransom, for the redemption of the soul. In the term 'the blood of Abel,' therefore, may be included the
blood of all vicarious victims afterwards offered, in accordance with God's appointment, until the sacrifice of the death of Christ superseded them."
16
Here perhaps is to be found the reply to the representation made for example by J. K. Mozley, "The Doctrine of the Atonement," 1916, p. 13, note 2,
typicae, p. 109

Akersloot,

ff.),

the blood of Abel

is

to the effect that writers of the school
of the

Old Testament"

tures,"

W.

Sacrifice"

"which ignores or

rejects

modern

— represented by P. Fairbairn, "Typology of

criticism

the Scrip-

L. Alexander, "Biblical Theology," A. Cave, "Scriptural Doctrine of

— had to explain how

mentioned (those of
any way ordered by God." The
human or divine, Mozley says is no longer dis-

it is

that the

Cain and Abel) "are not said to have been
question of the origin of sacrifice,

first sacrifices

in

cussed. For a hint as to its literature see Cave, p. 41, note 2.
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ence to the restoration of a guilty

human

being to the favor of

a condemning God in the other it stands outside of all relation
to sin and has its reference only to the expression of the proper
:

attitude of deference which a creature should preserve towards
his

Maker and

Ruler. 17

17
This explanation of the narrative of "the first sacrifices" is not popular
with the critical commentators. Skinner (in accordance with the alternative view
of the passage mentioned by Driver) thinks that "the whole manner of the narra-

tive" suggests that
accepted,
viz.

it

we

here have " the initiation of sacrifice," and that,

follows " that the narrative proceeds

that animal sacrifice alone

is

on a theory

acceptable to Yahwe."

if

this

be

of sacrifice; the idea,

Why

this should

be

so,

he does not say. Franz Delitzsch, who in his "New Commentary on Genesis,"
will not look further for the reason of the difference in the treatment of the offerings than the different dispositions of the offerers, in his earlier " Commentary on
Genesis," amid much inconsistent matter, has this to say: " The unbloody offering
of Cain, as such, was only the expression of a grateful present, or, taken in its
deepest significance, a consecrated offering of self: but man needs, before all
things, the expiation of his death-deserving sins, and for this, the blood obtained
through the slaying of the victim serves as a symbol." J. C. K. Hofmann, " Schriftbeweis 2 " i, pp. 584-585 remarks that the cultivation of the soil and the keeping
of beasts were employments alike open to men: but he who adopted the one,
dealing with a soil which was cursed, had to thank God for the yield it made despite sin, while he who adopted the other, in view of the provision God had made
for hiding man's nakedness, had before him God's grace in hiding sin. If, now,
Cain was satisfied to bring of the fruit of the earth to God, he was thanking God
only for a prolongation of this present fife, which he had gained by his own labor:
while Abel, bringing the best beasts of his flock, gave Him thanks for the forgiveness of sin, the abiding symbol of which was the clothing given by God. " A grateful attitude such as Abel's had as its presupposition, however, the penitent faith
in the word of God which saw in this divine clothing of human nakedness an approach to the forgiveness of sins which rests on the gracious will of God to man."
Because Abel's sacrifice embodied this idea, it was acceptable to God and he
received the witness that he was righteous. J. J. Murphy comments: "The fruit
,

of the soil offered to
life

are due to

The

God

Him. This

is

an acknowledgment that the means

of this earthly

expresses the barren faith of Cain, not the living faith

had entered deeply into the thought that fife itself is forfeited
and that only by an act of mercy can the Author of fife
restore it to the penitent, trusting, submissive, loving heart." The remarks of
"C. H. M." on the passage are very clear and pointed to the same effect. See
them cited by A. H. Strong, " Syst. Theol.," ed. 1907, p. 727. J. C. Jones, " Primeval Revelation," 1897, p. 313 ff. gives a glowing popular expression to the same
of Abel.

to

God by

latter

transgression,

view. J. S. Candlish,

"The

sacrifice plainly involves

Christian Salvation," 1899, p. 15, thinks that Abel's

the confession of sin and compares his worship with

that of the Publican in the parable, and Cain's to that of the Pharisee. T. J.
Crawford, "Doctrine of Holy Scripture Respecting the Atonement2 ," 1875, p. 280,
says that Abel's faith may have had respect not to a revelation with regard to
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The appearance of two such sharply differentiated concepby side in the earliest Hebrew tradition does not encourage us to embark on ambitious speculations which would
tions side

seek the origin of

all sacrificial

doctrines in a single primitive

idea out of which they have gradually unfolded in the progress
of time and through many stages of increasing culture. We
have been made familiar with such genetic constructions by
the writings especially of E. B. Tylor, W. Robertson Smith,
and Smith's follower and improver, J. G. Frazer. 18 In Tylor's
view the beginning of sacrifice is to be found in a gift made by
a savage to some superior being from which he hoped to receive
a benefit. The gods grew gradually greater and more distant;
and the gift was correspondingly spiritualized, until it ended
by becoming the gift of the worshipper's self. Thus out of the
offer of a bribe there gradually evolved its opposite
an act
of self-abnegation and renunciation. The start is taken, according to W. Robertson Smith, rather from a common meal in
which the totem animal, which is also the god, is consumed
with a view to the assimilation of it by the worshippers and
their assimilation to it. When the animal eaten came to be
thought of as provided by the worshipper, the idea of gift came
in; as all totemistic meals had for their object the maintenance
or renewal of the bond between the worshipper and the god,

—

the conception of expiation lay near

—

but the restitution of a broken bond?

what is expiation
H. Hubert and M.

for

19

worship, but with regard to a promised Redeemer; this sacrifice may
have expressed that faith. If so, God's acceptance of it gave a divine warrant to
sacrificial

future sacrifice.
18

We

are abstracting in this account the illuminating survey

by

MM.

Hubert and Maussin the "L'Annee Sociologique," II, 1897-1898, pp. 29 ff. They
tell us, that Robertson Smith has been followed by E. Sidney Hartland, "The
Legend of Perseus," 1894-1896, and "with theological exaggeration" by F. B.
Jevons, " Introduction to the History of Religion," 1896.
19 After threatening
to become the dominant theory, this theory has recently
ground, chiefly on account of the totemistic elements connected with it. See
the criticisms by B. Stade, "Biblische Theologie des Alten Testaments," v. i,

lost

pp. 156-159; and M. J. Lagrange, "Etudes sur les religions Semitiques," pp.
246 ff. The "gift" theory accordingly holds the field. W. R. Inge, "Christian

Mysticism," 1899, p. 355, appears to prefer to suppose that neither conception
the source of the other: "There have always been two ideas of sacrifice, alike

is
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Mauss

are certainly wise in eschewing this spurious geneticism,

and contenting themselves with seeking merely

to isolate the

common

element discoverable in all sacrificial acts. It must be
confessed, however, that we are not much advanced even by
their less ambitious labors. Sacrifices, they tell us, are, broadly,
rites designed by the consecration of a victim, to modify the
moral state, or, as they elsewhere express it, to affect the re20
This is assuredly the most formal
ligious state, of the offerers.
of formal definitions. All that differentiates sacrifices from other
religious acts, so far as appears from it, is that they, as the
others do not, seek their

common end "by the consecration of
much further, when, at the end

a victim." Nor are we carried
of their essay,

we

are told

21

that what binds together

divers forms of sacrifice into a unity,

all

the

always one
process which is employed for their varied ends. " This process,"
it is then said, "consists in establishing a connection between
the sacred world and the profane world by the intervention of
a victim, that is to say, by something destroyed in the course
sacrifice.
of the ceremony." Sacrifice, we thus learn, is just
But what this sacrifice is, in its fundamental meaning, we seem
not to be very clearly told. An impression is left on the mind
that the word "sacrifice" embraces so great a variety of differing transactions that only a very formal definition can inis

that

it is

—

them all.
Our guides having

clude

left us thus in the lurch, perhaps we
cannot do better than simply survey the chief theories which
have been suggested as to the fundamental idea embodied in
sacrificial worship, quite in the flat. In doing so, we may take
a hint from the two forms of conception brought before us in
the narrative of the sacrifices of Cain and Abel and derive
from them our principle of division. The theories part into two
broad classes, which look upon sacrifices respectively as designed and adapted to express the religious feelings of man conin savage

tim who

and

commercial, in
ceiving
20

—

the mystical in which it is a communion, the vicand eaten being himself the god, or a symbol of the god; and the
which something valuable is offered to the god in the hope of re-

civilized cults,

is slain

some benefit in exchange." This
As cited, pp. 41 and 89.

is

very likely true as a general proposition.
21

P. 133.
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ceived merely as creature, or as intended to meet the needs of

man as sinner. The theories of the first class
numerous, and, nowadays at

least,

by

are

far the

by far the more
more popular.

Perhaps, thinking of sacrifices as a world-wide usage as at this

we are, we may say also- that these theories are very likely
embody the true account of the meaning of much of the sacri-

point
to

worship, at least, which has overspread the globe. For
man, even in the formation of his religious rites is doubtless
no more ready to remember that he is a sinner craving pardon
ficial

than that he

is

the sense of sin
as

it is

a creature claiming protection. Deep-rooted as
is in every normal human conscience, and sure

sporadically to express itself

ligious observances, the pride of

and

man

to color all serious re-

is

no

less

ready to find

manifestation even in his religious practices. Let us look at the

two great

classes of theories in a rapid

chief theories of sacrifice

which allow no place to sin
perhaps be collected into

chief varieties of these

enumeration.

The

in its essential implications,

may

may

be assigned the names
and of Communion.
to which we have given the name

three groups to which

of theories

of Recognition, of Gift

The

theories

of theories

Recognition are also known as Homage or Symbolical
theories. Their common characteristic is that they conceive
sacrifices to be at bottom symbolical rites by means of which
the worshipper gives expression to his religious feelings or aspirations or needs: "acts go before words." At their highest
level these theories represent the worshipper as expressing thus
of

his recognition of the deity, his

Him and

own

relation of dependence

Him, and his readiness to act in
accordance with this relation and to render the homage and
obedience due from him. The name of William Warburton is

upon

subjection to

connected with these theories in this general form. 22 A slightly
different turn is given to the general conception by Albrecht
Ritschl. 23 According to him, even in the case of the later sacrificial system of Israel, the sacrifices express (with no reference
22

"The Divine

23

Cf. " Rechtfertigung

Legation of Moses,"

etc. iv. 4.

und Versohnung 3 ,"

ii.

201-203.
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whatever to sin in the symbolism) only the awe and religious
which the creature in his inadequacy feels in the presence
of deity: man seeks "to cover" his weakness in the face of the
destroying glory of God (Gen. xxxii. 31, Judges vi. 23, xiii. 22).
There are others, to be sure, who are not so careful to exclude
a reference to sin and, in speaking of the sacrifices of Israel at
least, suppose that what is symbolized includes a hatred of sin,
as well as self -surrender to God: in their hands the theory
fear

passes therefore

upward

into the other

main

class.

On

the other

hand, in their lowest forms, theories of this group tend to pass
downward into conceptions which look upon sacrifices as merely
magical rites. The thing symbolized may be supposed to be not

a spiritual attitude at

all

but a physical need. Primitive worship-

pers only exhibited before the deity the object they required,

and

was supposed

this

to operate

upon the deity (something

after the fashion of sympathetic magic) as a specimen, securing

from

Him

the thing desired. Theorists of this order do not

scruple to point to the "shew-bread" displayed in the temple

and the

offering of first-fruits as instances in point.

theories

which look upon

of Israel

The

sacrifices as essentially gifts,

presents, intended to please the deity, 24

and thus to gain favor
with Him, part into two divisions according as the gifts are
conceived more as bribes or more as fines, that is according as
they are conceived as designed more to curry favor with the

—

more to make amends for faults
or, from the point
view of the deity, as a sort of police regulation, to punish or
check wrong doing. In either case the idea of sin may come into
play and the theory pass upward into the other main class.
The chief representative of this type of theory among the old
deity, or
of

writers
this

is J.

Spencer,

who

was the primitive view

looks

(E. B. Tylor, Herbert Spencer)
24

upon

as self-evident that

The

have given

Jeremias, "Encyclopaedia Biblica," v.

J.

it

of sacrifice. 25

iv. col.

it

anthropologists
great vogue in

4119 says, in a repre-

sentative assertion: "Sacrifice rests ultimately on the idea that

it

gives pleasure

Dillmann, "Leviticus," 376)." So A. Dillmann, "Exodus und
Leviticus ," p. 416: " The characteristic of sacrifice is a gift; that which differentiates it from other gifts is that it is enjoyed by the divinity."
26
J. Spencer, " De Legibus Hebraeorum Ritualibus," 1727, v. ii. p. 762.

to the deity
3

(cf.
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commonly held theory

the fundamental nature of sacrifice at present

(e. g.,

of

H. Schultz,

B. Stade, A. B. Davidson, G. F. Moore). 26 In one of the lower
forms of this general theory the gifts are conceived as food
who is supposed to share in the human
supplied to the deity

—

need of being
conception

fed. 27 It is

when

it is

an advance on the crudest form

of this

the savour or odor of the sacrifice which

supposed to be pleasing to the deity, and the food is thought
conveyed to Him through the medium of burning. When
the food is supposed to be shared between the offerer and the
deity, an advance is made to the next group of theories.
This group of theories looks upon sacrifices as essentially
formal acts of communion with the deity
a common meal,
say, partaken of by worshipper and worshipped, the fundamental motive being to gratify the deity by giving or sharing
with Him a meal. 28 This general view is often improved upon
by a reference to the custom of establishing covenants by common meals, and becomes thereby a " meal-covenant " or " tablebond" theory. In this form it was already suggested by A. A.
Sykes who speaks of sacrifices as joint meals, which are, he
says, "acts of engaging in covenants and leagues." 29 It is a
further addition to this theory to say that it was conceived that
a physical union was induced between the deity and the worshipper, by the medium of the common meal. 30 And the notion
is

to be

—

26
Hubert and Mauss, as cited, p. 30, remark that "it is certain that sacrifices
were generally in some degree gifts, conferring on the believer rights upon his
God." They add in a note: " See a somewhat superficial brochure by Nitzsch,
'Idee und Stufen des Opferkultus,' Kiel, 1889"; and then, that "at bottom"
this theory is held by Wilken, "Over eene Nieuwe Theorie des Offers" in "De
Gids," 1891, pp. 535 ff. and by L. Marillier in the Revue d'Histoire des Religions, 1897-1898. Marillier connects sacrifices, however, with magical rites by
which the deity is bent to the worshipper's will by the liberation of a magical
force through the effusion of the victim's blood. The idea of "gift" grew out of
this, through the medium of the cult of the dead.
27
E. G. Piepenbring, " Theologie de l'ancien Testament," p. 56.

P. Paterson, Hastings' " Dictionary of the Bible," iv. p. 331 b.
A. A. Sykes, "Essay on the Nature etc. of Sacrifices," 1748, p. 75.
30
J. Wellhausen, " Skizzen und Vorarbeiten," 1897; W. R. Smith, " Religion of the Semites 2 ," 1894; as applied to Israel, H. Schultz, American Journal
of Theology, 1900, p. 269.
28
29

W.
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when

the meal is thought of as essentially
Himself whether by symbol, or through
the medium of a totem animal, or by magical influence. 31
H. C. Trumbull actually utilizes this conception to explain the
mode of action of the Lord's Supper. 32
One of the things which strikes us very sharply as we review these three groups of theories is the little place given in
them to the slaughter, or more broadly the destruction, of the
victim, or, more broadly, the offering. This comes forward in
them all as incidental to the rite, rather than as its essence. In
the third group the sacrificial feast
which follows on the
sacrifice itself
assumes the main place in the second it is
the oblation which is emphasized as of chief importance; even
in the first the slaughter is not cardinal,
at the best it is a
prerequisite that the blood may be obtained, which is represented as the valuable thing, to present to the deity. This cirsumstance alone is probably fatal to the validity of these
theories as accounts whether of sacrifice in general or sacrifice
in Israel; and very certainly as providing an explanation of the
meaning of the New Testament writers when they speak of
our Lord as a sacrifice. There is reason to believe that the
slaughter of the victim or destruction of the offering consti-

has reached

its

height

a feeding on the

God

—

—

;

—

and certainly in the New
Testament it is precisely in the blood of Christ or in His cross,
symbols of His death, that the essence of His sacrificial chartutes the essential act of sacrifice;

acter

is

found. 33

When we
ence to sin

is

turn to the theories of sacrifice in which a refermade fundamental, we meet first with that form

Symbolical theory in which the sacrifice is supposed to
be the vehicle for the expression of the worshipper's "confesof the

sion, his regret, his petition for forgiveness,"

in one word, his repentance

and

his

34

— that

is

to say,

engagement to give back

G. Frazer, " The Golden Bough 2 ," 1900.

31

J.

32

"The Blood Covenant,"

1888, at the end; see also his

"The Covenant

of

Salt," 1899.
33
Hubert and Mauss, as cited, p. 74. On the usage of the Hebrew word
Zebach as a generic term for sacrifice, see Cave, as cited, pp. 511 ff.
M H. Schultz, American Journal of Theology, 1900, p. 310.
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this

view are K. C.

F. Bahr, G. F. Oehler and F. D. Maurice. 35

W.

meet

By

its side

we

form of the Gift theory in which the sinning
supposed to approach his judge with (on the lower

also that

worshipper

is

a bribe, or (on the higher level) the fine for his fault in
his hand. The former view is appropriate only to lower stages
of culture, in which justice is supposed to go by favor. Even
level)

heathen opinion, so to think of the gods was held
them: "Even a good man," says Cicero,
"will refuse to accept presents from the wicked." 36 When the
gift is thought of as amends for a fault, however, we have entered upon more distinctly ethical ground. It is, nevertheless,
only in the Piacular or Expiatory view that theories of sacrifice reach their ethical culmination. In this view the offerer
is supposed to come before God burdened with a sense of sin
and seeking to expiate its guilt. The victim which he offers is
looked upon as his substitute, to which is transferred the punishment which is his due; and the penalty having been thus
in the higher

to be degrading to

may receive forgiveness for his
W. Outram is usually looked upon

vicariously borne, the offerer
sin.

Among the

older writers

as the type of this view he explains the death of the victim as
:

"some

evil inflicted

on one party

in order to expiate the guilt

from punishgeneral view
has been held not only by such writers as P. Fairbairn, J. H.
Kurtz, E. W. Hengstenberg, but also by such others as W.
Gesenius, W. M. L. de Wette and even Bruno Bauer. E. Westermarck himself defines "the original idea in sacrifice a piaculum,
of another in the sense of delivering the guilty

ment and procuring the

forgiveness of sin."

37

The

a substitute for the offerer." 38
A matter of importance which it may be well to observe in
passing is that in no one of these theories are sacrifices sup36

See Paterson (as cited, p. 341

a),

Theory the not very satisfactory name
36

37

De
"De

"

Leg.,"

ii.

of

who gives this form
The Prayer Theory.

of the Symbolical

16.

Sacrificiis libri

duo," 1677 (E. T., "'Two Dissertations on Sacrifices"

1828) p. 248.
38
J. J. Reeve, in the " International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia," p. 2640
quoting from " The Origin and Development of Moral Ideas," 1906. For Wester.

.

.

marck's notions as to expiating

sacrifice at large, see v.

i.

pp. 61-72.
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posed to terminate immediately upon the offerer and to have
their direct effect upon him. The offerer offers them; but it is to
the deity that he offers them; and their direct effect, whatever
it may be, is naturally upon the deity. Of course the offerer
seeks a benefit for himself by his offerings, and in this sense
ultimately they terminate on him; and in some instances their
operation upon him is conceived quite mechanically. 39 Nevertheless it is always through their effect on the deity that they
are supposed to affect men, and their immediate effect is upon
the deity himself. The nearest to an exception to this is provided
by those theories in which the stress is laid on the sacrificial
feast, or rather, among these, by those theories in which the
worshipper is supposed to "eat the God" and thereby to become sharer in his divine qualities. Even this notion, however,
is an outgrowth of the general conception which rules all sacrificial worship, that the purpose of the sacrifice is so to affect
the deity as to secure its favorable regard for the worshipper
or its favorable action in his behalf or upon him. This conception is no doubt extended in this special case to a great
extreme, in representing the benefit hoped for, sought and obtained, to be the actual transfusion of the deity's powers into the
39

Hubert and Mauss, as

cited, p. 41, seeking a comprehensive definition,
a religious act which, by the consecrating of a victim,
modifies the state of the moral person who offers it or of certain objects in which
that person is interested." The meaning of this is amplified in an earlier passage
as distinguished, that is, from such
(p. 37): "In sacrifice on the contrary"
"the consecration extends beyond the thing conseacts, as, say, anointing
crated; it extends among others, to the moral person who defrays the cost of the
ceremony. The believer who has supplied the victim, the object consecrated, is
not at the end of the operation what he was at its beginning. He has acquired a
religious character which he did not have, or he is relieved from an unfavorable
character by which he was afflicted: he is elevated to a state of grace, or he has
issued from a state of sin. In either case he is religiously transformed." In a note
on the same page, on the basis of certain Hindu texts, they add: " These benefits
from the sacrifice are, in our view, necessary reactions (contrecoups) of the rite.
They are not due to a free divine will which theology interpolates little by little
between the religious act and its sequences." On this view sacrifices are assimilated
to magical acts, and their effects are conceived somewhat on the analogy of what
is known as the reflex action of prayer. But if ,the deity is thought of merely as
the object from which the sacrifices rebound to the offerer, it is on it nevertheless
that they must first strike that they may rebound.
fix

on

this: "Sacrifice is

—

—

"

:
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Even so, however,

the fundamental idea of
something from the deity
for the worshipper; and this is something very different from a
transaction intended directly to call out action on the part of the
worshipper himself. It is in effect subversive of the whole principle of sacrificial worship to imagine that sacrifices are offered
directly to affect the worshippers and to secure action from them
their purpose is to affect the deity and to secure beneficial action
on its part. "The purpose of sacrifice," says J. Jeremias justly, 40
"
"is invariably to influence the deity in favour of the sacrifices
Every time the writers of the New Testament speak of the work
of Christ under the rubric of a sacrifice, therefore, they bear witness
under any theory of sacrifice current among scholars
that they conceive of His work as directed Godward and as
intended directly to affect God, not man.
It must be borne steadily in mind that the theories of sacrificial worship which we have been enumerating do not necessarily represent the judgment of their adherents on the nature
and implications of sacrificial worship in the developed ritual
of Israel, and much less in the decadence of Israelitish religion
which is thought to have been in progress when the New Testament books were written. These theories are general theories
and are put forward as attempts to determine the ideas which
gave birth to and in this sense underlie all sacrificial worship.

worshipper's person.

sacrifices is retained

— the securing

of

—

—

The adherents

of these theories for the

most part recognize

that in the course of the history of sacrificial worship

many

changes of conception took place, here, there, and elsewhere;
many new ideas were incorporated and many old ones lost.
They are quite prepared to look for and to trace out in the history of sacrificial worship, therefore, at least a " development,
and this "development" is not thought of as necessarily running on the same lines
certainly not pari passu
in every

—

nation.

Though

—

<

these theorists are inclined, therefore, to con-

ceive all sacrificial worship as rooting in one notion, they are

ordinarily willing to recognize that the
ficial

worship

may have
40

"development"

taken, or actually did take,

"Encyclopaedia Biblica,"

col.

4120.

of sacriits

own
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direction in each region of

earth and

trie

among each

people,

and modifying influences may
have varied from time to time or from place to place. The history of sacrificial worship in Israel becomes thus a special subject of investigation; and scholars engaged upon it have wrought
as the conditions of

its

existence

out their schemes of " development," beginning, each, with his

own theory

of the origin

and

essential presuppositions of sacri-

worship, and leading up through the stages recognized

ficial

by him

to the culmination of Israelitish sacrificial worship in

When we say that the sacrificial worship
culminated in the Levitical system, this has a special
significance for the investigations in question, seeing that they
ordinarily proceed more or less completely on the assumption
of the schematization of the development of religion in Israel
which has been worked out by the Graf-Wellhausen school.
This places the Levitical system at the end of the long development, and looks upon it as the final outcome of the actual
the Levitical system.

of Israel

religious effort of Israel.

From

view we are apt to

this point of

have, therefore, successively, discussions of sacrificial worship
in the primitive Semitic ages, in the early Israelitish times, in

the prophetic period, and in the prescriptions of the Levitical
law.

Thus a long course

of

development

is

interposed between

the origin of sacrifices and the enactments of the Levitical
legislation;

when they

and the

from

embarrassment
meaning and
implications in the Levitical system

theorists are free

all

find sacrifices bearing a very different

charged with very different

from what they had conceived

their fundamental, that is,
speaking historically, their primitive meaning and implication

to be. It

is

not surprising, therefore, that in point of

fact, the

do ordinarily find the conceptions expressed in the
Levitical system different from the fundamental ideas which
they suppose to have been originally embodied in sacrificial
theorizers

worship.
It

is

in this,

ment

quite

common

— that the

for

them

to find this difference precisely

Levitical system

is

the elaborate embodi-

of the piacular idea, while in earlier times

the other conceptions of sacrifice prevailed.

On

some one

this

view

of

it is
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customary to say that the idea of expiation is first elaborated
which the sin-offering takes the
first place among types of sacrifices, and that special expiatory
sacrifices are mentioned first in Ezekiel (xl. 39, xlii. 13, xliii. 19).
The assumptions in this construction, to be sure, are challenged
on both sides.
It is pointed out, on the one side, that the rise of special
in the post-exilic period, in

expiatory sacrifices

is

not the same thing as the

rise of

the con-

ception of expiation in connection with sacrifices. A.

Kuenen

notes, 41 for example, that the burnt-offering,

thought

the oldest of

all sacrifices,

was

which

is

offered in earlier times in those

cases for which, in the completed legislation, the expiatory

proper were required and indeed it is clear that the
whole burnt-offering can still be expiatory in the late document
which is isolated as P (Lev. i. 4, xiv. 20, xvi. 24). And Robertson Smith does not hesitate to declare 42 that "the atoning
function of sacrifice is not confined to a particular class of
oblation, but belongs to all sacrifices." Of course this declaration is made from his own point of view; but it is not valid
merely from his point of view. For him all sacrifices go back to
a primitive form in which the object is to maintain or to reinstate communion with the God. Expiation is in his view only
the re-establishment of the broken bond: the original totemistic
sacrifice had all the effects of an expiatory rite; and in all the
developments which have followed, this element in their significance has never been lost. All trace of totemism is effaced;
but the sense of expiation always abides and thus becomes the
sacrifices

$

constant feature of sacrifices. Hubert and

same

result along another

thing offered

pathway. 43 In

— the victim, we may

Mauss

arrive at the

all sacrifices

there

is

a

call it for brevity's sake.

This victim is an intermediary. When we say intermediary,
however, we say representative. And when we say representative, we say broadly, substitute. "This is why the offerer inserts

between the religious forces and himself intermediaries, the
chief of which is the victim. If he went through this rite to the
42

41 "
The Religion of Israel,"
"Religion of the Semites 2 ," p. 237.

ii.

p. 263.
43

As

cited, p. 134.
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end himself, he would

find in

it

death and not

life.

The victim

takes his place. It alone enters into the dangerous region of the

succumbs there, and it is there in order to succumb.
remains under cover; the gods take the victim instead of taking him. It ransoms him." "There is no sacrifice,"
they add emphatically, "in which there does not intervene
some idea of ransom." We may take it to be sufficiently clear,
then, that, whatever conceptions may have from time to time
and from place to place dominated the minds of sacrificial worship, the one constant idea which has always been present in it
sacrifice, it

The

offerer

precisely that of piacular mediation. And it is very plain indeed that we cannot look upon the Levitical legislation as the
introduction of the piacular conception into the sacrificial
system of Israel.
is

The criticism directed from the other side against the assumptions of the theory in question cannot be held to be so
successful.

while

it is

The

general contention of this criticism

to be admitted that the drift in Israel

that,

is

was towards

had not reached its goal
which thus at best marks only a stage
in the progress towards it. There are some indeed who will not
grant even so much as this. They see very definitely expressed
in the Levitical system too some quite different conception of
the piacular conception, yet that drift

in the Levitical system,

sacrificial

Homage

worship, the

munion conception, according

to

conception, say, or the

Com-

which respectively the

sacri-

thought of as analogous to prayers or to sacraments.
Others find it more convenient simply to deny that any definite
conception whatever informs the Levitical system. The framers
of this legislation were not clear in their own minds what was the
real nature of sacrificial worship, but were content to practice
it as an ordinance of God and to leave the mode of its operation in that mystery which probably enhanced rather than curfices are

tailed its influence

upon the awe-stricken consciousness

of the

worshipper. 44 This extreme view has obtained a very considerable vogue, but need scarcely be taken seriously. It
44

R. Smend, "Lehrb.
"Encyclopaedia Biblica,"

d.

col.

is

plain

G. F. Moore,
4226. Compare also A. B. Davidson, "Theology

A. T. Religionsgeschichte,"

p. 324, cf.
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enough that the Levitical system is something more than a
series of blind rites, the whole value of the performance of
which lies in the manifestation of implicit obedience to God.

And

generally allowed that the sacrificial conception of
one stage in the development of which is marked by the
Levitical system, was moving towards the idea of expiation to
which it ultimately attained. Rudolf Smend, for instance, who
supposes that the earliest sacrificial ideas of Israel saw in the
sacrifices only acts of homage, yet considers that these ideas
were steadily modified in later ages until they had run through
all the stages up to that of reparation of sin
although he
thinks it doubtful if the Israelites ever attained to a truly subit is

Israel,

—

stitutionary theory. 45 H. J. Holtzmann, while insisting that the
is not that of the law, feels compelled to
admit that it was nevertheless the popular doctrine of the Jews
and that traces of it found their way into the code itself. 46 A.
B. Davidson, who believes that the earliest idea connected
with sacrifice in Israel was that of " a gift to placate God," considers that this idea still underlies the law, and yet "in later
times the other side was more prominent, that the death of the
creature was of the nature of penalty, by the exaction of which
the righteousness of Jehovah was satisfied." 47 "This idea," he
adds, "seems certainly expressed in Isa. liii; at least these two
points appear to be stated there, that the sins of the people, i.e.,
the penalties for them, were laid on the servant and borne by
him; and secondly, that thus the people were relieved from the
penalty, and their sins being borne were forgiven." That there
was a substitution in the law itself is recognized, on the other

penal interpretation

Old Testament," pp. 352-354, where he says that the author of Leviticus
has contented himself with stating the fact that the offering of a life atones, suggesting no explanation of why or how it atones. But he proceeds to remark that
we can scarcely agree with Riehm that the blood atones merely because it is ordained that it shall, but should no doubt assume that there was a reason for the
ordination, understood or not by the worshipper but no doubt at least dimly felt.
of the

46
46

47

son by

As cited, p. 128.
"Lehrbuch der Neutestamentlichen Theologie ," 1897, v. i, pp. 67-68.
"Theology of the Old Testament," p. 355, cf. 353. The use made of David1

W.

justified.

L. Walker,

"The Gospel

of Reconciliation," 1909, p. 21,

seems scarcely

"
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hand, by A. Dillmann, although he insists that this was not a
substitution in kind, but of something not itself sin-bearing. 48

W. Robertson Smith

is

well

known

as the powerful advo-

cate of one of the lowest possible theories of the

primitive sacrifices of the Semites

meaning

of the

— that which sees the origin

•

meal in which the worshipper was supposed to
become physically imbued with the God on whom he fed in
symbol. But he did not imagine that the Semitic peoples continued permanently to be sunk in this crass notion. Following
Robertson Smith's guidance, W. P. Paterson adopts the common-meal conception of primitive sacrifice' "the fundamental motive was to gratify God by giving or sharing with
Him a meal"' but fully recognizes that such changes had
taken place in the progress of time that the Levitical system was
just an elaborate embodiment of the piacular idea. In his view
in all its elements, and that not merely
the whole system'
of sacrifice in a

—

—

—

—

" contemplated
animal but even of vegetable offerings
the community as being in a state of guilt, and requiring to be
reconciled to God." In it, in short, sacrifices "have in fact become
not excepting the Peace-offering in its later interpretation'
piacular sacrifices which dispose God to mercy,
procure the forgiveness of sin and avert punishment." 49 Accordingly he expounds the matter thus: 50 "The expiation of guilt
is the leading purpose of the Levitical sacrifices. Their office
is to cover or make atonement for sin. The word employed to
describe this specific effect is -133. This efficacy is connected
with all four kinds of principal offerings; the objects of the
of

—
—

covering are persons and sins; the covering takes place before

God, and it stands in a specially close relation to the sprinkling
of the blood and the burning of the sacrificial flesh (Lev. i. 4,
"A. T. Theologie," pp. 488-489.
Hastings' "Dictionary of the Bible," v. iv, p. 338 b: "The Meat-offering
also covered from sin and delivered from its consequences."
60
As cited, p. 339 a. Cf. p. 342 a, where he sums up: "More likely is it that
the step deemed by Holtzmann inevitable at a later stage was already taken,
and that the chaos of confused ideas resulting from the discredit of old views
was averted by the assertion of the substitutionary idea
the most external
indeed, but also the simplest, the most generally intelligible, and the readiest
answer to the question as to the nature of expiation.'
«»

49

—

'
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" It is not to be doubted, of course, that elements of adora-

and

of

sacramental communion also enter into the sacrithe Levitical system: nothing could be clearer

ficial rites of

than that in the several sacrificial ordinances, a variety of
motives find appropriate expression, and a variety of
religious impressions are aimed at and produced. But it would
seem quite impossible to erect these motives and impressions
into the main, and certainly not into the sole, notion expressed
or object sought in these ordinances. It may be confidently
contended that, present as they undoubtedly are, they are
present as subsidiary and ancillary to the fundamental function
of the sacrifice, which is to propitiate the offended deity in behalf of sinful man. Any unbiased study of the Levitical system
must issue, as it seems to us, in the conviction that this system
is through and through, in its intention and effect, piacular.
It is, naturally, quite possible to contend that it is not of
the first importance for the interpretation of the New Testament writers, when they represent our Lord as a sacrifice, to
determine what the conception of sacrifice was which underlay
the Levitical legislation. It may be urged that the ideas of the
writers of the New Testament were not influenced so much by
religious

the Levitical system, as by the notion of sacrifice current in the
Jewish thought of their time. As we have seen, however, there
are very few who doubt that the Jews in the time when the
New Testament was in writing held the doctrine of substitutive
expiation in connection with the sacrificial system. George F.
Moore is one of these few. 51 He is quite sure that the idea of
poena vicaria is a pure importation into the Old Testament,
the prevailing conception of sacrifice in which he conceives to
be that of "gift." And he seems to imply that the later Jewish
doctors were of a quite indefinite mind as to how the sacrifice
operated in expiating sin. "The theory that the victim's life
is put in place of the owner's," he remarks, "is nowhere hinted
at"; and he adds that this is "perhaps because the Jewish
doctors understood better than our theologians what sin-offerings and trespass offerings were, and what they were for." We
61

"Encyclopaedia Biblica,"

v. iv, coll.

4223-4226.

;
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—

must leave it to him to make clear to himself' he has not
made it clear to us
how such offerings could have been understood to " atone"
to make expiation for sin and to propitiate
the offended deity
by the interposition of a slain victim,

—
—
—

without any idea of vicarious penalty creeping in.
Even G. B. Stevens will not go the lengths of this. He apparently agrees with Moore, indeed, that the idea of the poena
vicaria is absent from Old Testament sacrifices. But he seems
to allow it even a determining place in the later Judaism. His
prime contention at this point is, indeed, that it was from this
later Judaism that Paul, for example, derived this conception.
For he admits that in Paul, at least, "we have here the idea
of satisfaction

by substitution "

52

and the precise thing on which

he insists is that "this legalistic scheme which Paul wrought
out of the materials of current Jewish thought." 53 He never
tires in fact of scoring this teaching of Paul's as a mere remnant
of Phariseeism, 54 in which, therefore, Christians are not bound
to follow him. He is clearly so far right in this that this conception was part of Pharisaic belief. There are two conceptions
indeed which beyond question
and probably no one questions

it

— lay together

—

in the

minds

of the

men

of the

New

Testament times, forming the presuppositions of their thought
concerning sin and its forgiveness. The one is that atonement
for sin was wrought by the sacrifices; the other that vicarious

The former conception is
by Heinrich Weinel thus: "At that time almost the only thought connected with sacrifice was that of a
propitiatory rite, accompanied by the shedding of blood." 55
With respect to the latter H. H. Wendt points out the currency
sufferings availed for atonement.

crisply expressed

"the idea of the expiatory significance
and of the substitutionary significance of

in the time of Jesus of
of sufferings for guilt,

the excessive sufferings of the righteous for the sins of others."
62

"The

53

As
As

64

86

Christian Doctrine of Salvation," p. 62,

cf.

56

p. 65.

cited, p. 66.
65

cited, pp. 73-75.

"Teaching

of Jesus," E. T., v.

ii,

"Saint Paul," E. T., p. 302.
refers in support to F. Weber,
and to E. Schurer, "Geschichte des

p. 243.

He

"Jiidische Theologie ," 1897, § 70, p. 326 ff.
ii, p. 466 (E. T. Div. II. v.
2

judischen Volkes," v.

ii,

p. 186).
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Needless to say both facts thus expressed are fully recogHe tells us that in the Pales-

nized even by, say, G. F. Moore.
tinian schools of the first

and second Christian

effect of sacrifice is expressed as in the

kipper,

'make

eral principle

propitiation,' 'expiation,'"
is

that

all

centuries,

"the

Pentateuch, by the verb

and that "the gen-

private sacrifices atone, except peace

(including thank offerings), with which no confes-

offerings

sion of sin

is

made."

57

And he

us as explicitly not only

tells

that an expiatory character was attributed to suffering, but

men" were held "to
would seem inconceivable
that such relatable ideas could be kept apart in the mind which
gave harborage to both: it is inhuman for us to imagine that
men, merely because they lived a few hundred years ago, were
incapable of putting even one and one together. And as we
read over, say, the ceremonial for the Day of Atonement in
the Mishnah tractate Yoma we can scarcely fail to see that this
one and one were put together. Paul Fiebig occupies a general
position very similar to that of G. F. Moore: he is eager to
that "the suffering and death of righteous

atone for the sins of others."

make

it

clear that the

men

58

It

of old time in their religious rites

about ideas, and lived much
and ceremonies carried out with painful exactness. Yet he cannot refuse to add: 59 "This is not to say that
the ritual of the Day of Atonement did not suggest a variety
of ideas,
this idea for example
You, a sinner, have really
deserved death, but this sacrificial animal now bears the punishment of your sin.' Or this: 'The sacrificial animal now bears
the sin away into the wilderness; so soon as the goat which is
troubled themselves very

more

little

in usages

—

sent to Azazel
sins

have

'

:

(cf.

Lev. xvi.) into the wilderness

is

gone, the

and repaand also of a gift by means

also disappeared.' Ideas of substitution

ration, of bearing the curse of sin,

—

—

which the deity is to be propitiated
are suggested here.
The sacrificial animal might also be thought of as a purchase
price, as ransom-money, and the whole sacrifice be placed under
the point of view of ransoming. All these ideas were suggested
of

67

As

69

"Jesu Blut ein Geheimnis? " 1906,

cited, col. 4223.

68

As

cited, col. 4226, cf. col. 4232.

p. 33.
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and were simply and
think

it

easily to be read out of the ritual."

We

necessary to say, not merely that such ideas as these

might be suggested by the ceremonial of the Day of Atonement,
by the several varieties of
and
each in its own measure
sacrifice which were in use but that they were inevitably suggested by them and, in point of fact, formed the circle of ideas
which make up in their entirety what we may justly think of

—

—

;

as the sacrificial conception of the time. 60

Whether, then, we look to the Levitical system or to the
when the New Testament was

conceptions current at the time

written as determining the sense of the writers of the

New

Testament when they spoke of Christ as a sacrifice, the most
natural meaning that can be attached to the term on their
lips is that of an expiatory offering propitiating God's favor
and reconciling Him to guilty man. An attempt may be made,
to be sure, to break the force of this finding

by representing

worship to have fallen so much into the background
in the time of our Lord that it no longer possessed importance
for the religious thought of the day. Martin Bruckner tells us
sacrificial

60

It is

by a misapprehension that

ficial

J.

K. Mozley, "The Doctrine of Atone-

supporting himself on G. B. Stevens, seems to deny the sacricharacter of the scape-goat: "As to the ritual of the Day of Atonement, here

ment," 1916,

p. 20,

might appear at first sight. The
but we must remember that 'the flesh of this goat was not burned; atonement was not made by
its blood; it was not a sacrifice at all.'" The quotation is from Stevens, as cited,
p. 11. On the other hand Hugo Gressmann, "Der Ursprung der israelitisch-judischen Eschatologie," 1905, pp. 328-329 sees the sacrificial idea at its height represented in the scape-goat. He is speaking of the Ebed and adverting to the ascription of "a substitutive expiatory character" to his sufferings and death, and
remarks: "The sacrificial idea stands in the background. We have materially an
exact parallel in the goat of Azazel which was offered as an expiatory sacrifice on
the great Day of Atonement.
The goat is burdened with the sin of the congregation and offered substitutionally for it. For the expulsion of the goat is only
a specific form of sacrifice (Hubert et Mauss, ''Essai sur la nature et la fonction
du sacrifice" in L'Annee Sociologique Second quar., Paris, 1898, p. 75). The expiatory significance which is attached to the death of the Ebed fully corresponds with
the expiatory character which is ascribed here to the goat." At the place cited,
supplemented at pp. 78f. and 92, Hubert and Mauss assign the scape-goat to its
right category and expound convincingly its character as an expiatory sacrifice,
thus supplying a corrective to the exposition of W. R. Smith on which Stevens
also the old opinion is not as firmly established as

culminating point

is

the sending

.

supports himself.

.

away

.

of the goat 'for Azazel,'
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that there is no exposition of the Jewish theory of sacrifice
given in W. Bousset's book on the " Religion of Judaism" because " there wasn't any." 61 Supposing, however, the fact to

be as stated

— that the doctrine of sacrifice played so small a

part in the religion of the later Judaism that
as negligible in a

time,
of

it

summary

— that would

writers as a

work

be treated

as a vehicle of their doctrine.

abstract likelihood of the

New

of a rare rubric: their use of

paradigm into which

of Christ.

must be supposed to have gone afield to
more importance they must be supposed

mating the measure

may

only add significance to the employment

by the New Testament

to run their conception of the

it

it

of the religious conceptions of the

We

The

further they

find this rubric, the
to

have attached to

are not inquiring into the

Testament writers making use

it is

not in dispute. 62

of significance

We

are esti-

which must be attributed

to their use of a rubric which they actually employ. The less a
mere matter-of-course their employment of it can be shown to
be, the more it must be recognized that they had a distinct purpose in using it and the more weight must be assigned to its

implications in their hands. Bruckner's remark, therefore, that
sacrificial worship had become in the time of Christ " without

importance" for Jewish theology reacts injuriously upon his
main contention in the passage where it occurs
namely that
it was without importance for Paul.
It has become almost a fashion to speak minimizingly of
Paul's employment of the category of sacrifice in his explanation of Christ's work, and it is interesting to observe how hard

—

Nemesis treads on the heels

of the

attempt to do so. Bruckner's
What he wishes to do is

instance affords a very good example.

to lower the importance of the conception of sacrifice in Paul's

system of thought concerning the work of Christ. He seeks to
do this by suggesting that the sacrificial language served with
Paul little further purpose than to express the notion of sub61

"Die Entstehung des paulinischen Christologie," 1903, p. 231.
Of course nothing is ever absolutely undisputed. Paterson, as cited, p. 343,
b, very properly remarks: "It has been denied that Paul adopts the category
(Schmidt, "Die paul. Christologie," p. 84) but the denial rests on dogmatic rather
than on exegetical grounds (Ritschl, ii. p. 161)."
62
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stitution.

"The

idea of a sacrifice," he remarks,

"came

into

consideration for Paul only as an illustration of a conception:
the thing which he intended

lies in

the theory of substitution"

— a substitution which, he proceeds to show, includes in

it the
idea of " a substitutive punishment." Paul, in other words, calls

Christ a sacrifice only with a view to showing that Christ too
offered Himself as a substitutive expiation of our sins.

What

have intended? The contrast between the minimizing tone adopted and the effect of the facts
adduced to support it, is perhaps even more striking in the remarks of A. E. J. Eawlinson, writing in the collection of Oxford
essays published under the title of "Foundations." 63 With Paul,
he tells us, Christ is spoken of as a sacrifice only by way of "an

more could he be supposed

to

occasional illustration or a

momentary point

He

comparison."

of

"our Passover, sacrificed for us," as
"making peace by his blood," as in some sense a "propitiation."
"Apart from the three phrases quoted in the text," he adds in
a note, "and the statement in Ephesians v. 2, 'Even as Christ
also loved you and gave Himself up for us, an offering and a
sacrifice to God, for an odour of a sweet smell
where the
self-oblation of Christ is compared not to a sin-offering, but to
a burnt-offering,
there do not appear to be any passages in
St. Paul which interpret the work of Christ in sacrificial terms."
Not Gal. iii. 13 (Deut. xxi. 23), since "sacrificial victims were
refers to Christ as

'

—

—

never regarded as 'accursed.'" Not in the idea of vicarious
which is not a sacrificial idea
only the scapegoat being a sin-bearer (Lev. xvi.) and the scape-goat not being
sacrificed. The reader will scarcely escape the impression that
a great deal of unavailing trouble is being expended here in an
effort to remove unwelcome facts out of the way. And it will
not be strange if he wonders what advantage is supposed to be
gained from insisting that Paul has made little use of the category of sacrifice for expounding his view of the nature of
Christ's work, so long as it is recognized that he does employ
it, and that therefore it must be understood to be a suitable
expression of his view. " St. Paul does not appear to have made
suffering

—

—

«»

"Foundations," 1912,

p. 194.
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great use of Old Testament ideas of sacrifice," remarks J. K.

Mozley: 64 "Ritschl indeed in the second volume of his great
work, lays stress on the importance of the sacrificial system for
Paul's doctrine, but we can hardly go beyond the balanced
statement of Dr. Stevens (" Christian Doctrine of Salvation,"
While Paul has made a less frequent and explicit use
p. 63)
of sacrificial ideas than we should have expected, it is clear
that the system supplied one of the forms of thought by which
he interpreted Christ's death.'" That allowed, however, and
all is allowed agree that the rubric of sacrifice lent itself naturally to the expression of what Paul would convey concerning
the death of Christ, 65 and we might as well say frankly with
Paterson that to Paul, "the sacrifice of Christ had the significance of the death of an innocent victim in the room of the
guilty," and add with him, with equal frankness: "It is vain
to deny that St. Paul freely employs the category of substitution, involving the conception of the imputation or transference of moral qualities"
although it might perhaps be well
to use some more exact phraseology in saying it than Paterson
has managed to employ.
There is one book of the New Testament of which it has
'

:

:

—

proved impossible for even the hardiest to deny that Christ's
death is presented in it as a sacrifice. We refer, of course, to
the Epistle to the Hebrews. In it not only is Christ's death
directly described as a sacrifice, but all the sacrificial language
is gathered about it in the repeated allusions which are made
64

"The Doctrine

of the

Atonement," 1916,

p. 79, note.

perhaps part of the difficulty which so many writers feel on this matter
due to approaching it from a wrong angle, and thinking not so much of Paul's
expressing his convictions concerning Christ's death in terms of sacrifice as of his
imposing on the death of Christ mechanically ideas derived from the sacrifices?
Paul's conviction that Christ had died for our sins, bearing them in His own body
on the tree, is the primary thing: the sacrificial language he applies to it is one of
his modes of stating this fundamental fact. He begins always with the great fact
of the expiatory death of Christ. "Menegoz has admirably remarked," says Orello
Cone justly in a parallel matter, "that Paul's faith in the expiatory sacrifice of
Christ was not the conclusion of a process of reasoning on the relation between the
mercy and justice of God, but, on the contrary, the apostle's ideas on the justice
and mercy of God were founded on his faith in the expiatory death of Christ."
65

Is
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as such. 66

Nor

doubtful that it is distinctly of expiatory
author is thinking when he presents Christ
as dying a sacrificial death. He even uses of it "that characteristic term inseparably associated in the Old Testament with
these sacrifices" (tAdoTcojuai, ii. 17) the absence of which from
to

it

is it

sacrifices that the

the allusion to Christ's sacrifice in other parts of the

ment has been made a matter
really absent
(iXacrTripLov,

from them, but

Rom.

fully Paterson's

iii.

remark

of
is

25; iXac/xos, I

remark

67

present in

John

New Testa-

— although

ii.

its

it is

not

derivatives

2, iv. 10)

justifying

that "the idea of cancelling guilt,

of which a vital moment is liability to punishment, is associated
with Christ's sacrifice in Heb. ii. 17, I John ii. 2 (IX&cr/ceo-flai
with afjLaprias as object, and so 'to expiate')." The Epistle to
the Hebrews does not, however, really stand apart from the
rest of the

New Testament

in these things, as, indeed,

we have

just incidentally pointed out with reference to the Levitical

term for sacrificial expiation, employed as it is by Paul and
John as well as by this author. It only has its own points to
make and distributes the emphasis to suit them. Even in such
a peculiar matter as the ascription to Christ at once of the functions of priest and sacrifice, it may possibly have a parallel in
Eph. v. 2. 68 The fact is, as Paterson broadly asserts in words
66

fice

B. F. Westcott, "Epistle to the Hebrews,"

as being presented in the Epistle to the

"(1) as a Sacrifice of Atonement
15-17);

and

(3) as

(ix.

a Sacrifice which

is

14,

p. 299,

speaks of Christ's sacri-

Hebrews "in three distinct aspects,"
15); (2) as a Covenant Sacrifice (ix.

the ground-work of a Feast

(xiii.

10, 11)."

This is true; but it is possible to press analysis over-far. The "Sacrifice which is
the ground-work of a Feast" is the sacrifice of which we hear in the institution
of the Lord's Supper, and this is distinctly a "Covenant Sacrifice." The "Covenant Sacrifice" (ix. 15, 17) is a sacrifice for sin (ix. 12, 26), and is therefore fundamentally piacular and atoning, as indeed its relation to the passover-lamb
sufficiently intimates. In His sacrifice Christ fulfilled all the functions of sacrifice,
and thus there are varied aspects in which His sacrifice may be looked upon. But
above all else, He made expiation for the sins of His people by immolating Himself on the altar
thus putting away sin by the sacrifice of Himself.
67 As cited,
p. 344 a.
68
Cf. J. K. Mozley, "The Doctrine of the Atonement," 1916, p. 82, note 1:
"Eph. 1, 7 also refutes Pfleiderer's statement (ii. 175) that in this Epistle Christ
is not the expiatory sacrifice, but the sacrificing priest. The latter idea is certainly
that of v. 2, but St. Paul may as easily have united the two conceptions as did
the writer to the Hebrews."

—
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which were quoted from him at the opening of this discussion,
that every important type of New Testament teaching, including the teaching of Christ Himself, concurs in representing
Christ as a sacrifice, and in conceiving of the sacrifice which
represents Christ as being, as a substitutive expiation.

including Christ Himself; and

it

We say,

we may say that with our eye
The language of Mt. xx.

exclusively on the Synoptic Gospels.

Mk.

28,

x.

45

is sacrificial

substitutive language,

Mk.

xxvi. 28,

xiv. 24,

language; and

— "In the place

Lk.

xxii.

20 (the

of

it is

very distinctly

many." That

critical

of

Mt.

questions which

have been raised about these passages are negligible) is sacrificial language; and it is equally distinctly expiatory language
"Blood shed for many," "For the remission of sins." 69
The possibility of underrating the wealth and importance
of the allusions of the writers of the New Testament to the
death of Christ as sacrificial, in the sense of expiatory, appears
to depend upon a tendency to recognize such allusions only

—

when
with

made in connection
we should not even say only when didactic expositions

express references to sacrifices are

it, if

Nothing can be more certain,
than that the references to the "blood" of Jesus
are one and all ascriptions of a sacrificial character and effect
to His death. 70 Nevertheless, we meet with attempts to explain
these ascriptions away. Thus, for example, G. F. Moore writes
as follows, having more particularly in mind Paul's usage 71
"Evidence of a more pervasive association of Christ's death
with sacrifice has been sought in the references to his blood
as the ground of the benefits conferred by his death (Rom. iii.
25, v. 9) the thought of sacrifice is so constantly associated
with his death, it is said, that the one word suffices to suggest
of

as a sacrifice are developed.

it

for example,

:

69

Cf. the discussion of these passages

70

In general these references comprise:

14, 20, x. 29, xii. 24, I Pet.

i.

19, 1

John i.

by Mozley,
(1) certain

as cited, chapter

ii.

general passages, Heb.

7; (2) certain eucharistic passages,

Mk.

ix.

Mt.

xiv. 24, Luke xxii. 20, I Cor. xi. 25; John vi. 53, 54, 55, 56, 1 Cor.
the formula, Sia rfc cujucitos (or its equivalent), Acts xx. 28, Eph. i. 7,
Col. i. 20, Heb. ix. 12, xiii. 12 (I John v. 6), Rev. xii. 11; and (4) the formula
iv rg aXuan (or its equivalent) Rom. iii. 25, v. 9, I Cor. xi. 25 (27) Eph. ii. 13,

xxvi. 28,

x. 16; (3)

Heb.

x.

71

19

(xiii.

25), I

John

v. 6,

"Encyclopaedia Biblica,"

Rev.
coll.

i.

5, v. 9, vii. 14.

4229-4230.
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it. But in view of the infrequency, to say the least, of sacrificial
metaphors in the greater epistles, it is doubtful whether atfia
is not used merely in allusion to Jesus' violent death. Nor is
the case clearer in Col. i. 20, Eph. i. 7, ii. 13; the really noteworthy thing is that the context contains no suggestion of sacrifice either in thought or phrase." Such argumentation seems to
us merely perverse. The discovery of allusions to the sacrificial
character of Christ's death in the reiterated mention of His
blood is not a mere assumption deriving color only from the
frequency of other references to His sacrificial death; it has its
independent ground in the nature of these allusions themselves.
In every instance mentioned, so far from the context containing no suggestion of sacrifice, it is steeped in sacrificial suggestions. Is there no sacrificial suggestion in such language as
this: "Whom God set forth as a propitiation, through faith, in
His blood"? Or in such language as this: "While we were yet
sinners Christ died for us: much more then having been now
justified by His blood, we shall be saved by Him from the
wrath"? Or as this: "And by Him to reconcile all things unto
Him, having made peace through the blood of His cross"? Or
as this: "In whom we have redemption through His blood, the

forgiveness of sins"?

who once were

Or

as this:

"But now

you

in Christ Jesus

have been made nigh in the blood of
Christ"? This is the very language of the altar: "propitiation,"
"reconciliation," "redemption," "forgiveness." It passes all
comprehension how it could be suggested that the word
"blood" could be employed in such connections "merely in
far off

allusion to Jesus' violent death."

Jesus' death

And

was not actually an

that particularly

"Another remarkable thing," says Paul
is

when

especially bloody death.
Fiebig. 72 "is this:

precisely the 'blood' of Jesus so often spoken of?

why

Why is

the

redemption and the forgiveness of sins so often connected with
the blood' of Jesus? This is remarkable; for the death on the
cross was not so very bloody that it should be precisely the
blood of Jesus which so impressed the eye-witnesses and
the first Christians. The Evangelists moreover (except John xix.
'

72

As

cited, p. 11.
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35 f.) say nothing about it. This special emphasis on the blood
cannot be explained therefore from the kind of death Jesus
died." If we really wish to know what the New Testament
writers had in mind when they spoke of the blood of Jesus we
have only to permit them to tell us themselves. They always
adduce it in the sacrificial sense. In his survey of the passages
Fiebig begins 73 not unnaturally with I Pet. i. 17-19. "Knowing that ye were redeemed, not with corruptible things, with
silver or gold, from your vain manner of life handed down from
your fathers: but with precious blood as of a lamb without
blemish and without spot, Christ." His comment runs thus:
"Here the clause 'as of a pure and unspotted lamb' makes
quite clear what the popular and at that time wholly clear
conception is which provides the key to the problem of the
redemptive significance of the blood of Jesus. This conception
is the sacrifice; and of course the sacrifice such as every Jew
(and in corresponding fashion, every heathen) knew it from his
daily

This
is

life
is

and from the

uno disce omnes,
the whole series.

true, ab

vey

of

festivals

and duties

of course only one passage;

but in

of his religion."

this case the

adage

— we may spare ourselves the

sur-

of the writers of the New Testament is very
"blood theology." But their reiterated reference
of the salvation of men to the blood of Christ is not the only
way in which they represent the work of Christ as in its essential character sacrificial. In numerous other forms of allusion
they show that they conceived the idea of sacrifice to supply
a suitable explanation of its nature and effect. We may avail
ourselves of words of James Denney to sum up the matter
briefly,
words which are in certain respects over-cautious,
but which contain the essence of the matter. "We have every
reason to believe," says he, 74 "that sacrificial blood universally,
and not only in special cases, was associated with propitiatory
power. 'The atoning function of sacrifice/ as Robertson Smith
put it, speaking of primitive times, 'is not confined to a par-

The theology

distinctly a

—

73

P. 13.

74

"The Death

of Christ," ed. 1903, pp. 53-54.
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but belongs to all sacrifices.' 75 Dr.
Driver has expressed the same opinion with regard to the Levitical legislation.
Criticizing RitschPs explanation of sacri76
fice and its effect, he says,
it seems better to suppose that
though the burnt-, peace- and meat-offerings were not offered
ticular class of oblation,

.

.

.

expressly, like the sin-

and

guilt-offerings, for the forgiveness

of sin, they nevertheless (in so far as kipper

predicated of

is

them) were regarded as 'covering' or neutralizing, the offerer's
unworthiness to appear before God and so, though in a much
less degree than the sin- or guilt-offering, as effectively Kappara
in the sense ordinarily attached to the word, viz.

'

propitiation.'

Instead of saying 'in a much less degree' I should prefer to
say 'with a less specific reference or application,' but the point

not material. What it concerns us to note is that the New
Testament, while it abstains from interpreting Christ's death
is

by any

special prescriptions of the Levitical law, constantly

uses sacrificial language to describe that death, and in doing
so unequivocally recognizes in

it

in other words, a reference to sin

a propitiatory character-

and

its

forgiveness."

What

fundamentally means is that the New Testament writers,
in employing this language to describe the death of Christ, intended to represent that death as performing the functions of
an expiatory sacrifice wished to be understood as so representing it; and could not but be so understood by their first readers
who were wonted to sacrificial worship.
An interesting proof that they were so understood is supplied by a remarkable fact emphasized in a striking passage by
Adolf Harnack. 77 Wherever the Christian religion went, there
blood-sacrifice ceased to be offered
just as the tapers go out
when the sun rises. Christ's death was recognized everywhere
where it became known as the reality of which they were the
shadows. Having offered His own body once for all and by
this one offering perfected forever them that are sanctified, it
this

;

—

75

"Religion of the Semites," p. 219.

76

Hastings' "Dictionary of the Bible,"

77

"Das Wesen

s.v.

"Propitiation," p. 132.

des Christentums," ed. 1900, pp. 98-99: E. T.,
Christianity?" 1901, pp. 157 ff.

"What

is
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was well understood that there remained no more offering for
sin. "The death of Christ," says Harnack
"of this there can
be no doubt
made an end to blood-sacrifices in the history
of religion." "The instinct which led to them found its satisfaction and therefore its end in the death of Christ." "His
death had the value of a sacrificial death; for otherwise it would
not have had the power to penetrate into that inner world out
of which the blood-sacrifices proceeded,"
and, penetrating
into it, to meet, and to satisfy all the needs which blood-sacrifices had been invented to meet and satisfy.

—

—

—

The whole world thus adds

its

testimony to the

sacrificial

has received it, and as it rests
upon it. As to the world's need of it, and as to the place it
takes in the world, we shall let a sentence of C. Bigg's teach us.
"The study of the great Greek and Roman moralists of the
Empire," he tells us, 78 "leaves upon my own mind a strong
conviction that the fundamental difference between heathenism
of all shades and Christianity is to be discovered in the doctrine
of Vicarious Sacrifice, that is to say, in the Passion of our Lord."
This is as much as to say that not only is the doctrine of the
character of Christ's death as

it

death of Christ embodied in Christianity as an essenelement of the system, but in a very real sense it consti-

sacrificial
tial

which differentiates Christianity
not come into the world
to proclaim a new morality and, sweeping away all the supernatural props by which men were wont to support their trembling, guilt-stricken souls, to throw them back on their own
strong right arms to conquer a standing before God for themselves. It came to proclaim the real sacrifice for sin which God
had provided in order to supersede all the poor fumbling efforts which men had made and were making to provide a sacrifice for sin for themselves; and, planting men's feet on this, to
bid them go forward. It was in this sign that Christianity
conquered, and it is in this sign alone that it continues to conquer. We may think what we will of such a religion. What
cannot be denied is that Christianity is such a religion.
78
"The Church's Task under the Roman Empire," pp. x.-xi.
tutes Christianity. It

from other

is

this

religions. Christianity did

•

XII

ON THE BIBLICAL NOTION OF "RENEWAL"

"

ON THE BIBLICAL NOTION OF
The terms

"

RENEWAL

1

" renew," "renewing," are not of frequent oc-

New Testament they do
not occur at all in the Gospels, but only in the Epistles (Paul
and Hebrews), where they stand, respectively, for the Greek
terms avaKaivbu (II Cor. iv. 16, Col. iii. 10) with its cognates,
avaKcuvifa (Heb. vi. 6) and avaveboiiai (Eph. iv. 23), and Apcucaivoxris (Rom. xii. 2, Tit. iii. 5). If we leave to one side II Cor. iv.
16 and Heb. vi. 6, which are of somewhat doubtful interpretation, it becomes at once evident that a definite theological conception is embodied in these terms. This conception is that
salvation in Christ involves a radical and complete transforcurrence in our English Bible. In the

(Rom. xii. 2, Eph. iv. 23) by God
Eph. iv. 24), by virtue of which we
become "new men" (Eph. iv. 24, Col. iii. 10), no longer conformed to this world (Rom. xii. 2, Eph. iv. 22, Col. iii. 9), but
in knowledge and holiness of the truth created after the image
mation wrought

in the soul

the Holy Spirit (Tit.

iii.

5,

God

(Eph. iv. 24, Col. iii. 10, Rom. xii. 2). The conception,
be seen, is a wide one, inclusive of all that is comprehended in what we now technically speak of as regeneration,
renovation and sanctification. It embraces, in fact, the entire
subjective side of salvation, which it represents as a work of
God, issuing in a wholly new creation (II Cor. v. 17, Gal. vi.
15, Eph. ii. 10). What is indicated is, therefore, the need of
such a subjective salvation by sinful man, and the provision
for this need made in Christ (Eph. iv. 20, Col. iii. 11, Tit. iii. 6).
The absence of the terms in question from the Gospels does
not in the least argue the absence from the teaching of the
Gospels of the thing expressed by them. This thing is so of
the essence of the religion of revelation that it could not be
absent from any stage of its proclamation. That it should be
of

it will

1

From The

Princeton Theological Review, v.

439

ix,

1911, pp. 242-267.
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absent would require that sin should be conceived to have

wrought no subjective injury to man, so that he would need
from sin only an objective cancelling of his
guilt and reinstatement in the favor of God. This is certainly
not the conception of the Scriptures in any of their parts. It is
for his recovery

uniformly taught in Scripture that by his sin man has not
merely incurred the divine condemnation but also corrupted
his own heart; that sin, in other words, is not merely guilt but
depravity: and that there is needed for man's recovery from
sin, therefore, not merely atonement but renewal; that salvation, that is to say, consists not merely in pardon but in purification. Great as is the stress laid in the Scriptures on the
forgiveness of sins as the root of salvation, no less stress is laid
throughout the Scriptures on the cleansing of the heart as the
fruit of salvation. Nowhere is the sinner permitted to rest satisfied with pardon as the end of salvation; everywhere he is made
poignantly to

feel

heart and a right

that salvation

is

realized only in a clean

spirit.

In the Old Testament, for example, sin is not set forth in its
no subjective effects, or
in its manifestation as a series of purely objective acts out of
origin as a purely objective act with

all relation

to the subjective condition.

sin of our first parents is represented as

inculpating;

shame

is

On

no

the contrary, the

less

as immediate a fruit of

corrupting than
it

as fear (Gen.

And, on the principle that no clean thing can come out
of what is unclean (Job xiv. 4), all that are born of woman are
declared " abominable and corrupt," to whose nature iniquity
alone is attractive (Job xv. 14-16). Accordingly, to become sinful, men do not wait until the age of accountable action arrives.
Rather, they are apostate from the womb, and as soon as they
are born go astray, speaking lies (Ps. lviii. 3) they are even
shapen in iniquity and conceived in sin (Ps. li. 5). The propensity (i2£) of their heart is evil from their youth (Gen. viii. 21),
and it is out of the heart that all the issues of life proceed
(Prov. iv. 23, xx. 11). Acts of sin are therefore but the expression
of the natural heart, which is deceitful above all things and
desperately sick (Jer. xvii. 9). The only hope of an amendment
iii.

7).

:
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accordingly in a change of heart and this change
;

the desire of

God

for His people (Deut. v. 29)

the passionate longing of the saints for themselves (Ps.
It

is,

As

indeed, wholly

beyond man's own power

li.

and
10).

to achieve

it.

well might the Ethiopian hope to change his skin

and the
leopard his spots as he who is wonted to evil to correct his ways
(Jer. xiii. 23) and when it is a matter of cleansing not of hands
;

—

but of heart
who can declare that he has made his heart
clean and is pure from sin (Prov. xx. 9) ? Men may be exhorted
to circumcise their hearts (Deut. x. 16, Jer. iv. 4),

themselves

new

hearts and

new

the background of such appeals

than the ability of
loc). It is

Sam.

(I

to

make

is

rather the promise of

(Deut. v. 29, Ezek.

xi. 19, cf.

but

God

Keil in

who can "turn" a man "a new heart"
and the cry of the saint who has come to under-

God

x. 9),

man

and

spirits (Ezek. xviii. 31);

alone

stand what his sin means, and therefore what cleansing from
it involves, is ever, "Create (ina) in me a new heart, O God,
and renew (tthri) a steadfast spirit within me" (Ps. li. 10[12]).

The express warrant for so great a prayer is afforded by the
promise of God who, knowing the incapacity of the flesh, has
Himself engaged to perfect His people. He will circumcise their
hearts, that they may love the Lord their God with all their
heart and with all their soul; and so may live (Deut. xxx. 6).
He will give them a heart to know Him that He is the Lord;
that so they
xxiv. 7).
it

He

may
will

really be His people and He their God (Jer.
put His law in their inward parts and write

in their heart so that all shall

He

know Him

(Jer. xxxi. 33, cf.

stony heart out of their flesh and
give them a heart of flesh, that they may walk in His statutes
and keep his ordinances and do them, and so be His people and
He their God (Ezek. xi. 19). He will give them a new heart and
take away the stony heart out of their flesh; and put His Spirit
within them and cause them to walk in His statutes and keep
His judgments and do them that so they may be His people and
xxxii. 39).

will take the

:

He

their

tion of a

God

cf. xxxvii. 14). Thus the expectanew heart was made a substantial part of the Messianic

(Ezek. xxxvi. 26,

promise, in which was embodied the whole hope of Israel.

—

"
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It does not

rations

and

seem open

we have

to

doubt that in these great decla-

the proclamation of man's need of "renewal"

of the divine provision for it as

an

essential element in

We

must not be misled by the emphasis placed in
the Old Testament on the forgiveness of sins as the constitutive
fact of salvation, into explaining away all allusions to the
salvation. 2

cleansing of the heart as but figurative expressions for pardon.

Pardon is no doubt frequently set forth under the figure or
symbol of washing or cleansing: but expressions such as those
which have been adduced go beyond this. When, then, it is
suggested 3 that Psalm li, for example, " contains only a single
prayer, namely, that for forgiveness"; and that "the cry,
'Create in me a clean heart' is not a prayer for what we call
renewal" but only for "forgiving grace," we cannot help thinking the contention an extravagance,
an extravagance, moreover, out of keeping with its author's language elsewhere, and
indeed in this very context where he speaks quite simply of the

—

pollution as well as the guilt of sin as included in the scope of

the confession

made

in this psalm. 4

The word "create"

strong one and appears to invoke from

God

is

a

the exertion of His

almighty power for the production of a new subjective state
of things and it does not seem easy to confine the word "heart
to the signification "conscience" as if the prayer were merely
that the conscience might be relieved from its sense of guilt.
Moreover, the parallel clause, "Renew a steadfast spirit within
me," does not readily lend itself to the purely objective inter:

2
"The necessity of a change of disposition for the reception of salvation is
indicated (Jer. xxxi. 33,Ezek.xxxvi.35) "
Konig, "Offenbarungsbegriff d.A.T.,"

—

II, p. 398, note.

"Indications are not wholly lacking that some of the prophets,

man

make himself acceptable before God ... It is
by purging away the dross (Isa. i. 25, vi. 7,
Jer. xxxi. 31-34, xxxiii. 8)"
J. M. P. Smith, "Biblical Ideas of Atonement,"
1909, p. 28. "Ezekiel is even so bold as to declare that we amend our lives because
God gives us a new heart and a new spirit (xi. 19) " Expository Times, Feb. 1908,
at least, believed

God who

unable to

cleanses the heart

and

life

—

p. 240).

"Theology of the 0. T.," p. 232.
There is, therefore, both guilt and pollution
to be removed in the realization in Israel of the life of God. Similarly Delitzsch
in he: "the prayer for justification is followed by the prayer for renewing."
»

Cf. A. B. Davidson,

*

P. 234;

cf.

in general p. 244:
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That the transformation of the heart promised in
must also mean more than the
production of a clear conscience, is equally undeniable and
pretation. 5

the great prophetic passages

indeed

is

not denied.

represents

New

God

When Jeremiah

as declaring that

(xxxi. 31-33), for

what

example,

shall characterize the

Covenant which He

will make with the House of Israel,
put His law in the inward parts of His people
and write it in their hearts, he surely means to say that God
promises to work a subjective effect in the hearts of Israel, by
virtue of which their very instincts and most intimate impulses
shall be on the side of the law, obedience to which shall therefore be but the spontaneous expression of their own natures. 6
It is equally important to guard against lowering the conception of the Divine holiness in the Old Testament until the
demand of God that His people shall be holy as He is holy, 7
and the provisions of His Grace to make them holy by an inner
creative act, are robbed of more or less of their deeper ethical
meaning. Here, too, some recent writers are at fault, speaking at
times almost as if holiness in God were merely a sort of fastidiousness, over against which is set not so much all sin as uncleanness,
is

that

He

will

as all uncleanness, as in this sense sin. 8

The idea

is

that what

Baethgen's comment on the verse runs: "The singer knows that for the
steadfastness of heart sought in verse 8, there is needed a new creation, a rebirth.
X^a in the Kal is always used only of the divine production. The heart is the central organ of the whole religious moral life; the parallel nil is its synonym. Steadfast (pa:) the spirit is called so far as it does not hesitate between good and evil."
6
Cf. e. g., A. B. Davidson, "Hastings' BD," i, pp. 514 sq.: "Jehovah will
make a new covenant with Israel, that is, forgive their sins and write His law on
5

their hearts
p.

119

a,

— the one

and the

in

His free grace, the other by His creative act"; also iv,
Ezek. xxxvi. 17-38 in the "Theology of the

fine exposition of

O. T.," p. 343. On the other hand Giesebrecht, "Handkom. Jer.," p. 171 thinks
"Jeremiah has not yet advanced to the 'new heart' (Ezek. xi. 19, xxxvi. 26 sq., Ps.

what he

is an inner influence on the heart by divine power,
new attitude to the contents of the law." But this divine power
is certainly conceived as creative. "The prophets," says Gunkel, "Die Wirkungen des heiligen Geistes," 1909, p. 77, "were convinced that God Himself
must interfere in order to produce the ideal condition which He demands. The
li.

12);

so that

it

is

thinking of

attains a

kingdom

which dwell piety and righteousness cannot, therefore, be a
development of the people, but it can come into existence
only by an act of God, by a miracle, by the outpouring of the divine Spirit."
ideal

in

result of the natural
7

Cf. Dillmann, "Alttest. Theologie," pp. 421-422.

8

E.

g.,

A. B. Davidson, "Theology of 0. T.," pp. 348

sq.
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somewhat squeamish God did not find agreeable those
served Him would discover it well to avoid; rather than
that all sin is necessarily abominable to the holy God and He
this

who

will not abide it in His servants. This lowered view is sometimes
even pushed to the extreme of suggesting 9 that "it is nowhere
intimated that there is any danger to the sinner because of his
uncleanness;" if he is "cut off" that is solely on account of his
disobedience in not cleansing himself, not on account of the un-

cleanness

itself.

refutation.

The extremity

When

of this contention is its sufficient

the sage declares that no one can say "I

have made my heart clean, I am pure from sin" (Prov. xx. 9),
he clearly means to intimate that an unclean heart is itself
sinful. The Psalmist in bewailing his inborn sinfulness and expressing his longing for truth in the inward parts and wisdom
in the hidden parts, certainly conceived his unclean heart as
properly sinful in the sight of
ject before the holy

God

God

(Isa. vi)

(Ps.

li).

The prophet ab-

beyond question looked upon

his uncleanness as itself iniquity requiring to be

taken away by

expiatory purging. It would seem unquestionable that through-

out the Old Testament the uncleanness which

hovah

is

sin considered as pollution,

is

offensive to Je-

and that salvation from

sin

involves therefore a process of purification as well as expiation.

The agent by whom the

cleansing of the heart

is

effected

Old Testament uniformly represented as God Himself,
or, rarely, more specifically as the Spirit of God, which is the
Old Testament name for God in His effective activity. It has,
indeed, been denied that the Spirit of God is ever regarded in
the Old Testament as the worker of holiness. 10 But this extreme
position cannot be maintained. 11 It is true enough that the
is

in the

9

Ibid., pp.

352-353, against Riehm.

"De heilige Geest en zijne Werkingen," 1896, p. 38:
"Although the spirit of God may, no doubt, be brought into connection with a
moral renewing (in Ezek. xxxvi. 27) nevertheless an ethical operation of the Spirit
of God is nowhere taught in the Old Testament."
11
Cf. e. g., Swete, "Hastings' BD.," ii, pp. 403-404; and Davidson, ibid.,
iv, p. 119 a: "Later prophets perceive that man's spirit must be determined by
an operation of God who will write His law on it (Jer. xxxi. 33), or who will put
His own Spirit within him as the impulsive principle of his life (Isa. xxxii. 15, Ezek.
10

Cf.

e. g.,

xxxvi. 26 ff.)."

Beversluis,
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after that as the

men

Cosmical

as servants of the KingSpirit, the principle of all

and only occasionally as the creator of new
But it can scarcely be
doubted that in Ps. li. 11 [13] God's Holy Spirit, or the Spirit
of God's holiness, is conceived in that precise manner, and the
same is true of Psalm cxliii. 10 (cf. Isa. lxiii. 10, 11 and see
Gen. vi. 3, Neh. ix. 20, I Sam. x. 6, 9). 13 It is chiefly, however,
in promises of the future that this aspect of the Spirit's work
world-processes;

ethical life in the individual soul. 12

dwelt upon. 14 The recreative activity of the Spirit of God is
even made the crowning Messianic blessing (Isa. xxxii. 15,
is

xxxiv. 16, xliv, 3, on the latter of which see Giesebrecht,

Berufsbegabung,"

etc., p. 144, lix. 21,

xxxvi. 27, xxxvii. 14, xxxix. 29, Zech.

xii.

Ezek.
10)

;

xi.

and

"Die

19, xviii. 31,

this is as

much

as to say that the promised Messianic salvation included in it

provision for the renewal of men's hearts as well as for the expiation of their guilt. 15

would be

from the Old Testaour Lord
Himself, in accordance with Old Testament prophecy (e. g., Isa. xi. 1, xlii. 1, lxi. 1),
endowed with the Spirit (Mt. iii. 16, iv. 1, xii. 18, 28, Mk. i.
10, 12, Lk. iii. 22, iv. 1, 14, 18, x. 21, Jno. i. 32, 33) above
It

distinctly a retrogression

ment standpoint,

therefore,

if

—

-

The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Oct. 1895, pp. 669 sq.
allows, "Die Wirkungen, &c 2 .," p. 77: "On the other
hand the Spirit appears as the principle of religion and morality in Ezek. xxxvi.
27; Isa. xxviii. 6; xxxii. 15 sq., with which Zech. xii. 10 may be compared. To these
may be added the passages, not cited by Wendt, Isa. xi. 2 and Ps. li. 13; cxliii. 10,
the two last of which have far the most significance for our problem, because they
12

Cf.

13

As even Gunkel

present the doctrine of the Spirit in

its relation

to the

life

of pious individuals"

and 79). Delitzsch, on Ps. li. 12, 13, thinks it nevertheless a mistake
to take "the Holy Spirit" here as "the Spirit of grace" as distinct from the
"Spirit of office." David, he says, is thinking of himself as king, as Israelite, and
as man, without distinguishing between them: the Spirit in his mind is that with
which he was anointed (I Sam. xvi. 13); and he speaks of His total effects without
(cf.

pp. 78

differentiation.
14

Cf. Gunkel, as cited, p. 78, and Delitzsch on Ps. li. 12, 13; also Dalman,
of Jesus," p. 296: "Jeremiah and Ezekiel recognized a miraculous trans-

"Words

formation in the heart of the people of the future."
16
Cf. in general, The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Oct. 1895,
"The Spirit of God in the O. T.," pp. 679 ff.

art.

—
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16

—

had neglected the Messianic promise
In point of fact, He began His ministry as
the dispenser of the Spirit (Mt. iii. 11, Mk. i. 8, Lk. iii. 16, Jno.
i. 33). And the purpose for which He dispensed the Spirit is
measure (Jno.

34)

iii.

-

of spiritual renewal.

unmistakably represented as the cleansing
distinction of Jesus

is,

indeed,

made

to

lie

of the heart.

The

precisely in this,

—

that whereas John could baptise only with water, Jesus bap-

Holy Spirit: the repentance which was symbolby the one was wrought by the other. And this repentance
(fxeravoia) was no mere vain regret for an ill-spent past (juera-

tised with the

ized

/xeAeia), or surface modification of conduct, but a radical transformation of the mind which issues indeed in "fruits worthy

of repentance" (Lk.

iii.

but

8)

itself consists in

an inward

re-

versal of mental attitude.

There

is little

subsequent reference in the Synoptic Gospels,
Holy Spirit as the renovator of hearts. It is

to be sure, to the

made

clear, indeed,

Father

will

He is the best of gifts and that the
Him from those that ask Him (Lk.

that

not withhold

and that He abides in the followers of Jesus and works
and through them (Mt. x. 20, Mk. xiii. 11, Lk. xii. 12); and

xi. 13),

in

it is

made

equally clear that

He is

the very principle of holiness,

so that to confuse His activity with that of unclean spirits

argues absolute perversion (Mt.

But

these two things do not

xii.

31,

happen

Mk.

iii.

29, Lk. xii. 10).

to be brought together in

these Gospels. 17

In the Gospel of John, on the other hand, the testimony of
the Baptist

is

followed up

by the record

of the searching con-

versation of our Lord with Nicodemus, in which

rebuked for not knowing

Nicodemus

— though "the teacher of Israel"

is

•

that the Kingdom of God is not for the children of the flesh
but only for the children of the Spirit (cf Mt. iii. 9). Nicodemus
had come to our Lord as to a teacher, widely recognized as
having a mission from God. Jesus repels this approach as falling
far below recognizing Him for what He really was and for
what he had really come to do. As a divinely sent teacher He
.

16

For on the whole

17

See in general, however, Bruce,

it

seems best so to understand

"The Kingdom

this verse.
of

God,"

p. 259.

"
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solemnly assures Nicodemus that something much more effective than teaching is needed: " Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
"
except a man be born anew he cannot see the Kingdom of God
(hi. 3). And then, when Nicodemus, oppressed by the sense of
the profundity of the change which must indeed be wrought in

man

Kingdom of God, despairingly
can this be?" our Lord explains equally solemnly that it is only by a sovereign, recreating work of the
Holy Spirit, that so great an effect can be wrought: "Verily,
verily, I say unto thee, except a man be born of water and
the Spirit he cannot enter into the Kingdom of God"(iii. 5).
Nor, he adds, ought such a declaration to cause surprise:
what is born of the flesh can be nothing but flesh; only what is
born of the Spirit is spirit. He closes the discussion with a
if

he

inquires

is

to be fitted for the

"How

reference to the sovereignty of the action of the Spirit in re-

generating men: as with the wind which blows where

it lists,

we know nothing of the Spirit's coming except Lo, it is here!
(iii. 8). About the phrase, "Born of water and the Spirit"
much debate has been had; and various explanations of it
have been offered. The one thing which seems certain is that
there can be no reference to an external act, performed by men,
of their own will: for in that case the product would not be
spirit but flesh, neither would it come without observation. Is
fanciful to see here a reference back to the Baptist's, "I indeed baptise with water; He baptises with the Holy Spirit"?
The meaning then would be that entrance into the Kingdom
of God requires, if we cannot quite say not only repentance
but also regeneration, yet at least we may say both repentance
and regeneration. In any event it is very pungently taught
it

here that the precondition of entrance into the

God

Kingdom of
God

a radical transformation wrought by the Spirit of
Himself. 18
18

is

Cf.

Wendt, "The Teaching

of Jesus," E. T.,

ii,

91: "Jesus here at the

outset declares, in the only passage in the Fourth Gospel where the conception
of the

Kingdom

place from the

of

God

is

directly mentioned, that a complete

commencement, and, indeed, a birth from the

indispensably necessary in order both to seeing (that
entering the

Kingdom

of

God

(vss.

3 and

5).

is,

new

birth, taking

Spirit of

experiencing)

God,

is

and

to
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Beyond this fundamental passage there is little said in
John's Gospel of the renovating activities of the Spirit. The
communication of the Spirit of xx. 22 seems to be an official

endowment and although
;

in

vii.

39 the allusion appears to be

to the gift of the Spirit to believers at large, the stress seems to

rather on the blessing they bring to others by virtue of this
endowment, than on that they receive themselves. There
remains only the great promise of the Paraclete. It would
probably be impossible to attribute more depth or breadth of
meaning than rightfully belongs to them, to the passages which
embody this promise (xiv. 16, 26, xv. 26, xvi. 7, 13). But the
emphasis appears to be laid in them upon the illuminating
(cf. also Lk. i. 15, 41, 67, ii. 25, 26; Mt. xxii. 43) more than
upon the sanctifying influences of the Spirit, although assuredly
fall

the latter are not wholly absent (xvi. 7-11).

Elsewhere in John, although apart from any

specific refer-

ence to the Spirit as the agent, repeated expression is given to
the fundamental conception of renewal. Men lie dead in their

and require to be raised from the dead if they are to live
it is the prerogative of the Son to quicken whom He
will (v. 21); it is impossible for men to come to the Son, unless
they be drawn by the Father (vi. 44) being in the Son it is
sins
(xi.

25, 26)

;

;

only of the Father that they can bear fruit (xv. 1). Similarly
in the Synoptics there is lacking nothing to this teaching, except the specific reference of the effects to the Holy Spirit.

What

is

required of

men

the heavenly Father

is

is

nothing

less

than perfection even as

perfect (Mt. v. 48

— the New Testa-

Old Testament "Ye shall be holy for I am
holy, Jehovah your God," Lev. xix. 2). And this perfection is
not a matter of external conduct but of internal disposition.
One of the objects of the " Sermon on the Mount" is to deepen
the conception of righteousness and to carry back both sin and

ment form

of the

righteousness into the heart

itself

(Mt.

v.

20). Accordingly,

the external righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees

nounced

is

pro-

no righteousness at all; it is the cleansing merely
of the outside of the cup and of the platter (Mt. xxiii. 25), and
they are therefore but as whited sepulchres, which outwardly
just
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appear beautiful but inwardly are full of dead men's bones
(Mt. xxiii. 27, 28). True cleansing must begin from within; and
this inward cleansing will cleanse the outside also (Mt. xxiii.
26, xv. 11). The fundamental principle is that every tree brings
forth fruit according to its nature, whether good or bad; and
therefore the tree must be made good and its fruit good, or
else the tree corrupt and its fruit corrupt (Mt. vii. 17, xii. 33,
xv. 11, Mk. vii. 15, Lk. vi. 43, xi. 34). So invariable and allinclusive is this principle in its working, that it applies even
to the idle words which men speak, by which they may therefore be justly judged: none that are evil can speak good things,
"for it is out of the abundance of the heart that the mouth
speaketh" (Mt. xii. 34). Half-measures are therefore unavailing
(Mt. vi. 21) a radical change alone will suffice
no mere
patching of the new on the old, no pouring of new wine into
old bottles (Mt. ix. 16, 17, Mk. ii. 21, 22, Lk. v. 36, 39). He
who has not a wedding-garment
the gift of the host
even
though he be called shall not be chosen (Mt. xxii. 11, 12).
Accordingly when
in the Synoptic parallel to the conversation with Nicodemus
the rich young ruler came to Jesus
with his heart set on purchase (as a rich man's heart is apt to
be set), pleading his morality, Jesus repelled him and took occasion to pronounce upon not the difficulty only but the impossibility of entrance into the Kingdom of heaven on such
terms (Mt. xix. 23, Mk. x. 23, Lk. xviii. 24). The possibility
of salvation, He explains, just because it involves something
far deeper than this, rests in the hands of God alone (Mt. xix.
26, Mk. x. 27, Lk. xviii. 27). Man himself brings nothing to it;
the Kingdom is received in naked helplessness (Mt. xix. 21 ||).
It is not without significance that, in all the Synoptics, the
conversation with the rich young ruler is made to follow immediately upon the incident of the blessing of the little children
(Mt. xix. 13 ||). When our Lord says, with reference to these
children (they were mere babies, Lk. xviii. 15), 19 that, "Of
such is the kingdom of heaven," he means just to say that the
kingdom of heaven is never purchased by any quality whatever,

—

;

—

•

»

—

•

—
—

Cf. "Hastings'

DCG.,"

art.

"Children."
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now

whosoever enters it enters it as a
is born into it by the power of
God. In these two incidents, of the child set in the midst and
to say nothing

of deed:

— he

child enters the world,

of the rich

new

.the

and

young

we have,

ruler,

birth; they exhibit to us

set the declaration

made

to

before us in vivid object-lesson.

in effect, acted parables of

how men

enter the

Nicodemus

And

if

the

(Jno.

kingdom
iii.

1 sq.)

kingdom can be

entered thus only in nakedness as a child comes into the world,
all

stand before

upon

it

(Mt.

xi.

in like case and it can come only to those
by God Himself: where none have a claim

it

selected therefor

the law of

bestowment can only be the Divine

its

27, xx. 15)

will

20
.

The broad treatment characteristic of the Gospels only
way as we pass to the Epistles. Discriminations of
aspects and stages, however, begin to become evident; and with
the increased material before us we easily perceive lines of demarcation which perhaps we should not have noted with the
Gospels only in view. In particular we observe two groups of
partly gives

terms standing over against one another, describing, respec-

from the manward and from the Godward

tively,

by him who
the kingdom of

side,

the

translated from the

great change experienced

is

power

the Son of God's love

(Col.

of darkness into

i.

13).

And

within the limits of each of these groups,

we

observe also certain distinctions in the usage of the several

terms which make it up. In the one group are such terms as
with its substantive ixeravoia, and its cognate ixerafj-ekecrdai, and kintJTpecfreiv and its substantive eTrL(TTpo4>r}. These
tell us what part man takes in the change. The other group includes such terms as yevvrjdrjvai avudev or h rod deov or en rod
ixeravoeiv

avayevvav, airoKvelo'daL, avaveovcrdai,

TrvevfxcLTOS, TrcL\Lvyeveo~La,

avaKOLLvovadai, avaKaivooaLS.

the change.

But

it is

These

tell

by God

that

again into newness of

men

life.

are renewed, brought forth, born

The transformation which

vision manifests itself as a change of

upon a

what part God takes in
and turns to God.

Man repents, makes amendment,

radical change of
10

Cf.

mind

Wendt, as

life

(ixeTavoia), to
cited, p.

to

(kirio-Tpocfrr})

human
resting

Him who searches

54-55 note.
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is

known

all

the

movements

human soul
new

to be a creation (kt L£eiv) of God, beginning in a

birth from the Spirit (yevvrjdTjpai avudev

e/c

rod TrvevfAaros)

and

new divine product (iroirifia) created in Christ Jesus,
good works prepared by God beforehand that they may be

issuing in a

into

of the
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,

walked in (Eph. ii. 10).
There is certainly synergism here; but it is a synergism of
such character that not only is the initiative taken by God (for
"all things are of God," II Cor. v. 18, cf. Heb. vi. 6), but the
Divine action is in the exceeding greatness of God's power, according to the working of the strength of His might which He
wrought in Christ when He raised Him from the dead (Eph. i.
19). The "new man" which is the result of this change is therefore one who can be described no otherwise than as "created"
(KTLadevra) in righteousness and holiness of truth (Eph. iv. 24),
after the image of God significantly described as "He who

—

him" (rod ktLctclvtos olvtov, Col. iii. 10),
that is not
He who made him a man, but He who has made him by an
equally creative efflux of power this new man which he has become. 21 The exhortation that we shall "put on" this new man
created

(Eph.

•

iv. 24, cf.

iii.

9, 10),

therefore does not imply that either

the initiation or the completion of the process

"new

creation"

wrought

lies in

He

calls

by which the

Cor. v. 17, Gal.

vi.

15)

is

own power; but only urges us to that diliwith God in the work of our salvation, to

our

gent cooperation

which

(naivi) /cruris; II

us in

all

departments of

life (I

Cor.

iii.

9),

and

the classical expression of which in this particular department

found in the great exhortation of Phil. ii. 12, 13 where we
work out our own salvation thoroughly to
the end, with fear and trembling, on the express ground that
it is God who works in us both the willing and doing for His good
pleasure. The express inclusion of "renewal" in the exhortation
is

are encouraged to

(Eph.

iv.

23 avaveovadai;

Rom.

xii. neTa/jLopcfrodade tt) avaicaivu)-

is a process wide
whole synergistic "working out"
of salvation (Karepyd^eo-de, Phil. ii. 12). But it has no tendency
(T6l) is

indication enough that this "renewal"

enough to include

in itself the

21

Cf Lightfoot in he.
.
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to throw doubt

upon the underlying

fact that this

"working

both set in motion (to dehew) and given effect (to evepyetv), only by the energizing of God (6 kvepy&v ev vfxtv), so that
all (ret iravra) is from God (Ik rod Beov, II Cor. v. 18). Its effect
is merely to bring "renewal" (avaKalvaxTLs) into close parallelwhich itself is a gift of
ism with "repentance" (ixeravoia)
God (II Tim. ii. 25, cf. Acts v. 31, xi. 18) as well as a work of
man
as two names for the same great transaction, viewed
now from the Divine, and now from the human point of sight.
It will not be without interest to observe the development
of ixeravoeiv, ixeravoia into the technical term to denote the great
change by which man passes from death in sin into life in
Christ. 22 Among the heathen writers, the two terms iLeraixehevdau, juera/xeXeia and ixeravoeiv, jieravoia, although no doubt af-

out"

is

—

—

fected in their coloring

and although

by

their differing etymological sugges-

seems always to have
been the nobler term, were practically synonymous. Both were
used of the dissatisfaction which is felt in reviewing an unworthy deed; both of the amendment which may grow out of
this dissatisfaction. Something of this undiscriminating usage
extends into the New Testament. In the only three instances
in which ixerafxeXeadai occurs in the Gospels (Mt. xxi. 29, 32,
xxvii. 3, cf. Heb. vii. 21 from Old Testament), it is used of a
repentance which issued in the amended act; while in Lk. xvii.
3, 4 (but there only) ixeravoeiv may very well be understood of a
repentance which expended itself in regret. Elsewhere in the
New Testament ixeraixekeadai is used in a single instance only
(except Heb. vii. 21 from Old Testament) and then it is brought
into contrast with ixeravoia as the emotion of regret is contrasted
with a revolution of mind (II Cor. vii. 8 sq.). The Apostle had
grieved the Corinthians with a letter and had regretted it (ixerefxe\6ixr]v) he had, however, ceased to regret it (ixerafxeXofxai),
because he had come to perceive that their grief had led the
tions,

ixeravoeiv, fxeravoia

;

22

"Synonyms of the N. T.," § lxix. Also Effie Freeman Thomp"METANOEfi and METAMEAEI in Greek Literature until 100 A.D.,"
29 especially the summary of New Testament usage pp. 28-29: ixeravoeiv

Cf. Trench,

son, Ph.D.,

1908, p.
is

not used in the

New

Testament

of the intellect or sensibilities

but always of

voluntative action; and prevailingly not of specific but of generic choice.
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Corinthians to repent of their sin (yuerdwta), and certainly the
salvation to which such a repentance tends

gretted {aneraiiek-qTOv) Here fieTafiekeaB ai
.

of the past;

but so

little is fMeravoia this,

a result of sorrow,

not to be re-

that

it is

presented as

— a total revolution of mind traced by the

Apostle through the several stages of
cate analysis remarkable for

human soul under

is

the painful review

is

its

its

formation in a

deli-

insight into the working of a

the influence of a strong revulsion (verse 11).

were planted in godly sorrow, its issue was amendment
of life, its essence consisted in a radical change of mind and
heart towards sin. In this particular instance it was a particular
sin which was in view; and in heathen writers the word is
commonly employed of a specific repentance of a specific fault.
In the New Testament this, however, is the rarer usage. 23
Here it prevailingly stands for that fundamental change of
mind by which the back is turned not upon one sin or some sins,
but upon all sin, and the face definitely turned to God and to
His service,
of which therefore a transformed life (e7rio-rpo0i7)
24
is the outworking.
It is not itself this transformed life, into
which it issues, any more than it is the painful regret out of
which it issues. No doubt, it may spread its skirts so widely as
to include on this side the sorrow for sin and on that the amendment of life; but what it precisely is, and what in all cases it
emphasises, is the inner change of mind which regret induces
and which itself induces a reformed life. Godly sorrow works repentance (II Cor. vii. 10) when we "turn" to God we are doing
works worthy of repentance (Acts iii. 19, xxvi. 20, cf. Lk. iii. 8).
It is in this, its deepest and broadest sense, that neTavoia
corresponds from the human side to what from the divine
point of sight is called avaKaivaxns; or, rather, to be more preIts roots

—

:

that iitTavoia

cise,
23

Rev.

Lk.

ii.

24

xvii. 3, 4,

Acts

5, 5, 16, 21, 22,

Mt.

iii.

Lk.

Rom.
ii.

iii.
ii.

viii.

iii.

22, II Cor. vii. 9, 10,

Acts

ii.

38,

iii.

3, 8, v. 32, xv. 7, xxiv. 47,

4, II

Tim.

5, 5, 16, 21, 22,

ii.

iii.

25,

Heb.

3, 19.

xii.

Heb.

21,

xii.

17;

cf.

also

3, 19.

Mk.

15, vi. 12,

Lk.

x. 13, xi. 32, xiii.

19, xvii. 30, xxvi. 20,

Mt.

iii.

2, iv. 17, xi, 20, 21, xii. 41,

3, 5, xv. 7. 10, xvi. 30,

4,

the psychological manifestation of avaicaL-

is

i.

Acts v. 31,

vi. 1, 6, II Pet.

iii.

xi. 18, xiii.

9,

Rev.

ix.

8, 11,

Mk.

i.

24, xix. 4, xxvi. 20,
20, 21, xvi. 9, 11, cf.
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rcoais.
is

This " renewal" (avaKauvovcrdaL, avaKaivoxris, avaveovadat)
its own group. It may be, to be sure, that

the broad term of

iraXLvyeveaia should take its place by its side in this respect. In
one of the only two passages in which it occurs in the New
Testament (Mt. xix. 28) it refers to the repristination not of
the individual, but of the universe, which is to take place at
"the end": and this usage tends to stamp upon the word the
broad sense of a complete and thoroughgoing restoration. If in
Tit. iii. 5 it is applied to the individual in such a broad sense,
it would be closely coextensive in meaning with the avaKalvwais
by the side of which it stands in that passage, and would differ
from it only as a highly figurative differs from a more literal
expression of the same idea. 25 Our salvation, the Apostle would
in that case say, is not an attainment of our own, but is wrought
by God in His great mercy, by means of a regenerating washing, to wit, a renewal by the Holy Spirit.
The difficulty we experience in confidently determining the
scope of irdKivy evea'ia, arising from lack of a sufficiently copious
usage to form the basis of our induction, attends us also with
the other terms of its class. Nevertheless it seems tolerably
clear that over against the broader "renewal" expressed by avaKcuvovadai and its cognates and perhaps also by iraXivyevecrLa,
avayevvav (I Pet. i. 23) and with it, its synonym airoKveladca,
(James i. 18) are of narrower connotation. We have, says Peter,
in God's great mercy been rebegotten, not of corruptible seed,
but of incorruptible, by means of the Word of the living and
abiding God. It is in accordance with His own determination,
says James, that we have been brought forth by the Father of
Lights, from whom every good gift and every perfect boon
comes, by means of the Word of truth. We have here an effect,
the efficient agent in working which is God in His unbounded
mercy, while the instrument by means of which it is wrought is
"the word of good-tidings which has been preached" to us,
that is to say, briefly, the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The issue is,
equally briefly, just salvation. This salvation is characteristically described by Peter as awaiting its consummation in the
26

So

e. g.,

Weiss in

loc.
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now not only
not be put to shame

entered upon here and

hope" which

shall

(because it is reserved in heaven for us, and we meanwhile are
guarded through faith for it by the power of God), but also in
an accordant life of purity as children of obedience who would
fain be like their Father and as He is holy be also ourselves
holy in all manner of living. James intimates that those who
have been thus brought forth by the will of God may justly
be called " first fruits of His creatures," where the reference
assuredly is not to the first but to the second creation, that is
to say, they who have already been brought forth by the word
of truth are themselves the product of God's creative energy
and are the promise of the completed new creation when all
that is shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into
the liberty of the glory of the children of
sq.,

God (Rom.

viii.

19

Mt. xix. 28).
The new birth thus brought before us

is related to the
broader idea of " renewal" (avanaivoio-Ls) as the initial stage to
the whole process. The conception is not far from that embodied

by our

old Divines in the term " effectual calling" which they

explained to be

"by

the

Word and

Spirit";

it is

nowadays per-

haps more commonly but certainly both less Scripturally and
less descriptively spoken of as "conversion." It finds its further
explanation in the Scriptures accordingly not under the terms
eiri(TTpe(j)6Lv, eirLarpo^r], which describe to us that in which it
issues, but under the terms KaXeco, k\t}<tls 26 which describe to us
precisely what it is. By these terms, which are practically confined to Paul and Peter, the follower of Christ is said to owe his
introduction into the new life to a "call" from God'
a call
distinguished from the call of mere invitation (Mt. xxii. 14), as
"the call according to purpose" (Rom. viii. 28), a call which
cannot fail of its appropriate effect, because there works in it
the very power of God. The notion of the new birth is confined
even more closely still to its initial step in our Lord's discourse
to Nicodemus, recorded in the opening verses of the third chapter of John's Gospel. Here the whole emphasis is thrown upon

—

26

Cf. "Hastings' B. D.," iv,

57b.
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the necessity of the
Spirit.

No

again;

and

this

into the soul
is

new

birth

and

its

provision

one can see the Kingdom of
is

new

birth

is

unobserved;

wrought by the

its

altogether an inference from

here of means.

That the

God

process

is

by

the

Holy

unless he be born
Spirit. Its

advent

inscrutable; its reality

its effects.

There

e£ vdaros of verse

5

is

is

no question

to be taken as

presenting the external act of baptism as the proper

means by

brought about, is, as we have already
pointed out, very unlikely. The axiom announced in verse 6
that all that is born of flesh is flesh and only what is born of
the Spirit is spirit seems directly to negative such an interpretation by telling us flatly that we cannot obtain a spiritual
effect from a physical action. The explanation of verse 8 that
like the wind, the Spirit visits whom He will and we can only
observe the effect and say Lo, it is here! seems inconsistent
with supposing that it always attends the act of baptism and
therefore can always be controlled by the human will. The new
birth appears to be brought before us in this discussion in the

which the

purity of

effect is

its

conception; and

we

are

made

to perceive that at

the root of the whole process of "renewal" there

lies an immediate act of God the Holy Spirit upon the soul by virtue of
which it is that the renewed man bears the great name of Son
of God. Begotten not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor
of the will of man, but of God (Jno. i. 13), his new life will
necessarily bear the lineaments of his new parentage (I Jno.
iii. 9, 10; v. 4, 18)
kept by Him who was in an even higher
sense still begotten of God, he overcomes the world by faith,
defies the evil one (who cannot touch him), and manifests in
his righteousness and love the heritage which is his (I Jno. ii.
29, iv. 7, v. 1). Undoubtedly the Spirit is active throughout the
whole process of "renewal"; but it is doubtless the peculiarly
immediate and radical nature of his operation at this initial
point which gives to the product of His renewing activities its
best right to be called a new creation (II Cor. v. 17, Gal. vi.
15), a quickening (Jno. v. 21, Eph. ii. 5), a making alive from
the dead (Gal. iii. 21).
We perceive, then, that the Scriptural phraseology lays be:
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translated from

is

which the
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man

what the Scriptures

excall

darkness to what they call God's marvellous light (Eph. v. 8,
Col. i. 13, 1 Pet. ii. 9, 1 Jno. ii. 8) a process; and a process which

has two sides. It

is

heart, issuing in a

on the one

new

life.

change of the mind and
on the other side a renewing

side a

It is

from on high issuing in a new creation. But the initiative is
taken by God: man is renewed unto repentance: he does not
repent that he may be renewed (cf. Heb. vi. 6). He can work
out his salvation with fear and trembling only because God
works in him both the willing and the doing. At the basis of
all there lies an enabling act from God, by virtue of which alone
the spiritual activities of

(Rom.

vi. 22, viii. 2).

man

From

are liberated for their

that

moment

work

of the first divine

contact the work of the Spirit never ceases: while man is
changing his mind and reforming his life, it is ever God who is
renewing him in true righteousness. Considered from man's
side the new dispositions of mind and heart manifest themselves
in a new course of life. Considered from God's side the renewal
of the Holy Spirit results in the production of a new creature,
God's workmanship, with new activities newly directed. We
obtain thus a regular series. At the root of all lies an act seen
by God alone, and mediated by nothing, a direct creative act
of the Spirit, the new birth. This new birth pushes itself into
man's own consciousness through the call of the Word, responded
to under the persuasive movements of the Spirit; his conscious
possession of it is thus mediated by the Word. It becomes
visible to his fellow-men only in a turning to God in external
obedience, under the constant leading of the indwelling Spirit
(Rom. viii. 14). A man must be born again by the Spirit to become God's son. He must be born again by the Spirit and Word
to become consciously God's son. He must manifest his new
spiritual life in Spirit-led activities accordant with the new
heart which he has received and which is ever renewed
afresh by the Spirit, to be recognized by his fellow-men as
God's son. It is the entirety of this process, viewed as the work
of God on the soul, which the Scriptures designate "renewal."
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It

must not be supposed that

it is

only in these semi-tech-

"renewal" is spoken
Testament any more than in the
Gospels. There is, on the contrary, the richest and most varied
employment of language, literal and figurative, to describe it
in its source, or its nature, or its effects. It is sometimes suggested, for example, under the image of a change of vesture
(Eph. iv. 24, Col. iii. 9, 10, cf Gal hi. 27, Rom. xiii. 14) the
old man is laid aside like soiled clothing, and the new man put
on like clean raiment. Sometimes it is represented, in accordance with its nature, less figuratively, as a metamorphosis
(Rom. xii. 2) by the renewing of our minds we become transformed beings, able to free ourselves from the fashion of this
world and prove what is the will of God, good and acceptable
and perfect. Sometimes it is more searchingly set forth as to
its nature as a reanimation (Jno. v. 21, Eph. ii. 4-6, Col. ii.
12, 13, Rom. vi. 3, 4) we are dead through our trespasses and
the uncircumcision of our flesh; God raises us from this death
and makes us sit in the heavenly places with Christ. Sometimes
with less of figure and with more distinct reference to the
method of the divine working, it is spoken of as a recreation
(Eph. ii. 10, iv. 24, Col. iii. 10), and its product, therefore, as
a new creature (II Cor. v. 17, Gal. vi. 15) we emerge from it as
the workmanship of God, created in Christ Jesus unto good
works. Sometimes with more particular reference to the nature
and effects of the transaction, it is defined rather as a sanctification, a making holy (ayLafa, I Thess. v. 23, Rom. xv. 16, Rev.
nical terms, however, that the process of

New

of in the Epistles of the

.

:

:

:

:

xxii. 11;

19, 22,

ayvifa, I Pet.

Heb.

xii. 14,

I Thess. iv. 3,

change

iii.

i.

13)

:

Rom.

vi.

2; cf. Ellicott,

on

22; ayLaafios, I Thess. iv. 3,7,

II Thess.

ii.

13, 1 Pet.

i.

and those who are the subjects

are, therefore, called

"saints"

(0,7101, e. g.,

of the

Rom.

viii.

Sometimes again, with more distinct reference to its sources, it is spoken of as the "living"
(Gal. ii. 20, Rom. vi. 9, 10, Eph. iii. 17) or "forming" (Gal. iv.
19, cf. Eph. iii. 17, I Cor. ii. 16, II Cor. iii. 8) of Christ in us,
or more significantly (Rom. viii. 9, 10, Gal. iv. 6) as the in-

27, I Cor. vi. 1, 2, Col.

i.

12).

dwelling of Christ or the Spirit in us, or with greater precision
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(Rom.

viii. 14,
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Gal. v. 18)

and

:

subjects are accordingly signalized as Spiritual men, that

Spirit-determined, Spirit-led
1,

Gal.

that

vi. 1, cf. I

selves

None

Pet.

men under

is,

(\f/vxi>KOL,

of these

ii.

men

5), as

(Tvev jiar lkol, I Cor.

modes

ii.

14,

15,

is,
iii.

distinguished from carnal men,

the dominance of their

I Cor.

ii.

its

Jude

own weak,

19, crap/a/coi, I Cor.

of representation

more

vicious
iii.

3).

clearly define the

action than the last mentioned. For the essence of the New
Testament representation certainly is that the renewal which
is wrought upon him who is by faith in Christ, is the work of
the Spirit of Christ, who dwells within His children as a power
not themselves making for righteousness, and gradually but
surely transforms after the image of God, not the stream of
their activities merely, but themselves in the very centre of
their being.

The
plished

process
is

by which

this great

in Paul's poignant description of

Romans.

metamorphosis is accomwith wonderful clearness

laid bare to our observation

We

it,

in the seventh chapter of

are there permitted to look in

upon a heart

into

which the Spirit of God has intruded with His transforming
power. Whatever peace it may have enjoyed is broken up. All
its ingrained tendencies to evil are up in arms against the intruded power for good. The force of evil habit is so great that
the Apostle, in its revelation to him, is almost tempted to
despair. "O wretched man that I am," he cries, "who shall
deliver me out of the body of this death?" Certainly not himself. None knows better than he that with man this is impossible. But he bethinks himself that the Spirit of the most high
God is more powerful than even ingrained sin; and with a
great revulsion of heart he turns at once to cry his thanks to
God through Jesus Christ our Lord. This conflict he sees within
him, he sees now to bear in it the promise and potency of victory; because it is the result of the Spirit's working within him,
and where the Spirit works, there is emancipation from the
law of sin and death. The process may be hard
a labor, a
struggle, a fight; but the end is assured. No matter how far
from perfect we yet may be, we are not in the flesh but in the
-

—
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God dwells in us and we may take heart
from that circumstance to mortify the deeds of the
body and to enter upon our heritage as children of God. Here
in brief compass is the Apostle's whole doctrine of renewal.
Without holiness we certainly shall not see the Lord but he in
whom the Holy Spirit dwells, is already potentially holy; and
though we see not yet what we shall be, we know that the work
that is begun within us shall be completed to the end. The very
presence of strife within us is the sign of life and the promise of
Spirit

if

the Spirit of

;

of faith

:

victory.

The church has

retained,

on the whole, with very consider-

able constancy the essential elements of this Biblical doctrine

In the main stream of Christian thought, at all
little tendency to neglect, much less to
at least theoretically. In all accredited types of Chris-

of "renewal."

events, there has been

deny

it,

tian teaching

it is

largely insisted

upon that salvation consists
change wrought by the

in its substance of a radical subjective

Holy Spirit, by virtue

of

progressively eradicated

which the native tendencies to evil are
and holy dispositions are implanted,

nourished and perfected.

The most

direct contradiction

which

this teaching

has re-

ceived in the history of Christian thought was that given
Pelagius at the opening of the fifth century.

Under the

it

by

stress

human freedom, in pursuance of
which he passionately asserted the inalienable ability of the
will to do all righteousness, Pelagius was led to deny the need
and therefore the reality of subjective operations of God on
the soul ("grace" in the inner sense) to secure its perfection;
and this carried with it as its necessary presupposition the
denial also of all subjective injury wrought on man by sin. The
of a one-sided doctrine of

vigorous reassertion of the necessity of subjective grace

by

Augustine put pure Pelagianism once for all outside the pale
of recognized Christian teaching; although in more or less
modified or attentuated forms, it has remained as a widely
spread tendency in the churches, conditioning the purity of the
supernaturalism of salvation which is confessed.
The strong emphasis laid by the Reformers upon the objec-
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enthusiasm of their rediscovery of

the fundamental doctrine of justification,

left its

subjective

which was not in dispute between them and their nearest
opponents, in danger of falling temporarily somewhat out of
sight. From the comparative infrequency with which it was in
side,

the

first stress of conflict insisted

at least taken, to represent that

Already in the

men

on, occasion,
it

not given, was
if not denied.

if

was neglected

generation of the Reformation movement,

first

of mystical tendencies like Osiander arraigned the Protes-

tant teaching as providing only for a purely external salvation.

The reproach was eminently unjust, and although it continues
to be repeated up to to-day, it remains eminently unjust. Only
among a few Moravian enthusiasts, and still fewer Antinomians, and, in recent times, in the case of certain of the NeoKohlbriiggian party, can a genuine tendency to neglect the

subjective side of salvation be detected.

which Protestant theology lays on

With

all

justification

the emphasis

by

faith as the

has never failed to lay equal emphasis on
sanctification by the Spirit as its substance. Least of all can
the Reformed theology with its distinctive insistence upon "irroot of salvation,

it

—

which is the very heart of the doctrine of
grace"
" renewal"
be justly charged with failure to accord its rights
to the great truth of supernatural sanctification. The debate
at this point does not turn on the reality or necessity of sanctification, but on the relation of sanctification to justification.
In clear accord with the teaching of Scripture, Protestant theology insists that justification underlies sanctification, and not
vice versa. But it has never imagined that the sinner could get
along with justification alone. It has rather ever insisted that
sanctification is so involved in justification that the justification cannot be real unless it be followed by salification. There
has never been a time when it could not recognize the truth in
and (when taken out of its somewhat compromising context)
make heartily its own such an admirable statement of the
resistible

-

—

•

state of the case as the following:

27

— " However

'

far off it

may be from us or we from it, we cannot and ought not to think
27

W.

P.

Du

Bose,

"The Gospel

in the Gospels," p. 175.
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than our own perfected and
completed sinlessness and holiness. We may be, to the depths
of our souls, grateful and happy to be sinners pardoned and
forgiven by divine grace. But surely God would not have us
satisfied with that as the end and substance of the salvation
He gives us in His Son. Jesus Christ is the power of God in us
unto salvation. It does not require an exercise of divine power
to extend pardon; it does require it to endow and enable us
with all the qualities, energies, and activities that make for,
and that make holiness and life. See how St. Paul speaks of it
when he prays, That we may know the exceeding greatness of
God's power to usward who believe, according to that working
of the strength of His might which he wrought in Christ when
He raised Him from the dead."
of our salvation as anything less

Literature

— The literature of the subject

•

:

also rather fragmentary.

cussions of the terms

sages which

fall in

The

best aid

employed

is

is

copious but

afforded

in the Lexicons

and

by the

dis-

of the pas-

review in the Commentaries after that the
:

appropriate sections in the larger treatises in Biblical Theology,

and

in the fuller

articles of J.

Dogmatic

treatises are

most valuable. The

V. Bartlet in Hastings' B. D. on "Regenera-

tion" and " Sanctification " should be consulted,

— they

also

a suggestion of literature; as do also the articles, "Bekehrung," "Gnade," " Wiedergeburt " in the several editions
offer

of Herzog.

There are three

of the prize publications of the

Hague Society which have a general bearing on the subject:
G. W. Semler's and S. K. Theoden van Velzen's "Over de
voortdurende Werking des H. G.," (1842) and E. I. Issel's
"Der Begriff der Heiligkeit im N. T.," (1887). Augustine's
Anti-Pelagian treatises are fundamental for the dogmatic treatment of the subject; and the Puritan literature is rich in search-

—

the most outstanding of which are possibly:
Owen, "Discourse concerning the Holy Spirit" ("Works": Edinburgh, 1852, v. iii.); T. Goodwin, "The Work of the Holy
Ghost in our Salvation" ("Works": Edinburgh, 1863, v. vi.);

ing discussions,

Charnock, "The Doctrine of Regeneration," Phil. 1840; Mar-
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shall, "The Gospel Mystery of Sanctification," London [1692],
Edinburgh, 1815; Edwards, "The Religious Affections." Cf.
also Koberle, "Stinde und Gnade im relig. Leben des Volkes
Israel bis auf Christum/' 1905; Vomel, "Der Begriff der Gnade
im N. T.," 1903; J. Kuhn: "Die christl. Lehre der gottlichen
Gnade" (Part I) 1868; A. Dieckmann, "Die christl. Lehre von
der Gnade," 1901; Storr, "De Spiritus Sancti in mentibus
nostris efficientia," 1779; J. P. Strieker, "Diss. Theol. de
Mutatione homini secundum Jesu et App. doct. subeunda,"
1845.
P. Gennrich, "Die Lehre von der Wiedergeburt die
christl. Zentrallehre in dogmengeschichtlicher und religionsgeschichtlicher Beleuchtung," 1907; and "Wiedergeburt und
Heiligung mit Bezug auf die gegenwartigen Stromungen des
religiosen Lebens," 1908; H. Bavinck, "Roeping en Wedergeboorte," 1903; J. T. Marshall, art. "Regeneration" in

—

Hastings'

:

ERE v.

x.

XIII

THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE OF FAITH

FAITH

1

The Philological Expression op Faith

I.

The verb to believe in the Authorized Version of the Old
Testament uniformly represents the Hebrew pax?, Hiphil of
IteK, except, of course, in Dan. vi. 23 where it represents the
corresponding Aramaic form. The root, which is widely spread
among the Semitic tongues, and which in the word 'Amen'
has been adopted into every language spoken by Christian,
Jew, or Mohammedan, seems everywhere to convey the fundamental ideas of 'fixedness, stability, steadfastness, reliability.'
What the ultimate conception is which underlies these ideas
remains somewhat doubtful, but it would appear to be rather
that of 'holding' than that of 'supporting' (although this last
is the sense adopted in " Oxf. Heb. Lex."). In the simple species
the verb receives both transitive and intransitive vocalization.
With intransitive vocalization it means 'to be firm,' 'to be
secure,' 'to be faithful,' and occurs in biblical Hebrew only in
'

'

the past participle, designating those

who

Sam.

transitive vocalization

xx, 19, Ps.

xii. 1,

xxxi. 23).

With

are 'faithful' (II

Hebrew only in a very specialized applicaconveying the idea, whether as participle or verbal noun,
of 'caretaking' or 'nursing' (II Kings x. 1, 5, Est. ii. 7, Ru.
it

occurs in biblical

tion,

iv. 16,

II

Sam.

iv. 4,

Num.

xi. 12, Isa. xlix. 23,

II Kings xviii. 16 'pillars'

and [the Niphal]

Lam.

iv. 5; cf.

Isa. lx. 4), the

implication in which seems to be that of 'holding,' 'bearing,'
'carrying.'

Qal

The Niphal occurs once

as the passive of transitive

formed from intransitive Qal,
and is used very much in the same sense. Whatever holds, is
steady, or can be depended upon, whether a wall which securely
1

(Isa. lx. 4)

:

elsewhere

Article "Faith,"

tings, v.

i,

from

"A

it is

Dictionary of the Bible," ed. by James Hasby Charles Scribner's Sons.

pp. 827-838. Pub. N. Y. 1905,
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holds a nail (Isa. xxii. 23, 25), or a brook which does not fail
(Jer. xv. 18), or a kingdom which is firmly established (II Sam.
or an assertion which has been verified (Gen.

vii. 16),

xlii.

20),

or a covenant which endures for ever (Ps. lxxxix. 28), or a heart

found faithful (Neh. ix. 8), or a man who can be trusted (Neh.
xiii. 13), or God Himself who keeps covenant (Deut. vii. 9),
is nags. The Hiphil occurs in one passage in the primaryphysical sense of the root (Job xxxix. 24). Elsewhere it bears
constantly the sense of 'to trust,' weakening down to the simple
'to believe' (Ex. iv. 31, Ps. cxvi. 10, Isa. vii. 9, xxviii. 16,

Hab.

i.

Obviously

5).

it is

a subjective causative, and expresses

the acquisition or exhibition of the firmness, security, reliability, faithfulness

which

the root-meaning of the verb,

lies in

The

r»K» is therefore one whose
from faintheartedness (Isa. vii. 9) and
anxious haste (Isa. xxviii. 16), and who stays himself upon the
object of his contemplation with confidence and trust. The implication seems to be, not so much that of a passive dependence
as of a vigorous active commitment. He who, in the Hebrew
in or with respect to its object.

state of

sense,

mind

is

exercises

xxviii. 66,

Job

free

faith,

is

secure,

ject of his confidence

with firm

The most common

confident

assured,

xxiv. 22, Ps. xxvii. 13),

and lays hold

(Deut.

of the ob-

trust.

construction of

pagfl is

with the preposi-

and in this construction its fundamental meaning seems
to be most fully expressed. It is probably never safe to represent
tion

this phrase

by the simple

'

believe

'

;

the preposition rather intro-

duces the person or thing in which one believes, or on which one
belie vingly rests as on firm ground. This is true even when the
object of the affection is a thing, whether divine words, commandments, or works (Ps. cvi. 12, cxix. 66, lxxviii. 32), or
some earthly force or good (Job xxxix. 12, xv. 31, xxiv. 22,
Deut. xxviii. 66). It is no less true when the object is a person,
human (I Sam. xxvii. 12, Prov. xxvi. 25, Jer. xii. 6, Mic. vii. 5)
or superhuman (Job iv. 18, xv. 15), or the representative of
God, in whom therefore men should place their confidence
(Ex. xix.

when

9,

II Chron. xx. 20). It

the object of the affection

is

is

above

God

all true,

however,

Himself, and that in-
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whether or not the special exercise of faith adverted
6, Ex. xiv. 31,
Num. xiv. 11, xx. 12, Deut. i. 32, II Kings xvii. 14, II Chron.
xx. 20, Ps. lxxviii. 22, Jon. hi. 5). The weaker conception of 'believing' seems, on the other hand, to lie in the construction
with the preposition b, which appears to introduce the person
or thing, not on which one confidingly rests, but to the testimony of which one assentingly turns. This credence may be
given by the simple to every untested word (Prov. xiv. 15) it
may be withheld until seeing takes the place of believing (I
Kings x. 7, II Chron. ix. 6) it is due to words of the Lord and
of His messengers, as well as to the signs wrought by them
(Ps. cvi. 24, Isa. liii. 1, Ex. iv. 8, 9). It may also be withheld
from any human speaker (Gen. xiv. 26, Ex. iv. 1, 8, Jer. xl. 14,
II Chron. xxxii. 15), but is the right of God when He bears
witness to His majesty or makes promises to His people (Isa.
xliii. 10, Deut. ix. 23). In this weakened sense of the word the
proposition believed is sometimes attached to it by the conjunction 3 (Ex. iv. 5, Job ix. 16, Lam. iv. 12). In its construction with the infinitive, however, its deeper meaning comes
out more strongly (Judg. xi. 20, Job xv. 22, Ps. xxvii. 13), and
the same is true when the verb is used absolutely (Ex. iv. 31,
Isa. vii. 9, xxviii. 16, Ps. cxvi. 10, Job xxix. 24, Hab. i. 5). In

differently

to

rooted in a specific occasion (Gen. xv.

is

-

;

;

,

these constructions faith

hoped

for,

is

evidently the assurance of things

the conviction of things not seen.

No hiphilate noun from this root occurs in the Old Testament. This circumstance need not in itself possess significance;
the notions of 'faith' and 'faithfulness' lie close to one another, and are not uncommonly expressed by a single term (so
-k'httls, fides, faith). As a matter of fact, however, 'faith,' in its
active sense, can barely be accounted an Old Testament term.
It occurs in the Authorized Version of the Old Testament only
twice Deut. xxxii. 20 where it represents the Hebrew
and
Hab. ii. 4 where it stands for the Hebrew rw&K; and it would
seem to be really demanded in no passage but Hab. ii. 4. The
very point of this passage, however, is the sharp contrast
which is drawn between arrogant self-sufficiency and faithful
:

v
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dependence on God. The purpose of the verse is to give a reply
to the prophet's inquiry as to God's righteous dealings with
the Chaldseans. Since
lives,

it is

by

faith that the righteous

the arrogant Chaldsean, whose soul

is

man

puffed up and not

straight within him, cannot but be destined to destruction.

The whole

drift of the

for throughout this

broader context bears out this meaning;
is ever exhibited

prophecy the Chaldsean

as the type of insolent self-assertion

(i.

7, 11, 16), in

contrast

with which the righteous appear, certainly not as men of integrity and steadfast faithfulness, but as men who look in
faith to God and trustingly depend upon His arm. The obvious
reminiscence of Gen. xv. 6 throws its weight into the same scale,
to

which

may

be added the consent

the passage. Here

we

of the

Jewish expositors of

have, therefore, thrown into a clear light

the contrasting characteristics of the wicked, typified

by the

Chaldsean, and of the righteous: of the one the fundamental
trait is self-sufficiency; of the other, faith. This faith, which
forms the distinctive feature of the righteous man, and by
which he obtains life, is obviously no mere assent. It is a profound and abiding disposition, an ingrained attitude of mind
and heart towards God which affects and gives character to
all the activities. Here only the term occurs in the Old Testament; but on this its sole occurrence it rises to the full height
of its most pregnant meaning.
The extreme rarity of the noun 'faith' in the Old Testament
may prepare us to note that even the verb 'to believe' is far
from common in it. In a religious application it occurs in only
some thirteen Old Testament books, and less than a score and
a half times. The thing believed is sometimes a specific word or
work of God (Lam. iv. 12, Hab. i. 5), the fact of a divine revelation (Ex. iv. 5, Job ix. 16), or the words or commandments
of God in general (with a Ps. cvi. 12, cxix. 66). In Ex. xix. 9
and II Chron. xx. 20 God's prophets are the object of His
people's confidence. God Himself is the object to which they
believingly turn, or on whom they rest in assured trust, in
some eleven cases. In two of these it is to Him as a faithful

witness that faith believingly turns (Deut.

ix.

23, Isa.

xliii.

10).
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upon His very person that

faith

Ex. xiv. 31, Num. xiv.
14, II Chron. xx. 20, Ps.

rests in assured confidence (Gen. xv. 6,
11, xx. 12,

Deut.

lxxviii. 22,

Jon.

i.

iii.

Kings

32, II

5). It is in

xvii.

these instances, in which the con-

is with a, together with those in which the word is
used absolutely (Ex. iv. 31, Isa. vii. 9, xxviii. 16, Ps. cxvi. 10),
to which may be added Ps. xxvii. 13 where it is construed with
the infinitive, that the conception of religious believing comes

struction

to its rights.
of

Gen. xv.

it

to

him

The
1

6,

typical instance

The

of course, the great

object of

;

alike,

the promise which appears as the occasion of

what

it

word

in which all subsequent believers,
have found the primary example
Abram's faith, as here set forth, was not

for righteousness '

Jewish and Christian
of faith.

is,

And Abram believed in the Lord, and he counted

rested on

its

exercise;

was God Himself, and that not merely as

the giver of the promise here recorded, but as His servant's
shield

and exceeding great reward

(xv. 1). It is therefore

the assentive but the fiducial element of faith which

is

not
here

emphasized; in a word, the faith which Abram gave Jehovah
when he 'put his trust in God' (eiricrTevaev rw 6eu> LXX), was
the same faith which later He sought in vain at the hands of
His people (Num. xiv. 11, cf. Deut. i. 32, II Kings xvii. 14), /
and the notion of which the Psalmist explains in the parallel,
'They believed not in God, and trusted not in his salvation' v
(Ps. lxxviii. 22). To believe in God, in the Old Testament sense,
is thus not merely to assent to His word, but with firm and unwavering confidence to rest in security and trustfulness upon

Him.
In the Greek of the Septuagint TnareveLv takes its place as
pajgi an d is very rarely set aside in
favour of another word expressing trust (Prov. xxvi. 25 irdBea0at). In a few cases, however, it is strengthened by composition
with a preposition (Deut. i. 32, Judg. xi. 20, II Chron. xx. 20,
the regular rendering of

cf. Sir.

i.

15,

ii.

10

etc., I

Mace.

i.

30, vii. 16 etc., kfxino-Teveiv;

Mic. vii. 5, KaTCLTTLVTevav) and in a few others it is construed
with prepositions (ev tlvl, Jer. xii. 6, Ps. lxxviii. 22, Dan. vi. 23,
I Sam. xxvii. 12, II Chron. xx. 20, Mic. vii. 5, Sir. xxxv. 21;
;
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€7rt

TLva, Isa. xxviii. 16 (?), Ill

Mace.

ii.

2; els riva, Sir. xxxviii. 31; /card nz>a,

7; 6itltivl,

Job

iv.

18,

Wis.

xii.

xv.

15,

xxiv. 22).
It was by being thus made the vehicle for expressing the
high religious faith of the Old Testament that the word was

prepared for its New Testament use. For it had the slightest
possible connection with religious faith in classical speech.
Resting ultimately on a root with the fundamental sense of
binding/ and standing in classical Greek as the common term
for 'trusting,' putting faith in,' 'relying upon,' shading down
'

'

into 'believing,'

was rather too strong a term

it

for ordinary

use of that ungenial relation to the gods which was character-

Greek thought, and which was substantively expressed
the proper acknowledgment in thought and act
of their existence and rights. For this vo^etv was the usual
term, and the relative strength of the two terms may be observed in their use in the opening sections of Xenophon's
"Memorabilia" (I. i. 1 and 5), where Socrates is charged with
istic of

by

7ri0Tis

—

not believing in the gods
deovs),

but

is

whom

the city

affirmed to have stood in a

owned

(vofxi^eLv tovs

much more

intimate

have trusted in them {irio~Teveiv toIs deois).
Something of the same depth of meaning may lurk in the exhortation of the Epinomis (980 C), ILoreuo-as rots deois ev%ov.
relation to them, to

But

ordinarily TiareveLv rots deois appears as the

von'i^eiv tovs deovs,

(Plut.

"de

and imports merely the denial

synonym

of

of atheism

Superst.," n.;Arist."Rhet.,''ii.l7).Itwasonly

by its

adoption by the writers of the Septuagint to express the faith
of the Old Testament that it was fitted to take its place in
the New Testament as the standing designation of the attitude
of the man of faith towards God.
This service the Septuagint could not perform for 7ri<ms
also, owing to the almost complete absence of the noun 'faith'
in the active sense from the Old Testament; but it was due to a
Hellenistic development on the basis of the Old Testament
religion, and certainly not without influence from Gen. xv. 6
and Hab. ii. 4 that this term, too, was prepared for New
Testament use. In classical Greek irians is applied to belief in
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the gods chiefly as implying that such belief rests rather on
on sight (Plut. "Mor.," 756 B). Though there is no

trust than

suggestion in this of weakness of conviction (for t'l<ttls expresses a strong conviction, and is therefore used in contrast

with 'impressions'), yet the word, when referring to the gods,
very rarely rises above intellectual conviction into its naturally
more congenial region of moral trust (Soph. " Oed. Rex," 1445).
That this, its fuller and more characteristic meaning, should
to its rights in the religious sphere, it was necessary that
should be transferred into a new religious atmosphere. The
usage of Philo bears witness that it thus came to its rights on

come
it

the lips of the Greek-speaking Jews. It

is

say that Philo's usage of 'faith'

is

sure, to

able from that of

New

Testament

writers.

going too

far, to

be

scarcely distinguish-

The

gulf that sepa-

very wide, and has not been inaptly described
by saying that with Philo, faith, as the queen of the virtues,
is the righteousness of the righteous man, while with St. Paul,
as the abnegation of all claim to virtue, it is the righteousness
of the unrighteous. But it is of the utmost significance that, in
the pages of Philo, the conception is filled with a content which
far transcends any usage of the word in heathen Greek, and
which is a refraction of the religious conceptions of the Old
Testament. Fundamental to his idea of it as the crowning virtue of the godly man, to be attained only with the supremest
difficulty, especially by creatures akin to mortal things, is his
conception of it as essentially a changeless, unwavering 'standing by God' (Deut. v. 31),
binding us to God, to the exclusion of every other object of desire, and making us one with
Him. It has lost that soteriological content which is the very
heart of faith in the Old Testament; though there does not absolutely fail an occasional reference to God as Saviour, it is,
with Philo, rather the Divinity, to 6v, upon which faith rests,
than the God of grace and salvation; and it therefore stands
with him, not at the beginning but at the end of the religious
life. But we can perceive in the usage of Philo a development
on Jewish ground of a use of the word tlgtls to describe that
complete detachment from earthly things, and that firm conrates the

two

is

—
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viction of the reality

and supreme

not seen, which underlies

The

its

whole

significance of the things

New

Testament

use.

disparity in the use of the terms 'faith' and 'believe'

two Testaments is certainly in a formal aspect very
In contrast with their extreme rarity in the Old Testament, they are both, though somewhat unevenly distributed
and varying in relative frequency, distinctly characteristic of
the whole New Testament language, and oddly enough occur
about equally often (about 240 times each). The verb is lacking
only in Col., Philem., II Pet., II and III Jn., and the Apocalypse;
the noun only in the Gospel of John and II and III Jn. both
fail only in II and III Jn. The noun predominates not only in
the epistles of St. Paul, where the proportion is about three to
one, and in St. James (about five to one), but very markedly
in the Epistle to the Hebrews (about sixteen to one). In St.
John, on the other hand, the verb is very frequent, while the
noun occurs only once in I Jn. and four times in the Apocalypse.
In the other books the proportion between the two is less noteworthy, and may fairly be accounted accidental. In the Old
Testament, again, 'faith' occurs in the active sense in but a
in the
great.

:

single passage; in the

New

Testament

it is

the passive sense

In the Old Testament in only about half the instances of its occurrence is the verb 'to believe' used in a religious sense; in the New Testament it has become so clearly
a technical religious term, that it occurs very rarely in any other
sense. The transitive usage, in which it expresses entrusting
something to someone, occurs a few times both in the active

which

is rare.

24) and the passive (I Cor. ix. 17, Gal. ii. 7,
Tim. i. 11, Tit. i. 3); but besides this special
case there are very few instances in which the word does not
(Lk. xvi. 11, Jn.

I Thess.

ii.

ii.

4, I

express religious believing, possibly only the following: Jn.
18,

Acts

II Thess.

The

ix.
ii.

26, I Cor. xi. 18,
11, cf.

Acts

xiii.

Mt.

xxiv. 23, 26,

Mk.

xiii.

ix.

21,

41, xv. 11, Jn. iv. 21, I Jn. iv. 1.

with the simple dative which prevails in the Septuagint retires in the New Testament in favour
of constructions with prepositions and the absolute use of the
classical construction

verb; the construction with the dative occurs about forty-five
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some

times, while that with prepositions occurs

sixty-three

used absolutely some ninety-three times.
When construed with the dative, TTLareveiv in the New Testament prevailingly expresses believing assent, though ordinarily
in a somewhat pregnant sense. When its object is a thing, it is
usually the spoken (Lk. i. 20, Jn. iv. 50, v. 47, xii. 38, Rom. x.
16, cf. II Thess. ii. 11) or written (Jn. ii. 22, v. 47, Acts xxiv.
14, xxvi. 27) word of God; once it is divine works which should
convince the onlooker of the divine mission of the worker (Jn.
x. 38). When its object is a person it is rarely another than God
or Jesus (Mt. xxi. 25, 32, Mk. xi. 31, Lk. xx. 5, Jn. v. 46, Acts
viii. 12, I Jn. iv. 1), and more rarely God (Jn. v. 24, Acts xvi.
times,

and the verb

34, xxvii. 25,

Rom.

is

iv.

3 (17), Gal.

iii.

6, Tit.

iii.

8, Jas.

ii.

23,

than Jesus (Jn. iv. 21, v. 38, 46, vi. 30, viii. 31, 45,
46, x. 37, 38, xiv. 11, Acts xviii. 8, II Tim. i. 12). Among these
passages there are not lacking some, both when the object is a
person and when it is a thing, in which the higher sense of devoted, believing trust is conveyed. In I Jn. iii. 23, for example, we
are obviously to translate, not 'believe the name,' but 'believe
I Jn. v. 10)

name of his Son, Jesus Christ,' for in this is summed up
Godward side of Christian duty. So there is no reason
question that the words of Gen. xv. 6 are adduced in Rom.

in the

the whole
to

Gal.

iv. 3,

iii.

6, Jas.

ii.

23 in the deep sense which they bear in

the Old Testament text; and this deeper religious faith can
scarcely be excluded from the belief in
xvi. 34, Tit.

iii.

8

(cf.

verted to in II Tim.

i.

Jn. v. 24), or

12

(cf.

God

adverted to in Acts

from the

belief in Jesus ad-

Jn. v. 38, vi. 30),

and

is

obviously

the prominent conception in the faith of Crispus declared in

Acts

xviii. 8.

— once

The

passive form of this construction occurs only

i.
10), and once
with the highest implications of confiding trust (I Tim. iii. 16).
The few passages in which the construction is with the accusative (Jn. xi. 26, Acts xiii. 41, I Cor. xi. 18, xiii. 7, 1 Jn. iv. 16)
take their natural place along with the commoner usage with
the dative, and need not express more than crediting, although
over one or two of them there floats a shadow of a deeper implication. The same may be said of the cases of attraction in Rom.

twice

of believing assent (II Thess.
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iv. 17 and x. 14. And with these weaker constructions must be
ranged also the passages, twenty in all (fourteen of which occur
in the writings of St. John), in which what is believed is joined
to the verb by the conjunction 6rt. In a couple of these the mat-

ter believed scarcely rises into the religious sphere (Jn. ix. 18,

Acts ix. 26); in a couple more there is specific reference to
prayer (Mk. xi. 23, 24) in yet a couple more it is general faith
in God which is in mind (Heb. xi. 6, Jas. ii. 19). In the rest,
what is believed is of immediately soteriological import
now
the possession by Jesus of a special power (Mt. ix. 28), now
the central fact of His saving work (Rom. x. 9, 1 Thess. iv. 14),
now the very hinge of the Christian hope (Rom. vi. 8), but
;

—

and personality

prevailingly the divine mission
self

of Jesus

Him-

(Jn. vi. 69, viii. 24, xi. 27, 42, xiii. 19, xiv. 10, xvi. 27,

30, xvii. 8, 21, xx. 31, I Jn. v. 1, 5).

with the

recall also the rare construction

Rom.

By

their side

we may

infinitive (Acts xv. 11,

xiv. 2).

When we

advance to the constructions with prepositions, we

enter a region in which the deeper sense of the
firm, trustful reliance

— comes to

—

word
that of
The construc-

its full rights.

tion with kv, which is the most frequent of the constructions
with prepositions in the Septuagint, retires almost out of use in
the New Testament; it occurs with certainty only in Mk. i. 15,

where the object of faith is 'the
i.
13 may also be instances of
Christ.

The

implication of this

firm fixedness of confidence in

though Jn. hi. 15, Eph.
where the object would be
construction would seem to be

gospel,'

its

it,

object. Scarcely

more common

with the dative, expressive of
steady, resting repose, reliance upon the object. Besides the
quotation from Isa. xxviii. 16, which appears alike in Rom. ix.
33, x. 11, I Pet. ii. 6, this construction occurs only twice: Lk.
xxiv. 25, where Jesus rebukes His followers for not 'believing
on,' relying implicitly upon, all that the prophets have spoken;
and I Tim. i. 16, where we are declared to 'believe on' Jesus
Christ unto salvation, i.e., to obtain salvation by relying upon
Him for it. The constructions with prepositions governing the
accusative, which involve an implication of 'moral motion,
is

the parallel construction of

eirl
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mental direction towards,' are more frequently used. That with
hci, indeed, occurs only seven times (four of which are in Acts).
In two instances in Rom. iv. where the reminiscence of the
faith of

Abraham

which faith

on
God, described,

gives colour to the language, the object

thus said relyingly to lay hold

is

is

—

however, as savingly working through Christ
as He that
the ungodly, He that raised Jesus our Lord from the
dead. Elsewhere its object is Christ Himself. In Mt. xxvii. 42
the Jewish leaders declare the terms on which they will become
'believers on' Jesus; in Acts xvi. 31 this is the form that is
given to the proclamation of salvation by faith in Christ
justifies

—

'turn with confident trust to Jesus Christ,' and appropriately,
therefore,

it is

form

in this

of expression that those are desig-

nated who have savingly believed on Christ (Acts
17, xxii. 19).

ix.

42, xi.

The special New Testament construction, however,

els, which occurs some forty-nine times, about fourwhich are Johannine and the remainder more or less
Pauline. The object towards which faith is thus said to be
reliantly directed is in one unique instance 'the witness which
God hath witnessed concerning his Son' (I Jn. v. 10), where we

is

that with

fifths of

may

well believe that

'

belief in the truth of the witness is car-

on to personal belief in the object of the witness, that is,
the Incarnate Son Himself.' Elsewhere the object believed on,
in this construction, is always a person, and that very rarely
God (Jn. xiv. 1, cf. I Jn. v. 10, and also I Pet. i. 21, where, however, the true reading is probably ttlutovs eis 6ebv), and most
ried

commonly

Christ (Mt.

xviii. 6,

Jn.

ii.

11, hi. 16, 18, 36, iv. 39,

vi. 29, 35, 40, vii. 5, 31, 38, 39, 48, viii. 30, ix. 35, 36, x.

25, 26, 45, 48,

xii. 11,

37, 42, 44, 44, 46, xiv.

20, Acts x. 43, xiv. 23, xix. 4,
i.

29, 1 Pet.

v. 13).

A

i.

8, 1

Rom.

Jn. v. 10, cf Jn.
.

xii.

1, 12,

x. 14, 14,

36,

i.

12,

42, xi.

xvi. 9, xvii.

Gal.

ii.

16, Phil,

23,

iii.

18, 1 Jn.

ii.

glance over these passages will bring clearly out the

pregnancy of the meaning conveyed. It may be more of a question wherein the pregnancy resides. It is probably sufficient to
find it in the sense conveyed by the verb itself, while the preposition adjoins only the person towards whom the strong feeling
expressed by the verb is directed. In any event, what these pas-

/

'
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sages express

is

'

an absolute transference

of trust

from ourselves

to another/ a complete self -surrender to Christ.

Some

confirmation of this explanation of the strong meaning

of the phrase irurTeveLv

eis

may

be derived from the very rich

use of the verb absolutely, in a sense in no
absolute use

way

inferior. Its

pretty evenly distributed through the

is

Testament occurring 29 times

New

in John, 23 times in Paul, 22

times in Acts, 15 times in the Synoptics, and once each in

Hebrews, James,

I Peter,

and Jude;

it is

placed on the

lips of

Jesus some 18 times. In surprisingly few of these instances

is it

—

apparently only in
used of a non-religious act of crediting,
our Lord's warning to His followers not to believe when men
say "Lo, here is the Christ," or "here" (Mt. xxiv. 23, 26, Mk.
xiii. 21). In equally surprisingly few instances is it used of
specific acts of faith in the religious sphere. Once it is used of
assent given to a specific doctrine
that of the unity of God
(Jas. ii. 19). Once it is used of believing prayer (Mt. xxi. 22).
Four times in a single chapter of John it is used of belief in a
'

'

—

specific fact

— the

great fact central to Christianity of the

resurrection of Christ (Jn. xx. 8, 25, 29, 29). It
ally of belief in God's announced word (Lk.

is
i.

used occasionActs xxvi.

45,

27), and occasionally also of the credit given to specific testimonies of Jesus, whether with reference to earthly or heavenly

things (Jn.

iii.

12, 12,

general faith in the

i.

word

50, Lk. xxii. 67), passing thence to
of salvation (Lk. viii. 12, 13).

Twice

it

used of general soteriological faith in God (Jude 5, Rom. iv.
18), and a few times, with the same pregnancy of implication,
where the reference, whether to God or Christ, is more or less
is

uncertain (Jn.

however,

it

of Christ.

expressed

i.

7,

Rom.

iv. 11, II

Cor.

iv. 13, 13).

Ordinarily,

expresses soteriological faith directed to the person

In a few instances, to be sure, the immediate trust
in the extraordinary power of Jesus for the perform-

is

ance of earthly effects (the so-called 'miracle faith'), as in Mt.
13, Mk. v. 36, ix. 23, 24, Lk. viii. 50, Jn. iv. 48, xi. 40; but

viii.

the essential relation in which this faith stands to saving faith
'

is

48 compared with v. 53 and ix. 38,
40 compared with v. 15 and xii. 39; and, in any case,

clearly exhibited in Jn. iv.

and Jn.

xi.
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these passages are insignificant in number when compared with
the great array in which the reference is distinctly to saving
faith in Christ (Mk. ix. 42, xv. 32 [Jn. hi. 15], Jn. hi. 18. iv. 41,
42, 53, v. 44, vi. 36, 47, 64, 64, ix. 38, x. 25, 26, xi. 15, xii. 39,
xiv. 29, xvi. 31, xix. 35, xx. 31,

Acts

ii.

44, iv. 4, 32, v. 14, viii.

13, xi. 21, xiii. 12, 39, 48, xiv. 1, xv. 5, 7, xvii. 12, 34, xviii. 8, 27,
xix. 2, 18, xxi. 20, 25,

Rom.

i.

16, hi. 22, x. 4, 10, xiii. 11, xv.

iii. 22, Eph. i. 13, 19,
Heb. iv. 3, I Pet. ii. 7).
A survey of these passages will show very clearly that in the
New Testament to believe is a technical term to express reliance on Christ for salvation. In a number of them, to be sure,
the object of the believing spoken of is sufficiently defined by
the context, but, without contextual indication of the object,
enough remain to bear out this suggestion. Accordingly, a tendency is betrayed to use the simple participle very much as a
verbal noun, with the meaning of Christian': in Mk. ix. 42,
Acts xi. 21, 1 Cor. i. 21, Eph. i. 13, 19, 1 Thess. i. 7, ii. 10, 13 the

13, 1 Cor.

I Thess.

i.

21,

7,

i.

iii.

ii.

xv. 2, 11, Gal.

5, xiv. 22,

10, 13, II

'

Thess.

i.

10,

'

'

is evident; it maybe doubted, however,
whether oi irLVTevaavTes is not used as a noun in such passages as
Acts ii. 44, iv. 32, II Thess. i. 10, Heb. iv. 3 and in Acts v. 14 ttktrevovTes is perhaps generally recognized as used substantively.
Before the disciples were called 'Christians' (Acts xi. 26, cf.
xxvi. 28, 1 Pet. iv. 16) it would seem, then, that they were called
'believers,'
those who had turned to Christ in trusting reliance (oi TTKTTevaavTes), or those who were resting on Christ in

participial construction

;

—

and that the undefined to beto mean to become or to be a Christian, that
is, to turn to or rest on Christ in reliant trust. The occasional
use of oi -KiuToi in an equivalent sense (Acts x. 45, Eph. i. 1,
I Tim. iv. 3, 12, I Pet. i. 21, Rev. xvii. 14), for which the way
was prepared by the comparatively frequent use of this adjectrusting reliance

lieve'

(oi

inarevovTes)

'

;

had come

tive in the classically rare active sense (Jn. xx. 27, Acts xvi.

I Cor.

vii. 14,

Tit.

6),

i.

II Cor. vi. 15, Gal.

adds weight to

iii.

9, 1

Tim.

this conclusion; as

1,

iv. 10, v. 16, vi. 2,

do also the use of

ainaTOL of unbelievers, whether in the simple (I Cor. vi. 6, vii.
12-15, x. 27, xiv. 22-24, 1 Tim. v. 8) or deepened sense (II Cor.
'

'
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Tit. i. 15, cf Jn. xx. 27, Mt. xvii. 17, Mk. ix. 19,
and the related usage of the words cltl(ttlol (Mk. ix.
24 (xvi. 14), Mt. xiii. 58, Mk. vi. 6, Rom. iv. 20, xi. 20, 23, 1 Tim.
i. 13, Heb. iii. 12, 19), aTLtrreca (Mk. xvi. 11 (16), Lk. xxiv. 11,
41, Acts xxviii. 24, 1 Pet. ii. 7), and bXiyoTiaTos (Mt. vi. 30, viii.

14

iv. 4, vi.

Lk.

ix.

f.,

.

41),

26, xiv. 31, xvi. 8, Lk.

xii.

28), okiyoTnaTia (Mt. xvii. 20).

The impression which

is thus derived from the usage of
only deepened by attending to that of t'httls. As already intimated, ttL<jtls occurs in the New Testament very

ino-Teveiv is

rarely in

its

passive sense of faithfulness,' 'integrity' (Rom.
'

iii.

men; cf. I Tim.
v. 12 'a pledge'; Acts xvii. 31 assurance'; others add I Tim.
vi. 11, II Tim. ii. 22, iii. 10, Philem. 5). And nowhere in the
3 of God; Mt.

xxiii. 23,

Gal. v. 22, Tit.

ii.

10, of

*

multitude of

its

occurrences in

its

active sense

is it

applied to

man's faith in man, but always to the religious trust that reposes on God, or Christ, or divine things. The specific object
on which the trust rests is but seldom explicitly expressed. In
some six of these instances it is a thing, but always something
of the fullest soteriological significance
27), the saving truth of

(Phil.

i.

ing of

God who

raised Jesus

God

— the gospel of Christ

(II Thess.

from the dead

name of Jesus

ii.

(Col.

13), the
ii.

12, cf

workActs
.

blood of Jesus
(Rom. iii. 25), the righteousness of Jesus (II Pet. i. 1). In as
many more the object is God, and the conception is prevailingly

xiv. 9,

iii.

16), the

that of general trust in
i.

8,

Heb.

vi. 1, I

Pet.

however, the object

is

(Acts

God (Mk.

xi.

iii.

22,

16), the

Rom.

xiv. 22, 1 Thess.

In most instances,
specified as Christ, and the faith is very
i.

21, cf. Col.

ii.

12).

pointedly soteriological (Acts xx. 21, xxiv. 24, xxvi. 18, Gal. ii.
16, 16, 20. Rom. iii. 22, 26, Gal. iii. 22, 26, Eph. i. 15, iii. 12, iv.

Tim. i. 14, iii. 13, 15, II Tim. i. 13,
Rev. ii. 13, xiv. 12). Its object is
most frequently joined to it'lctt is as an objective genitive, a construction occurring some seventeen times, twelve of which fall
in the writings of Paul. In four of them the genitive is that of
the thing, namely in Phil. i. 27 the gospel, in II Thess. ii. 13 the
saving truth, in Col. ii. 12 the almighty working of God, and in
Acts iii. 16 the name of Jesus. In one of them it is God (Mk. xi.
13, Phil.

iii.

15,

iii.

9,

Col.

Philem.

i.

4,

5, Jas.

ii.

ii.

5, 1
1,
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that of object in these

decisive with reference to its nature in the remaining

is

which Jesus Christ is set forth as the object on which
(Rom. iii. 22, 26, Gal. ii. 16, 16, 20, hi. 22, Eph. iii.
13, Phil. iii. 9, Jas. ii. 1, Rev. ii. 13, xiv. 12). Next most

cases, in

faith rests
12, iv.

frequently

its

object

joined to faith

is

by which

sition h> (9 times),

by means

of the prepo-

on which
two of these instances
the blood or righteousness of Jesus (Rom.
it is

set forth as the basis

faith rests, or the sphere of its operation. In

the object
iii.

—

a thing

is

25, II Pet.

i.

the rest it is Christ Himself who is presented

1) ; in

as the ground of faith (Gal.
i.

14,

iii.

times)

13, II

its

object

13,

i.

iii.

which faith

is

Eph.

15, Col.

i.

i.

Tim.

4, I

exercised (cf especially Acts xx. 21)
.

ject thus specified for faith is in

and
5).

26,

15).

designating, apparently, merely the object with reference

eis,

to

is

iii.

Somewhat less frequently (5
joined to itLvtls by means of the preposition

Tim.

one instance

God

(I

the ob-

;

Pet.

i.

21),

in the others Christ (Acts xx. 21, xxiv. 24, xxvi. 18, Col.

By

ii.

the side of this construction should doubtless be placed

the two instances in which the preposition
which faith is said to look and adhere to God

7rp6s is used,
(I

Thess.

i.

by

8) or

And it is practically in the same sense
God is joined to -k'kttis by means of the

to Christ (Philem. 5).

that in a single instance

eiri as the object to which it restingly turns. It
would seem that the pregnant sense of it'kttis as self-abandoning
trust was so fixed in Christian speech that little was left to be

preposition

expressed

by the mode

of its adjunction to its object.

Accordingly, the use of the word without specified object
is

vastly preponderant. In a few of such instances

we may

see a

which informs be15). In a somewhat

specific reference to the general confidence

lieving prayer (Lk. xviii. 8, Jas.

greater

number

there

worker of wonders
10, ix. 2, 22, 29, xv.

is

— the
28

6, v.

so-called 'miracle faith' (Mt.

[xvii.

34, x. 52, Lk. v. 20, vii. 9,
16, xiv. 9)

i.

special reference to faith in Jesus as a

viii.

— although how

20]

[xxi. 21],

Mk.

ii.

25, 48, xvii. 19, xviii. 42,

little this

non-soteriological the language of

Mt.

viii.

5, iv. 40, v.

Acts

iii.

faith can be regarded as
ix. 2,

Mk.

shows, as well as the parallelism between Lk.

ii.

vii.

5,

50

Lk. v. 20
(cf. viii.

\/
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and Mt.

48, xvii. 19)

ix.

22,

Mk.

v. 34.

The immense mass

of

the passages in which the undefined irians occurs, however, are
distinctly soteriological,

plied object be

God

and that

indifferently

whether

or Christ. Its implied reference

is

its

im-

indeed

often extremely difficult to fix; though the passages in which it
may, with some confidence, be referred to Christ are in number about double those in which it may, with like confidence, be
referred to God. The degree of clearness with which an implied

object

is

pointed to in the context varies, naturally, very greatly;

but in a number
context, but this
of the reader.

of cases there
is left

is

no

direct hint of object in the

to be supplied

And this is

as

by the

much as to

general knowledge

say that

t'lo-tls is

so used

had already become a Christian technical
term, which needed no further definition that it might convey
its full sense of saving faith in Jesus Christ to the mind of every
as to imply that

it

reader. This tendency to use
'

it

as practically a

synonym

for

Christianity comes out sharply in such a phrase as oi en tt'l(tt6u>s
'

which is obviously a paraphrase for 'believers.'
form of the phrase meets us in Rom. iii. 26,
rbv h 7rt(7T€cos 'Irjcrov; that the 'Irjaov could fall away and leave
the simple oi en irLarecos standing for the whole idea, is full of
implications as to the sense which the simple undefined irlans
had acquired in the circles which looked to Jesus for salvation.
The same implications underlie the so-called objective use of
ttlcttls in the New Testament. That in such passages as Acts vi.
7, Gal. i. 23, iii. 23, vi. 10, Phil. i. 25, Jude 3, 20 it conveys the
idea of the Christian religion appears plain on the face of the
passages; and by their side can be placed such others as the
following, which seem transitional to them, namely: Acts xvi.
5, 1 Cor. xvi. 13, Col. i. 23, 1 Tim. i. 19, iv. 1, 6, v. 8, Tit. i. 13,
(Gal. hi. 7, 9),

A

transitional

'

'

and, at a slightly further remove, such others as Acts

Rom.

i.

5, xvi. 26, Phil.

i.

25, I

Tim.

iii.

9, vi. 10, 12, II

xiii. 8,

Tim.

iii.

not necessary to suppose that ttl(ttls is used in any of these passages as doctrinafidei;
it seems possible to carry through them all the conception of
'subjective faith conceived of objectively as a power,'
even
through those in Jude and I Timothy, which are more com8, iv. 7, Tit.

i.

4,

iii.

15, I Pet. v. 9. It is

—
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monly than any others interpreted as meaning doctrina fidei.
But this generally admitted objectivizing of subjective faith
makes irlans, as truly as if it were understood as doctrina fidei,
on the verge of which it in any case trembles, a synonym for
'

the Christian religion.' It

tian religion'

is

is

only a question whether the Chris-

designated in

'

it

from the side of doctrine or life;
view of life, still 'the faith' has

though it be from the point of
become a synonym for 'Christianity,' 'believers' for 'Christians,' 'to believe' for 'to become a Christian,' and we may
trace a development by means of which tt'lcttls has come to mean
the religion which is marked by and consists essentially in believing.' That this development so rapidly took place is significant of much, and supplies a ready explanation of such passages
as Gal. iii. 23, 25, in which the phrases 'before the faith came'
and 'now that faith is come' probably mean little more than
before and after the advent of 'Christianity' into the world.
On the ground of such a usage, we may at least re-affirm with
'

increased confidence that the idea of 'faith'

is

conceived of in

New

Testament as the characteristic idea of Christianity,
and that it does not import mere 'belief in an intellectual
sense, but all that enters into an entire self-commitment of the
soul to Jesus as the Son of God, the Saviour of the world.
the

II.

The Historical Presentation of Faith

on the very surface of the New Testament that its
writers were not conscious of a chasm between the fundamental
principle of the religious life of the saints of the old covenant
and the faith by which they themselves lived. To them, too,
Abraham is the typical example of a true believer (Rom. iv.,
Gal. iii., Heb. xi., Jas. ii.) and in their apprehension those who
It lies

'

;

are of faith,' that

tuted Abraham's sons (Gal.

iii.

7,

their blessing only along with that

steps of whose faith

when they

believe

dead (Rom.

it is

on

iv. 24).

by that very fact constiRom. iv. 16), and receive

'Christians,' are

is,

'

believer

'

(Gal.

iii.

9) in the

that they are walking (Rom.

iv. 12)

Him who raised Jesus our Lord from the
And not only Abraham, but the whole
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series of Old Testament heroes are conceived by them to be
examples of the same faith which was required of them 'unto
the gaining of the soul' (Heb. xi.). Wrought in them by the
same Spirit (II Cor. iv. 13), it produced in them the same fruits,
and constituted them a 'cloud of witnesses by whose testimony
we should be stimulated to run our own race with like patience
in dependence on Jesus, 'the author and finisher of our faith'
(Heb. xii. 2). Nowhere is the demand of faith treated as a
novelty of the new covenant, or is there a distinction drawn between the faith of the two covenants; everywhere the sense of
continuity is prominent (Jn. v. 24, 46, xii. 38, 39, 44, 1 Pet. ii. 6),
'

and the 'proclamation

of faith' (Gal. hi. 2, 5,

Rom.

x. 16) is

con-

ceived as essentially one in both dispensations, under both of

which the law reigns that 'the just shall live by his faith' (Hab.
4, Rom. i. 17, Gal. hi. 11, Heb. x. 38). Nor do we need to
penetrate beneath the surface of the Old Testament to perceive
the justice of this New Testament view. Despite the infrequency of the occurrence on its pages of the terms 'faith,' 'to
believe,' the religion of the Old Testament is obviously as fundamentally a religion of faith as is that of the New Testament.
There is a sense, to be sure, in which all religion presupposes
faith (Heb. xi. 6), and in this broad sense the religion of Israel,
too, necessarily rested on faith. But the religion of Israel was a
religion of faith in a far more specific sense than this; and that
not merely because faith was more consciously its foundation,
but because its very essence consisted in faith, and this faith
was the same radical self-commitment to God, not merely as
the highest good of the holy soul, but as the gracious Saviour
of the sinner, which meets us as the characteristic feature of
the religion of the New Testament. Between the faith of the
two Testaments there exists, indeed, no further difference than
that which the progress of the historical working out of redemption brought with it.
The hinge of Old Testament religion from the very beginning turns on the facts of man's sin (Gen. iii.) and consequent
unworthiness (Gen. iii. 2-10), and of God's grace (Gen. iii. 15)
and consequent saving activity (Gen. iii. 4, iv. 5, vi. 8, 13 f.).
ii.
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This saving activity presents itself from the very beginning also
under the form of promise or covenant, the radical idea of
which is naturally faithfulness on the part of the promising God
with the answering attitude of faith on the part of the receptive
people. Face to face with a holy God, the sinner has no hope
except in the free mercy of God, and can be authorized to trust
in that mercy only by express assurance. Accordingly, the only
cause of salvation is from the first the pitying love of God (Gen.
iii. 15, viii. 21), which freely grants benefits to man; while on
man's part there is never question of merit or of a strength by
which he may prevail (I Sam. ii. 9), but rather a constant sense
of unworthiness (Gen. xxxii. 10), by virtue of which humility
appears from the first as the keynote of Old Testament piety.
In the earlier portions of the Old Testament, to be sure, there
is little abstract statement of the ideas which ruled the hearts
and lives of the servants of God. The essence of patriarchal religion is rather exhibited to us in action. But from the very beginning the distinctive feature of the life of the pious is that it
a life of faith, that its regulative principle is drawn, not from
the earth but from above. Thus the first recorded human acts
is

— the naming of Eve, and the birth and naming
— are expressive of trust in God's promise that, though

after the Fall
of

Cain

men

should die for their sins, yet man should not perish from
the earth, but should triumph over the tempter; in a word, in
the great promise of the Seed (Gen. iii. 15). Similarly, the whole
story of the Flood is so ordered as to throw into relief, on the

one hand, the free grace of

God in His dealings with Noah

vi. 8, 18, viii. 1, 21, ix. 8),

and, on the other, the determination

of

Noah's whole
life

by trust in God and His promises (Gen. vi.
The open declaration of the faith-principle of

life

22, vii. 5, ix. 20).

Abraham's

(Gen.

(Gen. xv. 6) only puts into words, in the case of
at the root of Israel's whole national and re-

him who stands

what not only might also be said of all the
what actually is most distinctly said both of
Abraham and of them through the medium of their recorded
history. The entire patriarchal narrative is set forth with the
design and effect of exhibiting the life of the servants of God
ligious existence,

patriarchs, but
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as a

life

of

God

by the

fact of their implicit self-

God that throughout

the narrative the servants

of faith,

commitment

to

and

just

it is

from

are differentiated

course, that with

them

others. This does not

mean, of
an

faith took the place of obedience:

God which did not show itself in
be self-contradictory, and the testing

entire self-commitment to

obedience to

Him would

by obedience is therefore a marked feature of the patriBut it does mean that faith was with them the
precondition of all obedience. The patriarchal religion is essenof faith

archal narrative.

tially

a religion, not of law but of promise, and therefore not

primarily of obedience but of trust the holy walk
;

is

character-

xlviii.

God's servants (Gen. v. 22, 24, vi. 9, xvii. 1, xxiv. 40,
15), but it is characteristically described as a walk 'with

God';

its

istic of

by

peculiarity consisted precisely in the ordering of

entire trust in

God, and

ing out of this trust (Gen.
xii. 4, xvii.

it

expressed

itself

life

in conduct grow-

hi. 20, iv. 1, vi. 22, vii. 5, viii. 18,

23, xxi. 12, 16, xxii.).

The righteousness

of the patri-

was thus but the manifestation in life of an entire
self-commitment to God, in unwavering trust in His promises.
The piety of the Old Testament thus began with faith. And
though, when the stage of the law was reached, the emphasis
might seem to be thrown rather on the obedience of faith, what
archal age

1

has been called faith in action,' yet the giving of the law does
not mark a fundamental change in the religion of Israel, but
only a new stage in its orderly development. The law-giving

was not a setting aside of the religion of promise, but an incident
in its history; and the law given was not a code of jurisprudence
for the world's government, but a body of household ordinances
for the regulation of God's family. It is therefore itself grounded
upon the promise, and it grounds the whole religious life of
covenant God (Ex. xx. 2). It is only
because Israel are the children of God, and God has sanctified
them unto Himself and chosen them to be a peculiar people
unto Him (Deut. xiv. 1), that He proceeds to frame them by
His law for His especial treasure (Ex. xix. 5 cf Tit. ii. 14) Faith,
Israel in the grace of the

;

.

.

therefore, does not appear as one of the precepts of the law, nor

as a virtue superior to

its

precepts, nor yet as a substitute for
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presupposition.

Accordingly, in the history of the giving of the law, faith

is

ex-

pressly emphasized as the presupposition of the whole relation

between Israel and Jehovah. The signs by which Moses
and all Jehovah's deeds of power, had as their
design (Ex. iii. 12, iv. 1, 5, 8, 9, xix. 4, 9) and their effect (Ex.
iv. 31, xii. 28, 34, xiv. 31, xxiv. 3, 7, Ps. cvi. 12) the working of
faith in the people; and their subsequent unbelief is treated as
the deepest crime they could commit (Num. xiv. 11, Deut. i. 32,
ix. 23, Ps. lxxviii. 22, 32, cvi. 24), as is even momentary failure
of faith on the part of their leaders (Num. xx. 12). It is only as a
existing

was

accredited,

consequent of the relation of the people to Him, instituted by
by faith on theirs, that Jehovah proceeds
to carry out His gracious purposes for them, delivering them
grace on His part and

from bondage, giving them a law for the regulation of their
lives, and framing them in the promised land into a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation. In other words, it is a precondition of
the law that Israel's life is not of the earth, but is hid with God,
and is therefore to be ordered by His precepts. Its design was,
therefore, not to provide a means by which man might come
into relation with Jehovah, but to publish the mode of life incumbent on those who stand in the relation of children to
Jehovah; and it is therefore that the book of the law was commanded to be put by the side of the ark of the covenant of the
Lord, that it might be a witness against the transgressions of
Israel (Deut. xxxi. 26).

The

effect of the

law was consonant with

no doubt, looked upon

by scrupulous

it

its

design.

in a purely legalistic spirit,

fulfilment of

it

as a

lay the foundation of a claim on

body

God

Many,

and sought,

of external precepts, to

in behalf of the nation or

the individual, or to realize through it, as a present possession,
that salvation which was ever represented as something future.
But, just in proportion as its spirituality and inwardness were
felt, it

sin,

operated to deepen in Israel the sense of shortcoming and
to sharpen the conviction that from the grace of God

and

alone could salvation be expected. This humble frame of conscious dependence

on God was met by a twofold proclamation.
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On

the one hand, the eyes of God's people were directed

more

longingly towards the future, and, in contrast with the present
failure of Israel to realize the ordinances of life

given

law of

which had been

new dispensation of grace was promised in which the
God's kingdom should be written upon the heart, and

it,

a

should become therefore the instinctive law of life of His people
(Jer. xxiv. 7, xxxi. 11 f., Ezek. xxxvi 25 f.; cf. Ezek. xvi. 60, Joel
hi.,

Jos.

ii.

9

very nature of the Old Testament
God was always incomunsolved enigmas of life numerous, the work of

f.).

It lay in the

dispensation, in which the revelation of
plete, the still

redemption unfinished, and the consummation of the kingdom
ever yet to come, that the eyes of the saints should be set upon
the future; and these deficiencies were felt very early. But it also
lay, in the nature of the case, that the sense of them should increase as time passed and the perfecting of Israel was delayed,
and especially as the whole national and religious existence of
Israel was more and more put in jeopardy by assaults from
without and corruption from within. The essence of piety came
thus to be ever more plainly proclaimed as consisting in such a
confident trust in the God of salvation as could not be confounded either by the unrighteousness which reigned in Israel
or by Jehovah's judgments on Israel's sins,
such a confidence
as even in the face of the destruction of the theocracy itself,
could preserve, in enduring hope, the assurance of the ultimate
realization of God's purposes of good to Israel and the establishment of the everlasting kingdom. Thus hopeful waiting upon
Jehovah became more and more the centre of Israelitish piety,
and Jehovah became before all the Hope of Israel (Jer. xiv.
8, xvii. 13, 1. 7, cf. Ps. lxxi. 5). On the other hand, while thus
waiting for the salvation of Israel, the saint must needs stay
himself on God (Isa. xxvi. 3, 1. 10), fixing his heart on Jehovah
as the Rock of the heart (Ps. lxxiii. 26), His people's strength

—

1

'

(Ps. xlvi. 1)

Freed from

and

trust (Ps. xl. 4, lxv. 5, lxxi. 5, Jer. xvii. 7).

all illusion of

earthly help, and most of

all

from

all

he is meanwhile to live by faith (Hab. ii. 4).
Thus, along with an ever more richly expressed corporate hope,
there is found also an ever more richly expressed individual

self-confidence,
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trust, which finds natural utterance through an ample body of
synonyms bringing out severally the various sides of that perfect commitment to God that constitutes the essence of faith.
Thus we read much of trusting in, on, to God, or in His word,
His name, His mercy, His salvation (nasi), of seeking and finding refuge in God or in the shadow of His wings (fieri), of committing ourselves to God (bbi), setting confidence (bp?) in Him,
looking to Him (talari), relying upon Him (yo&i), staying upon
Him (faes), setting or fixing the heart upon Him (a ? pari),
binding our love on Him (ptfn), cleaving to Him (pan). So, on
the hopeful side of faith, we read much of hoping in God (nip),
1

waiting on

By

God

Him

ing for

of longing for

(bir),

(bbinrn),

and the

Him (ran),

patiently wait-

like.

the aid of such expressions,

it

becomes possible to form

a somewhat clear notion of the attitude towards Him which was
required

by Jehovah

of

His believing people, and which

is

summed up in the term "faith." It is a reverential (Ex. xiv. 31,
Num. xiv. 11, xx. 12) and loving faith, which rests on the strong
and unshaken conviction of the might and grace
God and of the trustworthiness of all His words,
and exhibits itself in confident trust in Jehovah and unwavering
expectation of the fulfilment of, no doubt, all His promises, but
more especially of His promise of salvation, and in consequent
faithful and exclusive adherence to Him. In one word, it consists in an utter commitment of oneself to Jehovah, with confident trust in Him as guide and saviour, and assured expectabasis of firm

of the covenant

tion of His promised salvation. It therefore stands in contrast,

on the one hand, with trust in self or other human help, and on
the other with doubt and unbelief, despondency and unfaithfulness. From Jehovah alone is salvation to be looked for, and it
comes from His free grace alone (Deut. vii. 7, viii. 18, ix. 5,
Amos iii. 2, Hos. xiii. 5, Ezek. xx. 6, Jer. xxxix. 18, Mai. i. 2), and
to those only

who look solely to Him for it

(Isa. xxxi. 1, lvii. 13,

xxviii. 16, xxx. 15, Jer. xvii. 5, xxxix. 18, Ps. cxviii. 8, cxlvi. 3,

Job

The

xx. 7, I

Sam.

faith

accordingly in the Old Testament always distinctly

is

xvii. 45,

soteriological; its

xxxi. 24, Ps. Hi. 9).

reference of

end the Messianic salvation; and

its

essence
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a trusting, or rather an entrusting of oneself to the God of salvation, with full assurance of the fulfilment of His gracious purposes and the ultimate realization of His promise of salvation
for the people

and the individual. Such an attitude towards the

is identical with the faith of the New Testanot essentially changed by the fuller revelation of
God the Redeemer in the person of the promised Messiah. That
it is comparatively seldom designated in the Old Testament by
the names of 'faith,' 'believing,' seems to be due, as has been

God

of salvation

ment, and

is

often pointed out, to the special place of the Old Testament in

the history of revelation, and the adaptation of

its

whole con-

and language to the particular task in the establishment
of the kingdom of God which fell to its writers. This task turned
on the special temptations and difficulties of the Old Testament
stage of development, and required emphasis to be laid on the
majesty and jealousy of Jehovah and on the duties of reverence,
sincerity, and patience. Meanwhile, the faith in Him which
tents

underlies these duties

is

continually implied in their enforce-

ment, and comes to open expression in frequent paraphrase and
synonym, and as often in its own proper terms as is natural in
the circumstances. Especially in the great crises of the history

redemption (Gen. xv., Ex. iv. 5, xix. 9, Isa. vii.) is the fundamental requirement of faith rendered explicit and prominent.
On the coming of God to His people in the person of His
Son, the promised Messianic King, bringing the salvation, the
hope of which had for so many ages been their support and stay,
it naturally became the primary task of the vehicles of revelation to attract and attach God's people to the person of their
Redeemer. And this task was the more pressing in proportion
as the form of the fulfilment did not obviously correspond with
the promise, and especially with the expectations which had
grown up on the faith of the promise. This fundamental function dominates the whole New Testament, and accounts at once
for the great prominence in its pages of the demand for faith, by
which a gulf seems to be opened between it and the Old Testament. The demand for faith in Jesus as the Redeemer so long
hoped for, did indeed create so wide a cleft in the consciousness
of
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term faith came rapidly to be appropriated
mean to become a Christian;
so that the old covenant and the new were discriminated from
each other as the ages before and after the coming of faith'
(Gal. iii. 23, 25). But all this does not imply that faith now for
of the times that the

to Christianity

and

'

to believe' to

'

the first time became the foundation of the religion of Jehovah,
but only suggests how fully, in the new circumstances induced
by the coming of the promised Redeemer, the demand for faith
absorbed the whole proclamation of the gospel. In this primary
concern for faith the New Testament books all necessarily
share; but, for the rest, they differ among themselves in the
prominence given to it and in the aspects in which it is presented, in accordance with the place of each in the historical
development of the new life; and that is as much as to say in
accordance with the historical occasion out of which each arose
and the special object to subserve which each was written.
Indeed, the word 'to believe' first appears on the pages of
the New Testament in quite Old Testament conditions. We are
conscious of no distinction even in atmosphere between the
commendation of faith and rebuke of unbelief in Exodus or the
Psalms and the same commendation and rebuke in the days just
before the 'coming of faith' (Lk. i. 20, 45) these are but specific
;

applications of the thesis of prophetism, expressed positively in

and negatively in Isa. vii. 9. Already, however,
new day has coloured the proclamation of the
Baptist, the essence of which Paul sums up for us as a demand
for faith in the Coming One (Acts xix. 4), and which John reII Chron. xx. 20

the

dawn

of the

ports to us (Jn.

iii.

36).

In the synoptic report of the teaching

same purpose is the dominant note. All that Jesus
did and taught was directed to drawing faith to Himself. Up to
of Jesus, the

He repelled the unbelieving demand that He
should declare plainly the authority by which He acted and
who He really was (Mt. xxi. 23, Lk. xxii. 67) but this was only
that He might, in His own way, the more decidedly confound
unbelief and assert His divine majesty. Even when He spoke of
general faith in God (Mk. xi. 22), and that confident trust which
the end, indeed,
'

'

:

becomes men approaching the Almighty in prayer (Mt.

xxi.
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22||Mk.

ix.

God on

He

24, Lk. xviii. 8),

directed attention to His
earth.

And

did

it

in a

own person

way which inevitably-

as the representative of

this accounts for the prevalence, in the

synoptic report of His allusions to faith, of a reference to that
exercise of faith

which has sometimes been somewhat sharply

divided from saving faith under the

(Mt. viii. 10, 13
Lk. viii. 48; Mt.

Mt.

20;

||

Lk.

ix.

name

of 'miracle faith'

Mt. ix. 2; Mt. ix. 22 Mk. v. 34,
Mk. ix.
29; Mt. xv. 28; Mt. xvii. 20

vii. 9;

28,

xxi. 21, 22, cf.

||

||

Lk.

xvii. 6;

Mk.

40;

iv.

Mk.

v.

36

||

Lk.

Mk. x. 52 Lk. xviii. 42; Lk. vii. 9). That in these instances we have not a generically distinct order of faith, directed to its own peculiar end, but only a specific movement of
viii.

50;

||

that entire trust in Himself which Jesus would arouse in all,
seems clear from the manner in which He dealt with it,
now

—

praising

its

exercise as a specially great exhibition of faith quite

generally spoken of (Lk.

vii. 9),

now

tation of that believing to which
ix.

23),

now

connecting with

it

'

pointing to

all

it

as a manifes-

things are possible

'

(Mk.

not merely the healing of the

body but the forgiveness of sins (Mt. ix. 2), and everywhere using it as a means of attaching the confidence of men to His person as the source of all good. Having come to His own, in other
words, Jesus took men upon the plane on which He found them,
and sought to lead them through the needs which they felt, and
the relief of which they sought in Him, up to a recognition of
their greater needs and of His ability to give relief to them also.
That word of power, 'Thy faith hath saved thee/ spoken indifferently of bodily wants and of the deeper needs of the soul
(Lk. vii. 50), not only resulted, but was intended to result, in
focusing all eyes on Himself as the one physician of both body
and soul (Mt. viii. 17). Explicit references to these higher results
of faith are, to

be sure, not very frequent in the synoptic

enough

courses, but there are quite
specific

them

dis-

to exhibit Jesus'

claim to be the proper object of faith for these effects
Mt. xviii. 6 Mk. ix. 42, Lk. vii.

also (Lk. viii. 12, 13, xxii. 32,
50),

of

and

tion, of the lagging

understand

all

way

1

1

His resurrecHis followers, that they did not
these things (Lk. xxiv. 25, 45), and for His great

to prepare the

minds

for His rebuke, after

of
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commission to Paul to go and open men's eyes that they might
and an inheritance among the sancti-

receive 'remission of sins
fied

by

Him'

faith in

(Acts xxvi. 18).

very natural that a much fuller account of Jesus' teaching as to faith should be given in the more intimate discourses
which are preserved by John. But in these discourses, too, His
primary task is to bind men to Him by faith. The chief difference is that here, consonantly with the nature of the discourses
It is

recorded,

much more

aspects of faith,

prevailing stress

and we

to Himself a faith consciously set

ber of instances

we

is

laid

upon the higher

see Jesus striving specially to attract

upon

find ourselves in

eternal good. In a

much

num-

the same atmos-

phere as in the Synoptics (iv. 21 sq., 48 sq., ix. 35) and the
of Jesus is the same throughout. Everywhere He offers
Himself as the object of faith, and claims faith in Himself for
;

method

But everywhere He begins at
and leads them upward to these higher things. It is so that He deals with Nathanael (i. 51) and Nicodemus (iii. 12) and it is so that He deals
constantly with the Jews, everywhere requiring faith in Himthe highest concerns of the soul.

the level at which

He

finds His hearers,

;

self for

eternal

24, 25, 38, vi. 35, 40, 47, vii. 38, viii. 24,

life (v.

x. 25, 36, xii. 44, 46),

declaring that faith in

Him

is

the certain

own Scriptures (v. 46, 47), is demanded
by the witness borne Him by God in His mighty works (x. 25,
36, 37), is involved in and is indeed identical with faith in God
outcome

of faith in their

and is the one thing which
and the failure of which will

(v. 25, 38, vi. 40, 45, viii. 47, xii. 44),

God
bring

requires of

them

them

(vi. 29),

eternal ruin

(iii.

18, v. 38, vi. 64, viii. 24).

When

dealing with His followers, His primary care was to build
their faith in

Him. Witness

faith in the last hours of His intercourse with them.
faith they

but

He

had reposed

in

up

especially His solicitude for their

Him He

returns thanks to

For the

God

(xvii.

nursing their faith (xvi. 31), preparing for its
increase through the events to come (xiii. 19, xvi. 29), and with
8),

is still

almost passionate eagerness claiming it at their hands (xiv. 1,
10, 11, 12). Even after His resurrection we find Him restoring
the faith of the waverer (xx. 29) with words which pronounce a

'
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on those who should hereafter believe on less
words whose point is not fully caught
until we realize that they contain an intimation of the work of
the apostles as, like His own, summed up in bringing men to

special blessing

—

compelling evidence

faith in

Him

(xvii. 20, 21).

The record

in Acts of the apostolic proclamation testifies to

by Jesus'
The task undertaken by them was,
by persuading men (Acts xvii. 4, xxviii. 24), to bring them unto
obedience to the faith that is in Jesus (Acts vi. 7, Rom. i. 5,
xvi. 26, cf. II Thess. i. 8, II Cor. x. 5). And by such 'testifying
the faithfulness with which this office was prosecuted
delegates (Acts

iii.

22, 23).

Lord Jesus Christ' (Acts xx. 21, cf. x. 43)
was quickly gathered together a community of believers
(Acts ii. 44, iv. 4, 32), that is, of believers in the Lord Jesus
Christ (Acts v. 14, ix. 42, xi. 17, xiv. 23), and that not only in
Jerusalem but beyond (viii. 12, ix. 42, x. 45, xi. 21, xiii. 48, xiv.
1), and not only of Jews (x. 45, xv. 1, xxi. 20) but of Gentiles
faith towards our

there

21,

(xi.

25)

.

'

xiii.

48, xiv.

1,

xv.

7, xvii. 12, 34, xviii. 27, xix. 18, xxi.

community of believers brought to
new task of preserving the idea of
formative principle of the new community,

The enucleation

of this

the apostolic teachers the

which was the
which in the world, pure and living and sound,
its chief office. It was inevitable that those who were called
into the faith of Christ should bring into the infant Church with
them many old tendencies of thinking, and that within the new
community the fermentation of ideas should be very great. The
task of instructing and disciplining the new community soon
became unavoidably one of the heaviest of apostolic duties;
and its progress is naturally reflected in their letters. Thus certain differences in their modes of dealing with faith emerge
among New Testament writers, according as one lays stress on
the deadness and profitlessness of a faith which produces no
fruit in the life, and another on the valuelessness of a faith which
does not emancipate from the bondage of the law; or as one
lays stress on the perfection of the object of faith and the necessity of keeping the heart set upon it, and another on the nefaith,

and
was

to propagate

cessity of preserving in its purity that subjective attitude
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towards the unseen and future which constitutes the very

es-

sence of faith; or as one lays stress on the reaching out of faith
to the future in confident hope, and another on the present enjoyment by faith of all the blessings of salvation.
It was to James that it fell to rebuke the Jewish tendency to
conceive of the faith which was pleasing to Jehovah as a mere
intellectual acquiescence in His being and claims, when imported into the Church and made to do duty as the faith of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Glory' (ii. 1). He has sometimes been
misread as if he were depreciating faith, or at least the place
'

But it is perfectly clear that with James,
any other New Testament writer, a sound faith

of faith in salvation.

as truly as with

Lord Jesus Christ as the manifested God (ii. 1) lies at the
very basis of the Christian life (i. 3), and is the condition of all
acceptable approach to God (i. 6, v. 15). It is not faith as he
conceives it which he depreciates, but that professed faith
(Keyrj, ii. 14) which cannot be shown to be real by appropriate
works (ii. 18), and so differs by a whole diameter alike from the
faith of Abraham that was reckoned unto him for righteousness
(ii. 23), and from the faith of Christians as James understood
it (ii. 1, i. 3, cf. i. 22). The impression which is easily taken from
the last half of the second chapter of James, that his teaching
and that of Paul stand in some polemic relation, is, nevertheless,
a delusion, and arises from an insufficient realization of the
place occupied by faith in the discussions of the Jewish schools,
reflections of which have naturally found their way into the
language of both Paul and James. And so far are we from needing to suppose some reference, direct or indirect, to Pauline
teaching to account for James' entrance upon the question
which he discusses, that this was a matter upon which an earnest teacher could not fail to touch in the presence of a tendency
common among the Jews at the advent of Christianity (cf Mt.
iii. 9, vii. 21, xxiii. 3, Rom. ii. 17), and certain to pass over into
Jewish-Christian circles: and James' treatment of it finds, indeed, its entire presupposition in the state of things underlying
the exhortation of i. 22. When read from his own historical
standpoint, James' teachings are free from any disaccord with
in the

.
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who as strongly as James denies all value to a
which does not work by love (Gal. v. 6, I Cor. xiii. 2, I
Thess. i. 3). In short, James is not depreciating faith: with him,
too, it is faith that is reckoned unto righteousness (ii. 23),
though only such a faith as shows itself in works can be so
reckoned, because a faith which does not come to fruitage in
works is dead, non-existent. He is rather deepening the idea of
faith, and insisting that it includes in its very conception something more than an otiose intellectual assent.
It was a far more serious task which was laid upon Paul. As
apostle to the Gentiles he was called upon to make good in all
its depth of meaning the fundamental principle of the religion
those of Paul,

faith

of grace, that the righteous shall live

what had come

by

faith, as over-against

to be the ingrained legalism of Jewish thought

now

intruded into the Christian Church. It was not, indeed,
doubted that faith was requisite for obtaining salvation. But
he that had been born a Jew and was conscious of the privileges
of the children of the promise, found it hard to think that faith
was all that was requisite. What, then, was the advantage of
the Jew? In defence of the rights of the Gentiles, Paul was
forced in the most uncompromising way to validate the great
proposition that, in the matter of salvation, there is no distinction between Jew and Gentile,
that the Jew has no other
righteousness than that which comes through faith in Jesus
Christ (Gal. ii. 15 sq.), and that the Gentile fully possesses this
righteousness from faith alone (Gal. iii. 7 sq.) in a word, that
the one God, who is God of the Gentiles also, 'shall justify the
circumcision by faith, and the uncircumcision through faith'
(Rom. iii. 30) Thus was it made clear not only that no man is
justified by the law' (Gal. ii. 16, iii. 11, Rom. iii. 20), but also
that a man is justified by faith apart from law-works (Rom. iii.
28). The splendid vigour and thoroughness of Paul's dialectic
development of the absolute contrast between the ideas of faith
and works, by virtue of which one peremptorily excludes the
other, left no hiding-place for a work-righteousness of any kind
or degree, but cast all men solely upon the righteousness of
God, which is apart from the law and comes through faith unto

—

•

;

'

.

.
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Thus, in vindicating the place
Paul necessarilydwelt much upon the object of faith, not as if he were formally
teaching what the object is on which faith savingly lays hold,
but as a natural result of his effort to show from its object the
all-sufficiency of faith. It is because faith lays hold of Jesus
Christ, who was delivered up for our trespasses and was raised
for our justification (Rom. iv. 25), and makes us possessors of
the righteousness provided by God through Him, that there is
no room for any righteousness of our own in the ground of our
salvation (Rom. x. 3, Eph. ii. 8). This is the reason of that full
development of the object of faith in Paul's writings, and especially of the specific connexion between faith and the righteousness of God proclaimed in Christ, by which the doctrine of
Paul is sometimes said to be distinguished from the more general conception of faith which is characteristic of the Epistle to
the Hebrews. This more general conception of faith is not, however, the peculiar property of that epistle, but is the fundamental conception of the whole body of biblical writers in the Old
all

iii.

21, 22).

of faith as the only instrument of salvation,

Testament and

in the

Jn. xx. 29, 31, I Pet.
18, v. 7,

Rom.

iv.

New
i.

8),

16-22,

Testament

(cf.

Mt.

vi. 25, xvi. 23,

including Paul himself (II Cor.

viii.

24)

;

while,

iv.

on the other hand, the

Epistle to the Hebrews, no less than Paul, teaches that there

is

no righteousness except through faith (x. 38, xi. 7, cf xi. 4)
That in the Epistle to the Hebrews it is the general idea of
faith, or, to be more exact, the subjective nature of faith, that
is dwelt upon, rather than its specific object, is not due to a
peculiar conception of what faith lays hold upon, but to the
particular task which fell to its writer in the work of planting
Christianity in the world. With him, too, the person and work of
.

Christ are the specific object of faith

(xiii. 7, 8, iii.

14, x. 22).

But the danger against which, in the providence of God, he
was called upon to guard the infant flock, was not that it should
fall away from faith to works, but that it should fall away from
His readers were threatened not with legalism but with 'shrinking back' (x. 39), and he needed, therefore,
to emphasize not so much the object of faith as the duty of
faith into despair.
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faith. Accordingly, it is

faith as

on

contrast with works as
presses

on

not so

much on

perfecting that he insists;

its

its

the righteousness of
it is

not so

his readers' consciences; it is not so

specifically in Christ

and

much

its

contrast with impatience that he im-

in

Him

much

alone that he exhorts

— an attitude which could

to faith

them

as

above the
seen to the unseen, the present to the future, the temporal to
the eternal, and which in the midst of sufferings could retain
patience, in the midst of disappointments could preserve hope.
This is the key to the whole treatment of faith in the Epistle to
the Hebrews
its definition as the assurance of things hoped
for, the conviction of things not seen (xi. 1) its illustration and
enforcement by the example of the heroes of faith in the past,
a list chosen and treated with the utmost skill for the end in
view (xi.); its constant attachment to the promises (iv. 1, 2,
vi. 12, x. 36, 38, xi. 9) its connexion with the faithfulness (xi.
11, cf. x. 23), almightiness (xi. 19), and the rewards of God (xi.
6, 26) and its association with such virtues as boldness (iii. 6,
to

an attitude

of faith

rise

—

;

;

;

iv. 16, x. 19, 35),

hope

(iii.

confidence

(iii.

14, xi. 1), patience (x. 36, xii. 1),

6, vi. 11, 18, x. 23).

With much that

is

similar to the situation implied in

He-

brews, that which underlies the Epistles of Peter differs from

it

in the essential particular that their prevailingly Gentile readers

were not in imminent danger of
is,

falling

back into Judaism. There

much in the aspect in which faith is presented in
which reminds us of what we find in Hebrews, as,

accordingly,

these epistles

for example, the close connexion into

obedience

(I

Pet.

i.

2, 22,

ii.

7,

iii.

which

it is

1, iv. 17), its

brought with

prevailing refer-

ence to what

is unseen and future (I Pet. i. 5, 7-10, 21), and its
consequent demand for steadfastness (v. 9, cf. i. 7), and es-

hope (i. 21, cf. i. 3, 13, iii. 5, 15). Yet there is a noteworthy difference in the whole tone of the commendation of
faith, which was rooted, no doubt, in the character of Peter, as
the tone of his speeches recorded in Acts shows, but which also
grew out of the nature of the task set before him in these letters.
There is no hint of despair lying in the near background, but
the buoyancy of assured hope rings throughout these epistles.
pecially for
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Having hearkened
15, 19,

Acts

iii.

(I Pet.

i.

14),

II Pet.

i.

1)

Pet.

ii.

7).

to the prophet like unto
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Moses (Deut.

xviii.

22, 23), Christians are the children of obedience

and through

their precious faith (I Pet.

i.

7,

possessors of the preciousness of the promises (I

As they have obeyed the voice

of

God and

kept His

covenant, they have become His peculiar treasure, a kingdom
of priests and a holy nation (Ex. xix. 5, 1 Pet. ii. 9). Naturally,

them of living, while here below, in accordance with their high hopes (I Pet. i. 13, II Pet. i. 5). But in any
event they are but sojourners and pilgrims here (I Pet. ii. 11,
i. 1, 17), and have a sure inheritance reserved for them in heaven
(i. 4), unto which they are guarded through faith by the power
the duty rests upon

of

God

(i.

5).

The

reference of faith in Peter

is

therefore char-

than to the inception of
Acts xv. 11). Of course this does not

acteristically to the completion rather

salvation

5, 9,

(i.

ii.

6, cf.

imply that he does not share the common biblical conception
of faith he is conscious of no difference of view from that of the
Old Testament (I Pet. ii. 6) and, no less than with James, with
him faith is the fountain of all good works (I Pet. i. 7, 21, v. 9,
II Pet. i. 5) and, no less than with Paul, with him faith lays
:

;

;

hold of the righteousness of Christ (II Pet.
that in the circumstances of his writing he

i.

is

1). It

only means

led to lay special

emphasis on the reference of faith to the consummated salvation, in order to quicken in his readers that hope which would
sustain them in their persecutions, and to keep their eyes set,
not on their present trials, but, in accordance with faith's very
nature, on the unseen and eternal glory.
In the entirely different circumstances in which he wrote,
John wished to lay stress on the very opposite aspect of faith.
For what is characteristic of John's treatment of faith is insistence not so much on the certainty and glory of the future
inheritance which it secures, as on the fulness of the present
enjoyment of salvation which it brings. There was pressing
into the Church a false emphasis on knowledge, which affected
to despise simple faith. This John met, on the one hand, by
deepening the idea of knowledge to the knowledge of experience,
and, on the other, by insisting upon the immediate entrance of
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every believer into the possession of salvation. It is not to be
supposed, of course, that he was ready to neglect or deny that
out-reaching of faith to the future on which Peter lays such
stress: he is zealous that Christians shall know that they are

God from

children of

moment of believing, and from that
new life of the Spirit but he does not
of the future, and he knows how to use

the

instant possessors of the
forget the greater glory

hope

this Christian
iii.

2).

Nor

we

are

on the element

;

also as

an incitement to holy living

(I Jn.

to suppose that, in his anti-Gnostic insistence

of conviction in faith,

he would lose sight of that

central element of surrendering trust which

is

the heart of faith

he would indeed have believers know what they believe, and who He is in whom they
put their trust, and what He has done for them, and is doing,
and will do, in and through them; but this is not that they may
know these things simply as intellectual propositions, but that
they may rest on them in faith and know them in personal experience. Least of all the New Testament writers could John
confine faith to a merely intellectual act his whole doctrine of
faith is rather a protest against the intellectualism of Gnosticism. His fundamental conception of faith differs in nothing
from that of the other New Testament writers; with him, too,
in other portions of the Scriptures:

:

it is

a trustful appropriation of Christ and surrender of self to
life has been manifested by Christ (Jn.

His salvation. Eternal

who has the Son
which he was engaged he required to throw the strongest emphasis possible
upon the immediate entrance of believers into this life. This
insistence had manifold applications to the circumstances of
i.

4, I Jn.

has the

i.

1, 2,

life (I

v. 11),

Jn. v. 12).

and
But

he,

and he

only,

in the conflict in

his readers. It had, for example, a negative application to the

antinomian tendency
fail to

press (I Jn.

that Jesus

'whosoever

had

is
is

of Gnostic teaching,
5,

ii.

the Christ

is

i.

4, 15,

iii.

6):

which John does not
'whosoever believeth

begotten of God'

(I

Jn. v.

and

1),

God doeth no sin' (I Jn. iii. 9). It
application to their own encouragement the

begotten of

also a positive

:

simple believer was placed on a plane of

edge could attain; the new

life

which no knowlreceived by faith gave the vielife

to
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tory over the world; and John boldly challenges experience to
who have overcome the world but he that believes

point to any
that Jesus

the Son of

is

God

(I Jn. v. 4, 5).

Accordingly,

it is

characteristic of

John to announce that he that believeth hath

eternal

iii.

13).

life'

(Jn.

He even

'

36, v. 24, vi.

47; 54,

1 Jn.

14, 15, v. 11, 12,

iii.

declares the purpose of his writing to be, in the

Gospel, that his readers

'may

believe that Jesus

is

the Christ,

may

the Son of God, and that, believing, they

have life in his
name' (xx. 31) and in the First Epistle, that they that believe
in the name of the Son of God 'may know that they have eternal
;

life' (I

Jn. v. 13).

The Biblical Conception of Faith

III.

By means

mediated diversity of emTestament writers on the several aspects of
the outlines of the biblical conception of faith are thrown

faith,

of the providentially

New

phasis of the

into very high relief.

Of

its subjective

nature

we have what

nition in the description of
for,

a conviction

i.

it

22).

as

almost a formal

'

not seen' (Heb.

of things

xi. 1).

defi-

hoped

It obviously
xi. 6),

But

but in

it,

it

therefore,

consists neither in assent nor in obedience,

a reliant trust in the invisible Author of
in

is

an assurance

an element of knowledge (Heb.
as obviously issues in conduct (Heb. xi. 8, cf. v. 9,

contains in

and

of things

it

which the mind

is

all

good (Heb.

1 Pet.

xi.

27),

upon the things that are above and not
upon the earth (Col. iii. 2, cf II Cor. iv.

set

on the things that are
16-18, Mt. vi. 25. The examples cited in Heb. xi are themselves
enough to show that the faith there commended is not a mere
belief in God's existence and justice and goodness, or crediting
of His word and promises, but a practical counting of Him
faithful (xi. 11), with a trust so profound that no trial can
shake it (xi. 35), and so absolute that it survives the loss of even
its own pledge (xi. 17). So little is faith in its biblical conception
.

merely a conviction of the understanding, that, when that is
called faith, the true idea of faith needs to be built up above
this word (Jas. ii. 14 ff.). It is a movement of the whole inner
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man (Rom.
is

x. 9, 10),

and

set in contrast

is

with an unbelief that

akin, not to ignorance but to disobedience (Heb. hi. 18, 19,

Jn. hi. 36,

Rom.

xi. 20, 30,

xv. 31, I Thess.

i.

8,

Heb.

iv. 2, 6,

Acts xiv. 2, xix. 9), and that grows
out of, not lack of information, but that aversion of the heart
from God (Heb. hi. 12) which takes pleasure in unrighteousness
(II Thess. ii. 12), and is so unsparingly exposed by our Lord
(Jn. hi. 19, v. 44, viii. 47, x. 26). In the breadth of its idea, it is
thus the going out of the heart from itself and its resting on God
in confident trust for all good. But the scriptural revelation has
to do with, and is directed to the needs of, not man in the abstract, but sinful man; and for sinful man this hearty reliance
on God necessarily becomes humble trust in Him for the fundamental need of the sinner
forgiveness of sins and reception
into favour. In response to the revelations of His grace and the
provisions of His mercy, it commits itself without reserve and
with abnegation of all self-dependence, to Him as its sole and
sufficient Saviour, and thus, in one act, empties itself of all
claim on God and casts itself upon His grace alone for salvation.
I Pet.

i.

7, 8, hi. 1, 20, iv. 18,

—

i

It

is,

accordingly, solely from

value. This object

is

its object

uniformly the

ceived of broadly as the source of

whom man in his

God

that faith derives

all life, light,

creaturely weakness

is

its

whether conand blessing, on

of grace,

entirely dependent, or,

whenever sin and the eternal welfare of the soul are in view, as
the Author of salvation in whom alone the hope of unworthy
man can be placed. This one object of saving faith never varies
from the beginning to the end of the scriptural revelation;
though, naturally, there is an immense difference between its
earlier and later stages in fulness of knowledge as to the nature
of the redemptive work by which the salvation intrusted to God
shall be accomplished; and as naturally there occurs a very
great variety of forms of statement in which trust in the God
however, at the gate
Eden, the God in whom the trust of our first parents is reposed is the God of the gracious promise of the retrieval of the
injury inflicted by the serpent; and from that beginning of
knowledge the progress is steady, until, what is imphed in the
of salvation receives expression. Already,
of
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primal promise having become express in the accomplished
work of redemption, the trust of sinners is explicitly placed in
the God who was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself
(II Cor. v. 19). Such a faith, again, could not fail to embrace
with humble confidence all the gracious promises of the God of
salvation, from which indeed it draws its life and strength; nor
could it fail to lay hold with strong conviction on all those revealed truths concerning Him which constitute, indeed, in the
varied circumstances in which it has been called upon to persist
throughout the ages, the very grounds in view of which it has
been able to rest upon Him with steadfast trust. These truths,
in which the 'Gospel' or glad-tidings to God's people has been
from time to time embodied, run all the way from such simple
facts as that it was the very God of their fathers that had appeared unto Moses for their deliverance (Ex. iv. 5), to such
stupendous facts, lying at the root of the very work of salvation
itself,

as that Jesus

save the world (Jn.

is

the Christ, the Son of

xvii. 8, 21, xx. 31, I Jn. v. 15),

the dead (Rom.

we

shall live

x. 9, I

with

God

sent of

God

to

vi. 69, viii. 24, xi. 42, xiii. 19, xvi. 27, 30,

Thess.

Him (Rom.

that

has raised Him from
and that as His children
But in believing this vari-

God

iv. 14),
vi. 8)

.

ously presented Gospel, faith has ever terminated with trustful
reliance,

not on the promise but on the Promiser,

— not on the

propositions which declare God's grace and willingness to save,
or Christ's divine nature and power, or the reality and perfection of His saving work, but

cause of these great facts,

it

on the Saviour upon whom, be-

could securely rest as on

to save to the uttermost. Jesus Christ,

God

One

first

is

emimplicitly and in promise, and ever more and more
at last it is entirely explicit and we read that 'a

accordingly the one object of saving faith, presented to

brace at

able

the Redeemer,
its

openly until
man is not justified save through faith in Jesus Christ' (Gal. ii.
16). If, with even greater explicitness still, faith is sometimes
said to rest upon some element in the saving work of Christ, as,
for example, upon His blood or His righteousness (Rom. iii. 25,
II Pet. i. 1), obviously such a singling out of the very thing in
His work on which faith takes hold, in no way derogates from
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its

repose

upon Him, and Him

only, as the sole

and

sufficient

Saviour.

The

saving power of faith resides thus not in

itself, but in
never on account
of its formal nature as a psychic act that faith is conceived in
Scripture to be saving,
as if this frame of mind or attitude of
heart were itself a virtue with claims on God for reward, or at
least especially pleasing to Him (either in its nature or as an act
of obedience) and thus predisposing Him to favour, or as if it

the Almighty Saviour on

whom

it rests.

It is

—

brought the soul into an attitude of receptivity or of sympathy
with God, or opened a channel of communication from Him.
It is not faith that saves, but faith in Jesus Christ: faith in any
other saviour, or in this or that philosophy or human conceit
(Col. ii. 16, 18, I Tim. iv. 1), or in any other gospel than that
of Jesus Christ and Him as crucified (Gal. i. 8, 9), brings not
salvation but a curse. It is not, strictly speaking, even faith in
Christ that saves, but Christ that saves through faith. The
saving power resides exclusively, not in the act of faith or the
attitude of faith or the nature of faith, but in the object of faith;
and in this the whole biblical representation centres, so that we
could not more radically misconceive it than by transferring
to faith even the smallest fraction of that saving energy which
is attributed in the Scriptures solely to Christ Himself. This
purely mediatory function of faith is very clearly indicated in the
regimens in which it stands, which ordinarily express simple instrumentality. It is most frequently joined to its verb as the
dative of means or instrument (Acts xv. 9, xxvi. 18, Rom. iii.
28, iv. 20, v. 2, xi. 20, II Cor. i. 24, Heb. xi. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11,
17, 20, 21, 23, 24
27, 28, 29, 30, 31); and the relationship intended is further explained by the use to express it of the prepo||

sitions eK

(Rom.

x. 6, xiv. 23, 23,
i.

5,

Heb.

i.

17, 17,

Gal.

ii.

x. 38, Jas.

with the accusative,

ii.

iii.

24)

Rom.

26, 30, iv. 16, 16, v.

iii.

16,

and

iii.

1, ix.

30, 32,

7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 27, 28, v. 5, 1

Tim.

did (with the genitive, never

22, 25, 30, II Cor. v. 7, Gal.

ii.

16,

—

Tim. iii. 15, Heb. vi. 12, xi. 33, 39, I Pet. i. 5),
the fundamental idea of the former construction being that of
source or origin, and of the latter that of mediation or instruiii.

14, 26, II
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mentality, though they are used together in the same context,

apparently with no distinction of meaning (Rom. hi. 25, 26,
ii. 16). It is not necessary to discover an essentially
different implication in the exceptional usage of the prepositions eiri (Acts hi. 16, Phil. iii. 9) and Kara (Heb. xi. 7, 13, cf.
Mt. ix. 29) in this connexion: kiri is apparently to be taken in a
30, Gal.

quasi-temporal sense, 'on faith/ giving the occasion of the divine act, and /card very similarly in the sense of conf ormability,
'in conformity with faith.' Not infrequently we meet also with
a construction with the preposition kv which properly designates
the sphere, but which in passages like Gal. ii. 20, Col. ii. 7, II
Thess. ii. 13 appears to pass over into the conception of instru-

mentality.

So little indeed is faith conceived as containing in itself the
energy or ground of salvation, that it is consistently represented
as, in its origin, itself

a gratuity from

God in

the prosecution of

His saving work. It comes, not of one's own strength or virtue,
but only to those who are chosen of God for its reception (II
Thess. ii. 13), and hence is His gift (Eph. vi. 23, cf. ii. 8, 9, Phil,
i. 29), through Christ (Acts iii. 16, Phil. i. 29, I Pet. i. 21, cf.

Heb. xii. 2), by the Spirit (II Cor. iv. 13, Gal. v. 5), by means of
the preached word (Rom. x. 17, Gal. iii. 2, 5) and as it is thus
obtained from God (II Pet. i. 1, Jude 3, 1 Pet. i. 21), thanks are
to be returned to God for it (Col. i. 4, II Thess. i. 3). Thus, even
here all boasting is excluded, and salvation is conceived in all
its elements as the pure product of unalloyed grace, issuing not
from, but in, good works (Eph. ii. 8-12). The place of faith in
;

the process of salvation, as biblically conceived, could scarcely,
therefore, be better described than by the use of the scholastic
term 'instrumental cause.' Not in one portion of the Scriptures
alone, but throughout their whole extent, it is conceived as a
boon from above which comes to men, no doubt through the
channels of their own activities, but not as if it were an effect
of their energies, but rather, as it has been finely phrased, as a
gift which God lays in the lap of the soul. 'With the heart,'
indeed, 'man believeth unto righteousness'; but this believing
does not arise of itself out of any heart indifferently, nor is it
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grounded in the heart's own potencies it is grounded rather in
the freely-giving goodness of God, and comes to man as a bene;

faction out of heaven.

The

effects of faith, not being the immediate product of faith
but of that energy of God which was exhibited in raising
Jesus from the dead and on which dependence is now placed
for raising us with Him into newness of life (Col. ii. 12), would
seem to depend directly only on the fact of faith, leaving questions of its strength, quality, and the like more or less to one
side. We find a proportion, indeed, suggested between faith and
its effects (Mt. ix. 29, viii. 13, cf. viii. 10, xv. 28, xvii. 20, Lk.
vii. 9, xvii. 6). Certainly there is a fatal doubt, which vitiates
with its double-mindedness every approach to God (Jas. i.
6-8, cf. iv. 8, Mt. xxi. 21, Mk. xi. 23, Rom. iv. 20, xiv. 23, Jude
22). But Jesus deals with notable tenderness with those of
'little faith,' and His apostles imitated Him in this (Mt. vi.
30 f ., 20, xiv. 31, xvi. 8, xvii. 20, Lk. xii. 28, Mk. ix. 24, Lk. xvii.

itself

5, cf.

Rom.

xiv. 1, 2, 1 Cor. viii. 7,

and

see

Doubt). The

effects

may possibly vary also with the end for which the trust
is exercised (cf Mk. x. hi ha ava(3\e\f/w with Gal. ii. 16 €7rioTeucranev ha 5t/catoj0w/xey). But he who humbly but confidently casts
of faith

.

himself on the

God

of salvation has the assurance that

he shall
but shall receive the
end of his faith, even the salvation of his soul (I Pet. i. 9). This
salvation is no doubt, in its idea, received all at once (Jn. iii.
36, I Jn. v. 12) but it is in its very nature a process, and its
stages come, each in its order. First of all, the believer, renouncing by the very act of faith his own righteousness which is out
of the law, receives that 'righteousness which is through faith
in Christ, the righteousness which is from God on faith' (Phil,
not be put to shame (Rom.

xi. 11, ix. 33),

;

iii.

9, cf.

Rom.

iii.

22, iv. 11, ix. 30, x. 3, 10, II Cor. v. 21, Gal.

Heb. xi. 7, II Pet. i. 1). On the ground of this righteousness,
which in its origin is the righteous act of Christ, constituted
by His 'obedience' (Rom. v. 18, 19), and comes to the believer
as a gift (Rom. v. 17), being reckoned to him apart from works
(Rom. iv. 6), he that believes in Christ is justified in God's
sight, received into His favour, and made the recipient of the

v. 5,

'

'

'

'
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men

Spirit (Jn. vii. 39,

cf.

Acts

are constituted the sons of

children, then are they heirs

v. 32),

by whose indwelling

God (Rom.

(Rom.

viii.
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viii.

And

13).

17), assured of

an

if

in-

and unfading inheritance, reserved in
them; and meanwhile they are guarded by the power
of God through faith unto this gloriously complete salvation
(I Pet. i. 4, 5). Thus, though the immediate effect of faith is only
to make the believer possessor before the judgment-seat of God
of the alien righteousness wrought out by Christ, through this
one effect it draws in its train the whole series of saving acts of
God, and of saving effects on the soul. Being justified by faith,
the enmity which has existed between the sinner and God has
been abolished, and he has been introduced into the very family
of God, and made sharer in all the blessings of His house (Eph.
ii. 13 f.). Being justified by faith, he has peace with God, and
rejoices in the hope of the glory of God, and is enabled to meet
the trials of life, not merely with patience but with joy (Rom.
v. 1 f.). Being justified by faith, he has already working within
him the life which the Son has brought into the world, and by
which, through the operations of the Spirit which those who
believe in Him receive (Jn. vii. 39) he is enabled to overcome
the world lying in the evil one, and, kept by God from the evil
one, to sin not (I Jn. v. 19). In a word, because we are justified
by faith, we are, through faith, endowed with all the privileges
and supplied with all the graces of the children of God.
corruptible, undefiled,

heaven

for

,

Literature.

—

Schlatter,

"Der Glaube im

NT"

(includes

a section on " Der Glaube vor Jesus ") is the most comprehensive
work on the biblical idea of faith. The general subject is also
treated by Lutz, "BiblischeDogmatik,"p.312; H.Schultz, "Ge-

dem Glauben im A.
Hofmann, "Schriftbeweis," i,

NT"

rechtigkeit aus

u.

510);

p. 381;

(in

JDTh,

1862, p.

Riehm, "Lehrbr.

d.

Hebraerbr.," p. 700; Cremer, "Bib. Theol. Lex." s. maris, -kkjreuco; Hatch, "Essays in Biblical Greek," p. 83. For OT, cf. the
relevant sections in the treatises on

"OT

Theology," especially

those of Oehler, H. Schultz, Riehm, Dillmann; and the
taries

commen-

on the passages, especially Delitzsch on Genesis and Hab-

'
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akkuk. For NT,

JBDTh,

cf.

Huther, "far} und

1872, p. 182),

-Kiareheiv

and the relevant sections

im

NT"

(in

in the general

"NT

Theology," especially those of Neander
Schmid, Reuss, Weiss, Beyschlag, Holtzmann, and in the treatises on the theology of the several NT
writers, such as Wendt, The Teaching of Jesus
Usteri, Paulinischer Lehrbegr."; Pfleiderer, " Paulinism " Stevens, "The
Pauline Theology"; Lipsins, "Paulinische Rechtfertigungslehre " Schnedermann, " De fidei ratione ethica Paulina " Hausleiter, "Was versteht Paulus unter christlichem Glauben?" (in
" Greif swalder Studien," p. 159); Riehm, "Lehrbegr. d. Hebraerbr."; Reuss, "Die Johan. Theologie" (in "Beitrage zur d.
Theol. Wissenschaft," i, 56); Kostlin, "Lehrbegr. Johann.";
Weiss ," Der Johann. Lehrbegr." Stevens, " The Johannine Theology " Weiss, "Der Petrin. Lehrbegr." also such commentaries
as Riickert on "Romans"; Sanday-Headlam on "Romans";
Lightfoot on "Galatians"; Haupt on "I John"; Mayor on
" James "; Spitta on "James." The whole body of doctrinal discussion may be reviewed in De Moor, " Commentarius in J.
Marckii Compendium," iv, p. 287 f.; cf. also John Ball, "A
Treatise of Faith" (3rd ed. London, 1637), Julius Kostlin, "Der
Glaube, sein Wesen, Grund und Gegenstand" (1889), and "Der
Glaube und seine Bedeutung fur Erkentniss, Leben und Kirche "
(1891). For some interesting historical notes, see Harnack, "Die
Lehre von der Seligkeit allein durch den Glauben in der alten
Kirche" (in Zeitschrift. /. Theol u. Kirche, 1895, p. 88); E.
Konig, "Der Glaubensact des Christen" (1891); and for a general survey, Cunningham, "Historical Theology," ii, pp. 56 ff.
treatises

on

("Pflanzung,"

etc.),

'

'

'

1

' ;

;

;

;

;

;

:

XIV

THE TERMINOLOGY OF LOVE IN
THE NEW TESTAMENT

THE TERMINOLOGY OF LOVE IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT
1

I

Considered

as

a monument

of the

particular stage of its development, the

Greek language at a
New Testament is a

very interesting document; and not least so in the terminology
which it employs to express the emotion of love. The end-terms
of this development, so far as it is open to our observation, are
found
in the literature
we are speaking in broad categories
which we know as " classical" on the one side, and in the speech
of the modern Greek world on the other. In passing from one of
these end-terms to the other, a complete revolution has been
wrought in the terminology of love; a revolution so radical that
the ordinary verb for "to love" in classical Greek has lost that
sense altogether in modern Greek, its place being taken by a
verb in comparatively infrequent use in the classics; while the
ordinary substantive for "love" in modern Greek, formed from
this latter verb, does not occur even once in the whole range

—

—

Coming

in somewhere between
Testament, flanked on the one
side by the Septuagint version of the Old Testament and its accompanying Apocrypha, and on the other by the Apostolic
Fathers, forms a compact body of literature in which alone we
can observe the revolution in progress; or, we should better say,
in which this revolution suddenly appears to sight already
nearly completed. Without any heralding in the secular literature, all at once in this religious literature the change presents
itself to our view as in principle already an accomplished fact.
All the terms expressing the idea of love current either in
classical or in modern Greek are found in this body of religious
literature. But they are found in it in such distribution as to
of classical

Greek

literature.

these two end-terms, the

1

From The

New

Princeton Theological Review, v. xvi, 1918, pp. 1-45, 153-203.
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make

it

evident that

we

are witnessing the dying of one usage

while the other has already reached

phenomenon

is

its

vigorous youth. This

the more impressive because this

body

of litera-

ture stands out in this respect in a certain isolation. Neither in

the secular literature of the early Christian centuries, nor even

—
—

in the
immediately succeeding religious literature
and the early Church Fathers
is the
change in usage anything like so manifest. We have an odd feeling that, with respect to the expression of the idea of love at
least, the Greek of the New Testament (along with that of the
Septuagint and the Apostolic Fathers) has run ahead of its
time, and reflects a stage in the development of the language
not yet by some centuries generally attained. This is due doubtless in part to the extremely popular character of these writings.
They tap for us the Greek language of their day as it was actuaally spoken; and enable us to see how far the spoken Greek was
outstripping in its development the language of "the prigs who
write books." In the Apologists at any rate we have a partial
return to the more literary usage, with the effect that the language of the New Testament (with the Septuagint and Apostolic Fathers) seems more modern than that of even the Christian
writers that came after them.
There are four verbs which, with their accompanying nouns
in the

Greek

(of

of the Apologists

course there are also various derivatives), are employed

by

the classical writers to express the idea of love. Of these 4>Ckeiv
(0tXta)

is

naturally

in universal use as the general
it

has

its specific

sharply into sight.

By its

term

for love,

though

implication which on occasion comes

side stand its

synonyms, epav, kpaadat
each of which also

(epws), aripyeiv {aropyi]),ayaTrav ( try axr? cts),

is no doubt employed (with decreasing frequency in the order in
which they are here set down) to express every kind of love,
but each with a specific implication which comes clearly into
evidence whenever there is occasion for it to do so. What we
mean to say is that, as synonyms, these terms do not so much
cover a common ground over the edge of which each extends
at a particular place to occupy an additional field all its own;
as that they are so used that, within the common ground which
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cover, each has a particular quality or aspect

alone emphasizes, and which

it

alone

is fitted

to bring

we should endeavor to hit off the special implicaeach with a single word, we might perhaps say that with

into sight. If
tion of

it is nature, with epav passion, with <j>i\elv pleasurablewith aya-wdv preciousness. The idea of love includes all
these things, and these terms come severally to mind, therefore,
in speaking of love, whenever love is contemplated from the

arkpyziv

ness,

angle of the special implication of each. If

it is

a question of the

constitutional efflux of natural affection arepyeiv

pressive

word

to use.

sion, epav. If, of the

If,

glow

of heart kindled

awakened sense
ayairdv. It

is

the most ex-

by the perception

that in the object which affords us pleasure,

it,

is

of the blind impulse of absorbing pas-

of value in the object

fyiheiv. If, of

of

an

which causes us to prize
is ever used

probable that no one of the terms

wholly without some sense in the speaker's mind of
implication. Nevertheless each of

them

is

its specific

actually employed of

—

every kind and degree of lovebecause there is no object
which is fitted to call out the emotion of love at all which cannot
be approached from numerous angles and envisaged from distinct points of view. Not merely differences in the objects on
which the affection terminates, but also differences in the mental attitude of its subjects, determine the appropriateness of
one or another of the terms, when love is spoken of.
We may take arepyeiv as an illustration. 2 We have no doubt
that the characterization of it by J. H. Heinrich Schmidt is substantially right. "^Zrepyeiv" he writes, 3 "does not denote a
passionate love or disposition, not a longing after something
that takes our heart captive and gives to our efforts a distinc2
'Zripyeiv, aropyn are not found in Homer, but are in good Attic use, and,
though not of such common occurrence as, say 4>CKelv, <f>Ckia, yet remain in constant employment throughout the whole history of the language, and apparently
survive in modern Greek. N. Contopoulos in his "Modern Greek and English
Dictionary," at least, lists both, with the definitions, for a-rkpyu, of "to consent,
to agree, to comply, to answer; to embrace with natural affection; to love"; and
for oTopyi), "tenderness, affection." Its etymology seems to be obscure. W. Prellwitz, "Etym. Worterb 2 .," 1905, records only Keltic analogies, with a reference to

BB. 23. 58.
"Synonymik der

Stokes,
3

griechischen Sprache,"

iii,

1879, p. 480 (136. § 4).
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tive goal;

it

designates rather the quiet and abiding feeling

within us, which resting on an object as near to us, recognizes

we

that

are closely

this recognition."

bound up with

"Of

this sort,"

it

and takes

satisfaction in

he adds, "is love to parents,

and children, to our close relations particularly, and
then to our country and our king. There is revealed in arepyetv,
accordingly, the inner life of the heart which belongs to man by
nature; while (friheiv shows the inclination which springs out of
commerce with a person or thing, or is called out by qualities
in a thing which are agreeable to us; and kpav expresses a passion pressing outward and seeking satisfaction." Nevertheless
we can understand that one who, rising from reading this charto wife

acterization, should light

upon a passage

like Plutarch's de-

might feel some doubts of
its adequacy. "The affection (d,yairr)<TLs) which Pericles had for
Aspasia," he explains, 4 "seems to have been rather of a passionate (epcoTLKrj) kind." Discarding his wife, " he took Aspasia and
loved her exceedingly (earep^e faafyepbvTws) Twice a day, as
they say, on going out and on coming in from the market place,
he would salute her with a loving kiss (/cara^tXetz/)." Zrepyew
is used here of a distinctly erotic love, such as we might expect to
be expressed rather by kpav, and seems to be described, as distinguished from aycLTrrjaLs, precisely by its quality as passion.
scription of Pericles' love for Aspasia,

.

And

certainly

it is

not of "natural affection" in the ordinary
when he

sense of that phrase that Meleager expects us to think

asks concerning Eros, "Is not Ares his mother's lover (orep"5
So little is it always conceived as independent of attract-

yei) ?

ive qualities in its object, moreover, that

Xenophon,

in a discus-

speaking of sexual love),
uses it, when raising the question whether under the best circumstance'
when namely the love is not only warm but
mutual (rjv 5£ /cat a^brepa <7Tep£cocri)
it can survive the fading
sion of the transitoriness of love (he

is

—

—

4

Plutarch, "Pericles," 24 (ed. B. Perrin, pp. 70-71).

6

"The Greek Anthology,"

v,

180

(ed.

stances of the use of vrkpytiv, aropyii of
v,

166

also

(p.

206); v, 191

(p.

yearns for anger like

Paton,

I,

p. 216).

love are found in v, 8

Other
(p.

in-

132);

476 (v. ii, p. 258). In v, 180 (p. 216) we have
with object of thing in the sense of yearning:
the waves."

222);

an instance of the use of

"And

W. R.

illicit

vii,

arkpyet.
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of one or the other party. 6 Passages like these
widely
the application of arepyeiv, aropyrj is extended;
show how

of the

charms

and how nearly out
natural

of sight its specific implication of love as a

movement of

tation or

some other

— as something almost
— may

the soul-

force of blind nature

like gravi-

retire.

Yet

it

probably never retires quite out of sight: the use of the word
doubtless always suggests that in some way or other the love in
question is natural, even if we must add that it has become natural only by the acquisition of a second nature. Even the love of
sense may be conceived of, from this point of view, as a consti-

mere nature. 7
Other and more numerous passages present themselves in
which the native meaning of the word is thrown up strongly to
tutional action of

observation. When Euripides wishes to reproach a father who
has contracted a second marriage with neglect of the children
of his dead wife, he naturally uses arepyeiv of the love for them
lost. The passage contains a contrast between </k\ei
and arkpyei which puts a sharper point upon the specific
meaning of the latter. "Hast learned this only now, That no
man loves ($iAet) his neighbor as himself? Good cause have
As here: their sire for a
some; with most 'tis greed of gainbride's sake loves (orepYei) not these," 8 The guilt and tragedy

that he has

—

by the

of the situation are greatly increased

movement

natural and constitutional
is
it

outraged. Accordingly aaropyos
in passing, for avropyos

is

a

1

crrepyeLv

it is

a

human heart which

it is

worth while to note

—

New Testament word — is a word

of terrible significance. " Especially,

"is the meaning of

fact that

of the

however," writes Schmidt, 9

and <nopyy\

loveless.' It designates the unfeeling

illustrated

by aaropyos,

and hard, whose heart

warmed by no noble sentiment; it is applied particularly to
inhuman parents, but also to animals who do not love their
young.
How sharply the meaning of the word is differentiated is shown by the fact that it is used of women who have
is

.

.

.

8

Xenophon, "Symposium,"

7

Zrkpyeiv, cropyii are

8

Euripides,

9

As

viii,

"Medea," 80-88

cited, pp.

14:

cf.

21.

comparatively rarely used of the love of mere sense.

489-490.

(A. S.

Way's

translation).
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many

love-affairs

and who therefore are very certainly not
hand lack the nobler love to their

avepaaroL, but on the other

husbands."
It
it

is

this that is the natural use of crrepyeiv,

very frequently.

"Laws."

in Plato's

and

it

occurs in

An instructive instance is found in

a passage

10

"I maintain," he writes, "that this colony

and mother, which

no other than the
have been,
and will be, at enmity with their parents. But in early days the
child, as in a family, loves and is beloved; even if there come a
time later, when the tie is broken, still, while he is in want
of education, he naturally loves his parents and is beloved by
them, and flies to them for protection, and finds in them his
natural defense in time of need; and this parental feeling already exists in the Cnosians." Some other term for love could
no doubt have been employed in this passage. But the employment of the phrase arepyeL re /cat arepyerai, which, in an effort
to convey its implication, Jowett renders, "naturally loves his
.," gives particular force to the remark; this is preparents
cisely what children and parents feel to one another.
Another instructive passage is found in the Ninth Book of
Aristotle's " Nicomachaeon Ethics." It will repay us to run
rapidly through it. Aristotle is remarking on the odd fact of experience that benefactors love (<f>i\eiv) the benefited, rather than
of ours has a father

colonizing state. Well, I

.

the other

know

that

is

many

colonies

.

way

round.

The explanation

is,

he suggests, that the

somewhat

like

to be noted, he says, that those

who

benefited stand to the benefactors in a relation

that of their product. It

is

have conferred favors love and prize (4>iXov(tl /cat ayairojaL, 'feel
affection for and value ') those who receive them quite irrespective of any hope they may cherish of a return. This is a feeling
common to all artificers: each loves (ayawa) his own especial
product much more than he could possibly be loved (ayaT-qdeir),
'prized') by it, could life be conferred upon it. The poets supply
the supreme illustration; their love for their poems is inordinate
(virepayaTooaL, 'the value that theyplace
10

Page 754 B. (Jowett's translation

nadairep irals

.

.

.

orepyet re

/cat

upon them'), andhasa

of the Dialogues,

o-repyercu vird t&v

1874 v.

yewqaavrav.

iv,

p. 276):
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truly parental quality (arepyovres &<nrep reKva). It

is a just simevery workman lives in the product of his energy, for what is
living but the expenditure of energy? We love (arepyeiv) what
we make, because what we make is the extension of ourselves,
and to love it is to love our own being. It will be noted that in
this passage arepyeiv is raised so much above (jyiketv and dyairdv

ile

:

that

called in to give the specific quality of a virepayairav.
our love becomes strong and tender like a parents' love

it is

When

for his children

it is

most naturally described by arepyeiv.

It is not, however, precisely the strength or the tenderness

be described by arepyeiv. It is its
that term in a quasi-natural
rather than an openly moral sense; its "necessity" under the
circumstances; a necessity by virtue of which its absence becomes not merely distressing but also reprehensible. 11 This is
the proper term for the love which constitutes the cement by
which any natural or social unit is bound together, and which is
due from one member of every such unit to another. Of course
such a unit may be mentally created out of any relation, natural
or artificial, permanent or temporary; and the use of arkpyeiv
of the sentiment existing between individuals is evidence that
they are, for the moment at least, thought of as constituting
such a unit,
as " bound together in some bundle of life." Accordingly it is used of the love which binds friends together,
and which a friend has the right to expect from his friend. "I
do not love a friend who loves with words (Xoyois 8' eya) cjaXovcrav
ov (rrepyo) ^tXryv)," says Antigone: 12 and what she means is that
she does not look upon one whose professed affection expresses
itself only in words as bound up in one bundle of life with her
and so worthy of the name of friend. Similarly when Lichas
of a love

which

obligatoriness

qualifies it to

—

if

we may use

—

11
For the note of necessity in o-repyeiv see Schmidt, as cited, p. 482. Schmidt
even says that with o-repyew it is often not a matter of pleasure at all, and never
a matter of sensuous pleasure: it often conveys the meaning of yielding quickly
and with constant mind to the inevitable. He cites such passages as Sophocles,
" Phil.," 538: 1 think that no other man would endure to look on such a sight, "but
I have learned by hard necessity to arkpytw ills"
that is, to acquiesce in them,
accept them, take them as belonging to me; so ''Lys.," 33. 4: it was necessary to
arkpyeiv this fortune. This sense of toleration
"to put up with"
is shared by
it with aivelp and ayairav.

—

—

—
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advises Deianeira to receive Iole, in the words arepye rrjv yv-

he means something more than is expressed in the several
woman with patience," " suffer
this maiden gladly," " treat the girl kindly": he means, take
her into a recognized relation to yourself, involving a duty of
affectionate treatment. The isolation of Menon the Thracian
could not be more strongly expressed than by Xenophon's devatica,

13

current renderings: "bear this

"He evidently had no affection (vrepyev) for anyone"; 14 it is implied that he was lacking in all that goes to bind
a man to his fellows and them to him. When the sausage-vender
cries out to Demos in Aristophanes play: 15 May I be minced up
into very small meat indeed, el /jlti ere </x\<2>, /cat [xi] crrepyo),
he
quickly corrects the protestation of mere personal sentiment
for Demos to an assertion of such a love for him as implied
identification of himself with him. Demos here represents a
whole people whom the sausage-vender describes as his friends,
to whom he asserts himself to be bound by a
not merely class
but organic
affection. It is just as easy to think of the whole
world as such an organic unity, compacted together by mutual
scription:

'

—

—

—

<f>L\avdpa)iria.

The Christian

Apologists, rising to this concep-

forms of speech long

tion, naturally give expression to it in the

consecrated to such things.

We

are cfriXavdpooiroTaTot, to such

an extent, says Athenagoras, 16 that we do not love (crrepyeiv)
merely our friends (#tXous), for 'if ye love (ay cltuvtcll) those
that love you,' says He, 'what reward will ye have?'" And
Justin: 17 "But concerning our loving all (7repi 8e rod arepyeiv
airavras), He taught us, 'If ye love those that love you (ayairare rods ayairuvras vp,as), what new thing do ye do?'" It is
exceedingly instructive to observe these writers, in the act of
citing our Lord's great

commandment

of universal love, re-

placing His a,7a7ra^ with crrepyeiv in the interests of their
feeling for the solidarity of the
is

human

race. 'Zrepyeuv,

we

own
see,

the love of solidarity. 18
12

Line 543.

u "Trach.,"

*

line 486.

15

"Eq.,"

16

12.

17

"Apol.,"

14

"Anabasis,"

18

Aristotle, "Nic. Ethics," viii. 4, discusses

ii,

6. 23.

his mistress (epaary koi kpupkvy)

D

line

769

(al.

715 or 748).

(Otto, p. 56).
i,

15.

what happens to the lover and
when the grounds on which their love (tfiXia) is

:
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— as Plato and the

«

then, of course, arepyeiv could

the love that binds the Deity and

men

together.

be used of
the gods

Even

many and lords many could be said so

to love, each its votaries.
"This is right, Mr. Busybody, right," we read in Aristophanes 19

"for the Muses of the lyre love us well
re Moutrcu)."

And on

(efxe

yap

a higher plane Athene

is

eorrep^av evXupoi

made

to declare

that she loves {arkpyeiv), even as one that tends plants, the race

But gods many and
must come at least to the

that has taken graft from the righteous. 20
lords

many

are divisive things.

We

we can effectively conceive the dihuman as bound up in one bundle of life, the cement

recognition of to delov before

vine and the

of which is love. It

is

not without

its

deep significance, therefore,

Emperor Constantine begins the oration which he delivered to "the Assembly of the Saints" with an allusion to the
love (<TTopyrj) to the Deity implanted in men, 21 and closes it
with an assertion of the love (aTopyrj) of God to man, which is
that the

manifested in His providence. 22

What has been said of

arepyeiv may in substance be repeated

of kpav, mutatis mutandis.
of passion;
built fall

and

since all love

What
is

is

23

is

the idea

applicable to

all

passes away
Sometimes —
— custom has inspired them with an abiding

away. Sometimes the love

the two are alike in their natures

kpav conveys

a passion kpav

(<t>iXia)

too.

if

and it holds (eav k rgs awrjdeias to. ffit\ (TTtp^waiv duotjOeis ovres). Their
thought of as aropyq only when they are conceived as constituting together a unity by reason of their similar natures.
19
"Frogs," line 229.
20
iEschylus, "Eumenides," line 912. The passage is a difficult one. We have
followed Verrall. E. H. Plumptre renders thus: "For I, like gardener shepherding
his plants, This race of just men, freed from sorrow, love."
21
C. 2: "Eusebius Werke," ed. I. A. Heikel, v. i, 1902, p. 155 (t^ irpbs t6
affection

love

is

6etov crropyiiv tp,<f>VTov).
22

C. 25: as above, p. 192 (r^v rod deov irpdvoiav nal

rifv irpbs

tovs &v8pairovs

<rTopyr)v).

The derivation of the word is uncertain. It is ordinarily referred to the
Aryan root RA (see for example Skeat, "Etymolog. Diet, of the English
Language," no. 289; cf. LAS, no. 324 which is an expansion of RA), which is
23

primitive

given the senses of "to rest, to be delighted, to love." W. Prellwitz connects with
the Old-Indian arts, with the meaning of trustworthy; but notes that Uhlenbeck,
d. altind. Sprache" connects aris with Gothic aljam,
with the sense of "ardor."

"Kurzgef. etym. Worterb.

Old High German

ellen,
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love; but since kpav emphasizes the passion of love

above

it is

applicable to especially passionate forms of love. It

is

all

naturally

used, therefore, frequently to express the sexual appetite. This

not because it is a base word it
than any other word for love. It
is

:

passion,

and

which

nothing but passion. But

is

it

is

no more

is

because

intrinsically base
its

very heart

is

therefore lends itself especially to express a love

to express a passion

which

is all

it

love,

just as readily lends itself

and

it

accordingly

is

also

used in the very strongest sense in which a term for love can be
employed. Its characteristic uses thus lie at the two extremes of
low and high, although of course it may be applied to any kind
or degree of love lying between, if only it be for the moment
thought of as passion. Schmidt 24 has persuaded himself that the
fundamental idea of the word is absorbing preoccupation with
its object, complete engrossment with it, the setting of the whole
mind upon it- in accordance with a passage in Aristotle's
" Rhetoric " 25 which tells us that people in love (ep&vTes), no
matter what they are doing
talking or writing or acting
are always brooding with delight on the beloved one rod epwfievov). Aristotle, however, seems to be only noting here a famil-

—

—

—

iar effect of the passion

which kpav really expresses.

one of the most characteristic applications of kpav
which is illustrated by a frequently quoted passage from Xenophon's " Cyropaedeia." 26 This passage is a part of a disquisition
designed to prove the voluntariness of love, and runs as follows.
"'Do you observe,' said he, 'how fire burns all alike? That is
It

is

nature. But of beautiful things, we love (kp&crL) some and
some we do not and one [loves] one [person] another another;
for it is a matter of free-will, and each loves (epa) what he
its

:

24

Page 475

,

(136. 2).

M. Cope, 1877, v. i, p. 209; Cope, however, explains the
passage as saying that lovers take pleasure in busying themselves with the beloved object in his absence, talking about him and sketching his features, and
26

I.

11.

ii,

ed. E.

doing everything they can think of to recall him to their memories.
26
5. 1. 10.-12. We use a version that hes at hand, but have enclosed in square
brackets some of the words which have been inserted by the translator to give
greater lucidity to the passage, in order that the reader

may

not be misled with

respect to the frequency of the occurrence of kpav, or with respect to apparent

variations in the term used.

—
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For example, a brother does not [fall in] love [with]
but somebody else [falls in love with] her;
neither does a father [fall in love with] his daughter, but someone else does; for fear of God and the law of the land are sufficient to prevent [such] love (epcara). But/ he went on, 'if a
law should be passed forbidding those who did not eat to be
hungry, those who did not drink to be thirsty, forbidding people
to be cold in the winter or hot in summer, no such law could
ever bring men to obey its provisions, for they are so constipleases.

(ep£) his sister,

by nature as to be subject to the control of such circumBut love (epav) is a matter of free-will; at any rate every
one loves (epq.) what suits his taste as he does his clothes and
tuted

stances.

And

then the discussion proceeds to raise the question
and deals with it lamely
enough
on the theory that love is purely a matter of will.
Here certainly it is said distinctly that "a brother ova epaa
sister
nor a father a daughter," and that assuredly means
shoes.' "

of slavery to the passion of this love,

—
—

that epav designates distinctively sexual passion. So

it does
one of the most characteristic applications of the term. It is not, however, its only application. In
point of fact it may just as well be said of a given brother or
father that he does epa his sister or daughter as that he does not.
We read for example in a fragment of Euripides: 27 "There is
nothing dearer (rjdiov) to children than their mother: love
(epare) your mother, children. There is no other love (epos) so
sweet as this loving (epav)."
When epav is employed in this latter fashion, something
much more, not less lofty than ^ikelv is meant. Phrases in which
it is brought into immediate contrast with 4>i\eiv to express
something better than it, occur not infrequently. Plutarch, for
example, tells us 28 that Brutus was said to have been liked
($i\et(70ai) by the masses for his virtue, but loved (epaadai) by
his friends; and Xenophon transmits 29 an exhortation in identical terms
that we should seek not only to be liked (^ikelv)

in this passage

:

and

this is

—

27

Eur., Frag. "Erecht.," 19 (Dind.) ap. Stob. 79, p. 454. (Teubner's ed. of

Euripides' Works, ed.
28

"Brutus,"

c.

by A. Nauck,

29.

1892, v.

iii,

p. 90,

fragment 360).
29

"Hi.,"

xi. 11.
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but loved (epav) by men. Dio Chrysostom draws the same contrast in a passage 30 which we may quote more at length for the
sake of its discriminating use of the several terms for love.
Cattle, says he, love ((fiiXetv, are fond of ') their herdsmen, and
horses their drivers
they love and exalt them; dogs love
(ayawav, 'prize') the huntsmenlove and guard them; all
irrational things recognize and love (<f>i\eiv, are fond of ') those
that take care of them: how shall a king, then who is gentle and
benevolent (wepov /cat <t>i\av6 pwirov) fail to be not only liked
(4>Ckeiv) but also loved {epav) by men? In passages like these
epav is exalted above <J>iXeiv not cfriXeiv depressed below epav. The
contrasted renderings "like" and "love" do not do justice to
either. Both words mean "love" and what is intended to be
expressed by epav is that high love of exalted devotion which,
from this point of view, soars above all other love.
The same essential contrast between the two notions
the contrast between a love of liking and a love of passion
may occur, no doubt, with the balance of approbation tipped
the other way. Thus Plato can tell us of some lovers really
'

—

—

1

—

loving

((jjiXelv)

the objects of their passion (epav). 31

And

Aris-

can speak similarly of lovers who really have affection for
one another (4>ikov<nv ol epcojuepoi). 32 It is possible also to draw
quite a different contrast between the two words, a contrast
turning on the fact that passion is blind while true affection can
see. 33 Meanwhile we are effectually warned off from conceiving
34
epcas as essentially a base word and confounding it with i-iriBvixia
totle

30

i.

p.

4M.

31

"Phaedr.," 231 C: rovrovs ftdXurr& 0a<ri <t>CKtlv Sis av ep<2(u: "regard with affection those for whom they have a passion" (Liddell and Scott, 8th ed. 1901); "feel
the highest (moral) affections for those who have inspired them with the sensual
passion" (E. M. Cope, "The Rhetoric of Aristotle," 1877, i, p. 293).
32

"Anal. Pr.," 2.29.1.

33

Apollon.,

1863, v.
34

3, col.

"De

Constr.," p. 292.1 cited

by Stephanus, "Thesaurus," 1829-

1966.

Cope, op.

cit.,

i,

293 describes

'ipws

shortly as "the sexual form of iiridvula

or natural appetite," supporting himself on Plato, "Phaedrus," 237D:

evident to
of pleasure

all

that epws

is

an

kindvuLa,"

and pain," which, he adds,

and "Timaeus," 42A:
is

"the characteristic of

applies to epws, however, only in one of its uses.

"It

is

" Love is a mixture
hrtOvftla."

This
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we may escape confounding it with </>i\ta. We may
observe the close affinity and real distinction of the three no-

in order that

tions in a passage of Plato's

which

is,

perhaps, the more instruc-

used in its lower application and still is
separated from eiridviieZv as sharply as from fyihelv. " No one who
tive because in

it

epav

is

we read, 35 "could ever
him or become his friend

desires {eindvfjLei) or loves (ep£) another,"

have desired

(eViflupei) or

had he not

loved

{ripa)

some way been congenial

to his beloved
In every stage of its progress, attraction implies
inherent congeniality: but the stages of attraction'
desire,
love, abiding affection
are distinct. When this is true of epav at
(e#t\ei)

in

(tc£ epco/zeVcp)."

—

—

lowest, what are we to say of it at its highest, when it passes
above <j>i\elv itself and the series runs lust, affection, ardent love?
"Like our 'love' of which it is almost an exact equivalent,"
writes Charles Bigg, 36 "epcos may be applied to base uses, but it
is not, like eViflu/ua, a base word. From the time of Parmenides,
it had been capable of the most exalted signification."
We
need not stay, however, to refer to the elevated doctrine of the
Platonic Eros in detail. Through it, if no otherwise, an association of high things with epcos was formed, which penetrated
wherever the influence of Platonic thought extended. It is not
merely in Plotinus' great conception of the vovs kp&v that this
lofty usage is continued. That the world epcos was not felt to be
a term of evil suggestion is abundantly certified by the readiness with which Jew and Christian alike, touched by the same
influences, employed it of their divine love. With Philo, it is
precisely the epcos ovpavios which leads to God, and brings all
the virtues to their perfection. 37 He often cites with deep feeling
the great declaration of Deut. xxx. 20: "This is thy life, and
thy length of days,to love {ayairav) the Lord thy God";
and he does not scruple to define its ayairav in terms of epcos.
"This is the most admirable definition of immortal life," he
comments on one occasion: 38 "to be occupied by a love and
its

.

.

.

—

36

"Lysis," 221D, 222A (Jowett, i, p. 63).
The Christian Platonists of Alexandria2 ," 1913, p. 7.
37 "De
Praem. et Poen.," (Mangey, ii, 421).
38 "DeProfugis,"
§11 (Mangey, i. 554-555). Cf. the remarks of
" Die Liebe im Neuen Testament," 1905, p. 48.
36

"

W.

Ltitgert,
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affection (epcon

to

/ecu <f>iXid)

and body." To

flesh

God which has

nothing to do with

Philo, thus, epcos (along with

constituent element of ayairq (for Philo has aya-Kt]),

ceived in

when

a

con-

highest stretches, as the very substance of immortal

its

There

c/>i\ia) is

a famous passage in Ignatius' letter to the Rowhich he gives, or has been misunderstood to give,
Christ Himself the name of "Epcos: "My Love has been crucified," he says. We need not go into the vexed question of the
real meaning which Ignatius intends to convey by this phrase. 40
It affords as striking evidence that epcos was not felt to be an
intrinsically base term, that such a phrase should have been
facilely misunderstood by Christian writers as referring to
Christ, as that it should have been actually applied to Him by
Ignatius. It does not appear that Origen was aware of the currency of any other interpretation of the words than his own,
when he cites them in the prologue to his commentary on the
Song of Songs in support of his contention that epcos and aydirr}
may be used indifferently of love in its highest sense. "It makes
then no difference in the Sacred Scriptures," Rufinus renders
him as writing, 41 "whether caritas is spoken of or amor or dilectio;
except that the name of caritas is exalted so that God Himself
is called Caritas.
Take accordingly whatever is written of
caritas as said of amor, caring nothing for the names. For the
same virtue is shared by each. ... It makes no difference
whether God is said amari or diligi. Neither do I think that, if
any one should give God the name of Amor, as John does that of
Caritas, he would be blameworthy. I remember, in fine, that
one of the saints, Ignatius by name, said of Christ, My Amor
is crucified/ and I do not think him reprehensible for this."

life.

mans

39

is

in

.

.

.

'

Later writers, especially those of mystical tendencies, naturally

by

39

Ch.

40

The two sides of the

J.

vii.

B. Lightfoot in his co

question have been well stated and argued respectively

mm ent, on the passage

crucified": he actually renders
crucified"),

"The

it

and by Charles Bigg

There

is

(earthly) passion has been

in the preface to his

Christian Platonists of Alexandria"

fied").

("My

in his version of the letter,

a third possible view:

"My

("My

"My

lust

has been

Bampton Lectures on

(divine)

Love has been

cruci-

preference (for death) has been cruci-

fied."
41

"Prologue to the Song of Songs," Lommatzsch,

xiv, pp. 299, 301, 302.
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follow Origen's reading of Ignatius. The Pseudo-Dionysius is
even prepared to say that the name of "Epajs was thought by
some to be more divine than that of 'Ay awrj. 42 But instances of
the employment of words of this stem in a high sense are of
course not lacking in earlier Christian writers: Justin, 43 Clement, 44 and Origen himself 45 use epcos of divine love, and Clement
46
calls our Lord 6 epaoTos.
Clearly it is ardor not lasciviousness which gives its "form"
to epav (epcos) as a designation of love. Our senses may be inflamed by passion, but the love of the seraphs "who of all love
Godhead most" also burns with pure flame. 'Epav (epcos) is not
the exclusive possession either of the one or of the other; by
virtue of its fundamental implication of passion it is the appropriate designation of both. The prominent employment of it
of these two end-terms of the series of varieties of love may
leave the impression that the middle region is left uninvaded by
47
it. Schmidt, endeavoring to explain its general usage in a word,
even says formally that, when the object is a person, then
either sensuous love is to be understood by epav or the highest
and more or less passionate love. The vacation of the middle
space is, however, an illusion. Since epav imports passion, the
most passionate love is prevailingly designated by it; but since
all love is passion all love may be spoken of in its terms. Whether
it is employed will be determined by whether the love spoken
of is at the moment thought of as passion. 'Epav, says Aristotle, 48
is a kind of cfjuXLa; when (pukLa goes to excess, that is epav.

As it is over against <fri\elv

(c/xAia)

that epav

(epcos)

stands out

we are sometimes tempted to
by "like " and, indeed, because

as designating the love of passion,

render
all

<f>L\eiv

love

is

in contrast with

it

;

passion, in doing so to define

it

below the concept of

love altogether. But, although the words, because each has a
42
43
45

46
48

Cited with other mystical writers by Lightfoot, as above.
"
44
"Dial.," viii. 1.
"Cohort.," 71.
"In Joann.," I. 14. (11): ed. Preuschen, p. 14, line 29.
47
"Strom.," vi. 9. (72).
As cited, p. 475.

"Eth. Nic," ix. 10; 1171A. 12: epav
vTrep^oXi/ yap ns elvai /JovXereu
But as he is thinking of epav in its sensual application, he adds: tovto
.

<t>ikias.

Si Trpis tva.

.

.

:
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may be set in contrast with one another,
they do not receive their specific implications as contrasts of
one another, and they are not to be defined as contradictories.
Because epav means passionate love, we are not to imagine that
specific implication,

4>i\eiv expresses

a love which

kind of love that

may

devoid of passion,

is

be. It is true

enough that

— whatever

may be

</>i\eu>

employed when no implication of passion is felt; and is the
proper word to employ when relatively unimpassioned manifestations of love are described, as for example for what we may
call

"friendly love."

but because

it

But

this is

not because

it

excludes passion

and the

describes love from a different angle

presence or absence of passion

is

indifferent to

it.

It

appropriate for the strongest and most impassioned as
the quietest and least ardent love no love
:

lies

just as

is

outside

it is

for

its field.

D. Woolsey justly, 49 "we need not say, is as
early as the earliest Greek literature itself, and as wide in its
meaning as our verb to love, running through all kinds and degrees of the feeling, from the love of family and friend down to
mere liking, and to being wont to do a thing; and passing over
from the sphere of innocent to that of licentious love, whether
passionate or merely sensual."
The approach of (piXecv to the idea of love is made through
the sense of the agreeable. 50 It is the eudaimonistic term for
love. Whatever in an object is adapted to give pleasure when
perceived, tends to call out affection; and this affection is what
"^iXet*'," says T.

may be quiet or it may be passionate it may
be strong or it may be weak; it may be noble or it may be base
all this depends on the quality in the object which calls out the
response and the nature of the subject which responds to the
appeal. "Of fyikeiv" says Schmidt, 51 "it is first of all to be said
that it is the general designation for our 'love,' and has for its
peculiarity that it designates an inner predilection (Neigung)
for persons, and has for its contradictories fjaaelv and exQaLpeiv;
4>i\eiv expresses. It

;

49

The Andover Review, August, 1885,

60

The etymology

p. 167.

clear. G. Heine, "Synonymik des
Neutestamentlichen Griechisch," 1898, p. 154, suggests for 4>L\os (after Vanicek):
"one's^own, that to which one is accustomed, and on which he depends, dear,
61
worthy."
Pp. 476-477.

of 4>i\elv is

not very
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when

the presentation leaves no ambiguity,

designate the love of sense.

The notion

back to the disposition which grows out
(Gemeinschaft)

.
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of <f>iKetv
of

it can
can be traced

an inner community

We find therefore in Homer the meaning of

'

to

be in a friendly way at one's side/ to interest oneself in him in a
friendly manner.' This happens, for example, on the part of the
gods when they assist men in battle, or qualify them for manifold things on the part of men, when they offer hospitality. For
these transactions Homer has exact expressions, and 4>i\eiv is
expressly distinguished from %eivi%eiv or SQaadai. The word designates, therefore, only generally the treatment of another as
one that is dear (<t>iXos) to me, or my friend (again <t>i\os), and
the context must show what kind of action is meant."
When Liddell and Scott say that "the ancients carefully
distinguished between <f>Lkeiv and kpav," that is formally right,
though we should prefer to say " instinctively" rather than
"carefully." When, however, they add: "ButfaXe'lv sometimes
comes very near in sense to kpav," citing passages in which 4>Ckeiv
is used for the love of sense, a certain misunderstanding seems
involved. §i\eiv is used from the earliest dawn of Greek literature as clearly of the love of sense as of any other kind of love.
But this is not to " come very near the sense of kpav" it is only
to describe the same love which kpav describes as passion, from
its own point of view as delight. Nor is it easy to understand
what Schmidt means when he appears to suggest that <i>i\eiv is
applied to the love of sense only by a euphemism
"by way of
insinuation": nor how the passage from Plato to which he appeals for the purpose can be thought to lend support to this
opinion. What we read in this passage 52 is merely that it is said
of lovers (rods kp&vras) that they show a very special affection
(<f>L\eiv) for those they are in love with (kp&ai), because they are
prepared to do hateful things for the pleasuring of their beloved
ones (rots kpoofxkvoLs). QiXeiv here is certainly not used euphemistically for kpav, it is simply the broad word for love used here
in contrast with kpav which is employed of a special variety of
'

:

:

—

love.

The employment of

4>CKeiv for the love of sense
« "Phaedr.," 231C.

is

from the
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beginning perfectly frank and outspoken. Take, for example,
these frequentative imperfects from Homer :"a concubine whom

"Melantho ixiayeaKero nai fyikeecmev Eurymin any way differ from the frequentative imperfect in "II.," vi, 15: "and he was loved ($i\os fjv) by
men, for, dwelling by the road, <t>i\ee<TKev all to his house,"
exhe

4>LXee<rKev"

achus."

54

53

;

They do not

—

cept in the nature of the acts to which they are applied.

The son

of Teuthras showed himself a <f>l\os to men by keeping openhouse and welcoming all comers. The concubines of Amyntor and
Melantho showed themselves (plKat to their lovers by fulfilling
the function of mistresses to them. The usage is as simple and
direct in the one case as in the other. The constant use in Homer
of <j)L\6T7]s with fiLyvvfiL should dispel all doubt on this point.
And what could be franker than the use of (jyiXelv in Herodotus
iv, 176?
The Greeks were very much preoccupied with the topic of

Friendship: Plato, Xenophon, Aristotle discuss

it

endlessly:

"in the circles of the philosophical schools interest in it far surpassed that of the family life." 55 $i\eiv was an ideal word for
the expression of this form of affection, and this became one of
its chief applications. Not, however, to the exclusion of other
applications in which it gave expression to every variety of
love which sentient beings could experience. Even, pace Hermann Cremer, 56 the love of God to men and of men to God.
Cremer has permitted himself the sweeping statement: "To
attribute love at

all

to the Deity

was utterly impossible

to the

He

supports himself on two passages from Aristotle,
neither of which supports him. In both passages Aristotle is
(of course) discussing Friendship,
not the term $i\ta but the

Greek."

—

"friendship" which 0tXta
express.

What

he

is

is

in these discussions

suggesting

is

nor be loved in any sense, but that there
53

"II.," ix, 450.

BB

W.

Lutgert,

"Die Liebe im N.T.,"

is

employed to

God can neither love

not that

a certain incongruity

64

"Odyss.,"

xviii,

325.

1905, p. 37: he sends us to E. Curtius,

"Altertum und Gegenwart," i, p. 183 ff. for the matter. Consult also the remarks
"Th. S. K," 86 (1913) i, pp. 16 f.
66
"Supplement to Biblico-Theological Lexicon of New Testament" Greek
1886, p. 593 (sub VOC. 'Ayairri).

of Paul Kleinert,
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God and man as united in the specific bond which

is a form of love which
more properly obtains between equals: between superiors and
inferiors the assertion of some other tie would be more appro-

we

"friendship." " Friendship"

call

The matter is not of large intrinsic importance; but it is
worth while to transcribe the passages somewhat at length for

priate.

their illustrative value.

In them, as elsewhere, 57 Aristotle divides friendship

(<£tAta)

on virtue (apery), utility
(xpfowop) and pleasure (176*6) and then he divides the whole
again into the cases between equals and those between unequals.
True friendship is mutual and is found among equals only; love
between unequals is only in a modified sense " friendship."
" First, then," he writes in the former of the two passages now
before us, 58 " we must determine what kind of friendship (0tXta)
we are in search of. For there is, people think, a friendship
(4uKLa) towards God (irpbs Bebv) and towards things without
life; but here they are wrong. For friendship (<f>Ckla), we maintain, exists only where there can be a return of affection (clvtlQCkeiaOat,: why not say, "return of the friendship"?), but friendship (4>i\ia) toward God (irpbs Bebv) does not admit of love being
into three kinds, based respectively
;

returned (avTi^Ckeladai:
returned"?), nor at
friendly feeling"?).

why

not say, "of the friendship being
why not say "of
would be strange if one were to say
loving (to 4>i\elv:

all of

For

it

that he loved Zeus (4>i\eiv tov Ata:
to"?). Neither
4>i\ei(rd(u\

is it

possible to

why

not say "felt friendly

have affection returned

why not say, "to have friendship

less objects,

though there

is

returned"?)

(olvtl-

by life-

a love (<£t\ta) for such things, for

instance wine, or something else of that sort. Therefore,

it is

not love (4>Ch'ia) towards God of which we are in search, nor love
towards things without life, but love towards things with life,
that

where there can be a return

is,

Aristotle
67

E.

58

"Eth. Nic," viii, 2. 1: "For it appears that not everything is loved
but [only] to <j>i\r]T6v: this is good (dya06j>) or pleasant (^56) or useful

"Magna

used.

of affection (avTufrCkeiv)."

not arguing here that there can be no such thing as

g.,

(faXeladai)

is

is

Moralia,"

II. 11: p.

1208 B. The translation of

St.

George Stock

;
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may not be
He is busying
himself only with that mutual affection which we know as
friendship; and it is this that he says is impossible between man
and God because of the inequality between them. It is incongrulove on the part of God, or to

God; or that

properly expressed in either case by

this love

<j>i\eiv, </>t\ta.

ous to say that Zeus and I are a pair of friends,

most

as well say

He

we

— we might

al-

are a brace of good fellows or par nobile

speaking here, in a word, only of love based on
(rjdv) in which what is necessary is to be
agreeable (to ^biaiv ehcu). 59 If the love in question is based on

fratrum.

is

mutual agreeability

on the other hand, the case is different. 60
61
takes up the case when love is based on
virtue. "These, then," writes Aristotle here, "are three kinds
of friendship (c6iAia) and in all of them the word friendship
(<f>L\la) implies a kind of equality. For even those who are
friends (0tXot) through virtue are mutually friends by a sort of
utility or virtue,

The

other passage

;

equality of virtue.

But another variety

is

rather 'love'] of superiority to inferiority,

a god

is

superior to that of a

man

friendship [<£t\ta; say 'love']),

(for this is

and

to subject; just as justice in this case

proportional equality
/car' apcd/jLov).

and

the friendship [say
e. g.

in general that of ruler

is different,

— not numerical equality

Into this class

falls

as the virtue of

another kind of
for here

(/car'

it is a
avaXoyLav

the relation of father to son,

and there are varieties of these
between the relation of father to

of benefactor to beneficiary;

again,
son,

e. g.

and

there

of

is

a difference

husband

to wife, the latter being that of ruler to

subject, the former that of benefactor to beneficiary. In these
varieties there

is

not at

all,

or at least not in equal degree, the

return of love for love (cWic/>iAei<x0cu say mutual loving'). For
:

'

would be ridiculous to accuse God because the love one receives in return from Him is not equal to the love given Him,
(to avTLcfriXeiadai cos c/)tXetre), or for the subject to make the same
complaint against his ruler. For the part of a ruler is to receive,

it

59

"Magna
"Magna

Moralia," p. 1210 A.
Moralia," p. 1210 A: "It is evident then that friendship (#iX£a)
based on utility occurs among things the most opposite."
61
"Ethica Eudemia," vii, 3 (p. 1238b). J. Solomon's version is used.
60

:
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not to give, love ((frikeivdai ov (fyiXetv) or at least to give love
((f>L\eLv) in a different way. And the pleasure {ribovi]) is different,
and that of the man who needs nothing over his own possessions
or child, and that of him who lacks over what comes to him, are
not the same. Similarly also with those who are friends [say
rather 'who love one another'] through use or pleasure, some
are on an equal footing with each other, in others there is the
relation of superiority and inferiority. Therefore those who
think themselves to be on the former footing find fault if the
other is not equally useful to and a benefactor of them; and
similarly with regard to pleasure. This is obvious in the case of
lover and beloved (kv rots epcort/cots) for this is frequently a
cause of strife between them. The lover (6 kp&v) does not perceive that the passion {-Kpodvu'iav) in each has not the same reason; therefore iEnicus has said, 'a beloved (6 epcojievos) not a
lover (ep&v), would say such things.' But they think that there
is the same reason for the passion of each." We are here told
that although friendship, properly so called
that is, mutual
;

—

—

on congeniality or reciprocal agreeability
can
scarcely exist between beings so unequal as God and man, yet
love can; as readily as it can exist between ruler and subject, or
father and son. The term "love" (<£t\ta) is wide enough to describe all such cases, as it is wide enough also, as we learn at the
end of the passage, to describe the mutual affection which binds
"lovers " together kpav is a species of fyiketv, because, no matter
with what passion, it also rests on something agreeable peraffection based

:

ceived in

its

object.

We

have seen that from the beginning there was a natural
tendency to carry <$>C\eiv over from the sentiment of love itself to
its expression in outward act. Thus in a passage from the Iliad
already quoted, 62 Teuthramides is represented as habitually
showing himself friendly by keeping open-house
iravras yap
4>Cke€<TKev, "he made all welcome." Similarly Penelope is described in the Odyssey as receiving all visitors well and giving
them welcome ($i\eei) 63 a phrase matched by a similar one in
the Iliad: "I entertained fflXrjaa) them." 64 Along this line of

—

•

62

"II.," vi, 15.

63

"Odyss.," xiv, 128.

64

"II.,"

iii,

207.
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development fyikeiv early began to acquire the specialized sense
of "to kiss." "<£iXetz>," writes Schmidt, 65 "means directly, with
or without the addition of rQ> (tto/jlcltl, to kiss, therefore that act
which sensibly and externally brings to expression the fellowship of lovers or friends and, in general of those connected by a
close bond (also of parents and children)." This usage does not
yet occur in Homer he employs Kvveo), Kvaai for kissing. But it
made its appearance soon afterwards, 66 and ultimately completely superseded the richer and higher uses of the word. In
Modern Greek <£i\co means nothing else but "to kiss." 67 In
odd contrast with this development, ayairav, the great rival of
:

in the expression of the general idea of love

—

a rival
drove it entirely from the field,
appears from
the first in an analogous usage and is thought by many to have
begun as a term to express the external manifestations of
affection and only afterward to have come to be applied to the
emotion itself. At least the external sense is predominant in
(j>L\eiv

which

Homer, both

for

ayawdv and

doublet ayaira^eiv;™ and

out the whole history of
of the
in

word

<

—

finally

for its

in this external sense

Homer may

more frequently occurring

remained in occasional use throughGreek letters. The range of suggestion
it

is

rather wide.

The

instances

ordinarily be brought under the broad category

"welcoming," with suggestions of "embracing," or other
Thus Penelope asks forgiveness for not
"welcoming" her husband properly on his first appearing, 69
"or," explains T. D. Woolsey, 70 "treating him with affection,"
remarking that Eustathius glosses with e4>iXo4>povr}(TaiJ.r)v. Again
we read: 71 "As a father, feeling kindly, welcomes his son
72
((jyiXa <j>poviuv ayairaZeL)." And yet again,
bringing fyihtiv and
ay air av together in this external sense: "Our people do not
of

signs of hearty welcome.

66

As

cited, p. 477.

Herodotus, Xenophon and Attic writers generally.
67
E. A. Sophocles says ("Bibliotheca Sacra," July 1889,
modern <j>i\£>, it retains only the meaning, to kiss."
66

68

p. 525):

"As

to the

which ayawav or ayaita^eiv occurs in
where it means "to acquiesce in," "be

It is the sense of all the instances in

Homer, except one

— "Odyss.,"

xxi, 289,

content with." Cf. Cope, as cited, p. 295.
69
70 Andover Review,
"Odyss.," xxiii, 214.
August 1885, p. 167.
72
71
"Odyss.," xvi, 17.
"Odyss.," vii, 33.
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—

"do not receive him with
a stranger ayaTa^ofievoLand Scott gloss it. In a very similar

signs of regard," as Liddell

passage, 73

we read

swineherd kissing (nvveov) Odysseus'
is to say with a display
74
a passage like this: "And
of affection. And we find in Pindar
with mild words they welcomed him," where the action through
which the affection is shown is defined as kind speech. In
Euripides, in whom ayairav, ayaira^etv occur only three times
(they do not occur at all in iEschylus or Sophocles), they "are
only used in the sense of tender offices to the dead": 75 as, for
of the

head and shoulders

ayaira^ofxevos, that

example, " Suppliants, " 764: "You would have said so had you
seen when he treated lovingly (Woolsey glosses: "made much
of") the dead." In the light of such passages it is probable that
when Xenophon, speaking of the transports of delight with

which the Greeks at first welcomed the Hyrcanians as friends,
says 76 that they almost carried them about in their bosoms
aycLT&vres, the ayair&vres means something more definite than
"affectionately"
say "fondlingly." In an interesting passage
•

in Plutarch

77

—

the sense

is

tain wealthy foreigners in

certainly "fondle."

Rome

"On

seeing cer-

carrying puppies and young

monkeys about in their bosoms and fondling them (ayair&vroov),
Caesar asked," we are told, "if the women in their country did
not bear children. Thus in right princely fashion he rebuked

who squander on animals that proneness to love (^tX^rtand loving affection {(^CKbaropyov) which is ours by nature
and which is due only to our fellow men." In this passage the
native sentiment of "fondness" and the stirrings of "natural
those
kov)

affection" are given expression through other forms of speech;

ay air av is employed of the external acts
ments of soul are manifested.

in

which these move-

The persistence of this external use of ayairav is illustrated
by its appearance in the letters of Ignatius. A probable instance
occurs in "Smyrn.," 9: "In my absence and in my presence ye
73

"Odyss.,"

75

John U. Powell in

" "Pyth.,"

xxi, 224.

iv,

241.

his edition of the "Phoenissae," 1911, p. 206.

The

passages are "Phoeniss.," 1327; "Sappl.," 764; Helen.," 937. Cf. also Woolsey,
as cited, p. 167.
76

"Cyrop.,"

vii, v.

50: ed. Holden, 1890, p. 74.

77

"Pericles,"

1.
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me," where Lightfoot renders " cherished." The

i]yairi](jare

stance in "Magn.," 6 can scarcely be doubted. E. A. Abbott

out the passage thus:

78

"Since then I beheld in faith and em-

braced (in the spirit) the whole multitude (of the

church) in the above-mentioned persons
tion)."

79

things I

in-

fills

Magnesian

their

(of

deputa-

But the most interesting passage is " Polyc," 2 " In all
I, and my bonds which you
am devoted to thee
:

—

" Kissing the chains" of the prisoners of Christ,

i77a,7r770-as."

it

by which the early Christians expressed their ardent sympathy for their martyrs. 80 Bunsen,
followed by Th. Zahn, therefore, translates here, "which thou
seems, was a current figure

didst kiss."

81

Lightfoot demurs to this as too specific, and points

out that the precise sense of "kissing" is not elsewhere verifialthough he is very willing to allow that
able for ayawav,
the actual thing referred to by the broader term may well have

—

been in this instance kissing the chains. He proposes the synonyms, "didst welcome, caress, fondle," and somewhat infelicitously translates in his version, "cherished." Interest in this
discussion
in

Mk.

and

x.

is

increased

by the suggestion

that,

when we read
him

21 of the rich young ruler that "Jesus looked on

rjyairrjaev clvtov,"

we

are to understand the rjyawrjcrev not of

the sentiment of loving but of the act of caressing: Jesus, in a

word, kissed the young man in greeting him. This suggestion
was made by Frederick Field a third of a century ago, 82 and has
often since been repeated. 83 It does not
larly
78
79

from an exegetical point

of view:

commend
84

itself

particu-

but the fact that, as

" Johannine Vocabulary," 1905, p. 261, note (1744, iv, b).
loc. comments: "'welcomed, embraced.' The word here refers

Lightfoot in

to external tokens of affection, according to its original meaning."
80

"Acta Pauli et Thee," 18: Kara^Xoda-ns his chains: Tertullian, "Ad. Uxor.,"
osculanda the martyr's chains.
81
See Zahn, "Ignatius von Antiochien," 1873, p. 415, and also his comment
on the passage itself.
82
"Otium Novicense," Pars Tertia, 1881., ad loc.
83
See [J. HastingsJ, Expository Times, xviii, 99 (Hastings generalizes: "In
any case the word is that word for loving which means manifesting love in action"); Edwin A. Abbott, "Johannine Vocabulary," 1905, pp. 257 ff.; J. H.

ii,

4,

Moulton and G. Milligan, "The Vocabulary

of the

p. 12, svb VOC. bya-wav.
84

Swete, for example, rejects

it

decisively.

New

Testament,"

i,

1914,
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rendered in one Latin

MS.

eum"

supports the supposition that ayairav was
in use in the sense of kissing during the early Christian centuries.
The collocation of the words in the comment of Clement of
"osculatus est

by Abbott, suggests that he also
understood rjyaTrricrev here in the sense of an external
manifestation. "Accordingly Jesus," he writes, "does not convict him as one that had failed to fulfil all the words of the Law;
on the contrary He"' so Abbott paraphrases
"loves and
Alexandria, likewise adduced

may have

—

—

greets

him with unusual courtesy." The Greek words

<rya7ra

/cat

virepaaTa^ er at and
;

it

are

would not be unnatural to give

external meaning. 85
This usage of ayairdv of the manifestation of love in act, although possibly (we can scarcely say very probably) original, 86
and certainly real, is yet, in any case too infrequent to be of
large importance for the explanation of the word. Unlike the

them both an

was a waning instead of a waxand less influence on
the general usage of the word. After all said, the word stands in
Greek literature as a term for loving itself, not for external
manifestations of love, more or fewer. And like other terms for
love, it is applied to all kinds and degrees of love. This includes
also the love of sense. It is true it seems to have acquired this
application only slowly, and, one would think, with some difficulty. There is nothing in the native implication of the word to
corresponding usage of

<\>CKeiv it

ing usage; and therefore

it

exercised less

86
It would be easy to reply, it is true, that both might be given an internal
meaning, and perhaps the usage of {nrepa<Tira£eTai encourages this view.
86
J. B. Lightfoot argues for the originality of the external sense in an article
published in the Cambridge Journal of Classical Philology, v. iii (1857), no. 7,
"
p. 9 2; and again in his note on Ignatius ad Polyc," 2, where he states the case with
his accustomed compressed force. "The word," he says, "seems originally to have
This original sense apreferred to the outward demonstration of affection.
pears still more strongly in ayawa^o). The application of the term to the inward
feeling of love is a later development, and the earlier meaning still appears occasionally." But after all it is difficult to believe that the word began with this
external sense, and Homer does not record an absolutely primitive usage. E. M.
Cope, op. cit., pp. 295-296 properly therefore rejects this reading of the history
of the word. Liddell and Scott's article on ayairau exaggerates the externality
of the term and might even give the impression that the internal affection of
love scarcely falls within its range at all.
.

.

.

—

;

.
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suggest such an application; and the conjecture

lies close

that

had become the general term for love in common use for the whole notion that it was applied to this variety
of love also,
at first doubtless by way of pure euphemism.
Such euphemistic applications to the sexual impulse of all words
denoting love are inevitable 87 and unhappily many good words,
euphemistically applied to lower uses, end by losing their native
senses and sinking permanently to the level to which they have
thus stooped,
as, for example, our English words "libertine,"
"harlot." 88 Fortunately this did not happen to ayawdv, although its extention to cover the love of sense also became a
fixed part of its ordinary usage. Liddell and Scott remark that
it is "used of sexual love like epav, only in late writers, as Lucian
"Jup.Trag.," 2; 89 forinXenophon, "Mem.," 1. 5. 4. irbpvas ayait

was not

until

it

—

•

—

>

not

=

fications."

90

epav, but to be content, or satisfied with such gratiThis explanation of the passage in Xenophon is certainly right. But it is not quite exact to speak of the appearance
of this usage in Lucian, say, as marking its beginning. It already
occurs in Plato. 91 And in any event the Septuagint is three or
four hundred years older than Lucian, and not only is &7a7ra?>
and also its substantive (not found in the classical writers)
irav

is

Qf "The Oxford Dictionary of the English Language," sub voc. "Love,
464 med.): "the animal instinct between the sexes and its
gratification." Maurice Hewlett, "The Fool Errant," 1905, p. 247: "We ate
frugally, drank a little wine and water, loved temperately, and slept profoundly."
88
Cf. on this subject the excellent remarks of R. C. Trench, "On the Study
of Words," ed. N. Y. 1855, pp. 50 ff.
89
Lucian, " Jup. Trag.," 2: Hera accused Zeus of having a love-affair (ipuruibv)
on hand and, plagued by love (epwros), of thinking of falling through some roof
into the lap of his ayairunevjis. So, "Vera Hist.," ii, 25: Cinyres had fallen in love
(ypa) with Helen, and she was plainly also enamoured (ayairuxra) with him; so,
driven by love and despair (vir' epuros ko.1 a/xrixavias), they ran off. A hundred
years before Lucian, Plutarch has the usage: cf. the passages cited by Thayer
87

subst.," no. 6 (p.

•

under

<£iXew.

J. S. Watson translates: "Who could find pleasure in the company of such
a man, who, he would be aware, felt, more delight in eating and drinking than
in intercourse with his friends, and preferred the company of harlots to that of his
fellows?" This sense of "to be satisfied with," is a not infrequent one for d-yaTrap
91
Cope, as cited, p. 296: "In Plato's "Symposium," 180 B, it takes the place
of epav in the representation of the lowest and most sensual form of the passion
90

or appetite of love, 5rav 6 kpwjxtvos tov kpaar^v ayairg.,

j}

orav 6

epatTTTis

ra

iraibina.."

—
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but so used of

had long been used

of

it,

for the expression of this

it

as to

and had beform of love

To be convinced of this we have only to read the thirteenth
chapter of II Samuel,
the story of Amnon and Thamar
also.

—

•

the whole shocking narrative of which

is

carried on with dyairav

and ayairr), culminating in verse 15: "And Amnon hated her
with exceeding great hatred, because the hatred with which he
hated her was greater than the love (dydirrfv) wherewith he
loved (r)yairr]<jev) her." This love was mere lust: and it is very
apparent that aYa7raz> and ayairr] are used of it with perfect
simplicity, undisturbed by any intruding consciousness of incongruity. This phenomenon means, of course, that in the Greek
of the Septuagint we tap a stratum of the language of more
popular character than that which meets us in the literary
monuments of the times; and we see changes not only preparing
but already accomplished in it which the recognized literary
mode of the times had not yet accepted. Meanwhile, for literary
Greek, it remains generally true that ayairav had not yet acquired the breadth of usage which led to its frequent application
to the love of sense also and so far as appears it did not acquire
it for two or three centuries to come.
In the monuments of classical literature, ayairav, although
in use from the beginning and occupying a distinctive place of
its own, is never a very common word. It, and its doublet
ayaira^eiv, occur in Homer but ten times, in Euripides but three
times, and not at all in iEschylus or Sophocles. 92 The substan;

tive aydirrja-LS is rare before, say, Plutarch;

pears

first

93

while ayairr] ap-

and has not as yet turned up with
any secular writing. 94 'kyairdv owes its peculiarity

in the Septuagint,

certainty in
92

According to T. D. Woolsey, as cited, the indices record iyairaw, &yaDemosthenes twenty-two times; for Plato eighteen; for Lysias
and Isocrates, each three times. These figures are, however, misleading: in Isocrates, for example, the words are of much more frequent occurrence.
93
Cf. Lobeck on Phrynicus, p. 352, and Stephanus sub voc. Thayer sub voc.
iyairri, seems to intimate that the word appears first in Aristotle: Liddell and
irrjrSs,

ayair-qrws for

Scott, in Plato.
94

The

facts are carefully stated

by Moulton and

Milligan, as cited, sub voc.
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to its etymological associations,

which could not

fail

to suggest

themselves to every Greek ear. Connected with aya^icu, it conveyed the ideas of astonishment, wonder, admiration, approbation. 95 It expresses thus, distinctively, the love of approbation, or,

we might

say, the love of esteem, as over against the

love of pure delight which
is

from the apprehension

pleasantness of
tent thus

its

lies

object that

lies closer

rather in the sphere of

of the preciousness rather
it

derives

its

(frCheiv.

than

impulse, and

It

of the

its

con-

to the notion of prizing than to that of lik-

ing. 96 It is beside the

mark

to speak of

it

as a "weaker,"

97

or as

98

word than 4>l\€lv: the distinction between the two
a "colder"
lies in a different plane from these things. A love rooted in the
perception in its object of something pleasing (that is, of the
order of ^iKeXv), or of something valuable (that is, of the order
of ayawav), may alike be very weak or very strong, very cold or

warm

very

:

these things are quite indifferent to the distinction

be determined by other circumstances, which may be
present or absent in either case.
It is even more wide of the mark to speak of ayairav as distinctively voluntary love, or reasonable love. The former is the
position taken with great emphasis by Cremer (it is also the

and

will

96

On

etymology see Cope, as cited, p. 294, also p. 296. Other etymomade. Cremer, in his third edition, finds the fundamental
notion to be, "to find one's satisfaction in something"; but in his tenth edition
reverts to the simple suggestion of a connection with aya/xai in the sense of admiring. W. Prellwitz traces the word back to an Old-Aryan root Po (Old-Indian
Pa) bearing the sense of "protecting"; hence aya-nos, "protecting," and the denominative ay<nraco, "entertain," or, as in Homer, "welcome." This view of the
etymology favors the external sense of the word as original.
96
Cope, as cited, p. 294, remarks that, whatever be the true derivation of
the word, "this notion of selection or affection, conceived, on the ground of
admiration, respect, and esteem, certainly enters into its meaning. Xen. "Mem.," ii.
7.9 is decisive on this point." On p. 295 he surveys the copious material in Aristotle's " Nicomachaean Ethics" and concludes that in every instance the word
may, and in many instances it must, carry the implication of esteem. It is the
worth of the object of preference which underlies the affection expressed by it.
97
So e. g., Schmidt.
98
So e. g., Gildersleeve. Woolsey, as cited, p. 182, with Trench in his mind,
says very appositely: "We naturally avoid or distrust attaching this quality of
coldness to d7a7rdco or iyairri; and while we ascribe to these words the consent of
the will and benevolent regard, we do not strip them of feeling."
this

logical suggestions are
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view of Cope); the latter is strongly argued for by Schmidt.
"We shall make no mistake," says Cremer," "if we define the

designates the love of the natural
— that
the so-to-say originally
emotion
involuntary love — amare, — while ayairav designates love as
distinction thus

<f>ikeiv

inclination, of the

(Affects),

•

an

effect (Richtung) of the will, diligere." It

may

be suspected

who speak thus have in part misled themselves by
Latin analogy. The parallel is, it is true, very close with re-

that those
the

spect to the usage of the two pairs of words; but it does not
extend to the etymological implications on which in each case
the usage rests. 100 The conception underlying diligere is that of
selection; the word bears an implication of choice in it. There is
no such underlying suggestion in aya-irdv, its place being taken
by the emotion of admiration. 101 In point of fact, the rise in the
heart of love for an object perceived to be precious, is just as
"originally involuntary," just as much a matter of pure feeling,
as the rise in it of love for an object perceived to be delightful.
The distinction between these two varieties of love rests on the
differing qualities of the object to which they are the reactions,
not on the presence or absence of volition in their production.
"There can but two things create love," says Jeremy Taylor: 102
"perfection and usefulness; to which answer on our part, first,
99

(1915).

These sentences stand in all the editions from the third (1883) to the tenth
Under ayairrj he says (ed. 10, p. 14): "It designates the love which chooses

its object

with decisive will."

may be worth noting that Liddell and Scott, in explaining the disbetween kpav and <t>i\eiv, say it is that between amare and diligere; and
in explaining the distinction between 4>Ckeiv and iyawav, say that this is that between amare and diligere. That is to say, <t>ihe?v appears now as diligere and now
as amare to meet the needs of the case.
101
There is no philological reason for supposing that the peculiarity of kyawav
among the terms for loving was that it suggested that love is a voluntary emotion.
There is also no trace of such a distinction having been made in usage by the
Greeks. In arguing for it we are arguing without regard to the Greek consciousness. We have had occasion to observe Xenophon insisting that kpav expresses a
voluntary act. But it was not kpav distinctively that he had in mind: what he was
really arguing was that love as such, under any designation, is a voluntary act.
It was a psychological, not a philological, question in which he was interested.
102 "The Rule and Exercises of Holy Living," ch. IV, sec. 3
(p. 21 of v. ii,
100

It

tinction

of the

Temple

Classics edition).
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admiration, and secondly desire; and both these are centered
in love." This

is

a piece of good psychology.

The form of statement which Schmidt prefers is that kyairav
designates the love which arises by "rational reflection." 103
"
Citing a passage from Aristotle's " Rhetoric 104 where he speaks
"
of 4>i\eiadcu as being
aya7raadaL for one's own sake," Schmidt

argues that "it follows from this passage that ayairav

is

not, like

an inclination attached to the person himself, as called
into being by close companionship and fellowship in many
things, but a love for which we can give ourselves an account
with our understanding; less sentiment than reflection." 105 As a
result, he concludes that "the ayairobv holds the qualities of a
person in view, the 4>lXcov the person himself; the former gives
4>Ckeiv,

itself

a justification of

its inclination,

while to the latter

it

immediately out of an intercourse which is agreeable to
oneself." This reasoning rests on a confusion between the production of an emotion by rational considerations, and the justification of it on rational grounds. Of course the love of dyaTrdv is
more capable of justification on rational grounds than the love
of fyiheiv. It is the product of the apprehension of valuable
qualities in the object, and may be defended by the exhibition
of the value of these qualities. The love of cfrLkeiv, on the other
hand, as the product of the apprehension of agreeable qualities
in the object, may be able to give no better defence of itself
than the traditional dislike of Dr. Fell: "I do not like you, Dr.
Fell; the reason why I cannot tell." But this subsequent justification to reason of the love of ayairdv affords no warrant for
declaring it the product of will acting on rational considerations.
arises

The perception

of those qualities constituting the object ad-

an act the same in kind as the perception of those
qualities constituting it agreeable; and the reaction of the subject in the emotion of love is an act of the same nature in both
cases. The reaction of the subject in the love of the order which
is expressed by ayaTav is just as instinctive and just as immediate an affectional movement of the soul, as in the order of love

mirable

is

103

As

105

Trench and Cope hold much the same view.

cited, p. 482.

104

I. 11. 17.
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not in their psychological

nature but in the character of the apprehended qualities to
which they are emotional responses. It is meaningless to say
that the one terminates on the person himself and the other
only on certain of his qualities: both terminate, of course, on
the person whose quality as precious or agreeable as appre-

hended has called them into being.
It is only by an artificial explanation

of

Aristotle's phrase,

dyairdadaL for our

— that "

(jyiXetadai, is

it,

furthermore, that

own

—

sake"
can be made to suggest that dyairdv expresses a love
based on rational considerations. It only suggests that Aristotle
saw in (friheiv a love which found its account in the agreeableness
of the object.
is

What

Aristotle

is

saying in this passage

is

that

it

pleasant alike to love and to be loved for one loves only be;

cause he enjoys

and

it;

if

he

is

loved

— that makes him happy

because he fancies there must be something fine in him to call
out the passion. He explains this by adding that </>i\€U70ai is

own sake. Here is a quasi-definition of
a love founded on nothing outside the object.
But the most that can be inferred about dyairdv is that it is a
love which has cognizable ground. To conclude that that ground
dyairdaBai for one's

4>i\e2v

is

or

:

<f>i\eiv is

may

be outside the object, or must be of the nature of a

rational consideration operating through acts of reflection,

and

judgment, and will, is sufficiently illegitimate to be absurd. The
actual ground of the particular act of dyairdv here spoken of is
the total personality of the object conceived as good, and as
therefore justifying his becoming the object of QCkeiv. QuXeiv is
subsumed under dyairdv taken for the moment as a wider category; and the dyairdv which includes the 4>t\elv in itself cannot
have as such a ground of essentially different nature. 106
106
Cope, as cited, v.
p. 214, paraphrases Aristotle's phrase thus: "And bei,

ing liked or loved
else."

be
is

is

to be valued, esteemed, for one's

He remarks: "It is

made between

<t>Chelv

probable that

and ayawav,

little

since

own sake and

or no distinction

it is

is

for nothing

here intended to

the end and not the process that

here in question, and they seem to be used pretty nearly as synonyms.

They

represent two different aspects of love, as a natural affection or emotion, and as

an acquired value, which we express by esteem." We probably get Aristotle's whole
meaning when we say that when we are loved, there is implied in that that we
are valued for our

own

sake.
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We are not left by the ancients, however, without very clear
how they conceived <f)i\e2v and

intimation of

ayairav in relation

There is, for example, what amounts to a direct
definition of the two words in their distinctive meanings in an
interesting passage in the "Memorabilia" of Xenophon, with
which the commentators have rather fumbled. 107 B. L. Gilderto one another.

sleeve, in that unfortunate edition of Justin

which brought only

Martyr (1877)

grief to his admirers, goes the length of

saying, 108 with his eye on this passage, that " Xenophon uses

ayairav and fyCkeiv as absolute synonyms"; and, what
this

is

even

—

Moulton and Milligan repeat this judgment
for
special passage at least with the added emphasis of pro-

stranger,

nouncing
opinions.

it

on the face
nized. 110

" undeniable."

That a

distinction

of the passage

109

is

These, however, are eccentric

made between

and

is,

The only question that

is

the two words

lies

of course, universally recog-

open

is

what

precisely that

What

has often been overlooked is that Xenophon actually defines the two terms in the clauses, which, because their relations to one another have not been accurately
distinction

is.

caught, have given the commentators

all

their trouble. Socrates,

"Memorabilia," II, vii. 9 and 12. We give the text of the passage in the
his relatives
had been
J. A. Watson. Fourteen free women
introduced into Aristarchus' house as dependents. Socrates' comment and advice
was this: "Under present circumstances, as I should suppose, you neither feel
attached {<j>ikeiv) to your relatives nor they to you, for you find them burdensome to
you, and they see that you are annoyed with their company. For such feelings there
is danger that dislike may grow stronger and stronger, and that previous friendly
inclination may be diminished. But if you take them under your direction so that
they may be employed, you will love (^tXijo-ets) them, when you see that they are
serviceable to you, and they will grow attached to you (aya-n-na-ovaiv) when they
find that you feel satisfaction in their society; and remembering past services
with greater pleasure, you will increase the friendly feeling resulting from them,
and consequently grow more attached and better disposed toward each other."
Aristarchus took this advice and the result was: "they loved (k4>i\ov) Aristarchus
as their protector, and he loved (riyaira) them as being of use to him."
107

translation of

108

P. 135.

109

As

110

J.

—

—

cited, p. 2, sub voc. ayairav.

H. H. Schmidt, as cited, p. 483, has a full and excellent discussion of
the passage, which leaves no doubt of the general distinction that is drawn.
Edward M. Cope, as cited, p. 294, pronounces it "decisive" in the matter. Cf.
also T. D. Woolsey, as cited, p. 168; and E. A. Abbott, as cited, p. 240.
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are told, found Aristarchus peevish, because, owing to the

disturbances of the time, he had had fourteen female rela-

civil

—

—

dumped on him, and he did
sisters, nieces, cousins
not see why he should be held responsible for their support. He
did not like it; and the women, on their part, did not like the
condition of affairs either. "Neither do you #i\eis them," says
Socrates in diagnosing the situation, "nor they you": a settled
mutual dislike threatened to be the outcome. The remedy which
Socrates proposed was that Aristarchus should put the women
tives

to

work

at useful

employment; and he promised

that,

on that

being done, their indifference to each other would pass away:
Aristarchus would acquire an affection for
sense of their value to him;

on perceiving

them

arising out of a

and they would come to

his pleasure in

them.

"You will

prize

him

^iX^aeLs them,"

says Socrates,

"when you

and they

ay air i\aov(nv you, when they perceive that you

will

see that they are profitable to you;

What

take pleasure in them."

to be observed

is

is

that the

clauses here are so balanced that the participial adjunct in each

what is said is equivalent
them when you see that they
ayawqaovaLv you when they per-

defines the verb in the other; so that

to saying:

"You

will 0iAi70-ets

ayairovaLV you; and they will

you <£i\ets them." Instead of mutual dislike, a mutual
and esteem will supervene. To the <f>Ckeiv, then, in the
clause the "take pleasure in" of the other corresponds:

ceive that
liking
first

and to the ayanrav of the second clause the "being profitable to
you" of the first corresponds: and thus we have in effect definitions of the

two verbs

ascribing value to.

—

•

4>i\eiv is

taking pleasure

Now, Xenophon

in,

ayairdv

is

continues, Aristarchus tried

and it worked. He put the women to work and at once there
was a change: "They e4>L\ovv him as a protector, and he yyaira
them as profitable." They came to take pleasure in his protection, and he came to value them for their profitable labor. The
relation of protector of useless women, as barely tolerated deit

pendents, with their natural resentment of a grudging bounty,
passed, by the simple expedient of the introduction of productive

employment, into a relation

They came

to like the

of

man who

mutual

affection

and esteem.

gave them back their

self-

—
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he came
The words

respect
profit.

to prize the

;

positions as

women whose

in this last clause, so far

labor brought him
from reversing their

compared with the former (this is the chief source
commentators find in the passage) are in

of the difficulty the

their right places according to their definitions there. &i\elv,

defined there as delighting

the attitude of the

in, is

properly used here to describe

women towards their protector

fined there as attaching value to,

is

:

o.^o.'kojv,

de-

properly employed here of

the attitude of an employer to profitable workers.

The definition of ayairav which Xenophon here gives us
by which it expresses the love of prizing as over against the love

—

a survey of the general usage
be illustrated by attending to the other
passages in which fyikeiv and ayairav are brought together, that
are cited by Abbott in connection with his discussion of this
one. We see at once that it is Xenophon' s distinction which is
of simple liking

of the

word. This

in the

mind

Roman

the

him

of

verifies itself in

may

Dio Cassius, 111 when he

tells

as a father,

and

rjyaTrrjo-aTe

him

:

it

was said

Ye

as a benefactor

to say, they both felt true affection for

The

us that

people at the death of Julius Caesar

him and

to

e^tXijcrare

— that

is

greatly valued

is equally simple with the passage from Plato's
with which Abbott deals with somewhat clumsy
fingers, ascribing to ayairav the sense of "being drawn towards,"
and to cfrike'Lv that of " drawing towards oneself." The passage is
taken from a long discussion on friendship which is conducted
throughout with fyCheiv, 4>i\ia, <£tAot, until, it having been concluded that only the good can be friends, the question is raised,
How can those be valued (ayairrjdelr]) by each other who can be
of no use to one another, and how can one who is not valued
(ay airccTo) be a friend? The good man being sufficient to himself
so far as he is good
stands in need of nothing; and
therefore would not attach value (aya-irui)) to anything; and
because he cannot attach value (aya-woor)) to anything, he cannot be fond (<£i\ot) of anything. And yet they who do not make
much of one another (iiij wept ttoXKov iroLovjievoi iavrovs) cannot
be friends. These last words, "make much of" define for us the

him.

"Lysis"

case

112

—

111

xliv, 48, p. 175.

—

112

P.

215B

(cf.

Jowett, p. 54).
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sense in which &7a7rap has been used throughout; and we perhaps can hardly do better than render the crucial sentences:
"He who lacks nothing will attach value to nothing (ov8e rl
dyaTcat] av)": "what he does not attach value to, he cannot be
fond of (6 5e /xt) dyairunj, ov8' av 4>l\o'l)." A little later in the discussion 113 the two words are coupled in the reverse order from
that in which they occur in Dio Cassius. We read: " For if there
is nothing to hurt us any longer we should have no need of
anything that would do us good. Thus would it be clearly seen
that we did but rjyaT&fjLev /cat k<f>i\ovixev the good on account of
the evil, and as the remedy of the evil which was the disease;
but if there had been no disease there would have been no need
of a remedy." Jowett renders the pair of verbs by "love and
desire" which certainly is wrong. Woolsey renders much better
by "highly judge and love"; adding the comment: "The latter
word contains something more of feeling, while the former contains more of regard, and a higher degree of respect." We can
scarcely do better than render: "And thus it would be clear that
we attached value to the good and looked with affection on it, only
on account of the evil." Abbott's last example is drawn from
^Elian's description of Hiero's love for his brothers. 114

He

lived

intimacy with them, we are told, "holding
them in very high regard (irdvv <T(f)68pa dy dirqa is), and being
loved (<£i\t70€is) by them in return." The meaning seems to be
what we might express by saying that he valued his brothers
and they repaid him by true affection.
It is not intended to suggest that the content of dyawav is
exhausted by the concepts esteem, value, prize. The word expresses the notion of love. What is contended for is that the
particular manner love which the word is adapted to express,
is the love which is the product of the apprehension of value in
its object, and which is therefore informed by a feeling of its
preciousness, so that it moves in a region closely akin to that

on terms

of great

of esteeming, valuing, prizing.

The

region in which

it

moves

is,

indeed, so closely akin to that of these conceptions, that there

220D

118

P.

114

" Var. Hist.,"

(cf.

Jowett, p. 61).
ix, 1

(Tauchnitz ed. p. 124).
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are occasions

when the idea it expresses is scarcely distinguishTake for example these two instances from
"The same opinion is also held concerning the

able from them.
Isocrates. 115

Lacedemonians; for in their case their defeat at Thermopylae
more admired (aywvrai) than their other victories, and the
trophy erected over them by the barbarians is an object of esteem (&Ya7rwo-i) and frequent visits (deupovau), while those set
up by the Lacedemonians over others, far from being commended (eTdivovai,), are regarded with displeasure; for the
former is considered to be a sign of valor, the latter of a desire
is

for self-aggrandizement" (V. 148).

those

who

consider

it

"Now,

I

am

surprised that

impossible that any such policy should be

know from their own experience, or have not
heard from others, that there have been indeed many terrible
wars the parties to which have been reconciled and done each
other great service. What could exceed the enmity between
Xerxes and the Hellenes? Yet every one knows that both we
and the Lacedemonians were more pleased (ayaTTjcrovTes) with
the friendship (<£tAta) of Xerxes than with that of those who
helped us to found our respective empires" (V. 42). In the
former passage ayairojcn /cat deupovai are put in a sort of parallel
with ova k-waivovGiv dXX' arjd&s dp&aiv, and may perhaps be not
inadequately represented by "prized and gazed at," as over
against "not praised but looked askance at." The idea conveyed by aya-K^aavres in the latter passage lies very close to
that of "prized more," "valued more" "set more store by."
Nevertheless Isocrates preferred to employ a word which said
these things with a slight difference; a slight difference which
enhanced the effect. He preferred to say that the trophy at
Thermopylae was loved, and that the Greeks loved the friendship of Xerxes more than that of their allies
employing,
however, for "loved" a term through which sounded the notions of esteeming, valuing, prizing, rather than that of enjoying.
We see the same implications shining through the word

effected do not

—

116

sents

V. 148; V. 42. We draw these passages from Schmidt (p. 485), who preas involving no question of real love, but only of an esteeming or

them

valuing.
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as these: " Neither

did I love (r)yhirr}<ja) Philip's gifts," for which Woolsey suggests,
"
neither did I value": 116 " These he loves (&Ya7ra) and keeps
around him," which Woolsey renders " these he makes much
117

Examples, however, need not be multiplied. The word
" without reference to sensuousness, closefrom the distinct point
intercourse, or heart-inwardness"
of view of the recognition of worthiness in its object. It is, therefore, intrinsically a noble word for love; or, let us give to it its
rights and say definitely it is the noble word for love. It is in
118
its right company when Plutarch
joins it with nuav and
(Te(3eo-d(u in the declaration that "the people ought to love and
honor and revere the gods according to righteousness." But
like other noble words it was possible for it to lose the sharpness
of."

designates love

—

—

and force of its higher suggestions. It became ultimately, in the
development of the language, the general word for love. And in
proportion as it became the general word for love and was applied without thought to all kinds of love, it naturally lost more
or less of the power to suggest its own specific implications.
The time came when it could be applied to the basest forms of
love without consciousness of incongruity. Its lofty implications remained, however, embedded in its very form, and could
always be recalled to consciousness and observation by a simple
emphasis. And as long as any other term for love was current,
sharing the field with it, it was always possible to throw the
high implications intrinsic to it up to sight by merely setting
the two in contrast.
This, then, is the equipment of the Greek language for the
expression of the idea of love, which is revealed to us in the
monuments of classical Greek. There were, we see, four terms
which served as vehicles of it. QiXelv held the general field,
though not without its distinctive implications which were on
occasion thrown into clear emphasis, and which were always

more

or less felt coloring the conception of love as

itself

by

ss

its

"De

means

in current speech.

Corona," p. 263, 7 Reiske.
118

117

it

expressed

These implications repre"De

"Aristides," 6.3.

Olynth.,"

ii,

p. 23, 23.

.
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human spirit to what appealed
bottom as a delight. <£i\eiV was
supported on both sides, however, by other terms of other implications. There was arepyeLv in which love was presented as a
sented love as the response of the
to

it

as pleasurable; therefore at

natural outflow of the heart to objects conceived as in one

way

bound up very closely with it and making, therefore,
a claim upon it for affection. There was epav which conceived
love as an overmastering passion, seizing upon and absorbing
or another

into itself the whole mind.

And

there was, on the other side,

ayairav which presented love as the soul's sense of the value

and preciousness of its object and its response to its recognized
worth in admiring affection. 119
During the classical period these terms did not so much encroach on the dominance of 4>i\eiv in the literary expression of
love as rather

come

to its aid, bringing into fuller expression

the several sides and aspects of love.

A

change, however, was

preparing beneath the surface, in the broad region of popular
it

How

change was inaugurated, through what stages
forces which drove it forward, we are
to conjecture to suggest. There is no direct evidence avail-

speech.

passed,

left

able.

this

what were the

We only know that in that body of literature constituted by

New

Testament, along with the Septuagint version of the
Old Testament and the Apostolic Fathers, a body of literature
the peculiarity of which is that it dips into the popular speech,
the

in

How

synonyms covered the idea of love in its complete range
by the opening words of Deutsch's article on "Love (Jewish)"
Hastings' ERE. viii, p. 173b. In transcribing what he says we insert the Greek
119

is

fully these

illustrated

terms at appropriate places.

"The

dictionaries define love as 'a feeling of strong

delights (<t>i\eiv) or commands admiration (ayairav).' The subdivisions of this sentiment comprise the impulses
of attachment, due to sexual instinct, or the mutual affections of man and woman
the impulses which direct the mutual affections of members of one family,
( Ikpav)
parents and children, brothers and other relatives (a-Tepyeiv) the attachment
that springs from sympathetic sentiments of people with harmonious character,
friendship (</>iX£a); and finally, the various metaphorical usages of the word, as
the love for moral and intellectual ideals." He adds: "To the last class belongs the
religious concept of love for God, while the particular Biblical conception of God's
love for Israel is closely related to the idea of paternal affection." As we shall see
when we come to speak of the usage of the Septuagint, these higher religious conceptions were brought under ayawav

personal attachment, induced

by that which

;

;
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the change well on
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way. The most outstand-

the retirement of #i\eu> into the background

and the substitution for it of ay air civ as the general term for
We must not permit to fall out of sight that this means
the general adoption of the noblest word for love the language
love.

possessed as

may

its

common

designation in e very-day speech.

well suppose that an ethical force

was working

One

in such a

change. 120 Such a supposition would find support in the general
deepening of the ethical life which, as we know, was taking
place during the closing centuries of the old era. We may readily
suppose that in the increasing seriousness of the times the current conception of love too may have grown more grave; and
that it may have, therefore, seemed less and less appropriate
to speak of it in any lighter than the highest available terms.
Whatever may have been the cause, however, it is plain matter
of fact that dyairav, a word of essential nobility in its native
implications, did gradually through the years become the ordinary term for the expression of love in the most general
sense. And this necessarily wrought a distinct

ennoblement of the

common
The

speech with respect to love.
effect of the change on dyairav

so happy.

The

and quality

application of

it

itself

naturally was not

indiscriminately to every form

unavoidably reduced its current acceptation
form and quality of love. The native implications of the word could not, to be sure, be entirely eradicated.
But they could be covered up and hidden so as not to be noted
in the ordinary use of it, and only now and again brought back
into view, when in one way or another they were thrown into
emphasis. How thoroughly they were thus obscured we should
not have been able to guess had we the witness of the New
Testament alone in our hands. The Septuagint, however, reveals it to us. There dyairav appears as in such a sense the general term for love that it is readily applied to every form and
quality of love, apparently in the case of the lower forms withof love

to the level of every

120 Woolsey's remark (as cited,
must have come
p. 169) :" Such a change
from a higher condition of moral feeling," is sound in itself although made in a
.

connexion not easily

justified.

.

.
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out any consciousness whatever of

phenomenon
Greek. It
get

its

is

occurs,

it

is

its

higher connotations. This

true, occasionally also in classical

incidental to the free use of

edges worn

off in

any word that

it

should

the process, and become more or less

a mere symbol for the general idea connected with it, without
regard to any specific modifications of that general idea which
it

may embody. But

it

becomes much more marked in the

word for
become the

Septuagint. Because aya-wav has become the general
love,

what was exceptional

in the classics has here

In the Septuagint the word has lost the precision of its
notion and become merely a general term to express a
general idea. A much nobler term for love has come into general
use for the expression of the broad idea of love; and this ennobles the whole speech concerning love. But the word itself
has suffered loss in thus permitting itself to be applied indifferrule.

specific

ently to

On

all

kinds and conditions of love.

another

side,

however, the employment of ayawav as

the general term for love brought
in its

And

it

a great elevation in

was no love too low
terms, there was equally no love too high

Septuagint usage.

the application of

as presented in the

it

for its use of

it.

to describe the higher aspects of love

Old Testament revelation added great

stretches to its range upwards.

a double

its

to be spoken of

If there

We

are in the presence here of

movement through which ayairav was prepared for its

New Testament. By the obscure linguistic revolution
wrought among the peoples of Greek speech, as a result of which
ayairav superseded fyikeiv as the general Greek term for the expression of the idea of love, intrinsically the noblest word for
love the Greek language afforded, came naturally to the hands
use in the

of the Septuagint translators for rendering the idea of love as
it

appeared in the pages

of the

Old Testament.

By

the render-

ing of the idea of love throughout the Old Testament by ayairav,

the whole content of the Old Testament idea of love was poured
into that term, expanding

training

it

effect of this

of the word.

it

in its suggestions upwards,

to speak in tones indefinitely exalted.

The

and
total

double change was immensely to extend the range

As

it

was the noblest word for love

in

Greek speech,
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its becoming the general word
was extended also upwards only

range could be extended, on

for love, only

downward.

It

by becoming the

vehicle for the deepened conception of love
which has been given to the world by the self -revelation of God
in the Scriptures. When we open the Septuagint, therefore, and
see ayairdv lying on its pages as the general term for love, we
are in the presence of some very notable phenomena in the
preparation of the terminology of love in the New Testament.
The story of the Septuagint usage of the terms for love is
almost told by the simple statistics. The verb ayairdv occurs in
the Septuagint about two hundred and sixty-six times, (f>L\eiv
about thirty-six times, epaadat only three times, and arepyeiv
just once. Even this does not give the whole state of the case,
for in the majority of its occurrences 4>i\eiv is used in the sense
of "to kiss." It occurs only sixteen or seventeen times with the
meaning of "love." That is to say, this word, the common word
for love in the classics, is used in the Septuagint in only a little
more than five per cent of the instances where love falls to be
mentioned: in nearly ninety-five per cent ayairdv is used. Here
is a complete reversal of the relative positions of the two words.
In more than a third of the instances in which (f>i\eiv is used
of loving, moreover, it is used of things
food or drink, or the
like (Gen. xxvii. 4, 9, 14, Prov. xxi. 17, Hos. iii. 1, Isa. lvi. 10),
leaving only a half a score of instances in which it is employed of
love of persons. In all these instances (except Tob. vi. 14,
where it is a demon that is in question) it is a human being to

—

whom

the loving

is

ascribed.

The

love ascribed to

him ranges

from mere carnal love (Jer. xxii. 22 [paralleled with epao-rat]
Lam. i. 2, Tob. vi. 14, cf. Tob. vi. 17), through the love of a
,

father for his son (Gen. xxxvii. 4), to love for

Wisdom

(Prov.

Wisd. viii. 2). Cremer drops the remark: "In
two passages only does <t>L\elv occur as perfectly synonymous
with dya7rdco, Prov. viii. 17, xxix. 3." 121 This cannot mean
that ayairdv does not occur in the senses in which <f>i\eiv is used
viii. 17,

121

xxix. 3,

"Biblisch-Theologisches

Worterbuch

der

Neutestamentlichen GraciThe remark seems to have

tat3 ," 1883, p. 11, near bottom: E. T., p. 592, bottom.
been omitted from 10th ed., 1915.
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in the other passages: dyairdv

is

used in

all

these senses.

What

meant is that in these two passages alone (frCkeiv bears
a sense which Cremer is endeavoring to fix on dyairdv as its disthe sense of high ethical love. In both pastinctive meaning
sages it is love to Wisdom that is spoken of: "I (Wisdom)
dyairQ) them that 4>C\ovvras me" (viii. 17) "When a man loves
{4>l\ovvtos) wisdom, his father rejoices" (xxix. 3) and they bear
witness that this high love could readily be expressed by fyiheiv,
as well as by dyairdv. It is not obvious, however, that <$>Ckeiv is
used in these passages as perfectly synonymous with dyairdv.
is

really

—

;

;

On

the face of Prov.

viii. 17,

love {dyairdv) ascribed to

her votaries,
significance.

if

there

is

a difference between the

Wisdom and that

(4>Ckeiv)

ascribed to

the distribution of the words be allowed any

Perhaps it may be conjectured that some flavor
which renders it less suitable for the graver affec-

clings to $i\et>

tion proper to

Wisdom

herself.

Despite the fewness of the occurrences of 4>Cheiv, there are
quite a number of instances in which it is brought into more or
less close conjunction with dyairdv, and a glance over these may
help us to some notion of the relation which the two words bear
to one another. Gen. xxxvii. 3, 4:

more than

all his

sons.

.

.

.

And

"And Jacob

rjyaTa Joseph

his brothers, seeing that his

tfitkei him above all his sons, hated him." Prov. viii. 17:
"I (Wisdom) dyaTO) them that 4>ikovvTas me." Prov. xxi. 17:
"A poor man dyaird mirth, <}>l\&v wine and oil in abundance."

father

Isa. lvi. 6, 10:

"The

strangers that attach themselves unto the

Lord ... to dyairdv the name of the Lord.
Dumb dogs,
(/nXoiWes to slumber." Lam. i. 2: "Weeping, she weeps in
the night and her tears are upon her cheeks and there is none
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

comfort her all those that 4>l\ovvt6s
her have dealt treacherously with her." Hos. hi. 1: "And the
Lord said to me, Go yet and dyairrjaov a woman that dyair&aav
evil things and an adulteress, even as the Lord dyaird the children of Israel, and they have respect to strange gods, and
of all that dyairoiVTOiv her to

(f)L\od(TL

;

Wisdom viii. 2, 3: "Her (Wisdom)
and sought out from my youth, and I desired to make
wife and was an epaari]s of her beauty.
Yea, the

cakes and raisins."

I e4>i\r](Ta,

her

my

.

.

.
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:

rjyairricrev

"If a
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her" (and then immedi-

man £70171- a righteousness"). Per-

haps we should add Prov. xix. 7, 8, in which the noun $t\ta and
the verb ayaTdv occur, in distinct clauses no doubt, which yet
stand rather close together: "Every one who hates a poor
brother

is

also far

from $i\ia.

.

.

.

He

that procures

wisdom

ay air q. himself."
out the general picture we may adjoin a few passages
of terms for love are made. In his
praise of woman in I Esd. iv. 14 ff., Zorobabel brings together
that a man can look a lion in the face,
these two statements

To fill

in

which other combinations

—

and can plunder and rob

in the darkness

—

all

to bring his

"yea a man £70171-0, his own wife more than
father or mother." In Jer. xxii. 22, we read: "The wind shall
tend all thy shepherds and thy kpavrai shall go into captivity;
for then shalt thou be ashamed and disgraced by all t&v (frihobvtojv (re." In Prov. vii. 18: "Come, and let us enjoy (f>i\Las until
the morning; come, and let us embrace epcort." And again, in
Sir. xxvii. 17, 18: "Srep^ a friend (4>L\ov) and be faithful unto
him; but if thou betrayest his secrets
thou hast lost the
4>i\iav of thy neighbor."
It cannot be pretended that it is an easy task to find one's
way through these passages, assigning a distinctive sense to
each term. By one thing we are struck, however, at the first
glance. In all the combinations of d7a7rdV and <$>C\eiv, the higher
r61e is assigned to ayaTav. The historian tells us in Gen. xxxvii.
3 that Jacob rjyaira Joseph; but when he repeats what the envious brothers said, <f>L\eiv is used, as if they would suggest that
their father's special love for him was an ungrounded preference.
It is Wisdom who 0170,71-$ her votaries (Prov. viii. 17) they, on
their part, ^CKovvrat her; and the Lord 7]yairr]aev Wisdom, while
her servant e^iXyjae her (Wisd. viii. 2, 3) There is some appearance here that ayairdv was felt to be in some way the more appropriate word with which to express love of a superhuman
order. Only in the case of Lam. i. 2 does the variation from
ayairdv to 4>Ckeiv seem to be purely rhetorical; and there the
variation imitates a variation in the underlying Hebrew, and
spoil to

rrj epo)/ievri;

.

.

.

;

.
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gives ayairav the place of honor. 122 Similarly, in the passages
in which aya-wav does not occur there appears to be in mind always

some valid

distinction

for example, that

for the variation

from <f>i\La
it is

to

between the terms that are used, although
it. It must be confessed,

not always easy clearly to grasp

it is

it is difficult

from epaarai

to discover the precise reason
to 4>l\ovvt€s in Jer. xxii. 22, or

to epcos in Prov. vii. 18.

In the former of these passages
cfriXovvres are intended

obvious enough, of course, that the

embrace both the shepherds and the lovers, and doubtless
is the reason that a broader word is chosen. In the latter

that

the variation in terms reflects a variation in the underlying

Hebrew, but
is

it is

not clear that

reflects it accurately, or

it

the exact distinction intended.

The

what

general impression left

by the series of passages is that the several terms for love were
used quite freely and with various natural interchanges, as
substantial synonyms; but that ayairav was felt to be in some
sense of the highest suggestion, and when they were brought
into contrast, the higher place was instinctively given to it.
Certainly dya-Trdv is used with the utmost freedom for every
conceivable variety of love, from the love of mere lust on the one
hand (e. g., II Sam. xiii. 1, 4, 15, Isa. lvii. 8, Ezek. xvi. 37) up to
the purest earthly love on the other (Lev. xix. 18, 34, Deut. x.
19, I

Sam.

xviii. 1, xx. 17, II

man

the highest love which

Deut.

Sam.

can

i.

feel,

23),

and beyond that to

v. 10, vi. 5, vii. 9, x. 12, xi. 1, 13, 22,

6, 16, 20,

Judges

viii. 3,

God

(Ex. xx. 6,

xiii. 3,

xix. 9, xxx.

love to

Kings iii. 3, Ps.
and even above that,

Jos. xxii. 5, xxiii. 11, I

xvii. 1, xxx. 23, lxviii. 37, xcvi. 10, cxvi. 7),

to the inexplicable love of

God Himself

to His people (Deut. iv.

Sam. xii. 24, II Chron. ii. 11, ix. 8, Isa.
Jer. xxxviii. 3, Mai. i. 2, Prov. iii. 12).

37, vii. 8, 13, x. 15, xxiii. 5, II
xliii. 4, xlviii.

14,

lxiii. 9,

It is quite true that

it is

more frequently than

used for the higher reaches of love far

was
by the

for the lower-lying varieties. This

the inevitable effect of the proportionate place occupied

higher and lower forms of love in the pages of the Old Testa122

According to Gesenius, SHK means "a friend, loving and beloved, intimate,

different

from IH a companion":

l?"!,he says, implies less

}

iyairav represents

and

<t>i\eiv

IH.

than

In the text,
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ment, and argues little as to the relative adaptability cf the
term for expressing them severally. The plain fact is that ayairav
is the general term for love in the Greek Old Testament, employed in some ninety-five per cent of the instances in which
love is mentioned; and therefore it is employed of the several
varieties of love, not in accordance with its fitness to express
one or another of them, but in accordance with the relative
frequency of their occurrence in the Old Testament. The five
per cent or so of occurrences which are left to be expressed by
other terms seem not to be divided off from the rest on the
ground of the intrinsic unfitness of d7a7ra^ to express them.
They include next to no kinds of love which ayairav is not employed to express in other passages. 123 It is not to be supposed,
of course, that pure caprice has determined the employment of
these terms in these few instances. There is doubtless always a
reason for the selection which

is

made; and ordinarily the apmore or

propriateness of the term actually employed can be
less clearly felt.

But

it

does not appear that the reason for

passing over ayairav in these cases was ordinarily

its intrinsic

is spoken
no doubt could have been

incapacity for the expression of the specific love that
of.

As the

general

word

for love

it

used without impropriety throughout.
It is possible, moreover, to overpress the intrinsic significance of the predominant use of ayairav for the higher varieties
of love.
6,

Both (fyiXetv (Prov. viii.

Wisd.

viii. 2),

along with

it

17, xxix. 3)

(Prov.

and epaadai (Prov. iv.

viii.

21), are

used for love

Wisdom. But no other term except ayairav happens to be
employed of God's love to man, or of man's love to God, or even
of that love to our neighbor which with them constitutes the
three conceptions in which is summed up the peculiarity of the
to

teaching on love of the religion of revelation. This

is a notable
however, so
much result from, as result in, that elevation of d7a7ra^ above
other terms for love, which fits it alone to express these high
forms. It is probable that had the Septuagint translators found
<f>i\eiv still in use as the general term for love, they would have

fact;

and

it

had notable consequences.

123

But

It did not,

see below page 373.
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employed
to

it

it

as their

own

general word, and

it

would have

fallen

therefore to be used to express these higher forms of love.

word than
and more suitable for the purpose and they trained it to
convey these still higher conceptions also. Thus they stamped
dyairdv with a new quality, and prepared it for its use in the
New Testament. What is of importance to bear in mind, however, is that the elevation of dyairdv to this new dignity was not
due to its greater intrinsic fitness to express these new conceptions (though it was intrinsically more fit to do so) but to the
circumstance that it happened to be the general term for love
in current use when the Septuagint was written. This is proved
by the fact that it was not employed by the Septuagint writers
as a special word for the expression of the loftier aspects of love
alone, but as a general word to express all kinds and conditions
of love. It is simply the common term for love in the Greek Old
Testament, and the new dignity which clothes it as it leaves the
Old Testament has been contributed to it by the Old Testament
Instead, they found ayawdv, an intrinsically higher

(fyiXetv

;

,

itself.

The account given

of dyairdv

by Hermann Cremer, while
is deformed by some re-

in its central statement perfectly just,

markable inaccuracies, arising from a

fruitless

attempt to

es-

tablish certain stated exceptions to this central statement.

"The New Testament usage with

reference to the words
ay airrjTOS," he writes, 124 "is in a very special
manner a consistent and complete one. It was prepared for by
the use, presented by the Septuagint, of dyaTaca for the Hebrew
ana in the whole range of its applications, with one or two characteristic exceptions. The Hebrew word includes in itself the
significance of all three Greek synonyms" [i. e., 4>i\eiv, epdv, and
dyairdv^; "it is especially frequently used in an application in
which the Greeks do not speak of love, that is to say, of the
love enjoined for God and His will, as well as of the love ascribed to God Himself (Deut. vii. 13, x. 15, 18, xxiii. 6, II Sam.

ay airdv,

xii.

dyairrj,

24, Ps. lxxviii. 68, lxxxvii. 2, cxlvi. 8, Isa.
124

As

cited.

We

xliii. 4, xlviii.

14,

are quoting from 10th ed., 1915, but the passage has re-

mained substantially unaltered

since the

3d

ed., 1883.
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lxiii. 9), particularly the last, which is a conception beyond the
imagination of the Greeks. 125 Apart, now, from a few passages
in which the rendering is only according to the sense (Mic. iii.

2

=

£r}Telv,

Prov.

xviii.

=

21

Kparelv, xvii. 19

=

x^tpet^), an*

ayarrav, with the exception of when it
stands for sensual love (sixteen times in all), in which case

is

regularly translated

by

epav, epa<TT7]s are constantly used (see above),

and when

it

de-

notes a sensuous inclination or a natural affection (ten times),

and then

it is

rendered by

<f>i\etv

xxvii. 4, 9, 14, Isa. lvi. 10, Ecc.

— Gen.

and

its

compounds

8;

cf.

II Chron. xxvi. 10,

iii.

two passages where there is
mention of an objectionable disposition, I Kings xi. 1 <f>L\oyvvaios (4>i\oyvvr]s, B), and Prov. xvii. 19, <t>ikoixapTi)pMv" W. G.
Ballantine, commenting on the latter half of this passage, remarks trenchantly, but we are afraid not unjustly: 126 " Cremer's
<t>i\oyeu)pybs,

A,

ntiix an*,

as also

assertions regarding the translation of an* in the Septuagint are

who has Trommius' Concordhave already referred to half a

sheer misstatements, as anyone

ance in his hands can

see.

We

score of passages where ayairam, as the translation of ana, ex3?i\ea>, as we saw above, but once expresses
a natural affection, and but four times a sensual inclination.
'Ayairao) expresses a natural affection in Gen. xxii. 2, xxv. 28,

presses lustful love.

xxxvii. 3, xliv. 20,

Ruth

iv.

15,

Prov.

iv. 3, xiii. 24.

'Epdco

Cremer says that ayairau never means
to do anything willingly, to be wont to do'; yet we have it in Jer.
xiv. 10, 'They have loved to move their feet/ and in Jer. v.
31, 'And my people loved to have it so.'"
1

translates an« but twice.

Cremer's statement certainly conveys the impression that
is never used in the canonical Septuagint (as a rendering

ayairoiv

of snx) for sensual love, or for a sensuous inclination or natural
affection, its place being

sixteen instances in
instances)

by

<f>£heiv

of epav rendering snx,
125

On

taken in the former case (there being

by epav, epaarris, and in the latter (ten
and its compounds. For the sixteen, cases

all)

used of sensual love, he refers us to a

these assertions see The Princeton Theological Review, January 1918,

pp. 20ff.
126

"Bibliotheca Sacra," July, 1889, p. 534,
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— "see

—

and that list
above," he says'
proves to run as follows " 'Epav is found only in a few passages
in the Old Testament (Esth. ii. 17, Prov. iv. 6, = ana; Wisd.
list

previously given-

:

viii.

2; epaar-qs, Ez. xvi. 33, 36, 37, xxiii. 5, 9, 22, Jer. xxii. 20,

Lam. i. 19, Hos. ii. 7, 9, 12,
the Hebrew an$a in the sensual
22,

14, 15, the stated rendering of

sense)." There are seventeen

passages enumerated here; but they are not seventeen passages

which ant and aroca are used in a sensual sense and are rendered by epav and epaonfc; they profess to be passages rather
in which epav and epaoTifc are found in the Old Testament
Wisd. viii. 2, of course, having no Hebrew base. They do not,
in

—

to be sure, exhaust the list of occurrences of words of this
group in the Old Testament: epaadai occurs three times, not
two as here (add I Esdr. iv. 24) epcos, not mentioned here,
;

occurs twice (Prov.

vii. 18,

xxiv. 51 [xxx. 16]

)

;

and

epacrTrjs

appears nineteen times, as against the fifteen here enumerated.
But much less do the sixteen of them which are renderings of ana
justify the description of
of the

two passages

and she

shall

them given

in the

cited for epav, indeed

keep thee" (Prov.

love; as does also indeed Wisd.

iv. 6)

—

main passage. One

— "Love (Wisdom),

refers to high ethical

2 (epacrr^s), "I was a lover
other passage cited for epav,

viii.

of her

(Wisdom's) beauty." The

"And

the king loved Esther and she found favor beyond

virgins;

and he put on her the queen's crown" (Esth.

all
ii.

the
17),

while certainly referring to sexual love, can scarcely be spoken

can
which epav occurs (not menwhen he hath stolen, spoiled, and

of as referring to dishonorable love, as neither, indeed,
I Esd. iv. 24, the third passage in

tioned

by Cremer): "And

robbed, he bringeth

man

it

to his beloved (epwpeprj); wherefore a

loveth (ayairq.) his wife better than father and mother."

As it is thus clear that the words of the epav group do not
always express lustful, and not even always sexual, love, it is even
more clear that sensual or even lustful love is not expressed exclusively by words of this group. We have seen the carnal love
of a demon for a mortal maid expressed by 4>i\eiv (Tob. vi. 15),
and the wicked lovers of Zion, in parallelism with epaarai, expressed

by

fyChovvres (Jer. xxii. 22).

The Hebrew piel

participle
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anna, rendered in the fifteen passages

by

enumerated by Cremer

kpaarai, occurs also in Jer. xxx. 14, Zech.

which

is

certainly of the

same

class

559

with

xiii. 6,

the former of

its fellows,

and the

not certainly of a different class (so Hengstenberg) In
Jer. xxx. 14, however, it is rendered by ol 4>Ckoi, " All thy lovers
have forgotten thee," and in Zech. xiii. 6, taken as a singular,
by 6 ayairrjTds, "With these I was wounded in my beloved
house," or, as in the Alexandrian MS., "in the house of my
beloved." It has already been intimated that numerous paslatter

.

sages exist in which sensual love

is

expressed

by

aYc^a*'. If

we

enough to include
adduce such passages as Gen.

are to take sensual love in a sense broad

Cremer's examples, we

may

xxiv. 67, xxix. 30, 32, xxxiv. 3, Ex. xxi. 5, Deut. xxi. 15, 16,

Sam. i. 5, xviii. 28, II Chron. xi. 21,
and perhaps even I Kings xi. 2. If dishonorable love
to be insisted upon, we may refer to II Sam. xiii. 1, 4, 15,

Judges
Ecc.
is

xiv. 16, xvi. 15, I

ix. 9,

Ezek. xvi. 37, Hos. iii. 1, or we may content ourselves with the
single passage Isa. lvii. 8: " Thou hast loved (^yaTrjaas) those
that lay with thee, and now hast multiplied thy whoredom
(iropveiav) with them." It is beyond question that not kpav but
ayairav is the regular word to express sexual love in the Septuagint, and this fact is not to be obscured by pointing to kpaarris
as the standing word for "lover"
which is a different matter.
No assertion could be more unfortunate, then, than that

—

kpav

is

the constant vehicle in the Septuagint for the expression

of sensual love ;

and

it is

no mitigation to confine the assertion

to the instances of renderings of ana

by

kpav. Unless, indeed,

it

be held even more unfortunate to assert that 4>ihetv and its compounds supply the stated means of the expression of the love of
sensuous inclination or natural affection
connected with the
further implication that there are only ten instances in which
love of this kind comes to expression in the Old Testament. A
full list of the ten instances he has in mind is not given by
Cremer, and it would be difficult to fill out such a list with instances exactly like the half-dozen which he adduces. These
half-dozen instances do represent one side of the usage of fyiheiv
and its compounds
a usage in which it perhaps holds a

—

—
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unique position in Old Testament Greek. We are not sure that
ayairdv is found in any precisely similar applications. There is
even an appearance that such applications are avoided for
ayairdv. Look, for example, at Prov. xxi. 17: "A poor man
loveth (ayairdv) mirth, loving (4>L\obv) wine and oil in abundance." There seems to be reflected here a distinction in the
usage of the two terms, according to which <f>C\eiv and not
ayairdv is preferred for loving food and drink, just as in English
we say we "like" but only abusively that we "love" articles
of diet. But this is only a pocket in the usage of $i\eu>, and does
not justify the broad characterization formulated by Cremer.

The love expressed by 4>i\eiv includes also the elevated love of
Wisdom by her votaries (Prov. viii. 17, xxix. 3) and if Ecc. iii.
;

and a time to hate " shows
that natural affections are expressed by <f>i\elv, what does Sir.
xiii. 15, "Every beast loves (d7a7ra) his like, and every man his
neighbor" 127 show? The fundamental fault of Cremer's statement lies in a zeal to mark off a special region within which each
term
shall be confined.
kpdv, 4>L\eiv, and above all, ayairdv

"There

8,

is

a time to love

(^iXtjo-cu)

—

—

Accordingly, he arbitrarily narrows the range of the usage of
each,

and very

especially of ayairdv. In point of fact, the usage

whole
no real variety of love

which shk itself covers, and
which it is not employed some-

of ayairdv covers the

field

there

for

is

where or other in the Septuagint. Even such a conspectus of the
kinds of love for which it is used as that drawn up by Ballantine
in the following
it

summary

only generally complete, although
home to us the very wide field
the word," he says, 128 "in constant

is

will doubtless serve to bring

covered by the word. "It
use to express

(1)

is

God's love to man,

(2)

God's love for truth

and other virtues and worthy objects, (3) man's love for God,
(4) man's love for salvation and worthy objects, (5) man's conscientious love for man, (6) ordinary human friendship, (7)
parental and filial affection, (8) the love of husband and wife,
127

the

"Die Liebe im Neuen Testament," 1905, p. 35, remarks: "Here
of love comes forward as a law of nature, and that because it
be presented as a rational thing." He is presenting it as an instance of

Liitgert,

commandment

ought to

the rationalization of Jewish thought under the influence of Hellenism.
128

As

cited, p. 527.

'
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impure sexual love, (10) man's love for cursing and other
and sinful objects."
One of the most striking accompaniments of the appearance
of dyairdv in the Septuagint as the general term for love, is the
appearance by its side of two abstract substantives formed from
this stem
dydirriais and dydirr). The classical writers got along
without these substantives. Ay dirrj<ns has, it is true, been turned
up in Aristotle. But it does not come into wide use in profane
literature until Plutarch
after the opening of the Christian
era. 'Aydwrj has not hitherto been discovered in any profane
(9)

vices

—

—

all, unless a somewhat conjectural reading in Philodemus, an Epicurean writer of the first century before Christ,
be an exception. 129 In a true sense, then, both of these words
make their first appearance in the Septuagint. 'AYa7raj> itself
was in comparatively limited use among the classical writers;
and, with aropyr), epcos and $i\ta in their hand, they apparently
felt no need of a substantive representing the peculiar quality

author at

of dyairdv, in order to give expression to all their conceptions of

When, however, dyairdv became the general word for love,
a need for corresponding substantives seems to have come to
be felt, and they were supplied. Of course the Septuagint did
not invent these substantives: not even dydirr}, which is not
found in any earlier writing. It took them over with dyairdv from
love.

common usage

very clearly from
are used as
general terms for love, covering the whole range of the conception, and with the utmost simplicity and directness. A very
careless manner of speaking of dydirr} is current, as if it were in
some way a gift of revealed religion to the world, not to say a
direct product of divine inspiration. When Trench says that
"It should never be forgotten that the substantive ay dirt] is a
the

of the people. This appears

They

the nature of their use in the Septuagint.

129

The

treatise is

known from Herculaneum papyri

and the reading
recorded in Cronert's
accompanies it with a note, "sicher

in question is restored thus: hC 6.[y]aiv^ k[yap~]ydvs. It
revision of Passow's Lexicon, sub voc,

who

alone,

is

reported from his record by Moulton and Milligan, sub voc. G. A.
Deissmann, "Bible Studies," 1901, p. 200, points out a scholium to Thucydides II.
(?)";

and

it is

51, which reads "QiKavOponrLas koI dyairris." But there is no telling
scholium may be, or whether the glossator was a Christian or not.

how

late this
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purely Christian word, no example of

use occurring in any-

its

heathen writer whatever," he has no doubt by a mere slip of the
pen said ''Christian" when the historical revelation of God in
its entirety was what was in his mind. That correction, however,
will not save his remark from being misleading. It is not true
that "the word was born within the bosom of revealed religion" it is true only that it has hitherto been found in the use
only of adherents of revealed religion. What Zezschwitz means
by saying that it "first makes its appearance as a current term
in the Song of Solomon" is not clear, unless it be that it occurs
more frequently in the Song of Solomon than in any other Old
Testament book (eleven times as over against eight in the whole
Old Testament besides). The plain fact about the word is that,
as it appears in the pages of the Septuagint, it bears all the marks
of being already an old word with a settled general usage.
Additional evidence of its general currency is supplied by
its appearance in Aristeas (second or first century B.C.) and
Philo (early first century a.d.). Each uses it a single time, and
both in a noble sense
as the content of true piety. Aristeas,
positing the question, What is equal to beauty? answers: 130
"Piety (evae^eta) for that is an excellent beauty. But its power
consists in 0,70^-77; for this is a gift of God. And," he adds, to
the king whose inquiry he is answering, "you possess this, embracing in it all that is good." 131 Philo writes more elaborately
to much the same effect. "And therefore it is," says he, 132 "that
it appears to me that with these two principal assertions above
;

—

;

130

§

229; ed. Wendland, p. 63. Aristeas uses iyairap

265, 270)
all;

and

nor even

ayairri

<j>Ck&v,

and compounds

(§229); apparently not epav,

but

4>ikLa,

epcos,

(§ 123), ay&irV <r^ (§§ 44,

or arkpyew, aropyr}, at

§§ 40, 44, 225, 228, 231, 4>L\os

a half-dozen times

of #iX- including <t>i\avdpwireiv, (frihavdpuTria, (friXavBpoTroTepov.

131

'Ayairrjo-ts is used in a less exalted sense. In § 44 (p. 15), Eleazar writes to
Ptolemy that he would endeavor to do all that the king had asked, "for this is a
mark of <£iXZas and ayairriaews." Here ayairrja-is is used of national amity (Done:
"confederation and amity")- In § 270 (p. 73) it is said that a king ought to trust
men whose loyalty (evvoia) towards him is indisputable, "for this is a mark of
dya-n-riaeus rather than of ill-will and timeserving." For § 265 see note 22. The

verb ayandu
132

ed.

used very distinctly in its native sense of valuing in § 123.
sit Immutabilis," § 14, near the end; ed. Mangey, p. 283;
ii, p. 72: Yonge's translation is used.

is

"Quod Deus

Cohn,

v.
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mentioned, namely that God is as a man and that God is not as
a man, are connected two other principles consequent upon and
connected with them, namely that of fear and that of love
(<l>6(3ov

re nai aydirrjv)

laws to piety

;

for I see that all the exhortations of the

{eixrefieiav)

are referred either to the love (to

ayairav) or the fear of the living God.

To those,

therefore,

who

do not attribute either the parts or the passions of man to the
living God, but who, as becomes the majesty of God, honor
(tiixugi) Him in Himself, and by Himself alone, to love (to
ayarav) Him is most natural; but to the others it is most appropriate to fear Him." It would, of course, be possible to say
that both Aristeas and Philo got the word from the Septuagint;
but it would be very difficult to prove that, and it seems vastly
unlikely. Their use of it is highly individual, 133 and their independence in employing it is supported by its appearance in
other Greek versions of the Old Testament in passages in which
it is not found in the Septuagint.
There is a superficial appearance that dyairri and dyaTrjcns
are used by the Septuagint far less freely than ayairav. The verb
certainly occurs much more frequently than the substantives
it, about two hundred and sixty-six times; they, together, only
thirty times
dydirrj twenty times and ay airy ens ten. The rela-

—

—

tively small

number

of the occurrences of the substantives

is

accounted for in part, however, by the comparative infrequency
of the noun nan* in the Hebrew Old Testament, which the
Septuagint translates. That substantive occurs only forty times,
in sixteen of which it is rendered by ayairt) (which include all
the occurrences of ay airy in which it has a Hebrew base), six
by ayairrjaLs (all its occurrences with a Hebrew base), and thirteen by some form of the verb ayairav, lu while it is rendered in
only five instances by <j>L\ia (a little more than half of its occurrences with a Hebrew base). That is to say, it is rendered in
nearly ninety per cent of its occurrences by some form of the
133 On Philo's independence of the Septuagint in his use of the word, see
Deissmann, as cited, p. 199; and Moulton and Milligan, as cited, sub voc.
In Gen. xxix. 20, I Sam. xviii. 3, the clause containing ronx is omitted in
the Septuagint as printed whether by Teschendorf or by Swete; but it is supplied

m

in

some MSS.
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aya-wav group, and in nearly half of these by ayairr]
question remains an open one naturally

why

itself.

The

the translators re-

sorted so frequently to a paraphrase of the verb to render the

Hebrew

substantive, and did not in

all

instances

employ the

they paraphrase by the verb (thirteen times)
almost as often as they render by ayairr] (sixteen times). The
distribution of the several manners of rendering nana through

substantive

£70,71-77

;

is also rather odd. The paraphrase by the verb
evenly distributed through the volume from the Penta-

the Septuagint
is

fairly

teuch to the Prophets and Psalms (none in the

No

Wisdom books).

substantive for love occurs in the Greek Bible, on the other

hand, until II Samuel; practically none until the Poetical and
Prophetic books. 135 The use of these substantives belongs thus

almost entirely to the latter portion of the Septuagint.

Song of
more than half

centers in the
times,
it

and

And even

somewhat notable. The use of ayairr]
Solomon it occurs in it no less than eleven

there their distribution

is

:

of all its occurrences in the Septuagint;

verb {ayairav) are the sole vehicles in this book of the
it occurs only

its

notion of love. Outside the Song of Solomon,

eight times, widely scattered through the volume. 'A7 averts

found in

five of its

is

ten occurrences in the Prophets, and in four

of the others in the Poetical books. <£i\ta occurs only in two wellmarked groups in the great Wisdom books, Proverbs, Wisdom,
and Sirach, and in I and II Maccabees. It is well to note this
last fact, because it contributes to the understanding of what
:

seems, at
ayairr]

first sight,

and

ayair-qais.

a preponderance in the use of $i\la over

$tXta occurs thirty-five times, and ayairr]

but thirty times. More than half of the
however, fall in I and II Maccabees, where
it is employed exclusively in the highly differentiated sense
136
one might even say the technical sense
of political amity.

and

dyairrjaLs together

occurrences of

<£iAta,

—

Only sixteen instances remain

(all

in the

Wisdom literature)

—

for

the expression of love in the ordinary applications of the word.
136

The

<rydir77<7is,

136

iv.

I

11; I

i. 26, xiii. 15, and
Sam. i. 26.
Mace. viii. 1, 12, 17; x. 54; xii. 1, 3, 8, 16; xiv. 18, 22; xv. 17; II Mace,
Mace. xii. 10, with dSeX^^ra; x. 20, 23, 26 paralleled with o-w0ij/oj.

II

exceptions to the last statement are ayaini, II Sam.
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therefore, the chief vehicle for the idea of love in the

Septuagint, even in

its

substantival expression,

is

furnished

by

the terms of the ay aicav group. 'Ay olttt], ayairr)(ns together occur
thirty times, <£t\ta sixteen, epws twice (Prov.

vii. 18,

xxiv. 51

and aropyi] not at all in the Septuagint proper, but
four times in III and IV Maccabees (III Mace. v. 32, IV Mace,
[xxx. 16],

xiv. 13, 14, 17).

In range of meaning,

ayairrj is spread thinly over the whole
because of the infrequency of its occurrence. Its preponderant sense is sexual love. That is secured
for it by its eleven occurrences in the Song of Solomon. But
field; necessarily thinly,

outside the Song of

Solomon

the merely lustful love of
figurative passage Jer.

women"

ii.

it is

Amnon
2.

In II

used in II Sam.

xiii.

15 of

Thamar, as well as in the
Sam. i. 26, it is used of "the
for

which Jonathan's love there spoken of as
ayairriGLs) is compared: "Thy dyairyjaLs to me was wonderful,
beyond the dydirr] of women"
as if dydirr} had some special

love of

to

—

-

"love of women." At the opWisdom books which
carry us up to the highest reaches to which human love can
ascend. The transition is made by two passages in Ecclesiastes
(ix. 1, 6) in which it is used quite generally of love, as a universal
human emotion, in contrast with hate: "My heart hath seen
how the righteous and the wise and their works are in the
hands of God, and there is no man that knoweth whether (it is)
and their
love or hate": "But the dead know nothing
love and their hate and their envy have perished." In Wisdom
vi. 18 we have a passage built up in a kind of sorites, which
reminds us of the passage in Aristeas: "For the most unerring
beginning of wisdom is desire of discipline, and heed to discipline is love, and love is the keeping of her laws, and attention
to the laws is the assurance of incorruption, and incorruption
bringeth near to God." Here the love of wisdom is the secret
of law-keeping and a step on the stairs that lead up to God. The
climax is reached, however, in Wisd. iii. 9 and Sir. xlviii. 11,
where love to God is spoken of, and its exceeding great reward.
fitness for the expression of the

posite extreme are the four passages in the

.

In the former passage we read:

"They

.

.

that put their trust in
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Him

understand the truth, and they that are faithful in
is, in love to Him
" shall abide with Him, because there is grace and mercy for His elect." In the latter, the
" famous men, even our fathers that begat us," are praised in
these great words: " Blessed are they that saw Thee, and they
that have fallen asleep in love; for we too shall surely live." 137
shall

love"

— that

—

The employment

of the word in the other Greek versions of the
Old Testament is remarkable chiefly for a tendency to invade
with it the book of Proverbs, which in the Septuagint is the
especial field of $i\ia. Aquila and Theodotion both use it in
vii. 18 of sexual love; Aquila and Symmachus in x. 12, where it
stands in contrast with hate; and all three, Aquila, Symmachus,
and Theodotion in xv. 17, where it is praised as the condition
of all happiness in life. Besides, it is used by Symmachus, in addition to some passages in the Song of Solomon (Aquila also
uses it in one of these), in Psalm xxxii. 5, and Ezekiel xvi. 8.
Commenting on this usage, Moulton and Milligan remark that
it shows that the word " retained in independent writers the
connotations we find in Canticles and Ecclesiastes." 138 The
evidence as a whole goes to show that it was in full popular use

during the later pre-Christian centuries as a general word for
all kinds and degrees; and that it was taken over by the

love of

Septuagint writers in this general sense, and employed by them
indiscriminately to express the idea of love as

task to speak of

add depth

among

it.

The

it fell

to their

effect was, as in the case of kya-Kav, to

to the word, because

it

was employed to express,
God which is char-

other kinds of love, also that love to

acteristic of the Biblical revelation.

remains somewhat of a puzzle why the Septuagint
no less than thirteen instances of the occurrence of
mnK, preferred to translate it by forms of ayairav; and the occurrence of ayairrjcns by the side of ayairr) in their pages is susceptible of the interpretation that ay airy did not hold the whole
field in the popular Greek of the time, but shared it with the
It

writers, in

137

ayan-n
138

In this passage dya^o-is is printed by both Teschendorf and Swete;
read by K.
As cited, sub voc. ayairij, near end.

is
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sister word. The instances in which nana is paraphrased by
forms of the verb the more call for remark, because they move
in the high places. There is no instance of sexual love among
them except [Gen. xxix. 20] where this form of love is at its
height; and but three [four] in which love from man to man is
spoken of (Ps. cviii. 4, I Sam. xx. 17 bis, [xviii. 3]), and in two
[three] of these it is the supreme type of human love which is
celebrated, the love of David and Jonathan: "And Jonathan
swore yet again unto David because he loved (rjyairrjcre) the
life of him that loved (ayaw&vTos) him." After that, we have an
instance in which the love of mercy is expressed by it (Micah
vi. 8), and all the others speak of the supernal love of God to
man (Deut. vii. 8, 1 Kings x. 9, II Chron. ii. 11, ix. 8, Isa. lxiii.
9, Hos. iii. 1, ix. 15). Why should the Septuagint writers refuse
just these passages to ayawr] and paraphrase them? One of the
results is that they render narflt, in no instance in which it expresses either love to God or God's love, by ay airy the instances
in which 0,701x17 is used to express love to God (Wisd. iii. 9, Sir.
xlviii. 11) come from that portion of the Septuagint which has
no Hebrew base, as does also the instance in which aya-Kt] is
used of love to Wisdom. The general concept of love as distinguished from hate (Ecc. ix. 1, 6) is the highest to which ay ain]
;

when rendering nana. The impression made by these
when we observe that the usage of ay awrjo-is
general also moves on a higher plane than that of ayain). In

attains
facts

in

is

increased

only one instance does
three others

it is

it

allude to sexual love (Jer.

the love of

man

to

man

that

is

ii.

33).

in question

In

—

Sam. i. 26, Ps. cviii. 5, and we add Prov. xxx. 15 (xxiv. 50),
where the noun is used adverbially to strengthen the verb:
"the horse-leech had three daughters ayairojiievai ayairrjaeL,
loved with love," i. e., dearly loved. In one instance (Sir. xl. 20)
it expresses man's love to Wisdom, and in two (Hab. iii. 4, Sir.
xlviii. 11) man's love to God. In three instances (Jer. xxxviii.
3, Hos. xi. 4, Zeph. iii. 17) it expresses the love of God to man.
Certainly an appearance is created that aydin} lent itself with
less readiness to the expression of the higher than of the lower
forms of love. Perhaps just because it was the most popular
II
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word for love in circulation, though it was a perfectly general
term and was used for all forms of love alike, its chief associations were with those forms of love which fell to be most frequently mentioned in everyday speech. It was accordingly predominantly used for those forms of love in the Septuagint, and
owes the exaltation of meaning with which it comes out of its
hands

less to its

own usage

in the Septuagint

—

speak

than to

its associ-

a sense, then, in which we may
of "its redemption
as Moulton and Milligan do'

ation with aya-irdv. There

is

—

from use as a mere successor to the archaic

we should not

ourselves

make

epcos,"

although

use of just this language. It was

</>i\ta, not of epcos; epcos was scarcely
continued use in much later Greek shows; and
a mistake to speak of epcos as if it were exclusively a

the successor of the classical

"archaic," as

we think

it

its

Nor can we ascribe quite the role
which Moulton and Milligan do to "Alexandrian Jews of the
first century b.c." in the "redemption" of the word. We see this
redemption taking place in Aristeas and Philo, it is true; but
we do not see it in the Jewish translators of the Old Testament
(Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion) After it leaves the Septuagint we get no full evidence of the usage of the word until we
reach the New Testament. We are chary of concluding from the
single instance of its use, each, in Aristeas and Philo, that it
was they and such as they who wrought the work. All that we
can be sure of is that the redemption of the word was the work
of those who had learned what love is from the Divine revelation. If the word was not "born in the bosom of revealed religion," it was apparently redeemed to its nobler uses under
designation of sexual love.

.

the influences of that religion. 139
139

by

its

Naturally the daily use of the word in

Witness the

lines of Christopoulos

fia£r)

or those of Zalokostas: 'Airb

.

its

lower senses was not inhibited

acquisition of its higher senses. It has continued

.

.

;

:

Eis {iowbv kyw
rr)

kl'

fiear] /ik

6

up

to the present day.

"Epws K'

ap7ra£e, nt

r)

<f>L\r]<re

ayairr) /xov

arb arofxa

Kat fiovrre yia avaffrevayij.ovs, Ttd ttJs ayair^ rods Kav/iovs Elcrai /XLKpbs aKona. When
Clement of Alexandria ("Paed.," III. xi. 257) tells us that love is not to be
kv
estimated by kissing, but by kind deeds (dyd^ 8k ovk kv ^iX^Aian,
evvoLq. KpiveTai), that involves the understanding that there was an aya-xt) which
expressed itself in kissing; and a similar implication lies in Chrysostom's declaration {Horn. vii. on Romans) that ayairr) does not consist in empty words or mere

&W
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Of the other substantives used for love in the Septuagint,
is, of course, the most important. We have already pointed
out the odd division of its usage into two well-marked groups.
We are concerned now only with the sixteen instances in which
nine in Proverbs, two
it occurs in the great Wisdom books
in Wisdom, and five in Sirach. Its usage here is a broad one;
but, although it starts at the same low level with ayaTrj, it does
not scale the same heights. It is used occasionally of purely
sexual love, even when this appears as mere lust (Prov. v. 19;
vii. 18, where it is parallel with epcos in the same sense; Sir. ix.
8) It is used once of love, or perhaps we may even say here, of
friendship, to God: "For she (Wisdom) is an eternal treasure
to men, those who possess which have prepared 4>L\iai> to God"
<£iAta

—

.

And

used once of love to Wisdom herself:
her" (Wisd. viii. 18). But in the
majority of cases it expresses merely that love which binds men
together in the friendly intercourse of life: Prov. x. 12, xv. 17,
parallel with x<*pts, xvii. 9, xix. 7, xxv. 10, parallel with x<*P«>
(Wisd.

"And

vii. 14).

great good

is

it is

in <£i\ta of

xxvii. 5, Sir. vi. 17, xxii. 20, xxv. 1,

"harmony

of brothers,

^tXta of neighbors, and a wife and husband

who

and

agree to-

gether," xxvii. 18, "(TTep&v a friend and be faithful with him; but

thou betray his secrets
thou hast destroyed the ^uXiav
thy neighbor." These are all natural uses of fyihiav, quite in
accordance with its previous history. The impression is conveyed that it has suffered less from the revolution which had
been wrought in the common terms for love than its verb.
3>t\os has apparently suffered not at all. It occurs with extraordinary frequency (about a hundred and eighty-two times),
and is used quite along classical lines, chiefly as a noun to designate those who are bound to one another by an affection which
does not root in ties of kinship (consult such conjunctions as
"friends and neighbors," Ps. xxxvii. 12, lxxxvii. 18, Prov. xiv.
if

.

.

.

of

substantives, but in care

nius ("Adv. Haer.,"

1.

ii.

man bade

and works. Even in the horrible story told by Epiphaxxvi, 4; Migne 1. 337c) of the Gnostic orgies, where the

the woman, "arise, do t$v b.y<xirr\v with your brother," using iyawri, as
Sophocles says, KaKefxfraTus,
iroieiv rr/v ayawr]v was the standing phrase for celebrating the 'Ayairrj
the current use of ayawri of the sexual act is doubtless

—

implied.

—

.

;
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and kindred," Prov. xvii. 9). 'Ayairr^Tos
(twenty-two times) occupies a different field, and can scarcely
be said to encroach upon that appropriated to 0iXos. It is used
often of an only child (Gen. xxii. 2,
chiefly in the singular
20, xviii. 25; " friends

—

12, 16

[Judg.

xi.

34],

Amos

viii. 10,

Zech.

nate one especially loved; and there
called God's

£70,71-17x01,

is

xii.

10)

140

— to desig-

already a class which

beloved ones, so that this phrase

is

is

here

seen in the making (Ps.

lix. 5, cvii. 6, cxxvi. 2). Of course, compounds in $iX- abound; the Greek language has never lost them,
and has never formed corresponding compounds in £7 ax- which
might supersede them. 141 Of these we are particularly interested
in such as ^tXdSeX^os (II Mace. xv. 14, IV Mace. xiii. 21, xv. 10)
4>i\ade\(j>La (IV Mace. xiii. 23, 26, xiv. 1) <f>L\avdpuire?v (II Mace,
;

23)

xiii.

;

$Chavdpuiros (I Esd.

iv. 11,

IV Mace.

hi.

;

viii. 10,

Wisd.

i.

6, vii. 23, xii. 19, II

Mace. ix. 27, III
Mace. vi. 22, xiv. 9, III Mace,
iii.
^CkbcrTopjos (IV Mace. xv. 13) (friXoaTopyus (II
15, 18)
Mace. ix. 21) <f>L\o(TTopyLa (II Mace. vi. 20, IV Mace. xv. 6, 9).
By 4>i\a8e\4>La and its companions, love to one's people
in
this case the Jews
or, in other words, patriotism is expressed.
<bi\avdpa)Tia with its group is used as a general term for kindness,
graciousness, such as that shown by superiors to inferiors, especially by monarchs to those having official dealings with them
Mace.
Mace.

20)

v. 12)

;

4>Ckav6p6>ivus (II

4>Ckavdpcair ia (II

;

;

;

•

—

—

(consult the paralleling of the adverb with €7uei/«os, " fairly,"

"moderately," in II Mace.
140

Cf. Swete

on Mk.

ix.

27)

142

The fundamental

sense

LXX

answers to I'HJ (novoyev^
unicus, cf Hort, "Two Dissertations," pp. 49f.) in seven instances out of fifteen."
Also Zahn on Mat. iii. 17 (ed. 3, 1910, p. 149, note 68). The usage is classical from
Homer down: cf. e. g., W. W. Goodwin, "Demosthenes against Midias," 1906, p.
95; or more fully R. Whiston, "Demosthenes," 1868, 11, p. 324; and Holden,
"Xenophon's Cyropaedia, iv. vi. 5; Fritzsche "Aristotle's Eth. Eud.," iii. 6, 1233
and in criticism E. M. Cope, "Aristotle's Rhetoric," 1897, p. 150, esp. note.
141
An exception like the Homeric ayairrivup only proves the rule.
142
Similarly Aristeas, § 290, ed. Wendland, p. 77, says that Ptolemy's greatness consisted not in the glory of his power and wealth, but in his i-meida kclI <j>t\avdpuwLa, "moderation and graciousness." Similarly in § 208, 4>i\6.v9pu>wos is
"humane," and in § 36, QiXavOpuwoTepov is "very graciously." In § 265, p. 71, on
the other hand it is said apparently that the most necessary thing for a king to
i.

11: "'kyairriTos in the

.

have

is

the

<t>ihav9punvLa. koX ayawriais,

"good

feeling

and affection"

of his subjects,

"for with these will come an indissoluble bond of loyalty (ewoias)."
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and its group comes out clearly in IV Mace. xv.
where it is used of mother-love; in other passages its
application is extended to any strong affection: "I would with
fitting affection have remembered your kindness" (II Mace. ix.
21); "there are things which it is not lawful to do even for
natural love of life" (II Mace. vi. 20). A great elevation of sense
awaited these words in the future as a new religious spirit was
breathed into them. "Be cf>L\6(TTopyoL to one another in $i\a5eX0ta," says Paul (Rom. xii. 10), plumbing the depths of the
of <i>i\o(TTopyia
6, 9, 13,

feeling of brotherhood.

"But when

the 4>L\avdpo)irLa of our Sav-

God, appeared," he writes again (Tit. iii. 4), soaring to the
heights of the divine "humanity." Or we may find our examples
ior,

of the heightened sense of the terms,
8e\(f)ia

which Clement

of

Rome

if

we

(xlviii. 1)

prefer, in the #i\a-

demands that the

Corinthian Christians should more fully manifest; or in the

which the writer of the Epistle to Diognetus (i. 1)
cement which binds the Christian brotherhood
together; or in the "great (friKavOpuirLa /cat &7&7H7" for which
<j>Cho<rTopyia

asserts to be the

this latter writer celebrates his

It is

God

(ix. 5).

worth while, perhaps, to turn directly from the Septua-

gint to the Apostolic Fathers, that

we may observe how

the

great revolution in the usage of the Greek terms for love, of

which we get our first glimpse in the Septuagint, looks, after
complete adjustment to the high conceptions of divine revelation. The Greek of the Apostolic Fathers is, like the Greek of
the Septuagint, fundamentally the popular Greek of its day;
but, no doubt, it can scarcely be looked upon as simply the
same popular Greek upon which the writers of the Septuagint
its

development. The religious language
been profoundly influenced directly
by the usage of the Septuagint itself. From the Septuagint they
derive a large part of their religious inspiration, and upon it
they draw in great part for the vocabulary in which they express their religious conceptions. Still more profoundly the religious language of the Apostolic Fathers has been influenced
by the usage of the New Testament, itself deeply affected by
that of the Septuagint. The fundamental basis of the language
draw, at a later stage of

its

of the Apostolic Fathers has
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of the Apostolic Fathers nevertheless

the day; and that, needless to say,

which the Septuagint
three centuries later.

is

is

uses, at a stage of its

To say

this,

common Greek of
common Greek

the

just the

development some

obviously,

is

to question the

propriety of describing the Greek of the Septuagint as in any

very distinctive sense Judaic or Alexandrian. In the matter of
the linguistic phenomena which are for the moment occupying

— the
into employment —
our attention

supersession of

cfrLkeiv

by

aYa7raj> as the

general term for loving, the coming of the substantive ay airy]
it

happens, no doubt, that they meet us

and we may be
tempted to conjecture on that ground that they are peculiarities

first

in the writings of Alexandrian Jews;

Alexandrian Jews. This conjecture loses its
however, when the usages in question are observed
in an even more extreme form in the Apostolic Fathers. The
Apostolic Fathers were not Jews of Alexandria; they fairly ring
the Mediterranean basin in their provenience; and it is incredible that, great as is the influence of the Septuagint upon their
religious terminology, it has given them their fundamental language. Whenever a usage is common to the Septuagint, Philo,
and the Apostolic Fathers, it is safe to say not only that it was
familiar to the Greek-speaking Jews of Alexandria, but also
that it was not alien to the Greek-speaking world at the opening
of the speech of

plausibility,

of the Christian era. 143

The compositions

of

the Apostolic Fathers differ very

and subject-matter from the series
which the Septuagint translators rendered into

greatly in general character
of writings

If we think of the Apostolic Fathers in their narrowest
compass, as including only the Epistles of Clement, Barnabas,
Ignatius, and Polycarp, they are merely a collection of horta-

Greek.

tory letters, devoted to the enforcement of religious and ethical
duty. In such writings

we may

anticipate relatively

more

fre-

quent mention of love as a religious and ethical conception on
the one hand, and much less mention of it as a mere fact of daily
See some apposite remarks on the general matter in A. Thumb, "Die
im Zeitalter des Hellenismus," 1901, pp. 182 f. and 185.
On the affinity of the Greek of Philo and Biblical Greek, cf. H. A. A. Kennedy,
"Sources of New Testament Greek," 1895, p. 67.
143

griechische Sprache

;
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occurrence on the other, than was natural in a varied assemblage of historical, poetical, and prophetic writings such as

we

have in the Septuagint. The addition to these simple letters of
the other compositions which it is the custom to class with them
the homily commonly
under the caption of Apostolic Fathers
called II Clement, the book of Church-order known as the
Teaching of the Apostles, the lengthy Apocalypse which goes
under the name of the Shepherd of Hermas, the anonymous
brings no great
apology called the Epistle to Diognetus'
change into the linguistic character of the whole. So far as the
usage of the terms denoting love is concerned, these books are
all of a piece, a fact which gives us confidence in viewing them

—

—

as mirroring the established usage in the Christian churches of

the time.

The

which attracts our attention is a negative
have practically no place in these writings. Each occurs but a single time; and both in sufficiently
weak senses. Ignatius. exhorts Polycarp (ii. 1) thus: "If to good
scholars only thou dost feel kindly (0tX?)s), this is not thankworthy in thee; rather bring the pestilent to submission by
chief fact

one that

</>iXeu>,

:

gentleness."

love

is

not

Hermas

<£iAta

The content

of $iXeiz> here lies close to irpavrr]s: to

much more than

being mild and gentle in behavior.

(" Mand.," 10, 1, 4) reprobates being

"mixed up in busi-

ness affairs, and riches, and heathen entanglements (<£iXiais),

and the many other concerns

of this world."

only eight times; and the

of

Even $tAos occurs
compounds of <£iX- is comparatively small. 144 It looks almost as if <$>ikeiv was ready to vanish
away. Even kpav (Ign. "Pol.," iv. 3, "Rom.," ii. 1, vii. 2), epccs
("Rom.," vii. 2), and arepyeiv (I Clem. i. 3;Polyc. "Philip.," iv.
2) occur more frequently. Hrkpyeiv is used in its fundamental
list

— here the love wives for their husbrought
occurrence
— and in one of the instances

sense of natural affection

bands

of its

into contrast with ayairdv as a
nificance I Clem.
:

144

of

of

<t>t\aSe\<f>ia,

i.

word

3 " Loving their
:

<j>ikavdpuirla,

QiXavBpuiros,

is

of deeper intensity of sig-

own husbands as is meet "

(piXapyvpeu, <f)i\apyvpia, <j>i\apyvpOi f

<pt\o8i<TiroTos t 4>l\6^o3os, <piKoveuda, (frihbveucos, <f>L\o^evla, <f>L\6^evos, Qihoiroveiv, #tX6<ro<£os,

4>CKo<TTopyla, QikbTenvos,

<j>i\oTip.'t.a,

4>i\6v\os: eighteen.

"

1
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"ad

Philip.," iv. 2: "And, then, let us teach our wives
walk in the faith that hath been given unto them, and
in ay airy and ayveLa, arepyovaas their own husbands in all truth,
and ayair&cras all men equally in all chastity." 'Epav is in every
instance used of desiring something or desiring " to do something
in one case preparing the way for the famous exclamation, which has already been spoken of, "My "Epcos has been

Polyc.

also to

1

'

'

'

'

—

crucified!

at

Quite a different state of affairs meets the eye when we look
its accompanying noun and verbal adjective.

ay air civ and

'AyaTrav occurs about seventy-nine times; aya-K-q about ninetyfour times; and ayair-qros about twenty-five times, of which

seventeen are in the plural ayaTr-qroi. Ignatius

Clement

(8, 27, 18)

(20, 40, 6)

and

I

are the largest depositories of these terms;

but ayairav and ayaivt] at least are fairly well distributed through
the whole series of writers. 145 Too much stress must not be laid
upon the fact that no instances of the lower senses of ayairav,
ayaTT] occur; that, for example, in no single case is either term
used of sexual love. There was little occasion to speak of sexual
love in these writings. But it may be worth noting that it almost
seems as if aTaxa*' was felt as a contrast to sexual love. When
the twelve virgins require Hermas to pass the night with them,
at all events, they emphasize that it is to be as a brother and
not as a husband; and they add, "Hereafter we will dwell with
thee, for we ayaTunev thee exceedingly" (Sim. ix. 11, 3; cf.
Vis. i. 1, "I began to byairav her as a sister"). This could
scarcely have been said precisely thus, unless ayairav had been
felt in the circles for which Hermas wrote as a word of higher
than sexual suggestion. A somewhat similar impression may be
made when we read in Polycarp ("Philip.," iv. 2) an exhortation
to wives to walk in the faith that has been given them, arepyovaas
their own husbands in all truth, and ayairovcras all men equally
in all chastity." The words could not easily change places, and
ayairav appears to be contrasted with even the purest sexual
145

found only in I Clement (18 times), Ignatius
of Polycarp, Hermas, and the Didache (each once).
almost a -peculium of I Clement (15 times to Ignatius' 2).
'AyairrjTos is

Martyrium

(6),

and the

'kyairriToi is
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is in any event saying too little for
The usage of ayairav and ayairrj alike in
their applications. They are here very dis-

love. Saying this, however,

these special writings.

them

at the top of

is

tinctly

words

of ethical

and

no doubt,
words them-

spiritual import. This too,

finds its account less in the implications of the

selves than in the subjects dealt with in these writings.

But

it

has this not unimportant significance with respect to the words
themselves, that, when these high ethical and spiritual aspects

were dealt with, it was, among the words for love, aTaxa*'
which suggested themselves to express them; and
that with such inevitableness that only these terms were employed for the purpose. No doubt we must keep in consideration that ayairav and ayairri were very distinctly the common
words for love and may have been the first terms to suggest
themselves for the expression of any kind of love. There were,
however, other terms still in use, and they would have been
employed had there been any unnaturalness in using ayaTav,
ayairri in these high senses.
There is an occasional use of ayairav with the infinitive, to
express what one "loves" or would "love" to do (e. g., Ign.
" Trail," iv. 2 " I desire to suffer ") But what is almost uniformly
expressed by it is the love of the Christian proclamation in its
of love

and

ayairri

:

.

three great exemplifications of the love of

God

or of Christ to

God's people to Him or to Christ, and the love
of the Christian brethren to one another. Polycarp accordingly

man, the love

of

the Philippians that Paul's letter to them had the
power to build them up into the faith given to them, which is
the mother of us all, while hope followeth after, and love goeth
before
love," he proceeds to explain, "towards God and
Christ and towards our neighbor." Christians are "the children
of love," as Barnabas phrases it; or as Polycarp calls Ignatius
and his companions ("Philip.," i. init.) " the followers of the True
tells (iii. 3)

'

'

—

Love," that is to say, of Christ, here called by the great title of
'H AXridijs 'Ayairrj and if they are to be imitators of Him who so
loved us ("Diog.," x. 3), they must love," love in Christ," "love
according to Jesus Christ." " Faith is the beginning, and love
the end of life " (Ign. " Eph.," xiv. 1) "faith and love are all in all
'

;

;
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and nothing is preferred before them"

(Ign. " Smyr.," vi. 1).

As a

typical passage, exhibiting the lofty sense which these terms

had acquired

we may
encomium on love which Clement pens to the
inciting them to practice it in their own lives. It
in the familiar speech of these Christians,

take perhaps the
Corinthians,
is full, it is

true, of echoes of Paul's great

thirteenth chapter of his

own

hymn

to love in the

First Letter to the Corinthians;

but it is not less representative of the speech of the Apostolic
Fathers on that account. "Let him that hath love in Christ,"

we read

(c.

commandments of Christ. Who can
God? Who is sufficient to tell the
beauty? The height whereunto love exalteth is

49), "fulfil the

declare the

bond

majesty of

its

of the love of

unspeakable. Love joineth us with God; love endureth

all

There is nothing vulgar,
nothing arrogant in love. Love hath no divisions, love maketh
no seditions, love doeth all things in concord. In love were all
God's elect made perfect; without love nothing is well-pleasing
to God; in love the Master took us unto Himself; for the love
which He had towards us, Jesus Christ our Lord hath given
His blood for us by the will of God, and His flesh for our flesh,
and His life for our lives. Ye see, dearly beloved, how great and
marvelous a thing is love, and there is no declaring its perfection. Who is sufficient to be found therein save those to whom
God shall vouchsafe it?" It is this kind of love which, in the
Apostolic Fathers, ayaitdv and dyairrj are practically exclusively
used to express. " Oh the exceeding great (frChavdpoiiria nai dyairr]
of God" (" Diog.," ix. 2) " How wilt thou aya-wf)aas Him that so
irpoayairr)<ravTa thee!" (x. 2-3) :" Now He that raised Him from
the dead will raise us also if dyaircofxev the things that He 177 atr()<jtv" (Polyc. "Philip.," ii. 2). This is the circle through which
the idea of love runs in them.
It ought perhaps to be mentioned before we leave the subject that in Ign. "Smyrn.," viii. 2 we have an instance of a usage
of ayairr] created by Christianity and vocal with the significance
which love had for Christianity. "It is not lawful," we read,
"apart from the bishop either to baptize or dyairqv voieiv"
that is to say, as the parallel with baptizing suggests, "celebrate
things,

is

longsurTering in

all

things.

:

—
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146
The Lord's Supper was the feast of love.
"I wish the bread of God," says Ignatius in another place
("Rom.," vii. 3), " which is the flesh of Christ, who was the seed
of David; and I wish for a draught of His blood, which is love

the Lord's Supper."

(dy airrj) incorruptible."
1):

"Do

ye, then,

And in yet another place

arm yourselves with

yourselves in faith, which

(ay airrj) which

is

is

is

viii.

the flesh of the Lord, and in love

the blood of Jesus Christ."

usage of ay ain} like this

("Trail.,"

gentleness and recover

An extension of the

vocal with the place which the con-

ception and the word had taken in the Christian community.

The New Testament stands between

the Septuagint and

the Apostolic Fathers, receiving from the one, giving to the
other, sharing the particular type of

Greek common to both.

In this type of Greek, ayairdv, ayairr] had become the general
terms for the expression of love; and the Greek of the New

Testament participates fully in this usage. 'Ayairdv occurs
about a hundred and forty-one times in the New Testament,
ayairr] about a hundred and eighteen times, and ay airrjrbs about
sixty-one times, while cj>i\eiv (excluding three instances in which
it means " to kiss" Mat. xxvi. 48, Mk. xiv. 44, Lk. xxii. 47) occurs only about twenty-two times, <£i\ta but once, and even
<f)L\os only about twenty-nine times. 'Epdv, epcos, and drepyeLV,
(TTopyr} do not occur at all. It is perhaps worth while also to
:

observe the distribution of the several terms through the New
Testament. The book of Acts contains no one of them except
<t>i\os (x.

and ay airrjrbs (xv. 25) 147 Hebrews
each twice; James ayairdv three times

24, xix. 31, xxvii. 3)

,

has ayairdv and ayairr]
and #i\ta once
the only occurrence of <£i\ta in the New Testament; I Peter ayairdv four times and ay airrj three times; II
Peter ayairdv twice and dy airrj twice; Jude ayairdv once and
ayairr] three times. ^iXelv does not occur in Hebrews or any of
the Catholic Epistles; 4>iXta only in James. In the Synoptic

—

Gospels ayairdv occurs twenty-three times (8, 6, 9), <j>i\eiv
five times (4, 0, 1) ay airrj only twice (once each in Matthew
;

148

See Jude 12 and II Peter

ii.

13,

and compare Lightfoot's note on the

passage.
147

It contains besides only

<j>i\avdp<i}Trws,

xxvii. 3.
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and Luke). The great depository

of

aYa^a?

is

John:

it

occurs

thirty-seven times in the Gospel, twenty-eight times in the

and III John respectively
which may be added four
times in Revelation. Next to John comes Paul, with thirtythree occurrences, distributed through all the epistles except
Philippians, Philemon, II Timothy, and Titus. Ephesians is
the most copiously supplied of the Epistles (ten times), and
First Epistle,

and twice and once

— making sixty-eight times in

in II

all,

to

Romans

next (seven times). With hyarrq the tables are turned.
predominately a Pauline term, being found in every epistle
without exception (I Cor. fourteen, II Cor. ten, Eph. ten, showIt is

and totaling seventy-eight occurrences.
by Paul, it is found in John only
twenty-eight times (Gospel seven times, I John eighteen, II
John two, III John one, to which Rev. adds two). Ayair^Tos
ing the highest figures),

Over against

this copious use

'

a Pauline term, its sixty-one occurrences being distributed thus: Synoptic Gospels nine times, Acts once, Paul
twenty times, Hebrews once, James three times, Peter eight
times, Jude three times, John's Epistles ten times. It is particularly in the Gospels that (puXetv is used: in John thirteen times,
and in the Synoptics five (4, 0, 1). In all of Paul's epistles it
occurs but twice, twice also in Revelation, and nowhere else in
the New Testament. We may perhaps generalize by saying that
ayavav is distributed fairly evenly through the New Testament
with some accumulation in the Gospel and First Epistle of John;
that aya-Kt] is predominantly a Pauline word with a secondary
depository in I John; and that fyiheiv belongs particularly to the
Gospel of John and after that to the Synoptics.
The highly preponderating use of ayairav, ayinrr] in the New
Testament is not due primarily to the deliberate selection of
these terms by the writers of the New Testament as the fittest
to express the high idea of love to which they had to give expression, though they were the fittest of Greek words to express
this high idea and had moreover been prepared to express it by
their usage in the Septuagint. 148 It is due primarily to the curalso

is

148

E. F. Gelpke, "Theolog. Studien und Kritiken," 1849, pp. 646 f., gives
came to the hands of the writers of

the following account of these words as they
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rency of these terms in the Greek native to the New Testament
writers as the general terms for love
for love at its highest,
no doubt, but also for love at its lowest. There can be little

—

doubt that, had the New Testament writers had occasion to
speak at large of sexual love
to write, for example, a series
of narratives like those of Genesis xxiv. and Judges xvi. and I
Samuel xiii.
they would have employed ayairav and dyaTrj in
them just as the writers of the Septuagint have done. Ballantine is so far quite right, when, criticizing Trench's suggestion
that the explanation of the absence of epcos, kpav, kpaariis from
the New Testament is, no doubt, in part "that these words"
by the corrupt use of the world "had become so steeped in
earthly sensuous passion," carried such an atmosphere of this
about with them, "that the truth of God abstained from the
defiling contact with them," he declares 149 that " This family of
words was not used for Christian love for the very same reason
that kizidviiios and its family were not used, namely, because
they were not the general words in Hellenistic Greek for love."
When he proceeds to say that " they were not used in their own

—

—

New

Testament. "The older profane writers know only the verb and adjechowever, the noun, precisely in which it was that the Christian writers
found the abstract expression, recurring on every page, of the sentiment which
bound all believers together. The verb, moreover, is found already with profane
writers in the purer sense of reverential love, although it was later interchanged
also, when conceived sensuously, with <f>i\£.v, amare, the expression for personal
affection. This usage is not only recognized in the LXX, where the word, it must
be confessed, is used even more sensuously, and nevertheless also of the more
sacred affection (Gen. xxii. 2); and again in the New Testament; but also it receives, first in this connection, its full content, as this follows of itself from the
the

tive, not,

most Christian
abstract term

of all Christian declarations, I

John

God

iv. 8, 6 6eds ayairri kariv (the

the personal Love, presenting
Himself personally), and from the religion of the spirit freed from all particularism
and all sensuous elements. The word acquired, however, an entirely new, peculis

used, with the sense that

iarly Christian, sense, still further in the

is

new demonstration

of love conditioned

by the deepened sentiment of love. Accordingly the word is used (1) of the love
of God for Jesus and of Jesus for God, and of the love of both for men, and then
again of the love of men for God and Christ, derived from the love of God and
Christ, and of the love of men for one another inseparable from this as its vital
basis; and then (2) of the actual, powerfully arising manifestation of love, the
loving conduct in word and deed, I John iii. 1, cf. James iv, 8."
149

"Bibliotheca Sacra," July 1889, p. 533.
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proper senses simply because there was no occasion to refer to
those ideas by any words," he is right in the main affirmation,

but wrong, as we have seen, in seeming to assign sexual love to
kpav, epois as their "proper sense." The simple truth is that the

New

Testament writers use ayaicav, ayairrj to express the idea
it was the word for love current in their circle
and lying thus directly in their way. They do not use kpav, epcos,
arepyeLv, aropyi] because they had no such occasion, in speaking
of love, to throw up into emphasis the peculiar implications of
of passion or of nature
as to demand their
these words
employment. So far as such occasion arose, they had no difficulty with the words (Rev. xii. 10, <j)i\6crTopyos; Rom. i. 31,
II Tim. hi. 3, aaropyos). They do not push <j>i\eiv into the backfrom which they
ground; they found it in the background,
do not draw it, not because they looked upon it as a base word,
but because it had become too inexpressive a word to meet their
needs, especially since the Septuagint had communicated to the
ordinarily current word for love additional shades of suggestion
which enlarged its range of application precisely on the side on
which the New Testament writers desired to speak of love.
of love because

—

—

—

When (frikeiv served their purpose better than ayairav, they used
<t>L\eiv;

but

this use could not escape being exceptional just be-

cause dyairdv had become the general word for love, and the

Septuagint had prepared

it

for

New

Testament use by

filling

with the content which the New Testament writers most
needed to express.
In the actual use which the New Testament writers make of
<fri\eiv it is made evident that its distinctive suggestions have
not faded out of sight; it is because of these distinctive sugges-

it

New Testament writers occasionally make use of
was doubtless because of them that it maintained its

tions that the
it

— as

it

shrunken,

if

we cannot yet say

current speech of the day. It

is

its

precarious, existence in the

meaningless for Gildersleeve to

say that "The larger use of ayairav in Christian writers is perhaps due to the avoidance of 4>CKeiv in the sense of 'kissing,'"
although Moulton and Milligan think it worth while to quote
the remark. And we can hardly account for Woolsey's sugges-
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"The increased use of aya.Tr] and its family in the
Septuagint and in the Christian Scriptures is probably to be
accounted for by the frequent use of <j>i\eiv and its derivatives
tion that

and in covering up foul acts under the
words so common and important." 'Ayairav had itself
been current from its earliest recorded usage in senses as external as " kissing"; and in the Septuagint itself it is employed
in senses quite as foul as any for which <fri\eiv was ever used.
Ballantine's remark is again quite apposite: "If husbands are
commanded to ayairav their wives because the other verb would
have suggested sensual passion, it is unaccountable that wives
should be commanded to be <f>L\avdpot, (Tit. ii. 4) If men are not
commanded to (f>i\eiv God, as being inappropriate, it is strange
that they are condemned for not being $iA60eoi (II Tim. iii. 4)."
The plain fact is that $i\etv had come to be comparatively little
used because, ayairav having superseded it as the general term
for love in common use, there was very little need for it. It had
shrunken from the general term for love to the designation of
a particular aspect of love, and was called for only when this
in denoting sensual love,

veil of

.

particular aspect of love required emphasizing.
It is only right, then, that
of its

employment,

we should

for the reason

look, in each instance

why fyCktiv is preferred instead

That such a reason exists it is natural
not easy to believe that a body of writers have
deserted their habitual usage in a few instances without some
reason for it. This reason may, no doubt, be found in merely
of the prevailing a,7a7ra?>.

to assume. It

is

grammatical or purely rhetorical considerations, or in personal
habits of speech belonging to individual writers but
;

it

may also

be rooted in the underlying implications of the words themselves by which a rarer form is given the advantage in special
circumstances. It may not be easy to trace it; but pure caprice
is not to be lightly assumed; and ordinarily some special fitness
in the language actually employed may at least be suggested,
if not actually shown. We may take the usage of Paul as an
example. It is sheerly incredible that he should desert his
copious use of 017 air av (ayairr}) in just two instances in favor of
<fri\eiv without some reason for it. We may perhaps see that

;
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reason in the more pointed suggestion of personal predilection

which

<f>i\eiv

conveys. This appears fairly clear in the case of

when we observe that ov <f>L\et there, in accordance with a frequent usage of ov in conditional clauses,
coalesce in a sharply positive notion, so that we are to read,
not "If anyone falls short of really loving the Lord," but, "If
I Cor. xvi. 22,

— that

anyone not-loves the Lord"'
$L\eiv rather than ayairav

is

is

to say, "hates

the proper

word

Him."

to use, remarks

T. C. Edwards, because it expresses a natural affection, in this
negative statement a personal antipathy. Paul "is thinking of
a deep-seated antipathy, a malignant hatred of Jesus Christ":
"If anyone turns away from Jesus Christ with antipathy." It
is

not of failure to love Jesus Christ supremely of which Paul

is

speaking;

to see our

it is

of failure to love

way in Tit. iii.

Him at

15, " Salute

all. It is more difficult
them that love us in faith "

but the same general influences may not improperly be assumed
to have determined the language here too. As Huther remarks,
(f)i\etv may here mark "the inner personal relation." In other
words, Paul is sending greetings to certain personal friends in
the Christian body. The addition of kv -Kicrrei is not fatal to this
assumption. It may mean no more than that these friends of
Paul's were also fellow-Christians (cf for the order of the words,
.

Eph.

vi. 1).

When we

turn to the larger body of instances which con-

front us in the Synoptic Gospels,

we

find ourselves in the

same

atmosphere. Only in a single passage has <j>L\eiv a personal object, Mat. x. 37: "He that loveth father or mother more than
me is not worthy of me; and he that loveth son or daughter
more than me is not worthy of me." Th. Zahn's comment seems

him unworthy of Him, who,
under consideration, permits love to
parents and children to obtain the upper hand of love to Jesus
(cf. viii. 21 ff.). Through the contrast with kindred, to whom we
are bound by natural love, already prepared for in verse 25
(oiiaaKoi, as verse 36) it is brought about that Jesus here represents the right relation to His person by <j>i\e7v, not by ayaizdv
(v. 43-46, vi. 24), because only <f>i\eiv clearly expresses the
to

meet the

case: "Jesus declares

in the case of the decision

,

—

"
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—

whether
hearty affection (Zuneigung) which roots in affinity
is to say the love of Jesus' people for
Him is expressed here by (f>i\eiv because thus it is brought expressly into comparison with the love of affinity this spiritual
bodily or elective." That

:

affinity is to take

precedence of

all

other.

What He

is

saying

is,

not that His people must give their supreme love to Him rather
than others, but that they must manifest in their conduct that
their fundamental inclination, " drawing," is to Him above

He must be supremely attractive to them.
In the other Synoptic instances fyikeiv is followed by the accusative of the thing (Mt. xxiii. 6, Lk. xx. 46), or in one case
(Mt. vi. 5) construed in the same sense with the infinitive
the only passage in the New Testament in which either 4>Ckeiv
or dyairdv is construed with the infinitive. From the point of
view of the classical usage, 4>i\etv is properly used in these passages and it bears its ordinary classical sense in them 150
which is not quite the sense that aydirdv bears in similar constructions. In its best classical usage, dyairdv with the accusaothers;

—

•

;

means not so much to like a thing,

to be pleased
with the infinitive not so
much to be wont to do a thing, as to put up with it. Meyer is
perfectly right, then, when he finds (frikeiv the proper word at
Mt. vi. 5, and comments: " They have pleasure in it, they love to
do it
a usage frequently met with in the classical writers."
We must note, however, that dyairdv with the infinitive had already acquired this sense in the Septuagint (e. g., Ps. xxxiii. 13,
Prov. xx. 16, Jer. v. 31, xiv. 10), and is repeatedly used in the
New Testament with the accusative of the thing in the sense
of liking, taking pleasure in, 151 not of contenting ourselves with,
putting up with; and indeed we have merely to turn to Lk. xi.
tive of the thing

with

it,

as to content oneself with

it;

—

160

Schmidt remarks

(p.

479):

"Even when

applied to things,

4>CKelv

retains

ordinary meaning and designates therefore the satisfaction in things which
are pleasing {<t>Chia) to us, the possession of which, or contact with which, is pleasits

Even

evil or contemptible things are included, Aristotle, "Eth. Nic,"
appears that not everything is loved, but to <I>i\i)t6v, and this is
the good, or the pleasant, or the useful.'
161
Lk. xi. 43, Jno. iii. 19, xii. 43, II Thess. ii. 16, 1 Pet. iii. 10, II Pet. ii. 15,
I Jno. ii. 15, Rev. xii. 11, 15.

ant to

us.

8.2.1:

'For

it

;
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in a passage which seems the
although (puXeiv is used at Lk. xx.
46. We are in the presence, here, apparently of an unsettled
usage. It seems still to be more natural to use fyiheiv in the sense
of liking things, or of liking to do things; but ayairav is fast en-

43 to find ayairdv instead of

exact parallel of Mt.

croaching upon

it

<j>Ckeiv

xxiii. 6,

in this usage also.

So long as (frikeiv remained in use at all in this sense, one
would think it would be inevitable in such a passage as Rev.

"Without are the dogs, and the sorcerers, and the forand the murderers, and the idolaters, and everyone that
loveth and doeth a lie." It is a personal affinity with the false,
inward kinship with it, leading to its outward practice, which
152
is intimated;
and this is even more emphatically asserted
if the other order of the words be adopted, and the progress of
thought be from the mere doing of a lie to personal identificaxxii. 15:

nicators,

tion with it. The use of 4>Ckeiv in Rev. iii. 19 is probably determined by the contrast between the treatment described and
the sentiment asserted. What our Lord is saying is that reproof
and chastening from Him are proof, not of hatred but of love
and it was natural to employ in this assertion the most personal
and therefore in such a connexion the most emotional term for
love. The emphasis on the pronoun should not be neglected:
"As for me, whomsoever / love, I reprove and chasten." The
most intimate relations are suggested, and the most intimate
feelings are naturally

put forward it is the love of a parent disgood which is pictured. And the use of
:

ciplining his child for its
4>i\eiv is all

Prov.

iii.

12,

the more striking, that in the underlying passage,
"For whom the Lord loves, He rebukes," ayairav is

word employed. There

the

is

an advance made even on

this

affecting passage of Proverbs in tenderness of expression. 153
It
152

hood

is

is

Cf.

especially in the Gospel of
Swete in loc: "6

in his nature akin to

to Satan,

who

is 6 irar-rip

<j>i\Zi>

it,

John that $i\uv occurs

goes deeper than 6

and has through

avrov (Jno.

viii.

iroidiv;

he who loves falseproved his affinity

his love of it

44)."

Swete in loc: <£iA<3 (Bengel: Philadelphiensem ^ya-n-qaev, Laodicensem
4>iXei) is perhaps deliberately preferred to the less emotional and less human
aya.™ (i. 5, iii. 9) notwithstanding the use of the latter in Prov. iii. 12 (LXX. 6v
yap dYa7r£ Kvpios k\tyx*<), which supplies the groundwork of the thought."
153

Cf.
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as indeed does dyairav also (thirty-seven

times). 154 In about one out of every four instances of the occur<f>LKetv is employed; the
even greater for Revelation, no doubt (one out of
three), and not very much less in the Synoptic Gospels, but the
absolute number of occurrences in these cases is not large enough
to be impressive. In all of its occurrences in John's Gospel,
moreover, except one (xii. 25), fyikeiv has a personal object. The
single instance in which it is construed with the accusative of a

rence of a verb for love in this Gospel,

proportion

thing

(xii.

is

25)

is

altogether similar to the instances of like con-

struction in the Synoptic Gospels

brought in

it

and Revelation. Loving

into sharp contrast with hating:

"He who

is

loves

it, and he who hates his life in this world shall
unto eternal life." It is a proverbial saying of universal application, adduced here in support of the solemn declaration of the preceding verse that fruit-bearing comes through
sacrifice. The loving of life spoken of, then, is such pleasure in
it, such a fixing of the heart upon it and doting on it, that nothing else comes into consideration in comparison with it. Pure
joy in living, says our Lord in effect, is a short-sighted policy,
because there lies something beyond this living which is absorbing our attention. Undoubtedly cj>i\eLV is the appropriate
word to express this idea, and has a pungency when employed
to express it which the more customary ay aw civ would lack.
In one of the instances in John in which the object is personal, the subject is "the world"; and those whom the world is
said to love are described as "its own" (xv. 19) "If the world

his life shall lose

preserve

it

:

A fresh study of iyairdp and 4>ih&v, especially in John, by

Sally Neil Roach
point of departure from G. B. Stevens, " Johannine Theology," Ch. xi.;
is printed in The Review and Expositor, 1913, x. pp. 531 ff. Her discrimination
of terms is as follows (p. 533) " 'Ayairl/.v (and the same is true of the noun, &yairt])
154

taking

its

:

carries with it invariably the idea of the rights or the

the cost of the subject, while

<j>i\eii>

good of the object, sought at

as uniformly suggests the pleasure of the sub-

and derived from the object." She speaks of this as looking
upon dYa^a? as the altruistic, and <j>i\elv as the egoistic term for love. Perhaps the
same general idea might be better expressed by distinguishing the two as the love
of benevolence and the love of complacency; and perhaps better still as the love
of regard and the love of delight. All the Johannine passages in which <f>i\etv
occurs are examined with a view to validating the suggested distinction.
ject as associated with
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hateth you, ye know that it hath hated me first: if ye were of
the world, the world would love its own; but because ye are not
of the world, but I have chosen you out of the world, therefore
the world hateth you." The appropriateness of cj>Lketv here is
striking: it is

inner affinity

very especially adapted to express the love of

— the love that grows out

of the perception of

something in the object especially attractive to the subject;
and inner affinity is precisely what is emphasized here. Had
ayawciv been used, the simple fact of the love would be stated,
and the fitness, inevitableness, of the love and hatred spoken
of would have remained unexpressed. 155
In two other instances what is spoken of is the love of the
man Jesus for a friend (xi. 3, 36, cf. xi. 11) " Behold, he whom
:

Thou

lovest

the use of
ble

;

is

<j>i\eiv is

how He

loved him!" Here, too,
so obviously appropriate as to seem inevita-

sick"; " Behold,

the love of friendship might almost seem to be the special

field of (frikeiv.

'Ayairdv of course, could have been employed

in its stead. It

is

actually used in

xi. 5,

where the Evangelist

states the simple objective fact, for the purpose of his narra-

"Now Jesus

tive:

that

is

when

TjyaTa Martha, and her

sister,

and Lazarus";

to say, Jesus felt sincere regard for them. QuXetv

the words are taken

in their petition for aid,

off of

and

is

used

the lips of the anxious sisters

of the

Jews when they observed

Jesus' tears. It emphasizes the personal intimacy of the affection,

such personal intimacy as justified the appeal to Him for
156
aid, and His tears at the grave.
It is Jesus' human

prompt

heart which

is

here unveiled to us.

Quite close to these instances lies the employment of <£i\etz>
in xx. 2 to express the affection of Jesus for John and Peter.

Mary Magdalene, we are told, when she saw the stone removed
from the grave on the Resurrection morn, " runneth and cometh
to Simon Peter and the other disciple whom Jesus loved
155

Cf. Karl Horn, "Abfassung, Geschichtlichkeit

und Zweck vom Evang.

des Johannes, Kap. 21," 1904, p. 170: "In xv. 19, it is said very significantly:
'If ye were of the world, 6 noaiios would love its own''; therefore natural inclination

(Zuneigung) to that which
is

what
166

is

is

of kindred nature

and has sprung from the same root

expressed."

This

is

excellently

shown by Horn,

as above.

.
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— where

it seems most natural to understand both
be described as loved by Jesus. 157 "The disciple
whom Jesus 77767™" is the standing description of John in the
latter part of the Gospel (xiii. 23, xix. 26, xxi. 7, 20) and obviously iff air a is used in this description of intimate personal affection, and not of what we may speak of as the official love of
Jesus for His disciples or of the saving love of the Redeemer for
His children. Woolsey does not go too far, when, having regard
to the imperfect tense, he remarks: 158 "It was an intimacy between the Master and the disciple of no short acquaintance.
He loved him with a continuous love." It has disturbed the

(e^tXet)"

•

disciples to

;

.

.

commentators, therefore, that in the one instance of xx. 2,
e<f>iXeL has displaced the 17767™. One has been tempted to say it is
because Peter is included with John in this one instance, to
which it has been added that Peter was now under a cloud. Another has gone a step further and suggested that it is because
"the beloved disciple himself had temporarily fallen into unbelief and was for the moment not worthy of the higher love"
expressed by ayairav. 1 ™ These suggestions take for granted that
aycLTav, even in such a connexion, conveys a "higher" sense
than 4>L\eLv. Such an assumption underlies Woolsey's description of Jesus' love for John, as expressed in the 77767™, not only
in such terms as this " He discerned in His disciple lovely traits.
His love for John was a tried, strong, personal love, such
as the man Jesus could feel for some souls with especial endowments which few possessed"; but also in such as these: "And it
was a religious love which no one could so correctly feel as He
who had an intuitive knowledge of hearts. ... It was an
earthly love of a heavenly soul." 160 &i\eiv, it is suggested,
might be used to denote such love as this, but it could not express it; dyairdv alone could express it, and would be the only
natural word to employ in order to express it. This seems to
:

.

.

:

leave the question,
167

Why,

So Westcott in loc:

cf.

then,

is

77767™ replaced

what Woolsey

says,

by

e^tXet in

Andover Review, August 1885,

p. 166.
158

As

159

E. A. Abbott, " Johannine Vocabulary," p. 241, bottom (1728

160

As

cited, p. 167.

cited, p. 167.

p.).
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more clamorous than ever. Woolsey's own explananot very clear, and indeed does not profess to be. "It
in this place," he says, "not altogether plain why e$t\et is

John
tion
is

xx. 2,

161

is

used instead of

Meyer, in his remark on the passage, says

rjyaira.

that e^tXet expresses the remembrance of Christ with a more

tender sensibility, 162 to which B. Weiss seems to assent. West163
in like manner thinks that a personal affection is more

cott

shown than it would be by rjyaira. The Vulgate transby amabat. All these explanations concur in
something like this: That Jesus was conceived of under the
power of a new affection." The meaning of this appears to be
that in the interval between the death of our Lord and their assurance that He had entered upon His heavenly dominion, the
disciples dropped into both thinking and speaking of Him from
strikingly

lates as elsewhere

the point of view of His humanity. This involves the assumptions that €0t\et

is

here employed from

Mary Magdalene's

standpoint, or at least from the standpoint of the incident described, not

from that

of the Evangelist, writing after the

recovery of faith; and that rjyaira was a word of such high significance that it would be inappropriate to use it of a simple man's
affection for his friends.

We transcribe, however, Woolsey's own

exposition of his not very clear meaning: "It

when

was natural

that,

the Lord showed Himself again to His disciples, they

could not but feel a want of nearness and familiarity which
helped them in their earthly intercourse with Him. Until their

and they believed more joyfully in their divine
human sight and presence were supports which
sustained them while away from Him. But ayairui returns in
xxi. 15 and 20, as to the divine Saviour, as soon as the presence
of Jesus began to be apprehended again by the help of sight.

faith grew,

Master, the

161

P. 177.

"With e^iXet the recollection speaks with
apparently that John, recording the events in
his Gospel, was at this point suffused with deeper feeling than he ordinarily felt
as the recollection rushed over him of the personal affection which Jesus showed
toward him "in the days of His flesh"; and this expressed itself in e^tXei.
162

more

163

tion."

Meyer, E. T.,

feeling."

What

ii,

p. 367, says:

he means

is

Westcott's actual phraseology

is

that

k<l>L\ei

here

"marks a personal

affec-
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Faith grew stronger, and the loss of Jesus' presence was an enlargement of the sway of the nobler principle, and was no more
felt to be an absence."
Perhaps the difficulty we feel in accounting for e^tXet at
John xx. 2 arises in large part from approaching the question
from only one side. We begin with the rjyaTa of xiii. 23, xix. 26,
xxi. 7, 20, and ask why the alteration to e^tXet in xx. 2. Let us
reverse the question, and ask why rjyaira is used in xiii. 23 and its
companions. In itself considered, e<£t\ei is altogether in place in
xx. 2; this is the proper word to express the love of friendship,

however warm. What

really needs accounting for

is

why

in the

used instead. It is customary to think
at once of the high connotations of ayairav, and to develop, as
Woolsey does, the aspects of nobility which may be discovered
in Jesus love for John. It may be easier to say simply that, in
the type of Greek employed in the New Testament, ayairav was
the current word for love, and was consequently in place whenever love of any kind was spoken of; and that the only thing
that is illustrated by the appearance of e^tXei in xx. 2 is the
emergence on one occasion of the more exact term for the particular variety of love that is here in question. 'E<£tXei might
have stood in xiii. 23 and its companions, and rjyaira might have
stood in xx. 2; in the former case the more specific word would
have been used in all the instances, in the latter the more
parallel passages rjyaira

is

'

We learn from the actual distribution of the usage
nothing of the specific meaning of ayairav; but we do learn
something of the specific meaning of fyikeiv. If we demand that
a reason shall be rendered for the replacing of the general by
the specific term just at xx. 2 and nowhere else, we do not
know that a satisfactory answer can be given. We can only say
that such an explanation as Meyer's is not without plausibility
that the circumstances he was in the act of narrating flooded
John's mind as he wrote with an especially tender reminiscence
of his Master's human love for His disciples.
From a passage like John xxi. 15-17 we learn something of
the specific meaning of both words. The two words appear here
side by side in contrast with one another, with the inevitable
general.

—
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what is distinctive of each is thrown into relief.
That anyone should doubt that the words are used here in distinctive senses would seem incredible prior to experience. The
result that

list

of those

who have

expressed such doubt, however,

short nor undistinguished, running as

it

is

neither

does from Grotius to

Gildersleeve. 164 It is, however, as Moulton and Milligan remark, 165 "in so severely simple a writer as John it is extremely
hard to reconcile ourselves to a meaningless use of synonyms,
where the point would seem to lie in the identity of the word
employed." In point of fact, our Lord does not put to Peter

three times over the

same question. Altering the question pro-

He drives the probe into Peter's conscience deeper
and deeper. On the first occasion Jesus asks him: ''Simon, son
of John, dost thou &7a7ras me more than these?" — have you
a deeper devotion 166 to me than the rest of my disciples? In his
gressively,

answer, spoken in deep humility, the repentant Peter avoids

all

comparison with his fellows, and merely asseverates his personal love for his master: " Assuredly, Lord; thou knowest that
I (/x-Aco Thee." In His second question, Jesus accordingly omits
the comparison, and asks of Peter only whether he himself has
the requisite devotion to His person: "He saith to him again, a
second time, Simon, son of John, &Ycuras me?" Again Peter responds in the same humble spirit as before, waiving the question of proper devotion, and asseverating only his personal
affection: "Assuredly Lord; Thou knowest that I 0i\co Thee."
Then, the third time, Jesus pushes the probe to the bottom
and demands of Peter with sharp directness and brevity
whether he has any real affection for Him: "He saith to him the
164

"Justin Martyr," 1877, p. 135.

Among

later writers of the

same mind,

cf.

W. G.
The

Ballantine, "Bibliotheca Sacra," July 1889, pp. 524 ff.; John A. Cross,
Expositor, 1893, iv, vii, pp. 312 ff.; Max Eberhardt, "Ev. Joh. c. 21: ein

exegetischer Versuch," 1897, p. 52;

Theology," ch.
166

As

166

Roach, as

inaptly:

and

also G. B. Stevens,

"The Johannine

principle, paraphrases

ayavav here, not

cited, p. 2.

"Do you

<j>i\eiv,

cf.

xi.

cited, p. 544,

love

Me so

on her

that you can surrender your

in Peter's response: "Yes, Lord,

Thou knowest

out to Thee and my pleasure is found in Thee." This
meant by the terms
however we arrive at it.

—

life

is,

to

My interests?";

that

clearly,

my

heart goes

what was

really
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third time, Simon, son of John, dost thou <£i\ets

Peter was grieved because

thou

(j>i.\eis

me? and he

He

said to

saith to

him

Him"

me?" "And

this third time,

Dost

(omitting this time the

asseveration, "Assuredly," because the precise assertion he had
to make had been called in question), " Lord, Thou knowest all

Thou dost see" (surely, surely the Lord must see it!)
"that I <£i\co Thee."
Of course there is no question here of our Lord's question, "Dost thou d7a7ras me?" "sounding too cold to Peter,"
because all the pulses of his heart were beating with earnest
affection toward his Lord. 167 It is "humility and a feeling of unworthiness which leads Peter to choose another expression." 168
He could not in his heart-broken penitence assert of himself the
ayairdv which he had not illustrated in his acts; but he could
not be false to his deep sense of real affection. 'AYa7rai> and
fyikeiv emerge, therefore, as respectively the love of complete
devotion and the love (as Meyer phrases it) "of personal heart
emotion"; the love of surrendering obedience and the love (as
Westcott phrases it) of "personal attachment," "the feeling of
natural love." Th. Zahn supposes 169 that the question of our
Lord to Peter had as one of its ends, "bringing him to the consciousness that the love of the Lord which is a mark of a right
disciple and the spring of his duty-doing, is not a matter of
natural temperament, but a fruit of victory over inborn nature." 170 Therefore he supposes Him, avoiding the term which
expresses the product of the natural temperament, to ask Peter
things;

167

who

So Trench: so also Henry Burton, The Expositor,

v,

i.

p.

462 (1895),

paraphrases hyairav here, as the broader and weaker word of the two, by,

"Do you

me?" and represents it as "too cold, too
who asserts that he does not merely "care

care for

passionate soul,"

distant for Peter's

for" but loves His

Lord.
168

So rightly Woolsey, as

cited, p. 182.

169

P. 684.

Cf. A. Klopper. Zeitschrift fur wiss. Theologie, 1899, 42, p. 363, who
supposes the contrast to be between the expression of a natural human inclina170

and the

such a love as might be expressed in Pauline phrase
8). In general he finds the distinction drawn by
Schmidt from the classical writers valid for John also. 'Ayairav is, however, he
says, almost always used in the higher, spiritual sense, iii. 35, x. 17, xiv. 21 (of
God); xiii. 1, 23, xix. 26, xi. 5 (of Christ); viii. 42, xiii. 34, xiv. 15, 21 (of the distion

(<l>i\elv)

as dYd?^

ciples).

kv irvebiian

efflux of

(Col.

i.

—
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Him in this way; whereas Peter clings to the
simple asseveration of his natural personal love to Jesusuntil our Lord is driven, in order to prove his heart fully, to

whether he loved

challenge that also, and so to compel Peter to face the possibility that

even

this personal love for his

Whatever may be

master had

failed.

said of the details of this exposition,

it is

certainly sound so far as this that in this conversation ayairav
:

and

brought into contrast as in a sense the higher and
although these terms are somewhat infelicitous and may be misleading; perhaps we would better say, as
the love of reverent devotion and the love of emotional attachment. And what is of most importance to observe is that the
term which bore in its bosom the implication of reverent devotion had become for the men of the New Testament age the
general word for love, while the term which expressed in its
native suggestion the love of emotional attachment was in
process of passing out of use. It is difficult to overstate the importance of this fact for the ready expression of the new revelation of love which the New Testament brought, in terms of
current speech. The term which it was most natural to use of
love, and which was in most familiar use among the people for
love, was a term of such native connotation that it readily re4>ikeiv are

the lower love

—

new

ceived and intelligibly expressed the

revelation of love.

Three instances alone remain, in which <£t\eti/ is used by
John, and in these three instances it is used of love in its highest
relations. In one of them it expresses the love of Christ's people
for

Him

their divine Saviour (xvi. 27)

the Father for His people (xvi. 27)

Father for His Son

(v. 20)

are discovering that
to the love which

.

;

;

in another, the love of

in the last, the love of the

Here we are scaling the heights, and
not too low a word to be applied

cf>i\eLv is

God

Himself

feels,

or the love to God's only

Son, whether on the part of His people, or even on the part of

His Father. It is quite clear that the intrinsic implication of
<t>iXetv is not low, not to say evil. It is differentiated from ay an civ
fundamentally by the side from which it approaches love and
the aspect in which it describes it. It is applicable to all love
which can be approached from that side or viewed in that as-
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prevailingly

it is

of love are

in the New Testament of
only because these lower grades

employed

the lower grades of love, that

from which
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is

more naturally approached from the point of view
<j>Ckeiv approaches love, and the comparative rarity

of its occurrences afforded

few opportunities for

to exercises of love of the higher order.

that ayairav

is

We

its

application

must bear

the general term for love in the

in

mind

New Testament,

any event exceptional. We could exemployed for manifestations of love such as in
their nature dyairdv would naturally express, only in the few
instances in which, for one reason or another, it was desirable to
throw up into view the aspect which 4>i\eiv naturally expresses.
An example is supplied by v. 20: "For the Father <£i\el the
Son and showeth Him all that He doeth"
the only passage
in the New Testament in which the love of the Father to the
Son is described otherwise than by aycnrav. As compared with
iii. 35: "The Father ay air a, the Son and hath given all things
into His hand," this passage might, on a surface view, be taken
as a mere repetition of that, with a meaningless change in the
verb. Such is, however, not the case; the difference in the verbs
corresponds with an important difference in the sense conveyed.
The thought of iii. 35 is fixed on the greatness of the Son whom
the Father honors by His love; in v. 20 it is fixed on the fatherly
tenderness with which the Father loves the Son. Zahn very
properly comments, therefore: "Qikeiv was more suitable here
than the ayawdv of the otherwise parallel sentence in iii. 35,
and the use

pect

it

of (frikelv is in

to be

—

because

<j>i\eiv

recalls the natural affection of the

human father

to his son, or of a friend to a friend, in contrast, say, with the
relation of the master to the servant (xv. 13-15)."

A

171

may be given of the two instances in xvi.
"For the Father Himself loveth you, because ye have loved
Me, and have believed that I have come forth from with the
Father." This is the only place in the New Testament where
similar account

27:

171
Cf. Horn, as cited, p. 170: $iAe»> stands very suitably at v. 20: 'The
Father loves the Son and shows Him all that He Himself does.' For here the more
intimate relation of the filial relation of the Son to the Father is suggested, and
at the same time, it is thought of as one wholly natural, resting on elective
affinity. The Son 'can' nothing of Himself."
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—

is said to (jyiXelv man
though it* would be better to say,
His children, for that enters into the case (but see Rev. iii. 19).
And this is also the only place where fyikeiv is used " of the affec-

God

•

tion of the disciples for their

Cor. xvi. 22).
xvi.

Lord" (yet consult

Horn comments:

172

27 has a different meaning from

6 Beds rbv Koa/iov.

The

latter

is

"The
iii.

xxi. 17

and

I

6 irarrip <j>i\el v/xds of

16: ovtus

yap

i]yairr]aev

pitying love to the as yet unre-

deemed world,

alien to God; the former is the natural pleasure
Father in His believers, approved as faithful." 173 He
adds in a note: " ay air av could, of course, stand here, as in the
similar passage, xvii. 23 'in order that the world may know
that Thou didst send me and didst love them even as Thou
didst love me'; but the sense would not be precisely the same."
of the

What

the difference in the sense of the two passages

does not

tell

us

— although that

•

Commenting on

is

is,

Horn

the particular point under

he says, indeed: "In xvii.
spoken of as a7a.7rai>,
since it belongs to them (cf 20) because of their faith in Jesus."
If that, however, would require b.ya'wav to be used, it surely
would have been used in both passages. And it looks as if 4>i\eiv
as the expression of the love of affinities would be equally appropriate in both passages. Perhaps it is enough to say that
&Ya7ra*> is used as a matter of course in xvii. 23, as the general
word for love in common use
it needs no accounting for;
while (f>L\etv in xvi. 27 is used to emphasize the affinity between
God and His believers.
0iAta
The abstract substantive connected with <f>ike£v
occurs only a single time in the New Testament, Jas. iv. 4,
where we read the arraignment: "Adulteresses! know ye not
that the <j>i\la of the world is enmity with God? " It is customary
to render <j)i\la here by "friendship," a course which the cf>i\os
of the next clause makes especially convenient. But it may be
well to guard against attributing to it too specific a notion. The
discussion.

23 the love of

the

Father

xvii. 23,

to the disciples is
.

—

—

implication
172
173

As

is

—

that of finding one's pleasure, satisfaction, in

cited, p. 170.

This is in effect the love of benevolence in distinction from the love of
complacency. Compare note 154.
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this one's affinity

with the

betrayed. The notion is similar to that expressed in
John xv. 19: " If ye were of the world, the world would love its

world

is

own"

— for

mutual affection. To be at friends
and to be loved by the world, to be
to it. 'kyairdv would scarcely have ex-

<£i\ta intimates

with the world

to love

is

bound by mutual

ties

pressed so much.

may

be claimed that a survey of the passages in
occur leaves an impression of the naturalness
of their use in these cases. But what should be kept ever fresh
It

fairly

which <pikelv,

in

mind

and

is

<£i\ta

that the

employment

on a background

of

them

is

highly exceptional,

very copious use of dyaTrdv,
aycLTi]
chiefly to express the great conceptions of love which
permeate the Christian revelation. The equipment of the New
rests

of a

—

Testament to express the idea

of love consists, thus, in the pos-

session in dyairav, dydirr), of a high general

term the native

suggestion of which was a worthy one, and which had already

been trained by the writers of the Septuagint to receive the
great conceptions of revealed religion; and the possession
side, of

a subsidiary term by which,

special aspect of love could be

when

by

its

occasion offered, a

thrown into view

— that aspect,

to wit, in which love appears as the response of the soul to the

perception of something which pleases
the object. This

possessed

terms

is offset

it, is

to be sure, not as rich

by the Greek of the

4>CKtiv,

dydirrjaLs.

is,

it,

in

classical writers. It possessed four

$i\ta; kpav, epcos; crrepyeLv,

But the comparative poverty

in the case of the

congenial to

an equipment as was

New

aTopyrj; dyairav,
of its terminology

Testament by the

intrinsic

by the
had acquired by its employment to
express the conceptions of love embodied in the divine revelation. We must guard also against supposing that the resources
superiority of

its

general term for love, dyairav, and

higher content which

it

were absolutely exhausted
There were other terms which it
might call to its aid when it wished to speak of love in one or
another of its active exercises. There were such terms, for example, as oiKTeLpo), eXeeca, airXayxv'tfoixai, with their accompanyfor its expression of loving activities

by

these, its direct vehicles.
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ing substantives, and above

aspect of love

all

there

was

x«pts-

As

it

was this

— love in gracious action — that the New Testa-

ment writers had most occasion to celebrate, their vocabularywas not quite so restricted as it sounds, when we say that only
ayawav, ayairrj, with an exceptional use of <f>i\elv, <j>t,\La, lay at
their disposal.

however, to
such a
subsidiary vocabulary. Let it only be further noted that compounds in $iX- are in the New Testament, as in the Greek
literature of all ages, numerous, 174 and that some of these compounds were significant, on one side or another, for the expression of love. We may mention, for example, such as <£iXa5eX$ta
(five times), ^tXdSeX^os (once), 4>lKavdpos (once), (frikavdpamia
It does not fall within our present purpose,

discuss the

number and variety,

or the nature

and

use, of

(twice), 4>ikavd pconos (once), </>iX60eos (once), <$>i\o%evia (twice),
4>l\6!;6vos (three times), cf>t\6(TTopyos

175

By

of modifications of the idea

the aid of such forms a

number

(once), 4>l\ot€kvos (once).

of love are given expression. After all said, however,

it is

not

the variety of the vehicles for the expression of love for which

New Testament is notable,

but the depth and height of the
its fundamental terms, ayaitav and ay clttj. The great fact which comes to
view is that, in the providence of God, the noblest word which
the Greek language afforded for the expression of love came into
its hands as the natural term for it to use to express its concep-

the

conception of love which

tion of love,

height of

its

and

it is

able to express through

that, as already trained to express love at the

conception by its use for that purpose in the Septua-

gint version of the Old Testament.
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1

THESSALONIANS

The whole teaching, whether oral or written,

of the Apostles

New

Testament, was essentially prophetic. St. Paul, in
entire harmony with the Old Testament conception, defines a
prophet to be one who " knows mysteries and knowledge" (I
Cor. xiii. 2) and " speaks to men edification and exhortation and
consolation" (I Cor. xiv. 3). This is a fair description of his own
work; his Epistles are full of mysteries and knowledge, and
speak to men edification, strengthening, and comfort. Among
the word, we must rememthe mysteries which they declare
ber, does not denote something inherently inscrutable, but
only something as yet unknown and needing to be revealed
there are not lacking some that have to do with the future. We
may properly speak, therefore, of Paul's prophecies, even in
that narrow sense in which the word is popularly used, and
which makes it synonymous with predictions. It is in this sense,
indeed, although under a mild protest, that we use it in these
papers. Our purpose is to study the predictions of Paul.
We begin with his earliest writings, the Epistles to the Thessalonians, which were written at Corinth in a.d. 52 and 53. As
is well known to every careful reader of the New Testament,
of the

—

—

these Epistles are also the richest in predictions of

all

Paul's

not too much to say that their main burden is
the Coming of the Lord. To explanations concerning this, their
only didactic portions are given; and, in the first Epistle at
least, a constant allusion to it is woven like a golden thread
throughout its whole texture, and each section, whatever its
subject, is sure to reach its climax in a reference to it (i. 10; ii.
19; iii. 13; v. 23). This seems strange to some. And it has been
suggested, either that the Apostle in his early ministry made

writings. It

1

is

From The

Expositor,

3d

ser. v. iv,

1886, pp. 30-44, 131-148, 439-452.
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more of the Second Advent in his teaching than growing wisdom
permitted him to do later or else, that at this particular period,
;

amid the

special trials of his

work

— the persecutions in Mace-

donia, the chill indifference at Athens, the discouragements

—

that met him at Corinth
he had his heart turned more than
was usual with him to the blessed consolation of a Christian's
expectation of the coming glory. Both of these explanations are
entirely gratuitous. A sufficient reason for this marked peculiarity lies at the hand of all in that other fact that distinguishes
these letters from all their fellows
they are the only letters
that have come down to us, which were addressed to an infant
community just emerged from heathenism.
For it is undeniable that the staple of Paul's preaching to
the Gentiles was God and the Judgment. When addressing
Jews he could appeal to prophecy, and he preached Jesus to
them as Him whom all the prophets pointed unto, the Messiah
whom God had graciously promised. But with Gentiles he could
appeal only to conscience; and he preached Jesus to them as
Him through whom God would judge the world in righteousness, whereof He hath given assurance to all men in that He
hath raised Him from the dead. The address on the Areopagus,
which was delivered only a few months before I Thessalonians
was written, admirably illustrates how the Apostle tried to
reach the consciences of his heathen hearers; and the totality
of the message delivered in it was God (Acts xvii. 24-29) and
the Judgment (Acts xvii. 30, 31). But if Christ coming for
judgment was thus the very centre and substance of Paul's
proclamation to the Gentiles, it would not be strange if he had
dwelt upon it to the Thessalonians also. And that he had

—

preached just in this strain to them, when, so shortly before
writing this letter, he was with them, he

what he

Thess.

i.

case

is

that they "turned unto

two

things:'

9, 10).

For,

— "serve

chiefly

tells

thanks

God from

us himself

God

(I

for in their

idols" in order to do

the living and true God," and "await

patiently His Son from the heavens,

whom He

raised

dead, Jesus, our deliverer from the coming wrath."

with the speech on Mars' Hill

is

precise;

it

from the

The

parallel

almost looks as

if

—
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the Apostle had repeated at Athens the sermon that had been
so effective at Thessalonica.

But we not only learn thus how it happens that Paul dwells
much on the Second Advent when writing to the Thessalonians, but we learn also what is much more important,
how

so

—

-

he himself thought of the Advent and in what aspect he proclaimed it. Plainly to him it was above all things else the Judgment. It was the Judgment Day that he announced in its
proclamation; and this was the lever with which he prized at
Gentile consciences. "The day in which God will judge the
world in righteousness" was what he proclaimed to the Athenians, and that it was just this that was in mind in I Thess. i. 10
is evident from the office assigned to the expected Jesus,
"the Deliverer from the coming wrath." In harmony with this,
every passage in which the Second Advent is adverted to in
•

these Epistles conceives of

The

his readers is

them
ii.

it

pointedly as the Judgment Day.

Apostle's eager desire for the purity and sanctification of

always referred to the Advent he wishes to have
:

to boast of before the Lord Jesus at His coming (I Thess.

19),

— he

blameworthy

prays that their hearts
in holiness before

God

may

at the

be established unof our Lord

coming

— he beseeches the God of peace to pretheir faculties blameless,
at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ
Thess. v. 23), — he
Thess.

Jesus

(I

serve

them in their whole being and

iii.

13),

all

(I

declares that the

upon the wicked
justice

Day
(I

of the

Lord

Thess. v.

3),

>

will bring

and

between the good and bad

will

sudden destruction

draw a sharp

(II Thess.

i.

9).

He

line in

speaks of

"Day of the Lord" (I Thess. v. 2, 4;
a term which from Joel down had stood in all
prophecy as the synonym of the final judgment.
The most important passage in this point of view is II
the Advent freely as the
II Thess.

Thess.

i.

i.

10),

6-10, where the matter

is

not only treated at large, but

the statements are explicit. Here the declaration

made

(ev rfj airoKaXvxpeL)
fire of

who

is

distinctly

that "at the revelation of the Lord Jesus from heaven
flame,"

God

together with the angels of His power, in a
will justly

recompense

affliction to those

persecuted the Thessalonians, and rest or

relief to

them.
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Both the statement
the time

when

it is

of

what

is

to occur

and the

definition of

to occur are to be here observed;

and

as the

one can refer to nothing else than the distribution of rewards
and punishments for the deeds done in the body, so the other
can have no other reference than to the act of the coming of
Christ. Both matters are made even plainer by what follows.
The Apostle proceeds to declare broadly that this revelation of
Jesus of which he is speaking is as one giving vengeance to those
ignorant of God and those disobedient to the gospel
a vengeance that comes in the way of justice, and consists in eternal

—

destruction

away from the

His might.

And

face of the

Lord and from the glory

and even

carefully is the time destatement that all this occurs at the
revelation of Christ from heaven, it is added at the end, that
this "eternal destruction" takes place whenever (orav) the
Lord gloriously comes,'
"at that day." Unless the Apostle
is here representing the persecutors of the Thessalonians as
of

so closely

fined, that to the exact

—

partakers in the horrors of the punitive side of the Second Ad-

vent because he expected and here asserts that the Advent was
and this will
to come before that generation passed away
it is
not satisfy the general representation of verses 8 seq.
certain that he here thinks of the Advent, considered as an act

—

and not as a

state, as the last

judgment

itself,

—

when

"Nil inultum remanebit."

In this case it would presuppose a general resurrection.
That Paul had a resurrection in mind as accompanying the
Second Advent is certain from another important passage (I
Thess. iv. 13-18). The Thessalonians did not doubt that Jesus
had risen from the dead (v. 14) but they had not realized even
in thought all the consequents of this great fact. Like certain at
a somewhat later date at Corinth, they did not understand that
all men that die rise again by virtue of Christ's conquest of
death. And thus, as they saw one and another of their own number "fall on sleep," they sorrowed inordinately over them, like
the rest that have no hope. It is not exactly clear what they
whether they conceived of
thought of the state of the dead,
;

—
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condemned to an
body for ever,

eternity of shade existence, separated from the

which seems to have been the case with their Corinthian f ellowor whether they fancied that with the cessation of.
bodily activity, the whole life went out, as may be hinted in the
sad words that they sorrowed as the rest who have no hope (v.
13) In either case the Apostle brings them quick consolation
in the glad announcement that the resurrection of Christ implies that of those who have fallen asleep; and that, raised
through Jesus, God will bring them with Him at His coming (v.
14) With this assurance he makes Christ's coming doubly precious to them. Then proceeding to more minute details, he
declares that those who are alive and are left unto the coming of
the Lord shall in no wise be beforehand with those who have
fallen asleep for the Lord will come with a shout, and with an
archangel's voice, and with a blast of the trumpet of God, which
will pierce even into the grave. Thus the rising of Christ's dead
is secured before He reaches the earth; and only after they have
joined the throng, are the living along with them to be caught
up in (or on) clouds unto His meeting,
into the air, to
" swell the triumph of His train." "So," adds the Apostle, "we
shall be always with the Lord" (v. 17). Dire, then, as the coming will be to those who know not God and who obey not the
gospel, it will be bliss unspeakable to those in Christ; and as
the results, on the one side, are "eternal destruction away from
the face of the Lord and from the glory of His might" (II
Thess. i. 9) so on the other they will be eternal dwelling with
the Lord (I Thess. iv. 17). It goes without saying that the
Apostle has the believing dead only in his mind in our present
passage (iv. 16). How could he in such a passage speak of any
errorists,

—

.

.

;

—

;

But

not the parallel too close for us not to suspect
one case both the living and dead in Christ shall
partake in the bliss and the living shall not precede the dead, so
in the other the living who are left unto the Coming shall not
precede those who have passed away, in receiving the terrible
other?

is

that, as in the

doom, and that the blare

of the

trumpet

of

God

"Coget omnes ante thronum"?

veritably
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Or

more probable that Paul believed and taught that
come before that generation passed
away? There is no room to doubt that the Thessalonians expected the Advent in their own time. Their feelings towards
death (I Thess. iv. 13 seq.) would be otherwise inexplicable.
And it is worthy of note that the Apostle does not correct them
in this belief. He points out to them that to fall asleep was not
to miss the glory of the Advent, but that whether they waked
or slept they should live together with their Lord (I Thess. v.
10) But he says no word that would declare them mistaken in
is it

the Lord would certainly

.

expecting to live until " that day."
himself in terms that

left

On the contrary, he expresses

the possibility open that the Lord

might come while they were still alive and left on the earth (I
Thess. iv. 15, 17). This was far from asserting that the Lord
would come in that generation; but, in the connexion in which
the words stand, they would have been impossible had the
Apostle felt justified in asserting that He would not come. And
this appears to be the exact difference between the attitude of
the Thessalonians and that of Paul they confidently expected the
Lord in their own day
he was in complete uncertainty when
He would come. That He would assuredly come, to bring sudden
destruction (I Thess. v. 3) upon all appointed unto wrath (v. 9)
and rest and salvation to those in Christ, he was sure; but the
times and seasons he knew perfectly were hidden in the Father's
power (I Thess. v. 1). He might come soon
when He did come,
it would be, he knew, with the unexpectedness of a thief in the
night (I Thess. v. 2). But meanwhile, whether it found him
waking or sleeping was of no moment; and though it became
him to watch (I Thess. v. 6), yet the watch was to be not a
nervous expectancy, but a quiet and patient waiting (I Thess. i.

—

;

—

10, avafieveLv, cf. Judith viii. 17). But if, just because the "when"
was unknown, the Apostle could not confidently expect the Lord
in his own time, the categorical assertion that the Advent would
bring "eternal destruction away from the face of the Lord"
(II Thess.

i.

9) to the special persecutors of the Thessalonians,

on his view of the Advent as synchronous with the
judgment and presupposes a general resurrection.
rests

final
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of the Apostle's attitude

made

it

the excited Thessalonians to yield themselves to

his leading. Certainly his first letter did

went rather from bad
were they that the Lord was coming

not allay their fanati-

and so certain
fell an
easy prey to every one who should cry "Lo, here!" or "Lo,
there!" and even, apparently from this cause, began to neglect
their daily business and became mere busybodies, refusing to
work, and eating the bread of others. The Apostle sternly rebukes their disorder, and commands that they work with quietness and with a view to preserving them from sudden agitation
whenever any one chose to declare " The day of the Lord is upon
us!" he points out certain events that must come before the
Lord. That this practical, ethical purpose was the occasion of
cism. Things

to worse,

at once, that they

;

the important revelation in II Thess.

us himself

(ii.

2).

And

ii.

1-12, the Apostle tells

a simple glance at his words

is

enough to

expose the almost ludicrous inappropriateness of the contention of some that the error of the Thessalonians was not feverish

expectancy of the Lord's coming, but the belief that the day of
the Lord had already come and had brought none of the blessings they had expected from it,
not the Lord Himself, nor
their resurrected friends,
nothing of all that the Apostle had
taught and they had hoped. 2 What the Apostle says is that he
wishes to save them from being suddenly shaken from their
senses or troubled by any statement from any quarter, as that
the day of the Lord was upon them. The passage is parallel
to and probably founded upon the words of our Lord in His

—

—

2

This curious misinterpretation

kvkarqKev,

ii.

is

founded on a pressure of the verb

three things. (1) That this verb is a compound
and means, not "is in progress," but "is upon us," in the

2, in forgetfulness of

of tary/n, not of

eifii,

two senses of "to threaten," and "to be actual" (especially in the participle).
While it may mean "to be present," therefore, it need not mean it, and is not
likely to in such a case. (2) That the clause "either by spirit or by word, or by
letter as if from us," is an essential part of the context, the omission of which
falsifies the text. What the Apostle says is not "be not troubled
as that the
day of the Lord," etc. but "be not troubled by any statement as that the day of
the Lord is upon us!"
something essentially different, which excludes the
above interpretation. (3) That the broad context renders this explanation impossible and meaningless.

—

—
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be led astray or deceived by any
the Christ!' or 'Here!'" (Mt.
xxiv. 23), and is already a valuable indication that throughout
this whole section Paul has the great apocalyptic discourse of
Jesus in mind and is to be interpreted from it.
The impression has become very widespread that, owing to
the lack on our part of the previous information to which Paul
alludes as given by him on a former occasion to the Thessalonians (verses 5 and 6), the interpretation of this prophecy must
remain for all time a sealed riddle to us. That two important
events, called by Paul "the apostasy," and "the revelation of
the man of sin," the latter of which was at the time deterred
by something else mysteriously designated "the restraint," or
"the restrainer," were to take place before the coming of the
Lord
this, we are told, is all that we can know, and any
effort to obtain any defined outlines for the misty shapes thus
barely named to us only succeeds in bringing the dense darkness in which they are steeped into tangibility and visibility.
We find it difficult to believe the matter so hopeless. On the contrary, the broad outlines, at least, of the prophecy appear to us
sufficiently clear and we believe that a sound method of study
will give the humble student who is willing to put a stern check
on his imagination and follow the leading of the exegetical hints
alone, an adequately exact understanding of its chief details.
First of all, we must try to keep fresh in our minds the great
principle that all prophecy is ethical in its purpose, and that
this ethical end controls not only what shall be revealed in
general, but also the details of it and the very form which it
takes. Next, we must not fail to observe that our present proph-

warning to His

"who

disciples not to

should say, 'Lo, here

is

—

•

;

ecy

is

— that

not independent of previous ones,
and from beginning to end it is

in Daniel,

its

roots are

full of allusions to

our Lord's great apocalyptic discourse. Still again, we must
bear in mind that it comes from a hand which throughout these
Epistles preserves an attitude of uncertainty of the "times and
seasons," and so expresses himself as to imply that he believed
that the Lord might come, in despite of
events, in his

own

day.

all

these preliminary
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we approach the proph-

that although the three

— the Apostasy, the Revelation of the Man of Sin, and

Coming

of the

Lord

— are brought together, they are not

declared- to be closely connected, or immediately consecutive

The mere "and" of verse 3 reveals nothing beyond the simple fact that both of those events must come to
pass before the Lord comes. So too for all that the prophecy
tells us, both of these evil developments might come and pass
away, and be succeeded by ages on ages which in turn might
pass away, and yet men be able to say, " Where is the promise
of His coming?" To point to the declaration in verse 8, that
"the Lord Jesus shall destroy" the lawless one
almost,
"blow him away"
"with the breath of His mouth and abolish him with the manifestation of His presence," as proving
that he will still be lording it on earth when the Lord comes to
to one another.

—

—

his destruction, is to neglect the

apparent indications of the

context. For this assertion does not go, in either vividness or
literality of expression,

beyond what

generation then living (II Thess.

—

i.

is

stated just before of the

7, 9)

;

and

it is

inserted here

not as a chronological detail
and is out of place (cf verses 9,
seq.) if considered a chronological detail
but as part of the
description of the lawless one, and for the ethical purpose of
keeping in the mind of the reader his judgment by God and his
final fate. In a word, this statement only declares of the Man
-

.

•

what was

of Sin

just before declared of the lesser enemies of the

Gospel, and what was in I Thess. v. 3

whom

seq.

declared of

all

to

— that he shall meet with destruc-

wrath is appointed
tion at the Second Coming

Man

—

•

of the Lord.

The

revelation of the

be sought at the end of
time: we know of it, only that it will succeed the removal of
the "restraint," and precede, by how much we are not told, the
coming of the Lord.
We cannot fail to observe, however, next, that in his description of the Man of Sin, the Apostle has a contemporary, or
nearly contemporary phenomenon in mind. The withholding
power is already present. Although the Man of Sin is not yet
of Sin is not, then, necessarily to
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revealed, as a mystery his essential "lawlessness"

—

working

'
'

is

already

only until the present restrainer be removed from

the midst." He expects him to sit in "the temple of God," which
perhaps most naturally refers to the literal temple in Jerusalem,
although the Apostle knew that the out-pouring of God's wrath

on the Jews was

close at

hand

(I

Thess.

ii.

16).

And

if we comhim with our

pare the description which the Apostle gives of
Lord's address on the
as

we have already

Mount

of Olives (Mt. xxiv.), to which,

hinted, Paul

makes obvious

allusion, it be-

comes at once in the highest degree probable that

"he that exalteth himself against

all

that

is

in the words,

called

worshipped, so that he sitteth in the sanctuary of

God, or

is

God showing

is God," Paul can have nothing else in view than
what our Lord described as "the abomination of desolation
which was spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the
holy place" (Mt. xxiv. 15); and this our Lord connects immediately with the beleaguering of Jerusalem (cf. Luke xxi. 20).

himself that he

This obvious parallel, however, not only places the revelation
of the Man of Sin in the near future, but goes far towards lead-

Our Lord's words not only
connect him with the siege of Jerusalem, but place him dis-

ing us to his exact identification.
tinctly

among

we cannot go

by the implication of the
Dan. xi. 36) which Paul uses,

the besiegers; and, led

original setting of the phrase (in
far

wrong

in identifying

him with the Roman

emperor.

Whether a
emperors,

is

single

a more

emperor was thought

will best satisfy the conditions of the

of or the line of

The

latter hypothesis
problem; and we believe

difficult question.

that the line of emperors, considered as the

persecuting power,

name

is

Man

embodiment

of

the revelation of iniquity hidden under

With

connected in the deimperialism
more
especially the rage for deification, which, in the person of Caligula, had already given a foretaste of what was to come. It was
Nero, then, the first persecutor of the Church,
and Vespasian
the miracle-worker, 3
and Titus, who introduced his divinethe

of the

of Sin.

scription certain other traits of

•

3

Tac, "Hist.,"

—

iv. 82; Suet.,

this is

—

Roman

—

"Vesp.," 7; Dio Cass.,

lxvi. 8.
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self and his idolatrous insignia into the Holy of Holies, perhaps
and
with a directly anti-Christian intent, 4
and Domitian,
the whole line of human monsters whom the world was worshipping as gods, on which, as a nerve-cord of evil, these hideous
ganglia gathered,
these and such as these it was that Paul
had in mind when he penned this hideous description of the
son of perdition, every item of which was fulfilled in the terrible
story of the emperors of Rome.
The restraining power, on this hypothesis, appears to be
the Jewish state. For the continued existence of the Jewish
state was both graciously and naturally a protection to Christianity, and hence a restraint on the revelation of the persecuting power. Graciously, it was God's plan to develop Christianity
under the protection of Judaism for a short set time, with the
double purpose of keeping the door of salvation open to the
Jews until all of their elect of that generation should be gathered
in and the apostasy of the nation should be rendered doubly and
trebly without excuse, and of hiding the tender infancy of the
Church within the canopy of a protecting sheath until it should
grow strong enough to withstand all storms. Naturally, the
effect of the continuance of Judaism was to conceal Christianity
from notice through a confusion of it with Judaism
to save
it thus from being declared an illicit religion
and to enable
it to grow strong under the protection accorded to Jewish worship. So soon as the Jewish apostasy was complete and Jerusalem given over to the Gentiles
God deserting the temple
which was no longer His temple to the fury of the enemies, of
those who were now His enemies
the separation of Christianity from Judaism, which had already begun, became evident to every eye; the conflict between the new faith and
heathenism culminating in and now alive almost only in the
-

—

—

—

—

-

—

—
—
•

Emperor- worship, became intense; and the persecuting power
of the empire was inevitably let loose. Thus the continued existence of Judaism was in the truest sense a restraint on the persecution of Christians, and its destruction gave the signal for
the lawless one to be revealed in his time.
4

Sulp. Sev., "Sacr. Hist.,"

ii.

30, §§ 6. 7.
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If

the masculine form of "the restrainer" in verse 7 de-

—

mands

interpretation as a person
which we more than doubt
might possibly be referred without too great pressure to
James of Jerusalem, God's chosen instrument in keeping the
door of Christianity open for the Jews and by so doing continuing and completing their probation. Thus he may be said to
have been the upholder of the restraining power, the savour of
the salt that preserved the Christians from persecution, and so

—

it

in a high sense the restrainer.

Finally, in this interpretation, the apostasy

the great apostasy of the Jews, gradually

filling

is

obviously

up

all

these

completion in their destruction. That
the Apostle certainly had this rapidly completing apostasy in
his mind in the severe arraignment that he makes of the Jews
years and hastening to

in I Thess.

ii.

its

14-16, which reached

that they were continually

filling

its

climax in the declaration

up more and more

full

the

measure of their sins, until already the measure of God's wrath
was prematurely (ecfrdaaev) filled up against them and was hanging over them like some laden thunder-cloud ready to burst
and overwhelm them,
adds an additional reason for supposing his reference to be to this apostasy
above all others,
in this passage.
"the" apostasy

—

—

—

We venture to think that the core of this interpretation may
be accounted very probable,
so much of it as this that the
Apostle had in view in this prophecy a development in the immediate future closely connected with the Jewish war and the
destruction of Jerusalem, although not as if that were the coming of Christ for which he was patiently waiting, but rather in
full recognition of its being only the culmination of the Jewish
apostasy and the falling of God's wrath upon them to the uttermost. When he declares that these events must precede the
coming of Christ, this no doubt was clear evidence that the
Advent was not to be looked for immediately; but was in no
wise inconsistent with uncertainty whether it would come during that generation or not. As a matter of mere fact the growing apostasy of the Jews was completed
the abomination
of desolation had been set up in the sanctuary
Jerusalem and
•

—

:

—

—

—
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— Christianity
— and the persecuting sword

the temple, and the Jewish state were in ruins

stood naked before her enemies

Divus Caesar was unsheathed and Paul had himself felt its
all the prophecy had been fulfilled before two decades
had passed away.
of

keenness

:

Let us gather up for the

close, in brief recapitulation,

the

events which Paul predicts in these two Epistles. First of

all,

and most persistently of all, he predicts the coming of the Lord
from heaven unto judgment, with its glorious accompaniments
of hosts of angels, the shout, the voice of the archangel and the
blast of the trumpet of God that awake the dead. Thus, he predicts the resurrection of Christ's dead to partake in the glory
of His coming. Then, he foretells the results of the judgment
eternal destruction from the face of God for the wicked, and
everlasting presence with the Lord for His own. Of the time of
the Advent the Apostle professes ignorance; he only knows that
it will come unexpectedly. But he does know that before it the
apostasy of the Jews must be completed, and the persecuting
power of the Roman state be revealed. This apostasy and its
punishment he sees is immediately ready for completion (I

—

Thess.

ii.

16). Finally,

he mentions having previously foretold

the persecutions under which the Thessalonians were already
suffering (I Thess.

II.

iii.

4).

The Epistles to the Galatians, Corinthians, and
Romans

When we pass from the Epistles to the Thessalonians to the
next group of letters

— those to the Galatians, Corinthians and
in the course
a
— we are at once aware

Romans, all four of which were written
year, some five years later (a.d. 57-58)

of

single

of a great diminution in the allusions to the future. Galatians

contains rather more matter than both letters to the Thessalo-

and the much
Romans, while alluding now and then to
what the future was to bring forth, contains no explicit mennians, but does not contain a single prediction;

longer letter to the

tion of the Second Advent.

The

first letter

to the Corinthians

—
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is

three times as long as both letters to the Thessalonians, but

contains rather less predictive matter.

wrong

if

we estimated

times the space, give us about as
as the

two

The

We

should not be far

that these four letters, in about nine

much

eschatological matter

letters to the Thessalonians.

contrast exists in nothing else, however, except the

mere matter of amount. The two groups of letters are thoroughly
at one in their teaching as to the future
at one, but not mere
repetitions of one another. This group is continually supplying
what almost seems to be explanations and extensions of the
revelations in Thessalonians, so that it exhibits as great an advance in what is revealed as decrease in the relative amount of
space given to revelations. So clear is it that the Apostle's
preaching to all heathen communities was in essence the same,
and that all grew up to the stature of manhood in Christ through
practically the same stages, that we may look upon the Thessalonian letters as if they had been addressed to the infancy of
every Church, and treat those at present before us as if they
were intended to supplement them. This is probably the true
account of the very strong appearance of being supplementary
and explanatory to those in the letters to Thessalonica, which

—

the predictions in this group of letters are continually presenting.

In these as in those, the Second Advent

is

represented

primarily and most prominently in the aspect of judgment
as the last judgment. Here, too, the desire for moral perfection

referred constantly to it, as for example in I Cor. i. 8 cf 7,
where the actual moment in mind is that of the revelation of
the Lord Jesus Christ. The mutual glorying of the Apostle and
his readers in each other is to be "in the day of our Lord Jesus"
(I Cor. i. 8) This is the day of punishment also the incestuous
man is delivered now unto Satan to be punished in the flesh in
order that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord (I Cor.
v. 5) and in exactly similar wise, those who are visited with
bodily ills for unworthy partaking of the Lord's Supper, receive
this chastening that they may not be condemned with the
world (I Cor. xi. 32). The sanction of the anathema pronounced
is

.

.

;

:
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Maranatha'
is

— "the

indeed so sharply-

defined as the time of judging, in the mind of Paul, that he
advises his readers to " judge nothing before the time, until the

Lord come" (I Cor. iv. 5). The connotation of "the day of the
Lord" was to him so entirely judgment, that the word "day"
had come to mean judgment to him, and he actually uses it as
its synonym, speaking of a "human day," for "human judg-

ment" (I Cor. iv. 3). Of like import is the representation of the
second coming as the great day of revelation of character. Of
the builders on the edifice of God's Church it is declared that
"each man's work shall be made manifest by 'the day.'" "For
the day is revealed in fire, and each man's work, of what sort it

— the

is,-

fire itself shall test."

"If any man's work abideth,

he shall receive reward; if any man's work is burned up, he
shall be mulcted, but himself shall be saved, but so as through
fire" (I Cor.

iii.

13-15). It

ing to declare openly that

is

scarcely an extension of this teach-

when

the Lord comes,

bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and

He

"will both

make manifest

the counsels of the hearts; and then shall his praise come to
each from God" (I Cor. iv. 5).
In the light of this it is evident what time the Apostle has
in mind when he declares that "all of us must needs be made
manifest 5 before the judgment-seat of Christ, that each may
receive the things [done] through the body according to what
he practised, whether good or bad" (II Cor. v. 10); and which
day to him was "the day when God shall judge the secrets of
men according to my gospel, by Jesus Christ"
"the day of
wrath and revelation of the righteous judgment of God" (Rom.
ii. 16, 5). Yet, in this last passage it is beyond all question that
the Apostle has in mind the final judgment, when God "will
render to every man according to his works, " and the two verses
which have been adduced are respectively the opening and closing verse of the splendid passage in which Paul gives us his
fullest description of the nature and standards of the awful
trial to which all men, whether Jews or Gentiles, whether those

—

6

<f>avepu8rjvai, cf. <j>avep6v,

I Cor.

iii.

13; tpavep&o-ei, I Cor. iv. 5.
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who have law or those who have no law, are summoned "in
the day when God shall judge the secrets of men according to

my gospel through

Christ Jesus." Elsewhere in Romans, where
judgment necessarily holds an important place in the general
argument, the wrath of God is kept hanging over ungodliness
and unrighteousness (i. 18; hi. 5; v. 9) and the coming judgment
is

held before the eyes of the reader

For the realization
II Cor. v. 10;

Rom.

of such a

ii.

5-16;

xiv. 10), a resurrection is presupposed,

the reference of the Apostle
confidence that

(hi. 6; xiv. 10).

judgment scene (Rom.

"He who

obvious

is

raised

when he

up Jesus

and

expresses his

shall raise

up us

also

with Jesus, and shall present us with you" (II Cor. iv. 14; cf.
v. 10; also I Cor. vi. 14). In this compressed sentence, there is
pointed out the relation of our resurrection both to the judgment (irapaarTjaeL, cf Col. i. 22) as preceding and in order to it,
.

and

to the resurrection of Christ (avv 'Irjaov, cf the use of crvve.

yelpco in Col.

ii.

12;

iii.

1) as

included in

it

as a necessary result

and part of it. The latter matter is made very plain by the remarkably simple way in which Jesus is declared in Rom. i. 4 to
have been marked out as the Son of God "by the resurrection of
the dead"
a phrase which has no meaning except on the pre-

—

supposition that the raising of Jesus was. the beginning of the
resurrection of the dead

and part and parcel

of

it (cf .

also

Rom.

vi. 4; viii. 11, etc.).

At

this point

our attention

is

claimed by that magnificent

combined argument and revelation contained in the 15th chapter of I Corinthians, which has been the instruction and consolation of the saints through all Christian ages. The occasion which
called it forth was singularly like and singularly unlike that
which gave rise to the parallel revelation in I Thessalonians. As
in the one Church so in the other, there were those who failed
to grasp the great truth of the Resurrection, and laid their
dead away without hope of their rising again. But in Thessalonica this was due to sorrowing ignorance; in Corinth, to
philosophizing pride of intellect. And in the one case, the Apostle meets it with loving instruction; in the other, with a brilliant
refutation which confounds opposition, and which, although
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carrying a tender purpose buried in its bosom, as all the world
has felt, yet flashes with argument and even here and there
burns with sarcasm. The Corinthian errorists appear to have
been spiritualistic philosophizers, perhaps of the Platonic
school, who, convinced of the immortality of the soul, thought
of the future life as a spiritual

one in which

men

attained per-

fection apart from, perhaps largely because separate from, the

body. They looked for and desired no resurrection; and their

somewhat

formula, perhaps

scoffingly

and certainly somewhat
is no rising again of

magisterially pronounced, was: " There

dead men."

It

is

their assertion.

instructive to observe

They did not deny

how

the Apostle meets

the resurrection of Christ

—

probably explaining it as a miracle like the
(I Cor. xv. 2, 11)
reanimation of Lazarus. Yet the Apostle begins by laying firm
the proofs of Christ's resurrection (xv. 1-11), and doing this in
such a

He

way

as to suggest that they needed

" makes

known

Gospel which he and
tians believed.

primary instruction.

to them," rather than reminds

With

all

this

them

the Apostles preached and

all

opening sarcasm, he closes the

of the

Chris-

way

of

and then
that Christ had

retreat through a denial of the resurrection of Christ,

presses as his sole
risen.

How

argument the admitted

could they deny that dead

who was a dead man, had

fact

men

risen? If there

is

rise,

when

Christ,

no resurrection

of

dead men, then not even is Christ risen. It is plain that their
whole position rested on the assertion of the impossibility of
resurrection; to which it was a conclusive reply that they confessed it in one case. Having uncovered their logical inconsistency, Paul leaves at once the question of fact and presses at
length the hideous corollaries that flow from their denial of the
possibility of dead men rising, through its involved denial that
aiming, no doubt, at arousing
Jesus, the dead man, had risen

—

a revulsion against a doctrine fruitful of such consequences
(xv. 14-34).

Having thus moved his readers to shame, he proceeds to
meet squarely their real objection to the resurrection, by a full
explanation of the nature of the resurrection-body (xv. 35-50),
to

which he adjoins a revelation concerning the occurrences of
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the last day (xv. 51-58).

moment's

To each

of these

we should

give a

attention.

The intimate connexion of our resurrection with that of
which we have seen Paul everywhere insisting upon,

Christ,

would

justify the inference that the nature of our resurrection-

men in His resurrection-body, that was
men for forty days. This is necessarily im-

bodies was revealed to

seen and handled of

argument at I Cor.
almost openly declared at verse 49; II Cor. iv.
14; Rom. viii. 11. In our present passage, however, the Apostle
reserves this for the last, and begins by setting forth from natural analogies the possibility of a body being truly one's own

plied in the assumption that underlies the

xv. 12

sq.,

and

body and yet
borne. This

is

differing largely

is

an assertion

of

from that which has hitherto been
sameness and difference. At verse

42 he proceeds to explain the differences in detail. As the
change in the form of expression advises us, the enumeration
divides itself into two parts at the end of verse 43
the former

—

portion describing in threefold contrast, the physical, and the

pregnant phrase the moral difference. On the
one hand the new bodies that God will give us will no longer be
liable to corruption, dishonour or weakness. On the other, they
will no longer be under the power of the only partially sanctified human nature, but rather will be wholly informed, deterlatter in a single

mined and led by the Holy Ghost (verse 44). That this is the
meaning of the much disputed phrase: "It is sown a natural
(psychic) body, it is raised a spiritual (pneumatic) body," is
demonstrable from the usage of the words employed. It is plain
matter of fact that "psychic" in the New Testament naturally
means and is uniformly used to express "self -led" in contrast
to "God-led," and therefore, unconverted or unsanctified;
while "pneumatic" never sinks in the New Testament so low
in its connotation as the human spirit, but always (with the
single exception of Eph. vi. 12, where superhuman evil spirits
the Holy
are in mind) refers to "Spirit" in its highest sense,
Ghost. 6 In this compressed phrase, thus, the Apostle declares

—

6

This

is

gradually becoming recognized

the satisfactory article on

irvevna.rt.K6s

by the best

expositors.

Compare

in the third edition of Cremer's "Biblico-
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believers do not attain to complete sanctification

but groan in

vii. 14-viii. 11),

tion of the

ST.

body (Rom.

viii.

spirit

23, vii. 24)

;

awaiting the redemp-

while in the heavenly-

even their bodies will no longer retain remainders of sin,
will be framed by (Rom. viii. 11), filled with, and led by
the Holy Ghost. The incomparable importance of this moral
distinction over the merely physical ones is illustrated by the
Apostle's leaving them to devote the next five verses to the
justification of this, closing (verse 50) with a chiasmic recapitulation in which he pointedly puts the moral difference first:
"Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit
the kingdom of God, neither doth corruption inherit incorruption." For, that " flesh and blood" must here be understood
ethically and not physically is already evident from the preceding context and is put beyond question by the settled ethical
which is, of course, used in the New
sense of the phraseTestament also only in its established ethical sense, and could
not be used otherwise without misleading the reader. All crass
inferences that have been drawn from it, therefore, in a physical
sense are illegitimate to start with, and are negatived to end
with by the analogy of Christ's resurrection-body, which we
have seen Paul to understand to be a case under the rule, and
which certainly had flesh and bones (Luke xxiv. 39) Paul does
not deny to our resurrection-body, therefore, materiality, which
would be a contradictio in adjecto; he does not deny " flesh" to
it,
which he hints, rather, will be its material, though of
" another" kind than we are used to (verse 39) he denies to it
life

but

—

.

—

;

Theological Lexicon of N. T. Greek," with the very unsatisfactory one in the
second edition. He now tells us that the word is used "in profane Greek only in a
physical or physiological sense,
in a religious, that

is religio-

commonly the former;

— in

Greek only
belonging to

biblical

or soteriologico-psychological sense

=

the Holy Ghost or determined by the Holy Ghost," p. 675, cf p. 676. (The reader
needs to be warned that he will find no hint of Cremer's entire rewriting of this
article, in the Supplement to their edition of Cremer's Lexicon issued by T. & T.
.

Clark this year.) So Meyer's latest view (to which he did not correct the Commenis given in his Com. on I Cor., E. T., p. 298, note: "n^u/xaTi/cos"
is nowhere "in the New Testament the opposite of material, but of natural (I
Pet. ii. 5 not excluded) and the irveuixa to which Trvevnaruibs refers is always (except Eph. vi. 12, where it is the diabolic spirit-world that is spoken of) the Divine
irvevfia." The italics are his own.
tary throughout)

;
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"fleshliness" in any, even the smallest degree,
of

any and every

it

perfect.

sort.

In a word, he leaves

it

and weakness

human but makes

full an explanation of the nature of the resurrectionwas inevitable that deeper questions should arise con-

After so

body,

it

by the advent still clothed in
Hence a further revelation was

cerning the fate of those found
their bodies of humiliation.

necessary beyond what had been given to the Thessalonians,

and the Apostle adds to that, that those found living shall be
the subjects of an instantaneous change which will make them
fit companions for the perfected saints that have slept. For
when the trumpet sounds and the dead are raised incorruptible,
they too in the twinkling of an eye shall be "changed." And
the change is for them as for the dead a putting on of incorruption and of immortality. The spectacle of these multitudes, untouched by death, receiving their perfect and immortal bodies
is the great pageant of the conquest of death, and the Apostle
on witnessing it in spirit cannot restrain his shout of victory
over that whilom enemy of the race, whose victory is now reversed and the sinews of whose fatal sting wherewith it had
been wont to slay men are now cut. So complete is Christ's
conquest that it looses its hold over its former victims and the
men still living cannot die. The rapidity of action on "the great
the dead
day" is also worth notice. The last trump sounds
spring forth from the grave
the living in the twinkling of an
and all together are caught up into the air
eye are changed

—

—

—
— or ever the rushing train of angels that sur<

to His meeting,

round their Lord and ours can reach the confines of the earth.
Truly events stay not, when the Lord comes.
Important as these revelations are, they become almost
secondary when compared with the contents of that wonderful
passage I Cor. xv. 20-28, the exceeding richness of which is
partially accounted for

comes

by the occasion
move

in the midst of Paul's effort to

of its utterance. It
his readers

by paint-

ing the terrible consequences of denial of the possibility of resurrection, involving denial of the fact that Christ has risen.
feels the revulsion

He

he would beget in them, and relieves his
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overburdened heart by suddenly turning to rest a moment on
the certainty of Christ's rising, and to sweep his eye over all
the future, noting the effects of that precious fact

He

by

begins

that of Christ,

then

up

to the end.

reasserting the inclusion of our resurrection in

justifies it

who was but the
by an appeal to

first-fruits of

those asleep, and

the parallel of

Adam's work of
came

destruction, declaring, apparently, that as physical death

upon all men through Adam's sin, so all men shall be rescued
from its bondage by Christ's work of redemption. The context
apparently confines the word " death " in these verses to its simple physical sense, while on the contrary the all " of both clauses
seems unlimited, and the context appears to furnish nothing to
narrow its meaning to a class. They thus assert the resurrection
of all men without distinction as dependent on and the result of
Christ's work, just as all men, even the redeemed, taste of death
'

'

as the result of

Adam's

sin.

"But"

the Apostle adds, returning

though certain, is not
immediate each rises in his own place in the ranks
Christ is
the first-fruits, then His own rise at His coming; then is the
end" (verses 23, 24). The interminable debates that have
played around the meaning of this statement are the outgrowth
of strange misconceptions. Because the resurrection of the
wicked is not mentioned it does not at all follow that it is excluded; the whole section has nothing to do with the resurrection of the wicked (which is only incidentally included and not
openly stated in the semi-parenthetic explanations of verses
to the Christian dead, "this resurrection
;

—

21 and 22), but, like the parallel passage in I Thessalonians,
confines itself to the Christian dead. Nor is it exegetically possible to read the resurrection of the

wicked into the passage as a
from that of the

third event to take place at a different time

good, as

if

the Apostle had said:

der; Christ the first-fruits,

— then,

"Each

shall rise in his

own

or-

— then Christ's dead at His coming,

the end of the resurrection, namely of the wicked."

The term "the end,"

is a perfectly definite one with a set and
meaning, and from Matthew (e.g. xxiv. 6, cf. 14)
throughout the New Testament, and in these very epistles (I

distinct

Cor.

i.

8; II Cor.

i.

13, 14), is the

standing designation of the
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"end of the world." It is illegitimate
any other groove here. Relief is not however got
by varying the third term, so as to make it say that "then
comes the end, accompanied by the resurrection of the wicked,"
for this is importing into the passage what there is absolutely
nothing in it to suggest. The word ray pa does not in the least
imply succession; but means "order" only in the sense of that
word in such phrases as "orders of society." Neither does the
"they that are Christ's" prepare the mind to expect a statement as to "those who are not Christ's," any more than in
Rom. ix. 6, when we hear of "Israel," and "those of Israel,"
"end

of the ages," or the

to press

it

into

we expect immediately
contrast
clause,

is

to hear of "those not of Israel."

entirely absorbed

by the "Christ"

and only the clumsiness

impression.

Not

only, however,

The

of the preceding

of

our English gives a different

is

there no exegetical basis for

this exposition in this passage; the

whole theory

of a resurrec-

tion of the wicked at a later time than the resurrection of

the just

is

excluded by this passage. Briefly, this follows from

the statement that after the coming of Christ, "then comes the

end" (verse 24). No doubt the mere word "then" (elra) does
not assert immediateness, and for ought necessarily said in it,
"the end" might be only the next event mentioned by the
Apostle, although the intervening interval should be vast and
crowded with important events. But the context here necessarily limits this "then" to immediate subsequence.
Exegetically this follows, indeed, from the relation of verse

28 to 23

6,

for the long delay asserted in

which

it

assigns the

Him, because death is
the last enemy to be conquered by Him, and their release from
death cannot, therefore, come until all His conquests are completed. The matter can be reduced, however, to the stringency
of a syllogism. "The end" is declared to take place "whenever
Christ giveth over (the immediateness is asserted by the present) the kingdom to God"; and this occurs "whenever He shall

reason: Christ's children rise not with

have conquered" all His enemies, the last of which to be conquered is death (verse 26) Shortly, then, the end comes so soon
as death is conquered. But death is already conquered when it
.
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hold on Christ's children; and that

is

at

the Parousia (ver. 23). If any should think to escape this, as if
it were an inference, it would be worth while to glance at verse

where it is, as we have seen, asserted that the victory over
is complete and his sting destroyed at the Second Advent,
and that the rising of Christ's dead is a result of this completed
conquest. The end then is synchronous with the victory over
death, which itself is synchronous with the second coming, and
if the wicked rise at all (which verses 21, 22 assert), it is all one
whether we say they rise at the Advent or at the end, since these
two are but two names for the same event. Of this, indeed,
Paul's language elsewhere should have convinced us " who shall
also confirm you unto the end, unaccusable in the day of our
Lord Jesus Christ" (I Cor. i. 8), "I hope ye will acknowledge
unto the end,
that we are your glorying even as ye are
also ours, in the day of our Lord Jesus" (II Cor. i. 14). So then,
the Second Advent is represented to be itself "the end."
With the emergence of this fact, the importance of our
present passage is revealed. It is immediately seen to open to
us the nature of the whole dispensation in which we are living,
and which stretches from the First to the Second Advent, as a
period of advancing conquest on the part of Christ. During its
course He is to conquer " every rulership and every authority
and power" (verse 24), and "to place all His enemies under
His feet" (verse 25), and it ends when His conquests complete
themselves by the subjugation of the "last enemy," death. We
purposely say, period of "conquest," rather than of "conflict,"
54,

death

:

.

.

.

for the essence of Paul's representation

is

not that Christ

is

striving against evil, but progressively (ecrxaros, verse 26) over-

throughout this period. A precious passage in the
Romans (xi. 25 sq., cf. verse 15) draws the veil
aside to gladden our eyes with a nearer view of some of these
victories; telling us that "the fulness of the Gentiles shall be
brought into" the Church, and after that "all Israel shall be
saved," and by their salvation great blessings,
such a spiritual awakening as can only be compared to "life from the dead"
shall be brought to all God's people. There may be some

coming

evil,

Epistle to the

—

—
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doubt as to the exact meaning of these phrases. The " fulness of
the Gentiles/' however, in accordance with the usual sense of
the genitive with "pleroma," and the almost compulsion of the
context, should mean, not the Gentile contingent to the elect,
but the whole body of the Gentiles. 7 And "Israel" almost certainly means not the true but the fleshly "Israel." In this case,
the prophecy promises the universal Christianization of the
world,
at least the nominal conversion of all the Gentiles
and the real salvation of all the Jews. In any understanding of

—

it, it

promises the widest practicable extension of Christianity,

and reveals to us Christ going forth to victory. But in this,
which seems to us the true understanding, it gives us a glimpse
of the completion of His conquest over spiritual wickedness,

and allows us to see in the spirit the fulfilment of the prayer,
"Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth even as it is in
heaven." It

wrought

is

natural to think that such a victory cannot be

—

end is hastening
that with its completion
nothing will remain to be conquered but death itself. But the
Apostle does not tell us this, 8 and we know not from him how
long the converted earth is to await its coming Lord.
7

The

until the

exegetical question really turns

on the sense to be given to

'lapaijk in

tuv Wvav in verse 25, means "those of the Gentiles who go
up the kingdom," then irds 'lapaijX of verse 26, must of necessity-

xi. 26. If rb irXripufia

towards filling
be the spiritual
iras.

viz. until

from 'I<rpaij\ of verse 25, by the inclusive
" hardening has befallen Israel" temporarily

Israel, distinguished

Then the sense would be that

the Gentile contingent comes

—
— and thus ("in way," the most
be saved; — not part only, but
this

in,

natural sense of ovrus), all Israel shall

all.

So that the passage continues to justify the temporary rejection of Israel by its
gracious purpose, viz. that thus the Gentiles receive their calling, and all God's
children, out of every nation, are saved.

and

usual, t£>v Wj>&j>

is

genitive of

On the

what

the whole body of the Gentiles, then there
condition

ttSs 'Io-pa^X

of verse 25.

The

other

is filled

is

is

if,

as

is

most natural

no thought to carry over from.it to

and it naturally follows in sense the
that which is suggested in the text. That

in verse 26,

sense then

hand

up, so that the phrase means,
'Ia-pa^X

'lapaijX

of verse 26 is the fleshly Israel seems to follow from the succeeding context, as

well as from the difficulty of taking the words in

two different senses in so narrow
a context. But if so, this carries the meaning of the "fulness of the Gentiles"
with it, and the interpretation given in the text is the only admissible one.
8
I shall not deny that the
& venpuv of ver. 15 may mean the general
resurrection, but it is an unexampled phrase for this conception and cannot be
asserted to mean it. Nor in this context is it natural to so understand it.
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An even more important fact faces us in the wonderful revewe have been considering (I Cor. xv. 20-28) the period
between the two advents is the period of Christ's kingdom, and
when He comes again it is not to institute His kingdom, but to
lay it down (verses 24, 28). The completion of His conquest,
which is marked by conquering "the last enemy," death (verse
28), which in turn is manifest when the just arise and Christ
comes (verses 54, 23), marks also the end of His reign (verse 25)
and the delivery of the kingdom to God, even the Father (verse
24). This is indubitably Paul's assertion here, and it is in perfect harmony with the uniform representation of the New Testament, which everywhere places Christ's kingdom before and
God's after the Second Advent. The contrast in Mt. xiii. 41
and 43 is not accidental. We cannot enter into the many deep
lation

:

questions that press for discussion
is

even approached. Suffice

it

when this ineffable prediction
when we are told that

to say that

Jesus holds the kingship for a purpose (verse 25), namely the
completion of His mediatorial work, and that when it is accomplished

He

will restore it to

and thus the Father
creations,"

— nothing

•

Him who

will again
is

gave

become

it

to

Him

"all relations

in the remotest

way

(verse 28),

among

all

suggested incon-

Deity of the Son with the Father and
His eternal co-regnancy with Him over the universe. Manifestly we must distinguish between the mediatorial kingship
which Jesus exercises by appointment of His Father, and the
eternal kingship which is His by virtue of His nature, and which
is one with God's own.
or in other words
As to the duration of Christ's kingdom
the length of time that was to elapse before the Lord came
Paul says nothing in this passage. Nor does he anywhere in
these Epistles speak more certainly about it than in those to
sistent with the co-equal

—

the Thessalonians

(I

Cor.

i.

7; xi. 26).

He

—

so expresses himself

Lord might come in his
own time (I Cor. xv. 51) but he makes it a matter for experience to decide whether He will or not (II Cor. v. 1, kav with
the subjunctive, cf. verse 3 sq.). It is only through misunderstanding that passages have been adduced as asserting a brief
as to leave the possibility open that the
;
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for the world.

life

When

(I

Cor.

x. 11)

the "ends of the ages"

are said to have already come, a technical term

is

used which

declares that after this present inter-adventual period there

remains no further earthly dispensation, but nothing is implied
as to the duration of these "last times" (acharith hayyamim).
So, when (I Cor. vii. 25-29) the Corinthians are advised to refrain from earthly entanglements because of "the impending
distress," which should shortly tear asunder every human tie,
there is nothing to show that the Apostle had the Second Advent in mind, and everthing in the Neronian persecution and
the wars of succession and the succeeding trials to Christians to
fully satisfy the prediction. 9 The very difficult passage at Rom.
xiii. 11-14 appears also to have been misapplied to the advent
by the modern exegesis. Its obvious parallels are Eph. v. 1-14

and I Thess. v. 1-11. The whole gist of the passage turns on
moral awaking; and the word "salvation" appears to refer to
the consummation of salvation in a subjective rather than objective sense (Rom. x. 10; II Thess. ii. 13); while the aorist,
"When we believed," seems not easily to lend itself to furnishing a terminus a quo for the calculation of time, but rather to
express the act by which their salvation was brought closer. So
that the meaning of the passage would seem to be: "Fulfil the
law of love, I say. I appeal to you for renewed efforts by your
knowledge of the time that it is high time for you at length to
awake out of sleep. Long ago when you believed, you professed
to have come out of darkness into light, and to have shaken
yourselves free from the inertia as well as deeds of the night.
Now salvation is closer to us than it was when we made that
step. Having begun, we have advanced somewhat towards the
goal. The night of sin in which the call for repentance found us
is passing away. Let us take off at length our night-clothes, and
buckle on the armour for the good fight
yea, let us rid our:

—

9

The

reference of the phrase, "for the fashion of this world passeth

away"

broad but the narrow context, justifying the immediately
preceding statement, that those who use the world should be as those not using
it. It is but equivalent to the line, "This world is all a fleeting show," and is
parallel to I John ii. 17. Although it may have some reference to the Second
Advent, as the day of renovation, it does not affect verses 20 and 29.
(verse 31) is not to the
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and put on the Lord Jesus

correct, the Apostle does not

count the days and assert that the time that had elapsed since
had nearly run the sands of all time out, but
rather appeals to his readers to renew their strenuous and
hearty working out of their salvation by the encouragement
that they had already progressed somewhat on the road, and
could more easily and hopefully take a second step.
There remain two very interesting passages (II Cor. v.
his conversion

1-10; Rom. viii. 18-25) which give us an insight as no others
do into the Apostle's personal feelings towards this life, death,
and the Advent. Nowhere else are the trials under which he
suffered life so clearly revealed to us as in the opening chapters
of II Corinthians. Amid them all, the very allusions to which,
lightly touched as they are, appal us, the Apostle is upheld by
the greatness of his ministry and the greatness of his hope.
Though his outward man is worn away
what then? He need
not faint, for his inward man is renewed day by day, and this
affliction is light compared with the eternal weight of glory in

—

store for him.

He

longs for the rest of the future

life (cf.

also

from death. He could desire rather
to be alive when the Lord comes, and that he might put on
"the house from God, the dwelling not made with hands, eternal in the heavens," over this " earthly tent-dwelling" which he

Rom.

vii.

25) but he shrinks
;

—

inhabits. He only desires
does not expect this he does
not at all know whether he shall be found not naked when the
putting-on time comes. But he longs for relief from the burdens
of life, that somehow this mortality may be swallowed up of

now

life.

And when he

;

bethinks him that to be at

home

in the

body

from the Lord, the other world is so glorious to
him that he is not only willing but even desires (" rather,"
verse 8) to enter it even " naked"
he is well pleased to go
abroad from the body and go home to the Lord. Like Bunyan
and the sweet singer, Paul, looking beyond the confines of earth,
can only say, "Would God that I were there!" This longing for
relief from earthly life is repeated in Romans (vii. 25), and the
groaning expectation of the consummation as the swallowing
is

to be abroad

—
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up of corruption in incorruption is attributed in the wonderful
words of Romans viii. 18 sq. to the whole of the lower creation. All nature, says Paul, travails in the same longing. And
the consummation brings not only relief to Christ's children,
who have received the firstfruits of the Spirit, in the redemption of the body, but also deliverance and renovation to all
nature as well. This noble conception was implied already in
the teaching of the Old Testament, not only in

its

that the world was cursed for man's sake (Rom.

Paul here

20),

new heavens and a new earth
simply takes his position in the company

in the prediction of a
21).

declaration

viii.

but

(verse
of the

prophets.

The

world find comparative expression
10-13 as not only spiritual but eternal and
perfect. There are besides two rapid allusions to future glories
which are so slightly touched on in contexts of stinging satire
as not fully to explain themselves. The one reminds the saints
that they shall judge the world and angels (I Cor. vi. 2, 3),
and the other assumes that at some time or other, they are to
come to a kingship (I Cor. iv. 8). Out of our present epistles
alone the time and circumstances when these promises shall be
fulfilled can scarcely be confidently asserted. We can only say
that if the reigning of the saints refers to a co-reigning with
Christ (cf. II Tim. ii. 12), it must be fulfilled before Christ lays
down His kingdom. And in like manner the judging must come
before the Advent, unless it refers only to the part the saints
take in the last judgment scene (cf. Mt. xix. 28; xxv. 31). The
Apostle expects his readers to understand his allusions out of
knowledge obtained elsewhere than in these epistles. Perhaps
he has in mind such " words of the Lord" as are recorded in
Luke xxii. 29, 30. For us, the whole matter may rest for the
glories of the future

again in I Cor.

xiii.

present sub judice.

III.

The

— The

Later Epistles

distribution of predictive passages through the letters

written by St. Paul during his

first

imprisonment,

— Ephesians,
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—

Colossians, Philemon and Philippians (a.d. 62 and 63),
is
analogous to what we have observed in the preceding group.
In the more theological and polemical letters, as there, so here,
such passages are few, while in the more practical and personal

they are comparatively numerous. The Second Advent
all in Ephesians, and only once, and
then very incidentally, in Colossians while, although the brief
and purely occasional letter to Philemon naturally enough
contains no allusions to the future, the Epistle to the Philippians, which resembles in general manner and contents the
letters to the Corinthians and Thessalonians, like them too is
full of them. The nature of the eschatological matter which is
found in each epistle is in striking harmony with its purpose
and general character: in Ephesians and Colossians it is conletters

is

not directly mentioned at

;

fined to allusions, sometimes

somewhat obscure,

to eschatologi-

which are introduced usually with a theological or
polemic object; in Philippians, where Paul pours out his heart,
it is free and rich, and usually has a direct personal design of
encouragement or consolation. In all these epistles alike, however, it is introduced only incidentally
no section has it as
its chief end to record the future; but in Philippians it is more
fully and lovingly dwelt upon, in Ephesians and Colossians
more allusively touched. It is not surprising, under such circumstances, that very little is revealed to us concerning the
future in these epistles beyond what was already contained in
the earlier letters, the teaching of which most commonly furcal facts

—

nishes the full statement of the facts here briefly referred to.

Now

and then, however, they cast a ray of light on points or
which were not before fully illuminated, and
thus enable us to count distinct gains from their possession.
Nowhere are they out of harmony with what the earlier epistles
have revealed.
sides of the truth

The

eschatological contents of the twin letters, Ephesians

and Colossians,

made

in

them

of

an inheritance

the saints in light (Eph.

The time

very sharply. Much is
hope laid up in heaven for

will illustrate all this

i.

of its realization

14, cf.
is

of
ii.

when

7; Col.

i.

Christ our

12,
life

i.

5: cf.

shall

iii.

24).

be mani-
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be manifested with Him in
presupposed that the reception
of the inheritance is conditioned on a previous judgment. We
must be made meet for it by the Father, by a deliverance from
the power of darkness and translation into the kingdom of Him
by whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of our sins (Col.
i. 12). Whatsoever good thing each one does, the same he shall
certainly receive from the Lord (Eph. vi. 8). The inheritance
itself is thus a recompense for our service here (Col. iii. 24).
Judgment again is implied in the constant undertone of allusion
to a presentation of us by God or Christ, pure and blameless
and unaccusable at once before Christ and in Christ (Eph. i.
22; Col. i. 22, 28). But if Christ is thus the judge, we naturally
enough are to live our life here in His fear (Eph. v. 21). The
resurrection of the saints is implied now and then (Col. ii. 12,
13; cf. Eph. v. 23), and once asserted in the declaration that
Christ has become "the first-born from the dead, that in all
things He might have the pre-eminence" (Col. i. 18). The nature of this inter-adventual period is explained with apparent
reference to some such teaching as is given in I Cor. xv. 25, to
be a period of conflict (Eph. vi. 12), and its opening days are
hence said to be evil (Eph. v. 16), though, no doubt, the evil
will decrease as conflict passes into victory. The enemies of the
Lord are named as principalities and powers, and their subjugation was potentially completed at His death and resurrection
(Col. ii. 15). The actual completion of the victory and subjection of all things to the Son is briefly re-stated in each epistle.
In the one it is declared that God has purposed with reference

fested, at

which time we also

glory (Col.

iii.

shall

4). It is clearly

to the dispensation of the fulness of the times

dispensation of the ends of the ages, I Cor.

(i.e.

this present

x. 11) to

gather again

things as under one head in Christ, the things in the heavens
and the things upon earth (Eph. i. 10). In the other it is said
that it was the Father's good pleasure that all the fulness
should dwell in the Son, and that through Him all things should
be reconciled to Him, whether things upon the earth or things
in the heavens, and that this reconciliation should be wrought
by His blood outpoured on the cross (Col. i. 19). The only
all
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between such statements and such a one as II Cor.

that these deal with the universe, while that treats only

man, and hence these presuppose the full teaching implied
10-28 and Rom. viii. 18-25, and sum up in a single

in I Cor. xv.

pregnant sentence the

full effects of

the Saviour's work.

The

on the principalities and powers and
world-rulers of this darkness and spiritual hosts of wickedness,
and the means by which He will work His victory, are declared
at Eph. vi. 12 from which we learn
as we might have guessed
from Rom. xi. 25, sq.
that Christians are His soldiers in this
holy war, and it is through our victory that His victory is
known. It is easy to see that there is nothing new in all this, and

method

of Christ's attack

;

yet there

is

much

—

—

that has the appearance of being new.

We see

everything from a different angle the light drops upon it from
a new point, and the effect is to bring out new relations in the
;

and give us a feeling of its substantialness. We become more conscious that we are looking at solid facts, with
fronts and backs and sides, standing each in due and fixed
old truths

relations to

The

all.

Epistle to the Philippians differs

from the others

of its

group only in dwelling more lingeringly on the matters it mentions, and thus transporting us back into the full atmosphere of
Corinthians and Thessalonians. Here, too, Paul thinks of the
advent chiefly in the aspect of the judgment at which we are
to receive our eternal approval and reward or disapproval and
rejection. He is sure that He who began a good work in His
readers will perfect it, until the day of Jesus Christ (i. 6) he
prays that they may be pure and void of offence against the day
of Christ (i. 10); he desires them to complete their Christian
life that he may have whereof to glory in the day of Christ that
he did not run in vain, neither labour in vain (ii. 16). These
sentences might have come from any of the earlier epistles. The
;

events of the day of the Lord are detailed quite in the spirit of
the earlier epistles in

iii.

20, 21.

Our

real

home, the common-

wealth in which is our citizenship, is heaven, from whence we
patiently await a Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall
fashion anew the body of our humiliation so that it shall be

;
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conformed to the body of His glory, according to the working
whereby He is able to subdue all things unto Himself. These
two verses compress within their narrow compass most of the
essential features of Paul's eschatology: Christ's present en-

thronement as King

which our citizenship is, in
Him to return in due time
our resurrection and the nature of our new bodies on the one side
as no longer bodies of humiliation, on the other as like Christ's
resurrection body, and hence glorious Christ's conquest of all
things to Himself, and last of all of death, in our resurrection,
of the state in

heaven, from whence we are to expect

;

of which, therefore, all His other conquests are a guerdon.

The

description of our resurrection bodies as conformed to

Christ's glorified

so as

it

body

is

important in

itself,

and

all

the more

helps us to catch the meaning of the almost immediately

preceding statement

(iii.

10

sq.) of

Paul's deep desire "to

know

Christ and the power of His resurrection and the fellowship of

His suffering, becoming conformed unto His death, if by any
means he may attain to the resurrection of the dead." It has

become somewhat common

to see in this passage a hint that

Paul knew only of a resurrection of the redeemed, and himself
expected to rise only in case he was savingly united to Christ.
This exposition receives, no doubt, some colour from the phraseology used; but when we observe the intensely moral nature
of the longing, as expressed in the immediately subsequent context, we cannot help limiting the term "resurrection from the
dead" here, by the added idea of resurrection to glory, and the
full statement of verse 21 inevitably throws back its light upon
it. It is not mere resurrection that Paul longs for; he gladly
becomes conformed to Christ in His death that he may be conformed to Him in His resurrection also, and the gist of the whole
passage is bound up in this idea of conformity to Christ, with
which it opens (verse 10) and with which it closes (verse 21).
of the just and
To think of two separate resurrections here
in the former of which Paul desires to rise, is to
the unjust
cut the knot, not untie it. Nothing in the language suggests
it
the "resurrection from the dead" is as unlimited 10 as the
10 On
ktavaaraats, see Meyer in loc.

—

•

—

—
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" death" that precedes it. Nothing in the context demands or
even allows it. Nothing anywhere in Paul's writings justifies it.
It is inconsistent with what we have found Paul saying about the
Second Advent and its relation to the end, at I Cor. xv. 20-28.

And

finally it

is

by

contradicted

his explicit statements con-

cerning the general resurrection, in the discourses in Acts which
are closest in time to the date of these letters,

and which ought

to be considered along with them, especially Acts xxiv. 15,

where in so many words the resurrection is made to include
both the just and unjust (cf. xxiii. 6; xxvi. 8, 23; xxviii. 20).
The limitation which the context supplies in our present passage is not that of class, much less that of time, but that of
result; Paul longs to be conformed to Christ in resurrection as
in death
he is glad to suffer with Him that he may be also
glorified together with Him. Yea, he counts his sufferings but
refuse, if he may gain Christ and be found in Him, clothed in
the righteousness which is by faith. This is the ruling thought
which conditions the statements of verse 11, and is openly re-

—

turned to at verse 21.

The mention

of the subjection of all things to Christ in

verse 21, which recalls the teaching of I Cor. xv. 20-28 again,

was already prepared for by the account of the glory which
God gave the Son as a reward for His work of suffering, in ii. 911. There His supreme exaltation is stated to have been given

Him

of

God

for a purpose

— that

all

creation should be sub-

Him, should bow the knee to His Name and confess
Him to be Lord to the glory of God the Father. The completion
of this purpose Paul here (iii. 21) asserts Christ to have the
power to bring about, but nothing is implied in either passage
jected to

as to the rapidity of its actual realization.

Some have

thought, however, that in this epistle also Paul

expresses his confidence that

all

should be

fulfilled in his

own

time. Plainly, however, the reference of the completion of our

moral probation, or of our victory over the present humiliation,
to the Second Advent goes no further than to leave the possibility of its coming in our generation open (i. 6; iii. 21), and the
latter at least is conditioned by the desire for a good resurrec-
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tion,

which

Lord

is

ence to
it

is

earnestly expressed immediately before.

was early

so understood

properly so taken. It

a person as near in time
near,

is

(e. g.,

by Barnabas),

it

can hardly be

indeed, scarcely congruous to speak of

is,
;

we speak

seasons as near, meaning

person

"The

would be more to the point, if its refertime and the Second Advent were plainer. But although
at hand", (iv. 5)

we mean

it

it

of events or actions, times or

temporally; but

when we say a

inevitably of a space-relation.

And

the connexion of the present verse points even more strongly

Whether we construe it with what goes
what comes after
whether we read "Let your
gentleness be known to all men, [for] the Lord is near," or
"The Lord is near, [therefore] be anxious for nothing, but in
everything ... let your requests be made known unto God,"
in the

same

direction.

—

before, or with

— the reference
help

is

likely,

to God's continual nearness to the soul for

preferable to that to the Second Advent.

And if,

as seems

the latter connexion be the intended one, the contextual

argument

is

The

same phrase occurs in
must have been therefore in
sense by Paul and his readers alike, while

pressing.

fact that the

the Psalter in the space-sense, and
familiar use in this

the asyndetic, proverbial
gives

it

way

in

which

it is

the appearance of a quotation, adds

to render this interpretation of

it

all

introduced here
that was needed

here certain.

The Apostle's real feelings towards the future life are clearly
exposed to us in the touching words of i. 21 sq., the close resemblance of which to II Cor. v. 1-10 is patent. Here he does not

way to a hope of living to see the advent,
but begins where he ended in II Corinthians, with the assertion
of his personal preference for death rather than life, because
death brought the gain of being with Christ, "which is far better." Even the "naked" intermediate state of the soul, between
death and resurrection, is thus in Paul's view to be chosen
rather than a life at home in the body but abroad from the Lord.
Yet he does not therefore choose to die: "but what if to live in
the flesh
this means fruit of my work? " he pauses to ask
himself, and can but answer that he is in a strait betwixt the
two, and finally that since to die is advantageous to himself
refer in the remotest

—
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for his converts, he

a while in this world.

To

"a hasty

him, too,

knows

man

here

traveller

Posting between the present and the future,

That

and

yet,

baits awhile in this dull fleshly tavern";

though
and

insufficiency

this tent-dwelling is seen
inefficiency, like the

by him

in all its

good Samaritan he

is

even so humble a caravanserai
nay, like the Lord
(iii. 21) for the succouring of his fellows
Himself, he counts the glory of the heavenly life not a thing to
be graspingly seized, so long as by humbling himself to the form
of a tenant here he may save the more. The spirit that was in
Christ dwelt within him.
willing to prolong his stay in

The eschatology of
and II Timothy

Titus,

—

the Pastoral Epistles

— the

(a.d. 67, 68)

—

I

Timothy,

richest depository

of which is the Second Epistle to Timothy, is indistinguishable
from that of the other Pauline letters. In these letters again the
Second Advent is primarily and most prominently conceived as
the closing act of the world, the final judgment of men, and
therefore the goal of all their moral endeavours. Timothy is
strenuously exhorted "to keep the commandment, " that is, the
evangelical rule of life, "spotless and irreproachable until the
appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ" (I Tim. vi. 14). All of
Paul's confidence is based on his persuasion that Jesus Christ,
the abolisher of death and bringer of life and incorruption to
light through the Gospel, is able to guard his deposit 11 "against
that day" (II Tim. i. 12), and that there is laid up for him the
crown of righteousness which the Lord, the righteous Judge,
shall give him at that day (II Tim. iv. 8). "And not to me only,"
he adds, as if to guard against his confidence seeming one personal to himself, "but also to all them that have loved His
appearing." Though at that day the Lord will render to Alexander according to his works (II Tim. iv. 14), he will grant
mercy to Onesiphorus (II Tim. i. 16) and in general he will at11
ri)f irapad^Ktjv pov — "what I have entrusted to him."
;

.
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tach to godliness the promise both of the
that which

is

to

come

(I

Tim.

life

that

now

It follows, therefore, that for all those in Christ the

Advent

is

and

iv. 8)

Second

a blessed hope to be waited for with patience, but
also with loving desire and longing. Christians are described as
is

those that love Christ's appearing (II Tim.
of it

is

blessed (Titus

ii.

13) because it

is

iv. 8),

and the hope

the epiphany of the

glory of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ, even as the
former coming was the epiphany of His grace (Titus ii. 13, cf.
11). It is implied that as the grace so the glory is for Christ's
children. What this glory consists in is not, however, very
sharply defined. It is the deposit of life and incorruption that
the Saviour holds in trust for His children (II Tim. i. 12). It is

the crown of righteousness which the righteous Judge will

bestow upon them
uity (Titus
life

now hoped for

than

definition.

new

Tim.

iv. 8). It is

(Titus hi. 7)

Nothing

who think

gravely err
of the

(II

freedom from

all iniq-

14). It is the actual inheritance of the eternal

ii.

is

.

But

all this is

description rather

said of resurrection except that they

already past (II Tim.

it

ii.

nothing

18),

bodies to be given to the saints, or of any of the

glories that

accompany the

final

triumph.

What

is

said de-

what is already enjoyed in its
what comes in some abundance in the im-

scribes only the full realization of
first fruits

here or

perfect intermediate state.

For the

advent do not blind Paul to the bliss
hope in "this world," whether in the body or
the body. In the fervid music of a Christian hymn the
glories of the

of a Christian's

out of

Apostle assures his son Timothy of his
the faithful saying (II Tim.
"If
If
If
If

11-13):

own

—

steadfast faith in

we died with Him, we shall also live with Him;
we endure we shall also reign with Him;
we shall deny Him, He will also deny us;
we are faithless
He abideth faithful,

For

And

ii.

—

He

cannot deny Himself."

death itself, he says, can but "save him into Christ's
heavenly kingdom" (II Tim. iv. 18). The partaking in Christ's
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death and life in this passage seems to be meant ethically; and
the co-regnancy with the Lord that is promised to the suffering
believer apparently concerns the being with Christ in the heavwhether in the body or abroad from the body.
enly kingdom,
Thus the Apostle is not here contemplating the glories of the
advent, but comforting and strengthening himself with the
profitableness of godliness in its promise of the life that now is,
under the epiphany of God's grace, when we can be but looking
for the epiphany of His glory. That he expects death (for now

—

he was sure of death, II Tim. iv. 6) to introduce him into
Christ's heavenly kingdom advertises to us that that kingdom is now in progress, and II Tim. iv. 1 is in harmony with
this just because it tells us nothing at all of the time of the king-

dom. 12
About Christ's reign and work

as king

— in other words,
— these
we

concerning the nature of this period in which

live

somewhat rich in teaching. These " latter times"
"last days" 13
for these are, according to the fixed usage

epistles are

or

—

under which the Apostle speaks
are not to be an age of idleness or of sloth among Christians; but, in harmony with the
statements of the earlier letters, which represented it as a time
of conflict with and conquest of evil, it is here pictured as a time
in which apostasies shall occur (I Tim. iv. 1), and false doctrines
flourish along with evil practices (II Tim. iii. 1, sq.), when the
just shall suffer persecution, and evil men and impostors wax
worse and worse (II Tim. iii. 13), and, even in the Church, men
shall not endure sound doctrine, but shall introduce teachers
after their own lusts (II Tim. iv. 3 sq.). It would be manifestly
illegitimate to understand these descriptions as necessarily
covering the life of the whole dispensation on the earliest verge
of which the prophet was standing. Some of these evils had alof the times, the designations

of the dispensation of the Spirit,

—

Notice that the correct translation is: "I charge thee before God and Christ
shall judge the quick and the dead, and by His appearing and by His
kingdom." Each item is adduced entirely separately; the Apostle is accumulating
the incitements to action, not giving a chronological list, which, in any case, the
12

Jesus

who

passage does not furnish.
13

kv iarkpois naipdis,

I

Tim.

iv. 1; b>

iaxarais

^juepats,

II

Tim.

hi. 1.
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ready broken out in his own times, others were pushing up the
ground preparatory to appearing above it themselves. It is
historically plain to us, no doubt, that they suitably describe
the state of affairs up to at least our own day. But we must
remember that all the indications are that Paul had the first
stages of "the latter times" in mind, and actually says nothing
to imply either that the evil should long predominate over the
good, or that the whole period should be marked by such disorders.

When

the Lord should come, he indeed keeps as uncertain

in these epistles as in all his former ones. In II

Timothy he

own death immediately, and he contemplates

ex-

with
patience and even joy, no longer with the shrinking expressed
in II Corinthians. It is all the more gratuitous to insist here that
the natural reference of Timothy's keeping the faith to the ad-

pects his

it

vent as the judgment (I Tim. vi. 14), implies that he confidently
expected that great closing event at once or very soon. On the
contrary it is reiterated in the same context that God alone
knows the times and seasons, in the assertion that God would
show the epiphany of our Lord Jesus Christ "in His own times."
Beyond this the Apostle never goes; and it is appropriate that
in his earliest and latest epistles especially he should categorically assert the absolute uncertainty of the time of the consum-

mation

(I

Thess. v. 1; I Tim.

vi. 15).

Surely an intense personal

conviction that the times and seasons were entirely out of his

knowledge can alone account
complete uncertainty.
It

for so consistent

an attitude of

appears to be legitimate to affirm in the light of the preit is clear that there is such a thing as a Paul-

ceding pages that

ine eschatology; a consistent teaching on the last things which
runs through the whole mass of his writings, not filling them, indeed, as some would have us believe, but appearing on their

surface like daisies in a

meadow

— here

in tolerable profusion,

there in quite a mass, there scattered one

some distance

— everywhere woven into

of the turf carpeting.

The main

by one
it

at intervals of

as constituent parts

outlines of this eschatology are
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repeated over and over again, and exhibited from many separate points of view, until we know them from every side and are
to the general picture

and exact nature. Details are added
by nearly every letter; and each detail

falls so readily into its

place in the outline as to prove both that

confident of their contour

the Apostle held a developed scheme of truth on this subject,

and that we are correctly understanding

it.

A general recapitu-

lation of the broadest features of his doctrine will alone be

necessary in closing.

come in humiliand God has raised Him
to high exaltation and universal dominion in reward for His
sufferings and in order to the completion of His work of redemption; so when He shall have put all His enemies under His feet,
He shall come again to judgment in an epiphany of glory, to
close the dispensation of grace and usher in the heavenly blessedness. The enemies to be conquered are principalities and powers
and world-rulers of this darkness and spiritual hosts of wickedness; this whole period is the period of advancing conquest and
will end with the victory over the last enemy, death, and the
Paul, then, teaches that as Jesus has once

ation, bringing grace into the world,

consequent resurrection of the dead. In this advancing conquest
Christ's elect are His soldiers, and the conversion of the world
first of the Gentiles, then of the Jews
marks the culminating victory over the powers of evil. How long this conflict continues before it is crowned with complete victory, how long the
supreme and sole kingship of Christ endures before He restores
the restored realm to His father, the Apostle leaves in complete
uncertainty. He predicts the evil days of the opening battle, the
glad days of the victory; and leaves all questions of times and
seasons to Him whose own times they are. At the end, however,
are the general resurrection and the general judgment, when the
eternal rewards and punishments are awarded by Christ as
judge, and then, all things having been duly gathered together
thus again under one head by Him, he subjects them all to God
that He may once more become "all relations among all creations." That the blessed dead may be fitted to remain for ever
with the Lord, He gives them each his own body, glorified and

—

—
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and rendered the willing organ of the Holy Ghost.
though they die not, are " changed" to a like
glory. Not only man, but all creation feels the renovation and
shares in the revelation of the sons of God, and there is a new
heaven and a new earth. And thus the work of the Redeemer
is completed, the end has come, and it is visible to men and
angels that through Him in whom it was His pleasure that all

purified

Christ's living,

the fulness should dwell, God has at length reconciled all things
unto Himself, having made peace through the blood of His cross
through Him, whether things upon the earth or things in the
heavens
yea, even us, who were in times past alienated and
enemies, hath He reconciled in the body of His flesh through
death, to present us holy and without blemish and unreproach-

—

—

able before

Him.

XVI

THE MILLENNIUM AND THE APOCALYPSE

THE MILLENNIUM AND THE APOCALYPSE
Of

1

the section of the Apocalypse which extends (according

to his division of the book)

from

xx. 1 to xxi. 8, Kliefoth re-

marks, as he approaches its study, that "because the so-called
millennium is included in its compass, it has been more than
any other part of the book tortured by tendency-exposition into
a variety of divergent senses." 2 This is undoubtedly true: but
in reprobating it, we must not permit ourselves to forget that
there is a sense in which it is proper to permit our understanding of so obscure a portion of Scripture to be affected by the
clearer teaching of its more didactic parts. We must guard, no
doubt, against carrying this too far and doing violence to the
text before us in the interests of Bible-harmony. But within due
limits, surely, the order of investigation should be from the
clearer to the

has been

more obscure. And

much

less

it is

to be feared that there

tendency-interpretation of Rev. xx in the

interest of preconceived theory,

than there has been tendency-

interpretation of the rest of Scripture in the interest of concep-

from misunderstandings of this obscure passage.
Nothing, indeed, seems to have been more common in all
ages of the Church than to frame an eschatological scheme from
this passage, imperfectly understood, and then to impose this
tions derived

scheme on the rest of Scripture vi et armis. To realize this, we
have but to recall the manifold influences which have wrought
not only on eschatological dreaming, but on theological thought
and on Christian life itself, out of the conception summed up
in the term "the millennium." Yet not only the word, but, as
Kliefoth has himself solidly shown, 3 the thing,
Scripture outside of this passage. 4

And

is

not only

unknown
so,

1

From The

2

"Die Offenbarung des Johannes," 1874,

3

"Christliche Eschatologie," 1886, pp. 183 sq.
"Once, and only once," says the "Encyc. Bibl.," 3095, "in the

4

ment we hear

Princeton Theological Review,

of a millennium."

W.

to

but there

v. 2, 1904, pp. 599-617.
III, 254.

New TestaA. Brown, in Hastings' "Bible Diet.," Ill,
643
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are not a few passages of Scripture

—

— as

Kliefoth also has

shown 5
which seem definitely to exclude the whole conception, and which must be subjected to most unnatural exegetical manipulation to bring them into harmony with it at all. We
need not

whether Scripture can contradict
is no lack of expositors
difficulty in expounding the eschatology of

raise the question

Scripture: in our day, certainly, there

who would feel

little

Revelation as definitely the antipodes of that, say, of Paul, not
to say the eschatology of one section of Revelation as the precise contradictory of that of another. But surely, for those who
look upon the Bible as something other than the chance driftage
of the earliest age of Christianity,

it is

at least undesirable to

assume such an antagonism beforehand; and on the emergence
of apparent inconsistencies it certainly becomes in the first
instance incumbent upon us to review our expositions under

may prove to be
an undertaking, as it

the impulse of at least the possibility that they
in error.

We shall not proceed far in such

seems to us, before we discover that the traditional interpretation of Revelation which yields the notion of a " millennium"
is at fault; and that this book, when taken in its natural and
self -indicated sense, needs no harmonizing with the eschatology
of the rest of the New Testament, for the simple reason that its
eschatology is precisely the same with that of its companion
books.

In order to make

not be necessary to do
which constitute the particular section of the Apocalypse of which the
millennium-passage forms a part. The structure of the book,

more than pass

The period

this good, it will

in rapid review the series of visions

1000 years seems to be applied to such a conception first in
1, 2 (see "Encyc. Bibl.," 1368;
Hastings, I, 711a, III, 371a) which is dated by Charles in the first half of the first
century. It is there based on the idea of a Sabbatical week: as the world was
created in six days followed by a day of rest, so the world will last 6000 years
followed by 1000 years of rest. The same idea seems to underlie Barnabas, c. 15,
though Dr. Salmond, "Christian Doct. of Immort.," 1895, p. 438, does not think
so. Cf. Gebhardt, "The Doctrine of the Apocalypse," E. T., pp. 277-278.
6
Ibid., pp. 187-188. Cf. Milligan, "Baird Lectures on the Revelation of St.
John," 1886, pp. 205 sq.: and "Expositor's Bible: The Book of Revelation,"
1889, pp. 345 sq.

371.

of

the Slavonic "Book of the Secrets of Enoch," 33:
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it is

of seven parallel sections, 6 repeating
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with pro-

and richness the whole history of the
inter-adventual period, and thus advancing in a spiral fashion
to its climax, renders it possible to do this without drawing too
much on a knowledge of the whole book. We have only to bear
clearly in mind a few primary principles, apart from which no
portion of the book can be understood, and we need not despair
gressive clearness, fullness

of unlocking the secrets of this section also.

These primary principles
brevity, the following:
is

1.

The

to say, the structure of the

opening of each of

are,

with the greatest possible

principle of recapitulation. 7

book

is

such that

seven sections to the

its

it

That

returns at the

first

advent, and

gives in the course of each section a picture of the whole inter-

adventual period

— each successive portraiture, however,

ris-

ing above the previous one in the stress laid on the issue of the
history being wrought out during

being the

emphasis
2.

its

course.

The

present sec-

and all its
thrown upon the triumph of Christ's kingdom.
The principle of successive visions. That is to say, the several

tion,

last,

reaches, therefore, the climax,

is

visions following one another within the limits of each section,

though bound to each other by innumerable

links,

yet are pre-

sented as separate visions, and are to be interpreted, each, as
a complete picture in
is

to say

—

as

is

itself. 3.

The

principle of symbolism.

implied, indeed, in the simple fact that

That

we

are

brought face to face here with a series of visions significant of
events
we are to bear continually in mind that the whole
fabric of the book is compact of symbols. The descriptions are
descriptions not of the real occurrences themselves, but of symbols of the real occurrences; and are to be read strictly as such.
Even more than in the case of parables, we are to avoid pressing

—

8

The plan

of the

book

is,

then, something like the following: Prologue, I:

1-8; seven parallel sections divided at III: 22, VIII: 1, XI: 19, XIV: 20, XVI:
21 and XIX: 20; Epilogue, XXII: 6-21. The subdivisions of the several sections
follow, each, its

own

course.

This principle of recapitulatio was announced by Augustine, and perfected by Nicolas Colladon (1584) and David Pareus (1618), and especially by
Cocceius and Vitringa. A very large number of expositors have employed its
7

fundamental principle, as, among later ones, for instance, Hofmann, Hengstenberg, Ebrard, Kienlen; but with varying degrees of judiciousness.
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details in our interpretation of

symbols most
:

of the details are

details of the symbol, designed purely to bring the

symbol

sharply and strongly before the mind's eye, and are not to be

by any method of interpretation whatever directly
The symbol as a whole symbolizes the
real event and the details of the picture belong primarily only
to the symbol. Of course, now and then a hint is thrown out
which may seem more or less to traverse this general rule but,
transferred

to the thing symbolized.
:

:

as a general rule,

it is

not only sound but absolutely necessary for

any sane interpretation of the book. 4. The principle of ethical purThat is to say, here as in all prophecy it is the spiritual and
ethical impression that rules the presentation and not an annalpose.

istic

or chronological intent.

known indeed

sake, but for a further

wise unto salvation.
is

The purpose

of the seer is to

make

— to make wise — but not for knowledge's own
end to make known unto

He

:

action, to

make

contents himself, therefore, with what

end and never loses himself in
which can have no other object than the satisfaction of

efficacious for his spiritual

details

the curiosity of the

One

mind

for historical or other knowledge.

primary prinno more interesting
in itself than fruitful for the interpretation of the book
is the
transference of the task of the interpreter from the region of
minute philology to that of broad literary appreciation. The
ascertainment of the meaning of the Apocalypse is a task, that
is to say, not directly of verbal criticism but of sympathetic
imagination: the teaching of the book lies not immediately in
its words, but in the wide vistas its visions open to the fancy.
It is the seeing eye, here, therefore, rather than the nice scales
of linguistic science, that is needful more obviously than in
most sections of Scripture.
If, now, we approach the study of the section at present before us under the guidance of these principles, it is probable that
we shall not find it impossible to follow at least its main drift.
ciples

of

of the effects of the recognition of these

— an

effect the perception of

which

is

—

The section opens with a vision of the victory of the Word
God, the King of Kings and Lord of Lords over all His ene-
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We see Him come forth from heaven girt for war, followed

by the armies

of

heaven; the birds of the

air are

summoned

to

the feast of corpses that shall be prepared for them: the armies
of the

enemy

— the

beasts and the kings of the earth

— are

gathered against Him and are totally destroyed; and "all the
birds are filled with their flesh" (xix. 11-21). It is a vivid picture of a complete victory, an entire conquest, that we have
all the imagery of war and battle is employed to give
This is the symbol. The thing symbolized is obviously
the complete victory of the Son of God over all the hosts of
wickedness. Only a single hint of this signification is afforded
by the language of the description, but that is enough. On two

here;

and

it life.

we are carefully told that the sword by which the
won proceeds out of the mouth of the conqueror (verses
and 21). We are not to think, as we read, of any literal war

occasions

victory

15

is

manual fighting, therefore; the conquest is wrought by the
in short, by the preaching of the Gospel. In
spoken word
fine, we have before us here a picture of the victorious career
of the Gospel of Christ in the world. All the imagery of the dread
battle and its hideous details are but to give us the impression
of the completeness of the victory. Christ's Gospel is to conquer the earth: He is to overcome all His enemies.
There is, of course, nothing new in this. The victory of the
Gospel was predicted over and over again even in Old Testament times under the figure of a spiritual conquest. It is thus
also that Paul pictures it. It is thus that John himself elsewhere
portrays it: it is indeed the staple representation of this whole
book. In particular we perceive that this splendid vision is,
after all, only the expansion of the parallel vision given in the
second verse of the sixth chapter. When the first seal was
opened, "And I saw," says the seer, "and, behold, a white
horse, and he that sat thereon had a bow; and there was given
unto him a crown: and he came forth conquering, and to conor

—

quer." It

is

the same scene that

is

ened and made more emphatic as
of the book.

We

recall

now

which governs the structure

now

before us, only strength-

befits its place

near the end

the principle of "recapitulation"
of the book,

and

see that this first
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vision of the last section, in accordance with the general

method

beginning and portrays for us, as
coming of the Lord and the purpose

of the book, returns to the

2 and xii. 1 do, the first
and now, with more detail and stress, the issue of this coming.
What we have here, in effect, is a picture of the whole period
between the first and second advents, seen from the point of
vi.

view

Son

of heaven. It is the period of the
of

God

advancing victory of the

over the world, emphasizing, in harmony with

its

place at the end of the book, the completeness of the victory.
It

is

the eleventh chapter of

Romans and

Corinthians in symbolical form: and there

—

is

the fifteenth of I

nothing in

it

that

was not already in them
except that, perhaps, the completeness of the triumph of the Gospel is possibly somewhat more
emphasized here.

With

the opening of the twentieth chapter the scene changes

(xx. 1-10).

and

Here we are not smitten

flare of

war:

presented to us.

it is

The

in the face with the flame

a spectacle of utter peace rather that is
peace is, however, it must be observed,

thrown up against a background of war. The vision opens with
a picture of the descent of an angel out of heaven who binds
"the dragon, the old serpent, which is the Devil and Satan,"
for a thousand years. Then we see the saints of God reigning
with their Lord, and we are invited to contemplate the blessedness of their estate. But when Satan is bound we are significantly told that after the thousand years "he must be loosed for
a

little

time."

The saints themselves, moreover, we are informed,

have not attained their exaltation and blessedness save through
tribulation. They have all passed through the stress of this
beast-beset life
have all been "beheaded" for the testimony
of Jesus. And at the end we learn of the renewed activity of
Satan and his final destruction by fire out of heaven.

—

This thousand-year peace that

is

set before us

a peace hedged around with war. It was

won by war;

is

therefore

the partici-

have come to it through war; it ends in war. What
thousand-year peace? It is certainly not what we
have come traditionally to understand by the "millennium,"

pants in

now

is

it

this
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as

by

is

made

evident

by many

this one: that those

who

—

and

considerations,

participate in

it
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sufficiently so

are spoken of as

"the souls of them that had been bemere "souls" (ver. 4)
headed for the testimony of Jesus and for the Word of God."
It is not disembodied souls who are to constitute the Church
during its state of highest development on earth, when the
knowledge of the glory of God covers the earth as the waters
cover the sea. Neither

up

is it

disembodied souls who are thought

kingdom which Christ

of as constituting the

in the earth after His advent, that they

over the nations.

And when we have

following hard on the

standing of the vision.

is

rule with

we

said this,

pathway that leads to
The vision, in one word,

who have

intending to set

may

died in the Lord; and

Him

are surely

the true under-

a vision of the

is

message to us
embodied in the words of xiv. 13: "Blessed are the dead
which die in the Lord, from henceforth"
of which passage
the present is indeed only an expansion.

peace of those
is

its

—

The

picture that

is

brought before us here

picture of the "intermediate state "

— of

is,

in fine, the

the saints of

God

gathered in heaven away from the confused noise and garments

bathed in blood that characterize the war upon earth, in order
that they may securely await the end. 8 The thousand years,
thus, is the whole of this present dispensation, which again is
placed before us in its entirety, but looked at now relatively
not to what is passing on earth but to what is enjoyed "in Paradise." This, in fact, is the meaning of the symbol of a thousand
years. For, this period between the advents is, on earth, a
broken time
three and a half years, a "little time" (ver. 3) 9

—

So far L. Kraussold ("Das tausendjahrige Reich," u. s. w., 1863) is right:
souls of the righteous live before God and with God
that is their first
resurrection." But though he thus correctly interprets the "first resurrection"
of the intermediate state, he does not see that the "millennium" is the intermediate period.
9
Cf. Milligan, "Baird Lectures," pp. 213-214; "Expositor's Bible," pp.
340-341. The term 'three and a half years' does not occur in the Apocalypse, but
its equivalents, forty-two months (xi. 2, xiii. 5) and 1260 days (xi. 3, xii. 6) do, as
well as the corresponding phrase "a time and times and half a time" (xii. 14),
which is derived of course from Daniel vii. 25, xii. 7. All these designations alike
"express the whole time of the Church's militant and suffering condition in the
8

"The

—

:
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— which, amid turmoil and trouble, the
to look

upon

saints are encouraged

as of short duration, soon to be over.

To

the saints

on the contrary, a long and blessed period passing
slowly and peacefully by, while they reign with Christ and enjoy the blessedness of holy communion with Him
"a thousand years." 10
Of course the passage (xx. 1-10) does not give us a direct
description of "the intermediate state." We must bear in mind
that the book we are reading is written in symbols and gives us
a direct description of nothing that it sets before us, but always
a direct description only of the symbol by which it is represented. In the preceding vision (xix. 11-21) we had no direct
description of the triumph and progress of the Gospel, but only
of a fierce and gruesome war: the single phrase that spoke of
the slaying sword as " proceeding out of the mouth" of the
conqueror alone indicated that it was a conquest by means of
persuading words. So here we are not to expect a direct description of the "intermediate state": were such a description
given, that would be evidence enough that the intermediate
state was not intended, but was rather the symbol of something
in bliss

it is,

—

else.

The single hint that
who have died in

of those

speaking,
direction.

is

it is

of the condition of the

"souls"

Christ and for Christ that the seer

enough here to

What is described,

is

direct our thoughts in the right

or rather, to speak

more exactly

—

—

what is
brought before us
narrated to us is the chaining of Satan "that he should deceive
the nations no more"; the consequent security and glory of
Christ's hitherto persecuted people; and the subsequent destruction of Satan. It is a description in the form of a narrative

for

a course of events that

it is

is

world, the whole time between the First and Second

Com.

Coming

of the

Lord"

(Milli-

"Pop. Com. on N. T." on xi. 2, pp. 93, 94, where there is
a clear and full statement). For the equivalent phrase "a little time" the references at the head of this note will suffice.
10
Cf. Lee ("Speaker's Com." on xx. 2, p. 792): "That the period of a 'thousand
years' is to be taken figuratively is in accordance with such texts as Ps. xc. 4,
gan:

in Schaffs

or II Peter iii. 8
A space of time absolutely long is denoted.
We are to
very great although not a countless number is signified
understand a long though finite duration, beginning from the First Advent of

...

.

.

A

Christ

(I

Cor. xv. 24, 25)."

.

.

.

.
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the element of time and chronological succession belongs to the
symbol, not to the thing symbolized. The "binding of Satan"
is, therefore, in reality, not for a season, but with reference to
a sphere; and his "loosing" again is not after a period but in

another sphere:

it is

suggested. There

thought of at

is,

all:

the saints, and

is

not subsequence but exteriority that

is

indeed, no literal "binding of Satan" to be

what happens, happens not

to Satan but to
only represented as happening to Satan for

the purposes of the symbolical picture.

What

actually happens

removed from the sphere of
Satan's assaults. The saints described are free from all access
of Satan
he is bound with respect to them outside of their
charmed circle his horrid work goes on. This is indicated, indeed, in the very employment of the two symbols "a thousand
years" and "a little time." A "thousand years" is the symbol
of heavenly completeness and blessedness; the "little time" of
earthly turmoil and evil. Those in the "thousand years" are
safe from Satan's assaults: those outside the thousand years
is

that the saints described are

—

are

still

:

enduring his attacks.

And

therefore he, though with

respect to those in the thousand years bound,

is

not destroyed;

and the vision accordingly requires to close with an account of
his complete destruction, and of course this also must needs be
presented in the narrative form of a release of Satan, the gathering of his hosts and their destruction from above.
We may perhaps profitably advert to some of the traits that
go to show that it is the children of God gathered in Paradise
that are in view in the description of the rest and security that
occupies the central section of the vision (vers. 4-6).

We

are

saw "thrones, and those that sat upon them,
and judgment was given to them." Our Lord, we will rememtold that the seer

ber,

is

uniformly represented as having been given a Messianic

kingship in reward for His redemptive death, in order that

He

might carry out His mediatorial work to the end. 11 Those who,
being His, go away from the body and home to the Lord, are
accordingly conceived by the seer as ascending the throne with
Him to share His kingship not forever, however, but for a

—

11

E.

g., Phil. ii. 10.
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thousand years,
last

i.e.,

for the Messianic period.

enemy has been conquered and He

to the Father, 12 their co-reign with

Then, when the

restores the

Him

kingdom

His
Messianic kingdom itself ceases. These reigning saints, now,
are described as "souls"'
a term which carries us back irceases, because

—

resistibly to vi. 9,

where we read

of

been

Word

resting underneath the altar,"

slain for the

of

God

"the souls

of

them that had

a passage of which the present is an expanded version. Similarly
we are told that these souls are "of them that had

here, too,

been beheaded for the testimony of Jesus and for the Word of
God, and such as worshipped not the beast, neither his image
and received not the mark upon their forehead and upon their
hand." The description in the symbol is drawn from the fate
of martyrs; but it is not literal martyrs that are meant in the
thing symbolized. To the seer all of Christ's saints are martyrs
of the world. "For in the eyes of John," as has been well said,
"all the disciples of a martyred Lord are martyrs": "Christ's
Church is a martyr Church, she dies in her Master's service
and for the world's good." 13 These all, dying in Christ, die not
for Christ is not Lord, any more than God is God,
but live
of the dead but the living. We must catch here the idea that
inculcated as it is with
pervades the whole of Jewish thought
the most constant iteration by the whole Old Testament revelation
that death is the penalty of sin and that restoration
from death, that is resurrection, is involved, therefore, in reception into the favor of God. It is this that underlies and gives
its explanation to our Lord's famous argument for the resurrection to which we have just alluded. And it is this, doubtless,

—

—

—

that underlies also the seer's designation in our passage of the
state of the souls in Paradise with their Lord, saved in principle

not in complete fruition, as "the first resurrection." "This,"
he says, "is the first resurrection"; and he pronounces those
blessed who have part in it, and declares that over them "the
if

12

I Cor. xv. 54.

13

Milligan,

Cf. his beautiful

in

loc.

IV.

"The

Expositor's Bible: the

words

in Schaff's

Book

of Revelation," pp. 182, 344.

"Popular Commentary, The Revelation,"
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second death" has no power. Subsequently he identifies "the
second death" with eternal destruction (ver. 14) in the lake of
fire
the symbol throughout these visions of the final state
of the wicked. To say that "the second death" has no power
over the saints of whom he is here speaking is to say at once
that they have already been subjected to the "first death,"
which can mean only that they have suffered bodily death, and
that they are "saved souls" with their life hidden with Christ
in God. That is to say, they are the blessed dead
the dwellers
in the "intermediate state." The "first resurrection" is here,
therefore, the symbolical description of what has befallen those
who while dead yet live in the Lord; and it is set in contrast with
the "second resurrection," which must mean the restoration of
the bodily life. As partakers of this "first resurrection" they
are set in contrast with "the rest of the dead"
who were to
"live not" until "the thousand years should be finished." This
phrase advertises us once more that those of whom the seer
speaks are themselves in a sense "dead," and as they are declared repeatedly to be living
living and reigning with Christ

—

—

•

—

—
— this cannot refer to spiritual death, but must find
•

its refer-

ence to bodily death. Though dead, therefore, in this bodily
sense, they were yet alive
alive in the paradise of God with

—

-

Christ.

The

rest of the dead,

alive with Christ

on the other hand

— wait for the end to

— those not

they are in
every sense dead
already suffering the penalty of sin and to
be restored to even bodily life only to be plunged into the terrible "second death."
It seems scarcely possible to read over these three verses,
however cursorily, without meeting thus with constant reminders that the peace and security pictured is the peace and
security of the blessed dead, seated in the heavenly places, in
their Lord, on the throne of the universe in company with Him.
Any hesitancy we may feel to adopt this view appears to arise
chiefly from the difficulty we naturally experience in reading

—

live again

:

this apparently historical narrative as a descriptive picture of

a state

—

in translating, so to speak, the

dynamic language

of

narrative into the static language of description. Does not the
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very term "a thousand years" suggest the lapse of time? And
must we not, therefore, interpret what is represented as occurring before and after this thousand years as historical precedents and subsequents to it? Natural as this feeling is, we are

persuaded

grounded only on a certain not unnatural

it is

in-

capacity to enter fully into the seer's method and to give ourselves entirely to his guidance. If he elected to represent a state

and perfection by a symbol which suggested
when taken in its literal meaning, he had no choice

of completeness

lapse of time

but to represent what was outside this state as before or after:
that belonged to the very vehicle of representation. Now it is
quite certain that the number 1000 represents in Bible symbolism absolute perfection and completeness; and that the
symbolism of the Bible includes also the use of a period of time
in order to express the idea of greatness, in connection with
thoroughness and completeness. 14 It can scarcely be necessary
to insist here afresh on the symbolical use of numbers in the
Apocalypse and the necessity consequently laid upon the interpreter to treat them consistently not merely as symbols but
as symbols embodying definite ideas. They constitute a language, and like any other language they are misleading unless
intended and read as expressions of definite ideas. When the
seer says seven or four or three or ten, he does not name these
numbers at random but expresses by each a specific notion. The
sacred number seven in combination with the equally sacred
number three forms the number of holy perfection ten, and
when this ten is cubed into a thousand the seer has said all he
could say to convey to our minds the idea of absolute completeness. It is of more importance doubtless, however, to illustrate
the use of time-periods to convey the idea of completeness.
Ezek. xxxix. 9 provides an instance. There the completeness of
the conquest of Israel over its enemies is expressed by saying
that seven years shall be consumed in the burning up of the
debris of battle they "shall go forth," we read, "and shall make
fires of the weapons and burn them, both the shields and the
bucklers, the bows and the arrows, and the hand-staves and
:

14

Dr. Milligan has shown this very convincingly.
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the spears, and they shall make fires of them seven years." It
were absurd to suppose that it is intended that the fires shall
actually endure seven years. We have here only a hyperbole to
indicate the greatness of the mass to be consumed and the completeness of the consumption. A somewhat similar employ-

ment

of

the time-phrase to express the idea of greatness

found in the twelfth verse of the same chapter, where, after
the defeat of Gog " and all his multitude," it is said, "And seven
months shall the children of Israel be burying of them that they
may cleanse the land." That is to say, the multitude of the dead
is so great that by way of hyperbole their burial is said to consume seven months. The number seven employed by Ezekiel
in these passages is replaced by the number a thousand in our
present passage, with the effect of greatly enhancing the idea
of greatness and of completeness conveyed. When the saints
are said to live and reign with Christ a thousand years the idea
is

intended

is

blessedness

that of inconceivable exaltation,

— a completeness

security

of exaltation, security

and

and

bless-

edness beyond expression by ordinary language.

We can scarcely go the length of Dr.
and say that the time-element

Milligan, nevertheless,

wholly excluded from our
passage. After all it is the intermediate state that is portrayed
and the intermediate state has duration. But it is within the
limits of sobriety to say that the time-element retires into the
background and the stress is laid on the greatness and completeness of the security portrayed. This is, however, portrayed
under a time-symbol: and the point now is that, this being so,
the very necessity of the symbolism imposed on the writer the
representation of the other elements of the symbol also by timeexpressions. Accordingly in the picture which he draws for us
the vision of the security of the saints is preceded and followed
by scenes represented as occurring before and after it, but to
be read as occurring merely outside it. The chaining of Satan
is not in the event a preliminary transaction, on which the
security of the saints follows nor is the loosing of Satan a subsequent transaction, on which the security of the saints ceases.
The saints rather escape entirely beyond the reach of Satan
:

is

—
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when they ascend
throne by His

his assaults. This

Lord and take their seats on His
and there they abide nevermore subject to

to their

side,

is

indeed suggested in the issue (verse 96),

where the destruction of Satan is compassed by a fire from
heaven and not through the medium of a battle with the saints.
But while the saints abide in their security Satan, though thus
"bound" relatively to them, is loosed relatively to the world
and that is what is meant by the statement in verse 3c that "he
must be loosed for a little time"
which is the symbol of the
inter-adventual period, in the world; and not less in verses 7-10.
We must here look on the time-element, we repeat, as belonging
wholly to the symbol and read in the interpretation spaceelements in its place. The intermediate state is in one word
conceived of not out of relation to the "world," but as, so to
speak, a safe haven of retreat in the midst of the world: the
world is around it, and there Satan still works and deceives,
but he who escapes through the one door of "beheading" for
Christ's sake, rises not only to security but to a kingdom.
As we scrutinize the text closely with this scheme of interpretation in mind, the apparent difficulties that stand in its
path give way one after another. One clause alone seems so recalcitrant as not to lend itself readily to the proposed interpretation. This occurs in the middle of verse 3. There it is affirmed
that Satan is chained "that he should deceive the nations no
more." Under Dr. Milligan's interpretation of the thousand
years' security, which he applies not to the saints in glory with
their Lord
the intermediate state
but to the saints in conflict on earth
this clause seems no
the militant state
doubt hopeless. But if we are to understand that it is the intermediate state that is portrayed, the difficulty which it presents
does not seem to be insuperable. In its general meaning the
clause indeed is only the extreme point of the temporal-machinery in which the vision is cast. If what is spatially distinct,
so to speak, in the reality, is to be represented in the figure as
temporally distinct, there seems no way in which it can be done
except by saying that Satan is first bound so as not to act, in
order that he may be afterward loosed^ so as to act. The only

—

—

—
—

•

—

•
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word " nations." Should we not expect

not merely with reference to the
supposed to be bound? And is not the word
" nations" the standing denomination in the Apocalypse of precisely the anti-Christian hosts? The only solution that readily
suggests itself turns on the supposition that the word " nations"
may be used here in its wider inclusive sense, and not of ."those
without" in contrast with God's people. The term "world"
occurs in this double sense, and there seems no reason why
" nations" should not also, especially since it is continually
understood that the "nations" include God's people in the
making (xxii. 2). Possibly little more is intended to be conveyed
by the phrase in verse 3 than "to bring out and express that
aspect of Satan by which he is specially distinguished in the
that is to say, to declare simply that "Satan
Apocalypse"
the deceiver" was bound, 15 and what is more than this belongs
to the drapery of the symbolism. In verse 8 it appears to have
a slightly different turn given it. There is a special propriety in
its suggesting in this context "those without" indeed, but those
without not so much the circle of Christ's people in general as
Christ's people as gathered into the secure haven of the intermediate state. In a word, it seems that we may understand the
"nations" here, not of the anti-Christian world in contrast with
the Christian, but of the world on earth in contrast with the
saints gathered in Paradise. As such the "nations" may include
Christians also, but Christians not yet departed to their security
with their Lord. If these suggestions
nay their monarchy
be allowed, something will certainly be gained towards a suitable interpretation of the clause. But it cannot be pretended
that a real solution of its difficulties has been offered in any
case; it remains a dark spot in an otherwise lucid paragraph
and must be left for subsequent study to explain.
If the interpretation we have urged be adopted, this vision,
therefore, as a whole (xx. 1-20), in sharp contrast with the prefor

is it

—

—

—

16
We are quoting here from Dr. Milligan's "Baird Lectures," first ed., pp.
223-225 note, which seems to us more suggestive than the note in "The Expositor's Bible" volume, pp. 350-351.
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ceding one

(xix.

11-21), which pictured the strife of God's

people in the world, brings before us the spectacle of the peace
of

God's saints gathered in heaven.

It, too,

embraces the whole

inter-adventual period, but that period as passed in the security

and glory of the intermediate state. This is set forth, however,
not out of relation to the militant Church on earth, but as, so
to speak, its other side. It is as if the seer had said, Look on
this picture

and on that: neither

alone, but the

two

in

com-

bination supply the true picture of the course of events between

and second advents. The Church toiling and struggling
is but half the story: the Church gathering above is
the other half. And both speed them to the end. For the one it
is a period of conflict, though of a conflict advancing to victory.
For the other it is a period of restful security, nay of royal
ruling. It is the conjunction of the two that constitutes this
inter-adventual period; and, together, they pass onward to the
the

first

here below

end:
Blessed that flock safe penned in Paradise;

Blessed this flock which tramps in weary ways;
All form one flock, God's flock;

By

joy or pain,

still

all

yield

Him

praise

tending towards the prize."

Accordingly this vision

is

followed

depicted the last judgment, in which

— partake. That this

by a
all

third, in

which

is

— both in earth and

is the general judgment seems to
Those whom it concerns are described as "the dead, both great and small," which seems to be
an inclusive designation. That it is not merely the wicked who
are summoned to it appears from the fact that not only the
"book of deeds," but also the "book of life" is employed in it,
and it is only those whose names are not found written in the
whence it seems
book of life that are cast into the lake of fire
to follow that some are present whose names are written in the
"book of life." The destruction of "death and Hades" does not
imply that the judgment is over the enemies of God only, but
merely that hereafter, as Paul, too, says, death shall be no more.
There is, no doubt, the "second death," but this is the lake of fire,

heaven

be obvious on the face of

it.

—
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thus, the great final

here presented to our contemplation: implying

the general resurrection and preparing the entrance into eternal
destiny.

The former

fulfills

the proleptic declaration in verse 5

that "the rest of the dead lived not until the thousand years

should be finished":
resurrection," in

now

which

all

they are finished and "the second

— not Christ's people only — share,

takes place: and accordingly they, too, are, in this reference,
classed

among "the dead"

(ver. 12).

The

latter

is

adverted

to,

so far as the wicked are concerned, with the brevity consonant

with this culminating part of the Apocalypse, in the concluding
"And if any was not found written in the
book of life, he was cast into the lake of fire." With respect to
the destiny of God's saints, the things the seer has to say of
verse of the chapter:

them require new visions.
The scene, therefore, shifts

and a new vision is preconsummated
kingdom of God. There is a new heaven and a new earth: and
the new Jerusalem, the city of God, descends from heaven: and
God makes His dwelling in its midst and the happy inheritance
of the saints is exhibited to us in all its richness and blessedness.
To enhance the value and desirableness of this picture of holy
bliss destined for God's people it is set between two declarations
of the fate of the wicked (xx. 15, xxi. 8).
Nor is this all. For this vision is followed immediately by a
symbolical description of the glorified people of God under the

sented to us

(xxi. 1-8). It is

at once

the vision of the

:

similitude of a city (xxi. 9-xxii. 5). It

the

Lamb

(verse 9) that

is

is

the bride, the wife of

depicted: and she

is

described as a

and glorious city in which the Lord makes His abode,
and which He Himself supplies with all that it can need. This

perfect

not a picture of heaven, be it observed it is a picture of the
heavenly estate of the Church
not merely of the ideal of the
Church, but of the ideal of the Church as realized, after the turmoil of earth and the secluded waiting in Paradise alike are
over. We quite agree with Dr. Milligan then when, in his latest
exposition, he expounds the vision as a "detailed account of
the true Church under the figure of a city," and remarks that
is

:

—
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this "city

not the

is

really a figure, not of a place

but of a people:

it is

home of the redeemed: it is the redeemed themBut we cannot go with him when he adds that it is

final

selves."

" essentially a picture, not of the future, but of the present; of
the ideal condition of Christ's true people, of His 'little flock'
on earth, in every age." 16 True, it may be that " every blessing

limned in upon this canvas is in principle the believer's now,"
but the realization of these blessings for the Church, as a whole,
is surely reserved until the time when that Church shall at
length be presented to its Lord "a glorious Church, not having
spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but holy and without blemish." "And I saw," said the seer, when he was contemplating
the consummating glory (xxi. 2), "the holy city, new Jerusalem,
coming down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride
adorned for her husband." But now, gazing in vision on the
consummated glory, he has even more to show us. "Come
hither," the angel said to

him (xxi. 9), and "I will show thee
The marriage has now taken place,

the bride, the Lamb's wife."
it is

no longer the bride preparing

bride adorned for her husband:

husband, or even the

the bride, "the Lamb's

"The Church," says Dr. Milligan himself
we belive, a better exposition,

wife."

and

for her
it is

in this point,

in

an

earlier

"is not only

espoused but married to her Lord." Gazing on the beautiful
traits limned for us, we see not indeed what we are, but what
we shall be, and who can wonder if we cry with the sweet
singer,

Would God we were

there!

not our purpose to go into a detailed exegesis of these
visions. We content ourselves with this mere suggestion of their
It

is

essential contents, satisfied to

draw out from them merely the

great features of the eschatology of the Apocalypse, culminating as

it

does in this section in which

the exposition will
16

commend

itself

is

summed up

we venture

its

entire

hope that
as reasonable: and it will

teaching. So far as serves this purpose,

to

"The Book of Revelation" (1889), pp.
"Commentary" in Dr. Schaffs "Popular Com. on the

"Expositor's Bible" volume on

364, 368, 373. In his earlier

N. T.," Dr. Milligan had interpreted
though not of the Church so much as

this vision of the

of its "eternal

consummated Church

home,"

i.e.,

heaven.

—
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be wise not to lose ourselves in doubtful details of exegesis
which might cloud the light that shines on the more general

Our main hesitation turns upon the distribution of the
As we have read the section, we have separated
it into only five visions. The whole structure of the Apocalypse
is, however, dominated by the number seven. With a prologue
and an epilogue the book is compounded of seven parallel and
yet climactically wrought-out main sections. Four of these are
outline.

several visions.

formally subdivided into seven subsections each. It seems probable that this sevenfold structure runs through the remaining
sections also, although

and

is left,

it is

not formally announced in them,

therefore, for the reader to trace.

On this ground we

—

xix.
should expect the section now engaging our attention
11-xxii. 5
to offer us a series of seven visions. But only five

—

have been signalized by us. The suspicion lies close that we
have in subdividing the section into its constituent visions
missed two of its division lines. We think it very likely we have
done so, but we have not been able to put our finger on obvious
lines of cleavage, and have preferred to let the material fall
apart where it naturally falls apart and to attempt no artificial
dissecting. Possibly the points of separation may present themselves more clearly to others. In any event, it seems probable
that if two separate visions have been confused by us into one,
it is because they are very closely related visions, from one of
which to the other there is rather progress than transition. In
that very probable case the main lines of exposition would not
be affected: and the purpose of our present enterprise would
be secured as fully as if we had succeeded in separating between
them.
What, then, is the eschatological outline we have gained from
a study of this section? Briefly stated it is as follows. Our Lord
Jesus Christ came to conquer the world to H'mself, and this
He does with a thoroughness and completeness which seems to
go beyond even the intimations of Romans xi and I Cor. xv.
Meanwhile, as the conquest of the world is going on below, the
saints who die in the Lord are gathered in Paradise to reign with
their Lord, who is also Lord of all, and who is from His throne
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directing the conquest of the world.

won

pletely

destruction of the wicked.

new earth and

And

this

When

the victory

is

com-

there supervenes the last judgment and the final

At once there

is

a

new heaven and

a

the consummation of the glory of the Church.

Church abides forever

(xxii. 5), in

ness and blessedness. In bare outline that
teaches. It will be noted at once that

it is

perfection of holi-

is

what our

section

precisely the teaching

Paul and of the whole New Testament
attempts to harmonize as the several types of

of the didactic epistles of

with him.

No

teaching are necessary, therefore, for their entire

harmony

lies

—

on the surface. John knows no more of two resurrections
of
the saints and of the wicked
than does Paul and the whole
theory of an intervening millennium
and indeed of a millennium of any kind on earth
goes up in smoke. We are forced,
indeed, to add our assent to Kliefoth's conclusion, that "the
doctrine of a thousand-year kingdom has no foundation in the
prophecies of the New Testament, and is therefore not a dogma
but merely a hypothesis lacking all Biblical ground." 17 The
millennium of the Apocalypse is the blessedness of the saints
who have gone away from the body to be at home with the

—
—

:

—

Lord.

But

this conclusion obviously does

denial that a "golden age" yet

may

lies

not carry with

use this designation in a purely spiritual sense.

phatically as Paul,

Church

it

the

we
As em-

before the Church,

John teaches that the earthly history

if

of the

not a history merely of conflict with evil, but of conquest over evil and even more richly than Paul, John teaches
that this conquest will be decisive and complete. The whole
meaning of the vision of xix. 11-21 is that Christ Jesus comes
is

:

war merely but

to victory; and every detail of the
view precisely to emphasizing the thoroughness of this victory. The Gospel of Christ is, John being witness, completely to conquer the world. He says nothing, anymore
than Paul does, of the period of the endurance of this conquered

forth not to
picture

world.

dom

is

laid in with a

Whether the

last

judgment and the consummated kinghis visions
upon its conquest

are to follow immediately
17

"Christl. Eschatol.," 1886, p. 188.
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But just on that account the
an extended duration for the conquered earth lies
open: and in any event a progressively advancing conquest of
the earth by Christ's Gospel implies a coming age deserving at
least the relative name of "golden." Perhaps a distinction may
be made between a converted earth and a sanctified earth: such
a distinction seems certainly more accordant with the tone of
these visions than that more commonly suggested between a
witnessed-to earth and a converted earth. The Gospel assuredly
must be preached to the whole world as a witness, before the
Lord comes. These visions seem to go farther and to teach that
the whole world
must be won to Christ before
the earth
He comes and that it is precisely this conquest of it that He is
are as silent as Paul's teaching.

possibility of

—

—

:

accomplishing during the progress of this inter-adventual
period.

Whether they go so far as to say that this winning of the
world implies the complete elimination of evil from it may be
more doubtful. In favor of the one view is the tremendous emphasis laid on the overthrow of all Christ's enemies, which must
mean precisely his spiritual opponents
all that militates
against the perfection of His rule over the hearts of men. In
favor of the other is the analogy of the individual life, in which
complete sanctification lags behind after the life has been in
principle won to God. Perhaps it may even be said that a perfect life is not to be thought possible for sin-born men in the
conditions of this sin-cursed world. Perhaps it may be affirmed
that what is thus true of each individual must be true of the
congeries of these individuals which we call the world. Perhaps
it may be maintained on such grounds as these that as the perfecting of the individual waits for the next life, so the perfecting
of the world must wait until the conquest is over
the last
assize is held
and the New Jerusalem descends from heaven.
In a word, that the perfected world
with all that means
is not to be discovered at xix. 21, but at xxi. 1, and that the description of it is to be read therefore in xxi. 9-xxii. 5, and at no
previous point. No doubt there is an element of speculation in
such suppositions, and we may well be content to leave the

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
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its own lessons, without additions from us. These
however, at least include as much as this that there is
at least an age relativelya " golden age" before the Church
golden gradually ripening to higher and higher glories as the
Church more and more fully conquers the world and all the
evil of the world and ultimately an age absolutely golden when
the perfected Church is filled with the glory of the Lord in the
new earth and under the new heavens. All the aspirations of
the prophets, all the dreams of the seers, can surely find satis-

text to teach

lessons,

:

—

;

faction in this great vision.

Meanwhile, the saints

summation
Lord.

of

God do

not need to await the con-

of the ages before they enter into the joy of their

Even "in this world" they

The seer,
But through all the

receive their reward.

in his vision, sees their accumulated hosts.

years they are gathering,

"They

are flocking from the East

And
They

the West,

are flocking from the

And the South,
Every moment setting
Palm
They

in hand,

North

forth,

and praise in mouth,
up the path

are flocking

To
This their "rest"

is

their rest."

the "Millennium" of the Apocalypse.
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